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Reliable resistances result
in rich reception

MET-VICK
MOULDED
RESISTANCES
Anode dc Grid
Leak

1'2
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Turn to the MET-V1CK Advert. on Page 3.
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1ST CHOICE
IAT OLYMPIA
Marconiphone Portable wins first place
in

"WIRELESS

WORLD"

Show

Ballot—Class 1 (complete receivers of
5 valves or more.)
What finer testimony could a receiver have than this ? Placed first in public
opinion by such radio enthusiasts as the readers of " The Wireless World "—
men whose experience puts them in the best position to judge.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate a Marconiphone Portable and you will get the reasons behind
the vote. Model 53 combines all you hope for in a Portable — as " The Wireless World " says
" it fulfils all the requirements of a portable receiver—
sensitivity and selectivity, sound workmanship and reliability, and a neat and attractive appearance."
Model 53 is built to be an attractive addition to the home, yet
sturdy enough to withstand any amount of journe.ying.
tion

is

simplicity

itself—there

is one edge control

Opera—

for tuning,

another for volume, and a single switch for the long and short
waves (285-550 and
Marconiphone

cone:

1,000-2,000 metres).
an

assurance

The speaker

of natural

is

reception

the

in all

conditions, full harmonics and clean overtones. Marconi economy
valves amplify on low consumption, and Marconiphone batteries
reduce cost
conditions

on

recharging and

Marconiphone

replacements.

Portable

offers

range of reception available to a portable
complete

with

all accessories

and

the
set

In

any

most

normal

complete

And the price—

self—contained

loudspeaker,

including royalty—is 28 gns.

MARCON I
PHONE

MODEL 53 PORTABLE
THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED
(Dept. P), 210-212
210-212,

Tottenham Court Road, London, 11.11
Showrooms:
Tottenham Court

Marconi

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing

House,

Road,

W.1, and

Strand, W.C.2.
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SI POPULAR
RECEIVER
The number of Mullard Master 3* receivers which are
being built every week proves positively that it is the
most popular receiver.
It fulfils every condition for
popularity.
The Mullard Master 3* excels in the manner you most
need aradio to excel—it gives you rich, realistic tone
and the greatest volume obtainable from three valves.
It is selective, too, but not, like some sets for which extreme selectivity is claimed, at the expense of quality.

CCIEDIV
5222M21
d.

ej
envelope
unsealed.
To Dept. S.
" Radio
the Million,"
3,
Inn' Field,,
London,
W. C. 2.

What is more, it does actually give you awide choice of
programmes—and gives them to you at full loud-speaker
strength. Remember, too, that tuning is with one dial
only and that it covers both long and short wave-lengths
without coil changing.
Compare these features with those of any other threevalve set—and your choice must be the Mullard Master 3*.
Read more about it—post the coupon now.

%t
ie:lard

'Maste

PI ease . send
me
Simplified
Plan of
Assembly of the new
NIullard
Master
3*
and
Free copy of "RADIO FOR
IFIE MILLION" Vol. 2 No.4.

Name
(BLOCK LETTERS.)

Address

AI
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Ptelfecs
Ptectle

eise-Nruatoes
NCC 207

5E.225 SPECIFICATION.
- - - 150
- - oo-150
8o
66,000 ohms.

Max. Anode volts
Priming Grid volts
Amp. Factor
Impedance -

Maintain
their full emission
throughout life.

25 /.
IE I» SIWAL
Pace

Each

VALVES
THE

EDISON SWAN

ELECTRIC

CO., LTD., 123-3, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON. E.C.4.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVES
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Reliable Resistances result in Rich -Reception
The most perfect form
of Coupling between
Stages

MET-VICK
COUPLING
UNITS
complete for

MET- VICK
DETECTOR
UNITS
complete for

5/-

MET-VICK
MOULDED
RESISTANCES
Anode C3 Grid Leak for

1/
2

2/6

The results obtained from
Met-Vick Skeleton Resistance Units cannot be improved upon, even by using
expensive wire-wound resistances. The values of the
components have been carefully calculated to give maximum amplification per stage
and as moulded resistances
and leaks are used, their
values are retained indefinitely and they are noiseless
in operation. List MS 4761

,,i,,,, il
rt

Lowest in Cost due to
Met-Vick' Moulded
Resistances

The use of moulded resistances in 'Met-Vick' Skeleton
Detector Units, ensure freedom from 'rushing' noises
often experienced with surface deposit leaks. Both the
condenser and the grid leak
components
retain
their
original values, quite unaffected by climatic or other
variable conditions.
List MS 4761.

GRID

Similar to those embodied in
the Coupling and Detector
Units 'Met-Vick' Moulded
Resistances are available as
separate components. They
are chemically inert, the entire material being the actual
resistance element.
They
/. Carry heavy currents 5-10
inilliamps without becoming
noisy. 2. retain their values
3. Are non-inductive. They
are ideal and inexpensive.
List MS 4760

I
NPUT

F

BS

111IA

Met-Vick
Skeleton
Resistance
Coupling Units for Mains Operation with Met-Vick A.C. Valves:—
Anode Resistance 200,000 ohms)
Grid Leak I megohm
Coupling Condenser '005 mfds.

5/.

Similar for Battery Operation :—
Anode Resistance 400,000 ohms)
/
3

Grid Leak
me go hm
Coupling Condenser '005 mfds.

Extra for Moulded Base

- -

5•
13

Met-Vick Skeleton Detector Unit
for Mains Operation: —
Grid Condenser '0003 mfd. Grid Leak kl megohm

-1 e /6

Similar for Battery Operation :—
Grid Condenser '0003 mfd.
Grid Leak 2 megoh ms
Extra for Moulded Base

-

-1

e

- . 1/3

Anode Resistances :100,000 ohms

250,000
500,000

„
„

Eliminator Resistances :25,000 ohms

50,000

,.

1 megohm
2 megohms

112
1/2
1:2
1/2
112

Grid Leaks :-

Clips for mounting

112
1/2
1/2

-

13

MET-VICK

Components, Valves and Sets
Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
A3
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`Weston

MAKE YOUR
OWN
CONE SPEAKER
The New Wonder

"Nightingale"

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker
Guaranteed to give results
equal to the most expensive
Loud Speakers yet made.
Full construciional details with each unit.

seTISFACnob,
GuNRANTEzo

lp
ea

O
r
r
,f
ilnetri
eCty

ch

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
curl !cl, IIn Jack Voltmeter with High
Range Stand, Measures High and Low
Tension VoltaLea
Price

.to .o

'the Weston tree booklet "Radio Control"
(apish:, the uses of this and other Weston
Radio Instruments. Write for your copy.

Reduced from 326 to 15/solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.
With 4-inch Diaphragm.
Instantly converts your own
Gramophone into a full power
Loud Speaker. giving awealth of
pure undistorted volume which must
In: heard to be believed

P Ser.uheS

BTIY ON
EASY
TERMS

Model 506 Panel Voltmeters
ensure permanent accuracy.
With ahigh internal resistance of 125 ohms, per volt,
they make practically no
load on the batteries. Neat
and compact.

Model 506 Md -Ammeter
should be placed in the H.T.
circuit of thevalve to ensure
correct operation and check
distortion. Panel mounting
tyre.
Prices

Prices
£1.15.0—£2.15.0

£1.15.0—£2.15.0

50

" -tftis

DE LUXE
/

cash or 5/. deposit
and IImonthly payments of 5/atins. high, antis
34-inch Bell
Ma hogany
finished ,unth
platc4arm
ono stand

BAKELITE

S
0.0 C
O•CAPT •Tan Ant

NIGHTINGALE
CONCERT
SUPREME
SUPER
Guaranteed Iree I
rom metallic
resonance.

60/ -`sae, or AS

E Y nandRM1
monthly payments of a/.
D
Model 489
Double Range
D.C. Voltmeter is a
necessary portable testing
instrumenr for every radio
enthusiast It is of great use

in tr,eing circuit
troubles. •Made in
various ranges with different sensitivities.
Similar
instrumene for A.C. Model
528.
Prices £4.0.0—£7.1 5.0

epeit

NOW /

•
Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from

BIM
38.

ONE

NOLYWELL LANE LONDON

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
15

GT.

SAFFRON

HILL.

LONDON,

Mention of " The Wireless

E.D.I
World," when writing

E C.2 .
NIGHTINGALE
SPEAKERS

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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Employs latest Steep-Slope and Pentode
A.C. Valves ...gives choice of programmes from local and high power stations
...will operate moving coil speaker ...
tunes from 200 to 2,000 metres ...
simple control ...selective ...gramophone pick-up facilities.
No batteries
...no accumulator s ...no trou bl e.
TYPE

2515.

Supplied co m pl ete
valves and

wi
t
h all

connec ti ng

l
ea d
s.

e

e
e

Write for leaflets.

PHILIPS

0,›
l
eel

e

for 7?,adio

Advt.
A5

of

PHILIPS

LAMPS

LTD.,

RADID

DEPARTMENT,

PHILIPS

1-13:.1SE,

145,

CHARING

CRDSS

ROAD,

LONDON,

W.2.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World' are only .accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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YOUR A.C. MAINS
WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH THE CHEAPEST AND MOST RELIABLE
SUPPLY OF HIGH TENSION CURRENT FOR YOUR SET.
A 24 page book entitled " The
All Metal Way" showing how
this can be done by the aid of a.

«WESTINCHOUSED

METAL RECTIFIER
will be sent on receipt of your
name and address and id.
stamp.
The unit is a dry metal rectifier using neither valve
nor electrolyte, and having no moving parts, and
when incorporated in one of the circuits shown in the
book, will provide the constant and unvarying hightension supply essential to true and trouble-free
radio reception.
Send for a copy to-day.

METAL RECTIFIER
TYPE H.T.1
for
incorporation
in
H.T. Battery
charger
or eliminator.
Output 200 volts D.C. 100 m.a.

The Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

VY T

Ir

BE'AlelfE
T

The name does not rotate
The head does not come off
They are Bakelite insulated
They are made with thirty
six different engravings

1011?

The most modern
valve holder—in a
word VIBROLDER
—that is what you
want in your set
this season.
The Benjamin Vibrolder
le absolutely shoe kproof, the valve leg contacts are self-aligning;
terminals are provided
for ease of wiring and
the overall size of the
moulding is only Iret II".

Price

1'6

Due to its great
popularity the original Benjamin model
is still retained.
Price 2-

Front any
Wireless Dealer

Other Types

ed. & 3d.

1.500.000
BENJAMIN
VALVE HOLDERS
have already
been sold

ELECTRIC

N

LIMITED,

BRANTWOOD WORKS,
TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17

Advt. 01 BELLING ir LEE Ltd., Queen.stray Works, Ponders End, Ilfiddlesex.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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BATTERY

ELIMINATORS

The Supreme Units for Performance and Durability.
MODELS

TO

SUIT

EVERY

NEED

AND

PURSE .

T

ever-increasing
demand
for
Clarke's
"ATLAS" Battery Eliminators is proof of the
success in working and thoroughness in manufacture of these instruments. Every model is British to
the last screw —backed by the "ATLAS "Guarantee and incorporates the Series Anode Feed System, first
used by us years ago. All Hum from Mains and
Motor Boating is obviated.
HE

MODEL A.C.18
particularly suitable for tne Cosser
Melody Maker and Mu!lard Master
Three Sets. For A.C. 200/250 oak%
30 120 rodes. Max. Output on Halfwave Rectification 15 m/A.; 20/25 mIA.
on Full-wave
Rectification.
Price
£4 17s. 6d.. including one Half-wave
Rectifying Valve and Royalty.
7/
6
extra for Full-wove Rectifying Valve

MODEL A.C.58
for Alternating Current 200/250 volts,
30/120 cycles.
Suitable for one- to
seven-valve sets. NO VALVES TO
BURN OUT—a Westinghouse Patent
Metal Rectifier being incorporated.
Maximum Output 50 m/A.
Price
£8 15,.. including Royalty.

The instruments fully comply with the Institute of
Electrical Engineers Regulations, and every thought
has been given to ensure safety
A flick of the switch
ensures Perfect and Unfailing Current to your set.
The Ideal

A

NEW

Xmas Gift for yourself
Radio friends.

TLA

S

L.T. SUPPLY

or

11

UNIT.

MODEL D.C.18
for Direct Current 200/250 volts. A
Popular Model guaranteed to work any
three-valve and serve most four-valve
sett.
Maximum Output 15 m/A.
Price £1 173. 6.1.

MODEL D.C.10
for Direct Current 200/250 volts. A
thoroughly efficient and refined model.
giving one variable tapping of 0/100
volts and aFixed Tapping of 120 volts.
Maximum Output 20 m/A.
Pric.
£3 15s.

T

HE latest model in L.T. Supply Units (illustrated
above) represents the last word in ensuring perfect
and continuous L.T. Current to your set. This
model is suitable only for Alternating Current Mains, 200/250
volts, 30/120 cycles. It is universally adaptable to any
receiving set without alteration to existing wiring.
There are No Chargers, No Floating Batteries, No Liquids.
No Hum, No Moving Parts—it is Bone Dry and Foolproof
For 2-, '4-, 6-volt Valves up to Iamp. Price £10 10s. Od.
For 2-, 4-, 6-volt Valves up to 2amp. Price £12 12.s. Od.
Send now to the Sole Manufacturers for Eliminator Brochure
No. 32 and L.T. Unit Leaflet No. 36, post free.
MODEL A.C. 38
for Alternat". Current 200/250 volts,
30/120 cycles.
Provides one fixed
tapping of 300 volts maximum with two
additional variable tappings of 0/180
Volts.
Maximum Output 60 m/A.
Price, including Two Rectifying l'aire
and Royalty, £12 12s. 6d.

A7

H. CLARKE &CO.

(
M/CR)
"ATLAS " WORKS,

LTD.

OLD TRAFFORD ,MANCHESTER.

MODEL D.C.50
for Direct Current 200/250 vois .
A Super-model designed for Receivers
requiring large output current. Has two
variable tappings of 0/180 volts each
and two Fixed Tappings. of which one is
120 volts and the other, which is for the
output, 200 volts. Gives varying output
from 20 to 60 m/A. Price £7 IS,.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Behind the best
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GEC0PHONE
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nerfect

Cite%
4
/
1

LIGHT
LIBAINIUM
CASTING

CORRECT
WEIGHT
PAPER
CONE

4 LuoS

•ft.0t

4EEKCY
and 4
Accessodes
•MADE IN ENGLAND.

T
ote$

w o
'0 5

FOR
SCREWING
TO BAFFLE
OR INTO
CABINET

led Speeit-p

-"Re •
Del

Here's the efficient, completely assembled
Floating Cone that Blue-Spot users have
always wanted. Simply two .screws and
the unit is in place—and the whole ready
to screw on to a baffle board or into a
cabinet, making afirst-class loud speaker
that will reproduce with fascinating
realism at infinitesimal cost
Asound job, too—perfectly assembled—
light aluminium casting, correct weight
paper cone, supple leather suspension,
post paid and ready for fixing at once.

SUPPLE
LEATHER
SLISPENSiON

SCREWS
HERE.
FIX UNI
IN
PCIPTION

GILIWAWS
OATING CONE

Write for Folder No. L.4794 for full particulars and prices of GECoPHONE Dry
Batteries and CEEKO Accumulators
and Ch .irgers.

lend P.O. tor

/- to-dan to Manufacturers,

J. S. Gilman, Portland House,
73, Basinghall St., E.C.2.

"GEEKO"

Orders In etriet rotation. "Bloe.Rpot" unIt
indinetable type 6610 eupplled at WV- tiara
It deAlre.I.

H.T. ACCUMULATOR
CHARGER (for A.C.Mains)

OR

FROM

YOUR

DEALER.

BETTER STILL!

"GEEKO"

H.T.
ACCUMULATOR _

T

HE Watmel Pick-up carrier
sprang into instant popularity
as soon as it was introduced,
tecause everyone realised that it
affords that accurate tracking ot the
needle so essential for pick-up reproduction, and yet so lacking in
ordinary loose-fitting tone arms

We have now produced an even letter
model, finished in highly
polished
aluminium. All pints are ball and cone,
easy moving, free from play. A special
tracking template it supplied with each
carrier. making accurate fitting to your
sramophone simple and certain.
Ask
>out dealer to show you one.

6
Write for CIII
Illustrated and
luny descriptive
leaflet—it's Free.

WATILEL No IRELESS CO., LTD.,
...."\\ IMPERIAL WORKS, hIGH STREET,
EDGWARE.
Telrphone : Edgware

032,3,

'WA. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, IV .0 .2.

'Mention nl" The Wireless World." when writing

to advertisers. will ensure Pronibt attention
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4

woe,
he last 1(ing:s
er

'Radio
constructors
think of
condet.
sets they
think of 'T.C.C.
When,
too,
13ritish Admiralty,
and
rnpaniesthe
ofG.'?
the.0.
world
eto T.C.C.

.1reign,
the fourth
year o
the first
Conde of a the
was made.
'Nearly aquarter
century
has since
passedhave
and in
all the
those years,
T.C.C.
made
wantCable
condensers they c,o
nothing else but condensers.
llions for the years of unflagging endeavour
of theur—of all sorts, shapes and and research that are behind every
sizes--the familiar gee-1W ir eless CO
T.C.C. Condenser have caused the
denses that weighbut 2, ounces to big letters on its case to be regardea as
power condensers of over 4 toes. the very hall-mark of accuracy and

11%

T.C.C. has never divided its energy. dependability. You need know no
All the time it has concentrated oil more about Condensers than T.C.C.
condensers. 'The result is that when Specify then in your Set and be sure.

ieet-

NC

esses

Adst Telegraph Condenser Ca. Ltd.. Wales Farm Road. N. Acton. W.3.

.19

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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CENTRAL RAPTO

LABORATORIES

VOLUME CONTROLS
FOR THE W.W. MEGA VOX
Centralab volume Controls have a
patented rocking disc contact that
positively eliminates all wear on
resistance material thus ensuring
long life and perfectly smooth and
noiseless action.
Centralab controls have won favour
with all users and are specified for
use in the MEGAVOX RECEIVER
described in this Magazine.
Centralab Modulators and Volume
Controls are available in the following
resistance ranges :

These successes—
gained at the
Radio Exhibition
at Manchester—
are further proof
of the superiority
of R.I. & Varley
components, and
of their great
popularity
with
the public.

POTENTIOMETERS.
pe P. Ill
2,000 ohms.
„
P. 112
10,000
„
„
P. 050
50,000
„
P. 110 100,000
„

MODULATORS.
Type M. 250
„

M. 500

250,000 ohms
500,000

„

All models 10;6 each.

d Ji Jr
Write for the Cent ratai Circuit Booklet. Also particulars of Centralab
Power Rheostats, Modulator Plugs. etc.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION
24-26, Maddox St., LONDON.
Telephones :Mayfair 0578-9, 4286.

'Grams

LTD.

Ruthermel. Wesdo, London.

Bi -duplex wirewound Mul ticellular H.F.
Choke

9/6

The new
Aperiodic
Tuner

•

Straight Line
Super
Transformer

25/-

Loewe Radio Resistances never vary. They eliminate crackling
noises and '• fal ,e failing." Current up to 'to watt carried without
appreciable heating or change of resistance value.
Elements
Independent of applied voltage. Perfectly homogeneous. Values
available from ro,000 ohms to to megohms. Retail price
2'6
Loewe Radio Condensers safeguard against losses. Dielectric value
2o,000 inegoluns.
Tested under potential of goo volts A.C. Values
available from '0002 M.F. to .005 M.F.
Retail price, '0002 to 'ont M.F
1;3
.
osa to .003 M.F
1:6

THE

MARK

OF

BETTER

RADIO

KIngsway House, 103, Kengsway, W.C..z,

WieyPhone .Holborn

5303.2.

RESISTANCES & CONDENSERS
THE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
4Fountayne Road, Tottenham. London, N.16.
'
Phone: Tottenham 3911,

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MELODY MAKER
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e

„

For your set ehoose--Zottis Dual Wave Coil

Lotus Vernier DialLotus
s4/9; ,le6;
Vaiiahle
Lotus.Condensers,
euroyancy Valve
40e,
!folders, l'3 to 1,'9; Lotus
c
oi
!
Jacks,
Switches and eugs;
Single ConCoil
!folders Lotus 12ernote
trol for 'receptiOn in every
rootn frorn any type of s
Pro,» al/ Radio
Set
Defilers

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool
Advertisements tor " The

Wireless World " are only accepted from firms toe believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Smudgiest
estver

BUILD and OPERATE in

ONE EVENING-a-.

i
T be
•

Ark

4

Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should—

Completely Screen the Grid

Send post card for FREE FULLSIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.
THE FORMO CO.
Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, N.W.2

otteitnin tte,

AI

7/(
"HARBROS" EASYFIX
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CAPACITY REDUCING
FLEX
For Loud Speaker Extensions
One dozen yards sample packet
with fixing pins - - -
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If you can Lay a
valve that gives
you the same service
for the same length
of time as a valve
costing treble the money,
it is obvious economy.
A Frelat Valve costs 66.
It has a short price .... but along
life.
It means cheaper as well as
better radio.
It means cutting
valve costs by one-third.
It is not
coming to you without a good
reputation.
The Frelat is famous

!err

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING
CO., LTD.,

QUEENSWAY,

PONDERS

Traders, Send for

END,

Showcards

MIDDX.

and Prices

6TYPES
1 IPPICE

already.
And
there are sin
types all costing the
same price .. .all
capable of the same
trustworthy performance.
We could continue tell.
ing
you
'shout Frelat
Valves, but that would not be doing
them full justice.
We want you
to test them in your set ..give
them a chance to show what
a really low -priced valve can do.
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N. V. Frelat, Amsterdam, Keizerearacht 77.

IMPORTERS : Samden Wireless Co., Ltd., 102 4, Shudehill,
Manchester ; Continental Radio Import Co. Ltd., 8, spitai
Square, Bishopsgate, E.1.
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—think of all those
"other" stations
which he gets !
You can do the same
—fit

DUBILIER K.C.
CONDENSERS
With Knob,
Dial and Slow-

Without Knob,
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Motion device,

Motion device,

•0003
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0003
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PRICE

or

•0005
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PRICE
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unobtainable from yorr, dealer, write direct
us giving his name and address.
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SIZE
3'.
WEIGHS
NEARLY
30 oui.

A Po wet Transformer without a fault. Tried
and Tested at several stages of man ufacture. Very
high amplification factor which is constant over
a wide range of audio frequencies. Try it in
your set; it will make a big improvement.
Infinitely superior to any foreign transformer,
we show our confidence in it. high-class quality
and construction by backing it with a 12
months unconditional guarantee.

ALL
BRITISH

your Dealer
or direr: from

From

•

Within the last few weeks the demand for
every type of Cleartron Valve has been so
huge that although we have worked day and
night it has been impossible to fulfil all the
orders received

33,

Long

Send for List

of Condensers.
Plugs, Terminals,
and
other keen
Priced
Acresiories.

Millgate,

Telephone :City 9348 (2 lines).

12 '
o
EACH

MANCHESTER,

Telegrams r Toubkin, Manchester.

50, Howard St., Glasgow, and at 130, High H Aborn, London,W Cl.

Now new machinery has been installed and
enlarged premises are in use, and all orders
can be promptly filled.
But we desire to apologise to those customers
and their dealers who have
been inconvenienced by
a delay that was entirely
un'o •eseeable. We realise the annoyance they
must have suffered, but we ask them to
believe that we did our very utmost to cope
with a most amazing situation.

Are you aMains User?
The `CLIX'Power Plug &Socket
Constructors and experimenters have in
The Clix Power Plug and Socket a strong
reliable fitment giving full protection from
shorts and shocks when used for Battery
Eliminators, Chargers, etc.

Nobody could have prophesied the immense
national demand for Cleartrons; a demand
that is the best possible tribute to the quality
and performance of these inexpensive British
Valves.

There are no exposed
wire connections,
highly efficient insulation Is assured, and
strong contact is obtained by the application
of Clix patented construction methods.

Ask your dealer for them now and he should be able
to fulfil all your requirements.

CLEARTR011

ALL-BRITISH VALVES
The Choice of Millions
CLEARTRON (1927) LTD.,
21, Cumberland St., Birmingham.
London (lee :—Fetter House, 54-55, Futter Lane, E.C.4.
'Phone:

Central 8o6z.

Sole .',cnitish Distributors :—The Clydesdale Supply Co. (1922). Ltd.,

2, Bridge St., Glasgow. Northern Ireland: Robert Patterson & Sons.
Ltd., 13, Bridge St., Belfast.
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CLIX COIL PINS
AN ALL PURPOSE FITMENT
"Clix" Coll Pins
can be used for giving perfect and sure contact
wherever standard valve sockets or
sockets are
employed ; such as for Coll Holders, Wall Plugs,
Multi Plugs and oonnectors generally.
Ideal for
" home constructors."

PRICE

2d.

EACH.

Complete with two nuts.
Our new Catalogue contains details and illustrations
of all the "Clix" aids to perfect contact, eight of which
can be seen in the Showcase on your Dealer's counter.

o
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You DONT KNOW

H
GOOD
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A
LOUD 1PEAKER
(AN BE / •

--until you've heard these three BURNDEPT
insteunsents. Whatever your personal preference,
whatever you expect and demand of a loud
speaker, one of these SU R ND EP T models will
win your fullest approval.
Ask your radio
dealer to let you hear them all!

e
,

d
74

THE
ETHOVOX

Many enthusiasts still prefer the horn-type speaker—
merely aquestion of tonal "palate "—and for those
who want areally magnificent model, and aremarkably inexpensive one, the Ethovox is pre-eminent.
Experience and popular approval have shown that
this speaker cannot be improved upon, and it therefore has remained unchanged in design — even
although it is one of the oldest speakers in existence.
Its tone is beautiful and mellow; its volume excellent. You should certainly hear the Ethovox—the
"speaker " that needs no announcing!
Price £3
THE CABINET CONE
One of the most compact cone loud speakers ever
designed.
Incorporating a 12 in. cone loud speaker,
the Cabinet Cone gives exceptional volume, together
with an unsurpassable quality of tone.
If you
prefer a cone-type loud speaker the Cabinet Cone is
waiting to give you a very delightful surprise!
Price (Standard Model) £3, in Oak or Mahogany.
De Luxe Model, with erinoid finish (in Tortoiseshell,
Silver, Bronze, Marble, Mottle, etc.) Price £310, 0
THE CABINET BAFFLE
This is avery neat cabinet, in hand-polished mahogany or oak, containing a B.T.H. Rice-Kellogg Loud
Speaker, 6 or oo/i 10 or 200/240-volt field winding,
or Magnavox type R4 6-volt field winding.
"The
speaker extraordinary."
Price £1011010

BURNDEPT RECEIVERS CAN
BE OBTAINED ON HIRE PUR .
CHASE TERMS. WRITE FOR
PARTICULARS.

f
his

EIURNDEPT
WIRELESS

BLACKHEATH,
Showrooms:

15

(1928)

Bedford

LIMITED,

LONDON,

S.E.3

Street, STRAND,

W.C.2
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Can you think of a more acceptable or more
useful gift ? The lucky receiver will bless
you every time he switches on and hears its
wonderful purity and truthful reproduction.
Special Features—
THE MAGNET.—Special flynamo Steel.
Minimum Leakage. Takes f snip
6 volts.

Intense Field.

THE DIAPHRAGM.—Unique. High Sensitivity.
'Muffle' or Edge.' Minimum 'Focusstng;

MOVING COIL.—Prccisson wound.

No

High Sensitivity.

SUSPENSION SYSTEM.--Special leather.
Full
diaphragm
Inolletnent.
,I flows
'Bass ' uithout
variation uf centering adjustment.
F 1NISH.—M eta/ parts artistically finished in black cellulose.
A demonstration can be arranged on your own set by dropping

card to our tondons

ATTRACTIVE

ld,

Boscombo Road, London,
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post5.W.17.

TRADE.

BRITANNIA REPRODUCERS
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Ftienival Road, Sheffield.
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"TENACIOUS
COATING"
means

THESE
4 POINTS
ARE WORTH
HAVING AT
NO EXTRA COST
I.Altogether purer tone.
2. A more abundant volume
with

distortion eliminated.
noises" will
have ceased.

3. "Background

osra

A. Foreign stations will be more
easily tuned in and seem
perceptibly nearer.

Pat,
\1»..st ,n
ett

with the
MADE IN
ENGLAND
Sold by all
litireless Dealers.

"TENACIOUS
COATING"

OSRAM VALVES are the valves with " Tenacious Coating," the secret
of purity
•.•

and

maximum

power throughout

Adz t of Tbef;enita/ Electric Co Ltd, Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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THIS CHRISTMAS!
GIVE
THE FAMILY

COSSOR

"Melody Maker"

.a

.... give them hours and hours of happy entertainment ....plays ....songs ....dance music
.... vaudeville .... endless amusement all through
the holidays .... and all next year too! If your local
programme does not appeal to you, at the mere turn
of adial the Cossor Melody Maker will cut out its
overpowering transmission like magic and bring you
superb Radio music from Madrid ....from Paris
....from Rome .... from Berlin ....practically
all Europe. Yet this amazing Receiver costs only
£7.15.0.
You can assemble it yourself without
soldering asingle wire .. ..without drilling asingle
hole and you need know nothing about Wireless....
it's as simple as Meecano. 90 minutes after you
start assembly you will he able to tune in Toulouse
Langenberg .... Vienna .... wherever your
fancy dictates. Get full details of this wonderful
Set from your dealer or use the coupon now.

'

Fl11 in this
Coupon
NOW

ect,z,4,4141.
....,..

..,

eige .,.

....

,
o,(-,

day -15s.
price includes the three Cassor S'utves, the handsome cabinet
and even the simple tools—everyching necessary to assemble
this amazing Receiver.

Will give them many
happy hours this Christmas
and every day next year as well
65 78

A. C. C.ossor Ltd.. Melody Deportment, Highoury Grove, London. NS

41411110.bilitlitIMP~ilifiEM010011.
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ALLOCATION OF WAVELENGTHS
FOR BROADCASTING.

W

HEN broadcasting in Europe started there was
practically no machinery of any kind in operation to control, internationally, the choice of
mavebands used by the different countries. At first this
mattered very little, for in the wavebands available
there was plenty of room for alimited number of stations
to work, but as more and more stations were put up the
question of mutual interference began to take definite
shape as one of the most difficult problems requiring to
be settled by mutual agreement if broadcasting throughout Europe was to be developed on harmonious lines.
It is not proposed here to offer another to anumber of
tentative solutions of the difficulty which have already
been put forward by those whose business it is to study
the problem, but in order that the difficulties may be
realised it is, perhaps, of interest to consider what factors must be regarded as governing any general agreement which may be reached as a development of the
present basis which was agreed at Geneva as providing
a provisional solution. It has been generally conceded
A

19
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that area and population of a country must be the principal factors in deciding upon the power and number of
broadcasting stations to which that country is entitled.
Then the geographical distribution of the country and a
consideration of whether the area over which the transmissions are to be made is mountainous or otherwise,
must be taken into account, and it has even been suggested that these factors can be so combined as to provide
asimple formula from which the rights of every country
can be appraised, and that such a formula will also permit of countries having the choice of afew high-powered
stations or many low-powered ones, without upsetting
the principle.
Thus far it might be possible to distribute stations without serious difficulties were it not for the fact that we
have to consider, in addition, the relative efficiencies of
various wavelengths for the purpose of broadcasting.
The shorter wavelengths of the normal broadcast band,
whilst enabling more stations to be accommodated, are
by no means popular because they have not proved tc
be particularly suitable for the purpose, largely on
account of fading.
Wavelengths of a higher order,
found most suitable for broadcasting purposes, are not
sufficiently numerous to be allotted to all countries,
although every country may covet them, and when the
use of the long wavelengths is considered the difficulty
immediately arises that it is not possible to accommodate
more than half a dozen or so in Europe without mutual
interference, so that here another factor arises which has
to be taken into consideration in our formula, and. is dependent on the relative efficiencies of different wavelengths for broadcasting purposes.
•
We have not yet completed the recital of the difficulties, for another consideration has recently been put forward as claiming the attention of those responsible for
the distribution of stations. It is that the present system
pf giving satisfactory broadcast service to urban populations has had the result of neglecting rural communities, and is both unsatisfactory and unfair; it has been
put forward by way of argument that the town-dweller
already has at his disposal a surfeit of the amenities of
civilisation and that his need for broadcast entertainment
is far less than that of those who, on account of their
location, find broadcasting an important and, perhaps,
their sole form of entertainment and contact with the
civilised world. Broadcasting means very much more
to the isolated units of society than it does to others more
favourably situated as far as intercourse with their
fellows is concerned, but whether this can be taken into
account to the extent of considering it as a prime factor
in the distribution of stations has yet to be decided.
• â

-
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An Account of Broadcast

lHE writer, perhaps as a favoured applicant, has
just secured a picture-receiving outfit from the
first batch of Fultograph machities to become
available.
The outfit comprises the picture-receiving
machine, the rectifying panel with milliammeter and
relay, a P.M.4DX valve, connecting leads and plugs, a
quantity of picture-receiving paper, and a bottle of
sensitising solution. Being identical in its design and
operation to the instrument recently described in these
pages,' no special instructions were sought from the
manufacturers. After more than two years' contact with
experimental picture reception little novelty attached to
the inception of this new machine. It was not to be
appreciated merely as a sensation, but rather by the
merit of the results secured.
It is doubtful if many listeners are aware that the
B.B.C. are regularly transmitting pictures by the Fultograph system, or if they are so informed, at what hour
these transmissions are made.
Details of the picture
broadcasts are not to be found in the programmes published in the B.B.C. official organ or the columns of the
daily Press. These " secret " transmissions are made
daily from Daventry 5XX at 2 p.m. Listeners finding
this hour inconvenient may have hopes of a week-end
midday transmission, but will find that Sundays are
excepted. Fortunately, an evening transmission is made
up by certain of the Continental stations.
Selectivity an Essential.

On the day on which the first tests were made with
the new machine the writer had the opportunity of testing its performance on the inaugural picture transmissions from Konigswusterhausen, which, by the way,
uses the Fultograph system. Thus, its pictures can be
'First published descriptioa of the Fultograph.
World, October 24th, 1928.
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received on the apparatus available in this country. A
very real difficulty was met with in that the wavelength
used is 1,649 metres, which almost breaks into the high
note modulation of Daventry, and jamming is probable.
Not very hopeful, therefore, were the prospects for the
first night's test in which a picture transmission was to
be received that is normally so completely obliterated
by Daventry that its existence is practically unknown
in this country. 2 In spite of these adverse conditions
of range and selectivity, it is necessary to create asignal
that will unfailingly actuate the relay. To use a frame
aerial was, therefore, essential, and to this was coupled
an H.F. amplifier, an H.L.6io anode bend detector and
a single L.F. stage with a P625 valve. Critical manipulation of the frame, the tuning dials, and the volume
control reduced the Daventry transmission to extinction
so that a talk which was in progress from the German
station was just audible on the loud speaker.
Operates with Weak

Signals.

To connect up the picture machine was the work of
a few minutes, as all the necessary leads are made up
and terminated on multi-ended plugs: By throwing its
switch to " on " it was noted that the modulated signals
of the speech transmission produced an average current
in the anode circuit of the additional rectifying valve well
'in excess of 5 mA., the full scale reading of its meter.
It should be noted here that the P.M.4DX has a mutual
conductance of approximately 2, which means that were
there no resistance into anode circuit a current change
of 2 mA. would be produced for every volt change
applied to its grid.
Actually the output valve of a
receiving set may be handling a voltage swing of 30 or
more peak volts, which multiplied 'y its amplification
Not to be confused with the Konigswusterhausen transmission on 1,250 metres.
A 20
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factor, probably 5, as well as the ratio of the transformer fitted as an input to the rectifying valve of 6to 1,
gives rise to a current change enormously in excess of
requirements. A mean current of some 3 mA. only is
required to work the Fultograph, so that two-stage L.F.
amplifiers are not wanted as an input, while the signal
required to produce audibility from a loud speaker is
much in excess of that required for picture reception.
With any given combination of valves, therefore, a
good picture can be received from a distant station
whose signals are too weak for loud speaker reproduction.
From these observations it is evident that a
critical input is called for which,
in turn, demands a good volume
control. This. control should preferably be independent of the
tuning adjustments and might well
be fitted to the rectifier panel.
As synchronising is effected by a
momentary signal which restarts

753

among the interruptions composing the picture and the
machine will run on unchecked.
After the warning " Achtung! Achtung!" from the
German station a tuning note facilitated the adjustment , of signal strength, during which period the
moistened paper was prepared and clipped to the
cylinder. Then came a period of silence, during which
time the clockwork was released, rotation being held by
the relay. Next a series of properly spaced synchronising dots let go the cylinder for three or four successive
revolutions, indicating everything to be in order. Then
followed the picture. On the first attempt, however,
synchronising was almost immediately lost as a result
of the relay being released by the
" mush" that was brought in in
a foolish endeavour to augment the
signal strength.
The effect was
that a heavy marking occurred on
the left-hand side of the picture."
It is here suggested that a checksquared pattern tin. in width on

(Left, No. 1) The dark vertical markings
are due to interference from 5XX, which
has a frequency difference of only 10 kC
with Konigswusterhausen.
(Above, No. 2) A less dense picture produced by a weaker signal and in which
the Daventry interference has almost
disappeared.
(Right, No. 3) A radio picture from Paris.
The system employed has a different rate
of traverse to that provided on the receiving
machine, resulting in an elongation of the
image.

the cylinder at each rotation, it is obvious that the
the edge of every picture would be reassuring to the
machine must start in step or its automatic switching
user that his machine is running correctly, for the
cams will not bring the relay into operation at the right
detail of the start of a picture usually affords very little
moment preceding the transmission of the dot which on
clue. Picture No. j embodies the experience gained
each revolution restores rotation. Thus, the cylinder
during the former reception, and the black lines which
must start right, and the procedure, until it becomes a
disfigure it are the record of high-pitched notes from
habit, is a little tricky. To switch in the machine too
the Daventry transmission.
early means that the relay will be actuated by the tailFor picture No. 2 signal strength was cut down far
end of the preceding announcement or tuning note.
To switch in too late, that is after the picture has started,
Reproduced on page 727, The Wireless World, November
means that the synchronising signal will not be found
28th, 1928.
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below the audibility point, and with no other clue than
the picture itself there was a danger of picture reception fading out entirely, as evidenced by the lighter
portion which is just discernible half-way across. A
"line" image, being a readily readable penned
announcement of greeting from Berlin, was the fourth
picture transmitted.
Following a now routine procedure from picture to
picture, another piece of paper was prepared with great
haste and clipped in readiness on the cylinder, pending
being set in rotation by an incoming signal. Konigswusterhausen had finished, however, yet a slight movement of the tuning dial set our picture receiver going
on a transmission from another source. This time it
was Radio Paris giving us a parallel transmission of its
celebrities, but unfortunately the conditions at the
transmitter did not quite correspond with those to which

INVENTIONS

DECEMBER 5th, 1928.

our receiver was adjusted. As a result picture No. 3
is elongated.
Synchronisation was intermittently lost
during the recording of two subsequent pictures from
the Paris station, the trouble being due to the slight unsuitability of their system.
The pictures became
marked, and are therefore not reproduced here, but
there was no difficulty in identifying the notable personages they represented.
Now that there is an indication that picture-receiving
machines are coming into more general use it is hoped
that a British transmission, perhaps even on a normal
broadcasting wavelength, may be arranged at a time
reasonably convenient to the average listener. Quite
a low power transmission could serve the whole of this
country, and in order not to interrupt the normal service to listeners, may it be suggested that an all picture
transmission from alow power station would do much to
develop interest.

OF WIRELESS

INTEREST.

The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office, front
Specifications obtainable al the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, 1V.C.2, price is. each.
Memo Crystal Holder.
(No. 277,880.)

sr

Convention date (U.S.A.): September
13th, 1926.
A crystal holder, especially suitable for
mounting quartz and other piezo oscillatora, consists of a central screu-

forming the cone except at three points.
This method of suspension is stated to
ensure that a substantial portion of the
vibration is a direct to-and-fro or piston
action, whilst the remainder of the diaphragm vibrates by flexure about the
ring support.
The general pitch of the system is
controlled by moving the cone D towards
or away from the resonator or horn H.
The conical diaphragm may be so constructed that its thickness increases
gradually from the periphery to the
centre.
The combination of the cone
with the shallow horn resonator is stated

A protective holder for crystals.
(No. 277,330.)

ot,

adjusted electrode A surrounded and
protected by a cup-shaped electrode B
firmly screwed on to a support C of suitable insulating material. The crystal is
mounted upon the central electrode A.
The holder protects the crystal from dust
and dirt, whilst the effect of temperature
variations in altering the electrode spacing, and consequently the effective capacity of the unit, is minimised.
Patent issued to Westinghouse Electric Co.

to result in a high standard of reproduction.
Patent issued to C. Mahé de Chenal
de la Bourdonnais.
0000
A Battery-receiver Unit.
(Ho. 280,850.)
Application date: February 10th, 1927.
With a receiver using resistance-capacity coupling, the cost of the coupling
unit is relatively small by comparison
with that of the H.T. battery.
For a
small additional charge the H.T. battery
can therefore be adapted to serve as the
actual receiver, by incorporating in it
the necessary coupling unit, a few terminals, and two or more valve holders.
As shown in the illustration, a standard
H.T. dry-cell battery is fitted with suitable terminals T, Ti, with valve holders
V1, 112, and with resistances R, R1, and
a coupling condenser C, the latter being
embedded in the usual insulating material used to fill up the spaces between
the individual cell units. The outfit may

0000

Loud Speakers.
(No. 290,844.)
Application date: February 9th, 1927.
A conical diaphragm D is mounted
inside a shallow horn H so that the
resulting sound waves are propagated
directly from the front surface of the
diaphragm, and also by reflection from
the rear surface.
The diaphragm is
supported peripherally from
a rigid
sing C by cutting away the material

A high tension battery with resistance
stage incorporated. (No. 290,350.)

Loud speaker so designed that a substantial part of the vibration consists of a
piston action. (No 290,344.)

comprise both H.T. and L.T. dry-cell
units, the two battery sections being so
designed as to last for an approximatel .,
equal time when fitted with dull-emitter
valves of specified consumption.
Patent issued to the British Thomson
Houston Co., Ltd.
A 22
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An

Interesting Amplifier for
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Both the Radiophile and the Gramophile.

By N. P. V INCER.M INTER.

S

INCE most modern receivers are designed so that
their low-frequency portions may be, used as a
gramophone amplifier, readers may well ask what
advantage will they gain by building a separate amplifier. The answer is, of course, that they will gain no
advantage whatever, and an amplifier separate from a
wireless receiver is only useful under special circumstances. Such a device would be fully justified, however, even if its only good point was that, being solely
an amplifier and therefore possessing no rectifier, the
chances of obtaining poor quality are greatly lessened,
since undoubtedly the detector is by far the weakest link
in the wireless receiver from the point of view of quality
of reproduction, notwithstanding the diode rectifier,

which at the present moment is attracting a good deal
of attention
Filament and Plate Current from the Mains.

Now the amplifier with which we are dealing here
is designed to operate from A.C. mains of any standard
voltage and periodicity, taking both H.T. and L.T.
from the mains, grid bias being derived from a grid
battery. The reason why no attempt has been made to
dispense with the grid battery is that it is cheap to purchase and should last very many months. The provision of an extra power rectifying valve and its concomitant apparatus for the supply of grid bias would
increase the initial cost of the amplifier to an absurd

Fig. 1.—The theoretical circuit
Ti, Interyalve
diagram,
transformer;
CIl 1,32 henrys;
T2, mains
CH 2,transformer;
20 henrys;
Ri,
Ci, 22ohms;
infds.; R2,
Cs, 143,
C3, 4
50mid&
Ohms;
A 23
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Gramophone

•
provided.
This Was left sdut as it is assumed that
readers will simply connect the usual flexible cord to
the primary winding of the power transformer as shown
in the diagrams. If desired, however, there is ample
space for an ordinary tumbler switch to be mounted
on the baseboard.
The flexible wire could then be
anchored down permanently to the baseboard by the
usual small ebonite strip so often used for this purpose.

Amplifier. —

figure when the low cost and good service of a grid
battery are taken into account, and, of course, no
method of batteryless bias, other than the provision of
an extra valve or metal oxide rectifier, is worth considering.
Although a practical wiring plan and dimensional
layout will be found accompanying this article, it should
be pointed out that this layout may be departed from
with the utmost confidence as the whole apparatus is
absolutely stable and hum-free, and, moreover, does
not motorboat, except under very great provocation,
such as would cause the best commercial battery
eliminator (whichever that may be) to do likewise, at
three speeds simultaneously.
The whole apparatus
may, as a matter of fact, be altered if desired, so that
it will fit into a suit case, or into a suitable recess in
a console type of gramophone.
In this respect it is
even better than the " A.C.2 " receiver, described by
the writer some time ago in this journal, and the actual
way it is built up on a baseboard is probably the
simplest and most straightforward that could be
adopted. If anyone desires to build it up in this form,
then the writer would suggest that a wooden cover be
made after the fashion of the lid of a sewing machine,
a recess being cut out, of course, for the ebonite strip
holding the input and output terminals and the volume
control. If this were done, suitable holes should be
made in the baseboard and in the sides of the cover
for ventilation 'purposes.
It will be noticed that no " on and off " switch is

/4

2 X

Indirectly-heated

A.C.

Valve

as

Detector.

Now we come to the great and burning question of
valves.
As most readers know, it is customary to
employ indirectly-heated cathode valves in any receiver
or amplifier designed so that its L.T. supply is obtained
from the electric lighting mains through the medium of
a step-down power transformer. In a battery-operated
receiver, the hot filament and the electron-emitting
cathode are one and the same thing, but in the case of
A.C. mains it is better for certain reasons and under
certain circumstances to use a valve in which the filament is not required to act also as the cathode. It is
not the intention of the writer to enter into these reasons
again here, since he has already done so at some length
in a previous issue of this journal. However, there are
circumstances which render the indirectly-heated
cathode valve not only unnecessary but undesirable in
a certain portion of 'the receiver.
Now in the first place, even though we are not
describing a wireless receiver, let it be asserted by the
writer with profound emphasis, that as matters stand
to-day no attempt should ever be made to use any but
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an indirectly-heated type of A.C. valve as a grid
detector. This is aposition where any form of directlyheated cathode valve fails miserably as a rule, and if
by way of exception it should appear to work satisfactorily, one can confidently anticipate its ceasing to
do so at any moment.
In an amplifier, however,
although the indirectly-heated cathode valve gives excellent results, the possibilities of replacing it by a valve
of the directly-heated type must be considered. If the
filament of an ordinary o.r ampere type of valve were
fed from raw A.C. a hum would be heard due, among
other things, to the fact that the filament temperature
being low, it does not remain constant during one corn-

757

market consume o.8 ampere at o.8 volt, and for this
reason they are usually referred to as " Point Eight"
valves. There is, however, no magic either in the figure
of o.8 or in the fact that the figure for voltage and
current is the same.
These valves can be obtained
with various characteristics. At the present time power
transformers are obtainable which have both a 0.8 and
a 3.5 volt winding, so that either these new valves or
the older indirectly-heated cathode valves can be used
as desired. In this amplifier a " Point Eight" valve
is used in the first stage; the writer feels sure that someone will enquire why it is not possible to use an
indirectly-heated valve like the K.L.I in this position.
There is, of course, no reason at all against this being

A general view of the amplifier.

plete A.C. cycle, but tends to vary in temperature in
step with the A.C. current passing through.
By increasing the thickness of this filament and causing it to
take amuch heavier current, this disadvantage is greatly
reduced. Suppose, therefore, we built the filament to
consume o.8 ampere instead of o.r ampere, what
happens then?
The New "Point•Eight" Valves.

We find that the temperature is constant, and the
hum tends to disappear, but we have very considerably
increased the wattage demanded by our filament. We
can easily restore this by dropping the voltage considerably, and by doing this we shall gain other
advantages also, due to the resultant short filament.
There are other advantageous points which cannot be
considered here, however, as they have already been
brought out in previous articles.
Actually, the new
directly-heated cathode A.C. valves that are upon the
A

25

done if desired, if the necessary alterations are made
in the wiring.
The " Point Eight" valve, however,
requires less than one-tenth of the filament wattage
demanded by the K.L.r valve, whose consumption is
2 amperes at 3.5 volts.
It should be pointed out at this stage that the voltage
amplification given by this valve and transformer stage
is quite sufficient to amplify the input signals from
average present-day pick-up to a sufficient intensity to
cause overloading if presented to the grid of an ordinary
super-power valve unless the signal input be reduced
by use of the volume control. Moreover, the aforesaid
super-power valve will overload before the first valve.
This holds good for most pick-ups, with the exception
of one or two whose generated E.M.F. is exceedingly
small.
We have been assuming that our output valve is of
the ordinary super-power valve class, but we must
remember that we have to choose an A.C. valve for the
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Fig. 3.— The practical wiring diagram, showing the general
arrangement underneath the baseboard.
It should be strongly
emphasised that wires carrying raw A.C. must be twisted together
when constructing the amp/liter, otherwise a severe hum will make
itsell mident.
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LIST OF PARTS.
1 Baseboard. 18 x10 xtin.
2 Baseboard battens, 10 x1xlin.
1 Batten to support terminal strip, 61 x11116 x
1 Ebonite terminal strip, 61 x3 x in.
1 Power transformer (Model "M " Marconiphone).
1 L.F. choke, 20 henrys (Pye).
L.F. choke, 32 henrys (Pye).
2 Fixed condensers, 4mfd. (Type "B.T." Dubilier).
1 Fixed condenser, 2 mfd. (Type "B.T." Dubilier).
1 Transformer 2.7 :1 (" Ideal" Marconiphone).
1 Volume control (" Voluvernia." Gambrell).
3 Porcelain valve holders (Athol).
I Fixed resistor, 2 ohms (" Pre-sel," Igranic).
2 Grid leak holders (Bulgin).

2 Grid Leaks, 5 megohms (Edidwan).
2 Fixed resistors, 50 ohms (Burndept).
2 Holders for above (Barndept).
1 Pair grid battery clips (Bulgin).
1 Grid battery, 161 volts (Ever-Ready).
3 Wander plugs (Lisenin).
4 Terminals, 2 Pick-up, 2 L.S. (Belling & Lee).
1 Length of flex.
1 Lamp socket adaptor.
No. 16 Tinned copper wire.
Sleeving for above.
Rubber-covered connecting wire.
Wood screws.

Approximate cost of parts (excluding valves), £6 17s. 6d.
In the " List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components
actually used by the designer and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument.
Where the designer considers it
necessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these 'components are mentioned in the article.
itself.
In all other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice ot components, provided they are of equal
quality to those listed, and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout of the set any variations in
the size of alternative components he may use.

last stage.
Looking at particulars supplied by manuseveral theoretical counts, it works excellently in
facturers we find that an " output " valve of the inpractice, and the writer often regrets that ordinary comdirectly heated cathode type is capable of handling a
mercial A.C. transformers with a 6-volt winding for
larger permissible grid swing than the " Point Eight "
the purpose of using super-power valves in the output
type, and therefore we unhesitatingly choose it. With
stage are not more generally obtainable upon the
regard to the output obtainable without overloading
market, and would express the opinion that it is amatter
this valve, the writer regards it as quite sufficient for
to which manufacturers might well turn their attention.
ordinary purposes without attempting to use two such
Readers are warned against thinking that they possess
valves in any push-pull arrangement.
Confession is
a ready-made 6-volt winding for this purpose in the
good for the soul, howone which is supplied for
ever, and the writer adheating a U.5 or other
mits that he was intending
rectifying valve.
Obvito use in the output stage
ously the same winding
an ordinary 4-volt supercould not be used for both
power valve which has
purposes.
a
greater
permissible
No attempt is made to
grid swing, since he was
enter into constructional
under the mistaken imdetails of this amplifier,
pression that the transsince the work entailed
former delivered four full
merely
consists in assemvolts and not 3.5 volts,
bling a few ready-made
which is so plainly marked
parts on a baseboard in
on the instrument. Tests
accordance with the deshowed that the transtails given in the layout.
4.—Drilling details of the terminal ¡unmet.
Values are as
former meant what it said,
follows: A, 3,8ln. dia.; B, 5/16m. dia.; C, 1,8in. dia., counterWiring
up should present
sunk
for
No.
4
wood
screws.
as the 4-volt valve did not
no difficulties.
It is imglow with sufficient brilliance to give any results. The
portant, however, that all wires carrying A.C. be
writer has no doubt whatever that this arrangement
twisted together as indicated in the practical wiring diawould have worked exceedingly well, because he would
gram or a distressing hum will result. It will be noticed
mention that he himself uses an amplifier with an ordinthat in the case of the o.8 winding on the transformer
ary six-volt super-power valve in the last stage, his' a centre tapping is provided by the makers. None is
transformer having been constructed for him with a 6given on the 3.5-volt winding, but the writer has, as
volt winding by a kind-hearted friend possessing much
in previous arrangements described by him, picked up
,kill in transformer design and construction.
the centre tapping electrically by shunting the winding
In spite of theoretical arguments, which might be
with two 5o-ohm fixed resistors in series, the necessary
advanced to the contrary, this arrangement does work
tapping being made at the junction between these two
faultlessly using either a D.E.5A or a P.625.
Both
aforesaid resistors.
A variable potentiometer of the
these valves have 1-ampere filaments, which are quite
ordinary wire-wound 40o-ohm type may be used if heavy enough to prevent hum due to temperature
desired, but it is totally unnecessary.
The fixed
variation, which is apparent with o.t valves. Although
rheostat in series with the filament of the U.5 valve
this arrangement can easily be put out of court on
should be adjusted to a position which permits approici-
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A.C. Gramophone âmplifier.—

mately two-thirds of the resistance to be in circuit.
Earlier in this article the writer discussed the
advantage to be gained from a gramophone amplifier
divorced from the wireless receiving set, and was hard
pressed to find a reasonable causa vivendi.
Two
important reasons have, however, just suggested themselves; one is that there may exist gramophiles who
are desirous of amplifying gramophone programmes
only without any thought of wireless reception. The
second is the undesirability (in the case of plutocrats
possessed of a console type of gramophone in addition
to a cabinet wireless receiver) of it being necessary to

AMPLIFIER
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unite these two instruments by a length of " flex,"
passing from the pick-up in the gramophone to the
amplifier in the wireless receiver.
At all times this
length of " flex " would be a menace to the peace of
the household, since at any moment someone might
trip over it and tread on the cat, this resulting in
" insulting words and behaviour whereby," as it is
usually written on the charge sheet, if the writer's
memory does not fail him, "a breach of the peace might
be occasioned."
This gramophone amplifier is available for inspection
by readers at the Editorial Offices of this journal, 116117, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

INPUT

CONNECTIONS.

Detector Output Circuit should be Built into the Receiver, not the Amplifier.
re.

M

ANY people like to use more than one receiver,
either by keeping both permanently in use for
local and distant reception respectively, or by trying different types of detector and high-frequency amplifier.
In either case, it is both troublesome and expensive to employ more than one low-frequency amplifier.
so that it becomes desirable to possess an amplifier that
can be connected to any receiver that is in use at the
moment. If this plan is adopted, then any new receiver
that may be built need not extend beyond the detector.
The Detector Difficulty.

The chief difficulty in such a case is to arrange the
input connections to the amplifier in such a way that it
can be used after any receiver.
This difficulty arises because different types of detector
require, far best results, different kinds of coupling between them and the first valve of the amplifier, so that
no one coupling can be built into the amplifier and used
in all cases.
It is logical, therefore, to regard this
coupling as part of the detector circuit rather than as
part of the amplifier, and to build into each receiver the
coupling which is most appropriate for the detector contained within it.
If this is done, the amplifier may begin

Fig

I.—General

circuit

arrangement of
L.F. amplifier.

detector

followed

by

with a grid condenser and leak, as indicated in Fig. r; a
0.005 mfd. condenser and a 2-megohm leak will be suitable for all cases.
Universal Connections.

If a choke or a resistance is connected in the plate
circuit of the detector to which this amplifier is to be
attached, a single connection between the terminals
marked " Output" and " Input " in Fig. r is all that
is. required when common batteries are used, while if a
transformer is employed " 0.S." is connected to the
input terminal of the amplifier, " I.S." being earthed
on L.T. — ,L.T. + ,or H.T. +, whichever is most convenient. The condenser C is retained in all cases, together with the leak through which the grid bias is
applied; even though it is not required with atransformer
it does no harm, and is retained for the sake of simplicity
in the connections, and to avoid the necessity of switching.
Fig. 2 shows an elaboration of this system; here a
resistance R of about 20,000
ohms is connected in series
with the grid of the first
valve of the amplifier to
keep out high-frequency voltages,
while an iron-core
choke of high inductance is
connected as indicated for
use when it is required to
attach the amplifier to a receiver which does not contain within itself any means
of coupling the last valve to
rig. 2.— Amplifier input
the amplifier. In such acase
connections when detector
output circuit is not incor—
the plate circuit of the deporated In receiver.
tector is completed through
the choke.
A transformer or a resistance might, if desired, replace
the choke, but a choke is suggested because of the three
it is the only one which gives at least reasonably good
results whatever the valve that precedes it.
A. L. M. S.
a8
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THE NICKEL FILAMENT

VALVES
Made in
England.
All
British
Labour

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.:
A29

Made at the same
factory as the
Mazda Lamp
Ike Mazda Valve
has the same
wonderful organisation behind
Mazda Valves
are Ike world's
latest and besi.
3iois

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only ‘:ccepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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The
MeMICHAEL

DIMIC
COIL
A highly efficient
inductance of a
particular form
devised to fulfil
the most stringent
requirements of
modern Wireless
science in the reception and reproduction of Radio signals. Like all
McMichael co-nponents it is absolutely reliable and
far ahead of any others, being an entirely original conception and a proved essential for truer and finer
reception.
For better performance in every Set fix
the Dimic.
Price 5/- each.

Base 2/- extra.

The HOME ASSEMBLY
SCREENED DIMIC THREE
Explanatory leaflets and diagrams are available for the
making up of this unique home construction set. It
can be constructed at home with ease, and will operats equally with the works produced model if our instructions are carried out religiously. The price of
the whole of the puts necessary to build this Set is
anproximately £8 12 8. (Extras: Valves 58!-;
Oak Cabinct 35/- ;Loud Speaker to choice.)

The New
McMIC HAEL
BINOCULAR
>As—,

AMAZING PROFICIENCY
Here is performance!
A three-valve Receiver that brings in a
least 30 stations (both long and short wave bands) on the Loud
Speaker. Whilst by the simple change of two plug-in Dimic
Coils (price 5/- each, total 10J-) many additional ultra-short
wave band stations are obtainable, and the reception—pure,
strong and clear. Operation so simple that a child can tune in
perfectly. A McMichael product of course. Ask your dealer for
a demonstration and judge for yourself the sterling capabilities
of this delightful receiver.
Sold complete with three valves
specially tested with set in handsome solid oak cabinet.
Price, including all Royalties,

£21 •16 •0

Deferred payments can be arranged.

•

Telephone
131,011011
441-44—

Telegram:

Manufacturers of

Wireless and SciontifIc Apparatus

Eadlether,
PLOUGH.

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
London Showrooms:

179, STRAND, W.C.2.

(Phone: CENTRAL 6988.)
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JUNIOR H.F.

CHOKE

The essential
Choke for all
screened grid
valve circuits,
with awide band of uniformly high efficiency. Its
binocular construction makes it practically fieldless
so that it can be placed in proximity to other coils
without interaction. Low self-capacity and high
inductance ensures complete absence of peak effects on
all wavelengths. Low D.C. resistance. Inductance
90,000mH. D.C. resistance 250 ohms.
Price 4/-

THE SUPER SCREENED
FOUR VALVE PORTABLE
Superb of its kind this McMichael Receiver combines
luxury with economy.
Highly selective it will bring
in the maximum number of stations on the loud
speaker. The use of screened valves in combination
with the advanced design of the circuit ensures unequalled results.
In bea ,tiifully finished figured
Walnut Cabinet with CELLSTION LOUD SPEAKER.
Price 35 Gu.neas
(including royalties and all equipment).

Mention ot " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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BARCELONA (Radio Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (844.8
metres); 1.5 kW.-8.10, Orchestral Selections. 8.30,
Tenor Songs: Un eleven (Pujoll; La Campana
(Saint-Saëns); Maig (Toldrà); Cançó d'un doble
amor (Pujol). 7.0, Recitations by Bartolome Pujol.
7.20, Orchestral Selections:
Selection from Rose
Marie (Fritts'); Hungarian Czardas (Michiels) ; Solveig's Song (Grieg); Glockenstandchen (Kockert).
7.50, Soprano Songs: Bosc endins (Mestres) ; Air
from Don Juan (Mozart) ; Canç6 d'Abril (Larnote
de Grignon) ; Air from Hérodiade (Massenet). 8.20,
Orchestral Selections of French Classical Music:
First Suite from L'Arlésienne (Bizet). 8.40, Sports
Notes. 8.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BERGEN (870.4 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.80, Talk for
Girls. 6.0, Programme for Children. 7.0, Orchestral
Concert. 7.50, Topical Talk. 8.0, Mr. A. Paulsen,
Talk: The Bergen Dialect. 8.80, Choral Recital.
9.0, Weather Report, News and Time Signal. 9.15,
Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (K6nigswusterhausen) (1,250 metres) ; 40
kW.-3,30, Progranune from Hamburg. 42% Hen'
Uhr, Talk: The Everyday Life of an Official. 8.0,
Industrial Talk by Prof. Woldt. 5.30, Elementary
Spanish Lesson. 5.55, Dr. K. W. Wagner, Talk:
Acoustics. 7.0,
"Agricultural " Concert:
Ober
alien Gipfeln 1st Ruh (Kuhlau) ; Heimkehr-Horch,
die alten Eichen rauschen (Gelbke) ;Swabian Peasant
ISances; March for Wind Instruments, Hinaus zum
Veld (Burman) ; Talk by Heinrich Sohnrey; Forest
and Hunting Songs; Selection for Wind Instruments,
Nun rebels- aile Widder. 8.0, Programme from
Vorhaus.
BERLIN (Volthaus) (484 metres) ; 4kW.-9.10
Market Prices. 9.15 a.m., Weather Report, News
and Time Signal. 10.0 a.m., Programme of Gramophone Records. 10.80 a.m., Exchange Quotations.
11.55 a.m., Time Signa). 12.30, Weather Report
and News. 1.0, Programme of Gramophone Records.
2.0, Exchange Quotations. 2.30, Talk by Hans
Villibald Tümena. 8.0, Talk. 3.30, Reading by
Iliga Fuchs-Malzmann. 4.0, Orchestral Concert:
Selection from The Girl of the Golden West (Puccini) ;
Waltz (Ziehrer);
Beau Soir (Debussy);
Valse
Romantique (Debussy) ; Grotesque (Lindemann);
Dance from Rose Marie (Frills'); Victoria regia,
(Ktinneke); Selections from The Rose of Standmul
(Fall) ; Souvenir (Boulanger) ; Overture to La Belle
Hélène (Offenbach) ; in the Interval, Programme
Announcements. 5.40, Dr. .1-fenny Moos, Talk:
The Christmas Tree and its Illumination.
5.55,
Prof. Wagner, Talk: Acoustics. 7.0, Programme
f
rom Ronigswnsterhausen. 8.0, Concert of Songs
and Airs; Air from Orpheus and Euridice (Gluck) ;
Von ewiger Liebe; Sapphic Ode (Brahms) ;Hallelujah
(Mozart) ;Air from Lucrezia Borgia (Donizetti). 8.30.
The Kreutzer Sonata in A Major Op. 47 (Beethoven).
0.80, News, Weather Report, Time Signal, Sports
Notes and Dance Music. 11.30 (approx), Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-3.0, Orchestral Concert. 3,30, Programme for Children by Fraulein
Grety Vogt. 4.0, Orchestral Concert. 8.29, Time
Signal and Weather Report. 0.30, Dr. Zurukzoglu,
Talk: What are the Aims of Eugenics, and how arc
they to be realised ? 7.0, Symphony Concert relayed
from Basle (1,010 metres). 9.0, News and Weather
Report. 9.15, Orchestral Concert by the Kursaal
Orchestra. 9.40,
Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
BRESLAU (322.6 metres) : 4 kW.-3.0, Review of
Books by Richard Steinnolt. a.ao, Concert of Tenor
Solos and Quartet Selections. 5.0, Filin Review by
Hans Baldung. 5.25, Esperanto Talk by Alfred
lianuschke. 5.35, Talk by Herr v: Reinersdorff.
8.20, Shorthand Lesson. 8.50, Herbert Bruner, Talk:
l'he Dawning of a New Era-Round the World in a
'Second by Wireless. 7.15, Programme of Old and
New Dances. 9.0, News, followed by Dance Music.
BROWN (441.2 metres) ; 2.5 kW.-5.0, German Programme. 0.0, Concert: Overture to The Czar and
the Carpenter (Lortzing); The Nutcracker Suite
(Tchaikovsky) ; Songs (Grieg); Songs (Brahms) ;
Songs (Liszt) ; Selection from Lohengrin (Wagner).
6.45, Programme from Prague. 8.15, "The Pearl
N,Idace "-Comedy (Ed. Bass). GO, Programme
from Prague. 10.25. Dance Music from the Hotel
Roienbreier.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.0, Orchestral
Concert front thgr Armenonville Tea Rooms. 6.0,
Elementary English Lesson. 825, English Lesson.
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6.45, Recital of Songs by Mme. Deby, with M. Illiaschenko at the Piano. 7.0, Gramophone Selections.
7.30, "Radio-Chronique." 8.15, Gala Concert. 9.0,
Topical Talk. 9.10, Concert (continued). 10.10,
News and Esperanto Report. 10.20, Orchestral
Concert from the Palace Hotel. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
BUDAPEST (556.13 metres) : 20 kW.-3.45, Time
Signal, Weather Report and Sports Notes. 4.0,
Orchestral Concert :March of the Gladiators (Fucik) ;
Waltz (Waldteufel) ; Potpourri (Kornzak); Selections (Eulenberg), (a) Musizicrende Zigeuner, (b)
Schtniedeliedchen, (c) Die Nachtigalle und die Friische;
The Diplomat (Sousa) ; Spass muss sein (Morena) ;
The Phantom Itigade (Middleton) ;Thrkische ScherWache (Michelle). 5.40, Talk:
The Industrial
Regeneration of Hungary. 8.15, Sports Notes. 13.80,
Play from the Studio. 9.15, Time Signal, Weather
Report and News. 9.35, Concert from the Café
Ostende.
CRACOW (mg metres) ; 1.5 kW.-4.20, Literary
Programme. 5.0, Programme from Warsaw. 6.0,
Miscellaneous
Items. 6.20, Scandinavian Tales,
6.45, News. 8.55, Time Signal. 7.0, Review of
Foreign Politics during the last Week, by Mr. J.
Regula. 7.30,
Programme
from
Warsaw. 9.0,
Programme from Warsaw. 9.80, Concert from a
Restaurant. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (819.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-1.30.
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.20,
News. 7.80, Selections by Val Vousden (Entertainer).
7.45, Irish Lesson by Seamus O'Duirinne. 8.0,
Students' Union: Academy of Music. 8.80, lib
Uilleann by Seamus MacAonghusa. 8.45, Star
Concert: Overture by the Augmented Station Orchestra; Baritone Solos by J. Challoner neaton;
Pianoforte Selections by Maurice Cole; Dances by
the Augmented Station Orchestra: Selections by J.
Challoner Heaton ; Violin Solos by Winifred Small;
The Augmented Station Orchestra; Maurice Cole;
Instrumental Duet by Maurice Cole and Winifred
Small; The Augmented Station Orchestra. 10.30,
News, Weather Report and Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres) ; 4 kW.-2.5, Programme for Children. 2.55, Talk for the Housewife.
3.35, Concert: Selections (Mascagni), (a) Intermezzo
sinfonico from Cavalleria Rusticana, (b) Cherry Duet,
from I.'Amico Fritz, (c) Ratcliff's Dream from William
Ratcliff; Songs; Selection from Iris (Mascagni);
Intermezzo from A basso porto (Spinelli) ; Songs;
Intermezzo frogn Romeo and Juliet (Zandonai);
Selection from La Bohème (Leoncavallo) ; In the
Interval, Wireless News and Announcements. 5.10,
Reading from the Novel, "On Two Planets" (Lasswitz) by O. W. Studtruann. 5.30 The Letter Box.
6.0, Esperanto Lesson by W. Wischlsoff. 8.30,
Advertising Talk. 8.45, Maria Schlee, Talk: A
Trip to Switzerland by the Frankfurt League for
Adult Education. 7.15, "The Red Robe "-Drama
(Brieux), followed by Dance Music relayed from
Fozhaus.
RA/gBURG, Call HA (in Morse), (394.7 metres) ;
4 kW.-0.15 am., News.
10.0 a.m., Programme
of Gramophone Records. 11.10 e.m., Weather Report.
11.15 a.m., Exchange Quotations. 11.30 a.m.,
Concert relayed from Hanover (2117 metre>); In the

Interval at 11.55 a.m., Time Signal. 12.10, News.
1.40, Exchange Quotations. 8.0, Illustrated Music
Talk by Dr. Willi. Heinitz. 8.30, Concert of Negro
Spirituals: l'in a rolling (Fisher) ; Kingdom comln'
(Work) ; Molly was a lady; Ohl Boys, carry me
'long; Old Black Joe (Foster) ; Rosa Lee; Sally,
come up (Buckley) ; Nelly Bly (Foster); Menagerie;
De little ole log cabin in de lane (Hays). 4.80, Re.
quest Programme. 5.80, Dr. S. Landshut, Talk:
Is "To Americanise" a Slogan ? 6.0, The Hamburg
Christmas Market. 8.55, Weather Report, 7.0,
Concert from the Works of Jessel: March, Herz und
Hand ¡tirs Vaterland; Grand Potpourri from The Maid
of the Black Forest; Duet, lin Postkutschkasten,
from Des Krinigs Nachbarin; Mexican Legend;
Character Sketch, Spring in Japan; Es muss ja
nicht im •
Mai gleich sein, from Schwalbenhochzeit;
Das ist der Zauber der Liebe from Schwalbenhochzeit;
Intermezzo Der Rose Hochzeit; Intermezzo Siciliano;
Man nimmt ein rosa Blatt zur Hand from Schwalbenhochzeit; Auf zug der Stadtwache; Am ,Colorado;
Selection from Des Künkes Nachbarin; Unter afrikanischern Himmel • Selection from Die Pqstmeisterin;
Selection from he Maid of the Black Forest; Fliecler
und Jasusin •' Serenata di Passilipo; Selection from
The Maid of the Black Forest; The Parade of the
Tin Soldiers. 9.30, Weather Report, News, Sports
Notes and Progranune Announcements. 9.45 (approx.)
Café Wallhof Concert. 10.50, North Sea and Baltic
Weather Report.
HILVERSUM (1 071 metres)
5 kW. - 9.40
Time Signal and Daily Service. 11.40 san„ Police
Announcements.
11.50 a.m., Musical Selections.
L40, Musical Programme, relayed from the Tuschinski
Theatre, Amsterdam: Orchestral Conductor, Max
Tak; Organist, Pierre l'alla. 3.40, Italian Lesson.
4,40, German Lesson. 5.40, Gramophone Selections,
8,25, Fre nc h Lesson. 7.25, Police Announcements.
7.45, Concert and Talk, arranged by the Workers'
Radio Society. 10.10, Musical Programme, relayed
from the Royal Picture House, Amsterdam: Orchestral Conductor, H. de Groot; Organist, Joli. Jong.
11.15
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12.10, Concert of Trio Music,
2.40, Programme for Children. 5.10, Gramophone
Selections. 6.10, Talk by M. Signons. 6.30, Catholic
Report. 6.40, English Lesson. 7.10, Lesson in Dressmaking. 7.40, Talk by M. Lyppcus, 8.0, Concert
from Ammerzoden: Choral, Soprano, Saxophone angl
Cornet-Selections; Talks by Fr. Is. Trienekens and
M. Herckeurath, Mayor of Arnmerzoden.

JUAN-LFS-PIES (Radio LL.) (244 metres) ;1.5 kW.1.0, Orchestral Concert. 9.0, News, Talk for Women
by 51nre. la Comtesse de Tremenge, and Concert.
10.0, Dance Music. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down
NALLINDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Prom atutne
also for Copenhagen (
337 Elletteq.-6.30 a.m., Morning
Gymnastics. 10.0 a.m., Weather Report. 10.15 a.m.,
Educational Talk. 11.0 a.m., Chimes front the Town
Hall. 11.5 a.m., Orchestral Concert from Wivel's
Restaurant.
2.0, Prograuune for Children.
2.30,
Concert: Turkish March (Mozart); Overture to
Tancred; Valse brunettes (Ganne); Selection from
A Masked Ball (Verdi); Ave Maria (Schubert);
Mazurka, Columbine (Lumbye); Heise og Weyse
(Larsen) • Reading by Clara Schwartz;
Paris
March (Gamer; ; Waltz, The Skaters (Waldteufel) ;
Selection from Lilac Time (Schubert-Berté) ; Polka,
Dina (Lunibye); Hungarian Dance, No. 5, Op. 6
(Brehm's) '
• March, Under the Star-Spangled Banner
(Sousa). 4.50, Talk: The Choice of Seeds for the
Garden. 5.20, Otto Joel Jorgensen Talk: Something
About Stoves. 5.50, Weather Report. 6.0, News and
Exchange Quotations.
6.15, Time Signal,
8.80,
Camimilla Perssen, Talk: Women in the World of
Business. 7.0, Chimes Irons the Town Hall. 7.2,
Concert of Indians Verse and Music: Introduction;
Selection from Bhagavadgita;
Temple Hymns,
(a) Hymn to Incita, (b) Hymn to Agni, (c) Hymn to
Ushas; The Heavenly Messenger (Kalidasa); Folk
Songs; Mother India (Dvijendralal Ray) ; Music ont
Indians Motives; News. 8.15, Duet Recital (Hansen) :
The Girls of the Town ; Boating; Minstrels Waltz ;
The Land of Song; Grey-weather Dreams; Vagabonds; Amor. 8.45, Concert of Light Music. 9.45,
Dance Music by the Orchestra of the Industri Restaurant. 11.0, Chimes from the Town Hall. 11.15 (approx.).
Close Dowu.
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Programmes from Abroad.riarrowin (422 metres) ; 10 kW.-4.85, Children's
Letter lbs.
5.0, Programme for Children.
6.0,
Announcements. 6.20, Talk by Mr. K. Zienkiewicz.
6.56, Time Signal. 7.0, Mr. 4. Rutkowski, Talk:
Impressions of a Journey to Constantinople. 7.30,
Programme from Warsaw. 9.0, Weather Report ami
News. 9.30, Dance Music.
KAUNAS (2,000 metres) ; 7 kW.-2.0, Concert:
Winter
Storm
(P'ucik) ; Selection
(Rebikopf)
Winter (Tchatkovsky) ; Waltz (Waldteufel). 8.85.
"Winter In Poetry." 8.45, Talk. 4.80, Announcements. 5.0, Weather Report and News. 5.15, Agricultural Report. 5.45, Mr. Z. Kuzmiekis, Talk: Lithuanian Literature. 8.15, News. 6.30, Evening Entertainment.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.--4.0, Vocal and
Orchestral Concert:
Parola Marche;
Selections
(Sibelius), (a) Valse triste, (b) Berceuse, (c) Suite
Op. 119; Songs (Merikanto).
4.35, Talk.
5.15,
Finnish Songs (Merikanto);
Finnish Songs (arr.
Kauppi). 5.40, Talk. 8.0, Concert.
LANGEIIBERG (4882 metres) ; 20 kW.-Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres) and Minster (250 metres). -8.0 a.m., Chimes.
8.5 ana, Catholic Morning Recital.
9.85, Labour
Exchange Report. 10.10 a.m., Talks: The Choice of
Careers. 11.0 a.m.. Organ Recital by Prof. Hans
Sachem. le& Orchestral Concert: Carnival Overture
(Dvorak) ; Angelus (Alicheli);
Im Rosengarten
Mendelssohn
(Urbach);
Nordisches
Capriccio
(Donisch) ; Waltz, Red Roses (Lehár); Selections
from the Works of Suppé (Rhode) ; Little Grandmother (Langer); Tango, Erinnerung an Neapel
(Michael); Boston, Gedicht (Fihich). 2.40, Herr P.
Brills, Talk on Wireless Technology-Self-Induction in
Direct and Alternating Current Circuits. ILO, Rev.
Phillips, Talk: The Battleground of Life. 3,80, Talk
for Women by Adelbertha Gerhards. 8.40, Reading
from "The Life of Butterflies" (Schnack).
4.0,
Fegeler Felkendorf, Talk: Time, Modes and Man.
4.90, English Lesson by Prof. F. Hase. 4.45, Orchestral
Concert: Overture to Russian and Lucimilla (Glinka) ;
Ukrainian Rhapsody for Pianoforte and Orchestra
(Liapunoff);
Symphonic
Poem,
Stenka
Razin
(Glazounoff). 5.80, Dr. Hans Zbinden, Talk: Intellectual Problems of America. 5.50, Canaries before
the Microphone, on the Occasion of the Canary Show
at Düsseldorf. 6.15, Prof. Honigsheim, Talk: Social
Problems of a Large City. 6.40, Prof. von der Leyen,
Talk: Fairy Tales of World Literature. 7.0, Variety
Programme, followed by News, Sports Notes, Orchestral Selections and Dance Music.
12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
Lyarzn Malt metres) ; 4 kW.-3.30, Orchestral
Concert. 4.45, Wireless News and Talk. 5.20, Weather
Report, Time Signal and Labour Market Report.
5,30, Programme from Hónigawnsterhausen.
6.0,
Josef Greif, Talk: Psycho-Analysis. 6.80, Dr. Fritz
Reuter, Talk: Music as a Profession. 7.0, Concert.:
"Comic Old Ladies in Operetta " ; Katisha's Song
from The Mikado (Sullivan) ;Song from Don Cesar
(Dellinger) ; Songs from The Gipsy Baron (Strauss);
Duet from As Once in May (Rollo) ; Olympia's Song
from Donna Juanita (Suppé) ; Song from A Night in
Venice (Strauss) ;Duet from Bub oiler Madel (Granichstaedten) : Duet from Gri-Gri (Lincke) ; Duet from
Die gold'ne Meisterin (Eysler) ;Duet from Der Obersteiger (Zeller): Song from Gasparone (MillOcker)..
8.0, Robert Neumann reads from "Jagd auf Menschen
und Gespenster" (Neumann). 9.0, News, Sunday
Programme Announcements, and Sports Notes.
9.80, Dance Music relayed "from Volhaus.
11.30
(approx.), Close Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ 7 (375 metres):
3 kW.-7.0, Chimes, followed by Sextet Concert:
Sinfonia de zarzuelas (Barbieri); Selection from
The Mastersingers (Wagner) ; La Tajadera (Barrera) ;
Interlude by Luis Medina. 8.0, Dance Music relayed
from the Alkázar. 8.25, News and Announcements.
9.45, Market Prices Report. 10.0, Chimes, followed by
" La Calesera ":Musical Play (del Castillo and Roman,
Music by Alonso), followed by News and Announcements. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
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Geteborg (416.5 metres), Mahn() (260.9 metres), Ostersand (72(1 metres), Sundsvall (545.6 metres).-4.0,
Orchestral Selections. 5.0, Programme for Children.
5.30, Talk: The Shorthand-typist.
5.45, Cabaret
Sketch. 6.30, "The Messiah" : Oratorio (Handel),
relayed from a Church. 8.15, News and Weather
Report.
8.45, Topical Talk.
9.0, Dance Music.
1.3.30 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call 1NA (333.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.30,
Wireless Notes. 7.40, Announcements. 7.50, News.
7.55, Harbour Notes. 8.0, Time Signal. 8.2, Orchestral Concert, followed by Two Comedies. 9.0„ Review
of the Week. 9.50, News. 9.55, Calendar and Programme Announcements. 10.0 (approx.), Dance Music
from the Trocadero. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
OSLO (461.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Predriksstsd (4:14.8 metres), Hamar (555.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Panama (500 metres), and
Itnikan (448 inetres).-5.0, Programme for Children.
6.0, Birthday Greetings. 6.15, tVeather Report and
News. 6.30, Readings. 7.0, Time Signal. 7.2. Variety
Concert. 8.30, Weather Report and News. 8.45,
Topical Talk. 9.0, Concert (continued). 10.0, Dance
Music from the Grand Hotel. 11.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres);
0.5 kW.-6.30, " Radio Journal de France."
8.0,
Talk by M. Geville. 8.15, Legal Talk. 8.80, Concert
arranged by the Union des Grandes Association.
Followed by News, Time Signal and Weather Report,
Dance Music from the Coliseum de l'aris. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PARES (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,650 metres) ; 5kW.5.0, Pasdeloup Concert. 7.10, Weather Report. 7.30,
"Le Journal Parlé."
PAM (Petit Parisien) (340.9 mealy; 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections, Talk, News and Announcements. 9.0, Concert: Overture to The Pearl of
Brazil (David), Selection from La Dame Blanche
(Boieldieu); Overture to the Suite in D (Bach) ;
Finale from the Eighth Symphony in F (Beethoven) ;
Petite Suite (Biisser) ; Dance (Debussy) ; La Reine
Fiamette (Leroux) ; News in the Intervals.
PARIS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres):
0 kW.-12.30, Concert of Gramophone Selections:
Orchestral Selection from L'apprenti sorcier (Dukas) ;
Orchestral Selection, Le Carnaval des animaux (SaintSaens); Tristesse (after a Study by Chopin) Sung in
Russian by Mmes. Birse, Ershova and M. Kondratieff;
Take in the Sun, Hang out the Moon, by the Singing
Sophomores; Portuguese Guitar Duet, Fado Corrido;
Chilly Pont Porn Pee by Ray Starita and his Orchestra;
Selection ftom "Good News" by Fred Rich and his
Orchestra; Noche de Nieve by the Lucchesi Tango
Orchestra ;News in the Intervals. 2.0, Market Prices
and Religious Information. 3.45, Dance Music by the
Joss Gbislery Symphonians ; News in the Intervals.
7.0, Agricultural Report. 7.30, Pianoforte Lesson.
8.0, Talk: The Sahara, a Marvellous Sanatorium,
followed by Market Prices and News. 8.15, Concert:
Dramatic Programme, Melodies ,Dance Music by the
Joss Ghislery Syinphonians; News in the Intervals
POSEN (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-4.15, Talk on
Scouts. 4.30, Talk by Mr. Stanislas Stacherski. 5.0,
Chamber Music: Trio for Pianoforte (Haydn);
Sonata in A Major, for Violin (Beethoven). 6.0, Prof.
Stephan Papee, Talk: Antoinette Hoffmann. 6.25.
English Lesson by Dr. Arend. 8.50, Talk for Women
by Mme. Swidzinska. 7.10, Economic Report. 7.30,
Operetta Relay from Warsaw. 9.0, Time Signal and
News.
9.30, Cabaret Programme.
11.0, Concert
arranged by La Maison Philipps. LO a.m. (approx.)
(Sunday), Close Down.

MILAN, Call 1MI (549 metres) ; 7 kW.-7.15, Talk,
News and Time Signal.
7.32, Variety Concert:
Quintet Selections, (a) Overture to The Bohemian
Girl (Baffe), (b) Suite from L'Arlésienne (Bizet);
Talk: The History and /Esthetics of Music; Soprano
Songs; Sonata in E Minor for Violin and Pianoforte
Et.u
szzini); Relay from the Convegno; Reading;
tet Selections, (a) Serenade to May (Siede), (b)
Serenade
'it
to Pierrot (Burgmein); Soprano Songs;
Sonata for Violin and Pianoforte (Franck); Quintet
Selections, (a) Selections from André Chénier (Giordano), (b) Invitation to the Waltz (Weber). 9.55,
News, followed by Relay of Tzigane Music from the
Fiaschetteria Toscana. 12.45 (approx.), Close Down.

ROME, Call 1R0 (447.8 metves); 3 kw.-7.10, Time
Signal and Topical Talk. 7.45, Selections from Opera,
(a) "The Huguenots" (Meyerbeer), (b) Act 2of "The
Barber of Seville" (Rossini). 9.50, News and Close
Down.

yarynyjt (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), &Men (1,190 metres),

82HERMADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
31.4 me;res); 34/ kW.-12.0 Midnight, Phil Spitalny's

PRAGUE (348.9 metres).; 5 kW. - 8.20. Talk. 8.30,
Concert. 4.80, Talk. 4.40, Talk by Dr. Seracky. 5.0,
Concert of Popular Music. 6.45, log. Svoboda, Talk:
The Education of the Public by Wireless. 7.0, Cabaret
Programme. 8.15, Third Act of "The Pearl Fishers"
(Bizet) relayed from Bratislava (30) metres). 9.0,
Time Signal and News. 9.25, Dance Music from the
Hotel Rosenbreier,

Music relayed from New York, 12.30 ajo. (Sunday),
Musical Programme from the Eastman Theatre,
Rochester. LO a.m., Musical Programme from the
Onondaga Hotel, Syracuse. 1.80 to 4.0 am., New York
Relay. 1.80 a.m., "The Park Bench." 2.0 am..
Selections by the Adler Quartet with Sonia Essin
(Contralto). 2.80 a.m., Selections by a Male Octet.
8.0 am, Lucky Strike Programme. 4.0 am., Time
Signal, and Dance Music, relayed front Buffalo. 5.0
am. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) ; 5 kW.--3.30, Concert
4.30, Market Prices Report. 5.15, Concert of Turkish
Music. 7.80, Wèather Report and Time Signal. 7.40,
Vocal and Orchestral Concert: Orchestral Selections,
(a) Overture to Parsifal (Wagner), (b) Mosaïque
(Beethoven) ; Songs; Orchestral Selection, Ballet
Suite front Salamnbo (Trémisot).
9.0, News mill
Announcemen ts. 9.10 (approx.), Close Down.
STUTIVART (379.7 metres): 4kW.-3.35. Programme
from Frankfurt. 5.0, Time Signal and Weather Report
5.15, Herr Schwaebsch, Talk: The Trade Mark as a
Cotnmercial Weapon. 5.45, Talk by Dr. Kümmerlen.
6.15, Talk by Bernd Isetnann. 6.45, Time Signal and
Sports Notes. 7.15, Folk Song Stories: Kurt Arnold
Findeisen (Elocutionist), assisted by Vocal Quartet.
8.15, Concert: The Rhine; On the Banks of the
Rhine, fi-om the Rhineland Suite (Lilting); Wenn
über dent Rheintal der Himmel blaut (Lilting);
Rheinfahrt (Martin Greif) ; Mein Heimatland, o du
herrlicher Rhein; Frühling am Rhein; Folk Song,
Der schünste Bursch am Rhein ; Auf dem Rhein
(Brentano) ; So singt man am Rhein (Haseloff);
Wein vom Rhein; Im Rheingau (Reyling) ; Folk
Song, Elslein von Caub; Das Herz am Rhein (Hill) ;
Paraphrase, Die Lorelei; Legend, Der Spielmann in
Mainz; Ballad, Two Brothers (Heine); Rhenish
Humour; Beim Rheinwein (May) ; Reich' mir den
Becher, du Kind am Rhein! ; Schunkellied ; Folly
and Frolics; Ein rheinisches Madchen; Crossing the
Cologne Rhine Bridge by Night, Poem; Vater Rhein,
du herrlicher Strom (May) rsStrOmt herbei, ihr Volkerscharen ; News, followed by Dance Music from
Voxhaus.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (389.6 metres)
8 kW.-12.45, Concert. 8.0, Exchange Quotations
and News. 8.30, instrumental Concert: Selections
from Peer Gynt (Grieg) ; Selections from I Pagliacci
(Leoncavallo) ;Selections from Hérodiade (Massenet)
Pianoforte Solo, Turkish March (Mozart) ; 'Cello Solo,
Minuet (Mozart); Selections from The Barber of
Seville (Rossini); Mandoline Selections, (a) le
Millions d'Arlequin (Drigo), (b) Songe d'amour apes
le bal (Czibulka), (c) La vie heureuse (Schrammel),
(d) Gavotte Louis XIII ;in the Interval, Time Signal.
10.15, North African News. 10.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
VIENNA (517.2 met/es);
15 kW.- 2.15, Phototelegraph y Transmission.
2.45, " Peet vogel und
Glückskind," Play for Children (Blachetta).
3.30.
Orchestral Concert, by the Dostal Orchestra: Prelud
from Eva (Lehár) ; Waltz, Transactionen (Jos
Strauss) ; Selection from Matson (Massenet); Violin
Solo by Herr Willi 13oskovsky, Legende (Wieniawsky) ;
Second Hungarian Rhapsody (Liszt) ;Blumengeflüster
(von Non); Potpourri, Palcante Shiner (Komzák) ;
Schlussmarsch (Ertl).
5.15, Concert of Chamber
Music: Concerto in E Minor (Nardini) ; Andantino
(Martini) ;Tempo di blenuetto (Pugnani); Sonata for
Horn and Pianoforte (Beethoven). 8.15, Franz Karl
Ginzkey in Selections from his own \
Vorks. 7.20.
"Auf Befehl der Herzogin," Operetta-Idyll in Three
Acts (Granichstaedten) ; followed by Phototelegraphy
Transmission.
VILNA (435 metres);
1.5 kW.-4.45, News in
Lithuanian.
5.0, Programme from Warsaw.
8.0.
Talk for Women by \bee. Ela Buncler. 6.25, Art Talk
by Prof. J. Klos. 6.50, News and Time Signal. 7.0,
Programme from Warsaw.
7.30, Programme in
Celebration of the First Anniversary of the Vilna
Broadcasting Station. 9.0, Programme from Warsaw.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 10 kW.-4.80, Talk by
Prof. Moscicki.
4.45, Announcements.
5.0. Programme for Children.
6.0, Miscellaneous Items.
6.20, Mr. Kolodziejczyk, Talk': The Bay of Biscay.
6.45, News. 6.56, Time Signal. 7.0, News. 7.5,
"Radio-Chronique," by Mr. M. Stepowski.
7.30.
Relay of an Operetta; in the Interval, Theatre Notes.
9.0, Aviation Notes and Weather Report. 9.5, News.
9.20, Police Announcements and Sports Notes. 9.30,
Dance Music from' the Oaza. 10.80 (approx.), Close
Down.
ZURICH (688 metres) ; I kW.-3.0, Concert from the
Carlton Elite Hotel.
4,15, Accordion Selections.
4.45, Weather Report and Exchange Quotations.
5.0, Selection from new Gramophone Records. 8.0,
Chimes from the Zurich Churches, 6.15, Time Signal
and Weather Report. 6.20 (approx.). Popular Programme. 7.15, Variety Concert: Songs, Selections by
âmperli (Entertainer), and Orchestral Alusic. 9.0,
Weather Report and News. 9.10, Gramophone Selections of Dance Music.
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Programmes from Abroad.BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (844.3
metres); 1.6 kW.-u.o
Cathedral Chimes
Transmission. 11.5 a.m., Meteorological Report for
Europe and Spain. 1.30, Concert of Trio Music;
Gramophone Records in the Intervals. 2.45 to 5.30
(approx.), No Transmssion. 5.80 (approx.), Musical
Programme kAgricultural Market Prices andlExc.hange
Quotations in the Intervals. 8.0 to 8.20. Lecture,
arranged by the Catalonian Institute of Agriculture
at San Isidro. 8.20, Musical Selections by the Station
Orchestra.
8.40, Sports Notes and Bulletin. 9.0
(approx.), Close Down.
BASLE (1.010 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
from Bern.-7.0, Concert.
8.45, Late News and
Announcements and Weather Report and Forecast.
9.15 (approx.), Close Down.
BERGEN (870.4 metres) ; 1.5 kW. --0.30 a.111, Relay
of Morning Service. 11.30 a.m., Weather Report and
Forecast and General News Bulletin. 7.0, Concert by
the Bergen Wireless Orchestra.
7.50, A Chat on
Current Events. 8.80, Musical Recital: Arensky's
Trio for Violin, 'Cello and Pianoforte, by Mrs.Bonnevie,
Herr Schuster and Herr Müll er , 9.0, Weather Report
and Forecast, Late News Bulletin and Time Signal.
9.15, Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Keinigswusterhausen) (1,250 metres) ;40 kW.
-7.55 a.m., Chimes, relayed from the Garrison Church,
Potsdam.
8.0 son., Sacred Recital with Sermon,
relayed from Veering, followed by Chimes from
Berlin Cathedral.
10.30 a.m. (approx.), Concert
Programme from Vordataa. 8.0, Talk. 8.80, Relay of
Musical Programme from 'exhaust. 5.0 to 7.0, Programme of Talks, arranged by the "Deutsche WeIle,"
followed by Relay from another German Station.
9.15, Late News and Announcements and Sports
Notes.
9.30, Programme of Dance Music. 11.80
(approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (VOxhaus) (484 metres) ; 4 kW.-7.83
Relay of Potsdam Garrison Church Chimes. 8.0 a.m..
Sacred Recital of Choral and Instrumental Music, with
Sermon in the Interval, followed by Chimes from
Berlin Cathedral. 10.80 a.m. (approx.), Concert from
the Grosse Schauspielhaus. 1.0, Elementary Morse
Lesson. 8.0, Talk. 3.30, Concert. 4.0, Musical or
Literary Programme. 8.0, Talk. 7.0, Concert Programme. 9.15, Meteorological Report; Time Signal,
Sports Notes,. and Late News and Announcements.
910, Prograturne of Dance Music. 11.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
BERN (el metres); 1.5 kW.--9.30 a.m. to 10.30 a.m..
Protestant Sermon.
12.0 Noon, Time Signal and
Meteorological Report. 12.5, Orchestral Concert by
the Linder and Meyer Orchestra. 8.29, Time Signal
and Weather Report and Forecast. 8.30, Reading or
Talk. 8.45, Sports Notes, Late News and Announcements and Weather Report and Forecast.
9.0,
Musical Selections by the Kurs aa l Orc hestra. 9.40
(approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (322.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programtne
relayed by Gletwits (329.7 metres).-8.1.6 a.m.. Relay
of Chimes from Christ Church. 10.0 a.m. (approx.),
Recital of Sacred Music with Sermon. 1.0, Guessing
Competition.
1.10, Talk or Literary Programme,
185, Notes for Chess Enthusiasts.
2.0, Children's
Programme, Fairy Ralee by Friedrich Reinicke.
220, Agricultural Lecture. 7.15, Evening Entertainment with the collaboration of Mary Wurm-Meysenberg, Hermann Zanke and others. 9.0, Late News and
Announcements. 9.80, Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
)3RUBSEL8 (508.5 metres); 1.5
Light
Music. 8.0, Children's Corner. 8.80. Concert of Trio
Music.
7.30, La Radio-Chronique. 8.15, Orchestral
Concert. 10.10, News from the Press. 1.1.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
BUDAPEST (558.8 metres);
20 kW.-8.0
General News Bulletin and Talk for Women. 9.0
a.m., Relay of Sacred Service and Sermon. 11,30 a.m.
(approx.), Musical Programme. 2.30, Talk for Farmers.
3.15, Concert. 8.30 (approx.), Concert or Relay of an
Opera. 9.45, Dance Music. 10.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
COLOGNE (283 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme also for
Am-M-Gbaosite (400 metres), Langenberg (468.8
metres) and Minster (250 metres) -8.48 a.m.. Sell
Defence Lesson. 7.5 &M. Review of the Programmes
of the Week in Esperanto. 7.15 a.m., Lute or Guitar
Lesson by Oily Wirtz Koort. 7.85 a.m., Esperanto
(lass by Alfred Dormanns.
9.0 a.m.. Sacred Festival
and Address. 12.0 Noon, Musical Programme. 8.80,
Evening Concert tonduc ted by Karl Weyler: Entr'acte
and Ballet Music from "Rosamunde" (Schubert).
8.45, Sports Notes. 7.0. Concert or Opera, followed
by Late News and Announcements, Sports Notes and
Programme of Light and Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
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CORE, Call OCK (400 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.30.
Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Mimic: Nora
O'Sullivan (Contralto). 11.0, National Anthem and
Weather Report and Forecast.
11.15 (approx.),
Close Down.
CRACOW ow metres) ; 1.6 kW.-9.1.5 a.m. to 10.45
a.m., Relay of Cathedral Service. 10.58 a.m., Relay
of the Fanfare from the Church of Notre Dame,
followed by Time Signal and Meteorological Report.
11.10 a.m., Relay from Warsaw. 10 and LIM, Two
Lectures for Farmers. 140, Agricultural Bulletin by
Dr. St. Wasniewski.
2.15, Concert relayed from
Warsaw. 4.30, Talk. 5.0, Programme from Warsaw.
7.80, Evening Concert devoted to Light Music rendered
by the Mandoline Orchestra accompanied by Mr. Leon
Hoffmann; Vocal Items by Mme. St. Kopff. 9.0.
Transmission from Warsaw. 9.30, Relay of Musical
Programme from a Restaurant.
10.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.30
to 1.1.15 (approx.), Programme relayed . from Cork,
8.30. Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music, Violin
Solos by Winifred Small. 11.0, National Anthem and
Weather Report. 1115 (approx.) Close Down.
PRAIDIFURT (428.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-Prograrnme
relayed by 011•101 (252.1 metres).--7.80 a.m. to
8.80 a.m. (approx.), Morning Recital and Address.'
12.0 Noon, Transmission, arranged by the Wiesbaden
Agricultural Institute.
720, Musical or Literary
Programme.
9.30 (approx.), Dance Music.
11.0
(approx.), Close Down.
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres) ;
4kW.-Programme relayed by Bremen (272.7 metres),
Hanover (297 metres) and Kiel (254.2 metres).7es a.m., Time Signal. 7.30 a.m., Weather Report,
followed by General News Bulletin. 7.50 a.m., Talk
on Economic Questions. 10.0 a.m. (for Hamburg,
Bremen and Hanover), Technical Talk. 11.55 a.m..
Time Signal, relayed from Nanan, 12.5 (for Hamburg
and Niel), Musical Programme. 12.5 (for Bremen).
Instrumental Music. 12.5 (for Hanover), Gramophone
Records.
1.0, Children's Corner, by Funkheinzelmann. to, Concert. 3.0, Musical or Literary Pro gramme. 820, Talk on Sport, arranged by the Hamburg School of Physical Training. 8.40, Sports News.
8.55, Weather Report. 7.0, Concert or Play. 9.30,
Weather Report and Late News Bulletin, followed by
Light Music. 10.50 (for Hamburg, Bremen and Kiel),
Weather Report for the North Sea and Baltic. 11.0
(approx.), Close Down.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metres); 5kW.-12.30 (approx.),
Musical Programme.
2.10, Concert of Orchestral
Music, relayed from the Amsterdam Concert Hall.
8.40 Musical Programme. 7.40, Weather Forecast,
News and Sports Notes. 7.50, Concert, including a
Mass by Schubert. 10.40 (approx.), Close Down.
imam (340.9 metres) ; 4 kW.-Transmits from
3.40 on 1,852 metres.-8.15 a.m., Relay of I>ivine
Service and Sermon. 12.10, Concert by the Katholieke
Radio Ornroep Trio. 1.10, Talk. 140, Talk. 2.10,
Concert,
5.30, Relay of Evening Service from
Beeegraeen; Sermon by the Minister, the Rev. G. A.
Pott, on the Text from St. Luke, Chap. 15, Verses
8-10; Voluntaries by the Organist, Mr. V. d Vliet.
7.50 (approx.), Orchestral Concert.
10.25, Choral
Epffogue, conducted by Mr. Jos. H. Pickkers. 10.40
(approx.), Close Down.

HALIMDBORG (1,158 metres) ; 7 kW. - Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres).-9.0 a.m., Divine
Service, relayed from Copenhagen.
10.80 a.m. to
10.40 a.m. (Kalundborg only), Weather Forecast from
the Meteorological Institute.
12.0 Noon to 12.25.
Lesson in German, arranged by " Radiolytteren."
12.80, Lesson in French, arranged by" Radiolytteren."
1.0, Divine Service Relay from achurch in Copenhagen.
2.80, Orchestral Concert.
4.80. Programme for
Children.
5.0, Time Signal and Chimes.
5.50
(Naltindliorg only), Weather Report and Forecast
from the Meteorological institute. 8.0, Press News
and Announcements.
8.16, Correct Time.
8.80
(approx.), Talk. 7.0, Town Hall Chimes from Copenhagen. 7.5, " Dyveke," Melodrama in Three Acts, by
Hans Werner, Music by Ludolf Nielsen, followed by
News and Announcements.
10.0, Dance Music
Programmes by the Palace Hotel Orchestra, conducted

by

Teddy Petersen; in the .Interval at ILO, Town
Hall Chimes
relayed from Oopeabasen.
11.80
(approx.), Close Down.

NATTOWITZ (422 metres) ; 10 kw. --0-13 aat..
Relay of Divine Service. 10.58 a.m., Time Signal.
11.0 a.m., Meteorological Report. 11.15 a.m., Concert
of Popular Music by the Studio Quartet. 1.0, Religious
Address. 1.20 and 1.40, Two Agricultural Lentures.
2.0, Meteorological Report.
2_15, Transmission of
the Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestral Concert, 5.0,
Musical Programme. 8.0, Various Announcements.
8.20, Half-an-Hour of Humour, by Prof. St. Ligon.
8.58, Time Signal
7.0, Talk. 9.0, Meteorologi
ca l
Report and Weather Forecast, Press Review Cid
Sports Notes. 9.30, Dance Music Programme. 10.80
(approx.), Close Down.
KAUNAS (2,000 metres) ; 7 kW.-2.30, Children's
Corner. 4.0, Talk by J. Ardickas. 9.80, Concert or
Outside Relay. 9.30 (approx.), Close Down.
KUNIOBBERG (808 metres) ; 4 kW. - Programme
relayed by Danzig (272.7 metres).-8.0 a.m., Morning
Service With Choral and Instrumental Selections and
Address. 10.0 a.m., (Konigsberg only), Weather R
and Forecast.
10.15 a.m. (approx.;, Musical
gramme. 11.55 a-m, Relay of the Time Signal from
lane., followed by Weather Report and Forecast.
7.0,
Alpenkonig und Menschenfeind," a Drama of
Men and Spirits, by Ferdinand Raimund, adapted for
the Wireless by Hans Bodenstedt, Music by Hermann
Erdlen. 9.10, (approx.), Late News Report and Sports
Bulletin.
LAR'17 (1,522.8 metres): 35 k W. - Prograrnme aleo
for Heleingfors (375 nietres).-7.0 a.m., Relay of
Church Service. 9,50 a.m., News from the Press.
10.5 a.m., Concert. 10.50 a.m., Weather Report and
Time Signal. 11.0 a.m., Relay of Church Service in
Swedish. 3.0, Concert by the Lahti Wireless Orchestra.
4.57, Time Signal and Weather Report and Forecast.
5.10, Concert by the Wireless Orchestra: Overture to
William Tell (Rossin)). 715, Concert by the Station
Orchestra with Soloists. 7.95, General News Bulletin
given in Finnish. 8.0, News Bulletin in Swedish.
9.80 (approx.), Close Down.
LANGENBERG (488.8 metres)
20 kW. - Prograinme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres) and Minster (250 metres).-8.46 ME, Boxing
Lesson, by Dr. Ludwig Bach. 7.5 a.m., Alfred Dormanns : Extracts from the Programme of the Week
in Esperanto. 7.15 a.m., Music Lesson. 7.85 a.m. to
745 S.M., Lesson in Esperanto.
8.0 a.m.. Sacred
Recital of Music and Sermon.
12.0 Noon, Musical
Programme. 3.80, Concert of Orchestral Music. 0.45,
Sports Notes. 7.0, Evening Concert: "The Marriage
of Figaro," Opera (Mozart) ;Late News and Announcements, Sports Bulletin and Programme of Light
Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
LEIPZIG (388.8 metres) ; 4kW.-Programme relayed
by.Dreetlen (275.2 metres).-7.30 a.m., Relay of Organ
Recital. 8.0 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental Concert.
10.30 a.m. Talk. 11.0 a.m., Concert. 3.0, Musical or
Literary Programme.
4.0, Concert,
5.80, Talk.
8.30, Concert or Play. 8.0 Stories of East Prussia,
read by Martina Otto-Morgenstern,
9.0, Sports
Notes.
9.80, Dance Music, relayed from Berlin.
11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
LYONS (Radio Lyon) (210. metres) • 1.5 kW.7.80, "Le Journal Parlé" • News, Press Review,
Amusements Chronicle and. Announcements.
8.0,
Concert of Instrumental Music, with the collaboration
of Mine. Ducharne (Pianist), M. Camand (Violinist),
and M. Testanière ('Cellist).
9.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ7 (875 metres):
3 kW.-Programme relayed by 8alansawea. EA J22
(405 metres).-11.80 a.m., Programme by the Municipal Band, conducted by Maestro Villa, relayed.from
El Retiro. 2.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 2.5, Concert
Programme of Light Music by the Station Orchestra,
with Item by Luis Medina in the Interval. 8.30 to
7.0, No Transmission. 7.0, Chimes. 7.5„ Concert of
Sextet Music: Selections from La alegria de la huerta
(Chueca). 8.0, Programme of Dance Music by the
Palermo Orchestra from the Alkazar. 8.30 to 10.0, No
Transmission, 10.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 10.5,
Concert by a Regimental Band.
12.0 Midnight,
Chimes, followed by Programme of Dance Music by
the Palermo Orchestra, relayed from the Alkazar.
12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
MILAN, IMI (599 metres) ; 7kW.-9.0 am. Openinfi
Signal and English Language Lesson. 9.30 a.m. to
10.0 a.m. Concert of Religious Music, with Vocal and
Instrumental Items. 11.80 a.m., Time Signal and
Concert of Quartet Music. 12.30 to 8.0, No Transmission, 8.0, Opening Signal. 8.5, Concert by the
Wireless Quintet. 4.15, Concert by the Tzigane Orchestra, relayed from the Fiaschetteria Toscana. 5.0 to
8.55, No Transmission. 8.55, Opening Signal and
News and Announcements. 7.80, Time Signal. 7.35.
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Programmes from Abroad.Relay of "The Pearllishers," Opera (Bizet) ; Sports
Notes and News during the Interval. 10.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
MOTALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Boden (1,190 metres),
Cleteborg (416.5 metres), Maim(' (260.9 metres),
Ostersund (720 metres) and Sundsvall (545.6 metres).10.0 a.m., Transmission of Morning Service from a
Stockholm Church. 3.0, Provincial Musical Programme
from Boras, including Soprano, Violin and Harp Solos.
4.55, Chimes from Stockholm Town Hall. 8.15, Late
News and Announcements and Weather Report and
Forecast. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
MUNICH (535.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme,
relayed by Augsburg (566 metres), Kaiserslautern
(277.8 metres) and Nuremburg (241.9 metres).-10.0
a.m., Chnnes from the Munich Town Hall.
2.0,
Musical Programme. 7.0, "The Polish Jew," Opera
in Two Acts by Karl Weiss. 9.20, Late News Bulletin.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (833.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.90 am., Concert of Sacred Music. 3.49, Programme
for Children. 4.0, Programme of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 4.30, Time Signal. 7.80, Wireless
Review.
7.80, Transmission by the Neapolitan
Harbour Authorities. 8.0, Tinte Signal. 8.2, Concert
of Theatrical Music by the Station Orchestra, with
Soloists: Duet froto Act Ill of Carmen (Bizet),
rendered by R. Rotondo (Tenor) and R. Aulicino
(Baritone). 9.0, Sports Results. 9.50, Calendar and
Review of next day's Programmes. 10.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
OSLO (46L5 metres); 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Fredriksstad (434.8 metres), Ramer (555.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Porsgrund (500 metres),
Rjukan (448 metres).-9.50 a.m., Carillon. 10.0 am..
Service relayed from the Garrison Church. 8.15,
Weather Report and Forecast and Press News. 7.0,
Time Signal. 8.15 (approx.), Concert. 8.80, Weather
Report and News frein the Press. 8.46, Talk on a
Current Topic. 9.15 (approx.), Dance Music relayed
from the Hotel Bristol. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres):
0.5 kW.-Programme relayed at intervals by the
following stations (
- Bordeaux PT!' (275 metres),
Heel Tower (2,650 metres), Grenoble (416 metres),
Lille (264 metres), Limoges (285 metres), Lyons PTT
(480 metres), Marseilles (303 metres), Rennes (280
metres), Toulouse PTT (260 metres).-8.0 a.m., News
of the Day and Time Signal. 9.2,5 am., International
Time Signal and Meteorological Report. 12.0 Noon,
Concert. LO," Radio Journal de France Econotnique.'
1.80, Concert of Orchestral Music. 4.0, Pasdeloup
Symphony Concert, conducted by M. Rhené Bâton.
8.30, "Le Radio Journal de France." 8.15, Talk
by M. J. Noirot, member of the Nautical Committee
of the French Touring Club. 8.30, Concert, followed
by late News Report, Time Signal and Weather
Forecast. 10.30 (approx.), Programme of Dance
Music relayed from the Coliseum de Paris. 12.0
Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,860 metres) ; 5
kW.-7.56 am., Time Signal on 82.5 m. 9.28 a.m.,
rune Signal on 4,650 metres. 5.0, Pasdeloup Concert
Relay. 7.10 to 7.20, Meteorological Bulletin. 7.30.
" Le Journal Parlé par T.S.F.," with Lecture on a
Health Subject, Police Memoirs, Sports Review News
and Announcements and Racing Results. 7.58, Time
Signal on 82.5 metres. 8.0 to 9.0, Programme of
African and Asiatic Music: Danses arabes (Widor).
10.28, Time Signal on 2,650 metres. 11.15 (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres) ; 1) .
5 kW. 6.45, Gramophone Records. 8.50, Talk. 8.55, News
Irons the Press. 9.0, Concert by artistes front the
Paris Opera and the Opéra -Comique. 9.25, General
News Bulletin. 9.30, Symphony Concert under the
direction of Professor Estyle of the Paris Conservatoire. 10.0, Late News Bulletin. 10.15, Concert
1.f Orchestral Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio L.L.) (370 and 80 metres) ; 1 kW. -12.30, Programme arranged by Radio-Liberté, News
ind Announcements followed by Selections of Music
iv the Chatles Seringes Trio. 10, Carillon de Fontenay. 3.0, Programme of Dance Music arranged by
the Etablissements Radio L.L. B.1), Concert of Vocal
and Instrumental Music. 10.0, Carillon de Fontenay.
10.15 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Rau))
Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) ;
kW. -8.0 a.m., General News Bulletin and Press
. Inform:dim. 8.30 a.m., Lessmi in Physical Training
t'y Dr. huIr. 12.0 Noon, Religious Address. 12.30.
News from the Press. 12.45, Concert by the Albert
Locatelli Orchestra with humorous items by Bilboquet
1
11 the Interval. 4.30, Gramophone Records by
L'Industrie Musicale." ln the Interval, News from
die Press. 7.0, Agricultural Talk and Press News.
7.45, The Radio-Paris Guignol. "Le jour du ternie"
(Dorez), by Bilboquet, Zecca, Brinclietaye and H.
'Carl. 8.30, Concert by the Station Orchestra. In
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the Intervals, News from the Evening Press and Late
News Bulletin. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
HMI:MGR, Call KDKA (83 and 27 metres);
25kW.-4.0, Sessions Clock Chimes, followed by Divine
Service. 8.30, Programme arranged by the Whitehouse Coffee Company, relayed from New York. 7.0,
" Roxy's Stroll" Programme from W JZ, New York,
9.45, Divine Service relayed from the Shadysicle
l'resbyterian Church and Sermon by the Pastor, the
Rev. Hugh Thomson Kerr. 11.0, Programme of
Orchestral Music. 11.80, Concert by the Whittall
Anglo-Persians. 12.0 Midnight, Session Clock Chimes,
followed by Service from the Calvary Episcopal
Church, Pittsburgh, Sermon by the Pastor, Dr. E. J.
Van Etten. 10.0 a.m. (Monday), National Broadcasting Cotnpany's Programme of Music from New
York. 1.15 a.m., Collier's Radio Hour front New
York. 2.15 am., The Utica Jubilee Singers front
WJZ, New York. 2.45, a.m.. El Tango Rotnantico
relayed from New York. 8.15 am., Longine Time.
3.30 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
POSES (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-9.15 a.m. to 10.45
a.m., Relay of Divine Service. 11.0 a.m., Time
Signal. 11.05 am. and 11.30 a.m., Two Agricultural
Lectures. 2.15, Concert of Symphony Music relayed
from Warsaw. 4.45 (approx.), Talk. 7.30, Recital
of Violin and Pianoforte Music by Mlle. Marie Szrajberowna and Professor François Lukasiewicz; Violin
Concerto in 13 Major (Tchaikovsky). 8.30, Musical
Selections. 9.0, Time Signal. 9.5, Variety Programme. 9.20, Weather Report and News and
Announcements. 10.0, Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
PRAGUE (398.9 metres); 5 kW.-8.0 am., Recital
of Sacred NI c-ic. 10.0 a.m. (approx.), Concert. 12.5,
Economic Report. 4.30, Transmission for Workers.
5.0, Programme for German Listeners. 5.30, Sports
News. (1.0, Concert or Play. 9.0, Time Signal and
Late News Bulletin. 9.20, Concert of Light Music.
10.15 (approx.), Close Down.
RIGA (528.3 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.0 am., Relay of
Morning Service in German.
9.15 a.m., Relay of
Sacred Service (in Latvian) from the Mara Church.
12.0 Noon, Musical Entertainment for Children.
3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra under the
direction of Arved Parups. 4.0, Programme of Talks.
8.0, Concert. 8.0, Weather Report. 9.0, Concert by
the Orchestra at the Café de l'Opéra. 10.0 (approx.),
Close Down.

NONE, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ; 3 kW.-8.30 am.,

Opening Signal followed by German Language Lesson.
9.0 a.m., Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Religious
Music. 9.45 L. to 12.0 Noon, No Transmission. 12.0
Noon, Opening Signal. 12.5 to 10, Concert of "I' rio
Music. 1.0 to 4.0, No Transmission. 4.0, Opening
Signal. 4.5 to 5.30, Miscellaneous Items. 5.30 to
9.10, No Transmission.
7.10, Agricultural Talk.
7.15, Sports Notes and News and Announcements
7.29, Tune Signal. 7.31, Talk. 7.45, Concert by the
Grand Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Willy
Ferrero: Orchestral Selection, Two Interludes front
the Lyrical Poem, "The Two Shepherds," by G.
Spagnoli. First Performance in Rome. 9.50, Late
News Bulletin. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down,
SAN SEBASTIAN (Union Radio), Call EA J8 (400
metres); 0.5 kW.-10.0 Concert of Light Music
relayed from the Grand Casino.
12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
s0RENEcTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
31.4 metres); 30 kW.-6.30 to 7.0. Programme
arranged by the United Radio Corporation at New
York. 8.30, Organ Recital relayed from the Union
College Memorial Chapel at Schenectady: Organist,
Elmer Tidmarsh. 9.0, Address to Men by Doctor S.
Parkes Cadman, relayed from New York.
10.30,
Violin Recital. 11.0, Stetson Parade Programme relayed from Boston, Mass. 1130, Programme from
New York. 12.0 Midnight, The Old Company's Programme, with Baritone Songs by Reinald ‘Vorrenrath,
relayed from New York. 2.0 am., Talk on "Our
Government," by David Lawrence, relayed from
Washington, D.C. 2.15 am., Correct Tinte. 3.17
am., Experimental Television Signals.
3.30 am
approx.), Close Down.
SEVILLE (Union Radio), Call EAJ5 (375 metres) ;
2kW.--2.0 to 3.0, Light Music by the Wireless Orchestra and Gramophone Records in the Intervals. 9.30,

Orchestral Concert. 11.0, Flamenco Songs and Dance
Music by the Station Orchestra.
11.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) ; 5 kW.-3.30, Concert.
4.20, Exchange Quotations and Grain Prices. 5.15,
Turkish Concert. 7.80, Weather Report and Forecast
followed by Tinte Signal. 7.40, Talk on the History
of Music. 7.55, Orchestral Concert. 9.0, Late News
Bulletin. 9.30 (approx.), Close Down. ,
STUTTGART (379.7 metres); 5 kW.-Programme
relayed by Freiburg (577 metres). 10.15 a.m. (approx.),
Recital of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 11.0 a.m.,
(approx.), Orchestral Concert followed by Gramophone
Selections. LO, Children's Corner, 3.0, Talk. 8.45,
Time Signal and Sports Notes.
7.15 (approx.),
Musical or Dramatic Programme followed by Late
News Bulletin and Sports News. .10.15 (approx.),
Close Down.
TALLINN (408 metres) ; 2.2 kW.-8.0 gun. (approx.),
Relay of Morning Service. 12.30 (approx.), Afternoon
Concert of Orchestral Music. 2.0, Agricultural Bulletin.
ILO, Musical Programme. 9.0 (approx.), Close Down.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (389.8 metres) ;
8 kW.-12.30, Weather Report and Local Market
Prices.
12.45, Concert of Orchestral Music.
1.0,
Correct Time. 1.45. News and Announcements. 8.0,
Parisian Market Prices and Stock Exchange Quotations. 8.15, News front "La Dépécbe" and "Le Petit
Parisien." 8.30, Concert of Orchestral Music. 9.0,
Tinte Signal.
9.6, Concert arranged by "L'Association des Commerçants Radio-Electriciens du Midi ":
Selections from "Manua"
Opéra-comique in Five
Acts (Massenet) founded on the Novel of that name by
L'abbé Prevost. 10.15, "Le Journal sans papier'
with Reports from North Africa and Late News and
Announcements. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.

(517.2

VIENNA
metres) ; 15 kW.-Programme relayed by Gras (357.1 metres), Innsbruck (294.1 metres),
Elagenhrt (272.7 metres), and Lins (254.2 metres).9.20 a.m., Muskat Recital. 10.0 a.m. , Concert by the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra.
2.30, Experimental
Transmission of Pictures. 3.0, Orchestral Concert.
7.5, "The Golden Sphinx ": Wireless Comedy in three
acts by Fritz Gottwald, produced by Hermann Wawra,
followed by Light Music and Experimental Transmission of Pictures. 10.15 (approx.), Close Down.
HIRA (434 metres) k 1.5 kW.-1).15 a.m. to 10.45
Les., Relay of Cathedral Service. 10.58 a.m., Time
Signal. 11.0 a.m., General News Bulletin relayed from
Warsaw. 1.0 to ILO, Programme relayed from Warsaw.
1.0 to 2.0, Three Talks on Agriculture. 2.0, Meteorological Report. 2.15, Orchestral Concert. 4.20, Talk
and News. 9.0, Popular Concert of Polish Music by
the Polish Radio Orchestra conducted by J.
:
" La recherche en mariage
Pologne; Overture by
F. Nowowiejcki. 6.0, Talk in Lithuanian. 8.20 to
10.30. Progranune relayed front Warsaw. 6.20. Talk.
8.45, General News Bulletin and Time Signal. 7.0,
Talk. 7.30, Concert. 9.0, Aviation Route Report and
Weather Forecast. 9.5, News Bulletin front the Polish
Telegraphic Agency. 9.20, Sports News and Police
Notes. 9.30, Dance Music relayed from the "Daza "
Restaurant, Warsaw. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 10 kW. -9,15 am. to 10.45
a.m., Divine Service Relay. 10.56 am., Time Signal.
11.0 a.m., Aviation Notes and Weather Report and
Forecast. 11.10 a.m., Symphony Concert arranged by
the Educational and Cultural Section of the Magistracy
of Warsaw and the Symphony Concerts Directorate
and rendered by the Symphony Orchestra, of the Warsaw Philharmonic, conducted by Mr. B. Smile
Soloists, Mine. M. Bar (Pianist) and Mine. Alma Rose;
(Violinist), Tasso-Symphonic Poem (Liszt). 1.0 to
2.0, Three Agricultural Lectures. 2.0, Weather Report
and Forecast.
2.15, Concert of Symphony Music
from the " Philharmonic .de Varsovie." 4.44, Aeronautical Lecture by J. Osinski. 9.0 Popular Concert.
8.20, Talk. 7.80, Concert. 9.0, Aviation News and
Weather Report and Forecast. 9.5, Late News and
Announcements. 9.20, Police and Sports Notes. 9.30,
Dance Music Programme front the
tiara" Restaurant conducted by W. Roszkowski. 10.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
ZAGREB (309.2 metres) ; 0.7 kW.-10.30 a.m.,
Morning Concert Programme.
4.0, Programme ca
Dance Music, relayed from the Club-Cabaret. 8.45,
Wireless Talk. 7.0, Relay of an Opera from the
National Theatre, Zhgreb; in the Intervals: News
and Announcements and Weather Forecast.
10.0
(approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (588 metres) ; 1 kW.-10.0 a.m., Relay oi
Concert by the Capitol Theatre Orchestra. 11.0 a.m.,
Meteorological Report. 11.30 a.m., Musical Selections
by the Wireless Orchestra. 3.0, Musical Programme
from the Carlton Elite Hotel. 8.30, ristre Signal.
an, Protestant Religious Address,
7.0, Musical
Programme. 8.0, Programme from Lausanne< 9.0,
Weather Report, News and Announcements and
Press Service from the "Ncue Zinicher Zeitung."
9.30 (approx.), Close Down.
A
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Hear it on a Saturday afternoon when a football match is

being broadcast. The New Amp/ion can whisper.
Listen to Auntie whispering half-secrets
Uncle in
to
the Children's Hour. The New Amp/ion can be Sir Henry Wood and all his
Orchestra—or A. J. Alan.

For this is no ordinary speaker

Ei It

is the first

speaker (not excepting the expensive-to-operate moving coil type) to tell the
truth about broadcasting.

It lets you know that the B.B.C. 'cellos are bass

instruments and that the B.B.C. drums give a deep boom.
Albert Sandler is
things
New Amp/ion.
more.
The
loud

No less.

gives

Ej

This

subtleties, the depths
speaker

New Amp/ion.
of

It

that

sound

cannot

are

fingering the E string tremulously near the bridge.
clear

measure
"no

at the
for

less"

measure.
is

of tone which

reproduce,

are

microphone are

its

No

triumph.

the ordinary

revealed

by

the

It represents a new era in the science

reproduction.

Hear

it to-day.

AMPLION
Al;

It tells you when

ilduertisenients for " Die {Viceless World " are only accepted from firms

clear

at

the

mouth

of

Ai
the

The New Amplion Speakers in Handsome Cabinets of Oak or Mahogany
range in price from £9 10 0 to £42 0 O.
Chassis only, £6 and £8.
The Amplion Radio Gramophone in
Oak 158 12 6 . . . . in Mahogany
163 12 6, including Royalties.
Amplion Standard Speakers, Cone and
Horn Types, 52/6 to £5. Junior Mcdels,
35/- to 13 30.
Catalogue from all Radio Dealers or
from Graham Amplion Limited.
London: 25126, Savile Now, W.1.
Manchester. 10, Whitworth St. West.
Glasgow: 618, West George St.
Works, Slough.
we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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The new

SCREENED GRID
Reactive Anode Unit

SATISFIED USERS ARE
OUR ONLY SALESMEN.

111111114 tid 11
,1111 ,
1

"Ipurchased from you on the 6th March
"last, for my own personal use, a
Regentone' High Tension Unit, and
"it has been in daily use since that
"date, and I have great pleasure in
"informing you it has given perfect
"satisfaction.
"It is asplendid instrument, absolutely
silent in operation and of the highest
"efficiency.
I have no hesitation
"in recommending the 'Regentone'
"Unit to anyone \vho wants 'The
"Best.' "
A GOOD SET DESERVES
A GOOD MAINS UNIT !
R. I. & Varlcv
Screened
Grid
Anode Unit. One
holefixing. With
terminals for
easyconnections.

R. I. & Varley components are
always
up to date. This year
we have produced over
thirty new components
—all up to the usual R. I.
& Varley standard.
The new Screened Grid Anode
Unit is a typical example.
It
provides correct values of inductance and reaction for efficient
coupling after a screened grid
valve.
A change-over switch permits both the Anode and reaction windings to be altered simultaneously
so
that
the
component
covers medium wave lengths between
250 and 600 metres
and long wave
lengths between 850
and 2000 metres.

Model W.ia for A.C. Mains
16o V. at 30 in/a.

£7

2 6.

Other
models
available
up to 350 v. at zoo mia.
All A.C. Models incorporate
Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier.

Permanent Charger with
Automatic Coupler.
amp. - - 54/iamp. •
70/Incorporating Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier.

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO.
Kingsway House, 103, KingswaX. W.C.2.
'Phone: no:born 5303.

ol Regeni Radio

Supply Coy., 21 Bari:ears Buildings, E.C.4.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Events of the
BEAM

TELEPHONE

TO

CANADA.

The Marconi Company is understood to
be contemplating the establishment of a
commercial beam telephone service between Great Britain and Canada.
0000
PICTURE

RECEPTION

AT

SEA.

The
"Fultograph " pictures transmitted from Daventry on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of last week were
picked up with success in the Aquitania
between Southampton and Cherbourg, and
after the vessel had left the latter port
for New York. The pictures showed little
trace of Morse disturbance.
0000
FIRE

ENGINE

WIRELESS.

• To Rochdale falls the honour of being
the first town in Britain to include wireless transmitters and receivers as permanent equipment on fire engines. Exhaustive tests have been carried out on bad
roads, and, according to reports, the apparatus has successfully withstood the
worst shocks. The fire brigade intends to
employ wireless to enable fire engines to
keep in constant touch with headquarters.
0000
WIRELESS

CONTROL

CLAIM.

A system of wireless control of gunfire
in the Navy came up for discussion before
the Royal Commission of Awards to Inventors last week, when Commander C. H.
Rolleston, R.N., claimed an award in.
respect of a report submitted to the Admiralty.
Mr. Swan, counsel for the
Crown, submitted that H.M.S. Vernon
was engaged in wireless control of fire
some time before the receipt of Commander Rolleston's report.
The claim was
heard in camera.
0000
LEAGUE

OF

NATIONS
TESTS.

WIRELESS

The League of Nations has now collected reports from all over the world on
the reception of the short-wave tests re
eently carried out from Kootwijk (Holland) on a wavelength of 18.4 metres.
The total number of reports was 92, classified by the Secretariat as follows :in 38
eases reception was excellent, in 29 cases
it was good; it was fair in 18 cases, the
remaining seven being regarded as bad.
The best reports were received from Indoà 37

PIC.0

Week in

Brief Review.

China, North-West Frontier of India,
Mauritius and Sumatra.
The experiments are to be continued
from the same station, which will be connected to a small studio in the Palais des
Nations at Geneva.
Special efforts are
being made to reach North and South
America, Japan and Australasia.

PCJ

0000

MORE

0000

HOW

TOWNS

AFFECT
WAVES.

WIRELESS

A paper entitled
"Alternation of
Wireless Waves over Towns," by Messrs.
R. H. Barfield, M.Sc. (Eng.), and G. H.
Munro, will be read and discussed at the
meeting this evening (Wednesday) of the
Wireless Section of •the Institution of
Electrical Engineers.
The paper will
deal with the effect of towns, including
buildings, tuned aerials, etc., on wave
damping.
oOoo
LOUD

SPEAKERS, PUBLIC
PRIVATE.

AND

The problem of the outdoor loud
speaker has again come up for consideration, this time by the General Purposes
Committee of the Westminster City Council.
The Committee recommends the
Council to make a by-law prohibiting the
use of a wireless loud speaker. or a gramophone so as to cause annoyance in any
public place, shop or business premises,
under a penalty not exceeding £5.
The Home Secretary has stated that
nuisances arising from the use of such
instruments in private houses are not, in
his opinion, of the sort which could be
made the subject of a by-law.
0000
SAFEGUARDING AERIALS

IN

GALES.

The special safety devices included in
the aerials of the Marconi beam stations
successfully stood the test of the recent
gales. Where interruption in the wireless services took place it was due to interruptions in land-lines owing to damage
in the storm and not to damage in the
wireless stations themselves. The aerial
wires at the beam stations, which are normally tightly strained, are so arranged
that when the wind reaches hurricane
force and undue strain is placed on the
masts the tension of the wires is automatically reduced at the lower end.

CALLING.

PCJJ, the famous Philips short-wave
station at Hilversum, is to change its call
sign as from January 1st next to PCJ..
This is in accordance with the Washington agreement.
POWER

BY

DAY.

The U.S. Federal Radio Commission,
in response to requests by broadcasting
stations which complained of limited day
range under the new regime, has granted
permission for the use of three times the
night power for use during the daytime
until sundown.
0000
AMATEUR

CUP

AWARDS.

Mr. T. P. Allen, M.Sc., has been
awarded the " Rotab " Cup for 1929 by
the Incorporated Radio Society of Great
Britain, being selected as the person who
has most assisted private experimenters
during the past year. Mr. Allen's energies have been directed towards maintaining "contact" between the hundreds of
transmitting amateurs scattered up and
down the country.
Another interesting award
by the
Society is that of the "Wortley-Talbot "
Cup, also for 1929, to Mr. J. W. Mathews,
6LL, for distinguished work in the 10metre band. It will be remembered that
Mr. Mathews was the first British amateur to establish communication with the
United States on this wavelength.
The
" Wortley-Talbot " Cup is to be awarded
annually to the amateur who does the best
work on the short wavebands.
0000
A

BOOK

FOR

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

The publication of " Photograms of the
Year" is an annual event of great .importance to all interested in camera work.
The thirty-fourth of the series, just issued
by our publishers, contains nearly one
hundred reproductions of fine camera pictures, together with critical notes, and its
contributors
include
leading
photographers in many parts of the world.
The book is edited by F. J. Mortimer,
.F.R.P.S., Editor of our sister journal,
"The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer."
It is published at 5s. net in stiff paper
covers, or 7s. 6d. net in cloth boards, ob.

•

ehesgg
wwile
tamable
from
all
booksellers,
etc.,
throughout the country, or direct from
the publishers, lliffe fS; eons Ltd., Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
oo oo

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT
SHIP.

ON

NEW

The Lady Rodney, the new Canadian
National West Indies steamer ' which was
christened at Birkenhead on Friday last
by Mrs. J. H. Thomas, is fitted with a
six-valve wireless broadcast receiving set
for the entertainment of passengers.

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES
Short-wave Tests in Manchester.
The Radio Experimental
Society of
Manchester is now licensed under the new
regulations for transmission on all bands
from approximately 170 metres to approximately 5 metres, excluding the R.S.G.B.
band.
The first tests will shortly take
place on 41.5 metres with crystal control
accurate to 0.1 per cent.
The Society's
call-sign is 2n.
All radio amateurs in the Manchester
district who are interested in short-wave
work are invited to communicate with the
Hon.
Secretary,
Mr.
R.
M.
Kay,
B.Sc. (Tech.), 2, Daisy Bank Road, Victoria Park, Manchester.
0000

Among the Belgian Amateurs.
Mr. Louis Era, the district manager for
Antwerp of the Réseau Belge, tells
us that the Belgian Training Ship
L'Avenir sailed, on November 3rd for
Fort de France, Martinique, and Tampa,
Florida, equipped with . a short-wave
transmitter and using the call-sign XEB
4WK. The wavelength is 32.50 metres,
the input being derived from accumulators.
Three Philips' TB04/10 valves
are employed, one as a master oscillator
controlling the other two and working on
un input of about 20 watts.
•
This interesting short-wave station is
in the charge of Mr. G. Regnier (4WW)
and Mr. G. Neelemans (4FT), who at first
oxperienced considerable difficulty owing
to the steel wire rigging of the threemasted sailing vessel which caused an unsteadiness of the note.
However, by
using a master oscillator with power
amplifier the signals improved greatly
both in quality and steadiness.
XEB 4WK is working regularly at
2300
G.M.T:
during
the
present
month. Messrs. Begnier and Neelemans
are anxious to get into two-way communication with British amateurs, and reports
of signals heard may be sent to them via
Réseau Belge, 11, Rue du Congrès,
Brussels.
o0 00

Antwerp Welcomes Visitors.
Any British amateur visiting Antwerp
will be cordially welcomed by the local
members of the Réseau Belge.
During
the summer Mr. R. L. Varney (2ARV)
attended one of the " reunions' held in
the '« Paon Royal" on Tuesdays at 8.30
p.m., and on November 6th the local

Broadcast receivers are a feature of all
five ships of the new Canada-West Indies
fleet. The sets are of sufficient strength
to pick up most of the important stations
in Eastern Canada and the United States
on the regular West Indies run.
Arrangements are being made so that passengers will be able to listen-in to the
latest Stock quotations.
0000
AMERICAN

RADIO

PRIZE.

For " his fundamental investigation in
piezo-electric phenomena and their appli-

section entertained the Finnish experimenter, Mr. Bjorklund (ES 2HB), who is
in charge of the short-wave station OJBT
on board s.s.
Thorburg during her
European cruise. The station is working
on the 40-metre waveband, and at the
time of writing the steamer was bound
for Finland, her next trip being to
Cardiff, where she expects to arrive early
in December.
Mr. Bjorklund is very
desirous of getting into touch with
British amateurs, and hopes to meet
several of those in the West Country with
whom he has been in wireless communication.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5th.
Institution of Electrical Engineere, litreless Section. Al 6 p.m. (light refreshMelthl at 5.30). At the Institution,
Savoy Place. W.C.2. Paper on " Attenuation of Wireless Waves Over Tos-1114,"
by Messrs. It. II. Barfield, M.Sc. (Eau.),
and G. H. Munro.
North Middlesex Radio Society. At 8 p.m.
At St. Paul's Institute, Winch more Hill.
Lecture:
"Transformer Amplification,"
by Mr. Garside, of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.
Edinburgh and District Radio Society. At
8 p.m. At 117, George Street. Business
meeting.
' 3luswell Hilt and District Radio Society.
At 8 p.m. At Tollington School. Tetherdown. Radio Gramophone Night.
Tottenham, Wireless Society, At 8 p.m.
At M. Bruce Grove, .V.12. Business
mf etiog. followed by salen,, d exchange.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8th.
Ilford and District Radio Society. Lecture:
"Tice Screened Grid Valves," by the
3larconiphone Co., Ltd. (with lantern
illustrations).
Slade
Radio
(Birmingham).
Lecture:
" Loud Speaker Design and Construction," by a representative of Messrs. S. G.
Brown. Ltd.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 10th.
ter Kyrie
pon-Tync
Radio
Society. At
7.50 p.m. At ii, Socille Row. Lertures
"
aild D.C. Battery Eliminators," by
Mr. C. L. Lyons,
Hackney Radio and Physical Society. At
8 p.m.
At Hackney Electricity Show
rooms, Lower Claplon Road, E.5. Discosmion
on
"New Valves and their
Merits," with ¡'enlode demonstration.

EB 4BC to be Crystal-Controlled.
Since his return to Antwerp Mr. Era
has been busy reconstructing his station
ER 4BC, which is now transmitting on
42.50 metres with a master oscillator and
power amplifier, and will very soon be
crystal-controlled. He is using a i-wave
Hertz aerial, and even without the crystal
his note has been reported as "T9" front
Spain, Russia, Sweden, England, and
Ireland.
0000
A Bolivian Station.
Mr. Mark Johnson (SO lAA), Tipuani.
Bolivia, is transmitting on 33 metres and
wishes to get into communication with
British stations.

DECEMBER sth, 1928.
cation to radio technicine," Dr. Walter
G. Cady, of the physics department of
Wesleyan University, has been awarded
the 1928 Morris Liebmann Memorial
Prize Medal by the American Institute of
Radio Engineers.
The award is made annually to the
member of the Institute who in the
opinbn of the board of directors has
made the most important contribution to
radio art.
Dr. Cady is the author of
several important papers on the subject
of piezo-electricity.

CLUB

NEWS.

The Social Side.
At an enjoyable social and dance evening of
the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society
held recently. Col. Vigere, 0.B.E., of the 47th
Divisional Signals, made a short speech regarding the work of the Signal Division.
A
film was also shown by Messrs. Kodak. Ltd..
depicting
some
piquant
incidents
at
the
Society's last Direction Finding Field Day, held
in the neighbourhood of Rickmansworth.
Iton. Secretary:
Lt.-Col.
II.
A.
Sea rlett.
D.8.0., 00, Pattison Road. Childs Hill. N.W.2.
0 00 0
The Value of Joint Meetings.
At a joint meeting of the Croydon and
Thornton Heath Radio Societies at South Croydon ou Tuesday, Nov. 20th. Mr. II. R. RiveraMoore. B.Sc., President of the South Croydon
Society, lectured on and demonstrated " The
Latest Screened Grid Valve Set." Capt. Derek
McCulloch (of the B.B.C.) occupied the chair.
After explaining the internal features of the
valve and the importance of the external
screening, the lecturer demonstrated his set,
which included two screened grid stages. Ample
volume
was
obtained
with
many
distant
stat(ons. and the purity of reproduction was
fully appreciated by the large and critical
audience.
At the conclusion of the meeting. the Hon.
Secretary
of the
Thornton
heath i Society
stressed the value of holding joint meetings,
and said on behalf of his Society that he }loped
to reciprocate the invitation in the near future.
lloo. Secretary (South * Croydon Society), Mr.
E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden R011d, South
Croydon.
0000
Wireless and Gramophone Reproduction.
A demonstration in which radio reception
and electrical gramophone reproduction were
compared was the feature of the meeting of
Slade
Radio
(Birmingham)
on
Nov.
22nd,
the demonstrator being Mr. Reuben Heaton.
Wireless was represented by an
Everyman
Four" receiver and a 1Vireleu World moving coil loud speaker. The gramophone was a
Panotrope.
The lecturer favoured push-pull
amplification with a low amplification valve in
the first L.F. stage and a tapped anode resistance as vol
•control. Some interesting contrasts were provided when broadcast reception
wits followed by a number of records giving a
wide range of instruments. A keen discussion
followed the demonstration.
Hon.
Secretary:
Mr.
H.
Clews,
52,
st.
Thomas Road. Erdington. Birmingham,
0000
The Rich Man's Set.
A receiving set built regardless of cost with
the sole object of obtaining adequate volume
with absolute purity of reproduction was demonstrated by a representative of Messrs. Bridge
and Sons at a recent meeting of the Southend
and District Radio Society. Impressive results
were obtained and some interesting comparisons
were made on several types of loud speaker.
Hon. Secretary: Mr. F. J. Waller, Lyntliorpe,
Grange Gardens, Southend-on-Sea.
0000
Prizes for Talks.
The hitherto silent members of the Edinburgh
and District Radio Society are to have a concrete inducement to share in the discussions.
'rite meeting this evening (Wednesday) will he
devoted
to " Lecturettes,"
a new monthly
feature in connection with which a prize of one
guinea will be awarded for the best paper read
during the quarter.
A 38
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Cossor Screened.
Y this time readers must be
familiar with the unique properties of the screened-grid
valve.
By fitting a fairly closemeshed grid between the anode and
the control grid of a valve, its A.C.
resistance is greatly increased, but as
this is accompanied by a proportional increase
the amplification
factor the efficiency of the device is
of the same order as that of the aver-age triode. Unfortunately, there is a
limit to the amplification that can be
obtained from a single stage and
this is reached when the feed-back
via the valve causes self-oscillation.
In the Cossor screened-grid valves
the anode is connected to a small
bakelite shrouded terminal on the
top of the glass bulb, and the other
electrodes are connected to a standard 4-pin type of base. The control
grid and filament pins have the
same relative position as on an ordinary 3-electrode valve, but the pin
usually connected to the anode is in
this case the termination of the
screened-grid. One advantage of
this arrangement is that the ordinary
valve holder can be employed, but
the main reason for this method of
construction is to keep the interelectrode capacity reasonably small
without leading to an excessive difficulty in manufacture.
Secondary Emission Effects.

The introduction of the screen so
alters the characteristics of the valve
that it is customary to show these
in the form of the relationship between anode voltage and anode current with various grid potentials and
afixed screen voltage rather than as
grid voltage--anode current curves.
The specimen tested was the 2-volt
type--S.G.22o--which is rated to
pass 0.2 ampere through the filament at this pressure. For the purpose of keeping a check on the fila5

39

Grid Valve S.G.220.

The Cossor screened-grid valve S.G.220
for use will, a 2-volt accumulator.

ment current during the test, an
ammeter with a very low D.C. resikance was included in the filament
circuit, but with the exception of this
no other resistance was used.
The measured voltage across the
valve pins was a fraction under two
and the filament current 0.19 ampere.
This compares favourably
with normal working conditions, as

there will be a slight voltage drop in
the wiring probably of about the
same order.
The potential on the screenedgrid was kept at 6o volts and anumber of measurements taken with o,
—0.5, -- I.0 and — 1.5 volts applied
to the control grid. It will be seen
that the curves are of rather peen,liar shape, the anode current rising
rapidly with low anode potentials
followed by a sharp decline as the
voltage is increased and between 40
and 55 volts actually a reversal in
direction of flow takes place. This
is due to the secondary emission
from the plate and must be left at
that as the cause and effect is too
involved for treatment here.
Mutual Conductance' of One.

COSSOR
I

52
48

I

S.G. 220
1 1 I

SCREEN POTENTIAL 130V.
F LAMENT
0•2 AMP AT 2V
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Characteristic curves of the Cossor S.C.229
valve.
Average values, A.C. resistance
188,000 ohms, amplification factor 188,
mutual conductance
1.0 mA volt 'with
130 volts on the anode, and - 1.0 volt C.B.

The part of the curve with which
we are concerned when using the
valve as an H.F. amplifier is the
slightly rising portion between 90
and 150 volts, and it will be seen
that between these limits the curves
are sensibly parallel although at
zero grid volts the curve shows a
tendency to rise more steeply. The
A.C. resistance of the valve will vary
with different grid potentials and
anode volts, but if we take approximate working conditions, namely,
130 volt H.T., — I.0 volt G.B. and
60 Nrolts screen potential, the A.C.
resistance will be 188,000 ohms, and
the amplification factor 188, giving
a mutual conductance of one. This
compares
favourably
with
the
makers' figures-200,00o and 200
respectively—and moreover is of the
same order, so that it is reasonable
to conclude that the specimen tested
is a representative sample.
The most suitable voltage values
for normal operating conditions
would appear to be between no and
150 on the anode, and 6o on the
screen.
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Safe H.T. Suplaly
Accumulators, D.C. Mains, and a
Charge.Discharge Switch.
•

HATEVER may be the position with regard to
those having access to A.C. mains, there can
be little doubt that amateurs with D.C. supplies
are chary of using eliminators. In view of the pitfalls
so often encountered when applying this form of supply
direct to the receiver, their attitude is reasonable; matters are complicated by the fact that some systems have
a positive earth—which means that the majority of the
receiver wiring will be above earth potential—and also
because one can seldom predict how much smoothing
will be necessary in order to correct ripples and irregularities, which are of widely varying intensity. As D.C.
current will no longer be supplied for domestic purposes
in this country after afew years, one naturally hesitates
to face a heavy expenditure for an elaborate eliminator
or the parts to make one, and the possibilities of using
H.T. accumulators become attractive.
Voltage Dropping Resistances.

If D.C. mains of asufficiently high voltage are available, the cells can be charged at negligible cost, and
provided that a switch is installed in such a way that
the operation of charging may be carried out without
trouble, there is no excuse for neglecting the battery,
and its life will be along one.

tain the simplicity of a double-pole switch. As pointed
out on previous occasions, this arrangement has the
advantage that all cells of the battery are equally dis- •
charged; this is apart from the fact that the series resistances, in conjunction with their by-pass condensers,
serve to isolate the various signal-frequency circuits, and
to prevent any undesirable interaction.
Even if the set requires a number of different H.T.
voltages, no very serious complication will ensue, but
it will be necessary, as shown in diagram (b), to fit a
switch having a greater number of poles—one for the
negative connection and one for each of the positive
tappings.
Charging Rates.

The diagrams are almost self-explanatory ;to operate
the set the switch blades are moved to the left, while
to recharge the battery they are placed in the reverse
position, so that current from the mains is passed through
the battery. In each of the diagrams aresistor R and a
lamp are shown; it is not necessary that both of these
should be used, as long as there is sufficient resistance
in circuit to restrict the flow of current to a vale not
exceeding the maximum charging rate specified by the
manufacturers.
The calculation of this resistance is quite a simple
matter; the first operation is to find the voltage avail-

How an H.T. battery may conveniently be recharged from a D.C. main supply: alternative connections for a charge—dischsrge switch.

It is to sets in which a common H.T. voltage is
applied to all the valves that this kind of switching can
be most easily applied; the connections are as shown
in the accompanying diagram (a), but it may be pointed
out that it is always possible to insert series resistances
in the anode circuit of those valves which require less
than the maximum pressure available, ande thus to re-

able for charging purposes. This is ascertained by subtracting the rated voltage of the battery from that of the
mains. We can now work out the resistance necessary
by dividing this voltage by the required charging current (in amps.). As an example, let us assume that it
is desired to charge a no-volt battery from 24o-volt
mains at roo milliamps (o.t amp.): in this case the
A 40
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A Bate LT. Supply.—
voltage available for charging, after subtracting the
back-pressure of the battery, will amount to 120 volts,
and we can get the necessary value of resistance by
dividing 120 by o.r, the result being 1,200 ohms.
As already suggested, the exact form taken by the
limiting resistance is unimportant—provided it will safely
pass the desired current—and an ordinary electric lamp
is certainly the least expensive and simplest. Its resistance may be ascertained by dividing its rated wattage
by rated voltage; this gives the current passed (in
amps.). This may be converted to resistance (in
ohms) by dividing the figure thus obtained into rated
voltage. Unfortunately, however, the resistance thus
ascertained will only be effective when the lamp is
glowing at full brilliancy, and not when the voltage
applied to it is opposed by that of the battery that is
being charged. As is well known, the resistance of a
lamp decreases as the voltage applied to it is reduced,

and to avoid passing an excessive current, a lamp with
the next lowest wattage rating to that which would
apparently be necessary should be chosen.
If a wire-wound resistor is preferred, its value is, of
course, chosen in exactly the same way, but as a reminder that the cells are on charge, it is desirable to
insert a milliammeter (in the position shown in diagram
(b)) or a small flashlamp bulb, which will also be in
series with the charging circuit, as indicated in both
diagrams. The resistance of this lamp will be relatively
so small that it need not be taken into account.
In cases where the wireless receiving apparatus is in
use every day for a number of hours, it will often be
found convenient to make it amatter of routine to place
the battery on charge when the set is switched.off ;in
these cases the charging rate should be fixed at something considerably less than the maximum specified
rate, but sufficiently great to make good the drain on
the battery during its working periods.
H. F. S.

USEFUL DATA CHARTS.
rit

Self= Inductance of Multilayer

self-inductance ofa m ultilayer coil of circular
section is given by the formula :—
L = L„.N 2.D.
where L is in microhenrys..
N .-. total turns.
D ,--- mean diameter of coil in inches.'
Lo is a factor depending both on the ratio of axial
length to mean diameter and the ratio of radial thickness to .mean diameter.
The abac is constructed in exactly the same way as
No. 17, but several curves are drawn, one for eaçh value
of LID (ratio of thickness to mean diameter). An inset
is provided to show the method of procedure, and a
sectional drawing of a coil makes clear the meaning of
the quantities 1, tand D.
1HE

Multilayer Coils of Polygonal Section.

A multilayer coil built up on a former of polygonal
section has the same inductance as one of circular section possessing the same length, thickness,' and turns
provided that the mean diameter of the circular section
coil bears a certain relation to that of the coil of polygonal section. This equivalent diameter is given by
abac 18a, which is self-explanatory. Thus a coil of
'Mean diameter overall diameter of mean turn, less diameter of wire. Length=number of turns in one layer multiplied
by axial pitch. Thickness= number of layers multiplied by
radial pitch.
2 By thickness is meant the radial thickness measured along
a radius drawn at right angles to the direction of the wire and
not a radius drawn to a vertex of the polygon.
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Coils.

square section, whose mean turn has a diameter of 3ins.
(as measured by calipering across opposite vertices of
the square and subtracting the diameter of the wire), is
equivalent to a round-section coil of mean diameter
2.43in s.
`‘ - 3•434 .
-7
0 0 0 0 0

(„,

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

3.484 *

0 0 0 0 0

8.4-n'

An Example.

A coil of circular section has 316 turns; its external
diameter is 4.331ins., while its internal diameter is
3.543ins.; its thickness is o.394in., and its length
3.937ins. Accordingly // D = r; t/ D =o. r; N =316 ;
D=3.937ins.; and from the abac we should find L.
6,196 microhenrys, this being the calculated value.

(Noe. :E3

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000

J
Ç

Fig. 1.—An
bins.

example of a square-section coil with side measuring
Assuming 200 turns, and by using the abac given this week,
the inductance works out at 4,425 microhenrys.

Strictly speaking, the correction factor should vary
with the ratio of length to mean diameter, but between
the limits 2 and o.r of this ratio the variation is less
than the probable error in working abac 18.
An Example using a Square section coil.
As shown in the figure the mean turn forms a square
whose side measures 6ins.; the diameter of its circurncircle is 8.486ins. Abac 18a gives the equivalent mean
diameter as 6.87ins. Accordingly, the equivalent coil has
i/D
3.434
3.434
6.87 = 0.5, an/
d /D = 6.87 = 0.5. Hence,

assuming 200 turns, abac 18 gives L = 4,425 microhenrys.
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By Our Special Correspondent.

Christmas Broadcasting Arrangements.—Studio Design at " Broadcasting House."—An Imaginativ3
Forecast.—British

Stations Heterodyned.—Largest Cathedral Organ Broadcast.

Christmas Broadcasting
One
of
the
first
" Chi istinassy "
broadcasts has been arranged for Monday, December 17th, when listeners to
2LO, 5XX, and several other stations
will hear Community Carol Singing by
the boys of Canford School, Wimborne.
Dorset.
On the same day there will
be a carillon broadcast from Messrs.
Atkinson's, Old Bond Street, the recitalist being the noted Belgian carilloneur, Chevalier Jef Denyn.
0000

Novel Pantomime Idea.
Ernest Longstaffe, who is busy on the
script for a pantomime "Dick Whittington," to be broadcast on Boxing Day, tells
nie that lie has "adhered to the story
absolutely."
This is something new in a pantomime!
From what I can remember of pantomimic
entertainment, the story is lucky if it.
gets a look in.
The time is usually
monopolised by the principal "boy," the
mother-in-law,
and
the
knockabout
comedians.

"The Messiah."
A
cathedral
rendering
of
"The
Messiah" is such a rarity nowadays
that special .interest attaches to the
broadcast on Sunday, December 23rd.
This will consist of the full choral and
orchestral version of
Handel's bestkpown oratorio from York Minster, begiming at 2.30 p.m. It will be relayed
to 2L0 and 5XX and to a nuniber of
other stations.

Studying Acoustics.
Of the nine studios, four will be more
than double the size of the largest
studio at Savoy Hill, which is 44ft. by
25ft.
In addition to these, there will
be a super-studio, three storeys high, of
approximately 4,000 square feet, which,
together with its gallery, will be capable
of accommodating an audience of 1,000.
as well as a large orchestra.
It is chiefly in connection with the
construction of this studio that Capt.
West and his assistants are busy developing the acoustic measurement apparatus to which I was able to give
exclusive mention last week.

0000

Wassail.
The Yuletide spirit will find au outlet
on Christmas Eve in "Wassail à la
Carte," a musical programme to be
opened with a Frankau-British overture.
Mr. Gilbert Frankau will be present to
contribute an item of his own, and will
be supported by the Gershom Parkington Quintette with Yvette Darnac and
Rex Palmer.
Later in the evening listeners will
hear carols from the churchyard of St.
Mary's, Whitechapel.
0000
On Christmas Day
There will be no dearth of broadcast
fare on Christmas Day.
Lunch hour
music from the Hotel Cecil will be followed by a special Christmas concert
in the afternoon, provided by the Wireless Military Orchestra, with Catherine
Stewart (contralto) and William Primrose (violin).
Laurence Housman's nativity play,
Bethlehem," will be broadcast from
2LO,
5XX,
and
other
stations
at
4.45 p.m.
The Children's Hour will be
given as usual.
The most seasonable item in the 2LO's
evening programme will be a reading
by Ian Hay from "The Holly Tree,'
by Charles Dickens.

The Studies in "Broadcasting House."
The recent official announcement con•
corning the design of the new Broadcasting House in Portland Place confirms much that has already appeared
in these columns.
All listeners will be glad to note that
the primary consideration will be the
design of the studios.
To the man at
the receiving end it would be small satisfaction, if reception were poor, to know
that the music was coming from the
most magnificent building in London.
He would be in much the sanie case as
the Irish tourist in the Tube who had
to get what comfort he could from the
announcement
that
he
was
passing
under some of the most interesting
parts of the Metropolis.
oo

00n0

"BROADCASTING HOUSE." The
approved design for the B.B.C.'s new
building at Portland ¡'lace, London, W.
The studios will be situated in the central
block, the surrounding offices giving protection from street noises.

Alice at the Microphone.
An adaptation of
Lewis
Carroll's
fantasy, "Alice Through the LookingGlass," which, prepared by Mr. Cecil
Lewis, is to be given from 5GB on December 18th, and from 2LO, 5XX, and other
stations on December 21st. I heàr that
the B.B.C. is wondering whether the part
of the Leg of Mutton should be played by
aman or a woman. This just shows what
problems the Corporation is called upon
to face.

Brick Walls as Sound Insulators.
It is noteworthy that the studios in
Portland Place will be the first in this
country to be built as studios; up till
now every studio has been an adaptation of an existing room, and it speaks
much for the resourcefulness of those
concerned that there are so few really
bad studios in existence at the present
time.
Luck has played its part, too,
for it was not until outside broadcasts
were tried that the engineers discovered
how fortunate the authorities had been
in the choice of the Savoy Hill building, which contains no steelwork and
enjoys the sound insulating properties
of brick walls.
000r,
Auxiliary Suites.
In the now building the studios will
he insulated from the outer world by
• 44

wide corridors and thick brick walls,
while a surrounding layer of offices will
afford additional protection from street
noises.
To each of the four large studios will
be attached a suite comprising waiting
room, listening room, echo room, and
rooms for the band, announcers, and
engineers.
0000

An Important Item.
I am told that another important
apartment will not be forgotten, viz.,
the canteen. Needless to say, the available refreshment will be perfectly innocuous, as the B.B.C. licence is merely
a wireless one.
000n
The Financial Side.
The building is to cost between
£400,000 and £500,000, the money being
furnished by a syndicate from whom the
Corporation will lease the premises with
an option to purchase if and when this
appears desirable.
0000

An Imaginative Forecast.
There are more than the immediate
financial considerations to account for
this cautious attitude of 'the B.B.C. An
official explained to me that the Corporation was looking ten, twenty, and
even thirty years ahead.
There is no
knowing how broadcasting may develop
in the next quarter of a century; it is
conceivable that present-day conditions
may have
been entirely superseded.
The Corporation turns its imaginative
eye on a time when studios may be dispensed with; when television makes it
possible for the individual members of
an orchestra to perform in their own
homes.
Yes, the B.B.C. has imagination.
o000
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FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry.
DECEMBER 10111. — The Ceremony of the
Keys, relayed from the Tower of
London.
DECEMBER
12T11. — " Life's
Dream,"
ty
Calderon.
DECEMBER 14711.--SyMpinnly Concert, ie
layed from the Queen's Hall.
Daventry Exp. (5GD).
DECEMBER tnfl.—Striug Orchestral Concert.
Drcsat BER
12vg.--" The
Heart of a
Clown," by Constance Powell-Anderson.
Drcentent lerii.—Hallé Concert, relayed
from the Free Trade Hall, Manchester.
DECEMBER 14TH.—" The Stepmother," a
farce by Arnold Bennett.
Cardiff.
Damn« arit.—The first concert of the
Cardiff
Musical
Society,
1928-ii
Season.
Manchester,
DECEM BER 12rii.—How to Dance, a programme of old-fashioned dances.
DECEMBER
13rit. — Hallé
Concert
from
Free Trade Hall.
•
Newcastle.
DECEMBER OT11.—" The Last Judgment "
(Spahr), Part 1, relayed from Durham Ciitliedrai.

Glasgow.

DECEMBER MIL — Voice, Violin and Flute
Recital.
Deanna
Pantoradioptiniime.
Aberdeen.
DECEMBER 14TH...-" The Storm," a short
story by H. Mortimer Batten,
Belfast.
DECEMBER
tim. — Programme
of Gipsy
Music,

kind outside London.
The B.B.C. last
year broadcast a running commentary on
the spectacle along with dance music.
This proved to be so much appreciated
that this year they have arranged a more
elaborate commentary which will
be
relayed to all Scottish stations on December 21st, and will consist of short
snatches of commentary interspersed with
(lance music.

773
Organ Recital from Liverpool CothedruL
A recital by Mr. H. Goss Custard
on the Liverpool Cathedral organ—the
largest cathedral organ in the world—
will be relayed to 2L0 and 5XX on
Friday next, December 7th.
The organ
has five manuals and 168 speaking stops.
o

000

Enter: A Brass Septet.
A new instrumental combination is to
face the Belfast microphone for the first
time on December 11th. This is the
Station Brass Septet, composed of the
brass players from the Station Orchestra,
which will play specially arranged selec- tions. They are supported by that popular duo, Grace Ivell and Vivian Worth,
0000

Mr

Percy Scholes,

Although
Mr. Percy Scholes .relinquished his position as music critic of the
B.B.C. to go and live and work in
Switzerland, lie has not severed his connection entirely with the microphone.
On December 15th he is coming to England to broadcast another of his popular
" New Friends in Music " recitals from
5GB. The illustrations on this occasion
will be from Gustav Hoist's "The
Planets."
0000

A Wagner Night.
The Festival Theatre at Bayreuth, the
home of Wagner's music, has as its present conductor Franz von Hoeislin. He
is coming to London on - December 14th
to conduct the fifth of the B.B.C. symphony concerts at the Queen's Hall.
As might be expected, the programme
will consist to a large extent of Wagnerian music—the Siegfried Idyll, the
Good Friday Music, and the overtures to
Tannhauser" and "The Master-singers.''

A Useful Accessory.
Extract from a letter which blew into
Savoy Hill last week :"My coil has ten
tappings at one end and a barometer at
the other."
Evidently he hadn't thought of tapping
the barometer.
0000

Wavelength Muddle Grows.
More and more of the B.B.C. stations
are being heterodyned by Continental
transmitters.
The sooner the wavemeters necessary
for the common wavelength scheme are
delivered the sooner will listeners to the
relay stations be assured of uninterrupted
reception
According to Savoy Hill,
every one of the relay stations is now
being heterodyned, the worst case being
that of Bournemouth, which is jostled
nightly by three
offenders not yet
identified.
Listeners situated more than 150 miles
from 5XX are finding that the transmissions are upset both by Kiinigswusterhausen and Lahti (Finland).
0000

An Edinburgh "Revel."
The students of the Edinburgh College
of Art claim that their annual "Revel'
provides the most striking spectacle of its
.45

;
4 thetile7
44• -4

WIRELESS WHILE YOU WAIT. A scene at a station on the Hungarian State Railways,
which provide intending travellers with broadcast entertainment while waiting for
trains. Note the radio attendant on the left.
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
indicates that the number of turns used
is above the average. The windings are
carried on a double-ended taper former,
and, as the distance between the two
cones is greater than the distance between
the sub :sections of the winding, the
choke is divided into two closed circuits
and behaves as two chokes in series. This
causes .the kink in the impedance curve
nt 1,200 metres which may cause trouble
through self-oscillation between 1,100 and
1,200 metres in a receiver designed to
cover the 1,000-2,000 metre waveband.
Between 200 and 500 metres and at 1,600
metres the performance will be perfectly
satisfactory, and the impedance values at
these wavelengths will be as follows :—
Wavelength (metres). Impedance (ohms).

A.B. PRODUCTS Hi. CHOKE.
The inductance of this choke is considerable; and resonance is not reached
even at a wavelength of 3,300 metres.

200
500
1,600

Enamelled wire of fine gauge is used and
the high D.C. resistance of 1,420 ohms

Kr

11,000
41,000
192,000

The choke is mounted on a vertical
bracket and may be swivelled for wiring
in a horizontal or vertical position.
The makers are Messrs. Accessories
(Birmingham), 40, Weaman Street, Birmingham.

A.B. Products H.F. choke; D.C. resistance 1,420 ohms.

A B.

POSTLETHWAITE COILS.
These coils are wound oil ribbed
formers, and each consist of an aerial
coil, grid coil, and reaction winding.
The coils for the medium wave band are
layer wound with turns touching, and as
the winding lehgth to diameter ratio is
considerably less than unity, they should
be quite efficient coils.
The short wave coil, which covers a
wave band of from 18 to 40 metres, is
wound with spaced turns, enamel covered

PRODUCTS
CHOKE

300.000

A range of six pin aerial-grid coils.
Note the special long wave coil in the
foreground.

IA"

S 200.0

i

.—

900

WAVELENGTH

Impedonce

curve

of A.B. Products

••••••,.

,,..•

2.174110

(METRES)

H.F. choke; external capacity 8 micro-mid.

wire of generous cross-sectional diameter
being employed for the grid coil, and a
slightly smaller gauge for the reaction
winding.
In this particular coil the
aerial is tapped to a point on the grid
coil so that half a turn only is in the
aerial circuit. The grid coil has 4à complete turns and the reaction six.
A long-wave aerial-grid transformer on
the same general lines as the mediumwave coil completes the range. In this
case, however, sectional windings are
adopted, the two lo ver grooves carrying
the aerial coil, the next five grooves the
grid coil, and the top pair the reaction.
Of more particular interest is .a longA 46
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wave aerial-grid coil designed to give
improved selectivity on the long waves.
Selectivity is governed by the degree of
coupling between the aperiodic aerial coil
and the tuned grid coil, but with the
optimum number of turns the aerial circuit often resonates well below 600
metres, with the result that signals from
a powerful broadcast station of medium
wavelength will force their way through
even though the grid circuit is tuned to
about 1,000 metres.
To overcome this
undesirable
state
of
affairs, the special longwave
transformer type
MM3/LS is fitted with a
large primary (or aerial)
coil, but to maintain the
required loose coupling
a part only of this coil is coupled
to the grid winding.
The remainder
is wound in two grooves well spaced
from
the
grid
coil,
this
portion
being astatically wound.
The turns on
one section are wound in the opposite
direction to the turns in the other,
thereby reducing the external magnetic
field,.
and hence the coupling.
The
designers, Messrs. Postlethwaite Bros.,
Church Hill, Kinver, Stourbridge, are to
be congratulated on the ingenuity displayed in overcoming a rather difficult
situation. - The price of the special
long-wave coil is 10s. 6d., and of
the ordinary type 8s. 6d. each.
0000
WATMEL PICK-UP CARRIER.
Although light in weight, the construction of this component is massive.
Polished aluminium castings are used
throughout, and the adjustable single.
ball pivot bearings give a practically
frictionless movement without side play.
The main arm is allowed lateral movement only, and in no way adds to the
pressure of the needle on the record. The
pick-up is clamped in a small aluminium
rocker arm of negligible weight, so that
the pressure on the needle is little more
than that due to the weight of the pickup itself.
A set-screw is provided for

VVatmel pick-up arm with cast aluminium
members and adjustable ball bearing.

fixing the pick-up, and the diameter of
the hole is fin.
Simplicity is the keynote of the design,
and no device is included for correcting
for track error. An alignment card is
47
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provided, however, by means of which
the track error can be evenly distributed
over the range of movement of the arm.
The price of this component, which is
made by the Watmel Wireless Co
Ltd., Imperial Works,
High Street,
Edgware, is 7s. 61.
0000
A PEDESTAL CABINET FOR THE
"MEGAVOIC THREE."
The design of this cabinet is quite
original, and the dimensions are such that

775
this increasing as the frequency is reduced. By choosing suitable values for
the chokes and condenser it can be
.arranged that the network resonates low
down
e, there b
y main.. on the audi o sca l
ng a high amplification over a large
portion of the scale. The Igranic dual :m•
pedance coupler consists of two iron-cored
inductances wound on separate cores and
mounted side by side with a condenser
built in.
The connections between the
chokes and condenser are made internally
and four terminals are provided for the
required outside connections.
From a curve which accompanied the
sample sent to us, we notice that when
used with valves of suitable impedance
an amplification of 7 is obtained at frequencies in the region of 40 cycles,
and this rises to 8 at 60 cycles. As the
frequency is increased there is a slight
falling off in amplification to about 7
between 100 and 200 cycles, and from
300 to 6,000 cycles the amplification is
fairly constant, about 7.75, and this is
followed by a slow decline between 6.000
and 10,000 cycles where the amplification
drops again to 7.
It would appear,
therefore, that, with the particular valves
used, the mean amplification between the
two limits given, namely, 40 to 10,000
cycles, is about 7.5. The maximum variation over the whole band is a fraction
over 10 per cent, or barely sufficient to
be detected by the ear. This curve was

Aconicab" pedestal cabinet for
the
Megavox Three." The dimensions are
such that the cabinet serves also as an
occasional table.

it can be used also as a small table for
various purposes. The polished oak top
measures 18in. x25in., and the middle
section slides out revealing ample space
in the interior for batteries as well as
the receiver. A special three-ply partition
is supplied to separate the set from the
batteries.
The overall height is 30ein., and the
controls fall conveniently
to. the
hand
when
operating the set
from an armchair.
The
maker
is
A. V. Clarke, 22,
Old
Montague •
Street,
London,
El, and the price
The Igranic dual
impedance coupling
is £3 10s, in polunit.
ished oak.
taken using two stages of dual im0000
pedance coupling.
The makers are the Igranic Electric •
DUAL IMPEDANCE COUPLING.
Co., Ltd., 149, Queen Victoria Street,
Dual impedance coupling can be deLondon, and the price is 30s.
scribed best as a choke-capacity coupling,
0000
but with a low-frequency choke in place
of the high resistance between the grid
TRADE NOTE.
and filament (or grid bias) of the followThe business of Messrs. Frank Kay
ing valve.
The advantages of this
and Co., 40, Clifton Street, Lytham Si.
method may not at first be apparent, but
Annes, has now been taken over by
in all systems depending on a condenser
Messrs.
Wilkinson's
Wireless Service
linkage the reactance, or resistance, of
to., 47-48, Cannon Street, Preston. All
the capacity plays no mean part in the
goods and correspondence should thereamplification obtained. The reactance of
fore be forwarded to the Cannon Street
the condenser varies with the frequency,
address in future and not to Lytham.
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Improvements and Modification in the New Model.

.HE Graves two-valve set needs no introduction to
our readers. In its original form it was reviewed
in the issue of July 27th, 1927, and in the new
design the basic features which contributed so much to
the success of the first set have been retained.
The
tuner is essentially the same, and consists of two coils,
one for long and one for medium waves, connected in
series with a switch for cutting out the long-wave coil
when receiving on the medium B.B.C. waveband. A
reaction coil swinging through an angle of r8o degrees
couples with either coil according to the waveband in
use.
The coils are wave-wound on ebonite centres,
shellacked and baked, and the complete unit presents a
particularly neat and compact
,
appearance.
The "Utility ' condenser is retained for tuning, but
instead of using a fixed series condenser for improving selectivity
and, if necessary, reducing wavelength, the alternative aerial terminal is connected to a tapping
point on the tuning inductance.
Otherwise the circuit remains as
before, and the leaky grid detector
is followed by a transformercoupled L.F. amplifier feeding
direct into the loud speaker.

uniformity both scales are engraved in degrees from oto
18o, so that the zero of the right-hand reaction dial is
really at go° with maxima for long waves and medium
waves at o° and 18o° respectively.
When the waverange switch is at" Long," reaction increases from go° to
zero, and at " Short" from go° to 180°.
The original wood baseboard has been replaced by a
special moulding with corner webs which are screwed to
the front panel and make angle brackets superfluous.
The terminal strip is moulded integral with the baseboard and carries tbe loud speaker terminals as well as
the earth and alternative terminals for the aerial. The
battery leads are brought out through holes in the terminal strip and are already fitted
with spade terminals and wander
plugs.
Improved Quality.

Other points of interest in the
specification of the receiver are the
redesigned filament and wavechange switches and the substitution of a P.M.2 for the original
Plvf.r valve in the output stage.
With the exception of the loud
speaker the accessories remain
much as before. The new horntype loud speaker is of massive deModified Layout.
sign and construction, the gooseneck being a heavy iron casting.
Interior of the Gravcs
Vulcan" receiver showing
The layout has, however, been
moulded bakelite baseboard and terminal strip.
The
flare is of spun metal, and is
slightly modified; the tuning dial is
fixed to the neck by three screws. The joint is well fitted
now on the left and reaction on the right, all the terminals
and there is no trace of jarring. An adjusting screw for
are fitted at the back of the set, and the L.F. transformer
the movement is situated under the base.
(now a B.T.H.) is situated between the two Aermonic
The quality of reproduction has been improved by the
anti-microphonic valve-holders with the grid bias battery
use of the P.M.2 output valve, and is more than sufficient
immediately behind it.
The appearance has been greatly enhanced by a for the average living room. The selectivity is much the
same as in the original design, and is sufficient to separate
moulded bakelite front panel with large-diameter en5GB from. 2L0 in London—no mean performance for a
graved bevel dials et in an oval recess. For the sake of
A
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Recel-yen, Grave, -Vulcan" Two.—
two-valve set at only it miles from the latter station.
The selectivity is not quite sufficient to enable Continental
stations to be received in the London area, but during
intervals in the transmission from 2L0 several German
stations can be heard on the loud speaker.
The price of the new model, including royalty and
Broadcast

•
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complete with aerial equipment and all accessories,
remains at e ns. 6d., a figure which represents extraordinary value when the quality and performance of the
outfit are taken into account.
Further, the makers,
Messrs. J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield, are prepared to
send the set on approval and also on very favourable
deferred terms.

LETTERS 'VO THE EDITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentg.

o

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, '
The Wireless Wond," Dorset Rouse, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's asare and address,
SHORT-WAVE ECHOES AND THE AURORA BOREALIS.
Sir,—In connection with th e di scovery of the abnormally
long retardation s of shor t- wave si
gnals discovered by Engineer
Hals and so int eres ti ng l
y di scussed b
y Dr. Beatty in your issue
of to-day, it seenis o f i
nterest to enquire whether such phenomena might be explai ne d by purely terrestri alagenc i
es.
Everyone must find Professor Stiariner's theory deli g htf u ll y attractive, but I thi nk th at ot her possibilities must be considered as
well.
Abnormally l
on
g retardations of sho rt- wave si
gna l
s returned
from the upper atmosphere were fit-st descr ib ed by A. H . Taylor
apd L. C. Young (P roc. Inst. Rad. Eng., Vol. 16, Nr. 5, 1928),
»lo, in experime n t
s carr i
ed out between Rocky Point and Washington, obtained retardations corr esp on di ng to a d i
stance of
transit of from 2,900 km. to 10.000 km., whereas the great
circle distan ce was on l
y 420 km.
In other word s,re t
ar dat i
ons
- over 20 times greater th an we shou l
d expect were observed.
In
discussing thes e ex per i
ments in a paper read b
ef
ore th e U ni
on
Radio Scientifi que Internationale in Brussels on Septemb er 13th,
192E, I pointed ou tth atwaves travell i
ng vertically upwards into
the ionised lay er wou ld be "reflected " at a point where the
group velocity was reduce d to zero, and that, if the gradient in
this region was no tl
arge, th
e signal would be very appreciably
retarded there.
Now, the ret ar dati ons observed by Engineer Hals luid Professor Sterner are much long er than those obs erve d by Tay l
or
and Young, and th e quest i
on ar i
ses whether waves of 30 metr es
can remain travellin g i
n th e i
on i
sed layer for such a period of
10 seconds and yet be ofapprec i
ab
le intensity when they reach
the ground again. (Th ere is certa i
nly no difficulty in picturing a path in th e i
on i
se d l
ayer along which it would take 10
seconds for a signal t
o ma k
e a journey round the earth.)
Some
calculations I have made show th at if there is sufficient ionisation at very g reat heights, larg e retardations with only moder at
e
absorption may be exp l
ai
ned.
There is also another possibility.
If we thi nk o fthe i
on i
sed
layer as formi ng a ki nd of reflecting shell round th e ear th the
waves sent out from a st
at i
on may go round many times before
they focus to pro duce a l
arge si
gnal in a particular place.
We
know, from Quack' s recor ds, that the attenuation fur a single
circumferential jo urney may be surprisingly low.
E. V.
Wheatstone Laboratory, King's Coll ege .
November. 28th, 1928.

APPLETON .

TRANSMISSION QUALITY.
Sir,—With reference to the letter dat ed Oct
ob
er 26th,. 1928,
from Mr. A. K. Gor don i
n the November 14th issue of your
paper, the same variati on can be observed in the transmission
from 5XX and 5GB.
Those from 5GB are rec ei
ve d here i
n Sal i
sbury pretty well
perfectly on a goo d se t us i
ng two L.S.5a valves in a stage of
push-pull power amplification with 300 volt s H.T . an d mov i
ng.
coil speaker, bein g cr i
sp ,cl
ear and natural.
Those from 5XX, on the other hand, are low pit ched, woo ll y,
and if any outp ut i
s des i
red speech is almost impossible to
understand. I have to det use cons id era bly to raise the pitch
so that the high er frequenc i
es are given more chance, as it
were, although thi s i
s never necessary with 5GB's transmissions,
which can be tune d i
n as sh
arp as you like and are still crisp.
After standing it as l
ong as I cou l
d I wrote to the Chief
A 49

Engineer Of the B.B.C., and received a very courteous letter
from him in reply, which I am sure he will not mind you
publishing, and for that purpose I quote from it as follows :-" We think that the difference between the quality of the
transmissions of Daventry, 5XX and 5GB, which you notice,
is due to the latter station being of a more recent design.
Daventry 5GB has a better frequency volume response than
5XX, with the result that the overtones are transmitted in their
correct proportions.
The curve of musical frequency response from 30 to 8,000 cycles in the case of 5GB is practically a straight line; that of 5XX, while not as good, is nevertheless reasonably satisfactory. We would not, however, characterise the transmissions of 5XX as "woolly," though admittedly this performance is not as good as 5GB. However,
the difference is hardly discernible, except on apparatus th at
is extremely suscep tibl e to good quality., '
As a matter of fact he is quite correct in stating that it is
only. on a good set that any difference can be observed, and,
of course, many of the foreign stations exhibit just as bad a
frequency curve, and this is unfortunately only too noticeable
on a good set.

Have any of your readers who take the Bournemouth transmissions noticed that this station has recently very much improved the quality of its transmission ?
On my set, although I am only about thirty miles from it, I
could not get any good results unless it was transmitting from
the Bournemouth Studio, or one of the cafès, owing to very bad cut-off of the higher frequencies, but in the last month or so it
has considerably improved, and is now quite a good alternative
to 5013 on the lower waveband.
J. B. KELLAR.
Salisbury.
November 14th, 1928.
---Sir,—Mr. Gordon's letter on the question of transmission
quality raises again the poi
n t w hi ch I have raised in your
columns on two occasions.
When is that nice reticence on the
.
part of the B.B.C. to be broken down and some information
concerning transmission quality vouchsafed to a long-suffering
public?
In an address to the wireless section of the I.E.E.,
Captain Eckersley gave some frequency response curves for
2LO, 5XX, and 5GB, but as yet no information has been given
for any of the provincial stations.
An inspection of the curves
given by Captain Eckersley shows that Mr. Gordon is possibly
right when he says that the reproduction of 5XX transmissions is short of the higher audio frequencies. 5GB (when it
is not subject to fading and distortion) gives at my position the
most pleasing results.
I think that som e official statement on th e subject is long
overdue, so would the B.B.C. mind giving the following information :
(1) Typical frequency response curves for all the provincial
stations, both on direct and relayed transmissions.
(2) What degree of control is exercised, and, if this control
were removed, what extra margin would have to be allowed in
receiver design to take care of the peakloads.
(3) What improvements we might expect as regards transmission quality from the new regional high power stations.
(4) Do the B.B.C. consider that frequency response curves and
ameasure of the degree of control exercised represent the whole
story as regards measuring distortion in broadcast transmissions ?
W. S.
Manchester.
November 14th, 1928.
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The actual number of turns will depend on the degree of selectivity required and the constants of your aerial
system, etc.; the best position for the
aerial tap can best be found by trial and
error.

"The Wireless World" Supplies aFree Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these
must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A seledton of
queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases al greater length than
would be possible in a letter.
your receiver.
The fact that your
Energising Current.
friend's set works well with the H.T:
an A.U. mains supply at 240
unit would suggest that this is the true
volts.
-Which itr, in your opinion,
,explanation.
the most convenient method of using
this to energise the pot magnet of a
moving-coil loud speaker?
The "Everyman Portable " Circuit.
L. P. S.
/d it possible to use the throttle control
We think you will find it, difficult to
reaction circuit of the " Everyman
beat the arrangement which makes use of
Portable" (on a full-sized aerial)with
a small 6-volt accumulator battery conan auto-transformer type of aerial
nected across the winding, and charged
coupling, and, if so, where should
by means of one of the many devices
the tapping connections be made? I
which are now available. The charger
wish to retain the waveband switch.
should be able to deliver a current at
L. F. M.
least equal to that, consumed by the
Your proposed modifications can be
winding.
put into effect if you use a three-pole
J 0 0 0
double-throw
switch
for
waveband
changing. The connections will be as in
An Overloaded Eliminator.
Fig. 1, from which you will see that the
My set gave good results with batteries,
but since obtaining an eliminator
signale are weak and badly distorted.
Does this indicate that the set is unsuitable for use with a mains supply?
The eliminator is beyond suspicion,
as I have tried it with a friend's
two-valve set with entirely satisfactory results.
R. J.
You do not give details of your set, or
any information as to 'total anode current
consumed by it, but we are inclined to
think the trouble must be due to the fact,
that the eliminator is designed for a
small output, and that its voltage falls
very considerably when connected to

An Inexpensive Receiver
Is there any reason why the " Pentode
Two" receiver should not be used
with an ordinary valve in the output
position?
W. M.
Provided that you do not require the
high magnification and large output obtainable from a pentode valve, there is
no reason why an ordinary triode should
not be substituted. You will, of course,
omit the connection to the screen grid
terminal.
0 0 0 0

/ have

.

RV LES.
(1.) Only one question (which must deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(2,) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given; under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a leUer.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(6.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction«
operation of receivers must be confined to conclional sets described in " The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
.paragraphs.

.IIIIMUm

The Pictures.
I am thinking of using some of my spare
components in the construction of a
special set for opération with a picture
receiver.
Will you outline
briefly some of the requirements? Z
am particularly keen on receiving the
foreign transmission.
S. T. J.
The most important attributes of a set
for long-distance picture reception are
high selectivity and good sensitivity.
The latter quality is desirable, not because a very strong signal is needed, but
because it is desirable to have a wide
margin of safety in order to compensate
for fading. A smooth control of magnification may be regarded as almost essen-

Fit. 1.—A throttle-controlled Hartley circuit with auto-coupled aerial and waveband
switching. Li. and Lib represent the divided medium-wave inductance; L2 is the

long—wave coil.

third arm of the switch is arranged to
change over the aerial connection to appropriate points on long or short wave
coils. These tappings should be made
at approximately the positions indicated;
you will observe that the aerial is joined
in such a way that the coupling turns
are situated at the low-potential end of
the grid sections of the coils.

tial. We doubt if you could better two
H.F. stages with a detector and one
L.F. amplifier, and would add that for
your purpose " quality " reproduction
as it is usually understood is of no importance, although there must, of course,
be no marked tendency towards selfoscillation in either H.F. or L.F. amplifiers.
A 50
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NC/Mtge

Reproducer ix neirmoiels
at reJacea prices
It is universally admitted that an R.K. Repro.
ducer is essential for perfect sound reproduction.
It will be welcome news to many to learn that
this wonderful instrument can now be obtained
in new and cheaper forms.
The illustrations show the new models—the
"Table Grand" and "De Luxe." The equipment
consists in each case of the complete mains-driven
amplifier and moving-coil unit contained in a
well-finished cabinet.
The wonderful atmosphere of reality which
characterises the performance of the original
R.K. Reproducer is pr sent in these new instruments. Arranged for reprouuction from either
aradio set or from a gramophone record using
an electrical pick-up.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate the capabilities
of these instruments.

Prices:
Table Grand Model
A.C. £34 15 0
D C. £30 50
De

Luxe Model

A.C.
D.C.

£40 0 0
£36 0 0

Hie n the u.K. Unit—the actual
""'d re'roditeng tkeetion of the 8K.
Streak -i. Stem:led cmnblete wok sperm,
output teas foresee &cone diaphragm

Price

£8 5 0

Filter Unit £1 5 0 extra

MADE

IN

ENGLAND.

ALL

BRITISH

LABOUR.

The British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.

—
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EXTRAORDINARILY LOW H.F.
REMTANCE (RIVE:AMAZING
/ELECTIVITY/
•
LEWCOS Centre-tapped Coils have established their popularity with experienced
users of radio sets because of their allround efficiency. They are Utz wound
in scientifically spaced sections which
ensures minimum self-capacity. H. F. Resistance being extraordinarily low, amazing
selectivity is inevitable.

Lewcos "X " Coils also
are a great improvement
on ordinary inductance
cons.
They have two
tappings instead of the
standard centre tap, thus
you can tune in more
stations with razor
sharpne,,,
e""

‘te
(<ze--e>alets

Both Centre-tapped and " X" Coils can be supplied with Continental
two-pin fitting if desired

-
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THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY & SMITHS LTD..
Church Road,
Leyton, London, E.I0.
Trade Counter and Cable Sales:

Advertisements for

.01b

CENTRE-TAPPED AND "X" COILS
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The Wireless iror/c/
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7 Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.I.

are only accepted from firms

believe lo be thoroughly r
e¡ab/e.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
:Mullins is

FOR

ADVERTISEMENT!

12 words or less, D- and IS.
additional word, e.g., 18 words, 1. 6

al

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

these

lot every
24 words, d

•<;%uALITONE

Name and address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance and in the absence of tres'i
instructions the entire
copy" is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% • 28 consecutive. 10% ; 52 consecutive 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS tor these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date ot issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Hertford Street. Coventry;
Guildhall BuildinO,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 280, Deansgate Manchester.
Advertisements that arr.ve too .ate tor a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following tasas
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment tor advertisements should be made
oayable to ITIFFE
& SONS Ltd. and crossed
— Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as

ALL WIRELESS
WORLD COILS.

"EUROPA
COILS 22 - Set.

III"

SCREEN 5 -.

"M EGAVOX"
B.B.C. 16'-.

5XX 10 6. BASE 1 6.
800-ohm resutance 1'8

N.4,

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.

Mountview rtes.

IRE.

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

UNLICENSED

A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
¡lis advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount ot royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
1f the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will he forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be banded on to the
purchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible It reply to
each one by post.

Menbon

specialises in quality reproduction.
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VOUR Receiver will be all the better for fitting
a Volume Control ClarOstat; 8/6, post free, at
dealers
—Ses Claude Lyons, Ltd., displayed a
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e
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The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical or printers'
errors. although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
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Set or Your Repairs. — Consult F. D.
12, St. Domingo Grose, Evertou, Liver-

pool..
LEXANDER
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M ONOTUNE THREE, the 40 station receiver by
-el- Allinson, complete constructional envelope and
price list of parts; 1/2; circular flee; hundreds of
dealers and users say the best three.—Below.
1l
4e
2
t
5
e
CItEICN Grid Stage for the Monotunic. com1p
kit of parte, cabinet and panel, with plans and
instructiors; 67/6.—A. E Oakley, 43, Carleton Rd,
London, N.7.
[1996

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. 11 the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we
remit the amount to the seller, but, it not, we return the
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
hut in the event oh no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage i
n transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to £to, adeposit fee of
is charged, on
transactions over £so and under £50, the fee is 216; over
5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
Limi ted.

Now
YOUR
Armitage,

Miscellaneo
QECOND-HAND
us.
Receivers, 1-8 valves, perfect; cheap;
i•-•/
state requirements.—Coutts, Engineers, Holley.

remittances.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private ad vertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d, to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, clo " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. Ali replies
should be addressed No. coo, cío "The Wireless World,"
'Dorset House, Tudor Street London, R.C.4. Readers who
reply to Vox No. advertisements are warned against sendi,,e
remittance through the post except in registered envelope,
in all such cases the use ol Ilw Depont System is recommended
and the envelope shoull be clearly marked
Depth,:
Department."

The MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS for
insertion in that
issue can be accepted up to FIRST
POST, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12th.

SCREEN 5'..

LIWzrellessC

1, Athelstane Mew-

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the
issue of" THE WIRELESS WORLD"
for December 19th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.

ECOPHONE 4-valve Set, as new, with valves, £11.

B

unNDEpT 4-valve Set, with valves and coils. £10;
another, last season's model, as new, £12; all in
good order and carriage paid.—James Scott and Co.,
Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
[0207

M

cMICHAEL
uper Screened 4-valve Portable Receiver, quite new and in perfect condition; coot
35 guineas, best offer to 1111/B136B, London, W.0.1.
[2145
-VALVE Portable, complete, new; £16, or terms,—
LP
Express Radio, Factory Sq., Streatham, S.W.16.
[2138
ITANDEPT Etbophone V. Mark V, In De Lore
mahogany cabinet, fitted Ferranti and Marconi
tiansforiners, complete with valves, coils, mahogany
horn Ethovor, and Ferranti trickle charger, till ire
perfect condition, £15, demonstration if required; also
ine 2,000-ohm mahogany Ethovox„ 32/6.—Money, Camden House, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds.
[2136
QUPERHET, 8 valves, consumption .8 amp., full
working order, test any evening; N.3 district;
£21.—BM/1234, London, W.C.1.
[2104
COTT SESSIONS. Great Britain's radio doctors;
seo Miscellaneous advertisement.
[0264
DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd., for mains sets anti composants, she mains pioneers in 1924; 28 London
hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mains
set, using no batteries; some oh thefts eats have not
even required their doors unlocking for over two
years—jet a switch on the wall used, nothing else
touched.
Single sets supply over 800 pairs phone.:
and loud-speakers.
Abroad one of our mains sets
functions in a government hospital 600 miles from
the nearest broadcasting station.
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd-2-valsa set for nu.
Lae mains from £10; A.O. sets from £15.
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd.-11.T. eliminators for
-La D.O. mains, £4; for A.O. mains, £6110; eliminator transformers, from £151-; full wave rectifying
valves, 10/,
EA1.3 and MORRIS. Ltd—Wily use accumulators -.
it A.O. mains are available?
The Longton LT.
unit is a complete substitute at negligible cost, always
ready, salvo rectifier, no batteries, gives 1.2 amps.
at 2, 4. or 6 volts, and operates any set; new price,
£6/15.
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for electrolytic condensers; we use them, have used them for 3 years,
liquid and dry; we test them all, but find Longton
the best, capacity approximately 2,000
nonliquid; price 12/6, as used in the famous L.T. unit,
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for moving coil loud4-16 speakers; delivery from stock; also mains-operated
receivers and amplifiers for same.
Demonstrations
continually, service always.
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., undertake the design
1
1- 16 and construction of any type of radio apparatus.
We make for the individual and guarantee results.
It
will pay you well to consult us before buying elsewhere.
Ask your dealer to show you the popular priced
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., have second-hand sets,
range and write to Dept. W.W. for free interestbeat makes only, at junk prices; Elwell Aristoing leaflet "What Simple Meters Can Show You."
phone, type 57, 3-valve, £8; Burndept Ultra IV, with
SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS CO. LTD.
Mark IV tuner, £10, original price £54.
Bush House, London W.C.2.
'DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., 31, Easteastle St. (feting
2- 1, back of Waring and Billow's), Oxford St., W.
M.B
[1973
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Receivers for Sale.—Contd.

£1
A LL-BRITISH

Six Receiving Set
, i
n
beautiful oak
console cabinet, complete valves, double set batterie»; coat £80, accept £35, or near; in use 2 months,
perfece condition;
demonstration any eveniug after
8 o'clook.—Box 9064, c/o The Wireleee World.
.[2123
bODIFIED 5-valve Solodyne for Sal
e,
perfect condition, 60 stations on loud-speaker, Levicoa triple
ecreened coils, complete in cabinet with 6v. valves,
eliminator ma), and Lucas 6-volt aceninulator; further details on request; licensed under "The Wireless
World" system; complete, £19.—Box 9060, c/o The
Wireless World.
[2121

Receivers ter Sale.—Contd.

Are

You
a
HOME

jf

rE

eMICHAEL Screened Dimi c Th ree , complete, also
v additional coils for ultra short waves, oast £22/11
month ago, accept £17, perfect; alit Amplion Standard
Dragon speaker, £2,• reaeon for selling owne r go i
ng
abroad.—Box 9055, eto The Wireless World.
[2116

.£A. 1.
1cabinet;
WAVE what
Four,offers?
receiver,Any
Turves,
even i
coils,
ng after
compl
6 p.m.—
e
i
2
ten :
E. R. Curten, 11 c, Vi ctoria Rd-, Clapham. 8.W.4.
MARVELLOUS Offer.—Buy direct from manning-1
-vA turers; 104 deposit secures complete 3-valve loudspeaker set, 100-volt H.T. grid bias, 2-volt accumulator.
30I. loud-speaker (cone or horn), valves, aerial equipment; cash E6/10; 7 days' approval; unsolicited testimonials received daily: agents required; see buyers guide.
H. T. O. Electrical, 2, Bound ari es Rd., Balham, S.i[1
0-2
.162
5.
Tel.: Batter sea 0374 .
8-VALVE Sets. £4; 4- va l
ve set, with R.I. eliminator
in oak static! cabinet. £10.—May, Dysart St.,
E.C.2.
[2152
r7-VALVE
•
frequency
Branston
transformen,
Superhet,
separate
shielded
oscillator,
intermediate
com-

Constructor

MEGAVOX Three, awarded commended prize Man1-VE cheater Exhibition,
hest
components, Milliard
valves, B.B. coils, no cabinet; £16, including royalties.—
Rog 9057, c/o The Wireless World.
[2114

plete with valves, in perfect working order, new condition, American type cabinut.—Braidwood,
St., Barnet.
[
11
21i4
gh
9
M
with
Siemens H.T.Maker,
wi
and seal
G.S. d Elide L.T.. M.P.A.

After giving time and care to the
building of a Radio Receiver
many Home Constructors are
disappointed
with
their
first
results
and
blame
themselves for faulty construction,
whereas the whole trouble often lies
in inferior components. Insist upon
Pye Radio components as thousands of other Home Constructors
do, thus ensuring yourself of the
best results from the first.

B

AR GAIN for £25.—Mareoni Straight Eight, hi gh
and low wavelengths, nearly' new, complete with
brand new valves, batteries, and 6v. 120e. accumulator.
—Martin, Edgware 0380.
Box 9056, cfo The Wireless
Workl.
[2115
A LL Wave Pour. 4 valves and apare, all batteries,
latest improvements, loud-speaker; £15, or nearest
offer. —Allan. 47, Harwood Av., Bromley, Bent.
[2103
PROMS and Co., 24, Brenda Rd., S.W.17. —New
Coasor kits from stock, 2-valve receivers, complete with accessories and loud -speaker; 57/7; royalties
paid.
[2101

B DR NDEPT Ethodyne, 1926 model, complete with
7 valves and 2 frame aerials; cost £80, _what
offere.—Bannister and k'itton, Milnrow Rd., Rochdele.

COSSOR

I

T HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a professional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
ot Radio Manufacturen, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save
money by having genuine expert advice.
D ig 'T Forget We Will Take. Your Old Receiver
or Components in Part Exchange.
— WE Will Also Build An y S
et
s to Specification (Mar.
coal Royalties payable), and lattai anywhere in
the British Isles; sets modernized; send for estimate.
Scientific Development Co., 51 Fishergate, Presto
[022%
Tel.: 1364.

o

A53

Advertisements for " Th e Wi re l
ess

carton,

together

SOLODYNE, complete with mahogany cabinet, [82h1o9r7t
and long, wave coils, Marcon i va l
ves;
bargain.
£12.—W., 16. Weldemar Av. Mansions, Fulham, S.W.
.
CIOMPLETE Components, val ves , et
c., mostly
Marconi, for 3-valve A.C. mains receiver, quite new;
approximately
25%
under
list.-6,
Hauberk
R4.,
Lavender
Sweep,
8.W.11.[22119946
—Fowles,
ews»
Three,
resistance,
transformer,
filte r
output, B.T.H. C2 spea ker, 6-vo l
t valves,
filter
new;
cost £16, sacrifice £10/ 10; i
mmediate
sale.
9, Brighten Rd., Addl es t
one.

T11E RECEPTITE Co. Spec i
a li se
i
n
Building
Receivers to cuit Customers' own Particular Requirements; write for quotation; low prices and quick
delivery; satisfaction guaranteed.
rrHE REC EPTI TE Co. Also Carry Out Repairs an d
1 Alterations to Existing Sets.
rpRE RECEPTITE Co, Also Make a Range of Standard Receivers Designed for High Quality Reproduction; write for particulars and prices.
TRE
N.14.(2177
RECEPTITE Co., 1, Th e M all, Southgate,

SIMMONDS
published

AMPLES : New" Melody Maker, III,- Master
Threeee,, 12/-; Megavox Three, 254; Kilo-Meg Four,
26/6; or any other good design, exa ctl y to specifications
find beautifully finished, any accessories required will
be fitted free; write now, we can advise on the merits
of any design, or suggest one to cuit you.
TliE TROJAN RADIO Co., Mitre Chambe rs ,Lea den .
liait St., London, E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 8750.
[1065
MODERN Everyman 4-5, anode, feed, push, pull,
-LYE etc., mahogany pedestal complete, £14; Celestion
£14 cone, £8; moving coif, 6v., sell £2/10; Exide
180e. 11.T., 5,000 ma., £4; numerouss etunponeuts
cheap; lot £25, cord £60 August, bargain; buying
Pauatrope.-2131, Suteley lid., Nechells, Birmingham.
[2092
wIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but mak es
Tv heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
A T the Same Tune, th e wou ld -b e buyer is often
. deterred from buying because he knows that there
will be still one more Inuce of apparatus left on his
hands to add to those already in the junk box.
W E Have Opportunities el disposing of se m io bso lete
apparatus to those who are not fortunate enough
to be able to afford the latest type, and will taxe
-such apparatus or components, providing they are in
saleable condition, in part exchange for any new set,
loud-speaker or component required.
A LL We Ask is that You should fiend Along a List
o f your old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the app ara tus to
us to inspect, when we will make you a lair offer.
F You Approve of this You can Send Your Remittance for the balance. and we will forward th e
apparatus required; if you have sent your old ¡wain
tue and you do not approve of our offer, we will
return carriage paid.

e

cone speaker; £10/3/6 (carriage paid) (" W.W." de10/posit extra).—Hopedene
system if desired), Supply
or assembled
Co., 25,
free Carrington
(royalties
Rd., Stockport
[2160
-111.
MEGAVOX
with valves,
Three
longReceiver.
cabinet,
and short
In wave
mahogany
coils; £15.—
149. Albert Rd.. Ley t
on,
London, E.10.

OR Sale, Supersonic 7-valve wireless get, corntrle9te
9
.1
with frame aerial, 6-volt valves and accumulators,
11.T. batteries, and large Celestion loud-speaker, whole
set as new, hardly used; set alone cret over £70 new,
eacrifice for quick sale £50, complete—Weld, Claremont, Waterden Rd., Guildford.
[2096
BROS.—Receivers constructed to any
design or to your individual requiremerits, guaranteed workmanship, repairs, reconstructions, overhauls, modernisations. — Shireland ack S
wick.
meth[9691
SELL that Old Set this W i
nter I—Many
wonderful
recent improvements are being included, in designs
published by the leading technical journals; but don't
bother to build one yourself, we will send it at once,
fully- tested and guaranteed, charging only 10% above
e
th
le
ud e
c
d
o
e t of the listed (
wi
red) componente (royalties ce-

25

i

PYE
BATTERY CHARGER
The Pye Battery Charger offers
the most convenient and economical method of obtaining L.T.
current supply for Receivers
using L.T. accumulators. Insist
upon this handsome and efficient
Battery Charger for your L.T.
supply. It reduces the cost of L.T.
accumulator upkeep, and ensures
the best results. Complete with Flex, plugs
and adaptor.
Price

50

PYE
TRANSFORMERS

L.F.

Make perfect reproduction certain
by using Pye L.F. Transformers.
The high standard set by this ideal
form of intervalve coupling remains
by far the
most popular.
Compact,
efficient, and
robust. Entire
absence of
noise
and
crackling.
Terminals and
soldering tags
Provided.
SEND A POSTCARD TO-DAY FOR
COMPLETE PYE LITERATURE

PYE,CAMBRIDGE
World

"

are

only accettrd from

A GREAT Opportunity.—The famous Royal Air
13 Force Mark III 3-valve receivers for sale, guaranteed brand new, each receiver fitted with 2 L.F.
transfos-niera worth over 30/.. and the set complete
worth £15; we are selling at the wonderful bargain
price of 40/-; orders executed strictly in rotation;
carriage forward, cash with order.
Note:—These receivers are securely packed in special travelling cases
which would make ideal tool chests.—J. B. Humphreys
and Co., 23, College Hill, Cannon St., London, E
[2
.0
1.
54
7.
Tel.: City 2725.
.
Four,
mahogany
ca bi net,
M ullard
valves, best components, new condition; £8.—
Eason, 80, Menzies Rd., Aberdeen.
[2163

EVERYMAN

illECOPHONE 3-valve Bet, complete with Daventry
and reaction coils, perfect condition and reception; £5; seen and heard after 7 any evening.-13,
Gosberton Rd., Benham.
[2158
ILO-111 AG Copper Screening Boxes, 23/8;
aleminium, 22/-; 6 coils.
mounted,
30/-;
decenpling resistances, 1/- each; kit of parts wan valves
and cabinet. £15.—Below.
EGAVOIC Aerial Coils, s
e t,
22/6; kit of parts,
£15.—Below.

M

PUROPA III Full Set Coils, 30/-: screens, 8/-,•
panels, 8/3; drilled rea dy f
or
use, 12/6;[22fu11
31
kit of parts, valves, etc., £10/10.—Stott, 63, Ss Rd.,
Rochdale.

BATTERIES.

XTET H.T. Batteries.—Parts per dozen: Jars, 2)1X
VV 1;4 square. 1/3; since, 11d. ; sacs, 1/2 dozen;
dozen cells (18 volts), comp l
et
e
w i
th
bands
and
electrolyte, 4;3. post 9d.; high effleiency, long lif e,
self-charging, upkeep small ; send 6d. for sample un it ;
illustrated booklet free; carriage free orders 10/-:
write for free list wireless bargains; trade supp li ed.—
W. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., St oc kwe ll . London. [0039
C .D.E.S. Accumulator Ch arg i
ng
Service.—Collection
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Cr oyd on; send
for particulars to Cr oyd on and District Electric Service, Dept. W., 98, Ch erry Orc hard Rd., Croydon.

urr ET

H.T. Replacements.--Sacs ¡capped or uncep[pe
1Ce
dr.
vV highest grade, No. 1, 10d. per doz.; No. 2, 1/9
per doz.—See below.
ZINCE.—Best quality (wired). No. 1, 8d, per doz.;
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; order s ve i
ne d 5 /.
ea
paid,
otherwise
6d. for postage.—British
Battery[
Clarendou
Bd., Watford,
He rt
s.
r
o
riCo..
2
a
5
g8
e
Direct, a saving
13 ATTERIES
108-volt. 10/11; postage

o f 40% .- 60
-volt, 6/3;
and 11- respective' s'
:
ritish throughout and fu lly guaranteed; super end
tr chie capacity also stocked. —The Johnson Engineering
Cc,
Dept W.W., 86. Great Portioned St.. W.I. 11074

w

sac continue to ..se au 11.T. Battery?
If you
are on D.C. or A.C. ma i
ns , w hy not use them?
se nd for our pamphlet, "Power," which will be sent
e, togmher with other useful publications.—Clande
ens, Ltd., 76, Old H a l
à St., L i
verpool.
(2010

firms we believe to be th oroug hly

reliable.
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Batteries. --Contd.

Users' Real Portable quality KT. Accu
mulato», 150-volt, large capacity for Pentode 3,
PENTODE
£5; ditto Pentode 2, 75/-; both easily portable; no

.

harrow required; guaranteed 12 months; sample 2/-.
-Pearson Bros., Bedworth, Nuneaton.
12127
BATTERIES.-Buy
taps,I4-volt
11- each; direct,
double 9-volt
rapacity
grid bias, tappet.
66-volt, 7/6; 115-volt, 12/-; 120-volt, 12/9; 132-volt,
15/-; 150-volt, 18/9; treble rapacity tapped 11.T.,
60-volt, 12/6; 120-volt, 25/-; 150-volt, 31/-; 200-volt,
41/-; anode bend grid cells, square type, 114 volts.
9d.; all prices are per battery and carriage paid;
guaranteed British throughout.-Ford and Co., New
Rd., Ponders End, Enfield.
[2212
VOLT Exido High Tension Accumulators, in
wooden crates; 35/,-14, Monmouth Rd.,
Dorchester, Dorset.19
Batteries, 60v., 5;9; 100v., 9/9, post paid;
H T.rash edit order.-Stott, 63, Syko Rd., Rochdale.
[2216

The

BROWNIE

"POPULAR" Transformer

100

CHARGERS AND

Hunt's
Polymet.
mms is the name given to a range of
A
radio components which has already
achieved
a considerable
popularity
amongst constructors.
LOW

COST.

We are particularly fortunate in having
special facilities whereby we can offer
you these components at prices which
represent a very substantial saving.
HIGH QUALITY.
The quality of Hunt's Polymet is vouched
for by the fact that they are made by the
largest firm in the world to specialise
exclusively in the manufacture of radio
components.
For example, this Orrn
turned out during the 1927-8 season
40,000 Mica Condensers dolly
WIDE RANGE.
Hunt's Polymet embraces a wide range
of components and we will gladly send
you our price list on request. Here are
some typical products and their prices.
Compare them and see what you save.
°STAGE STAMP RICA CONDENSERS
(left above)
0001 to '0005 mfd ,each
'001 to '003 mfd., each
1/3
'004, 1/6.
•005/6, 2I-.
'01, 2 6
Fitted Grid Leak Clips,3(1 extra
MOULDED BAKELITE MICA CONDENSERS
(right above)
0001 to '0005 mfd
16
001 to '004 mid
0005j6
2,6
'01
3Fitted Grid Leak Clips, 3d extra.
MIDGET MOULDED BAKELITE
(centre above)
0001 to '0001 mfd.. each
1101, each
1/'002, each

10d
12

R.C.C. UNIT
(INTERCHANGEABLE CONDENSER & LEAKS)
((op above)
meg. 100,000 ohms and '006 mica, or
2 mega. 250.000 ohms and '006 mica
6, 6 each.
FRONE PLUG (COMPLETE WITH WIRE TAGS)
(hotroin abo ,,,•)
14

ELIMINATORS.

UNBAKEN ILT and L.T. Chargers for A.G. and
D.C., rots ins? try 14 days.-Ardwick, Manchester. and 39. Victoria St.. London, 8 W.1.
10222
TANTALUM and Lionium for A.O. Rectifiers; make
2up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for H.T. rind L.P. Lionium electrodes fitted with terminals 2-3 amps. and 5-8 anips.-Blackwell's Metaltureen' Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[9503
ELIMINATOR Kit, corupii ›ine mains transformer.
full wave output. 200 volts 10 inillisnips., 52
henry choke, 2 4 mtd. condensers, 500 volts, test,
variable potential divider, salve holder, 0/50 milliammeter and base board; price £3; other outputs at
slight extra cost; state mains rofinge when ordering.e.
H.
rivRANSFORMERS
Goodwin. Woodcock
and Hill.
Chokes
Elstre
for H.P. and I0L
2.
5
;

0

R

Kirby (Wimbledon). Ltd , 72, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
98
.7
IGH Class Full Wave Eliminator. 3 tappings up
to 400v., R.K. valves, 200 volts, 50 cycles, A.C.;
cost, £16, accept £8.
11ILLLPS Arc Charger, charges 6v. 6 amps. or 12v.
3 amps, by Haynes, 200v. 50 cycles, A.C.; accept
£4.-Woodhame, 29, Duncan Terrace, Islington. [221.0
rrIRANSFORMERS for Eliminators, 12 months' guarantee, no hum!
Full wave, large cores, low resistance, good regulation, primaries for any standard
40-60-cycle mains; secondaries: filament 5v. 1.5 amp.,
anode, 30mA. 150 or 200v., 17/6; 250v., 19/6: 50mA.,
150-200v., 19/6; 250v., 25.-; 375v., 30/-1 all post free
U.K., cash with order.-Mannering Electrical Co.. 1.
The Grove, Guiders Green, London, N.W.11.
[2195
ENJAMIN Eliminator, 200-250 volts, 40-60 cycles,
2 weeks old; £6 or near offer.-A. West, 54,
Hendham Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17.[2182
.C. Eliminator Kits, consisting of shielded power
transformer, choke, and 700v. test condensers, output to 40mA. at 170v. and 2 variable tappings incorporating anode feed resistance scheme, full wave, no
hum or motor boating, complete with diagram,
£31516; 17.5 valve. 20/-1 state mains voltage.- GraY's,
Queen's Rd., Watford.[2167
B ENJAMIN Majestic Eliminators, A.C., 90/-; Marconi 15.0.2 eliminators, 401,-May,
D"art[21
B5
t5
,
E.C.2.

H
p

CABINETS.

A. H. HUNT LTD., CROYDON, SURREY.

Mention of " The Wireless

a general purpose transformer giving really good reproduction suitable
for inclusion in home-constructed sets.
The remarkable results obtained on these
"Popular transformers are made possible by

J.
Battery Eliminators, transformers and chokes for
all wireless purposes wound to any specification, transvery careful attention to the windings and
mitting transformers supplied; enquiries invited.preparation of the core. The magnetic field
Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane, hackney, Lo rid
9
o
5
n
2
,
is composed of special laminations oh the
E.8.
"
" Power '' Pamphlet Describes the Home Consoftest iron procurable, and the accuracy of
struction of Efficient A.C. Eliminators, giving
the windings on their moulded bobbins gives
brimless operation: 200 volts, 50 milliamperes guaranteed; our gear is constantly being purchased by
aresonance and reproduction unequalled by
corporations, the G.P.O., the B.B.C., etc.-Claude
transformers costing twice the price.
Lyons, I.td., 76, Old Hall St.. Liverpool.
[2011
MILECTROLYTIO Condeneet ,..-For these go to the
speeialist=.-Read and Slut rie, Ltd., 31, Easteestle The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.), LTD.,
Dept. 22, Nelson St. Works, Loaba, !I. W.I
St., London, W.I.
[1974
A TUNGAR B.T.H. Battery Charger for 42 /- only; MaliMMIOD
7.5-15y., 2-1 amps. input, 100-110v. or 200-2150
1
;
conditlon perfect; first remittance secures.-Burrows ,
108, Milton
Hanwell, W.7.
23
"
rrUNGAR Charger. 200-250 volts, A.C.. with spare
valve and fuse, charges 6-volt accumulators at
2 amps. or 12-volt at 1 amp.; £3; carriage paid.The
NEW
Kay, 182, Parade. Ileols, Cheshire.
ADIO Power is the name of our new illustrr
2
a
1
t
3
ed
5
list of H.T. supply units for A.C. and D.C. mains.
200-250 volts; among the units listed therein is one
that will operate your receiver far better than it is
working now; for p.c. mains: D.C.5. price £215;
D.C.4, price £1/17/6; fq,r A.G. mains: A.C.5, price
£411716 complete; it you have electric light in your
house, write for "Radio Power" to Philipson and Co.,
Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley Bridge, Bolton.
Est.
over 50 years.
'Phone: 2038 Bolton.
'Grams:
Salety, Bolton.[2111
"IPLEMINALL Eliminators for A.C. and D.C. Mains,
124 to pass 100 milliamps. 5 models, the eliminator
you require for moving 'coil speakers; write for lists
and
particulars; trade orders given special atten Cell Primary H.T Battery
tion.-Stott, Clare Hill, Huddersfield.[2
T RANSFORMERS, chokes, etc., guaranteed, wound

B
A

HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES. INSTRUMENTS
POLYM MICA & PAPER CONDENSERS
HAND & CYCLE LAMPS, TORCHES, ETC

HE Brownie' Popular'
T
has been designed to
meet the public demand for

nABINETS.-First class goods at competitive prices;
send for lists.-Gilbrrt, Cabinet Maker. Ss-liudan.
19833

Fitted in ETOBOX
should be in the hands
of every HOME
CONSTRUCTOR.
S.2. Sae Type, ready for use 14 -..
S.1. Sac Type, Large Capacity 16,6.
P.I. Porous Pot Typ. Do.
181.
The Eton 1928 De Luxe 120 porous pot cells
in a bank of four Mahogany trays
The
finest yet produced. £3 10 0

... and the NEW
WET CELL VALVE
1'4 volt Valves that run from Eton Leclanch
Cells.
The latest Radio development.
The
H. F.,valve
L. F.,
'thatR. eliminates
C.. 8t

accumulators.
L F. P., 9/6.

Don't change anything. Just push in Eton
Wet Cell Valves and use ETON Primary
Batteries.
'deal for country districts.
Full particulars of the complete
ETON Range from:-

ETON GLASS
BATTERY CO.,

THE

Eton Works," Grange Rd., LEYTON.
& 46, St. Mary's Rd. LEYTON E 10.

Vorld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A RTCRAFT

THE

Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
Value: satisfaction guaranteed
A RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany;
L. from 8/ to +46.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets cas be made to customers
LA special designs and sizes; estimates free.
RTCRAFT Illustrated Catalogue. post f
ree: write
now.

A

A RTCRAFT

£-A.

'Phone

nIGBrEi

WIRELESS

WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cabinets. •Contd.

Co., 156 Cher ry Orchard Rd.. Croydon.
1981 Croy don.
[0040

Cabinets.—Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71e-.
raIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radios or Resiston
ebonite if required.
TalGBY'S Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with separate
battery compartment; from 56/- to £12.
TaIGBY'S Cabinete Made to Customers' own Designs.
IGBY'S Cabinets. -Write for new 16-page art
catalogue.—F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd.
£ 2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6453.
[012 8

Coils,

ASOekes

GRIPITCO

OOSSOR Melody Maker Coils, 1927 model, first
Na
quality, 6/6 each; second quality, 4/9 each.
A . W. GRIFFIN and Co., Ltd., listes MN, Red
•
ditch.
(See our displayed advertisement on page
30.)

EUROPA III Coils, full set, 30/..—Below.
¡LO-MAO Coils, full set, 30/..—Below.

K

for
Distinctive
— Portable
cableete, cone speaker cabinets,
moving coil
cabinets, radio-gramophone cabinet.,; call and inspect.—
Illustrated folder free from F. W. Ramsey, 63. Slashes.
bury St., London. .N.1.
Tel. : Clerkenwell 7139. [1315
Cabinets. American type, w ith baseboard,
leg rubber feet. a really splendid job, Megavox,
Melody, or Master Three; oak 15/6. mahogany 21/-,
carriage paid, packing 1/6, returnable.
UALITY Cabinets,all types an d si
zes made; send
for new illustrated list.—Reginald Nichols, Bath
Rd. Workshops, Swindon.
[2074
"KEW
Oak
Radio-gramophone
Pedestal
Cabinet,
Al 39in. x34in. x18in., and components (if required),
at considerably below cost to clear; appointment only.
—'Phone: Hampstead 8316.
[2033
Ql.MMONDs BROS.—Cabinets for seta and
loud),"
speakers in oak and mahogany; your own ideas
carried out; best materials and workmanship.—Shire.
land Rd., Smethwick
[9692

e0880ft

Coils.—B.B.C. band, 15/• pair; 5lfx. bane,
17/• pair; accurate in size and performance;
prompt deliveries.
YelOUCHSTONE.—Mr. James's latest, pair coda and
J. bases. 30/-; screen, 4/6.
illseENTONE TWO Coils, with bases, 13/. pair; Pye
differential condenser, 5/6.
M EGAVOX.—Pair coils and base, 33/•; screen, 7/6.

Q

1\TEW All-wave Four.—Berclif standard coils, 77/9
.1.1 set of 4, with bases; the actual coils used and
specified.
1:a VERYMAN FOUR Coils, 33/• pair, with bases:.
Ad
the pioneers, still the standard of excellence.
"LIVERYMAN FOUR Conversion,
UT. eons and
AU
bases with instructions, 43/3; alteration present
roils, 9/6; approved by "The Wireless World."
ERCLIF Coils for all " Wireless World" sets:
AP
special coils to your own requirement., in all
cabinets, screens, all up to-date componente,
complete receivers; trade enquiries invited.—London
Depot: Appleby s. 44, Chapel St.. London, N.W 1
.
1
1.956
SIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., ElmethwIck,

WHY Not a Cabinet for that Set or Speaker ?
77 Competitive prices; let us quote you.—Freeman
and Johnson, 179a, Deritend, Birmingham.
[2180
rpliAS Cabinets are the Best and the Cheapest; send
for free list.
'TIBIAS Cabinets are Ideal Christmas Presents for
A
Wireless Enthusiasts; order early.
THAS Melody Maker Cabinets, 21i n.x7 in., oak, 13/.;
mahogany, 14/-; hand French polished.
A TOM, 838, Old Kent Roi., Peckharu, 8.E.15.
[2181

.
. Er

. & J.—Megavox. Three coils; see displayed advert

B

J. — All

A

"Wireless World " coils from stock.

te J. Guarantee Every Cull
Conditions

un der

Money

Back

B -the Mallard pentode valve; £18/10, plus the new
mile of royalties.
J. WIRELESS Co. 2, Athelstane Mewl', N.4.
[0043
LIVERYMAN Coile. exact to epecification, 15/• each:
-LA 2 ELF., complete »et and bases, 63/-; Selection 4,
complete set and bases, .2/..—Jennene.
LIVERYMAN Coils, approved plug in type, set et
2 low wave and 2 high wave, with bases; 72/6.—
Jenne's&
ITZ Wire (genuine'. 27/42, 70 turn*, 4/8; tubes
Al and Mikapac. lin x3tkin.
1/4. 3in.x4in.
1/6,
71s. x4in. 2/- —Jen netts.
'LIVERYMAN Coil, ebonite bates, 1/6 each, screens,
3/-•,
spacers, grooved,
with screws, aerial or
anode, 1/-; all wave, short, 11.; long, 2 16.—Jennew
Radio, 30 Chapel St., Birmingham.
[0075

&

Pick-ue, good condition,
`sa ELM.V with No. 4 moundbox;
London, W 0.1.

Tuned
Woodroffe
SPECIALLY
Temple, Knockdolian. Comae.

a-7

e_OODMANS

SEND COUPON

C

vote

e ..Y'
ess

,

«ka" s

Pick-up;

LOUDSPEAKERS,

B

e0IL

R

A IR-CHROME Type Loud-speakers Parts, as der]. scribed in the June 6th initie of this paper, can
be obtained from Counionents Production Co., Willey,
Huddersfield.
Send for list.
10129

the

...

itirOVING Coil Loud-speaker pans 0, Quality are
Lva. made and fully guaranteed by Conponents Production Co.. Henley, Huddersfield
Send for lists.

rra.E

New Goodman Junior Reed Movement; 114/6;
.
1the finest unit, at anywhere near the price, tor
driving cone and other large dime type eeealters: Olaje
...
unit should not be confused with converted earpieces
or gramophone attachments; second only in efficiency
o
fnci performance to our double acting reed movem
n enr2
all description in our illustrated lists, free o
'Dee'
eneet.—Goodmans. 27, Farringdon
E.0.4.
10092
A IR-CHROME Tyr* Loud-speakers Give Wonderful
.CA- Results, and, with the aesietance of a screw(6z y driver and hammer, can be easily built from parta
.
s
lt
e
loirdiel byj ilo
dinio
o
r
neite Production Co., Henley, [lea-

°Lae"' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

....

•
•
•
.......... ...

..... .
••

••
•

30/..—
[2169

AKER'S SELHIURST RADIO Can Now Supply
Moving Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
to suit l'entode valves.
[0231
Drive Units from Stock, the metal high
V
standard of
workmanship ai.ociated with the
name of Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.0.4.
[0091
Wie EED Movements—Double acting reed movement,
111, opecially designed to operate cone and other large
diaphragms extremely sensitive on small input, yet
capable of enoruious volume with sufficient input:
will work up to 3ft. cone with ease; no rattle or
distortion; 27 /
6
each; fair allowance on Brown A
earpieces, or Liesenolas and other units in part exchange; send stamp for illustrated lists of these and
seamless cones._üandatane, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[006e
TTIBRO-SKIN, epecial leather for
fixing the dirt.
phragm of the moving coil loud-speaker; price
2/6 per piece hin square 2/- per piece gin, square,
Post free, cash with order; '
,Racial ternis to the trade
—Tho Alder Leather Co, 3, eouthwark St.. S.E.1
Tel.: Hop 4448.
10224

FSO

w an)
lta
tee ao e•

designed to
at
25/..—BM/BL02,
[2110

Can Give Precept Delivery of Movina
`
,
..a Coil Units; the lowest prices consistent with
highest poesilde grade workmanehip: list MC3 on reonest.—Gocalmans, 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
[0089
TF You are in London Call and See Goodmans'
A
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing else.
where.—Coodmans, 27, Farringdou St., E.C.4.
[0090
A IR-CHROME Type Speaker l'arts to build Hai
CA speaker that ham taken America by storm can
lie obtained from Components Production Co.. Henley,
Huddersfield.
Send for list.
[0130

fO

ENTODE.—Star
Engineering,
Didsbury,
Man.
chester, are now manufacturing moving coil,
suitable for use with Pentode valves; send for particulars—Phone: Didsbury 1785.
[1335
OILS.—New All-wave Four, Reg i
ona l Th ree.
A.C.
OK
Three, short wave, with bases, 351-; long wave
'coils only. 38/-; above are Litz wound; long wave
coils wound with 28 d.c.c., 26/- per pair; all tested
and guaranteed.—Redgwell,
Now Rd., Rayne, tir.
Braintree, Essex.
[2007
ELIMINATOR Mains Transfo rmers, 550 -0-550 at
170 mills. plus 2 filament windings, 7.5 v., 2.5
esperes, only 65/-, carriage paid; metal rectifier
transformer, secondary 9 volts, 2.5 amperes. only
23/6, carriage paid; 275-0-275 at 100 nia., plus
7.5 v.
at 2.5 amperes, only 38/6, carriage paid,
this being ideal for Q.R.S. or Raytheon rectifier, and
also
furnishing
L.T.
for
P.P.
power
amplifier
double 30 henrys at 55 ma. large smoothing chokes,
ou e
shielded, maximum current
125 ma., 4-terminal,
only 35/6, carriage paid; large smoothing chokes,
sue et
carrying up to 400 ma., etc.. etc.; state your requirements; all conform to recommendations suh.
e we.- lee
r0
committee of the I.E.E.--Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76, Old ,to
Hall St., Liverpool.
[20'2
F OR Sale, 6 long and shor t wave Colvern coils,
Raleigh P.M. receiver, new condition; coat 60/,
°P
ee, P
.•• .•••••• ..
accept 35/-.—Childe, Melbury Perk, Everahot, Dorset.
.•
[2094
...
pERRANT1 A.F.3, 12/6; M arcon ip hone Junior,
.....
A
7/6; Marconi Ideal, 10/-; seta Samson. 15/-: Me rle ....
Marconi Supersonic. 2/6; sets intermediates, 143 kc.,
-12/6; Polar coils, 400, 650, 1,100, 1,450, 1/6.—May,
AD O
Dysart St., E.C.2.
[2151

£55

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS, ETC.

SECURE foundation is
the first essential of a
strong building. Simi—
larly, the panel is the first
essential
of a good Set.
Even the best components
will give poor results if they
are mounted on an inferior
panel.
Before yoJ choose
the panel for your next Set,
send for this helpful free
book, "The Panel makes all
the difference."
It tells, in
interesting language and by
graphic pictures, the essen—
tials of a good panel, why
panels vary and how to make
sure of your panel. Send the
coupon for this book NOW,
and learn all about Resiston,
the
Panel
beautiful
the
Panel perfect—the Panel for
your Set.

ETC,

B

12107

MEGAVOX Aerial Coils, 22/6 set.—Stott, 53, Pee
-IAA Rd., Rochdale.
[2215
SIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd.. Smethwick.

rtUALITY

B

Etc.—Contd.

WERRANTI Transformer, A.F.3, as new; 15!-A
Fielder 46, Queen's Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
[2146
T_TOPEDENE Coils for Cosser Melody Maker, ehomie
AA former, D. silk wire, short wave, 9/- pair; ton,;
wave, 11/- pair post free; Itopedene H.F. chokes, 3/9
lid.,
each, 8tockport.
post free.—Hopedene Supply Co., 25. Carrington
[2161
II.F. Chokes, self capacity, 5 micro-micro
farade inductance, 59,000 microhenries; 3/9.
Short Wave Chokes; 3/9,

It AM8EY

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

Transformen.

Z'T

I

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Read This Letter ! E POCH
It is a typical appreciation of E POCH.
one of our
E POCH,
MOVING
COIL
LOUD SPEAKER
OUTFITS.
Messrs. A. Baker's, Radii, Specialists
elelhurst Road, S. Norwood.
London.

4:

November. 11190.

Dear Sire,
We feel that we must write you and thank you for the excellence
of your Moving Coil Land Speakers.
We were asked to relay the Cenotaph Service from Whitehall into
one uf the largest Pariah Churches in Liverpool, and the que.tlim of
Loud Speakers then-presented itself to us.
It was decided that the only solution to the problem was to visit
the Manchester Exhibition and decide for ourselves which was the
best Speaker for the job.
We arrive tlate at the Exhibition and beard all the Mn'. Speaker.
available.
The only speaker for the purpose of filling the Church was undoubtedly one of'• Baker's," no we managed to obtain the bast model
at the exhibition of the 8-volt field type.
November 11 came and the Chdrch was crowded to the loor..
1100 people assembled to take part in the Service from the Cenotaph
and every one of the congregation heard every minute impulse vs Idema
the klicrophunes in Whitehall were recording.
Since the Service we have been profusely congratulated on the
success of the relay, and of course we have put all our honours upon
the- Speaker we used.
mou will realise that at least four M.P. Speakers meld have teen
used, hut one of" Baker's "Moving Coll Loud Speakers saved expense
and gave all the volume necessary.
Once again thanking you for the wonderful Speaker you have
Produced.
Very faithfully yours,
FRANC D.AIMITA.F.
Wireless Engineer,12, St. Domingo Grove, Everton, Liverpool.
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Loud speakers. —Contd.
Moving

Coil

Sneaker

Parts.

POWER

E POCIL-The Junior med..), the greatest marvel
on the market; nothing to touch it at any
pe,oi
; 0
t./
- complete; permanently centred.
E

E

POCH

E

E

POCH.

Power Transformers—

PPOCIT Junior Orders are Pouring in Fast;
yours now, and avoid di.,appointment.
EPOCH.

E

Place

POCII:

Model 66 has become
EPOCH
which Moving Coi: Speakers

the Standard by
are compared.

1,1 POCH.

Epoen.
POO:I.-There is
E
--4
the Model 66.
1

E

POCII.

EPOCH.

PPOCIL-There is nothing so realistic on
the Model 66.

E

E

music as

POCH.
POCH.

E

`eethWiere

muumuu R AI) 10 mamma

Offieea: 99, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD S.E.2.5.
Works: (Always Open) 42, Cherry Orchard Road, E. Croydon.
Why not call at our works and see the outfits for yourself P We can
give you valuable assistance and advice. Only 15 minutes NON-STOP
from Victoria or London Bridge Stations.
DEFERRED TERMS IP YOU WISH,
From London Radio Supply.
11, OAK LANE, NOBLE STREET, B.C.

Send your enquiries to

THE NORTHERN RADIO CO.,
8, Temple Row, WREXHAM.
Fee our adverts in the Miscellaneous Column for
further details. :Special attention Is Deers,.
orders. Any component advertised in t "Wire.
lest, World" nupplied. So, about that set for
f•hristrna.,.

-r-

BOOKS on WIRELESS
•

Derset

FROM

30/0

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
FOR ADVANCED AMATEURS.

We have been

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD.,
SHEEPCOTE

ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Makers also of Brass and Copper Tubes end Wire.

POCH.

CONTRACTORS TO BRITISH & COLONIAL
GOVERNMENTS. RAILWAYS, ETC.

POCH.
POCII.

E

rocn.
POCH.

'LI POCH
veries.

66; don't be put off with substitutes frsntss
stocks; inferior makes are not behind on deli-

POCH.
POCII.
E POCH
your
E POCH.

E

E

66; place your order immediately
dealer and avoid disappointment.

with

POCH.

E

We wire any set de...cribed ia the technical Prs
es
FREE OF CHARGE to purchasers of complete kits of
parts. Designers details meticulously adhered to; all
sets serial tested before despatch and guaranteed.

WHY WIRE?
WHY WORRY?

PRICES

1; POCH 66; apologies for delays; factory is working
two shifts to improve deliveries.

E

E

WHY WIRE?
WHY WORRY?

4 Volts-4 Amps., 2.5-2.5,
2 Amps.,
12 Volts,
2

Send for particulars, and quotations, "or
Mains Components, made only by-

peoc11.—" What Manchester says to-day the rest et
-LA
the country says to-inerrow."
Did you hear
them at the Exhibition against all corners?
E

input 200-220-240 volts,
40/80 Cycles, output 250
volts.
100 m.a.

Amps.
nothing so perfect on speech as

E

36 pages of valuable and interesting data about
Moving
Coils.

and CHOKES for
WIRELESS.

POCH Junior is a Masterpiece of Perfection, and
the greatest value ever offered.
Epoc

this Is the kind of testimony which proves the sterling quality el one
E
products. Moving Coil Loud Speakers generally are capable of mac',
better results than the ordinary type of speaker but Baker's outfits are
TitPOCII Coils for Pentode Valves?
acknowledged by test and proved merit to be the best in their class.
LA
making them for many months.
This Is also the considered opinion of many thousands who heard the
spisndld reproduction of Baker's speakers at Olympia and Manchester ;
P OCH.
In consequence the demand for Baker's outfits is increasing daily.

SEND FOR
OUR FREE f
BOOKLET •

Transformers

Write for complete let to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD..
House, Tudor St., London,E.C.4.

POCIf Dealers Don't Push Substitutes for a little
Extra Profit; every sale of an Epoch 66 means
an enthusiastic customer-friend, which will repay you
with interest.

E

POCH.

E

POCH.

VPOCII Model A,• price £3,3 plain finish, £3/10
-O-4
De Luxe finish; further improvements without
increase in price.

E
E
I

E

POCH.
POCH.

POOH Improved Model A; by far the best
size home assembly kit yet produced.
POOH.

FROM
lull

E
UPOCIT.-All models obtainable
in
20
different
moving coil windings, including pentode; copper
foil (as recommended in "The Wireless World ") for
all windings; 14 different field windings to select
from; super steel magnet pots for Model A and
Junior for a small extra charge.

E
E

MOVING COIL RESULTS
YOUR " BLUE SPOT
UNIT" BY USING THE WHITE
SPOT FRAME.

GET

POCH.
POCH.

pPOCIL-Full particulars from the actual manufac.
2 s
turns, Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
53, Gracechurch
St.,
London, E.C.3
(1st
floor).
'Phone; Royal 4135.
Factory, Willesden.
[1955

The whole made of solid castings, and
front ring highly polished.
THE UNIT
can be attached by two screws B, which
are provided, in one minute, and centred
by means of the three screws A.
Frame, complete with diaphragm assembled and
suspended as in moving coil practice, price 113:This can he fitted to either a cabinet or battle by means of
the three lugs provided.

Frame only, complete with front ring
screws, 12 6.
Stand extra to either of above, 216.

and

all

All pool free,

WOLVERHAMPTON DIECASTING CO.,
Great Hampton Street, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Lonespeakers.—Contd.
SELHURST RADIO Can Now

Radio's
finest tuner

IQ AKER'S
Supply
Moving Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
to suit Pentode valves.

DENTODE.-Star

Engineering,
Didsbury,
Manchester, are now manu f
act uring
moving [M°c2oa3inl2;
suitable for use with Pentode valves; send for particulars.—'Phone
Didsbury 1785.
[1336
PXCEPTIONAL Offer.- 'Wireless World" moving
1-:4
coil loud speaker parts Maynes model): owing
to alterations in design all stocks of the above are
being cleared out at bargain prices; write for list.Pearson, 80a. Newland Av., Hull.

nELESTION

C.12.
niahogany;
£5-Clarke,
22,
Priory Av., Hastings.
[1863
OLNE Parchment. used in beat spe a kers ,espec i
a ll y
indicated for quality reproduction; 1/3. post
free.-Colato, 33, Edgware Rd., W.2.
12047
WRITE for Appointment to Hear My New LoudVV speaker which is the only one in existence that
reproduces naturally; no resonance whatever; one
W e only. one price only.-Colato, 33, Edgware10tada..

C

f2
B AKF:It'S SELHURST RADIO Can No w Supp l
y
-1-• Moving Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
ro suit Pentode valves,
Suspension
10233
Leather, for fixing cones to
-F moving toil or reed units, as supplied to principal makers; 2/- per sq, ft., post free, rash with
order.N.1. Clissold
Dilley, 0736.
8, Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., Lo[n2d1o4n4,

Range
250-2000
metres.

A 11 PLION Cabinet C
Wone, near l
y
Atlas eliminator
.C.). 150v.
282, Prince s Rd .. Stoke-on-Trent.

new,
£3/17/6;
output, £21.21153.-4

CE'.87'10N
C11, mahogany, only in use a few
months; £5.-Steele, Rheldol, Tonteg, Glamor-

A Changeover
Switch.

gan.

The PANEL PLATE UNIT

consists of Double wave-band Tuner, Slow Motion
Tuner Condenser, Change-over Switch assembled
on an embossed Antique Bra ,a Escutcheon Plate,
the whole being mounted on an OAK, WALNUT
or MAHOGANY Panel fitted with angle PRICE
M
brackets.
ate is the
Without
most efficient
a doubtTuner
the Panel
Unit

35/ ,

obtainablt

Each.

The
BASEBOARD
UNIT

[2130
Loud-speaker, C12 model, mahogany,
in use short period only, 5 guineas, list price
£7/10; also Ekco high tension eliminator, 4 positive
tappings, 3 varia de and 1 power, in use only short
Iperiod,
71, Great
cost Portla
£6, £
n3
d/1St
5;. both above as new.-Midland,
[2117

0ELESTION

CELESTION
E. It. G urton,
C12,Ile,
mahoga
Vi ctor
ny;
i
a Rd
£5;
.,

Clapham,
after
6 S.W.4.
p.m.-

nELESTION

C14, the loud- spea ker that extols itself
[2
!
4../
£8; Radiosun horn speaker, £1; hearing by
appointment only.-Mayer, Oak 'Tree Cottage, The
Avenue, Hatch En d.
MAGNAVOX
LYS.
31.7.K, 40/ -; A.u.s. 10/_; 8.0. Br1200.93
Brown,
10/-; exponential
horns, 2/6.-May, Dysart St.,
E.C.2.
DARER'S SELIIURST RADIO Can Now Supply
Moving Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
lo suit Pentod e va l
vea.

Au

A SECRET.
QAW a fellow the other day thrashing his Baby-seven up Newlands
Corner in the teeth of a gale. Four
up. Some people habitually overload
everything, from their incomes to
Uncir H.T. Batteries.
No H.T. Battery, not even a }Wiesen,
will give long service when grossly
overloaded.
The secret of obtaining a long life of
perfect reception from a H.T. Battery
is, firstly, to get a Hellesen Battery
and, secondly, to see that you get a
Hellesen of a capacity commensurate
mith the size and power of your set.
If in doubt, get the larger size. It is
a wrinkle that must have saved me
pounds.

VORTEXION
age, pots supplied,
Moving Coil
wound
Speaker
or unwound,
Parts, any
guarain[0
v
2
o3
It4I
Sy linking the five connecting wires of this unit to
the Panel Plate or other Tuner, a complete
or 3 valve Loud Speaker Receiver of amazing
performance is built.
2 Valve Transformer, 32/8
3
„
50i3
23'.
All
LAMPLUGH
RADIO
PRODUCTS

teed.-Kirby
(Wimbledon),
Ltd.,
72, Merton Rd.,
Wimbledon. &W. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[8986
J VOUR Old Lend-speaker Taken in Part Payment
for the Latest type, see our advert, under column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 51,
Pishergate, Preston.
10227
RIPHCO Cone Loud Speakers, Terralto model,
oak; £2 /17/6.
CIRIPIICO Cone Loud Speakers, Terralto
model,
demonstrated in all stores.
RIPHCO, a superb mah ogany speaker, £4 same
model; £3/17/6.
RIPHCO Cone Units; 10;6; nothing to compare
at any price.
A .W. GRIFFIN and Co.. Ltd., Bales Hill, Red.
f2.
ditch. (See our displayed advertisement on page
30.)
[2109
A MPLION Mahogany Radioing (2), £616 models;
A.
£3 /10 ; new, unopened
maker's carton.-Box
9086, c/o The Wireless World.
[2208
11 AKER'S SELFIURST RADIO Can Now Supply
Moving Coila of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
to suit Pentode valves.

G

are
guaranteed
for 12
months.
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Not Bey a 3Im ing Coil Speaker until yo[0112n3v5e
u
heard the Elysian, by far the most perfect instrument yet produced, gives an even response to all
'arnica' frequencies, perfect tonal qua l
it i
es,
ample
volume with any good 3- or 4-valve set, cannot be overloaded; price £10/10, includes Ferranti transformer;
ask your dealer about it; demonstrations daily.-Ely
Slanufacturing Co., 23, El y Pl ace, Holborn C1i2relies,
E.C.1.
'Phone: H olborn 6443.

EPOC
.-When better moving
il
they will be call d E
h
E POCF1 Model 68 Employs S p
11

e

poc

co
.

spea kers are

The COLLAPSIBLE CABINET
PRICE
Sjfit/
LreD,'

Send for Lists and Wiring Diagrams,

S. A. LAM PLUGH Ltd.
KING'S ROAD, TYSELEY,

6 57

BIRMINGHAM.

Advertisements for " The

"Wirin " 6o volt H.T. Type .••
"Wzrup" pp volt H.T. Type
"Win" to8 volt. H.T. ype

10 6
18 20.

Treble Capacity.
" Kolin Go volt H.T. Iype
" holup" 99 volt H.T. Type

19 32 6

Your Dealer Stocks them.

built

SUPREME

u ercompound
Steel
Magnet Pot, superior to dynamo steel.
Moving Coil Now Obtainable with Copper
Foil, as recommended by " Wireless World."
"PPOCII Meting Coil Parts are Guaranteed to give
-.12.1 the Finest Performance yet possible on any
speaker.

1P POCH

Made to match Panels supplied with
Panel Plate Tuner.
Supplied in Oak.
Walnut or Mahogany. It i
s assembled
in a few minutes.

1928 Reduced Prices.
Standar d
adt.
nWiray" 9 volt Grid Bias Type.
2

for 27 years.

.1-4 POCII

c Itfoving•Coll Parts are Instrument s of Proision; every part interchangeable.
pPOCH Moving Coll Parts are the Most Beautifully
I-4 Finished.
E
antes
CH Moving Coil Parts are Sold w i
th a Guar.
of Absolute Satisfaction.
ing POOH Moving Coil Parts.-Money refunded Within
-la 10 days il purchaser is not highly delighted.
'E'POCH Moving Coil Parts.-Examine every make,
toney
i b.
ut compare with an Epoch bef
ore part i
ng with
EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY. Ltd..
church st., E.C.3.
Royal 8570.

53.

Crace.
11954

'
A. H. HUNT LTD., CROYDON, SURREY.

Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Loud .speakers._Contd.

]JfAGNAVOX
Junior
Moving Coil Imuil-speaker,.
in perfect condition; 30/..-Field, 23, Clifford
Rd., East Finchley.
Holborn 0021.
[2172

43/3 Roue Speaker; £2, or near.-Wydell
B .S.A.
20, Denning Av., Croydon.
[2165
AKER'S SELEIIIRST RADIO Can Now Supply
B Moving Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,

,

to suit Pentode valves

(05236

ONE (Western Electric Patent) by B.S.A.; cost
£616, perfect, 23.-Hubberstey, 199, Wymering
Ilaneions, Maids Vale. View, appointment.
[2159

K

F. Exponential horn, built to correct dimensions,
splendidly constructed in wood, covered imitation
leather, complete with wall brunet and U.G.1 Brown
unit, ideal trader or demonstration work, practically
new; bargain, £6.-45, Hornsey Park Rd., Hornsey.
[2191

6

TRANSMITTERS.
UARTZ Crystals for Resonators and Transmitter
Control; 1,762.5 kcs.-1,792 kca., 21 /-; 3,525 ken..
3,585 kcs., 25/-; frequency given correct to 0.1%.Full particulars front the Quartz Crystal Co., 635,
Kingston Rd., New Malden.
[2026

Q

EPOCH

MOVING

COIL

PARTS

Ask anybody who has heard them
in
the
Manchester
Exhibition'
Model 66 (shown above).
The finest movingcoil bettaker the world has yet seen.
In a class
by itself. £4 - 7 - 8 complete.
Junior Model. Also in aclass by itself. Beats
instruments
costing
four
times
the price.
£2 - 10 - O complete.
Model A.
Still the finest full-sized homeconstrut tor's kit on the market
£3 - 3 complete.
Full particulars from

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.
53,

GRACECHURCH ST., LONDON
'Plume: ¡loyal $570.

E.C.3.

NSELECTED Quartz Lenses, 8d. each, post free;
lessees ground to control without reaction within
the 80 meter band, guaranteed and tested under working conditions, £1 each, post free.-Apply 0211H, 90,
Blenheim ltd., Barnsley.
[2133

U

rrRANSFORMER (Foster Engineering), input 230v.
11:
50 cycles, output 1000-0-1000, 4-0-4, 3-0-3, with
we U.30 rectifying valves, as new, £6; double current
transmitting key, 10/-; milliammeter, 0-250, 101-.Clough, 142, Revidge, Blackburn.
[2186
nURNDEPT
Transmitting—Variable
condenser,
Morse key, hand microphone, microphone transformer. Zenith grid leak, all as new.-Details from
F. Brockbank, 51, Palatine Rd., Withington, blancheater.
[2162

for A NEW
PRODUCT.

10/6 each.
NAME THIS
SUPER
T2ANSFORMER
AND WIN A
MOVING COIL
KIT OR A
TERRALTO
LOUDSPEAKER.
Equal to many
selling at
double the
price.
You require a First asis Transformer.
In order to introduce and name this new line we
are offering a prize of t Moving Coil Kit of Parts
or a Terralto Loudspeaker to the purchaser of a
Super Transformer whose letter first reaches u,
and con•ains the name accepted which become,
the property of the Company.
Coupons for two weeks only.
Closing last pool
Friday morning, Dec. Lith. Results published it
issue of "The Wireless World," Dec. 26th.
COUPON.
Please send me C.O.D. one Super Transformer at 10 0.
Iagree to submit my suggestion under the conditions
«thud above and to accept the company's decision
as final and legally binding.
Isuggest as a name to; your Transformer :Name •
Address

A. W. Griffin & Co. Ltd., Bates Hill, Redditch

TEST

IT

AT

HOME

Our Inclusive Bargain Price is
for Deferred Payments. Send
10/6 now, and complete purchase in 14 monthly payments
of 10,6 If you are entirely
satisfied after trying the outfit
in your own home. Money back
if in any way disappointed.
BRIEF SPECIFICATION Cabinet of polished figured Oak.
beautifully finished with hinged lid, Milliard
Dull Emitter Valves. antl-microphonle valveholders; H.T. Battery: 2-Volt Accumulator;
Tuning Dials or exceptional capacity, and
complete Aerial Outfit.
LOUD SPEAKER
specially constructed to co-operate with the
Set. and Oak-grained to match the Cabinet.
In both reception and reproduction It may
be relied upon to give excellent results.
The Set complete £7 .17 .
CATALOGUE FREE.
For complete description of this
menial 2-Valve Et and ether
powerful
insiellelieno, wrfie
ler Illustrated Cetelesue teller
J. O. GRAVES Ltd.
SHEFFIELD.

Write
Now

VALVES.

p

Engineering.
Didsbury,
Manchaster, aro now manufacturing moving coils
suitable for use with Pentode valves; send for [1p
3a
3r
7
ticulars.-'Plcine
Didsbury 1785.
WO B.T.H. B11 Valves, little used, full emission.
noel have better characteristics than makers'
rating; 9/- eat 11.-•• Crairtnount," Northumberland ltd..
North Harrow.
[2119

T

VALVES. 2 Osram H.F.612, 1 COMM* L.F.610, 1
V
P.M.625. nearly new; 20/-.-Daunton, 57, Altercuirn Rd., Streatham Vale, S.IV.16.
[2097

E

FREE

The Graves*Vulcan' 2-Valve Wireless
Set is the World's ureatest achievement in Wireless Value & Efficiency.
Every requisite is included, no extras
are required, and full detailed instructions are sent with every sat.

ENTODE. - Star

DISWAN Screened Grid E-volt (10 hours' use).
P.R. LP. 6-volt (40 hours' use), D.E.P.610 140
hours' use); the lot, 28/..—Tarrant, 262, Lake Rd.,
Portsmouth.
(2211

A MOVING COIL
LOUDSPEAKER

WONDERFUL
WIRELESS OFFER

rrWO Mtillard P.M.24 Pentode, one 'Milliard P.M.41),
30/-; 2 LS5A, 15/-; only used a few hours, perteet.-Box 9082, c/o The Wireless florid.
[2203

COMPONENTS.

ETC:, FOR SALE.

it).MPUNENTS for Any Set Sent Anywhere.-Consult F. D. Armitage, 12, St. Domingo Grove,
Everton, Liverpool.
[9923
ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queenswav
Works, Ponders End, 3liddlesex.
(0018

B

WHETTED Fronts for Loud-speakers, 14in. Eyre pattern, 1/9, polished 2/3; speaker cabinets, 14M.,
7/-, polished 9/-; gold tinsel, first quality,
square
foot; loud-speakers, 14in. cabinet, with Blue Spot cone
unit, £11716; special bargain, wood cut to size for
14M. speaker cabinet, including fretted front, in
mahogany, 3/11; special paper for cono making, 9d.Warrick, 16, Berther ltd., liornehurch, Essex.
[1525
LLO-MAG Four Screen Boxes, made out of hard
polished copper sheets, exactly to specification;
price 25/ net, cash with order. -Rigby and Woollenden, Sheet Metal Workers. Rochdale.
[1614
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" RED DIAMOND"
WALL PLUG
No. RD 29
Solid Ebonite. Highly Finished.
Perfect Insulation.
Two size
plugs and sockets so that it is
impossible to insert
plugs in reverse
..
Or by insured post 2/3.

2

/-

Of all higloolass Radio Desk's, or Sole Makers

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.
Radio Dept.44,
21 2, Great Sutton St., London, E.C.1
an men •

REGS Bee

CRYSTAL
crystal

Reception at its best by using double
combination
Gives excellent results
(P. II. M., London); really very good (J. E. T., Leicester); fits any crystal cup; price 1/6, with valuable
hints; dealer enquiries invited.-Crystal, 2, Sydney
'errace. Lancaster.
[1896

SCREENED
A.C. MAINS
TRANSFORM ER

COSSOR
New Melody Coils, Radler, the coil of
incomparable excellence; B.B.C., 15/- pair; long

wave, 17/6 pair; from slot k. -A. E. Oakley, 43,
Carleton Rd., London, N.7.
[1997
END To-day for your Free ClarOstat Book to
Claude Lyons, Ltd.
(see displayed advertisement); volume control ClarOstat, 8/6; table type
ClarOstat (distant control ol volume and/or tone).
13/6; standard ClarOstat (for eliminators, as recommended in the new T.C.0 booklet on mains units),
10/6 and 9/-; power ClarGstats, rating 40 watts,
12/6 and 15/-; grid leak ClarOstat (silent, dependable), 1-10th to 10 megohnis, 8/6; duplex ClarOstat
(2 in 1), 1316. etc.-Claude LY011s, Ltd., 76, old
Hall St.. Liverpool.
[2013
TTNUSED Valves, P.M.4DX. 8/-; P.114.24 Pentode,
20/-• pair Wearite Pentode, 2 coils, 7/-; Pye
differential condenser, 3/-; Watmel B.F. choke, 3/-;
Peto-Scott neut. condenser, 3/-.-Poole, Forton, Chard
[2140

S

37/6

for making your own Full Wave
Eliminator, with extra L.T.
winding for heating A.C. re..iving valves, such no COemoi

circuit Marren.
Supplied 'villa terminate
in, reel ifier output rids
or with loose wires eel
.11re-socketed platform
readyto MOM and Ore
tg p. Mole eoliaue when
'ord. rip,

Standard input 200-220, an 1
230-240v. 40-100 cyclea. Rectified S.C. output using US valve
60m.a. at 150e. approx. Rect.
fit output 3v. 2 amps. L.T.
A.C. for A.C. receiving valves,
amps. 4v.

D.F.M. RADIO, 14, Lacy Rd.. Putney, S.W.I5
'Phone : Putney 4700.

Mention of " The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE

PERMANENT
H.T. SUPPLY
at wonderfully low cost—

Install the

WIRELESS

WORLD

VETRAORDI NARY Bargains.—New Cogent. Melody
6 .2
Maker kit, postage and c.o.d. charges paid,
£7/15; Log Line condensers, ball race. 14in. spindle.
aluminium end plates, tested and guaranteed, .0005
and .0003, 3/11 each; reaction condensers, .0001, 3/6
each, special bargain; H.P. chokes, 3/6 each; slow
motion vernier dials, smooth action, no backlash, 3in.
and 4in.. 3/3; best matt ebonite, %in., 2 sq. In. for
lti., any size cut ; co il s for new Cossor Melody Maker,
low wave 10/6 pair, high wave 13/6 pai r; U n i
ve ll a
transformers, 3-1 and 5-1, 3/11 each; Bear brand transformers, 3-1 ano 5-1. 4/11 each; Bear brand super
transformers, 6/11 each; headphones, 6/6 pair; adjustable headphones, 7/11 pair; W,C.R.S. &L.P. erndensers, .0005 3/11 each, .0003 3/6 each; a special
line of valves, Deltra general purpose, .06, 2 and 4 volt,
3/6, power, .25, 2 and 4 volt, 5/6 each; loudspeakers,
10/6 each; other bargains too numerous to mention;
send for free bargain list; all above guaranteed new

SURPLI18.—Phillps cone, unused, 45/- : Muller&
Philips transformers. 21/- (unused); Wates voltmeter, 7/-; cabinet cone, cost £4, sell 40/-: Formo
loft, .00035, 4/-; Igranic, .0003. 7/6; 2 mid., fixed,
2/-; cone, mounted on baffle, 26/-; Ediswan .1 H.F..
new, 6/6; C.A.V. 20 volt units, 10/- each (nearly
new); Keech £7/10 banjulele (new), £3.—F. Caddick.
15, Stanley Park Rd., Wallington, Surrey.
[2137

WET BATTERY

That recharges Itself overnight
Undoubtedly this wonder-permanent battery has
made a tremendous appeal to listeners everywhere.
It has proved itself one of the most practical and
economical forms of PERMANENT H.T. SUPPLY
on the market. It supplies a non-sagging even
flow of current that is positively permanent. All
that is necessary to maintain the voltage is replenishment of the elements at long intervals and
beyond this little or no attention is needed.

LIVERYMAN FOUR Wearite Coils, £1 set; other
J.:a components less than half price; state requirements, or send for list.—Hirose 51, Howberry Rd.,
Thornton heath.
[2132
XMAS Gi fts. — Beautifully designed (pat en t) and
decorated metal cabinets, suitable for Cossor New
Melody Maker, Fenno and other se t
s, complete with
baseboard and screen; 14/-.—Cambar.

SELF -REGENERATIVE
LASTS FOR YEARS

hand painted Chinese lacpanels, spaced in decoration
and drilled for Milliard 3 Star; 12/6.—Cambar.
Gifts.—Handsomely
XAnts
lard; 5/-.—Cambar.

X

decora t
ed

panels

, 82,

High

St.,

Cam-

[2129
Components f
or
Sal
e,
cheap,
as
new;
anode resistances, condensers, 2 super power
valves, coils, etc.: stamp for list.—Box 9065, c/o
The Wireless World.
[2124

GET THE FREE BOOK NOW

6A-VOLT
Is ditto, Exide
30/-; 7
II.T.
6 volt
Accumulator,
salves, 35/-;60-volt
2 6-pinC.A.V.
Lew.

811

e

M.B. Ma.

Your

Set

with the

RMONIC
Safety Earthing
Switch.
Scientifically designed to adequately protect
your set in all conditions. Has afuse between
the aerial and the yet, that giving mouldy
A
from Lightning even it the set is left eon-.
nected. Soapily made with Bakelite cover
Price eff.
Aertnoruc L.Ut Ire,. to keep it waterproof.
supply on send poet ?se ea Moneetwek solarenten
JAMES ClidISTIE th SONS, td., 2/18, Wes' Street, SHEFFIELD.
London Agents: A. F&lie]] & CO., ti, Curvitor St. London, E.C.4
Advertisements

for

" The

SIX-SIXTY
•
RE CE IVER

SURPLUS

because its super efficient cells supply a constant
even pressure of current, without ripple.
The
voltage never varies. " Background noises " are
completely eradicated and the purity and clarity of
reception is wonderfully improved.

NO REFERENCES.
NO DEPOSIT
96 volt "Unibloc" Cabinet complete
with 64 No. 2 cells, size 15" x
x
assembled
at
illustrated.
Cash
DOWN
.6 .5, or 5/ Idown and 5 monthly
payments of 5/1.
STOCKISTS: Halfords Stores, Currys Stores and
all radio dealers can supply on exactly the same
cash or deferred terms as we do
THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
Dept. W. W,
Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse •
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

FOUR
LATEST
TRIUMPHS

for Mut.

sus Gifts.—Binocular H.F. chokes, slow mo ti on
dials, coils for Cossor KM., coil holders, etc., et c.;
rova ;
list.

REMARKABLE IMPROVE- all goods sent app l send for
RADIO PRODUCTS
CAMBAR
MENT IN RECEPTION
den Town, N.W.1.

Its low cost brings permanent H.T. supply within
the reach of all. Send now for vitally interesting
free book that tells you all you want to know for
installing and maintaining this super efficient and
money saving battery.

LIS ENIN'S

XMAS
Gifts.—Unique
quered aluminium

The amazing recuperative powers of this battery
ensure that in the morning it is as fresh as the dawn,
ready to supply abundant WT. It banishes the
worry and trouble of costly replacements for ever
and ensures a

A59

31

goods;
per return.—West
no job lines;
Central
sent post
Radio
free
supplies.
or c.o.d.,
259.
despatch
Gray's
Inn Rd., King's Cross, Loudon, W.0.1.
[2147

SIMA
IMer

Protect

A DVERTISEMENTS.

Components
Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
LAltGE Stock of Br an d New (unopened) Wireless
Gooti$ of Absolutely the Latest Designs; taken
for debt; for sale at 7% below lists; comprises sets,
components and accessories; send your enquiries.—
Dickens, 16. Attwood St., Lye, Stourbridge.
[2098

2

rtYLANITE Improves the Appearance of Your Set
100%.
CYLANITE Has Infinite Insulation Properties.

vided the wooden panel is carefully prepared,
there is no objection to using it in place of ebonite)—
vide "The Wireless World,' October 24th.
C YLANITE Costs Only 2/- per sq . ft . f
or White,
3/ per sq.
In colours (6 and 41,4 sq.
inchesand
respectively
for ft.
id.).

oltLANITE for Megavox

LISENIN
Id,

accepted from

WIRELESS

CO.,
W.1

cLAROSTAT

Sterling
base,
15/.; 3/6;
Claritone
Dinkie
Lissen
speaker,
loud-speaker,
speaker
10/-:
unit,
Lewcos
wooden
7/-; 2m.
coilhorn,
screen
spark 12coil,
and
/6

are only

Melody

Edgware Road, London,

an d Europa III, 2/6; Kilov
Meg, 3/10; post free (colours 50% extra).
CTLANITE Samples with Fu ll Part i
culars, post free
from Marsh and Wright, 5d, Royal Arcade, Way.
mouth,
[2105
MAINS Transformer, 230 volts, secondaries. 200-0.1-S-8. 200v., filament secondary and L.T. secondary,

10/-; Cosaor Melody Maker, ma hogany case, £3/10:
Telefunken valve, new, 3v.. 4/-; Curtis fl.r. transformers, 3/-; spark coil condensers, in cases. 2/-; 2
slow motion dials 2/6 each; accept cash otter for
the lot.—Box 9024 c/o The Wireless World. [2100
REAT Clearance.—Brand new Burndept tuners,
aerial, closed and reaction circuits, solid mahogany cabinets, lovely instrumenta, original cost £12,
our price £2; Radio Communication Co.'s Marine
type 1-valve, panels, solid teak cabinets, 25/, a bargain; British naval het. wavemeters, with tuning
cards and salvo, perfect, 25/-; Marconi Co.'s type 16
marine double crystal receivers, open and clos
circuits, potentiometers, variable condensers and inductances, etc., etc., 17/6; British naval variometer coil
acceptors, mounted on heavily insulated stands, the
very thing for amateur transmitters, 15/-, worth £5;
Brown's reed type 50/- headphones, 60 ohms, brand
new, our price 21/-; all goods except phones sent carriage forward," cash with order.--J. B. Humphreys
and Co., 23. cones. Hill, Cannon St., London, E.C.4.
Telephone: City 2725.
[2156

Ende.

&, SKRIII

CYLANITE

is Now Obt a i
na bl e I
n White, mahogany
and bronze co.oure.
etYLANITE Enables 3-ply Panels to be Used (pro-

World "

Spade

Obtainable front all railw dealers. Look for the
Lisenin show-case on the counter
Send for
dascrrPtive walla X t

CYLANITE is About 1-321n. Thick.

Irireless

8 Wander Plugs.
2

Also Included in the Cossor
Maker.

the Ideal Panel Covering.

G

Ends.

M ULLARD MASTER 5
4Plugs and Sockets. 2 Spade Ends.

ces coils, 10/-; 2 polar all brass condensers, 7/-• etc.
—10e, Villa St., Walworth, 8.E.17,(2118
sCYLANITE

Spade

3 Wander Plugs.

MULLARD
MASTER 3*

VARIABLE
RESISTANCES

'ctI FOR VOLUME ,TONE,

DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC.,

As frequently specified by -The Experts:
•HIGH QUALITY • LOW PRICE.
New 20 Page Brocure free on request-.
Mettly unique

firms we believe to be

circuits.

.;

-7"-fflà7.1AMMe.ierer*".r.l'resv"k77.‘tr- r_relesger"wm7FFT,
32
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Components, Etc. for Sale.—Contd.
ICROPHONES, watch shape, highly sensitive, will

M pick up whispered words from a distance, for
deal aids, Detectaphones, loud speaking phones, experi-

SOLVE ALL H.T. TROUBLES.
WET
BATTERIES

D

TAYIEX

E

XPERIMENTER'S
Surplus.—G.E.C.
Standard
cone speaker, list £5110, £3110; Weston 506 pin
jack voltmeter, 0-6, o-zoo, £1/10; Sterling power
transformer, 1: 1, 7/6; G.E.C. loose coupled crystal
set, with testing buzzer, mahogany cabinet, £1/10;
D.E.5A, .P.M.256. 4/- each; lgranic rheostats, 7 and
9 ohm,
1/6 each;
all
the
above guaranteed.BM/7.11NO, London, W.C.1.
[1982

SELF

CENERATI
LONG LIFE, SILENT,

STEEL MASTS

JARS (waged) Er x 11 . ss. 1/3 dos.
ZINCS, new tyre 11d. dos. SACS le doz.
Sump> doz. (113volts). complete with hands
nnd electrolyte. 4/3, post 91. Sample suit. 84,
,' Illus, booklet free.
Bargain list Ilea.
t'r I AMPLIFIERS 80/8-VALVE SET 85,
O. TAYLOR, 57, fitundefRoad, SrocKWEI.1..
LO DS
a

ring, ,
26ft• toraPI'"CA;
34ft•
42ft•

Ihorn
▪ 1
RRIAGE PAID

ilt

T
toapering

I
f
n
ro‘141

/-

MONEY REFUNDED
NOT
COMPLETELY

IN
FULL
IF
SATISFIED.

carriage to Scotland, Ireland and Channel
Islands, 3 6 per mast.
STEEL
SUNNINGVALE AVE.,

C.P.

Switch

L.F.

strongest

Transformer;

and

best •

8/-.

G

.W.

GRIFFIN and Co., Ltd., Bates Hill. Red ditch.
(See our displayed advertisement on page
12108

3J.I

MAST co., Biggin Hill, Kent.

CONNECTING WIRE
Prevents internal short circuits.
Perfect Insulation.
Ends easily
stripped for connecting. No frayed
edges. In six colours: Red, Blue,
White, Green, Black, Yellow.
10 ft.coil, 18 S.W.O.
7d.
Four 2ft. lengths, 16 S.W.G. Bd.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER.
Coloured connecting wires, cut, bent
tint looped to fit every connection,
per set, 2 -.
BULLARD MASTER THREE,
FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC
CORDS LTD.,
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDX.

eEMEt%

POWER
BATTERIES

ruNTE N
& A.0

.
1r 8

PPLEBY'S-the originators
part exchange.
NUMBER Forty-lour

A

of

IN Chapel St., by Edgware Rd.,
London, N.W.I.
A PPLEBY's, opposite Ed
Station.. Chapel St.
Station..
N
Forty-four,

UMBER

60" v011513,18

"Power 100" uolls

22/6

OTOReCLE

MAINS

H.T. ELIMINATORS

square

in
Rd.

deal

radi

the County of
Me tropolitan

WHY Not Join the Economy Brigade?
Buy by
Vv part exchange'
You are safe with
it at
Appleby's, the Senior Servies.
PPLEBY'S are W.thin a Few Hours of you, ready"
to give you good service. They are on handand a known quantity.
RIEFLY-here is our service simple, straightfor ward, fair. A not-too-dull brochure, move fully
descriptive, will be sent to you, immediately, on request.
WE Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
Vv Radio Apparatus, at. current list prices, and
make no carriage charges, except on accumulators
and batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
TN Part Exchange We Will take any Component
A
or Loud-speaker (with exceptions as below) for
which you have no further use; to make fair offers
we must see the material; on receipt of a parcel,
which must contain a list of contents, and name of
sender, we will send our offer, which is as allowance
from an order for new requirements totalling not less
than twice the allowance, and not less than 10/- cash
plus allowance-but it is fair. In the unlikely event
of no agreement being reached, we will return your
material carriage paid; you need have little fear, for
our returns in this respect have always been below
one per cent.
HE Following Cannot be Accepted in Part Ex change: Old type, round coil screens, variable
grid leaks, basket coils panel valve holders, crystal
detectors, variometers, lissai condensers, plug-in H.F.
barrel transformers, variable condensers of the old
straight capacity pattern, old type valves, or any component wherein the winding has been burnt out, or
to which damage has occurred to render it unfit for
further use.
ilE Above Terms Exist that fair offers may be an
economical possibility and a .sound standard
maintained; particular points of question are elucidated in a little folder, "The Ins and Outs of the
Outs and Ins "; a copy poet free on request. Shortly
we are making a special addition to this service, an
addition based on the votes of over five hundred
customers. Keep a look out for it-it may interest you.
O-join up, and send your parcel along; please
pack well to avoid breakage. We will do our
best to give you satisfaction. Get your " Ins and
Outs " for reference.
PPLEBY'S, specialists in and originators of square
deal pa t exchange by mail.-Number Forty-four
in Chapel St., Marylebone, London N.W.1.
(2120

Absolute Reliability!
Series tappings and chokes in positive and
the nnly method to give perfect
silence and constant output.
All units manufactured by us comply with I.E.E.
Regulations.
Sent on seven days approval against cash to prove
our Guarantee of Perfect Silence.
Unit replaced should it
break down within tz
months.
Full particulars owl pr(er,
from your dealer or direct fro"
DEPT. 120)
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POLAR
CONDENSERS
For Every Purpose.
WINGROVE AND ROGERS
188-189

LTD.

Strand, London, W.C.2

T

Specially designed

POWER VALVES

"Power

(111E BE/T IN 114E Wen)
19 MU 5011511. IfIrtSiflt SQUARE. tONDON.W.C.3.
Rao.. es8../we 0II,W09J1
OPEN TILE. 7P.M.
WWI. FOR OVR CATALO.O.
003.4l Pd FM 10 CALL.'

E

A

FOR

••/,/,//;

r
I
o
Aig
a l
e}c'exdîii;

It. in, the actual manufacturers our prices am lin p.c. lent
than similar masts, and Include Steel Tubes with greet Rings,
ers l.- galvanised stranded Stay Wire Pulley, Foot Rest.
gal ',mired Stay Fasteners and necessary bolts, and Instruction,
for erecting. so.rE.-C.r. Masts will not Ilow down. 9.655.
has 12 stay', 34ft. 19 stays, and 42ft. 20 st.Y.
HALYARDS. Best Manila, will not rot. 50ft.,
13 100ft., 2/3.
AERIAL WIRE. Pure copper
12 strand. MI gauge, 100ft., 2 6.
Special ANTI.
RUST PAINT. Sufficient for IMast, I
When ordering please state clearly nearest station.

Extra for

Push-Pull
Popular

efIRIPHCO Resisters, 3, 6, 15, 20, 30 ohms, ceint'-5
circular type, i. each; flat type, 10d. each.
RIPIICO Permanent Fixed Detectors, 2/6; crystals, 3d. to 1/- each.

•
15
A
21/-A

é.ARRIAGE PAID

T
tospin
Ag
R

h
0.0005 and 0.0003 Variable, 5/- and 4; -;
Watmel and Forum chokes, 5/-; sound boxes,
2/6; British General 2-way coupler, 716; Cosinus
R.C.C., 4/6.-May, Dysart St.. E.C.2.
[2155
RIPHCO
V
I/ 3.
GRIPliC0

ECONOMICAL.

1

c RNIOND

Paid

e

DEMIBER 5111, 1928.

WORLD

mental work; 5/- each; guaranteed new.—Fredk.
Adolph, 34, Fitzroy St., London, W.I.
EAF AID, brand new 6 guinea instrument, never
been used, powerful double transmitter, new
battery, small switch-on earpiece, guaranteed efficient;
first remittance 35/- secures.—As above.
[2150

Carriage

een

Every
Thursday

3d.

S

A

)ient•on of " The Wireless IVorld," when writing to advertisers, will

Traders

Catalogue.

Cabinets,Ebonite,Components,Speakers.

Keen prices,

quick service

Send for illustrated list

Bona-Fide Traders only.
Perseus

Radio,

ensure prompt

Dept. W.W.

Burton-on-Trent

attention.

DECEMBER 5111, 1928.
/

YOU

WANT

BARGAINS.

THE

WE

HAVE

THEM

Components,

EVERYTHING
for WIRELESS
ON EASY TERMS
Nothing too small.

for

DVERTISEN1ENTS

Sale.—Contd.

F

BARGAINS

ERRANTI
Push-Pull
12/6.—Box 9083, cio

Output. 30.P C., as new;
The Wireless World.
[2204

RADIO

As

Nothing too large.

ROUSE, HUDDERSFIELD, Issues reliability
wireless gui de; copy sent post free.

WRITE FOR LIST AND PARTICULARS

RADIO ROUS E, ITUDDERSFIELD.—Double
voltmeter, 0/6. 0/120. 5/6.

'ANOTHER
BARGAIN
OFFER
rOsrarn Music Magnet complete with all Batteries,
Valves and Amplion A.C.4. Speaker, 23 6 down and
11 monthly payments.

DAM() 11013SE, HUDDERSFIELD.—For all adver
lined components of various makes; trade on.
quirles solicited.—J. IL Taylor and Co., 15, Radio
House. Macaulay St.. Hu dd ers fi eld.
won

A.

St.

HARRIS, Reliable Radio Supplies

John's

Church

Road,

Hackney,

E 9

snIOSSOR Kit, new. carton unopened; cost £7/15,
T..-1 accept £6 /15.—Box 9085, c/o
The
Wireless
Il orld.
[2207
AgEOAVOX Three Set ot Parts, including valves.
1
5-5- long and short wave coils; £10.-149, Albert
ltd., Leyton, London, E.10.
[2187

1Procidetir (Scones takc ,11

"ARTILLERY" ELECTRIC TORCH
ineaeures 2in. wide by 5in. high, it is therefore lust a tonenlent size for carrying in the pocket; and the switch cannot
ro accidentally left on and thus run down the battery. This
Torch was specially manufactured to Government 8pecitleaUon
for nee in the ARMY. It le therefore made with the very best
materials and workmanship. The ends of the ease are braes and
the body is Rine which cannot rust. Fitted with àpowerful
Bullseye Lea; white untarnishable reflector, and bulb. With
new •• Ever Ready" two cell batteries (No. 1621Hof full strength
rupable of 8hours' intermittent light for months with ordinary
rare and use. These torches being Surplus, we are able tu oiler
olimited stock at the very low price of
Each
CA811
COMPLETE
WITIMMER

2/6

Packing and postage lu the U.K. ed. extra.
Refills 1/. each. Spare bulbs, 2'5 volt. 6d. each.
THE TORCH CASE ALONE COST MORE THAN THIS TO
MANUFACTURE.
Mod-I rie Luxe

FOR XMAS
Give Him Multi-range

DIX- °NEUTER
INSJIRJMU NT

'WM

5 5/

..

6/
13

COMPLETE RADIO OUTFIT

eurrorijoubjeciti

£4 100

An• Ideal Xmas Gift.

New

Winter Bargains Catalogue Will Save You Boands
—4d. Stamps.
E LECTRAD IX RADIOS,
218, Upper Tesenriete St., B.C.
Bla ,kfrisrs Stn., Met. RI y.
City .I9r

Irmo -HA° Copper Screening Boxes, 23/6; aluminiurn, 22/-;
6 coils,
mounted,
30/-;
coupling resistances, 1/. each; kit of parts with valves
and cabinet, £15.—Below.
xrEGAVOR

Aerial
E15.—Below

(11

set,

22 6:

kit of

parts,

T

IXTE Have Second-hand rind Slightly Used Part* of
TT Every Description in Stork, and runny have never
been put into a •set; write to us for a 'quotation
the following are a few of the special offers we can
make this week: one only. Edo eliminator, model
3F.B.20, for 200- te 250-volt mains, Westinghouse
metal rectifier. cost £6/15 2 weeks ago, price £4 /
1 716;
Ferranti 111 chokes, 14/6; condensers. mile, resistance.,
R.a.C. units, transformers, loud-speakers, of every
make and description, at price up to 50X off list (see
our advert. last week).
QCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT Co., 51, Fishereate.
Preston.
£2218
CLAREMONT WIRELESS Co—The Cl aremont cone,
a perfect toned loud-speaker giving stupendous
volume, heautifnlly fretted and polished wood frame;
15/6 each; trade enquiries invited.

elLAREMONT

WIRELESS Co—Special bargain; new
Cossor Melody Milker, already made up complete
with loud-speaker, accumulators and all batteries; £717,
cost £11.

oLAREMONT WIRELESS Co.—Claremont Log Line
Variable condensers, 0.0003 and 0.0005; 3/- each.
CLAREMONT. WIRELESS Co—Super cone l dou

8/-

speaker units, 7/- each; Heim cone speaker unite,
each.

CLAREMONT WIRELESS Co—Co o kit
Master Three parts always in stock.
CLAREIIIONT WIRELESS Co.—Any make of
ss

obtained

and

despatched

e s

r

came

ma de

s

and

to

EASTICK

REM'
CUNRILL
STREET. LORIN) ,E.C.1. 'Mae,

dc

SONS,

ROW
..:KISWELL
'iTrkennTil
r.

WIRELESS Co., 68, Ciaremos;
Bishopston, Bristol.

CINE Atlas 35 roil, 2/-; 2 Gambrell
coils, 3/- each;
T.-T 3 superhet tropaformers, 10/- each; 1 Gambrell
1st stage LE. transformer, 15/-; 1 Marconi 4 to 1
L.F. transformer, 12/6; 2 0.0005 Cultism selectors,
10/- each; 1 0.0001 J.B. S.W. var. condenser, 4/6;
3 McMichael neutralising condensers. 2/6 each: k
D.E.5 valves. 2 D.E.518, 2 P.11.4, all 5/- each; Ensign[Otto
pinto folding coniera, with tripod and 6 elidet.
35/..—Booth, 9, Cross Lune, Primrose Hill, Rudders.
field.
LIBERTY Supersonic Kit (approximately 10-3 ,000
metres), complete with long, medium, and short wave
oscillator, choke, 2 and 3 plate condensers, and blue
prints, cost 56/5/6, sell £3; for Igranie Neutro-Regener ative short wave set, long wa ve 11.000-2,000 mfeat2roes5l
ansformi•re units, cost £2/5, sell £1/2/ 6.—Box 9084,
o The Wirel ess World,

wave), 3 Eureka transformers (concert grand). 1 Baby
Grand ditto, 8 Gambrell coils (A to H), 3 Mogen and
1 peerless rheostats, Limn potentiometer, and sundries;
bargain,. £5110.—Box 9081, C/0 The Wireless World.

Advertisements for " The

VOLTS.

0-6

VOLTS.

0-30 MILLIANIPS.

PRIG'S

RESISTANCE
5.000 ohms.
DEAD BEAT

MOVEMENT,

8,6

CRYSTALLISED
q
Fnao.
BLACK FINISH.
uaranle.,1.
TIM STANDARD WET BATTERY CO., Dept. W.W.. Heed Office,.
showrooms & Warehoide: 104-188, Shaftesbury Avenue sell New
Oxford .ireet, Loudon W.C.2.
Phone So. ,:errard 0895.

WAT E S
Arco LT-AMP
ILAE110

TEST METER.

IIMEM11111.11.1011111111M.B.111

ltd..

FORretroactiveA.R.19
Amplion L.-S., mahogany, RI
tuner fall wave), R.I.H.F. unit fall
Af.J1

Readings:—
0-150

any

CLAREMONT WIRELESS Co.—Everything wireless
and electrical at lowest prices.
WIRELESS Co.—Celebrity portable
gramophones, new metal diaphragm sound box;
28/6 each; all above goods sent carriage paid.

oLAREMONT

Biased bv flollord's Storer. Curry's Stereo, and most good 0,41. Pro ers,

comday as

nLAREMONT

that will bold securely, spade, plug, pin,
eye, or just plain siren.
49 different
indicating lops and 6colours. 4id. each.
or without indicating tops 3d. each.
Write for a copy of Booklet X66
which describes in detail all EELEX
wireless accessories.

AN AMAZING NEW METER.
On your way home to-night call at your usuar rad to
dealers and ask to inspect the wondertul new Wales
Volt-Amp, Test Meter—the meter that has so sensationally
eclipsed every preconceived
notion of
measuring
in.strument
value
and performance.
This super meter gives three readings corn one
clearly-engraved dial
NOW you never need buy a
variety of single-purpose measuring instruments—the
Watts Meter is entirely sufficient for your needs :it
tells you all you want to know to ensure that quality
ot reception that only perfect set control can give.
No valve set user should be without it. From all good
class dealers or direct complete with explanatory
leaflet.

CLAREMONT

WIRELESS Co.-3- va l
ve
rece i
vers,
complete with lond-speeker, accumulator,,
batteries. and royalties, 57/1 9/6 ; 2-valve receiver, complete,
as above, £5/1 9/
6.

CLAREMONT
WIRELESS Co.—S t
specification; write for quotation.

TREBLE DUTY
TERMINALS

J.

Coils,

eUROPA III Full Set Coils, 50/.; screens, 6/-:
F-LI
panels, 8/3; drilled ready for use. 12 /6 ; full
kit of parts, valves, etc., £10/10.—Stott, 63, Syke ltd.
Rochdale.
[2214
HAT l'art You Want and Cannot get Delivery of.

ponent
ordered.

USE

scale

uourt Old Components Taken in Part Payment
for Latest Type: tee our advert- in co lumn
Receivers for Sale. -Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishergate. Preston.
[0228

SEND US YOUR REQUIREMENTS

T.

J.

Etc.,

WORLD

H .T. Trickle Ch arger Parts, 30/-.—Make up your
own and save charging costs; transformer, limiting resistance, rheostats, valve holder, etc.. complete
with diagram and detailed instructions; output 40-70
milliamps; state mains voltage; money returned if not
satisfactory.—Braidwood, High St., Barnet.
[2148

ALSO

WONDERFUL CASH

WIRELESS

LI
as used

N

by the

;

,S THE BEST FOR TUNING COIL;
AND 11.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Fach indrviducrl strand is silk -covered, with an
nverat coveria, of silk. All other sizes supplied.
20 ytis
4/8
I 50 yde
10/25 yds
5/6 I 60 yds
12/Trod, Term on application.
P. OR Al ISTON & SONS, LTD.,
79, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.1.

12205

Wireless World" are only accepted Irons firms we believe

to be thoroughly reliable.

4
1

'34

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components,

Etc.,

lot

Sale.-Contd.

C

ELUTION C10 Speaker, mahogany, unused, 901- ,
bargain;
Enreka
reflex
transformer,
10/-.-Box
9078. c/o The Wireless World.
[2198

THE

Calton-Stewart H.F. Choke, 2/all wavelengths guaranteed.-J.
ter Sq., Edinburgh.

post free; for
1, Hun[2193

QUPERSONIO Unit, McMieluiel, end 2 oscillators,
in
new
condition;
£3/10.-Haidibty,
KinloekArgyll.
[2192

leven,

QMOOTHIN'll Condensers, guaranteed tested, 500v.,
D.C., 2Infd.,
216;
4Infil., 416; post free; trade
e-nquiries invited.-Huggins, Radio Engineer, Clacton-onSea.
[2189

TILMEDIATE Quick Sal-Two B.T.H. R.C. Units,
5/- each; 2 B.T.H. B8 valves, 51- each; brand
new
L.S.5A..
17/6;
Pre
2.5:1
transformer,
12/6;
Ferranti
2.5:1
output,
15/-;
Heayberd
power,
200-220
tie.,
250v.,
50
mils
output,
18/-,
all
brand
new
or
little
used;
Pre
eolume
control,
3/-;
Amplion
A.R.19.
mahogany.
301.;
offers
eoneidered.-Oarr, 24,
Station Rd., Cambridge.
[2181

T

WO Lewcos 6-pin Bases and Sereene, high and low
coils,
aerial
and
transformer,
30/-;
Silvertown
transformer. 12/6.-Davies, 23, Velindre Place, Whitchurch. Glam.
[2179
1011e.T.H.
Headphones,
13:-;
R.I.
transformer,
nix
terminal, 22/-; both unused; found too large for
portable.-Matthewx 73, Loudon ltd., Salisbury.
[2176
LIMINATORS, Eeko No. 1V, £4; No. 2V, £5;
-SU
new, without valves; Western Electric floating diaphragm
loudipeeker,
ebonite horn,
£2;
Everyman
Four, with valves, £6.-49, Queen's Av., Bluckhall,
Midlothian.
[2173

T

< -

WO Lewcos Binocular Coils, B.A.R.5, low, B.A.It.20,
high, Igranie volume control, Beco cone speaker,
2 Lewcos 160 coils, one 50 C.T., one each Colvern
leather-weight aerial coil and S.P. truneformer, Interchangeable primary, low; welded 2 Lewcos aerial coils,
Q; £2 lot, or offers.-Hunt, Park Lane, Chippenham.
[2170
TOOR
Sale,
Pye
2.5:1,
tapped
secondary,
10/-;
Eureka 2nd stage, 5/-; condensers, variable, Neutrodyne and fixed, all sizes, various plug in ooils,
several rheostats, 6d. each; slow motion dials,
6v.
60, Exide,
15/-,
will split;
2v.
105
Exide,
7/6;
12x 6v. valves, Everyman Four, £6110, with valves;
send your requirements.-Shaw,
Edgefield," Birkby
Rd., Huddersfield.
(2168

MISCELLANEOUS.
L.EXANDER BLACK. The Wireless Doctor, will
£.3. call (London and Home Counties) and cure your
set; sets
installed,
maintained, end
brought up to
date; moving coil speaker, gramophone pick-ups, and
MT.
eliminators
demonstrated
by
appointmeut.-2a,
Woodville Grove. N.16
Sloane 5105, or Cliesold 3687.
17891
'PAST
Payments. -We
supply,
by easy
payments,
mmponents. accessories and setts, any make; 10X
down, balance spread over
10 months-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., il, Oat
Lane. London E.C.2
[0097

A
A.

NY Kit, set of list of parts on deferred payment
terms' send your list for prompt quotation.E. Oakley, 43, Carleton Rd., London, 14.7. [1998

rl.D.E.S.
Accumulator Charging Service.-Colleelion
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon; send
for - particulars to Croydon and District Electric Service, Dept. X., 98, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
[1010
ENTODE.-8tar
Engineering,
Didsbury.
Man
cheater,
are
now
manufacturing
moving
coils
suitable for use with Pentode valves; send for particular:4-'1%one:
Oldebury 1785
(1338

p

S

ILVER Plating at. home-You ran brilliantly silver
plate brass
taps,
door
knobs,
rods,
brackets,
medals, vases, chains, lockets, brooches, coins and a
thousand other metal articles; complete outfit, 1/6.Spaho, 2, Sydney Terrace, Lancaster.
(1897
'TIRE Greatest Boon and Saving
Preposition ever
offered in LT. and II.T., costing from 6/- yearly
tor 108 volts H.T. (not from mains), ideal for powerful
seta; genii iFel. stamped addressed envelope for full
particulars.-0. Johnstone. Rodsley St. Works, Loudon. 8.E.I.
10260

B

ROWNE,
60.
Newington
Green,
14.16,
Great
Britain's leading wireless doctor and part exchange originator; over one thousand satsified customers throughout British Isles; parts taken in part
exchange;
sets repaired and
overhauled at lowest
prices in England: results guaranteed; let us quote
you for anything wireless;
we positively save you
money.-Browne, 60, Newington Green, N.16 (North
London's rendezvous).
[2200

"E

NGINEERING Opportunities,"-This is a hook
you must not miss; it contains brilliant articles
by Prof. A. M. Low, our employment superintendent,
etc., shows how to pass A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.E.E., Metric., C. and G., G.P.O.
examinations, and outlines over 60 home study courses
in all branches of engineering; send for free copy today (state subject or examination); we alone guarantee
No Pass-No Fee.-British Institute of Engineering
'Technology, 87, Shakespeare House, Leicester Sq., Lonarm
[2217

WIRELESS

WORLD

DECEMBER 5TH, I92?".

STUPENDOUS
DISPOSAL SALE

of Wirelen and Electrical Apparatus by the R.A.F. and G.P.O.
A £0,000 stock.
We have bought a colossal eelectIon of the finest instruments
and gear of the highest grade made by the beet British makers
to strict Government standard and are therefore able to offer
buyers arare opportunity which may never occur again. Much
of the apparatus was made specially, regardless of cost, and at
the low bargain prices will not be available long, and orders
should be sent quickly as the sale period is brief. A few items
are na follow.. Call and see us or send cash with order.
L.T. ACCUMULATORS. Celluloid, '2 volt 20 amp., 8/.; 4 volt
20 amp., in ewe. OH: 4 volt 40 amp., 10/-. H.T., in Ebonite,
1,000 m/a. hrs.: 60.volt, 19/8; 90-volt, 29/.: 120svolt, 89/..
3-v. Inert Dura, 1/8. Cell Palen, 1/8. Hydrometers. 1/-.
Thermometer., 1/..
TRANSMITTERS. R.A.F. lin, spark with A.T.I. and all
fittings. Ln poliehed mahogany cast cost £15, Bale, 15/- each;
100 watts, 25/.; 250 watte. 60/- each. 2-Valve Aircraft
ditto, with Ceram Valves, Speech or Morse, 40/..
Tapping
Keys, open typo with massive contact., 6/- each. Transmitting No. SIED, with aluminium cover, double contact,
fine work, 7/6 each. Morse Practice Sets, with Buzzer and
Key on mahogany panel, 8/6 each. Morse Recorders for
rushing picture receivers, 851- each. Spark Gaps, 2/-.
RECEIVERS. New R.A.F. Aircraft 3-Valve semi-portable,
1Pet. 2 L.F., 2 anti-song Holders, Remote Control, Variable
Condenser and Rheostat; all tested on Broadcast, 40/-.
R.A.F. 6-Valve ditto, with Valves, £4 ; or fitted in poi.
mahogany cabinet with S.M. Dials, 66 10s. 9-Valve L.P.
Ampliflere. 30/, Twin Loud Speaker Wire, 1/- per 100 yds.
2-Pin Wall Plugs and Sockets, 104. Remote Tuning Controls,
fitted long cord and two Varia Condensers and Rhee, 2/..
TELEPHONES. Brown's, 4,000 or 2.000 shin pairs, headband
and cord, 35/. per pair: 1,500 ,ohm ditto. 80/-; 120 ohm
ditto, 26/-. Sullivan LE., 8/- pair. Single Brown A
Receivers, 60 or 780 ohms,
;
2,000 ohms, 14/-.
Western or Ericsson Receivers for Pick-upo, 1/6.
Wrist
Micros, 12/6. Public Address Hand Microphone,. 15/-.
Speech Buttons, 1/.. Carbon Micro. Inset% 9d. Skindervino.
Amplion Loud Speaker Units N., 7/6.
METERS. MIllisinmeten, all ranges, 15/- to 22/6; 0 to 500
volts, 45/, Weston Meters, all ranges to 1,600 volts; Elliott
and other Testing Sets, E.108, 4ranges, amps, and volte, 45/,
A.C. Hot Wire, I amp., 4/.. Slivertown Gale., 7/6. Weston
Relay'', 27/6.
GUN TELESCOPES. 25/,
MARCONI AERIEL ADJUSTERS, el to 300 Microhenrys, 4/6.
DYNAMOS. L.T. Charging. Aero, 12 volta 230 watts. with
auto cutout.
W.w., 20 volte 6 mope., 50/.; L., 12
volts 8 amps., 45/. ; Ct., 18 volts 8 mope., 65/- ;
50 volts 25 amps., t7 10a; 80 volts 20 amps., £8 10s., and
others. High Tension Charging Motor Generators: 230 volts
A.C. to 100 volts, 100 m/a. D.C.. 70/-. Dynamos : 100 volte
4 amps.. 25/- ; 250 volte 4 amps., t3 104. H.T. Anode
Motor Generators: 100 volts D.C. to 260 volts, 250 mat., £10 ;
220 volts D.C. to 400 volts D.C., 200 m/a., 112. Slagnlaccnt
2-commutator G.E.C. Aircraft Generators: 950 volts 60 nVa.
and 6 volts 5 amps., £10 ; 600 volt. 100 m/a. and 6 volts
5amps., U.
Fine Newton H.T. Generators, kW., 2,000 v.,
130; Mow Speed, 1 kW., 2,000 volts, 240; 2 kW., 2,000
and 4,000 volte, £58. Large E.V. Redder Hand Generators:
600 volts and 1,500 volts,
;Medium. 66. Hand Magnetos,
80 v. 40 nVo., 8/.; H.T., 4,000 v. I mL Mica Condensers, 10/- ;
2,000 v. Vuela, se/. ; Small 100 v. Motors. 10/-.
WHEATSTONE BRIDGES. G.P.O. and Dial types, g7 10e.
Mirror Chaves Reflecting Beam, by Paul. Gambet11, Sullivan
and Tinnier. le. Standard Reelatance Bores and Universal
Shunts, 85.. Paul Unipivote. Electroetatic Voltmeters to
6,000 volte, £8. Evershed Menem. U.
TRANSHIPPING VALVES. 6-voit. 40 and 250 watts, from 4/6.
WAVEMETERS by Townsend, Paul, Silvertown, Gambrel! and
Marconi, from 151%
ELECTRIC POCKET TORCHES, with new "Ever-Ready"
Battery, 2/6. Airship Safety Lamps, 2 v., 7/6; 23 V. to
200 V. Candle Lamps. 66. Hand Lanterns, ditto, 4/6.
Radiator 250-watt 110-volt Lamps for charging. 2/8.
ELECTRIC BELLS. G.P.O.. Circular, 3/.; Outdoor, 1/0;
Large Ironclad Belle, 5/..
to PETROL-ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS. Air Force
Portable, 1kW. 50/70 volts 20 amps., from 618. 110 Electric
Bench and Portable. 110 and 220 v. Drills, from He
Electric Hand Blowers, 22o v., 17/6. Immersion Heaters,
110 and 230 v., Ediewan, 8/6. Electric Saucepan., 6/..
INSULATORS. H.T. in porcelain and ebonite, from ed. each.
Empire Insulating Cloth for Coil.. Chokes, etc., 1/. roll of
190 eq. In. 4-Pin Plug and Sockets, 84. pair. 2-Pin do., Wall,
ramp., 106.
SWITCH GEAR. Slow-motion Geared-slide Rheos., 250 w.. 7/8.
147 S.F. Plug Boards 9-way, 10 amp., 2/-. Lucas 8.way
Switch Bosse, rnshogany, Braes Cover, 6 MP., 1 D.P., 1C.O.,
8/8,
B.P.C.O. Switches, 1/6; H.T. send receive, 2/6; and
hundred, of other Switches and Controllers.
Electric Flashing Signal Lamps: Aldis. 14/6; C.A.V., 12/6;
3-Colour Hand, 8/, Leather Canes, 10 x8x6In., with Strap,
5/.. Aerial Halliards, Bd. Aerial Winches, with Brake, 1/8.
Valve Roses. 3- call melded, 1/4. Double Protractors in
Leather Case, W.. Instrument Case., mahogany, with
Handle. Lid and Drop Front, 7080 NW.. each 2/6. Plated
Angle Terminals, 10 C.A., ld. each. Marconi T.6 Table
Vern Condensen. 7/6. Mahogany Cases, with Lid and
Khan. Panel, with 5Braes Sockets for H.T. Unit., 8040 311n.,
2/-. Loud Speaker Conderwert .05, with s Tape. 5/.. Earth
Spikes with Terminal, 1/2. Tons of other goods unclassifinl.
Send cash with order ples postage or your enquiries to

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street.
suckutar. Stn.. Met. Rip.
Tel.: City

P

0191.

REPAIRS

Any make of LK Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS - TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair.
d2./.. Po,t frei

.

Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

k214, NIgI, Striat, Co11iers Wood, London, S.W.111
W.

Dept.

j

Miscellaneous.-Contd.
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
Ss7
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain
and
Wireless
League ' old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt,
modernised; send set for immediate quotation.
QCOTT SESSIONS and Ce -New sets constructed
1
,
.7.
with your components or parte supPlied by us;
guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise in " The
Wireless World" circuits, high grade radio-gramophone apparatus, etc.; let it mean something to you
that we have satisfied
customers
throughout the
British Isles!
London service; experienced engineers
sent to all parts; portable sets demonstrated.-Tel.:
Mountview 8424.
Bailiwick Parade. Muswell Hlll
London, 14.10.
[02131

L

00 Labels.-Invaluable for recording stations and
dial settings; 50 post free 1/2.-Craven, 14, Brook
Wembley.
[2053

Av.,

B

AFFLE-BOARDS made from Sitka Spruce Piano
Sounding Board Wood, an" size made to order;
also baseboards, any size.-Dixon Brothers, Marsh Lane,
Bootle, Liverpool.
(2183
VOUR
Old
Apparatus
taken
in
Part
Payment
11- for
Latest Type; see our advert,
in column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development
Co.. 51,
Fishergate,
Perot-on.
t0224

PATENT

AGENTS.

PATENTS

and Trade Marks, British and foreign.1
Gee and Co. IlL T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
and AMIBE.). 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.0.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525
[0001
MIREE.
Inventor's
Guide on Patents.-T.
A 253(w), Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.

A.,
[1158

A.

REPAIRS.
LEXANDER
BLACK
the
wireless
13 repaired and modernised.-Details
rellaneous.

doctor,
under

sets

Mis.
[9991

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
1.7
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
column.
[0263

G

UARANTEED Repairs by Experte-Lowlepeakers,
headphones, pick-ups, any make or type rewound,
remagnetised and adjusted, post free, 4/-;
transformers
and chokes rewound, from 4/-, post free.Howell, 42, Fotheringham Bd., Enfield, Middletmx.
[2231
EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure testis-U, faction send remittance after approval of same.Leeds Wireless Repair Service.

L

OTID -SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any re-LA
sistance and remagnetised, 3/-; transformers rewound, 4/-; sets constructed and overhauled, work
guaranteed.-Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Place. Green 'Rd., Leeds.
[2171

EXCHANGE.
PART Exchange-Best offers made without seeing
1
material; special offer, will exchange new oak
cabinets, 18x7x10, for modern wireless parts, or sell
16/-; also parts for sale- at knock-out prices to callers;
Tuesdays and Thursdays only, after 6.-G. A. Ryall,
182, Kennington Rd., London.
[1913
VXCHANGE
106
Wireless
Books,
his-biding
81
Wireless Worlds," 25 " Modern," u Popular," etc.,
fur p.m.6, or anything wirelees.-Write Ebswortli, 16,
Tinier ltd., Walworth, S.E.
[2142
VOUR
Old
Apparatus
taken
in
Part
Payment
1
for Latest Type;
see our
advert,
in
column
Receivers for Sale-Scientific
Development Co., 51,
Fishergide, Preston.
[0230

W

ANTED, components for Stedipower unit in exchange for super het, receiver, complete with 7
valves-Vanes, Chemist, Weston-super-/dare.
[2164

Osram

WANTED.
IXTANTED,
matched
set
silver Marshall
I.H.F.
PP transformers; low price-Owen, Whydown. Bexhill.
(2102
WANTED, 0.P.50
TT good
condition

Wireless World.

Ferranti push-pull transformer,
essential.-Box
9061, c/o The
(2122

leffEGAVOX, second-hand, 1928, guaranteed reliable
J.Y.S. parts, valves. etc. that "The Wireless World."
September 19th, page 338), electric soldering iron,
D.C.230, standard or duplex Clarostats. 4. 2, 1 mfd.
condensers. 800 volts tested, 4-volt accumulator, big '
capacity, 2 mains eliminator chokes.-Dun, 1, The
Terrace, Kitchener Barracks, Chatham.
[2141

VRAME

Aerial
for Superhet.,
perfect.-Chappell,
113, Calloway Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [2139

MR.

HILL desires to thank his recent correspon.
dents for offers of copies of - Modern Wireless."
(2126
WERRANTI A.F.5, Pee choke, 2 0.0005 S.M. eon.
.8.
densere, K.C. or Log. 0.26, 1 and 2 mid. condensers; exchange 8-1 Ideal for 4-1 Ideal or Pye, or,
sell 10/-.-Green, 15, Carlyle Walk, Lincoln.
[2185
•LOR

Mention of " The Wireless World!' when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,
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Wanted.—Contd.
WANTED, good speaker, will exchange pai
r of
VP canaries and breed i
ng cage, nest pans, etc.-19.
Leeds Rd., Ilkley, Yor ks.
[2174
WANTED, moving coil or good cone speaker and
•V graniophone.—Detalis to Box 9079, c
/o The
Wireless World
[2199
WANTED Immediately, experienced man for service
TV work and repairs; permanency.—Davis and Son,
Radio Manufacturers, Westelifi-on-Sea.
[2166
'WANTED,
accurate
second-hand
ohm-meter,
measuring to 5,000 ohms.—Box 9066, co The
Wireless World.
12125
AGENCIES,
A CENTS Wanted for Portable Pentode H.T. Area231. mule tors, all parts; good terms ; see under Battaries.—Peaison Bros., Bedworth, Nuneaton.
[2123
SITUATIONS VACANT.
UTIRELESS Operating Appointments Assured
VV short qualifying courses, -day, evening ; fees payable after appointment for boerding students; Morse
elasses.—Manoger, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
London. Ni. North 3694.
(1399

REDUCTION IN PRICES
Ask for Particulars

ANODE SUPPLY
FILAMENT SUPPLY
ROTARY-TRANSFORMERS
Input
Output

12 to 250 V. D.C.
to 1,000 v. 100 w

MOTOR-GENERATORS
Input
Output
Efficient.

A.G. or D.0
to 170 w. H.T., or
80 w. H.T. & 80 w. L.T.
Silent.
Ripple-free.

THE

WIRELESS

YOUR

Isul

ON

WORLD

writu za

EASY
---TE1
CNIS
—

Moving Coil Loudspeakers — Cossor Kits,
Mains Units, Brown Conespeakers, etc.,
all well-known products for small deposit
Elm Work%
Elm Park,

C

•S

4,1 Brixton Hill,
London, S.W.2

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Situations Vacant.—Contd.
WIRELESS Engineer, with fi rst chugs experience et
vV telephony, transmissios. and receptibn ; state
qualifications. experience, mid salary required, to Box
34, co Knights, 55-6, Ohancery Lane,W. C.
2.
[0259
SITUATIONS WANTED.
K EEN Assistant., up-to-date pract i
ce and theory ,
accustomed responsibility, wide business experience, well educated.—Box 9080, c/o The Wirele,4
JI

ACQUERED COPPER Sale
"EUROPA THREE" 6P6
ALUMINIUM.

Sure. and Screening Boxes made for all types
Trade Enquirito incited.

107.

et Receivers.

LOCK-ATKINSON WIRELESS,

Bedtime, SC, Gt. Portland St., W.I.

•
Phone

zrov 12.23

1. COILS for NEW COSSOR 3
Guaranteed super efficiency and ready to fit. Cossor
holders, quick delivery, 225-(mo pair 15/-, 900-2000.
pair 17/-. These coils really give wonderful results and
are perfectly made using low loss formers and are correet to size. Trade supplied. If your dealer cannot
supply order direct from us. Our name on the box is
aguarantee of perfection in every way.
POSTLETNWAITE BROS., KINVER, STOUR811108E
Coil Serialixt, since 1922.

AkRT HC
IS:
,U
'
YN etY"
You can earn money at home in whole or spare time
writin g Show Cards for us. No canvass i
ng. We train you
by post by our new simpl e met hod and furnish the Outfit
.,11e supply both men and women with steady work
e, no matter where you live, and pay you cash for
rit completed each week, under our legal guarantee.
Full particulars and booklet free. Write at once or call.
SHOW CARD SERVICE, HITCHIN.

s

Multi-valve
Receivers.
No
valves required.
No
expensive
replacements.
For

"[TEEN Young Ma n (24), goo d all round knowledge
-RR- wireless, desi gn, construction, overhauls, 3 years
with leadin g fi rm as salesman demonstrator, seeks
sit uation; moderate salary.—B., 105, Philip Lane,
N.15.
(
2178
FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.
WIRELESS Salesman Required for City Retail
" Shop, willing to invest up to E300; security and
share of protite.—Apply E. B. L. and Co.. 69, Leadenst., E.C.3.
[2106
BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
S TEP by Step Wireless, a complete cou rs
e of the
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc.,
with extracts trom a designer's notebook giving up-to.
data practical applieations ; issued weekly, send lf. p.o.
for first 4 weeke.—Olifford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E. Eng. ,
Dept. W.W., liampton-on•Tham es.
10195
W ET II T. Batteries are now a proved success;
write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining, free; mention paper—Tayl or ,57. Studley lt d..
London.f0077

"PAMPAS-FIBRE" 1
CONE

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Note

311

New

Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
t'Phone: .5001.)

KON ACT
COLOURED

A. J. W.
COILS for "W.W. Europa Three," wound
exactly to specification. Price 30'- pair.
Complete Kit of Parts for above set,
excluding Cabinet and Valves, but including
pair of wound coils
£8 - 10 Cabinet extra
- £1 - 5 Valves 2, 4, or 6 volt

£2 - 8 -

A. J. WRIGHT, Ltd.,

CONNECTING

=
=

GILBERT INDUSTRIES,
519, London Road, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA

=
=

incorping

Westingho
orat use
Metal

Rectifiers

2, 4or 6volts at
1an amp. No renewels or atten-

Address

lion.

Complete

units Icons
47 /
6

IGRANIC's
"oteo
elf
ewoies-KLE-T
NEW

WIRE

ONE 10ft. COIL (IN ENVELOPE/
80.
FOUR 5ft. COILS (IN CARTON)
116
COLOURS
RED, BLUE, YELLOW, GREEN, WHITE and
BLACK.
PROPRIETORS,
BRISTOL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
QUEEN'S ROAD, BRISTOL.

BOP

Pees Joe
let
etcodei
DURING

9,60
ee

DECEM BER

ACCUMULATORS "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL.
ACCUMULATORS.
3
amp. hour typ ,02, S i-60 il volts
S b- 22/6
H.T • merged
ill
d.
P •
DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE, 60 vo.lts 6 amp. 30/.
..
•
• •• •• •
• •
• •
• •
•
e

ce

Completo

as

em

o
u
ustrate

hours

rile Wor!crs Best High Tension Accumulator and o. British
lanufacture.
The Unique Semi-oil Submerged feature of the
Elite absolutely prevents surface leakage losses. The battery lasts
a life-time.
Write for lists.
SOLD 011 APPROVAL SUPER
DUNHILL ROW, LONDON,E.C.1
ACCUMULATORS ELITE, BEDFORD St., HALIFAX. Telephone: 4304. Telegrams: Elite, Halifax
London Distributor :—CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON. W.1
£63
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

30, LAMB'S PASSAGE,

—
"Z-=

1f pour dealer does riot clock. write dirori to sr

of
Head Office and Works:
Componentsfrom Tulsemera Manufacturing Co.
DALTON STREET,
47/6
West Norwood, S.E.27.
SETTER CONNECTIONS
IMPROVED APPEARANCE
ANO BEST RESULTS
BY USING

/9 El

Each

Marked and Instructions for making.

E-

A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS
Please

PAPER

A Remarkable New Como Paper. Purer Repro.
dilation. Greater Volume. Climate Proof. Ideal
ior all makes of Cone or Moving-Coll Speakers.

ANNOY

F/H-:I7.71NIT

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd.,

3e

16
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35
Accumulators Elite
16
A.F.A. Accumulators, Ltd.
27
American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd.
24
B. es J. Wireless Co.
28
Baker's " Selhurst" Radio
Bayliss, W. Ltd.
28
Belling es Loo, Ltd.
6
6
Benjamin Electric, Ltd.
Bowyer Lowe Co.. Ltd.
Cover I.
Bristol Wireless Co.
35
Britannia Reproducers, Ltd.
16
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
12
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26
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D.F.M. Radio
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Eton Glass Battery Co.
26
Flexible Electric Cords, Ltd.
32
Formo Co.
12
Frelat Valves
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Garnett, Whiteley k Co., Ltd.
11
General Electric Co., Ltd.
8 & 17
Gilbert Industries
35
Gilman, J. S.
8
Grafton Electric Co.
.
36
Graham Amplion, Ltd.
21
Graves, J. G., Ltd.
30
Griffin, A. W., & Co., Ltd.
30
Harris Radio
33
Hart Bros. Electrical Mani. Co., Ltd.
12
hunt. A. IL, Ltd.
26 & 28
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.
35
Improved Liquid Glues Co., Ltd.
12
Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.
30
Lamplugh, B. A., Ltd.
29
Lectro Ling, Ltd.
14
Lisenin Wireless Co.
31
Lock-Atkinson Wireless
35
Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.
10
London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd.
23
Lyons, Claude, Ltd.
31
Mainten Man!. Co.
32
Marconiphone Co., Ltd.
Cover ii.
McMichael, L, Ltd.
20
Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd.
Cover i. k p. 3
M-t. Magneto Synd., Ltd.
35
NI P h Wii...1.“ Ill.
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Mollard Wireless Service Co., Ltd. .. Cover I. and 1
Northern Radio Co.
28
Ormiston, P., & Sons
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Perseus Radio
32
Philips Lamps, Ltd
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Regent Radio Supply Co
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Show Card Service
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Taylor, G.
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Transformer Repair Co.
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35
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Westam Accumulators
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ANELS AND FORMERS FOR

erfct insulation & better appearance
PANELS: Mahogany, Natural Brown, or Black finish.
Â' thick, et. per sq. inch.
.e," thick, Id. per sq. inch.
COIL FORMERS: Prices on application.
'EMPIRE" VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in a.1
chatueters.
Distributors:
WRIGHT &
WEAIRE LTD.,
r40, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
P1,014º N06.: Tottenham 8547 ds 3845.
Sole Manujact
.:
111E MICANITE & INSULATORS CO., LTD.,
Empire Works, Blackhorse Lane, WalUemstow, E.17.
eteeessmee..

Z4Qe

'N'

O

\> Carborundum Grid Leaks
and Anode Resistances are
41.Z*,
quiet.
They are solid rods of
cv,-e.,t, Carborundum that provide an on—
interrupted tiow of current. They are
dense and cannot disintegrate. There Is
no noise from arcing. Carborundum Grid
Leaks are tested at the maximum operating grid
voltage, viz., 5 yolts, and Resistances at 100 volts.
2,500 ohms to 7 megohms 26 each.

('

The Carborundum Co., Ltd., Manchester.
THE

EBONITE

SPECIALISTS

SHEETS, TUBE, ROD, PANELS, Etc.
FROM ALL HIGH-CLASS DEALERS

ivelborgs
special demonstration of the New Berra Magnetic speaker 0:tut eatraordittarr
rewonse to all audible frequencies
Also call and hear the latest Hiera Moving Coll
Speaker and Patent 4 pole balanced armature unit which &ea wonderful volume
without the slightest c, atter.

Daily demonstrations ot S.L. MAGNAVOX, MARCONI, BLUE
eto. Also PICK UPS.
t'OM

mow

own

momparleores

and

choose from

spor,

MOLLARD.

the world, fate« Speakers.

l38-page FREE catalogue Radio and Electrical,

Telrielp.u..

GRAFTON

SIM(

Dept. W., 34, Grafton

(

C

Road, W.I.

CABINETS
Vi 0 SI.: K

4t,e,

t,

\

GENUINE EBONITE,Z/

-WAVY
SILKEN

SURFACE

PANELS,'

,• •

Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd., Union Place,

Wells St., \\.)

A SENSATION AT OLYMPIA EXHIBITION

for the

Eliminators Eliminated by

MEGAVOX III n e :V a
i
chogany.

WESTAM

MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS
Post this Coupon now
for
revised
list
of
Camco Cabinets.

GUARANTEED

e perSq
.Inch

COMPANY

Street, TottenItsm Court

0«)
.
,

EUROPEAN THREE
& ALL POPULAR CIRCUITS

To CARRINGTON Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
cAMCO WJRKS, SANDERSTEAD ROAD, sOUThi CROYDO N.
Telephone: Croydon 0523 (2 lines).
Please send full details of the "Megavox 3" and other Cameo Cabinets,

EVERLASTING

H.T. ACCUMULATORS

6»

60 Volt Model 30,falso 20,30,90,100 & 120 YOH.
atellogf.r

NAME
ADDRESS

aVolt. 2 Amps.
ENTIRELY BRITISH.

and

care parts lt,t
dearer or

from your

W EST AM ACCUMULATORS,
257, HIGH STREET, LINCOLN.
WaleW
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Its amazing value and tone have astounded the
critics and public alike. Substantially built, in
either dark mahogany or oak, its success is due to
patents exclusive to M.P.A. To hear it is to buy.

Other M.P.A. Models include the De Luxe
Plaque 47/6, Table Cabinet Speaker £41176,
Table Grand Speaker 5 gns., Dual Inductance
Speaker 7gus. and Moving Coil Speakers from
so to 52gus. All Wireless Dealers stock M.P.A.
Products.
The M.P.A. WAY — Products to the value of
£5 and over can be obtained on Hire Purchase
Terms for £1 down.
Streets

DEPT* 2, M.P.A. WIRELESS, LTD., 02 CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.1.

Have

you

got

your

copy

of

The

Wireless

DIARY
dub

nAjeED‘nEw Worl

d

for
1929

Tel. GERR.o844-8

A Christma/s
Sggestion
iut
A copy of "The Wireless
World" Diary forms a
very acceptable present to your wireless friends

THIS little volume contains in convenient compass a mass
of information which wireless users frequently require, and
the Diary pages provide ample space for memoranda, and
notes concerning individual sets and other wireless matters.
PRINCIPAL

Summary ot Regulations Relating
to Amateur Transmitter and Receiving Licences.
Conversion
Tables, English measures to metric
and vice versa. Decimal and metrical
equivalents of fractions of an inch.
Broadcasting Stations of Europe
with their Call-Signs and Wavelengths. Typical Wireless Receiver

CONTENTS.

and Eliminators :—Fourteen Diflerent Circuits with Diagrams. Time
and Day Conversion Tables, giving
the times corresponding to midnight, 6.o a.m., noon, and 6.o pan.
G.M.T. in all parts of the world.
Valve Data, giving the characteristic features of all standard
valves.

From all Booksellers and Stationers.
Published jointly by
"THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street.
LONDON, }..O.4.

and

__L•res fells ts°
AND

*TheWirelessWorld"

( PRICE 1f- NET
Post Free 1/1.
In Leather Case, with
pockets, pencil and season
ticket window, 2/6 net.
By post 2/7.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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RADIO

GIFTS

FOR

CHRISTMAS

Wednesday, December 12th, 1928.

BATTERY
ELIMINATOR
Model A.C. 18. as illustrated,
has been designed to meet the
requirements of 2, 3. 4 and 5

This model ta particularly suitable for the
Cossor "Melody Maher"
and
Mallard
Master
Three Sets.

Valve
Set
owners
Price
£1 17s. 6d. complete with Half
Wave Rectifying Valve and
royalty.
7s. 6d.
for
Full Wave Rectifying Valve.
Send for loll particulars from du
makers

H. CLARKE & CO. (tliCR),

LTD.,' ATLAS' WORKS OLD
TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

FOR
ALfrRNATING

Ci. RKENT.

1P1
ALI F

Dubilier
Paper

Condensers
Type 811. Max. Working Voltaic,
200 volts D.C. (peak).
Tested at
400 volts D.C.

BRARY

05 mid.
1'0
2'ø
day:. et

MANI)! ACTUKI I BY
C.

F. &H. BurTon

PROGRESS

WORKS

WALSALL, ENG.

11

Dubilter Condenser L,r 11,2%) Lt..1

bekori

N. Aion
I.1.10¡

No. 485.

Vol. XXIII.

No. 24.

Copyrtgat. Regtstered as a Itistaspafres
for&anstntssion in Mt hinted Kingdom.

ADV11.12 .11S1 MINI S.
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COM PON ENT$
IN YOUR,

IWIJILLAIRID
MAS1FEIR
STAR
COSS C

MELODY MAKER
AN ID ANY
41)11-11-11E1Q

For your set choose-Lotus Dual Wave Coil,

15/-,

21/-

;Lotus Vernier Dial
Lotus
Variable
densers, fronl
Lotus
Con
Buoyancy Vaive Holders, 1/3
to 1/9; Lotus C
Jacks,
oil
Switches
and Plugs;
Holders,
Single
Retn
ote Coil Holders ; Lotus
every
roots]
Control for reception
of set.
libel Eltly type

Prom (III Radio Dealers

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Please send me Simp'ified Plan of Assembly of The
Mul ard Master Five and
Free coin of "Radio for the Million," Vol. 2 No. 4.
Name
Address

A

Advertisements for " The Wireless World

i
rDVERTISEMENTS.

PORT4131,11

Mu liard Master Five can be
carried from house to house —
from room to room—from fireside to
bedside.
It will give you music
wherever you go—at your house—
your friends' houses, in your car. It
is entirely self-contained — receiver,
batteries, aerial and loud-speaker all
enclosed in one attractive cabinet.
To Dept. 8, " Radio for the Million,'
63, Lincoln's Inn Fie:ds, London, W.C.2.

WORLD

It gives an amazing choice of programmes with one dial tuning. It
is highly efficient on long waves as
well as on the broadcast band, an
achievement rare with portable sets.
Its tone is rich and realistic.
Its
operation is of the simplest.
Its
simplicity of construction eliminates
error and assures success.

Post coupon now for full details and simplified
Plan of Assembly.

ullard

MASTER, •RADIO
are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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13 days

Order NOW to

Christmas

ensure delivery

Only
to

TO PERFECT RADIO

COSSOR MELODY
MAKER.

ULTRA DOUBLE
ACTION AIR COLUMN
LOUD SPEAKER.

Complete kit including valves in sealed carton. This
wonderful Set can be built in 90 minutes.
Send
only
10 /e
Balance in 11 monthly 11/7
Instal “ents et

MULLARD MASTER THREE STAR.
Complete kit of components, including panel and
cabinet.
Send 1Yk i ••
Balance in 11 inonthle 1C/3
payments ot
only

MULLARD MASTER FIVE PORTABLE.
Complete kit of components including all requisite
accessori,s—such as valves, batteries, etc.
Balance in 11 monthly es r
Send 'M1
oly
paymeats ot
JJI •
Oniy

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET.
A very efficient Receiver using latest type of 09(Orn
S.G. Valve. Complete kit of parts.
Send 1C I
Balance to 11 monthly 1 /5
jut os
instalments of
s
only

EDISWAN R.C.

II

over the whole
ranee of frequencies due to automatic
segregation of high and lose notes.
P, elect reproduction

Send only

8/3

Balance in 11 month],
instainsents of

8/3

A set of re.
rnarkoblerange
and selectivity.
Cam Detector.
Triode and
Peu to de
valves. Brings

Program In ea
from all
Europe.

Supplied complete with valves, batteries, ono Loud

Speaker of leading makee.

Send only

27/6

Itoyafty Paid.

Balance in Easy Instalments.

The Peto.ecott

"RADIOGRAM
SENIOR."
.1 combined Receiver and Gramophone bowed in a lururious cabinet.
The Receiver uses Pentode valve and
brings you programmes from s vide
range of British and Continental
Stations,.
Gramophone lee of the
highest quality double-eprIng ty o
and plops tvo twelve-inch records

EKCO H.T. ELIMINATOR.
A famous praluct by a famous firm.
Variable
tapping 0to 120 and Ifixed 1
-0.
Maximum output
20 m.'a. For A.C. Mains, rectifization by valve.
Send lfl
ju f
iss
Balance in 11 monthly
payment.
only

with

ne winding.

Send
only

55/9

Balance in Easy
lnitalments.

only 13/ 1

instalments ot

1

Oldham D.C. Charger and
120-volt H.T. Accumulator.

tt

chili per incorporates Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier under licence. Safet, fuse prevents overload. The Accumulator is one of the finest made.
Send 10/10
Balance in 11 monthly
/1
The

Instalments et ..

se

••

SOCIABLE FIVE.

Light and easy to catty
about.
wonderful range
and selectivity.
Exceptional
purity of tone.
Adapted

to

IV / AV

Send
only

Celestion

Loud

i

A set os es eat sensitivity. Iovers
both wavebands with no cull
changing. Completely suif-con.
tained.
Simplicity Itself to
operate. Needs PO aerial and no
earth.
ideal act for the Flat
Dweller.

Speaker.

An instrument combining handsome appearance
with all-round efficiency. In polished mahogany.
.S:i
i
l
n
yd 13 /
9
Balance in 11 monthly 1Q/9
Instalments of

18/4

payments of....

Amplion Lion Loud Speaker.
Another new loud speaker which created asensation
at the 01, mpia Show. Marvellous reproduction of
all frequencies. All models available. For the chassis
Only

ru
,
alann
i :i
its bâ

Send
11, 'w
only

.
11

monthly 11/.

as

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS.
All the lead ng makes suppl:ed.
R.K. Send only 15 2.
Balance in II
1 5/2
monthly instalments of
.
.•
A
Mamma.
Send only 14,8. Balance
14/8
in Ilmonthly ins'alments of
Marconipnona. Sed only 111. Balance
11/7
in II monthly instalments of .•
••
These prises :.re for units only.

•

0'y emnrehensive steaks embrace every radio
neon, ty. Cull at any of olr showrooms and insrect
our wonder! 1ranee of components, inetruments and
rccessories--all of which are obtainable on our Easy
Terms. II yoli c,nuot call, tint the coupon below
for faller details of the Busy Way to Peifect Radio.
Continuous demonstrations at all our
showrooms.

el

It
a

Please send me your Big List.
NAME
ADDRESS

21

CO.

LTD.

b,itipee7004euafflijoie
Mention of

G.E.C. "VICTOR THREE."

A remarkable set at a remark •Iale price. Complete
with val es, boiteries and bud sp-aker. Roy•Ity void.
Send
on ly
Balance et 11 monthly 1111//

Send only
Balance Cy easy instalments.

Au/

PETO -SCOTT

1.3/4

SOCIABLE THREE.

zagrii
ts
ayll
oi
inanely 8, ,
3

C 12

40/ .

f
na
slanm
eeeni
t
n
s.1
1
1 munt.hly. 40/.

Handsome polished Console Cabinet in mahogany,
dark oak or golden oak. including Eagle board.

only ui

play gram,

phone
recut ds
electrically.
A turntable enables not to
be faced in any direction.
A
iemarkable portable at a re.
workable price.

Console Loud Speaker Cabinet.
9/3

A new and extremely efficient three-valve Set which
is simplicity itself to operate. In handsome cabinet
with oxsdised silver fittings.
Send
Balance In 11 monthly 1Q/4
payments of
•• •• Au
only

The wonderful Keystone H.F. Unit which uses the
new Screened-Grid Valve increases the range, selectivity and volume of your old Melody Maker.
Thousands of delighted users all over the country are
getting many more stations with this Unit. which can
1-e used with practically any Set. Complete with
Valve a d Royalty.
Bales's In 11 monthly
41/3
Send Q /3
payments ot..
only U/

A
portable
Set
whose
uppearence ena• les it to be
placed In any room without
looking out of place. C0111.
pletely
sell - contained.

A.C. Model. 12 payments 12 3.

Send

ERANDESET IIIA.

Bring Your Old Cossor Melody
Maker up to date.

REGENTONE ELIMINATOR.
W Is.
I variable tapping 0 to 200 volts.
Ifined 90 volts and I power. Maximum Current
30 m'a at 180 volts.
Send
Balance in 11 monthly
't

ee

All battery troubles dispensed with. Uses Screened.
Grid and Pentode Valves. Just plug into ordinary
electiic-light mains. For the set complete (except
load speaker)
Send -84.
Balance by 11 monthly Adyt.
only
payments
.• • -sag

THREESOME.

Model

e:

The Peto-Scott "MAJESTIC SCREENED
Philips' 3-valve A.C. Mains
GRID
THREE."
Receiver.

Complete kit of components including panel and
cabinet.
down and 11 monthly
Send 10/.
payment, at ..
•• s
only

we
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W.W. 12/24.

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.
€2, HIGH HOLBORN,
LOADON. W.C.I. 4, MANCHtSTER STREET. LIVERPOOL.
Clerkonwell 9405.

G.lancerr 8283 .

Liverpool Central 2134.
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VM_VIES

INDIRECTLY«HEATED

CATHODES

Why have so many of the leading manufacturers of wireless sets adopted as
standard Cosmos All Electric Valves ? A few reasons are here given indicating
that for sticcessful operation of sets completely from the electric light supply mains
these Valves are indispensable.
All valves with directly heated cathodes (" Raw" A.C.
Valves as they are called) operate with Hum.

lhis

hum, even if small, makes them quite

unsuitable

detectors — the

Cosmos

most

critical

position.

Electric Valves do not Hum, and
all stages.

By reason of their big cathodes and great cathodeemission Cosmos All Electric Valves are robust,
strong and long-lived.

as
All

are suitable for

LONG LIFE
A valve that emits from the grid cannot be used in
R.C.C. Sets, nor, if serious, in transformer coupled Sets.
Grid emission is a more serious defect than "softness"
and no one would dream of using a "soft" valve.
Cosmos All Electric Valves do not grid-emit.

Cosmos All Electric Valves give great amplification
per stage. They are extremely sensitive and, by reason
of low impedance values, give high tone quality of reproduction and handle power volumes with ease.

Special capping and the use of disc adaptors enable
Cosmos All Electric Valves to be used in existing
battery sets without re-wiring. The extraordinary good
characteristics of these valves, however, may render a
slight modification to some circuits desirable.

The prices of Cosmos All Electric Valves are comparable with the
prices of ordinary battery valves. Why use any any bus satisfactory ?
Ty pe AC/G
Green Spot

Type AC/R
Red Spot

High Amplification.

1

2

COST NO M,ORE

7/6

Power Amplification.

A.C. Sockets, 3/— each.

et.—Vick Disc Adaptors, 6d. each

Eliminators especially designed for these Valves, send for Section

M
METROVICK
A3

SUPPLIES

î

-VALVES

LIMITED, 155

Charing

Cross

C.

R.P.

Road,

LONDON , W .
C.2.

Ad certisements for " The 1Vireless World " are only acceeted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Short Wave fans
or Broadcast listenersthese are your phones

3 Resistances
(120, 2,000 & 4,000
ohms).

1 Price

12/6
F

0 R their sensitivity most DX
workers use Ericsson Supersensitive—for their wonderful response
to all tonal frequencies the B.B.C. use
them in their studios to test the quality
of transmission.
They consist of two aluminium cased
double-pole watch pattern receivers
with a double "Duralumin" headband,
with 6 feet 2-way best quality flexible
cord. All terminals enclosed (to prevent
short circuits).

GIVEN FREE
/
WITH EACH " TONATUNA"

GIVE
YOUR
FRIEND

Adopted in 1909 as standard by the
Admiralty and the R.A.F. in 1917.

ONE FOR
XMAS

At all good dealers or direct:

and treat yourself
to one also I

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, Ltd.
67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.

showing how.
with the addition of a few simple components a remarkably
efficient 3-valve Set can
be built. It is so easily
controlled that the
youngest member
of your family will
have no diffiNO COILS TO
culty
in
CHANGE .
tuning
INCREASED
SELECTIVITY.
e

—are full instructions

RANGE
240 to 2,000
METRES .

Tuning with the "TONÁTUNA" is simplicity itself. There are no coils to
change. and a simple turn of the centre knob switches you over from short
waves to long waves. Tuning is razor-sharp, and it is surprising the number
of stations that are brought in.
Range is from 240 to 520 metres and 1,100 to 2.000 metres. using a '000 3
variable condenser. One-hole fixing.

Price

21P.„,

It your dealer doer, not -tack. unto

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES

Mention

" The [Fireless World,"

when writing

including full instructions for
building the specially designed
3-valve Set.
lin,t ttIvIat; We name awl addr,s.

THE TONEX CO.,

WALKER STREET, BLACKPOOL, LANCS.

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The new Philips Gramophone Pick-up fulfils
the long-felt want for areal light-weight pickup which would not put any more strain on
records than an ordinary sound box and give
faithful reproduction without surface noises.
This neat, scientifically made instrument has
standard fitting for any tone arm. An ingenious switch greatly simplifies
the fixin g ofneedles.
TYPE 4005.

501

PUILIPS AMPLIFIER
Built on the same advanced principles
as the well-known PHILIPS Receiving
sets, this new Amplifier, incorporating
the famous Philips L.F. transformer
type 4003, a steep-slope detector and
Pentode valve, gives areproduction of
gramophone records with a purity and
volume hitherto unobtainable.
Volume control permits the reducing or
increasing of volume without altering
the sound proportion between high
and low notes.
TYPE
2781. £6.10.
Price,
in cl
udi ng
valves and leads,

PHILIP S
f

eir

Advert. Philips Lamps Ltd., Radio Dept., Philips House, i.

A5

adio

,

Please
send
me
complete
Gramophone
Pick-up and Amplifier
leaflets.

Charing Cross Road, W.C.2

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted front firms we believe

•

to be thoroughly reliable.
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NO OTHER SPEAKER
IN THE WORLD

GIVES BETTER RESULTS
OFF A 2-VALVE SET
THAN THE NEW

M.P.A

DUAL INDUCTANCE
and it is the finest "speaker "value you can
possibly buy. A speaker built on the moving
coil principle which requires neither accumulators, mains connections, special valves,
nor transformers I A self-energising model
exclusive to M.P.A.! More sensitive than a
magnetic movement, yet
uses no more
H.T. voltage than an ordinary loudspeaker!
Low notes without a boom! High notes
without shrillness! Every part balanced and in
perfect unison !Speech excellent! "It gets the
best from your set." Ask for the M.P.A. DUAL
INDUCTANCE SPEAKER. Price 7guineas.
*

*

•

*

Other M.P.A. Models include the Popular Plaque, so 6;
De Luxe Plaque, 4716; Table Grand Speaker, guineas;
Table Cabinet Speaker, £4117.6 ; Moving Coil
Speakers, from to guineas; and the "Octroda"
8-Electrode Self-Contained Stationary Set, 12 and 57
guineas. For Irish Free State prices write Brown bros.
(Ireland), Lower Abbey St., Dublin, C.8. 4.111 Wireless
Dealers stock M.P.4. Products.

THE

-•

M.P.A.

WAY

Products to the value of £5 or
over can be obtained on Hire
Purchase Terms loe fi down.

Streets

DEPT. 2 ,M.P.A WIRELESS LTD., 02, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, 111.1. TEL GERRARD 6844-8

IT'S PERFORMANCE THAT COUNTS!
THE CURVE BELOW 40 ,,
GIVES A COMPARISON
W.
BETWEEN TWO ORDINARY
•
SAL -AMMONIAC BATTERIES AND A
.ik •

lie

1P

PERTRIX PATENT LONG
DRY BATTERY.
*.
10 11
•* 1)

le iele
..._
"Ia.
'W.

EMPLOYING
PRINCIPLES

LIFE

***
•

The much better result given by !h. PERTRIX iv due to the elimination ut toss 0
energy whilst the battery is idle.

VOLT :
1M
I

THE PERTRIX
IS A NEW BATTERY

4 dk
...-

•
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WRITE FOR LIST 'P3. ' GIVING FULL
DETAILS, FREE ON REQUEST
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--AND SETTING
A NEW STANDARD
IN DRY
BATTERY
PERFORMANCE.
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ACA7/11171A1083 LTD.
120, TOITEARMI LOT
ROAD.
1.0nDON.
W.I.
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Mention of " The Ifeirelrss World, — when writ og to adcerlisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Hearing is believing!
This is the
speaker you would probably choose if
you could test it against all other
models, even at higher prices.
Built
on the unrivalled exponential system
—ensuring unusually faithful reproduction.

The Ferranti AF3 is the Transformer of universal appeal.
To the
electrically critical
it shows an
amplification
curve that
speaks
volumes.
To the musically critical
it offers a revelation in faithfulness of
reproduction.

PRICE

25/-

immiuminummoumminimminumiummumucimumummulunimuunimmt.

PRICE
tI11111111111111

£3.3.0

C--

RRAfi

The Ferranti 2 Mfd. Fixed Condensers
are wound with pure metal foil and not
with metallised paper.

A Ferranti Radio Meter.
Tells
accurately the conditions under which
the set is working, and enables you to
base adjustments on actual ascertained facts.

Specially designed for mains work. They
offer minimum resistance to H.F. currents.
Adequately insulated and subjected to searching tests to eliminate any
possibility of defect or failure.

The model shown is the portable
3-range
instrument
Type PR3a,
No. 26, 1,000 ohms per volt.

Type

£2.17.6

Cl, 5/6
5/-*
•
reminds for

CIT.

Type C2,

„

C2T,

soldering only.

3/6

3/-*
•

A\
FERRANTI

LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE

11111

ituiliniminminummtiliminimiummiummumammilimmunnwinummummuumnionnumumn iummummiiiminnuninumminumunimmuniumnummunimminiumi l
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—if you have electric light. For
here's a way you c n get constant
raLlio power—from your swi ch. G:t
th sT.0 C. Book. It shows how anyone can build a safe, reliable L.T.
Eliminator—in an evening. You
can't possibly go wrong if you tohow

makes an
Ideal Gift!

tim
the easy instrurtions, clear photo.
gr.' phs and simple diagrams There
a•e onl% 6components and 12 wires.
The result will 132 an eliminator that
wi 1give you steady, silent powerat the touch ot aswitch. Send the
coupon to-day.

Give a Blue Spot 49 Speaker this Xmas--the
Speaker that lives ! Whatever goes into the
microphone, comes through absolutely naturally on
the Blue Spot 49 Loudspeaker. No matter whether
it is the top note of the piccolo, the deepest
thunder of the organ or the middle register of
the voice, you get unalloyed tone without distortion. Reproduction is perfect—and this amazing
speaker, obtaim-ble from all leading wireless retailers, costs only £2
2
0.
The secret of its success is the Blue Spot 66Z
Driving Unit, capable of handling great volume
without distortion, and pleasing results can be
obtained with low H.T. values. It can be obtaired
for home constructors as a separate unit, price 17/6

_op stIlOWS
Mee» M I•

To Tel ,graph Condens,r Co. Ltd..

Áli
el
e

P.

Wa'es Farm Road, N. Acton.Lon don ,11 '. 1

Iendose Id. stamp.

-

: Name
I

a

Address

Mea se send E.iminator book.

o

e

I
e

I
e
I

For those who own sets of 3 valves or more we
recommend Blue Spot Speaker 59.
Price £4 4 0,
with 66K unit capable of handling any output.
Price of unit alone 25:-.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Great Portland Street,

"Ideal Blue Spot Cone Speakers are sold under full
protection of the patents owned by Standard Telephones and
Cables and the Hopkins and Leklophone Corporations."

CON IDENSIEIRS
Ment:on

(M)
The Wireless Woad. - when writing

London, W.1

Di ,tributor: for NortIwrn Eneland, Scotland and North %Val,. :II. C.
RAWSON (SI-1E1'1'1E1.D ANI) LONDON) LTD., zoo LONDON IRIAD,
SHEFFIELD; 185 PRINCLSS STREET, MANCHES1 ER.

te,(i'I

ensure

Ott) 't at tentIon.
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THE NEW SIMPLIFIED RADIO

Steel&

.n._tkot ail

PRAISE FROM THE PRESS.
HULL EVENING NEWS.
An H.T. Supply,
sure and never failing . ."
MANCHESTER EVENING CHRONICLE. "An
exacting test of an Lk«) . Mains Unit has been
conducted and it is pleasing to record that the instrument has done au the Makers claim."
POPULAR WIRELESS. "The most satisfactory
unit we have yei had brought to our notice. Very
excellent value for money."

THE

Model IV. (9).
antenu. soilage

60

tappinge.

•0-120 Ks: 120 fixed ”Poster"
axed. 4.0. .1: 0.0. Maim.
D.O. £3.16.6 d.C. Y17.13.6

"EKCO"

ALL-FROM-THE-MAINS
3 VALVE

RECEIVER

This receiver makes a truly wonderful gift.
It operates entirely from the electric supply
by simply attaching the adaptor to a light
or power socket. Safe, silent, sound, and
" fool proof."
Radio power becomes as
simple and economical as the ordinary
Electric Light, and goes on for years.
No batteries or accumulators, with their
worries and continual expense. Home and
continental stations received at full loudspeaker strength, with wonderful clarity
and volume.
PRICE COMPLETE, INCLUDING VALVES
AND ROYALTY,

Of all "Ekco
Dept.W,

" Eke o''
Retain. ,
UnItse, Model RO))
ro, attaching to D.C.
Unit
for um on
A.O. Mains, 410
Mil:lamp.
range
.O .0.

Ekco" Trickle Charge (in
torpor aging the Wretioghouse
Metal Rectifier under licence).
Model T. sus. Charges 2.4 or.1
volt aocuruolators front 4.0.
'
,ens
onig cl 4 mop. . 6 '
nuously.

agents or write to

E.K. Cole, Ltd., Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.

Ekdo"
11.1.
nuts. 4.0.
Modal 2.P.10.10 milliamperes.
90 120
toppings, de.
0.0.
D.O. Cl
d
4.0. LI
15 .6.

«44«e«

Edeo" Isolating Traneformer. For Isolating Loud
eyeaker or phones for a eel
where Pos, 84)440 Vtia
ts in 11 ,e,

'Ekco

Valve

-front
Receivers.

the - Mains

Price complete,

-

3

in-

cluding voloes and royally, D.C. Main
19 guinea.,

Ivr)

4.0

Main 21 'guinea,

Ikea" ..111.1'oner Ltut, D.Cs
Mode C.14. 66 Milliampere
Voltage Toppings, 11.T. 0.120
oar: 100 peed Pister
1 to 60 colt, to to '6 amp.
O.B. up to 21.
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ri no very compkk range ol
EliSKOJI '
,alms
includes
ekr-rn Grid. Pentodes and
Mier-Power Types.

Write to-dry for cotolopro
of complete gunge of Ifdisaran
Tatra1. the, Edison St061.
EiOdHE
CO. Ltd. (Publicity
Dcpt.1 123)125 (Mr la Vittoria
&ova London,

VALVES
Mkq yew laze° re up-to-

Pentodes note &militate&
front your lone denier

ED1 SWAN — THE

100%

BRITISH

VALVE'

•

tikS
13 *iv e salty
Unown as
Radio's
elloice
tof e.ceetearnplification

Twberin
e•
and tonal purity•
Available
usuat ratios and sold evel
Lt d
TELSEN

ELEC TRICCo..

207, Aston Road, BIRMINGOAM•

Rift Lid.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will insure pronipt attention.
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Give a
CEC0PHONE Cone Loud
Speakers have the widest
frequency response and
will give the greatest output for given input. As
a gift, a CECoPHONE
Cone Speaker will not only
give enduring pleasure in
performance but reflect, as
well, the good taste and
wise judgment of the giver.

CONE LOUD SPEAKER
that YOU would like!
Sabi bu al
Wireless
Dtalers.

Il141)"E
IN

Senior Plaque CONE
LOUD SPEAKER
Cat. No. B.C. 1670.
Artistic and pleasing design.
Cone
and unit similar to the "Standard"
type, but are mounted in a circular
frame. Finished in
walnut.
Price £3 : 17 : 6

Cabinet
LOUD

e eff.-

or

•10

1690.

No other instrument at the price can produce with such wonderful
faithfulness the intricate tones and inflexions of the human voice, the deep,
rich tones of the organ or the sweet, high treble of the piccolo. The
cabinet is of solid mahogany, and the appearance of the instrument is
pleasing :n the extreme
Cat. No. B.C. 1692.

Cat, No. B.C. 1650.
Finished in rich coin
bronze.
Gives a wealth
of rich tones with clarity
and wonderful
realism. Price £5: 10
Super Cabinet CONE
LOUD SPEAKER

SPEAKER £ 3
Cat. No. B.0

Standard CONE
LOUD SPEAKER

The same in solid oak.

(on left)
Cat. No. B.C. 1694.
Fitted with alarge cone
operating from a delicately balanced armature.
Its power of reproduction
is a revelation.
Wiil do
equally well with low
inputs. Cabinet of either
solid polished mahogany or
oak (B C. 1694),
Price E/

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, KingiJay, London, W.C..
An
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Meek

TUNING
A matter of vital importance in good
radio reception.
IGRANIC components, world-famous for their
high standard of accuracy, robust
construction and beautiful finish,
help your set to bring in even the
most elusive stations.

COIL
IS
AN
ACCEPTABLE
PRESENT

Here are two inshuments, soundly made and deli•
cately adjusted, that will assure you the fine tuning
needed for
eocI reception.

REGD.

A

" QAM " COIL.

IGEtANIC LOKVANE Variable Contlenser—the new conleuser with finprov.ments that ensure perfect electrical connection and prevent 'slip.'
.0003 mfd.
. price 9/13
.000l mfd.
pric ,•
1016
SUPElt

C011,
,!g5

INDIGRAPH
Vernier Knob and
Dial

CENTRE
TAPPED
COIL

An extremely
handsome slowmotion dial.
It
gives
smooth,
even adjustment
free from" backlash," and cannot
get out of order.
Reduction
ratio
approximately
8 :I.
Price

p:.1. Nn. 271 :tsi

6/-

r-

BINOCULAR COIL
,pst. No. 277,8761

SIIOR'1'
WAVE

UMW

H
ave you read "RADIO—how it works and how to get the best from
g
It "?
6d. Send this coupon with your naine and addre ,s and
et YOUR copy FREE.
N.111IE
ADDeSS ''

OneenV.clOrntSi

C011,.
G

I
AUllell
enigras

COLOURED CONNECTING
WIRE

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
Trade Counter and Cable Sales:

'ELECTRIC Co Lid.

7, Playhouse

Yd., Golden Lane, E.C.1.

Works BEDFORD
Al. ',rum of " The Wneless Wurld.•' wJen willing

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Technical experts have long adopted CELESTION
as their standard. The Technical Press leaves no
doubt as to the merits of Celestion (vide " The
Wireless World "—" the embodiment of all that
is good in Loudspeaker design," etc.). Eminent
musicians are unanimously in favour of Celestion.
All the leading national set manufacturers incorporate Celestion in all their models.
Many,
many thousands of satisfied users attest to its
extraordinary realistic response.
EXCELLENT REASONS why
you
should
consider
Celestion
as a most acceptable gift.
Your dealer will demonstrate without obli.
gation,
Or, call at our showrooms, one
minute from Victoria Station,. where you
can also hear the finest sets.
Celestion is British throughout. Models
range from £5- 10-0. Write for new
Booklet and particulars of the CelestionWoodroffe Gramophone Pick-Up, price
£4-4-0.
SHOWROOMS :

106,

VICTORIA

STREET,

LONDON,

S.W.1

Write to :

Dept. C, Celestion Radio Co., lUngston-on-Thames

MST OE WENT- OM DIE

Model C.12

BI

oeimœrnow

1

CELESTION
'The Very Soul of Music

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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HENDERSON
H.T. BATTERY ELIMINMORS

LOIWE

68 21

Immo

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP

For the new season acomplete range of Eliminators is available.
All are enclosed in metal cases, finished in Crystalline Black, and
conform in every way to the new
Regulations.

o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
O
o
O
O
o
o
O
o
EJ
EJ
C1
EJ
o
o
O
O
13
III

A.C. Unit Type A.1.
The Unit illustrated gives voltage tappings at Gov., ooy. and
13ov.. and is of the no milliarnp type. It retails complete with
valve and royalty at £7 as. Od.
Direct Current Units of similar handsome appearance range in
price from 301- to 8o/- retail.
All bear the Headers»
Two Years' Guarantee.

Hear
your
gramophone
records through your loudspeaker at any strength you
like
clearer, more lifelike,
without a trace of distortion

A postcard brings complete details.

W.

J.
351

HENDERSON

&

Fulham Road, London,
Telephone:

CO.

LTD.

S.W.10.

Kensington 9407 8.

o
o
o

Buy a Loare Radio Pik-up. No
olleration lo gramophone or set. Your
dealer wat gladly demonctrate.

4,

THE LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,
Fountayne
Road,
Tottenham,
London,
. Telephone: Totlenham 39X1/2.

gl1313OO130C1CIOCICIOCICICIOCIOOCIOCICICIOCIOCIOCIOOCIOCICICICI
Mentton of " The Wzreless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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The
McMICHAEI,

DIMIC
COIL
A highly efficient
inductance of a
particular form
devised to fulfil
the most stringent
requirements of
modern Wireless
science in the reception and reproduction of Radio signals. Like all
McMichael components it is absolutely reliable and
far ahead of any others, being an entirely original conception and a proved essential for truer and finer
reception.
For better performance in every Set fix
the Dimic.
Price 5/- each.

Base 2/- extra.

The HOME ASSEMBLY
SCREENED DIMIC THREE
Explanatory leaflets and diagrams arc available for the
making up of this unique home construction set. It
can lise constructed at home with ease, and will operate equally with the works produced model if our instructions are carried out religiously. The price of
the whole of the parts necessary to build this Set is
approximately £ 8 :12 :8. (Extras: Valves 58/-;
Oak Cabinet 35/- ;Loud Speaker to choice.)

The New
MeMICHAEL
BINOCULAR
JUNIOR H.F.

AMAZING PROFICIENCY
Here is performance!
A three-valve Receiver that brings in at
least 30 stations (both long and short wave bands) on the Loud
Speaker.
Whilst by the simple change of two plug-in Dimic
Coils (price 5,f- each, total 10/-) many additional ultra-short
wave band stations are obtainable, and the reception—pure,
strong and clear. Operation so simple that a child can tune in
perfectly. A McMichael product of course. Ask your dealer for
a demonstration and judge for yourself the sterling capabilities
of this delightful receiver.
Sold complete with three valves
specially tested with set in handsome solid oak cabinet.
Price, including all Royalties,

£21 :16 :

1
,1,01AM
441.44.

C

r
t_

Manufacturers oF

WM)

1Z.Ilether.

Wireless and Scientiflc Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
London Showrooms:

179, STRAND, W.C.2.

('Phone :CENTRAL 6988.)

1111 111111111 11111 LI 11111111111111111111111111111111 111111[111111111111111111111111[111111 j111111[1111
n3

The essential
Choke for all
screened grid
valve circuits,
with awide band of uniformly high efficiency
Its
binocular construction makes it practically fieldless
so that it can be placed in proximity to other coils
without interaction. Low self-capacity and high
inductance ensure absence of peak effects on all
wavelengths.
Low D.C. resistance
Inductance
90,000mH.
D.C. resistance 250 ohms.
Price 4/-

THE SUPER SCREENED
FOUR VALVE PORTABLE

Deferred payments can be arranged.
Telephone,

CHOKE

Superb of its kind this McMichael Receiver combines
luxury with economy. Highly selective it will bring
in the maximum number of stations on the loud
speaker. The use of screened valves in combination
with the advanced design of the circuit ensures unequalled results.
In beautifey finished figured
Walnut Cabinet with CELESTION LOUD SPEAKER.
Price 35 Gu fleas
(including royalties and all equipment).

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accented from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ELECTRICAL

dthe best
Sets forlfrand
lar Su
anci4EEKCW'
Accessories

ENGINEERING
PRECISION • •

MADE IN ENGLAND.
Write foi Folder No. L.4794 for full particulars and prices of GECoPHONE Dry
Batteries and GEEKO Accumulators
and Chargers.

A rumble

. . . a ro.:r . . . a flashing of
. . .a whine ot escaping
that the speeding colossus
is pining for e%en swifter movement . . .
this is the impression one gets of the modern
locomotive, one 01 the most fami:lar examples
of engineering progress and precision.

enormLus wh ois
steam suggesting

Equally familiar to Radio men as perfect
specimens of engineering precision are the
instruments manutActured by J.B.
l'hat illus—
trated is the new J.B. Slow Motion—a 1929
de .ign which excels all previous instruments
cf this type placed before the public.

n."--"GEEKO"
H.T. ACCUMULATOR

CHARGER (for A-C•Mains.

This J.B. precision instrument represents the
highest point reached in condenser design.

"GEEKO"
H.T.
ACCUMULATOA
Prices: 0005 mid., 14 8;
'00035
aid.,
13 8
13003
»id..
130005
nid.,
13 0005 WA., Log. 14 6
0003 Wei., Log.
13 6

"GECoPHONE"

PRECISION

INTERCHANGEABLE

H.T. DRY BAT fERY

INSTRUMENTS
Advt. of Jackson

Advt. ol 7'he General Heine Co., Lid., Maenei ltos,e

Kgner.eav Louden, W.C.

Bra,

72,

S.

Thomas'

Street

London.

S.E.I.

2
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Good Enough
for a
Laboratory

Various makes of Mica Condensers were used in some
important experiments and all
were found wanting—notably in
their poor power factor—except
the

Dubilier

Type

610

and a

condenser specially produced in
the laboratory. The latter proved
too fragile

and

therefore

only

Dubilier Condensers were used.
The absolute constancy of the
Dubilier Condensers was also
noted during the Research.
Vide

Proceedings of Royal Society.

UBILIE
DCONDENSERSR
If unobtainable from your dealer, write direct to

us, mentioning your dealer's name and address.

A51» L

Dubeier Condenser Co. 11923) Ltd., Diu-on Works
Victoria Road, North Acion. Lorton W.3.

©198
33.5
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Fit your Gramophone with :—
The RAYTRAK PICK-UP CARRIER
(Patent Applied For)

A N entirely novel form of Carrier that ensures the needle of the

pick-up moving in a PERFECTLY STRAIGHT LINE from the
outer edge towards the centre of the record, thereby maintaining the
correct alignment of the needle with respect to the sound groove
throughout its travel, eliminating side drag, minimising record wear and
improving quality of reproduction. Instantly attached or detached from
the gramophone. Adaptable to all pick-ups and will fit any gramophone.

SCIENTIFICALLY
CORRECT
MECHANICALLY
PERFECT
HEAVILY PLATED

British made
throughout.
Boxed complete
with instructions
and ready for
fixing.

35P.

Particulars and
literature on
application.

Wholesale Distributors :

ROBINSON

ei

HANDS

ELECTRIC

CO.,

LTD.

Barwick Street, BIRMINGHAM .
Td9rhO'Ir! Central Sri! 2-3.

For the TRADE only
141

VOUR customers expect you to KNOW
I and answer
all
their
queries satisfactorily.
Their opinion of your business is
measured by the advice you supply.
The
volume of your business will increase in'
relation to the confidence you infuse by
KNOWING all there is to know about
Wireless matters.
The 5929 edition of " «The Wireless Trader'
Year Book & Diary" is NOW READY. Its
vast store of trade and technical information
and its comprehensive trade lists have been
revised and brought up to date.
Order your copy to-day—it will prove of the
utmost value to you and to your business.

1929 Edition of
". THE WIRELESS TRADER'

YEAR BOOK & DIARY"
St. Bride's Hoiise, Salisbury Sq.,
Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
'Phone

rr/Riztss

PRICE
free

post

5/6
To
subscribers
to "The Wireless
Trader"

3/6 post free.

In addition to a useful Diary foi 1929 and sonw
too pages of valuable Broadcasting, Technical and
Trade Information relative to the Wireless and
Gramophone Industries, the book contains comprehensive trade lists in different coloured sections.
These include: Trade and Professional Addresses
of Manufacturers and Manufacturers' Agents;
Trade and Professional Addresses of Factors;
Goods Supplied and Services Rendered; List of
Factors arranged territorially; List of Proprietary
Names of Goods used and sold in the Trade.

Central 77(3 (9 lines).

NOW READY & BETTER THAN EVER!
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

B6

with the

"irENTAcious
COATING"

IN

ENGLAND
Sold by all IVirelesi De

Extra Quality-without extra cost
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd, Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W. C 2
B7
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GIFT OF GIFTS!
Cossor

Melody Maker
Unas4enabled it will give double joy—the pleasure
of building it and the delight of listening to its
superb reproduction. Or. you can give the complete
Receiver—it can be assembled by anyone in 90 minutes
without the slightest wireless knowledge. The Cossor
Melody Maker brings in 20 stations any evening.
l'he world's lowest price
for a Receiver of such
advanced design. . . .

if

7-15s.

Any Wireless Dealer will supply you.

Advt. A- C. Lotsor, Ltd.. !rebury Grove. Loa ion, NS.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

L..43,
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„

AND
RADIO REVIEW

(16 ill Year 9f Publication)
No. 485.

W EDNESDAY, DECEMBER I2TH, 1928.
require the
solution.

'Editor: HUGH S. POCOCK.
Assistant Editor: F. H. HAYNES.
Editorial Offices: zz6-zzy, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Editorial Telephone: City 9472 (5 lines).
Advertising and Publishing Offices:
DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Telephone: City 2847 (13 bues).
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RADIO.

HRISTMAS comes round once again, and the
question of how far wireless can help us in our
problems of the choice of gifts for our friends and
for Christmas-time entertainment is with us. In " Radio
Gifts for Christmas" in this issue we endeavour to suggest in the minds of our readers ideas for the choice of
Christmas presents from amongst the products for
which broadcasting is responsible. There is much the,
is new and an immense variety of gifts at all prices, so
that we think readers will find that their difficulties in
the choice of Christmas presents can largely be solved
by consideration of the possibilities which wireless offers.
0000

TALKING FILMS.

T

HE scope of the wireless engineer is no l
onger
limited to the technical development of wireless
transmission and reception of telegraphy and
broadcasting, because new branches of electrical engineering are continually presenting fresh problems which
11

9
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experience of the wireless engineer for

Some little while back came the application of the
principles of electrical sound reproduction to the gramophone, and this has now developed to a point where
the standard of reproduction of the modem gramophone
is set by the performance of electrical reproduction.
Another direction in which the principles of sound
reproduction have been applied to assist in the development of the new industry is exemplified in the talking
film, for which it will be generally conceded there are
very great possibilities. Since the technical problems
of the development of the speaking film are allied to
wireless, we may perhaps be permitted to make reference to the subject of the speaking film generally.
A New Technique Needed.

spite of the apparent possibilities, it does not
seem to us that the speaking film is achieving
the popularity to which its potentialities entitle it, and
our own experience, after having seen and heard examples of speaking films in various theatres in this
country is that, whilst the technical problems, such as
synchronisation and quality of reproduction, are more
or less taking care of themselves, and are bound to
develop along the present lines to a state of compara.
tive perfection within a short time, yet the part play&
by the producers of the films leaves much to be desired.
In our opinion, before justice can be done to the prin.
ciple of the talking film, the present ideas of producers
of films must, in a large measure, give place to a nen
technique, and instead of approaching the new principle
from the idea of adding speech to a film, which has
been taken very much on the lines of a silent film, the
speaking film should be developed, using the stage and
spoken plays as the basis but utilising to the fullest
extent the advantages which the photographic film
offers, as a means of improving upon the scenery and
effects.
The handicap of the theatre is that scenery and general
effects are cramped within the limits and the possibilities
of stage scenery; the silent film depends largely for its
effect upon the fact that it is not restricted in this respect.
If the two could be combined, therefore, with
the scenery and effects as secondary to the spoken words
of the play, and utilised to enhance the realism of the
whole, instead of merely adding the spoken word
and sounds to what is otherwise a silent film of a type
to which we have hitherto been accustomed, then in
this combination we foresee a much greater possibility
of the development of anew art.
In
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Suggestions for Every Purse and Purpose.
season

we

are

permitted

the
privilege
of
giving
presents to ouf friends and relations as tokens of esteem and
affection. The giving of presents,
if undertaken in the right spirit, can
be made an even greater pleasure
than receiving, for the choice of
suitable gifts provides unlimited
scope for the exercise of ingenuity
and thought, and in its highest form is worthy to rank
as an art.
The wireless enthusiast will want to approach the
problem of Christmas gifts in a logical and scientific
manner, and he will first make sure that he understands
the fundamental principles underlying the choice of the
ideal gift.
It goes without saying that the present should satisfy
a want.
The element of
surprise is also important,
and the pleasure experienced by the recipient will
be increased tenfold if the
gift satisfies a need of
which he was hitherto only
subconsciously aware.
It
is for this reason that all
enquiries as to possible
requirements
should
be
made unobtrusively
and
without
putting
direct
questions.

which it is a token.
No present
could more completely satisfy this
requirement than a wireless set,
whi_ch is certain to be in daily use
now that broadcasting is permanently established as a public
service.
Another very sound reason for
giving wireless is that one will be on familiar ground
and thetefore much more likely to choose an article of
intrinsic value than if one attempted, say, to buy an
etching for a collector of old prints, or a book for a
literary friend.
It is a sound principle in buying
presents to confine oneself to subjects with which one
is fairly well acquainted, provided the recipient shaies
to a certain extent the same interest. Here, again, we
are on pretty safe ground in choosing wireless, for if
our friends are not interested in the technical side of
the hobby, they cannot fail
to be interested in some
part of the daily programme transmitted by the
B.B.C.

Permanence and Utility.

The
article
chosen
should, if possible, be useful and of a permanent
character in order that it
may serve to perpetuate
the feeling of goodwill of

DECEMBER 121h, 1923.

Superiathe reproduction and simplicity ot control are th:
qualities most likely to win the appreciation of a musician."

Complete Receivers.

According
to
statistics
only one house in four is
equipped with wireless, and
there would appear to be
ample scope for complete
receivers as Christmas gifts.
In choosing the type of
receiver the temperament
of the person to whom it is
to be given must be taken
into account.
Superlative
reproduction and simplicity
of control are the qualities
most likely to win the
appreciation of a musician.
B 10
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Gifts for Christmas.—
short-wave set with which to get in,
Long-distance reception can be safely ruled out and,
touch with the Home Country through
in the interests of quality, the selectivity need be suffi5SW? But before ordering be sure to
cient only to separate the alternative programme
get advice regarding the best type of
stations.
If possible the loud speaker should be the
cabinet,
insulating materials,
and
only visible part of the equipment, the receiver being
batteries for H.T. and L.T. from
installed in another part of the house with remote
someone acquainted with tropical conditions.
In general, a metal cabinet,
control.
porcelain or bakelite inA sensitive long-distance
sulation, and inert cells to
receiver cannot fail to fire
the enthusiasm and imagbe filled on the spot will
fulfil these conditions.
ination of youth.
As .it
will be in constant use at
Accessories.
all hours of the day, and
So
far
we have been
possibly
of
the
night,
working on the assumption
headphones rather than a
that our friends have not
loud speaker would seem
as yet enjoyed the possesto be indicated in the
sion of a wireless receiver.
interests of the remainder
If it should happen that
of the household.
High
they have already installed
quality of reproduction is
aset, one's choice is limited
not essential, but knifeto accessories.
On second
edge selectivity is a sine
" A sensitive long-distance receiver cannot fail to fire the
thoughts, " limited" seems
qua non.
enthusiasm and imagination of south."
hardly the correct word to
Between
these
two
extremes will be found the requirements of the average
use, for the number of " gadgets " suitable for addition
to existing receivers is well-nigh unlimited. A visit to
family, namely, the ability to receive at all times two
your friend's house and an unobtrusive examination of
alternative programmes at sufficient volume for the
the set will suggest many
living room, together with the
possibilities.
It may happossibility of picking up one
pen that the set is not
or two Continental stations
functioning.
You enquire
as a matter of interest when
the reason. The accumulacircumstances are favourable.
tor is away being charged.
A wide selection of receiving
Item Number One, a spare
sets satisfying these requireaccumulator for use while
ments will be found at prices ranging from £7 to £10.
the big one is being charged. The capacity should be
Before making a final choice, it would be as well to
such that the maximum discharge rate is
enquire into the probable cost of upkeep in
equal to the current required by the set, and
erder that the recipient may not be involved
the plates should preferably be of the
in an expense beyond his means.
In this
" mass" type, for it will be called upon to
respect mains-driven receivers show to dishold its charge for long periods. Make sure
tinct advantage, but the nature of the mains
that the voltage corresponds with the type
supply must be ascertained with meticulous
of valves in the set, or the gift may do more
care before placing an order. Some details
damage than it is worth. A question as to
of the type of aerial it would be possible
whether 2-, 4- or 6-volt valves are being
to erect and the distance of the nearest
used is very frequently asked as
B.B.C. station should also be noted for the information
a matter of interest, and will not
of the dealer to whom the order is
arouse suspicion.
entrusted.
While
on the
subject
of
To make quite certain of successful
batteries, may we suggest a
results and to be independent of
hydrometer as a means .of keepproblems relating to aerial systems
ing cells in good condition, and
and power supply, the self-contained
so
obtaining
the
maximum
portable set should be seriously conservice?
sidered. The upkeep cost in the matter
Then there are accessories
of H.T. batteries is naturally higher than a permanent
which extend the usefulness of a receiver beyond the
mains-driven set, but against this the advantages of
reception of broadcasting.
An elecportability are obvious. It makes the
trical gramophone pick-up, for inideal present for the outdoor type of
stance, or—yes, why not?—a complete
person.
picture receiver.
Finally, a hint to those with relatives
If dry cell H.T. batteries are know.
and friends in distant parts of the
to be an expensive item in the upkeep
Empire.
What finer present than a
13 Ti
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Radio Gifts for Christmas.—
of a quality receiver using power valves, an H.T.
mains eliminator is certain of grateful acceptance.
The choice of asuitable type, however, can hardly
be undertaken without a consultation with the
owner of the set, for the fullest particulars of the
receiver as well as the nature of the supply must
be gieen when ordering.
If you already possess a detailed knowledge of
the receiver in question and to your certain knowledge it has remediable faults, the gift of a suitable accessory is a tactful way of pointing out the
deficiency.
A loud speaker whose
performance is being marred by an
excessive direct current through
the windings will be assisted in
functioning properly by a filter-feed
unit or output transformer.
Selectivity can often be improved by
the use of a wall-designed unit connected in the lead-in wire. Recent
improvements in valve
characteristics suggest another possibility, but new and more
powerful output valves should only be given where the
source of H.T. current is the supply mains.

conform exactly to specification. If possible try
to obtain full particulars of the additional components required for his next set, but if this is
impracticable there are many components to
choose from which are of general utility and are
certain, sooner or later, to fill a want. Amongst
other things we would suggest a pair of slowmotion dials made to fit kin, spindles, variable
condensers of well-known make, either of 0.0003
or 0.0005 mfd. capacity, a good audio-frequency
.transformer, ratio about 3.5: I, a set of nonmicrophonic valve holders, and large by-pass condensers of, say, 2 mfd. capacity.
Many home-constructed sets
do not get much farther than
the panel and baseboard layout
stage, but when one is made
which looks like taking permanent
form, the present of a suitable
cabinet will add the finishing
touch.
It is possible to construct a
complete wireless set with no more
elaborate tools than a soldering non, a
pair of pliers, and a screwdriver, but
Aids to Better Reception.
work of this kind is little more than
•
assembling, and is generally undertaken
A triple-range measuring instrtunent
will give pleasure to the man who takes
only by people who wish to equip theman interest in watching over the perselves with
wireless at the lowest
formance of his set. The
possible cost.
ideal
instrument
for
The man who takes a
pride in his hobby is premodern
circuits
would
have
the
following
pared to go to any length in
building his sets according
ranges:
0-200
VOIt s,
to his own ideas. This will
0-7.5
volts,
and
o-35
mean that he will have to
milliamperes,
but
the
construct many parts from
ranges could be modified
raw
material,
and
his
to the requirements of the
\-equipment of tools will
receiver
in
use.
.• The experimenter is an experienced critic, and to win his
expand accordingly. Many
Numerous applications for
approval components must conform exactly to specification. useful tools specially dean instrument of this type
signed for wireless work are available and these, in
will be found in an article which appeared in the issue
addition to such standard appliances as hand drills and
of this journal for March 28th, 1928. Incidentally, may
electric soldering irons,
provide
we remind our readers that The Wireample variety for choice.
less World is an indispensable accesIn conclusion, may we remind
sory to the full enjoyment of any
branch of wireless activity, and that a readers that time is now getting
short, and to. make certain of
year's prepaid subscription will be
delivery before Christmas orders
,
acceptable alike to the novice and the
should be placed at the earliest
expert. There is also the comprehenpossible moment. The more popular
sive range of text books and the
the receiver or component the greater
" Wireless World Diary " from which to make achoice.
the need for prompt action; the demand for these articles
The Experimenter.
‘vill increase enormously as Christmas draws near, and
although the rate production may be
Those of your friends who are experimenters and make a hobby of building
adequate to meet the demand the packing
and despatching departments will be overtheir own sets will no doubt appreciate
taxed. These departments are the bottlecomponents as Christmas gifts.
These
neck through which production flows, and
must be chosen with the utmost care if
any help which the public can give to
they are to be of any use, for the experirelieve the last minute strain will be
menter is an experienced critic, and to
greatly appreciated by manufacturers.
win his approval components must
B 12
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Practical Applications of the Two.electrode Rectifier.
By H. F. SMITH.

/ T is more than doubtful if the ear can detect disconsequently its circuits are free from interaction, and
tortion due to a properly arranged anode bend rectithe possibility of low-frequency reaction—which, if
fier, even when it is followed by the best amplifier present, is certain to introduce serious distortion, if not
and loud speaker, although it must be admitted that
actual " motor boating," or oscillation—is very conthe defects of this method of rectisiderably reduced. This is especially
fication might become noticeable
true where anode current is derived
Distortionless; •
damped; decoupled;
with a considerable increase in the
from an eliminator; although signal
in these three words may be summed up •
depth of modulation at the transmitimpulses can be diverted from rethe more important advantages and disting station. The diode detector in
sistances and impec4nces common
advantages of the modern version of the
its best form gives a rectified output
to a number of circuits, thus pretwo-electrode detector, for which an ordinstrictly proportional to input voltage
venting interaction, this end is atary three-electrode valve is used.
over a wide range, but in spite of
tained only at the cost of complicaIn many cases diode rectification conthis advantage it would appear to
tion and considerable expense. On
fers benefits that more than outweigh Us
have an application only in cases
these grounds alone a good case
shortcomings, and Us usefulness is by
where academic perfection is recould be made out for the diode,
no means confined to the more ambitious
quired, were it not for the fact that
and it should not be neglected by
type of receiver.
it has, apart from its excellence as a
users of two-stage L.F. amplifiers,
rectifier pure and simple, another
who depend for anode current on a
property which is even more important under presentmains supply, or even on an H.T. battery of high
day conditions.
It requires no high-tension voltage,
internal resistance.
and, indeed, is completely isolated from the anode cirIt cannot be denied that the sensitivity of the diode
cuits of the L.F. amplifying valves in the receiver;
is low, and it is therefore most likely to appeal to those

Figs. I and 2.—The comentional parallel—connected rectifier circuit, and (Fig. 2) the series arrangement.
In either,
be Joined to a tapping point on the coil, thus increasing both selectivity and volume.
B 13
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The Distortionless Diode.—

whose main object is good reproduction from the local
station. However, it must not be imagined that it is
totally unsuitable for long-distance reception; provided
suitable precautions—which will be described later—are
taken, there is no reason why it should not be included
in a long-range receiver.

DECEMBER 12th, 1928.

anode current when its plate is made positive with
respect to the filament; there is no current flow when
polarity is reversed. In exactly the same way, when
oscillatory currents are applied, the positive half-cycle
is passed, and the negative is suppressed.
The method of connection shown in Fig. t is probably the most popular at the present time; it is that
used in the demonstration receiver at the South Kensington Museum, and is generally referred to as the
" Kirkifier."
In this arrangement input and output
circuits are in parallel.
Coupling Resistance in Series.

Fig. 3.—A

test

circuit for diode rectification,
L.F. amplication.

without

H.F. or

There are several methods of using a modern threeelectrode valve as a two-electrode rectifier, but in every
case it is usual to neutralise the space charge by the
application of a steady positive potential (derived from
dry cells or an accumulator battery) of some 9 or io
volts to the grid. Signal voltages are impressed between
anode and filament. As is well known, a valve passes

Another and somewhat simpler form of connection,
which has about the same sensitivity, is shown in
Fig. 2; here the coupling resistance is in series with
the rectifying circuit, and low-frequency impulses built
up across it are applied to the grid of the first L.F.
valve through astopping condenser fitted with the usual
grid leak.
It is also recommended that precautions
should be taken to restrict the development of H.F.
potentials across the L.F. input circuit; this can conveniently be done by connecting a resistance of not
less than ioo,000 ohms in the manner shown. Alternatively, an H.F. choke can be inserted in the same
position. A rectifier of this kind is not quite so perfect
over a wide range of inputs as is the first-mentioned,
but if it is followed by an efficient 20,00o-ohm valve,
coupled in its turn to the output valve by means of a
good transformer, it will be distortionless on H.F. inputs, 'which, after detection and amplification, will fully
load up any ordinary output valve with the H.T. voltage customarily applied.
A diode detector, like a galena crystal, imposes a
very heavy load on the tuned circuit which precedes
it, and it is partly for this reason that it has such a
bad reputation for sensitivity. Its shortcomings in this
respect can be overcome to a great extent by using

Figs. 4 and 5.—Rectifier preceded hy screened-grid H.F. stage with step-up transformer: Fig. 5 atoms a step-doun coupiing %%nil
tutted primary. In these and the following circuits . C is the coupling condenser; R, H.F. stopping resistance: R,, grit leak. These
components may have con+entional values.
8

14
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The Distortionless Diode.—
existing conditions.
To make the experiment, a coil
specially designed tuning circuits with a higher ratio of
with seventy turns of No. 26 D.C.C. should be wound
capacity to inductance than is customary, but this exon a sin. former with a tapping at the twenty-fifth turn
pedient is hardly likely to be widely popular, and it
from the earthed end. This is joined up in the manner
will generally be considered preferable to use transshown, and if really loud phone signals are obtained
formers, etc., of conventional design, and to join the
the experimenter can rest assured that the rectified
anode of the detector to a tapping point on the coil at
current obtainable, applied to an amplifier as described
such a position that approximately cine-third of the
in an earlier paragraph, will fully load up a normal
total number of turns are included in circuit. It is not
output valve, even if it is of the super-power variety
possible to lay down a hard-and-fast rule, but if a with an anode voltage of 130 or so. Under these contuning condenser of 0.0003 or 0.0005 mfd. is used, this
ditions the detector will be working distortionlessly,
connection will generally be sufficiently near to the
but where more ambitious requirements are to be satisoptimum point for all practical purposes.
fied it will be necessary to precede the detector by a
Almost any ordinary valve will work well as a rectistage of H.F., and preferably to use the rectifier circuit
fier, but a "general purpose" type, with—very
given in Fig. I.
roughly--a rated impedance of 20,000 ohms, and a
voltage factor of 20, is the safest and best, particularly
Adding H.F. Amplification.
for the circuit of Fig. 2.
With regard to sets for long-distance work, we must
To improve the performance of the rectifier it is
face the fact that, as compared with an anode bend or
desirable to apply a slight positive bias—of something
grid circuit rectifier, the diode does reduce both sensiless than a volt—to the anode of the valve. This can
tivity and selectivity.
The position is not hopeless,

Figs. 6 and 7.—The parallel-connected diode following an H.F. stage with tuned anode coupling, and (Fig. 7) the series arrangement
connected to a neutraLsed transformer _of conventional design.

most conveniently be done, as shown in the diagrams,
by joining the low-potential end of the plate-filament
circuit to the slider of a potentiometer, the windings
of which are connected across the L.T. battery. The
adjustment is best made when listening to signals artificially weakened by detuning or otherwise.
A Trouble-free Domestic Set.

The most obvious, and certainly the most attractive,
application of the diode is to a simple short-range set.
High-frequency amplification is by no means essential
at distances of a few miles from the transmitter, unless
requirements as to volume are above the average. By
setting up the circuit shown in Fig. 3 it is an easy
matter to 'decide whether the rectifier, without H.F.
amplification, will give the required performance under
B 13

as quite fair results are obtainable with a single H.F.
stage if it is really efficient. We must not forget, however, that reaction from the detector anode circuit is
no longer obtainable, and that this valve does nothing
towards magnifying the applied signal voltages. Consequently, we must regard the addition of a second
H.F. stage as almost essential when long-range reception
is our aim.
In Fig. 4 is given the connection of the simpler form
of rectifier when used in conjunction with a screened
grid H.F. amplifier. The coupling transformer may be
of conventional design, but, as before, damping should
be reduced by joining the detector anode to a point on
the secondary which will result in the inclusion of about
one-third of the total number of turns.
Another device for coupling the rectifier to an S.G.

r.h.
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The Distortionleas Diode.—
amplifying valve is shown in Fig. 5; this consists of a
transformer with a tuned primary and a step-down
ratio of about 3: i. This arrangement is rather less
selective than that discussed in the previous paragraph,
but it has the advantage that the number of connections
brought out from the transformer is reduced by one—
an appreciable gain where waveband switching is to be
included.
The " Kirkifier" detector circuit may be linked to
an H.F. valve through the couplings shown in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5, or, if preferred, it may be used in conjunction with a tuned anode arrangement as shown in
Fig. 6. Unfortunately, this scheme of connection does
not completely isolate the L.F. grid from the H.T.
supply, and the use of an H.F. transformer, in spite
of its slightly increased complication, is considered to

be preferable to prevent the possibility of interaction.
There is no reason why a diode detector should not
be preceded by a stage of neutralised H.F. amplification in conjunction with an ordinary valve. Its connections are given in Fig. 7, from which it will be seen
that, as usual, the rectifier anode is joined to a tapping
on the coil. Due to the damping which must inevitably
be present in spite of this precaution, there is little point
in using a transformer with a Litz-wire secondary.
In conclusion, it may be pointed out that in circuits
such as those shown, it is possible to control volume
over a reasonably wide range by dimming the detector
filament; measurements show that a reduction of emission does not cause any real change in the linear relationships between input H.F. voltage and rectified
current when the valve is operated under conditions
as already stated.

CLUB
REPORTS
New Society at Swindon.
The inaugural meeting of the Swindon and
District Radio Society was held on November
27 at Maxwell Street Schools.
Following the
election of office bearers the evening was devoted to the comparison of various moving coil
loud speakers demonstrated on a simple and
inexpensive three-valve receiver.
'The Society meets every Tuesday at 7 pan.
few members will be welcomed.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. Pidgeon, 130, Princes
itreet. Swindon.
0000
Song and Danes.
A Radio-Gramophone Concert and
Dance,
open to the public, is being organised by the
Bec Radio Society, Bec School, Beechcroft Road,
Balham. S.W.I7. This interesting event will be
held on Saturday next, December 15, at 7.30
p.m.
at
the School.
Loud
speakers and
amplifiers, kindly loaned by SI essra. S. O.
Brown. Ltd., will be used together with an
11.M.V. automatic gramophone and records.
Tickets, Is. ad. each (reserved Is. Gd.), are
obtainable from the lion. Secretary, Mr. A. L.
Odell, 171, Trunmere Road, S.W.18.
0000

Quartz Crystals.
Mr. A. Ilinderlich recently lectured before
the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society
ln " Quartz Crystals and Their Application to
Wireless."
The lecturer described the oscillating properties of quartz when placed between
two plates subject to an electrical discharge.
and explained how this property was utilised in
the calibration of wavemeters.
Hon. Secretary, Lt.-Col. II. A. Scarlett, D.S.O.,
80, Pattison Road, N.W.2.
0 000
Ultra Selectivity.
The question of selectivity occupied the attention of members at the last meeting of the
North Middlesex Radio Society. The discussion
was opened by Mr. E. H. Laister, who showed
how the growth in the number of wireless
stations in the last few years had emphasised
the need for greater selectivity in wireless reception. The effect on quality of highly selective
circuits was discussed, and the use of several
stages of H.F., each of moderate selectivity.
was advocated with the object of obtaining a
flat-topped resonance curve.
Mr. T. 'ragent
mentioned the effect of grid and anode rectification respectively on selectivity, pointing out the
disadvantages of the former method.
Mr. A. J. Webb, M.A., B.Sc., n visitor from
the Croydon Wireless Society, described a receiver embodying no fewer than six tuned
circuits.
The selectivity was such that the
tuning In of even the local station was a considerable problem!
Hon. Secretary. Mr
E. II. Laister, " End
elige," 7n, Station
Road,
n inclimore Hill,
N.M.
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TOPICS
Picture Broadcasting Described.
Mr.
F. H. Haynes,
Assistant Editor of
The Wireless
World,
lectured on " Picture
Broadcasting" at the meeting of the Totten-

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12th.
Muswell Hill and District Radio Soriety.
—.It 8 pin.
At Tollington School.
7'etherdown. Demonstration of Radio and
Electrical
Novelties, by Mr. Leonard
Hartley, B.Sc.
Wigan Technical College Radio Society.—
Social evening
Tottenham Wireless Societe-At 8 p.m.
At 10, Bruce Grove, N.19.
Lecture:
"Quality in Reproduetion," by Mr. S.
Smith.
Edinburgh Radio Society.—At 8 p.m. At
117, Ge.irge St.
Demonstration of "A
Complete
Electric
Radio-Gramophone
Equipment," by Mr. H. W. Gambrell (of
the B.T.H. Co., Ltd.).
Royal Society of Arte. —At 8 p.m.
At
John Street, Adelphi, W.C.2.
Lecture:
"Applications of Electricity to Medical
Practice." by Mr. G. G. Blake, IN.I.E.E.,
P.Inst.P.
Chairman, Sir Oliver Lodge,
31.A, LL.D., D.Sc., F.R.S.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13th.
Stretford and District Radio Societe—At
8 psi.
At
6a,
Derbyshire
Lane.
Demonstration
of Moving Coil Loud
Speakers. by the Star Engineering Co.
na.din
. t
.. „,.
At 136, Holland Park Avenue
Demonstration of a Straightforward Broadcast
Receiver, by Mr. Maurice Child.
Slade Radio Ilimo4nuo,am .
:It
the Parochial Hall, Broomfield Huila,
Erdington.
Members' Night.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14th.
South Manchester Radio Society.—At the
Co-operative Hall, Wilmslow Road, Diebury.
Demonstation of a Gramophone
Pick-up, by Mr. F'. IV. Bissett.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15th.
Golder* Green and Hendon Radio Society.
—Visit to the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 17th.
Hackney Radio and Physical Society.—At
8 p.m.
At the Electricity Showrooms,
Lower Clayton
Road, E.5.
Evening
Devoted to "Improving your Moving Coil
Loud Speaker."

Imm Wireless Society on November 21.
The
lecture was of great topical interest and showed
how an entirely new field had been opened up
to the experimenter.
Several pictures were
shown, and the apparatus wag described in
detail. There was an enthusiastic discussion.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. C. A. Illaynes, 159.
Lordship Lane, 5.22.
0000
Wrong Methods Demon
il.
The Wireless World Five was demonstrated
in a novel manner by Mr. E. L. Cumbers, lion.
Secretary of the South Croydon and District
Radio Society at the last meeting. Mr. Cumbers
showed how easy it was to operate the set In
the wrong way, explaining how various maladjustments produced distortion and similar results.
Subsequently the set was given a fair
trial, and Continental stations were received
in plenty.
An Interesting five-valve portable
set wee demonstrated by Mr. Fairweather, who
entered the -clubroom carrying what looked like
an ordinary attaché case.
21.0 was received
at egcellent strength, and more than one
European station could be tuned in without
any delay.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road, South Croydon.

°

0000

A Good Record.
At the first annual general meeting of the
Slade Radio (Birmingham) on November 29,
the Secretary's report disclosed that the numbers on the membership roll had grown from
sixteen to eighty-seven In one year.
The
number of lectures and demonstrations given
during the year totalled thirty-four, of which
more than half were contributed by members of
the Society.
A number of social events had
also been held.
The Society is engaged in
forming a valuable collection of apparatus and
Precision Instruments, and not the least important activity is attending to sets belonging
to blind listeners. The ensuing year is looked
forward to with every contidence, and a hearty
welcome Is extended to new members. Particulars can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. H. Clews, 52, St. Thomas Road, Erdington.
Birmingham.
0000
!Simplicity in Control.
When, recently, the South Woodford and
District Radio Society obtained the loan of a
Music Magnet receiver from the General Electric
Co. It was demonstrated by Mr. H. O. Crisp, who
had never seen the assembled instrument before. Its simplicity of construction and control
were no handicap to performance, as the demonstration
proved.
Distant
transmission.
were tuned In with good quality, and tile reaction wax handled with ease.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. J. Turbyfteld. " The
Nook," Alexandra Road, South Woodford, E.18.
B 16
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Mr. S. K. Doran.
or HIS is just the battery for
I the advanced enthusiast. it
has all the advantages of the
Dry battery and none of the
disadvantages of the ordinary
Wet battery. It will maintain
strength throughout the longest
programme with that clear-cut
reproduction which is always
associated with a "Siemens"
Battery. It requires no attention whatever and, being unspillable, is perfectly clean in use.
When necessary, replacement
parts can easily be obtained and
recharging is a simple operation.
A patent spring connection is
fitted to each cell, thus avoiding
the use of a screw terminal or
the
necessity
for
soldering
connections.
The special
electrolyte salt entirely eliminates "creeping."

A

prize

winner

Wireless

in

"T he

World" Olympia

Show Competition chooses
a " Siemens " Rechargeable
H.T. Battery.
Romford,
21.11.28.

Dear Sirs,

The 50 H.T.3 wet cells arrived
safely and in perfect condition.
thanks to the thorough packing.
They are indeed satisfactory, those
set up showing well over I.5 volts.
I have had some experience of
your H.T.3 cells previously: having
had in operation 8o cells since last
March, individual cells have only
dropped to 1•25 volt.
They are
very clean, no creeping or any
corrosion so far,
and
in this
respect they are superior to H.T.
accumulators. Therefore, when an
opportunity
presented itself of
increasing my H.T. pressure I
turned to Messrs. Siemens once
more.
These cells deserve to be
more widely known.

Specify "Siemens "—the Battery
with 50 years' manufacturing
experience behind it—and you
will be sure of complete satisfaction.

Yours faithfully,
(signed) S. K. Doran.

•11111.9,

MUMIMMIMM•liell«11

The Cells are supplied in the following three sizes :—
H.T.1, small size, 8d. each.

H.T.2, large size, 10d. each.

H.T.3, extra large size, 1/— each.
Guaranteed to produce II- *volts

per

cell.

Complete batteries of these cells can be made up with a minimum of
troul.le and, if required, batteries complete with boxes can be supplied.
1.

.ILMMI

IMMMIMIMMIMIM•

SIEMENS BROTHERS eic CO. LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.

Adve;lisements for " The Wireless World

are only accepted from firms we believe lo be thoroughly reliable.
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With the recent reductions in
prices of B.S.A. Radio Sets there
comes the opportunity for everyone to purchase a Well -class
instrument backed by B.S.A., a
Firm renowned throuehout the
world for the excellence of any
of the materials wh ch it produces. B.S.A. Sets may now be
obtained at such low prices that
it is worth your while to discard
the idea of bui:ding a rtcriver
yourself.
Order your D.S.A. Set
to-day

... as an acceptable wireless gift this Christmas
than Belling-Lee Terminals. When you buy
Belling-Lee you buy perfectly manufactured
terminals, produce that
any wireless man would
appreciate,
product*
which, moreover, despite
their fine quality, cost
very little. Yet this very
small item makes a very
big difference to a Set's
safety and efficiency. Try
them on your own Set
and see for yourself.

B.S.A. 2 Valve Set
£4-15
3

„

., £7-10

4

.,

., £12

4
„

„
de Luxe £15-10

8Valve Set £35

All prices include Valves
and Royalties.

eete test
and

Cone Speaker

Type "B." Standard large insulated
polished black
bakelite, 6d each

still th e b
est
There are so many Speakers on the market
that it is often difficult to decide which one to
buy. Why not have a Speaker wh.ch, while
incorporating all modern imnrovim .tits, has
also stood the test of time.
The II.S.A. K
was introduced five years ago i
by The Western
ctric Co.), and can still hold its own
against any cone Speaker when realistic reproduction is appreciated.

Type "M."
As
type "B" but with
only the engraved
top insulated.
Rest nickel-plated
brass, 41c1. each.

B.S.A. Kone Model "A"
(illus.) £7
B
"
"C" £1-17-6

" R." Lowpriced model with
rotating name.
3d. each.
Type

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS OR

SIGN AND POST THE
COUPON NOW .
— — — —— —
B.S.A. RADIO, LTD., 21, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
Please send
me the

B.S.A. RADIO CATALOGUE

BF-PeLerevlFE

BELLING AND LEE, LIMITED,
Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

ADDRESS
Alentanz

1he

Wireless

World,

-

echen

writing

to advertise's,

wdl

prompt

attent;on
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An H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains with Metal Oxide Rectifier of Universal
Application to Receivers with Three and Four Valves.
By W. I. G. PAGE, B.Sc.

I

T is asomewhat disquieting fact that the most faith- retain the necessary high inductance to impede the lowful rendering of speech and music in wireless is frequency ripple current are likewise expensive. The
closely associated with special valves whose greed resistances used must also have alarge margin of safety
to ensure that they do not heat up with the watts
for anode current does not seem to diminish as time
goes on. The principles of power output are such that consumed.
To prevent shock, which can be quite unpleasant at
the signal should produce alarge change in anode curvoltages well over zoo, the whole equipment has been
rent, but it is patent that the current cannot swing to
a value below zero. The inference, therefore, is that mounted inside an ingenious earthed all-metal safety
the current must be large before any signal arrives so box by means of which when the lid is opened the mains
as to accommodate the fluctuations within the limits of supply is broken at both poles by a switch, thus leaving all the exposed contacts " dead." Fuses blowing
the valve's characteristic.
Thus, satisfactory loud speaker reproduction and a at one ampere are provided in each main's lead in the
lid of the box, and afford a protection against shortgenerous H.T. supply appear to be inseparable. The
circuit or serious overload. Thus the equipment as a
case for mains operation, where such is possible, bewhole can be said to conform
comes clear when it is appreto
the
I.E.E.
regulations,
dated that 20 milliamperes at a
Although designed specially for the MEGA VOXand should satisfy the most
THREE receiver, which on account of its remarkpressure of 200 volts for 250
able performance has achieved such popularity,
stringent requirements of any
hours represents aBoard of Trade
the eliminator described in this article with very
lighting company. The total exunit costing perhaps but 6d.,
small modification can be used with almost any
penditure has been considerably
whilst dry batteries giving the
receiver. Motor-boating, distortion and hum are
increased by the adoption of a
entirely absent and agenerous output of 100 mA.
same output would cost over 30s.
at 200 volts is obtainable.
Westinghouse metal-oxide bridge
True, the mains equipment will
rectifier with eighty cells per arm,
waste a small fraction of the
which has some striking properties, and can be regarded
energy, but the comparison still remains very striking.
The eliminator, after a short period, should thus pay as a sound investment of practically unlimited life
for itself in spite of its rather high cost, which we must with no upkeep costs.
As a rectifier it has the high efficiency of nearly yo
now attempt to justify. Liberties cannot be taken with.
apparatus connected to lighting mains, and, to prevent per cent., and its extremely low internal resistance, as
breakdown due to poor insulation, all components have compared with that of other forms of rectifier, provides
to be chosen which have the makers' guarantee that amost satisfactory voltage regulation curve. The voltthey have been tested at voltages far above that to age drop is practically proportional to the load, so that
the curve approximates to a straight line. The bridge
which they will be subjected in the eliminator.
formation prevents any reverse current whatsoever, and
High Voltage Surges and Test Pressures.
provides full-wave rectification. When the latter form
At the moment of switching the H.T. supply on or of rectification is obtained from a valve, a bridge aroff there will be, due to the presence of smoothing rangement cannot conveniently be used, and a centreequipment, voltage surges' which may at " make " tapped transformer is employed, the outers of which
rise to a value not exceeding twice that of the working may have the large potential difference of some 480
voltage, whilst at " break " apressure may be reached
volts, whereas the R.M.S. volts across the untapped
which is even three times greater than the working volt- secondary of atransformer designed to precede a metal
age. Condensers which have been tested with surge rectifier are not more than a few per cent. above the
voltages of r,000 cannot be manufactured cheaply, and primary voltage. A word of warning is here neceschokes which must under given D.C. load conditions sary concerning any attempt to dissemble the rectifier.
The bolts holding the treated copper discs, have been
See Experimental Wireless, November, 1928. Surges in
carefully adjusted to give a correct pressure for optiEliminator Smoothing Circuits," by A. G. Warren.
19
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MegaVOx Eliminator.—

mum
performance,
and
should not be touched.
A
slight temperature rise takes
place
during
operation;
therefore:
ventilation
is
necessary, precluding the
mounting of any components actually touching the
sides or top of the apparatus.
With a complement of
eighty cells in each of the
four arms of the bridge, the
voltage rise which occurs on
open circuit is not of sufficient magnitude to harm
the rectifier, while damage
from short-circuit or overload is prevented by interposing asensitive flash lamp
fuse between the transFig. 1.—The circuit
gement of the eli ninator. One-ampere fuses are fitted to the lid of the
metal safety-box and a sensitive fuse lam,› blowing at about 180 mA. is connected in one had
former and the rectifier.
between the transformer and rectifier.
Value of components are as follows; CH., 20 henrys;
CH 2,32 henrys; C4, Ca 2 mfd. condensers, 1000 volt test; C., two 2 mfd. condensers in parallel,
The lamp used is rated for
1000 volt test; C2, C3, Co, C2, 2 mfd. condensers, 500 volt test; R., 5000 ohms; R2. 10,000 ohms;
6 volts, ioo mA., and fuses
R3, 10,000; 114, 30,000 ohms; R7, 20,000 ohms; 116, 20,000 ohms; R7,30,000 ohms.
at about i80. mA. (see
photograph). Not the least attractive feature of the
length of time, so that the ample latitude of this battransformer-rectifier combination selected is the fact that
tery substitute to accommodate the anode requirements
the present eliminator is capable of feeding almost any
of almost any valve should have considerable appeal.
set containing up to four valves, the requirements of
The reader will be able to judge from the foregoing that
which are not more than ioo mA. at 200 volts. Very
it is almost impossible to design a highly efficient A.C.
few experimenters are content with one receiver for any
H.T. eliminator of almost unlimited life conforming to
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DET.
SWITCH

1

L.G.

AB
B2¡.

EARTH
LINE
0

B3
4V.

o
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80 V.
o.5mA
P M.14
+HT.1

5
1
•
50 V
19m A
PM 14
+H T 2

10

I
.
130V
0•3m A AND
3o0mA
P.M.4 DX 1
,
150V. 21mA
O
P.M.24
+.H.T.3
+ H.T. 4

rig. 2.—The circuit diagram of the Megnoox.. Three. A separate H.T. lead to the detcctor plate (H.T. + 3) is necessary. To simplify
the calculation ut resistances ln the mains equipment the valve currents and voltages have been marked against their respective
terminals.
The pentode feed is now H.T. + 4.
20
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Megavoz Eliminator.—
on an Ondograph machine, and found to have in the
regulations and suitable for almost any receiver without
detector output feed a ripple voltage of a small fraction
an expensive outlay.
of a volt R.M.S., so small, indeed, as to be comparable
It is difficult in an article of limited length to give
with the slight fluctuations that occur in H.T. batteries.'
the raison d'être for every component and every circuit
The circuit of the Megavox-Three. is again given in
detail, and the writer must reluctantly resort to what
Fig. 2, and is identical with the original, with the exanother author has been
pleased
to
call
" Bradshavian Acrobatics."
This
article should be read in conjunction with two other articles, firstly, to see why it is
essential to use the series
anode feed scheme (and not
a common potential divider
across the mains) to prevent
motor
boating
or
backcoupling, distortion, and loss
of
amplification;
an d ,
secondly, why separate local
potential dividers are neces• sary when it is required to
drop volts for the feed to the
screen of a screened grid
valve and an anode bend detector.
The eliminator circuit about to be described
(Fig.
1)
has
resistances
values and a slightly modified smoothing equipment to
suit the Megavox-Three receiver (constructional details
of this receiver were given on
September r9th), but by one
or two simple changes, not
in any way affecting the
•chassis dimensions or layout, the equipment can be
View of the components and complete eliminator chassis removed from the metal safety—box. The
flash lamp fuse can be seen at the top of a small wooden pillar. Note the numbered resistance holders.
altered to suit almost any
receiver, as will be shown in the concluding instalception that the anode feed of the detector is brought
ment of this article in next week's issue.
out to a separate terminal on the terminal strip and
Due to the separation of every H.T. feed and to the
labelled H.T. +3.
The pentode feed now becomes
liberal smoothing equipment embodied, neither motor
H.T. +4. The reason for this slight alteration is due
boating, distortion, loss of amplification, nor hum were
to the difficulty of preventing back-coupling with a lead
common to the plates of the H.F. valve and the detecmA
tor. No other modifications whatsoever are needed in
0
the receiver; the resistances r., r., r., and r, remain, as
also do the condensers C. to Ca . The resistance
WESTINGHOUSE
A.C.
METAL OXIDE
4mfd•
INPUT
r.,
shown in dotted lines in the original diagram, is
RECTIFIER
not needed.
Tuned Anode and Difficulty in Smoothing..

Fig.

3.—The circuit arrangement used for the preplration of the
voltage regulation curve.

discernible even when using a moving coil loud speaker,
one of the great attributes of which is response to low
frequencies. By courtesy of the Westinghouse Brake
and Saxby Signal Company, the eliminator was tested
2 " Back
Coupling in Eliminators." The Wireless World,
September 26th, 1928. '• Dropping Volts." The
Wireless
World, November 28th, 1928.

B 25

Against the H.T. positive terminals of the receive/
(Fig. 2) are marked the names of the valves used, together with the anode currents taken at the optimum
H.T. voltages, assuming that the grid biases applied
are in accordance with those advised in the original
article. The terminals on the eliminator are marked
to correspond with the terminals on the receiver, i.e.,
H.T +4 is connected to H.T. +4, etc., and the values
A straight line amplifier is used to amplify the ripple component before an Ondograph reading is obtained.
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Memo: Eliminator—
LIST OF PARTS.
1 Safety-box with fuses and double-pole switch (Ferranti).
1 Mains transformer (slate mains voltage and frequency when
ordering) (Type E.M.I. Ferranti.)
1 Metal oxide rectifier; (Type .‘ H.T.1." Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co.)
1 32-henry choke (Type 638 Pye).
1 20-henry choke (Type 664 Pye).
7 Wire-wound resistances bi-duplex with clips; 5,000, 10,000,
10,000, 20,000, 20,000, 30,000, 30,000 ohms. (R.
& Varley).
8 2 mfd condensers, 4 type C1. 1,000 volt test; 4type C2,500
volt test (Ferranti).

1 Resistor holder for fuse lamp (Burndept).
I Ftashlamp bulb, 6 volts 100 mA. (Biagio).
5 Shrouded terminals; H.T.— ;H.T.+1; H.T.+ 2;
;
H.T.d- 4 (Igranic).
5 Spade ends (insulated) 4red, Iblack (Lisenin).
5 lvorine flex wire labels; H.T.—; H.T.-F1; H.T.-F ?;H.T.+ 3;
H.T.+4 (Bulgin).
1 Ebonite terminal strip exrx
Wire,

r

systoflex,
plywood
wall plug, etc.

r.

24- x10e,

lampholder adaptor or

Approximate cost of all parts, £12.

In the " List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components
actually used by the designer and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument.
Where the designer considers it
necessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article
itself.
In all other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of components, provided they are of equal
quality to those listed, and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout of the set any variations in
the size of alternative components he may use.

of the voltage-dropping resistances have been so chosen
that the H.T. currents are correct to each valve.
The pentode feed is passed through the smoothing
choke CH,, which has an inductance of about 14 henrys
at 21 mA., but has the advantage of the low D.C.
resistance of 300 ohms. The resistance R, augments
the smoothing in conjunction with C, and drops the
necessary volts. The pentode screened grid circuit is
isolated by the de-coupling resistance and condenser
already in the receiver. In order to cope with the two
anode currents of 0.3 mA. and 3.0 mA., respectively,
for anode bend and leaky grid detection, the potential
divider R2,R„, R4 in the H.T. +3 lead has been given
rather a low total value, so that the current passed is
comparatively large, which was explained as essential in
the article entitled " Dropping Volts." One limb (i.e.,

The tuned anode coupling in the Megavox provides
a path for ripple current from the plate of the screened .
grid valve to the most vulnerable part of the receiver—
namely, the grid of the detector—and special precautions have to be taken to prevent any ripple from
reaching the terminal H.T. +2 of the eliminator. The
choke CH 2 has an inductance of 32 henrys when the
specified D.C. current is passing through it, and together with the combination C.„ Ro,and Co,adequate
smoothing is obtained.
Because of the elaborate
smoothing required preceding tuned anode coupling, it
is possible that there will be a general tendency towards
the use of tuned transformers with screened grid valves.
For the sake of cheapness, more satisfactory filtering,
and because there is no question of L.F. coupling at this
point, the plate of the screened grid valve, as well as
the screen of the same valve, is fed from one potential
divider of three sections—R o,Ro,R7,whose junction
points are connected to Co and C7.
Obtaining the Regulation Curve.

Fig. 4.—The voltage regulation curve obtained from the transformer-rectifier combination used in the eliminator.
The H.T.
current for the Megavox is about 26 mA., but together with the
potential divider losses the total load is about 33 mA., at which
a voltage of approximately 265 is obtained.

the series limb) of this potential divider has been split
into two portions with a condenser C, at the junction
point to assist smoothing. Another condenser Cs between
the two limbs of the potential divider gives a sufficient
filtering to dispense with a choke in the detector feed.

It now remains to describe the method of ascertaining
the D.C. volts developed across the 4 mfd. condenser
Co,which have to be broken down to the values shown
against the terminals in Fig. 2. The rectifier produces
apulsating uni-directional current which can be regarded
as a pure D.C. current with an oscillating component
symmetrically superimposed, but as the rectifier has internal resistance it is quite clear that aload will cause a
drop in volts. A condenser by passing part of the oscillating component can act as a load and reduce the voltage
output just as a resistance can do the same thing. In
order to obtain a reasonably true reading with a moving
coil D.C. meter of the average D.C. output available at
the input of the filter, it is necessary to subdue as far
as possible the oscillating or ripple current by including
the meter after the 4mfd. condenser, which incidentally
acts as areservoir. If an attempt be made to damp out
more thoroughly the ripple current at Co by increasing
the capacity above 4 mfds., it will act as ashort circuit
to ripple and damage the rectifier by overloading it.
The curve showing the relation between total current
consumed by the set and voltage available at the filtet
B 22
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Mew« Eliminator.—
input is known as a voltage regulation curve of the
filter, and is obtained by connecting a milliammeter,
a high resistance voltmeter, and a variable resistance
as shown in Fig. 3. The milliammeter should have a
resistance of under xohm and read from o to ioo mA.,
whilst the voltmeter should read up to 300 volts and
not pass more than, say, io mA. at full scale reading.
The milliammeter, of course, reads the load due to the
resistance as well as that of the voltmeter. The resist50 PEAKS PER SECOND

:ritirrg ,,77,4-yriT.T...priaA

50 PEAKS PER SECOND
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each valve will be given in the concluding instalment of
this article, as will also the modifications necessary for
adapting the eliminator to almost any multi-valve set.
A schematic diagràm showing the successive changes
in waveform which result from passing a sine wave
(A.C. lighting mains) through the various components
of the mains equipment is given in Fig. 5. At A a 50cycle alternating current is applied to the primary of
the transformer; at B a slight increase in amplitude is
shown. Full-wave rectification (C) gives Ioo peaks

100 PEAKS PER SECOND

l'avnyn'ensf\.-1\f‘
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I
2mfda

4mfds

RECTIFIER

D

E

5.—A schematic diagram of the successive changes in waveform from the 50-cycle alternating input to the final smoothed D.C.
output which can be considered as a straight line in view of the successful test on the Ondograph machine.

ance can have a minimum of 3,000 ohms. Fig. 4 is
the voltage regulation curve obtained from the present
eliminator when the meters are inserted after the 4
mfd. condenser across the rectifier, as shown in Fig. 3.
From Fig. 2 it will be seen that the total H.T. current
required for the receiver is just over 26 mA. (using
leaky grid detection), but the potential dividers in the
eliminator bring this figure up to about 33 mA., with
which load it will be seen from Fig. 4 that a voltage
of about 265 is available. The values of the resistances
required to reduce this potential to the requirements of

THE
I N the matter
j present two

USE

OF

HIGH

of the choice of anode voltage there are at
conflicting influences.
On the one hand,
one knows very well that any valve will deal with
stronger signals without overloading, and will in most cases
yield a greater degree of amplification if the anode voltage used
is high than if it is low. This is especially noticeable when
the output valve is in question, for the raising of the anode
voltage allows of a considerable increase in the volume of
undistorted sound that can be obtained from the loud speaker.
We are strongly tempted, then, to run up the high-tension voltage to some 200 volts as a minimum, to the great improvement
of the results obtained.
We are, however, discouraged from doing this by observing
that upon the containing box of every valve we buy, apart
from those of the L.S.5 class, there is inscribed in large print
the words, " Maximum anode voltage 120"; and, in addition,
there is often a definite statement to the effect that the makers
will not guarantee their valves to have a reasonable life if this
voltage is appreciably exceeded. Sometimes the limit of voltage
is set even lower than this, and 100 volts is the permitted
maximum; in a few cases, mostly found among the valves of
higher impedance, 150 volts is allowed.
In practice it is found in most cases that, provided the correct grid bias is used, no noticeable harm is done to the valve
by using an anode voltage up to about 160 volts; in fact, this
voltage is that most usually supplied by the " Power" tapping
of commercial battery eliminators. It is most essential to remember, particularly with valves of low impedance such as aro
used for operating the loud speaker (the so-called " superpower " valves), that serious damage may be done to the valve.
13 23

per second, and the average D.C. component is shown as
a horizontal line located so that the two shaded portions
are equal in area. After the 4 mfd. condenser the
magnitude of ripple is less (D). The average D.C. output available, as read by a moving coil, is indicated by
X. A further choke and condenser (E) reduce the ripple
considerably—likewise the rest of the filter (F) absorbs
the fluctuating components to a degree which it is considered fair, in view of the Ondograph test, to depict as
satisfying Euclid's definition concerning the shortest
path between two points.
(To be concluded.)

ANODE VOLTAGES.
if it is allowed to run, even for a few moments only, without
sufficient grid bias to keep the anode current down to a reasonable value. With this in mind, it will be replised that either
the H.T. supply or the filament current should be switched
off before making any change in grid bias, for during the change
from one voltage to another the valve is temporarily left with
no grid bias at all.
In the earlier stages of the receiver similar precautions must
be taken if, as is becoming more and more usual, all valves
are operated with the same anode voltage. The high-frequency
amplifiers, which have to deal with only a very small grid
swing, can be given an even greater grid bias than that required to operate them at the middle of the straight part of
the curve; they can, in fact, be biased almost down to the
bottom bend.
Low-frequency amplifiers in the plate circuit
of which there is a transformer, may be similarly treated, or, if
the anode current is taken from the mains, a resistance-capacity
filter may be used to decrease the voltage that is actually
applied to the plate of the valve at the same time that it fulfils
its primary function of checking any tendency to instability
through L.F.
Resistance-coupled, low-frequency amplifiers require no precautions, as they are protected by their anode resistances from
too high a current. l'rovided that they are biased to the middle
point of their dynamic curve it is possible to take great
liberties with such valves; owing to the strict limitation of
plate current they do not appear to be harmed by the continuous application of even 350 volts outside the resistance, even
though this may imply some 220 volts on the anode of the
valve itself.
A. L. M. S.
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No. 1.—The British Phototone System.

it

r .
IHE gramophone is a few years senior to the
cinematograph.
The former became popular
nearly thirty years ago and the latter just over
twenty. The idea of combining the one with the other
has been obvious from the onset, and one might well
demand the reason for the delay in its accomplishment.
A common assumption was probably that the problems
af synchronising the visual and acoustic reproduction
were practically insurmountable. This, definitely, was
not the reason for the delay. Quite simple mechanical
devices are now used to achieve synchronising, while the
process by which the speech is light recorded on the
edge of the film had long been known, yet still the
talking film did not take its place in the cinema. '
Those who have followed the growth of the talking
film are well aware of the difficulty that has delayed its
introduction.
It is not the problem of synchronising
but rather that speech and musical reproduction has
been far too defective to be associated with the reality

•

of the moving picture.
During the past eighteen
months several firms have sprung into being for the
purpose of devoting their energies exclusively to the
supply of talking film equipment, and there are already
more than twelve theatres in this country exhibiting
talking films. The period of this advancement precisely
coincides with the development of improved loud
speakers, the moving coil type now being exclusively
used in the several systems. The wireless enthusiast
is, therefore, the most severe critic of the talking film,
and its close link with amplifier and loud speaker design
has given rise to the inclusion of articles on the subject
from time to time in the pages of this journal.
How Film and Record are Synchronised.

Turning our attention now in particular to the British
Phototone system, we are chiefly interested in the process of synchronising picture and loud speaker or, going
back to the source, the film and the gramophone record.
As everyone knows, the film is driven
' through the projector by a sprocket
wheel, the small pins of which engage
in the perforated holes running along
the two edges of the film. This sprocket
drive
must be
positively
coupled
through suitable gearing with the gramophone turntable, the relationship between the record and film being the
same during recording as when reproducing. It is surprising that synchronising is so simple, it being merely necessary to introduce such mechanical
requirements as will ensure smooth
running.
To better appreciate the detailed requirements the reader might set himself
the problem of running film and record
in step.
Nothing could be easier than
that of marking the gramophone record
at a particular point on its first groove
"fuo turntables are employed in order to give continuous speech rgproduction
throughout the progress of the film. The turntables are started spbntaneously
and setting a certain marked portion of
by means of small metal contacts attached to the edge of the him.
The drive
the film in the shutter.
Both would
of the turntables is coupled to the mechanism which propels the film.
B 24
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Talking Films.—
start away together, and being driven from a common
source of motion would continue exactly in step just as
they did during recording. Thus, for afew minutes the
arrangement would be satisfactory.
Changing Records.

Provision must be made, however, for changing over
from one record to another, without delay, as the film
progresses.
This change-over can conveniently be
made either during a display of caption or at a time of
momentary silence. A feature of the Phototone system
is that a record is started by a small electrical contact
attached to the film. Clipped on to the film is a small
piece of silver foil for contacting, and on passing a given
point the record is thrown into rotation beneath the

1

The current impulse given by the metal contact on the. film
is amplified and energises a relay which closes the contacts
•
of the magnetic clutch.

trical pick-up with the first groove on the record a wide
groove pitch is allowed, and an indicating arrow marks
the starting point. Should record and film inadvertently
The geared cross shaft and vertical spindles used for driving
run out of step, the pick-up arm is rotated about the
the two turntables.
centre spindle so as to either overtake or fall back until
the passage of the record accompanies the movement
needle spontaneously. Associated with the silver conof the film.
The correction is made without intertact is a single stage valve amplifier, in the anode cirruption.
A second flywheel is also in synchronous
cuit of which is a relay fitted with a double set of conrotation alongside the first, and is likewise arranged to
tacts. One set closes a local circuit through a battery
give immediate rotation to a second record when an
and an additional winding on the relay by which means
impulse is received from the tiny contact attached to the
a brief pulling-up of the armature causes it to hold.
side. of the running film.
By this means successive
The other pair of contacts energise a magnetic clutch of
records are brought into operation, changing over
similar form to that recently described in association
alternately from one turntable to the other.
with the wireless picture receiver. This clutch sets the
Thus the quality of reproduction is dependent upon
turntable carrying the gramophone record in rotation.
the merits of the recording and amplifying equipIt might be thought that the duty of the magnetic clutch
ment, and the type and arrangement of the loud
is to slip, but actually when energised it gives a very
speakers.
Little is left for depositive drive.
scription in this connection, as
To overcome the inertia present
the Phototone system is fortunate
when setting the record in rotation
in that it adopts in its entirety
a heavy cast iron flywheel is emthe public address equipment of
ployed running at the correct speed
Siemens Schuckert. This equipby being directly coupled to the
ment has already been referred to,
sprocket wheel of th; projector.
its chief distinction being the
Flywheel and turntable have, of
Blatthaller loud speaker which it
course, concentric shafts, and the
uses.
Instead of a pair of magmagnetic clutch couples them tonetic poles as are provided with the
gether.
As instantaneous starting
annular ring form of moving coil
)f the record is impossible, aspiral
loud
speaker the Blatthaller is comspring device is interposed between
posed of agrid consisting of alarge
the clutch and turntable shaft. Renumber of alternate poles interlaced
sistance offered by the turntable on
with a ribbon conductor carrying
starting is temporarily taken up by
the speech currents. To this conthis spring, but this does not cause
ductor is attached the diaphragm
loss of synchronisation, as it later
which, moving as an entirety, gives
releases to the original setting while
Flywheel, turntable and magnetic clutch,
a considerable air displacement,
together with the adjusting mechanism, used
rotating.
to bring the pick-up to the correct position
and possesses in alarge measure the
on the record.
To facilitate .
engaging the elecB 25
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Facing Films.—

theoretical ideals desirable
in loudspeaker diaphragms.
A battery of these loud
speakers is arranged behind
the screen, the volume output being adjusted to suit
the acoustic conditions of
the hall.
Power for amplifiers and field excitation
Is derived from a directcoupled motor generator.
The non-directional properties of the loud speaker
are
in its
favour,
for
they
give
a naturalness of effect when reproducing a full orchestra,
while not revealing the precise point from which the
voice is emitted when giving
speech to the screen artist.

Battery of Siemens Schuckert (Blatthaller) loud speakers as placed behind the screen in the
British Phototone system.

TTE

S TO THE EDITOR.

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "Toe Wireless World." Dorset House Tudor Street, IC.0.4, and mast be atammtaaied b; the writer's name and address.

LOUD SPEAKER "ATTACK."

STANDARDISATION—SCREEN-GRID VALVES.
Sir,—I have recently had cause to notice the different methods
being adopted by valve manufacturers in the oonnections to
screen-grid valves.
Most makers now appear to have adopted the vertical type
.of valve with the terminal on the top, but there is apparently
no agreement between them as to the method of connecting
the various electrodes. For instance, the Mullard valve has the
connection for the anode brought out to the extra terminal,
whilst the usual anode pin is utilised for the screen connection.
I believe this also applies to the Osram and Ediswan -makes.
In the B.T.H. valve, however, the control grid is brought out
to the top terminal, and the screen grid connection is by means
of the usual " grid " pin on the base of the valve.
I do not know what are the factors governing the arrangement of these connections, but I do think (unless there is
definite reason for this variation) that it should be possible for
the various makers to adopt some standard method.
Some of your readers may care to indicate their views, or
perhaps the makers themselves would like to set eut their
reasons for the various methods in use.
S. WEBSTER.
Enfield, Middlesex.
Sir,—Mr. Rowett's letter on the subject of standardisation
raises an interesting point with regard to screen-grid valves.
I have always considered the double-ended type to be a distinct advance on the ordinary single-ended valve; making, as
it does, for maximum separation of the electrode leads and
great

convenience in

external screening.

I was

very sorry,

therefore, when British valve manufacturers went back to the
single-ended type (with anode fixed to the top), thus copying the Americans. I am quite aware that the latter type is
more efficient than the older double-ended type, but I do not
Imagine this extra efficiency has any inherent connection with the
shape of the valve.
Let us by all means have standardisation where it does not
interfere with efficiency and convenience, but I would strongly
condemn any attempt at standardisation which might act as a
check on progress.
ROGER NORTH.
Buckingham Gate, S.W.1.

Sir,—It is a curious fact that a discussion departs sooner
or later from matters of fact and becomes matters of opinion.
The letter of " Curious " in your issue of November 7th is a
case in point. Your blue pencil forbids us dealing with this
letter in detail, but we crave space to query one sentence, which
reads as follows :—
" In the case of the Reed drive low frequency transients have
no chance at all because there is no bass.'
We take it that the
writer includes balanced armature movements.
Perhaps he
would therefore amplify his bold statement by replying to the
following queries :—
(a) Has he tested every movement that is commercially
available ?
(b) What apparatus he used to produce, say, half a dozen
pure notes in the lower register two octaves below middle C,
and what was the value of those notes?
(c) What was the connecting link between the pyre note
apparatus and the input side of the unit?
(d) What type of apparatus was fed by the output side of
the unit?
As we are curious on all these points perhaps we may be
permitted to sign ourselves
" CURIOUS SECUNDUS."
London, W.C.2.
November 7th, 1928.

DIODE RECTIFICATION.
Sir,—I have been very interested in the recent correspondence on the diode rectifier.
Although I would consider this detector justified on the
score of quality alone, there is one other point which has not
been stressed, and should appeal to mains users.
The fact that the detector valve does not take an H.T. supply
at once removes a possible source of hum and motor-boating.
I changed from anode bend to this arrangement about a year
ago, and find two L.F. stages are ample if there is some
preceding B.F. magnification.
W. R. PARKINSON.
Streetly, Staffs.
November 15th, 1928.
B 26
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Events of the Week in
FIRST

COME,

FIRST

SERVED.

Christmas, 1928, promises to be a
record season for wireless.
Those who
make their radio purchases early have
the best choice. rerle. sap.
0000
PROVERBS

FOR

PRESENT CHOOSERS.

A valve in the hand is worth three ties
or four pairs of socks.
A soft answer turneth away wrath, but
a loud speaker goeth one better.
0000
STANDBY

WIRELESS

FOR

P.O.

A Post Office wireless station is to be
erected at Fleetwood for use when the
cables to Ireland and the Isle of Man are
out of action.
0000

POWERFUL DUTCH COLONIAL
STATION.

The Dutch Parliament is considering
a Bill for the installation of a short-wave
station in the East Indies with a power
of 600 kilowatts. The station would provide five channels for simultaneous telegraphic communication with Europe besides two or three telephone circuits.
0000
MARCONI

PIONEERS.

Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S., was among
the guests at a dinner given by Senatore
Marconi on November 29th to those who
had been connected with the Marconi
companies for twenty-five or moro years.
Dr. Fleming has been in association with
the companies almost from their inception.
Anofher guest was Colonel H.
Jameson-Davis, founder of the original
Wireless Telegraph and Signal Company
in 1897.
0000
COMPULSORY

WIRELESS

ON

SHIPS.

A's a result of disclosures made during
the New York enquiry into the loss of
the Vestrie, the Merchant Navy Reform Society has sent a manifesto to
the Government urging that compulsory
wireless on all ships should be discussed
at the International Conference on Safety
of Life at Sea, which will meet in London next April.
The
l'estrss enquiry showed that
the small steamer "Montoso " might
have reached the scene of the wreck in
time to save lives if it had been equipped
with wireless.

TRANSATLANTIC

Brief Review.

WIRELESS

MODERN

HISTORY.

INSTITUTIONS.

To-day (Wednesday) marks the twentyseventh anniversary of Senatore Marconi's reception of the first Transatlantic
wireless signal.
0000

In two East &we« Poor Law institutions wireless installations have superseded gramophones.

EM?IRE

At irregular intervals the Swedish
high-power station at Motala now broadcasts simultaneously on two wavelengths,
viz., 1,363 and 99 metres.

TELEPHONE

SERViCE

NEXT?

In view of the success of the Transatlantic telephone service, the Post
Office is understood to be considering
the opening of similar services with
different parts of the Empire.
It is
possible that preliminary tests may shortly
be made with Australia.

0000
SHORT

WAVES

FROM

SWEDEN.

•0 0 0 0
WIRELESS-CABLES

MERGER.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS.

It is considered that the position of
chairman of the new wireless-cables
merger company may be offered to Sir
Basil Blackett, a former Controller of
Finance at the Treasury.

Earlier Publishing Dates.

GERMAN

•

OW !NG to the Christmas Holidays
"The Wireless World,"
December
on

the

issue

19th

will

previous

dated

be

day,

December

dated

on

sale

and

the

26th,

on

Monday December 24th.

AUSTRALIAN

DUTIES
SETS.

ON

WIRELESS

Australian radio manufacturers are
petitioning for increased duties on imported wireless sets. The existing duties
are :British preferential, 35 per cent, ad.
valorem; intermediate, 50 per cent. ;and
general, 55 per cent.
No objection is
raised to this scale of duties on components, but an increase is asked for on
completed sets.
BUYERS OF
SHARES.

MARCONI

Extensive foreign buying of shares in
the Marconi International Marine Communication Co., Ltd., has led the directors to convene an extraordinary meeting
of the shareholders on Friday next,
December 14th . to consider whether the
company's Articles of Association shall
be altered to provide that the company
shall continue under British control and
that not more than 25 per cent, of its
issued shares shall be in foreign hands.

CALIBRATION

Calibration signals, for he benefit of
the German broadcasting stations, are
regularly transmitted on the 11th and 12th
day of each month throughout the year
by the high-power Kornigswusterhausen
station. The broadcasts are carried out
between 5 and 7.15 a.m., G.M.T., but
should one of the test days fall on a
Sunday the experiment is carried out on
the following day.
Times of transmissions
Moesa are as follows :—
•
G.
M.
T.
05.00
05.15
05.30
05.45
06.00
06.15
06.30
06.41
07.00
07.15

LETTERS.

05.05
05.20
01.35
05.50
06.05
06.20
06.35
00.50
07.05
07.20

A
G
0
X
Y

WavELENcents.
1st day. 2nd day.
1,440
2,750
1,100
1,061
1,000
1,785
1,050
1,650
1,000
1,565
900
1,525
800
1,475
750
1,400
720
1,360
700
1,140

0000

0000

FOREIGN

0000

HIGH POWER
SiGNALS.

THE

WIRELESS

LEAGUE.

At the annual general meeting of the
Wireless League held at the Royal Automobile Club an account was given by the
chairman, Sir Arthur Stanley, of the
League's activities during the past year.
Membership includes the insurance of
wireless
sets
and
accessories,
free
technical help, and legal advice on all
wireless matters. Through its branches
the League has done useful work in presenting hospitals with free wireless sets,
the funds being raised by concerts, whist
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drives, and the like '
•whilst blind persons
have been helped by receiving at a reduced rate copies of the Radio 7'imes
printed in Braille.
The offices of the
League have recently been removed to
19, Berkeley Street, London, W.1, and
full particulars of membership may be
had from the secretary.
0000

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA'S NEW BROADCASTING STATiON.

The new Czecho-Slovakian broadcasting
station at Bratislava, the transmitter of
which is illustrated on page 806 of this
issue, will be the largest of five stations
comprising that country's broadcasting
chain. The transmitter, a product of the
British Marconi Company, i
s constructed
on the unit system, each circuit being
carefully screened from its neighbour.
Two rectifying panels are employed,
each containing three water-cooled valves
which are fed by three single-phase
transformers, and the rectified unit supplies the intermediate and power amplifiers with direct current at between 8,500
and 10,000 volts. The drive unit uses
two type D.E.T.1 valves, the anode
voltage being provided by a H.T. D.C.
motor generator taking current from an
q,ccumulator battery, which is also used
to light the filaments. The modulator is
resistance-capacity coupled to the submodulator, and the sub-modulator is
arranged for resistance capacity coupling

to the output line amplifier.
Three
water-cooled valves connected in parallel
are used in the power amplifier circuit.
The aerial will be supported on two
300ft. towers about 600ft. apart.
0000
P.C.J.J.'à NEW SCHEDULE.

The famous Philips station at Hilversum, working on 30.2 metres (telephony),
has opened a new campaign with the
object of being heard in places as far
apart as British India and Australia. The
following weekly schedule (G.M.T.) is
novv being observed :—
THURSDAY:
FRIDAY:

SATURDAY

From 1800-2000 for British India,
Europe and South Africa.
From 2300-0 for Spain (in Spanish.)
From 0-0100 for Brazil (in Portuguese).
From 0100-0300 for the South American
Republics (ln Spanish).
From 1800-2600 for Europe.
From 0-0100 for the Dutch West Indies.
From 0100-0400 for Central American
and Antillian Republics, as well as for
the Br tisis and French Colonies in
America (in English, Spanish and
French).
From 0400-0600 for Australia and New
Zealand (in English).
0000

BELGIAN

BROADCASTING.

In a few weeks Brussels will be in the
possession of a high-power transmitter
from which many readers may already
have heard tests at irregular intervals.
On one or two evenings it has broadcast
the Radio Belgique programmes, but has
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not yet been brought into regular operation.
Schaerbeek, a privately owned
station erected some few months ago, has
decided to increase its power from 100
watts to 5 kilowatts.
0000

WIRELESS AT WESTMINSTER.
(From our Parliamentary Correspondent.)
Broadcasting and the General Election.
Broadcasting in relation to politics
came up for consideration in the House
of Commons last week when Sir Nicholas
Grattan Doyle asked the PostmasterGeneral whether during the period of the
General Election it was proposed to allow
the broadcasting of political speeches.
Viscount Wolmer replied that he could
not yet say that political speeches, if any,
would be broadcast by the B.B.C. during
the General Election.
0000

Licences per Thousand of Population.
In reply to a question regarding wireless receiving licences in Wales, the Postmaster-General, Sir William
MitchellThomson, stated that the total number
of licences in force on October 31st in
the whole of Wales was about 80,600,
which was equivalent to a rate of 36.5
per thousand of population.
The corresponding rate for England was 62.8, for
Scotland 37.3, and for Northern Ireland
21.9.

WIRELESS IN WAR OF THE FUTURE.
The Work of the Territorial Signals
The heading of this note may seem
sensational, and the 47th (2nd London)
Divisional Signals T.A sincerely trusts
that it is unlikely of realisation, but,
nevertheless, in the present state of world
politics, it is an eventuality which must
be reckoned with.
That is the reason
why the Territorial Signals are trying to
assist in spare time in the solution of
the interesting problems attendant on
fitting wireless telephony into vehicles,
the design and use of small portable wireless stations for communication between
rapidly moving bodies of troops, etc.
Training takes the form of making the
force efficient in the use of the various
forms of wireless with which the unit
is equipped among other means of
signalling, but in addition opportunities
are given of looking into the future.
The authorities controlling army wireless
research have adopted the principle of
trying new designs "on the dog,"
namely, Territorial Signals.
New designs, as they are produced, can only be
tried out adequately by the man who is
going to use them in practice under the
actual conditions which prevail in war.
This is not always easy to stage at short
notice, and from time to time Territorials are asked to spend an afternoon
or a week-end in trials of new designs
and to report as "users."
This gives
glimpses into the future and is very
interesting.
The illustration shows a type of portable telephony and telegraphy set which

was designed by the 47th (2nd London)
Divisional Signals, who welcome any
new members to the unit interested in
wireless, whether they have any expert

or still rank as beginners.
Headquarters are at Fulham House,
50 yards from Putney Bridge Station on
the Underground.
klumludge

A 'FERMI ORIAL FILLD SET, for telephony and telegraphy,
(2nd London) Divisional Signals.

designed by the

47112
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BARCELONA (Radio Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-6.10, Sextet Selections: TwoStep itcos de E•paila (lberito) ; Selection from Lucia
cli
minennuor (Donizetti) ; Waltz, A la française
(Gedalge-Guinaud), De Huelva-fandanguillo (Romero),
Benarnor (Luna). 8.30, Fortnightly Report of the
institute or•Hygiene followed by Elementary French
Lesson. 9.0, Chimes and Weather Report. 9.5,
Exchange Quotations and News. 9.10, Orchestral
Selections: March, Pomp and Circumstance (Elgar) ;
Selection from Madame Pompadour (Fall) ; Haba. era
clàsica (Raurich) ; Falling Petals-Boston (Soler) ;
Sevilla (Albéniz); Overture to Zampa (Herold).
10.0, Programme relayed from Madrid, EAJ7.
BERGEN (370.4 metres) ; 1.5 ki.v-6.so, Programme
for Children. 8.0, Talk for Girls. 7.0, Orchestral
Concert. 7.50, Topical Talk. 8.0, " The Soul of a
negro described in West-African 1ales of Adventure,"
by Mr. Schroder-Nielsen. 8.80, Pianoforte and
Violin Recital: Sonata in A Major Op. 100 (Brahms).
Sonata in F Minor (Francœur). 9.0, Weather Report,
News and Time Signal.
8.15, Dance Music. 11.0
(approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Krinigswusterhausen) (1,250 metres) ; 40
kW.-3.30, Programme from Hamburg. 4.30, Herr
Potzel, Talk: The Inland Revenue-Anecdotes Grave
and (;ay. 5.0„ l'rof. Woldt, A Discussion with Industrial Workers. 5.30, Advanced Spanish lesson.
5.55, Talk by Dr. J. Nadler. 7.0, " Agricultural"
Programtne: Choral Selections, (a) He.imat (Wiesner)
(h) East-Mark Peasant Song (Buck), (e) Wer hat
clich,
schriner %%Ted (Mendelssohn). Talk: Peasant
Rights and Morals, Choral Selections, (a) lin schtinsten Wiesengrunde (Wagner), (b) Wenn ¡ch den
Wandrer (rage (Began, (e) Went Gott will rechte
Guust erweisen (Mendelssohn), (d) Das VVandern ist
des Mailers Lust (Ziillner), (e) Nun ade, du mein
Bob Heimatland (Kirchl). 8.10 (approx.), Programme
front Tozhatu.
BERLIN (Voshaus) (484 metres) ; 4 kW.--9.10 a.m..
Market Prices. 9.15 a.m.. Weather Report, News
and Time Signal. 10.0 a.m., Pr gramme of Gramophone Records. 10.30 a.m., Exchange Quotations.
11.55 a.m., Time Signal. 12.80, Weather Report and
News. 1.0, Programme of Gramophone 'Records.
2.0, Exchange Quotations, Agricultural Report and
lime Signal. 2.30, Talk by Dr. Rudolf Wegner.
3.0, Sports Review by Dr. Hans Bollmann. 8.80,
Richard Wilde, Talk and Reading: eutzkow, on the
50th aim versary of his Death. 4.0, Recital for Two
Pianos: Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor for Organ,
Two Pianos (Singer) ; Duettino conzertano (Mozart);
Gavotte (Pirani). 4.30, Tea Concert Irons the Hotel
Kaiserhof, followed by Advertising Notes. 5.40,
Advertising Talk by Max Hansen. 6.0, Georg Hansdorf, Talk: Modern Art. 6.6o, Talk. 7.0, " Uriel
Acosta "-Play, with Introductory Talk by Gerhart
Pohl, on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of
the death of Karl Gutzkow, followed by Weather
Report, News, Tinte Signal and Sports Notes. 9.30,
Dancing Instruction by Reinhold Sommer, followed
by Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.), Close DownBRESLAU (822.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-2.0, Review Of
ltooks by Dr. Ernst Boehlich. 8,0, Orchestral Concert.
4.30, Programme relayed from KiSnigswnsterhansen.
5.0, Film Review by Herr M. Lippmann. 5.20,
Programme in Commemoration of Zarnenhop, the
originator of Esperanto. 5.45, Travel Talk: Siberia
and Mongolia. 8.20, Shorthand Lesson. 8.50 Reading in English by Douglas Yates, M.A. 7.15, Variety
Programme: Orchestral Selection from Hansel anti
Gretel (Humperdinck) ; Tenor Songs; Five German
Folk Songs ; Orchestral Selection, Silesian Songs
(Bilse) ; Tenor Songs ; Songs; Orchestral Selection;
Songs (a) Em n Sehâtermadchen weidete (SeidlerWinkler), (b) Du, du liegst mir im Herzen, (c) Die
Auservràhlte; Orchestral Selection, Gentian Dance
(Schubert). 9.0, News. 9.80, Dance Music. 11.0
(approx.), Close Down.
BRUNK (441.2 metres) ; 2.5 kW.-4.30, Music Talk
by Dr. Vetted. 4.45, German Progranune, News and
Concert:
Mignon (Thomas) ; Robert le Diable
(Meyerbeer). 5.15, Weekly Repeat for Journalists.
8.0, Dr. Ztska, Talk: Czech History. 6.15, Talk on
Winter Sports by Mr. Koch. 8.80; Programme, relayed from Prague. 9.0, Programme relayed front
Prague.
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Sneewittchen (Erdleu); Reading from The Princeis
and the Swineherd (Andersen) ; Andersen Fairy Tale
Suite Op. 60 (Kampf) ; Reading from The Bremen
Town Band (Brentano); Symphonic Burlesque, The
Bremen Town Band (Reif tier). 4.30, Programme from
Ktinigswusterbac men.
5.0,
Request
Prcgramme.
6.0, Talk: A Visit to the Hamburg Observatory.
8.55, Weather Report.
7.0, "The House Bali"
920, Weather Report, News, Sports Notes and Programme Announcements. 9.45 (approx.), Dance Music.
10.50, North Sea and Baltic Weather Report.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15th.
All Times are reduced to Greenwich
Mean

Time

and are p.m.

except

where otherwise stated.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--5.0, Orchestral
Concert from the Armenonyille Tea Rooms.
8.0,
Elementary English Lesson.
8.25, intermediate
English Lesson.
6.45, Pianoforte Recital.
7.0,
Gramophone Selections of Dance Music. 7.90," Radio.
Chronique." 8.0, Concert from the Liége Conservatoire: Symphonic Suite (Flor. Alpaertz); Spanish
Symphony (Lalo); Ivan de Stora Skogarna ¡Lindberg);
Violin and Orchestral Selection, Msque
Fantasia (Pierné), Symphonic Poem, Ballata delle
gnomidi (Respighi); l'opical Talk in the Interval,
followed by News, Esperanto Report and Orchestral
Concert from the Palace Hotel. 11.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
BUDAPEST (558.8 metres) ; 20 kW.---4.10, Talk by
Koloman Rossahegyi. 5.20, Hungarian Srmg Recital
by Frau Emma Kornlossy. 8.20, Relay from the Opera
House, followed by Weather Report and News at
9.30, (approx.), and Recital of Snip with Acoompaniment on Old Hungarian Wind Instruments. 10.15,
Band Music relayed from the Hotel Hungaria.
CRACOW (568 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-4.10, Mr. M. Jedlicki, Talk: The Monarchist Movement in France at
the Present Time. 4.35, Programme from Warsaw.
5.0, Prcgramme for Children.
8.0, Miscellaneous
Items and News. 8.25, English Reading by Mr. J.
Stanislawski. 6.56, Tinte Signal. 7.0, Agricultural
Report. 7.5, Mr. J. Regula, Talk: Review of Foreign
Pelitics during the past week. 7.30, Prcgramme from
Warsaw.
9.0, Programme front Warsaw.
tat
Concert from a Restaurant. 10.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
DUBLIN, Call 210,
1 (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-1.30.
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.23,
News. 7.30, Health Talk by Mrs. A. Russell, M.B.
7.45, Irish Lesson by Seamus O'Duirinne. 8.0 to
10.30, Symphony Concert by the Station Symphony
Orchestra and the Phibsboro' Choir. 10.30, News
and Weather Report. 10.45 (approx.), Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.8 metres) • 4 kW.-9.5, Programme for Children. 3.35, Vocal and Orchestral
Concert: Overture to Das Nachtlager in Granada
(Kreutzer);
Selection from Euryanthe (Weber);
Song; Selection from Undine (Lortzing), Overture to
Des Falkners Braut (Marschner); Song; Selection
from Tannhauser (Wagner); ln the Interval-Wireless News and Announcements. 5.10, Reading by
O. W. Studttnann. 5.30, Talk: Postal Regulations for
Christmas. 5.45, "The Letter Box." 8.15, Esperanto
Lesson by W. Wisehhoff. 8.45, Prof. Hulsen, Talk:
The Jewish Cemetery in the Bürneplatz as a Memorial
to Culture and Art. 7.15, Variety Concert with Ernst
Arnold, Vienna, in some of his own Songs, followed by
Dance Music relayed from Voxbaus. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
IlAMBORG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres); 4
kw-9.13 st.m., News. 10.0 a.m., Progranune of
Gramophone Records. 11.10 a.m., Weather Report.
11.15 a.m., Exchange Quotations. 11.30 a.m., Concert
relayed from Hanover (297 metros). In the interval at
11.55 a.m.,Time Signal. 12.10, News. 1.40, Exchange
Quotations.
3.0, Illustrated Music Talk by Wills.
Heinitz.
8.30, Concert of Musical Fairy Tales:
Reading from Sneewittchen (Grimm); Suite from

HILVERSUM (1,071 metres) ; 5 kW- 9.
40 to 9•
55
a.m., lime hg al and 'the Daily Service. 11.40 a.m.,
l'ultra Annuuticements.
11.55 a.m., Tri, Concert.
1.40, Concert from the Tuschinski Iheatre, Amsterdam. 8.40, Italian Lesson.
4.40, Fren ch Lesson.
5.40, Concert of Waltzes and Marches: March, El
Capitan (Sousa) ; Waltz, Wiener Blut (Joh. Strauss);
March, The Gladiator's Farewell (Blankenburg) ;Waltz,
Mondnacht auf der Alster (Fetras); March, Panache
rouge (Grit);
Waltz, &Wee d'été (Waldteufel);
klarch, Old Comrades Ç. care). 6.25, Cannais Lesson7.25, Police Announcements. 7.45, Concert and Talk
arranged by the Vtorkers' Radio Society.
11.15
(approx.), Clos: Down.
=LUX (340.9 metres) ; 4 kW.-Transmits on 1,852
metres froth 5.40 p.nt.-12.10, Concert of Trio Music.
2.40, Programme for Children. 5.0, Gramophone
.06.31/xsso
,Catnholip
ih
S
Be
illlele
et
t
i
i
o
nns. 6.40.
6.10,ETnagllkishby Lesson
M. Gu.
ise 7
h.1,
Dressmaking. 8.0, Concert of Orchestral and Vocal
Music, with Recitations by M. Boezer.
HALUIMBORO (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 inetres).-6.30 a.m., Morning
Gymnastics. 19.0 a.m., Weather Report. 10.15
a.m„, Educational Talk. 11.0 a.m., Chimes from the
Town Hall. U.S a.m., Orchestral Concert from
Wivel's Restaurant. 2.0, Progranune for Children.
2.80, Concert of Orchestral Selections. In the Interval
Recitations by Hans Dynesen. 4.50, Talk by Mr. N.
Esbjerg. 5.20, Mr. F. C. Becker, Talk: Central
heating. 5,50, Weather Report. 8.0, News and
Exchange Quotations, 8.15,
Time
Signal. 8.80
Mr. lver Cur:line, Talk: Modern American Authors.
7.0, Chimes from the Town Hall. 7.5, Reading. 7.80,
Selection of New Danish Work Songs, followed by
News. 8.15, Violin Recital by Harald Andersen:
Concert Polonaise, Op. 4 (Wieniawsky); Caprice
viennois (Kreisler) ; Scherzo-Tarantella Op.
16
(Wieniawsky)
Humoresque (Dvt-rak, arr. Kreisler) ,•
Hungarian Air, Op. 22 (Ernst). 8.45, Orchestral
Concert: March, Advance I (Tofft); selection from
Der Bettelstudent (Millücked ; Caecilie Waltz (Luisbye) ; Saeterjentens Sündag (Ole Bull) ; Toreador
et Andalouse (Rubinstein);
Strofe for Strings,
Organ and Pianoforte (8artholdy); Boljeby-Vals
(Peterson-Berger);
Yelka March (Recaen). 9.45,
Dance Music by the Industry Restaurant Orchestra,
11.0, Chines from the Town Hall. 11.15 (approx.),
Close Down.
ICATTOWITE (422 metres) ; 10 kW-2.45, Financial
•
Report. 3.0, Gramophone Selections. 4.10, Music
Lesson by Prof. F. Sachse. 4.35, Children's Letter
Box. ILO, Programme for Children. 8.0, Announcements and News. 8.30, Talk by Mr. K. Zienkiewicz.
8.58, Time Signal and Agricultural Report. 7.5,
Mr. K. Rutkowski, Talk: Impressions of a Journey
to Constantinople.
7.30, Programme relayed from
Warsaw. 9.0, Weather Report and News. 9.80,
Dance Music.
KAUNAS (2.000 metres) '
• 7 kW.-5.0, Weather
Report and News. 5.15, Agricultural Report 5.45
Announcements. 8.30,
Concert. 7.0
Talk
on
Neurasthenia. 7.30, Dzuku Recital. 8.0, Talk by
Mr. K. Berulis, 8.15, Dzuku Recital (continued).
LAHTI (1.522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-5.15, Orchestral
Selections: Kleiner Wienermarsch (Kreisler) ; Syncopation (Kreisler) ; Do-Re-La (Lehàr); Intermezzo
(Nevin) ; Selection for Two Guitars (Harlick). 5.40,
Talk. 6.0, Wireless Progranune:
Couplets, Talk
and Dramatic Selections. 7.45, News in Finnish and
Swedish and Close Down.
LANGE/UMW (488.8 metres) r 20 kW.-Prograinine
also for Aix-la-ChapeLe (400 metres). Cologne (283
metres), and Münster (250 metres).-9.35 a.m., Labour
Exchange Report. 10.10 a.m., Talks: The Choice
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12.5, Orchestral Concert. 1.80, Hints for the Housewife. 2.40, Herr P. Brills, Wireless Talk: The Condenser in Direct and Alternating Current Circuits.
3.0, Talk for Women by Hertha Maria Funck.
8.80,
Dr. Wilhelm Leyhausen, reads from " Lettres de mon
moulin" (Daudet). 4.0, Fegeler-Felkendorf, Talk:
Time, Modes, and Men. 4,20, English Lesson by
Prof. F. Hase. 4.45, Concert by Lute and Mandoline
Orchestra: Mandoline Selections, (a) Er weicht der
Sonne nicht (Blankenburg) ; (b) In a Persian Market
(Ketelbey), (c) Overture in B Minor (Wedici) ; Zither
Solos, (a) Herzliches Gedenken (Grünwald), (b) Fantasia on Strauss Waltzes (Kolmaneck) ; Mandoline
Selections, (a) Wolgaklânge (Ritter), (b) An der
Weser (Pressel), (c) Lustige Finken (Ritter). 6.80,
Dr. Hans Zbinden, Talk: The International Problems
of America. 6.15, Herr P. Leistenschneider, Talk:
For Workers: Insurance against Accident in the
Mining Industry. 8.40, Prof. L,eyen, Talk: Fairy
Tales of World Literature. 7.0, Variety Programme.
9.80 (approx.), News, Sports Notes, Business Announce'mente, Orchestral Selections and Dance Music. 12.0
illidnight (approx.), Close Down.
LEIPZIG (3135.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.30, Mandoline
Concert: March, Mandolinismo (Colette) ; Chimes
(Vicari); Under the Cyclamens-Waltz (Debiassi) ;
Invocation (Palti);
Popular Potpourri (Vicari) ;
Serenade, Mandolinata (Colette);
Tango, Spring
Mead) ;Selection from Faust (Gounod) ;Intermezzo,
The Setting Sun (Cammarano) ; In the Service of
Honour (Colette). 4.45, A lvertising Notes. 5.20,
Weather Report, Time Signal and Labour Market
Report. 5.30, Programme relayed from Konigewnsterhansen. 8.0, Josef Greff, Talk:
PsychoAnalysis. 8.30, Prof. Georg
Witkowsti,
Talk :
Leasing. 7.0, " Der trene Soldat," Musical Play in
Two Acts (Schubert). 8.30, Cabaret Concert. 9.0,
News, Sunday Programme Announcements and Sports
Notes. 10.0, Dance Music relayed front Walnuts.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ 7 (434.8 metres)
3 kW.--7.0, Chimes, followed by Sextet Concert:
Los cadetes de la reina (Luna) ; Fantasia on Tice Ring
(Wagner) ; El carro del sol (Serrano) ; Interlude by
Luis Medina. 8.0, Dance Music relayed from the
Alkázar.
8.25, News and Announcements.
9.45,
Market Prices Review, 10.1), Chimes, followed by
"El huésped del Sevillano " .Musical Play (Reoyo and
Luca de Tena, and Guerrero); followed by News and
Announcements.
12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday),
Close Down.
M/LAN, Call 11.11 (549 metres) ; 7 kW.-7.15, Industrial Notes. 7.25, News and Time Signal. 7.32,
Variety Concert: Overture to Maritana (Wallace) ;
Selection from Parsifal (Wagner) ; Andante cantabile
for Harp, 'Cello and Organ (Braccesco) ;Soprano Solos,
(a) La barba bianca (Tedesco), (b) Siciliana e Bella
Bdlina (Sinigaglia); Pianoforte Solos, (a) Piccola
vecchia partita (Bas), (b) Au jardin de l'enfance
(Grovletz); Quintet Selections (Tchaikovsky), (a)
Melody Op. 51, (b) Romance without words; Reading
(d'Annunzio) ;Soprano Solos (Schubert), (a) Jâgerlied,
(b) Barcarolle: Soprano Song, Einsame Trâne and
Lorelei (Schumann);
Harp Solos (Tedeschi), (a)
Chiaraponte, (b) Dramatic Improvisation for Two
Harps; Quintet Selections, (a) Selection from Manos
Lescaut (Puccini), (b) The Songs of Italy (De Michell).
9.55. News, followed by Relay‘of Tzigane Orchestra
from the Fiaschetteria Toscana.
10.45 (approx.),
Close Down.
MOTALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Baden (1,190 metres),
affiebera (4181 metres), Maim° (280.9 metres),
Ostersund (720 metres), Snutliwall (545.6 metres).4.0, Concert of Gramophone Selections. 4.80, Programme for Children. 5.15, Relay of aSchool Festival
from Jónkilging (20 1.3 metres). 8.0, "The Christmas
Fair," relayed from the Town Hall. 1146, Pianoforte
Recital from the Works of Chopin: Nocturne in C
Minor; Etude in E Major; Waltz in A Flat; Waltz
in C Sharp Minor. 7.0, Cabaret Programme, including
" Bridge' . A Sketch by Karl Gerhard. 8.0, Topical
Talk. 8.15, News and Weather Report. 8.45, Dance
Music. 9.45 (approx.), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (333.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.50,
News and Harbour Notes. 8.0, Time Signal. 8.02,
Schubert Recital. 9.20, " II Bracrialetto" .One Act
Comedy (Traversi). 9.40 (approx.). Review of the
Week. 9.50, News. 9.56, Calendar and Programme
Announcements. 10.0, Dance Music from the Truceduo. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
Ono (481.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--Pmgramme relayed
by Fredrikutad (434.8 metres), Mamar (555.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metresf, Pour:fund (50)) metres) and
mukan (448 metres).-8.15, Weather Report and
News. 8.30, Talk: Hypochondria. 7.0, Tizne and
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relayed from New York. 4.0 a.m., Time Signal and
Dance Music from the Hotel Van Curler. 5.0 am.
(approx.), Close Down.

All Times are reduced to Greenwich

STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) ; 6 kW.--8.30. Concert.
4.30, Market Report, 5.15, Concert of Turkish Music,
7.80, Weather Report and Time Signal. 7,40, Orchestral Concert: Overture No. 3 from Leonora (Beethoven) ; Violin Solo; Songs; Suite from L'Aricsienne
(Bizet). 9.0, News and Close Down.

Mean Time
where

and

are

otherwise

p.m.

except

stated.

Orchestral Concert, of Light Music: Comedy Overture
eler Bela) ; La Serenata (Tosti) ; Tzigane Song
Renée) ;Selection from A Waltz Dream (Oscar Straus);
Amoureuse (Gillet) ; Mon réve (Waldteufel); Selection (Mouton) , Viennese Waltz (Heiber); Maine and
Melody (Schroder); Waltz Potpourri from Die geschiedine Frau (Fall). 8.0, 'Cello Recital by M. Guillaume Hesse.
8.30, Weather Report and News.
8.45, Topical Talk. 9.0, Cabaret Programme. 10.0,
Dance Music from the Grand Hotel. 1.1.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (468 meted ;
0.5 kW.-4.15, Concert: Selection from I Pagliacca
(Leoncavallo); Berceuse (d'Ambrosio), Jubel Overture (Weber) ; Canzonetta (Filipucci). 8.30, "Radio
Journal de France." 8.0, Talk by M. G. Geville. 8.15,
Scientific Talk. 8.30, Concert arranged by the Renaissance Française and Dance Music from the Coliseum
de Paris. 12.0 (Midnight) (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,850 metres) ;5kW.5.0, " Pasdeloup" Concert, 7.10, Weather Report.
7.30, '' Le Journal Parlé."
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres); 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections, Talk. News and Announcements. 9.0, Concert: Overture to Le Timbre
d'argent (Saint-Sains) ; Rip (Planquette); Selection
for Flute and Orchestra, Tarentella (Saint-Saëns);
Violin Solo, Rondo from Serenade No. 7 in D Major
(Mozart) ; Orchestra Suite, The Pearl Fishers (Bizet);
Wverie (lu soir from the Algerian Suite (Saint -Sains);
Spanish Dance No. 3 (filoszkovsky); In the Intervals,
News.
PARIS (Radio Paris), Call CPR (1,750 metres); 6
kW.-12.30, Programme of Columbia Gramophone
Records: Nostalgia by Lucchesi's South American
Orchestra;
Waltz, Together, by the Charleston
Serenaders; Fox-Trot, Kiss and Make Up, by the
Piccadilly Players; Fox-Trot, Rag Doll, by Debroy
Somers 14and; Felix the Cat, by Paul Whiteman and
his Orchestra; Duet, Get out and get under the Moon,
by Van and Schenck; Russian Barcarolle by the Choir
of La Chauve-Souris; Le Village (Charles Freaine) ;
Slavonic Dances in E Minor (Dvorek) by M. J. Szigeti
(Violin) ; Waltz in A Flat Major (Brahms) by Percy
Grainger (Piano) ; Fugue in G. Minor (Bach) ; La Peri
(Dukes); In the Interval, News, 2.0, Market Prices
and Religious Information. 3.45, Dance Music by the
Joss Ghislery Symphonians. In the Intervals, News.
8.80, Agricultural Report. 7.30, Pianoforte Lesson by
Pierre Lucas. 8.0, Agricultural Talk, followed by
Market Prices and News. 8.1.5, Concert arranged by
"Le Matin " : Programme of Symphony Music and
L'Education manquée" (Chabrier). In the Intervals,
News.
POSEN (344.8 mettes);
1.5 kW.-8.35, English
Lesson.
8.50, Talk for Women.
7.10, Economic
Report. 7.30, Programme from Warsaw. 9.0, Time
Signal, Miscellaneous Items, News and Announcements. 9.30, Cabaret Concert. 11.0, Concert arranged
by the Maison Philips. LO a.m. (approx.) (Sunday),
Close Down.
PRAGUE (348.9 metres) •. 5kW.-8.30, "The Peasant
Jacob" (Nedball, relayed from the National Theatre,
Prague, 9.0, Time Signal, News and Theatre Report
9.15, Dance Music relayed from the Hotel Sramota.
ROME, Call IRO (447.8 laetrile); 3kW.-7.10, Sports
Notes, News, Exchange Quotations and Weather
Report. 7.29, Time Signal, and Report of the International Labour Office at Geneva. 7.45, "Othello "
-Opera (Verdi). In the Intervals, Fashion Review
for Women and Review of Art and Literature. 9.50,
News and Close Down.
gmeggerADV, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
81.4 metres) ; 30 kW.-12.0 Midnight, l'hil Spitalny's
Musical Programme from New York, .12,30 a.m.
(Sunday),Musical Selections from the Eastman Theatre,
Rochester. 1.0 a.m., Musical Programme from the
Onondaga Hotel, Syracuse. 1.80 a.m„ "The Bark
Bench" Programme from New York. 2.0 a.m.,
Selections by the Adler Quartet and Contralto Solos
by Sonia Essin, from New York. 2.30 a.m., " Bonnie
Laddies." 3.0 a.m., "Lucky Strike" Prograuune

STUTTGART (379.7 metres); 4 kW.-3.35, Programme relayed from Frankfurt. 5.0, lime Signal and
Weather Report. 15.115, Dr. Ktiminerlen, Talk: Army
Pensions, 5.45, Major Carl Lange, Talk: Danzig and
German Culture. 815, Legal Talk by Herr L. Leib'
fried, 8.45, Friedrich Felger, Talk: Literature of the
Great War. 7.15, Time . Signal and Sports Notes.
7.30, Concert: "On the beautiful blue Danube";
Overture to The Gipsy Baron (Strauss) ; Poets from
Austria (Fortner); Dorfschwalben ans Osterreich
(Strauss) ; Der Landier (Bartsch); Grins mir mein
Wien (Kilmen); Das warn Zeiten (Keltnen); Pizz
Polka (Strauss) ; Wiener Bürger (Ziebrer); Modern
Austrian Poetry (Fortner) ; Wien, du Stadt meiner
Trâume (Scezyinskv); Selections (Ernst Arnold),
(a) Das war am alien Glacis, (b) Das Lied von der
Pummerin, (c) Das Wienerlied; Waltz, Künstlerleben
(Strauss) ;"The Farewell Supper " :Comedy (Schnitzler) ; The Blue Danube (Strauss) •, Viennese Humour
(Fortner); Caprice viennois (Kreisler); Auf der
Lehmgruben, da steht aalt's Haus (Strecker) ;Eiakerlied (('ruber) ; 's Lercherl von Hernals (Oscar Straus);
Sei mir gut, schline Marietta (Ernst Arnold) ;Das war
die Mizzi von der Sandongasse (Ernst Arnold);
Liebesféeud, Liebesleid (Kreisler) ; Duet from Josephine Gallneyer (Knepler) ; Viennese Humour
(Fortner); Eine Fran wie du, die war' mein Traurn
(Arnold) ; Schtin ist mein Wien (Arnold) ; Potpourri,
Lehâriana (Geiger). Followed by News and Dance
Music from the Pavilion Excelsior.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (389.8 metres) ;
8 kV.-l2.46, Concert. 8.0, Exchange Quotations
and News. 8.30, Recital of Argentine Songs, with
Guitar Accompaniment.
8.413, Musical Selections
(Ketelbey), (a) In a Persian Market, (b) In aMonastery
Garden. 8.50, "Werther" : Opera Selection (Massenet). 9.45, Waltz Selections: Donawellen (Ivanovici) ;Sobre las Olas (Roses); Gold and Silver (Leh(ar);
Waltz from Faust (Gounod). 10.0, ‘Valtzes for Accordion, Banjo and Pianoforte: Waltz Boston from Les
Millions d'Arlequin (Drigo) ; Venetian Skies; The
Sphinx (Pain'); Rêve dé Fleurs (Translateur). 10.15,
North African News. 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
VIENNA (517.2 metres);
15 kW.-2.15, Phototelegraphy Transmission.
3.0, Orchestral Concert.
4.45, Reading by Gustav Waldau. 5.30, Talk by
Prof. Willy Schmieger. 5.45, Dr. H. Michel, Talk:
Precious Stones. 0.15, "Autumn Storms on Land and
Sea": Recitative by Dr. Franz Horeb and Dora
Miklosich; Songs by Robert Almassy. 7.10, Time
Signal, Weather Report and News. 7.15, "Aiqinoctium": Drama In Four Acts (ivo Vojnovic),
Translation by Vida Bravacic, followed by Orchestral
Concert: Overture to Die Fledermaus (J oh. Strauss);
Concert Waltz (Moszkovsky) ; Song, Drunt' in der
Lobau (Strecker); Selection from Die einzige Nacht
(Stolz) ; Song, In Schfinbrunn (Benatzky) ; Fox-Trot,
Love and Kisses (Baker-Silver); Slow Fox-Trot,
Sunshine (Irving Berlin): Original Chinese Blues
(Moore); Tango, Ich Mine Dich so geese noch darnel
gesehen (Engel-Berger) : Fox-Trot, Under the Moon
(Snyder) ; Boston, So Blue (Sylva) ; Fox-Trot, Sweet
Marie (Rose) ; followed by Phototelegraphy Transmission.
VILNA (435 metes); 1.5 kW.-8.15, Poem Recital
from the Works of Mme. W. Niedziakkowska-Lobaczewska. 8.20, Programme from Warsaw. 7.0, News.
7.30, Programme from Warsaw.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 10 kW.-3.0, Concert of
Gramophone Selections.
4.10, Talk by Prof. L.
Szyszkowsky.
4.35, Talk by Prof. H. Moscicki.
5.0, Programme for Children. •8.0, Miscellaneous
Items. 8.30," Radio-Chronique," by Dr. M. Stepowski.
8.58, Time Signal. 7.0, Agricultural Report. 7.5,
News.
7.30, Concert; In the Interval, Theatre
Notes, 9.0, Aviation Notes and Weather Report 9.5,
News. 9.20, Police Announcements and Sports Notes,
9.30, Dance Music from the Daze Restaurant. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (588 metres) ;1 kW.-4,45, Weather Report
and Exchange Quotations. 5.0, Programme of New
Gramophone Records. 8.0, Chimes from the Zurich
Churches.
8.17, Variety Programmes: Accordion
Selections, Songs to the Lute and Humorous items.
9.0, Weather Report and News. 9.10, Gramophone
Selections of Old and New Dance Music.
H 30
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Programmes from Abroad.mouton (Radio Barcelona), Call

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16th.

EAJ1 (844.8
metres) ;1.5 kW.-11.0 a.m., Chimes relayed from the
Cathedral. 11.6 a.m., Weather Report and Forecast. 1.80, Selections by the Station Trio; Gramophone Records in the Intervals. 2.45 to 5.80 (approx.),
No Transmission. 5.30 (approx.), Relay of an Opera,
Agricultural Market Prices and 11:xchanee Quotations
in the intervals. 8.0 to 8.20 Talks arranged by the
Catalonian Institute of Agriculture at San Isidro.
8.20, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 8.40, Sports
Notes and Bulletin. 9.0 (approx.), Close Down.

All Times are reduced to Greenwich
Mean

BERLIN (‘'oxhaus), (484 metres) ; 4 kW.-7.55 a.m.
Relay of Church Chimes from Potsdam. 8.0 a.m.,
Morning Concert with Vocal and Instrumental Solos
followed by Chimes front Berlin Cathedral. Address
in the interval. 10.30 (approx.), Concert. 1.0. Morse
Lesson for Beginners, by Hans W. Priwin. 8.0, Talk.
3.30, Recital of Music. 8.0, Talk. 7.0, Concert.
8.30 (approx.), Concert, followed by Weather Report,
Late News Bulletin and Sports Notes. 9.80, Dance
Music. 11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
BEZIERS (158 metres); 0.6 kW.-8.30, Snorts
Bulletin. 8.45, Programme of Light Gramophone
Music arranged by the Maison 'eclat Pathé Records.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (322.6 metres) •4kW.-Programtne relayed
by Oleiwite (329.7 metres).-815 sin., Chimes relayed
from Christ Church. 10.0 a.m., Catholic Recital of
Music with Address in the Interval. 11.0 a.m.,
Musical Programme. 1.0, Guessing Competition.
1.10, Talk or Literary Programme. 1.85. Hints for
the Chess Lover. 2.0, Stories for Children. 2.80,
Talk for Farmers. 7.0, Christmas Oratorio by J. S.
Bach. 0.0, Late News and Announcements. 9.80,
Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres): 1.5 kW.--5.0, Light
Orchestral Music. e.e, Children's Programme from Le
Theatre des Enfants.
8.30, Musical Programme.
7.30, La Radio-Chronique, 0.15, Concert of Orchestral
Music. 10.15, Late News and Announcements. 11.0
(approx.), Close Down.

Time
where

BERGEN (3'70.4 metres) ; L5 kW.-9.30 a.m., Relay
of Divine Service. 11.30 a.m., Weather Report any
Forecast and General News Bulletin. 4.0, Instrumental and Vocal Concert. 7.0, Concert by the Station
Orchestra. 760, Topical Talk. 8.30, Pianoforte
Recital by Margrethe Gleditsch Engebrethsen: Bach's
French Suite No. 3 in B Minor, (a) Allemande, (b)
Sarabande, (c) First and Second Minuets, (d) Gigue.
8.0, Weather Report and Forecast, Late News Bulletin,
and Time Signal. 0.15, Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
BERLIN (K6nigswusterhausen), (1,250 metres) ; 40
kW.-7.56 a.m., Relay of Chimes from the Garrison
Church at Potsdam. 8.0 a.m., Morning Recital and
Address relayed from Voxnaus, followed by Chimes
from Berlin Cathedral. 10.30 a.m. (approx.), Concert
relayed from Voxhatui. 12.45, Experimental Transmission of Pictures. 3.0, Talk. 5.0, Series of Talks
arranged by the "Deutsche Welle," followed by
Concert or Opera. 9.15, Press News. 9.80. Selections
of Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
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arranged by the Academy of Fine Arts on the occasion
of its Fiftieth Anniversary, 7.30, Concert of instrumental Music with Vocalists. 9.0, Relay front Warsaw.
9.30, Relay of Light Music from aRestaurant. 10.30
(apprcx.), Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--8.30 to
1115 (approx.).-Programme relayed from Cork.
8.80, Organ Recital from St. Fin Barre's Cathedral,
Cork, followed by Vocal and Instrumental Programme. 11.0, National Anthem and ‘Veather Report.
11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme
relayed by Cassel (252.1 metres).---7.30 Ma. to 8.30
a.m., Morning Recital. 12.0 Noon, Report of the
Wiesbaden Agricultural Institute. 7.30, Programme of
Music or Literature. 8.80, Concert. 0.30 (approx.),
Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres)
4
kW.-Programme relayed by Bremen (272.7 metres),
Hanover (297 metres), and hiel (254.2 metres).7.26 a.m., Time Signal. 7.30 a.m., Weather Report
and Forecast followed by General News Bulletin.
7.50 a.m., Economics Talk. 8.0 a.m., The•Week's Legal
Notes. 10.0 a.m., Talk. 11.55 a.m., Time Signal
relayed from Nano. 12.5 (For Hamburg and hiel) :
Concert.
12.5 (For lumen): Musical Selections.
12.5 (For lianover): Popular Gramophone Selections.
LO, Funkheinzelmann's Programme for
Children. 0.30, Transmission of the Hamburg School
of Physical Culture. 0.40, Sports News. 6.65, Weather
Report and Forecast. 7.0, Concert or Play. 9.30,
Weather Report and Lote News Bulletin followed by
l'rogranune of Light Music. 10.50 (For Hamburg.
Bremen and Kiel), Weather Report for the North Sea
and Baltic. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metres); 5 kW.-12.10, Concert
by the Station Orchestra. 210, Orchestral Concert.
7.40, Time Signal, News Bulletin and Sports Results.
7.55, Operatic Performance, Gounod's "Faust."
10.40 (approx.), Close Down.
HUIZEN (340.9 metres) ;4kW.-Transmits from 5.40
on 1,852 metres.-e.80 a.m., Morning Service relayed
from Gorinctaem (Hoogstraat), Sermon by the Rev.
R. K. M. Hummelen, Minister; At the Organ: Heer
O. van der Kleyn. 12.10, Musical Selections by the
K.R.O. Trio. 1.10, Talk. 1.40, Talk. 2.10, Orchestral
Concert. 5.30, Relay of t. hunch Service (on 1,852
metres).
7.10, Talk.
7.50 (approx.), Orchestral
Concert. 10.2,5, Epilogue by "Le Petit Chœur"
under the direction of Mr. Jos. H. Pickkers. 10.40
(approx.), Close Down.

BUDAPEST (556.8 metres); 20 kW.-8.0 a.m.,
General News Bulletin and Beauty Notes. 9.0 a.m.,
Relay of Morning Service and Sermon. 11.15 a.ro.
(approx.), Programme of Music.
2.30, Talk for
Farmers. 8.15, Concert. 8.30 (approx.), Concert or
Operatic Relay. 9.30, Dance Music. 10.30 (approx.),
Close Down.

JUAN-LES-PINS (Radio LL.), (244 metres) ;1.5 kW.
e/-1.0 to 8.0, Concert by the Casino Municipal Orchestra
and Progranune for Children. 0.0, General News
Bulletin. 2.15, Instrumental Concert with Soloists.
10.0, Dance Music by the Casino Orchestra. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.

COLOGNE (282 metres) ; 4kW.-Programme also for
Aix-la-Chapelle (eh metres). Langenberg (468.8
metres) and Minster (250 metres).-8,45 a.m., Lesson
in Self Defence. 7,5 a.m., Précis in Esperanto of the
Programmes of the Week. 7.15 a.m., Lute and Guitar
Instruction by Oily Wirtz Koort. 7.36 a.m., Esperanto
Lesson.
8.0 a.m., Sacred Recital with Address.
10.0 a.m., Talk on the German Language by Fritz
Worm.
10.35 a.m. (approx.), Agricultural Talk.
1.2.0 Noon, Afternoon Concert. 1.30, Wireless Literary
Talk. 3.30, Concert of Popular Music. 7.0, Popular
Concert; In the Intervals: Der Vetter auf Besuch;
Late News and Announcements, Sports Notes and
Light Dance Music Programme. 11.0 (approx.), Close
Down.

KALUNDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 inetres).-9.0 MIL, Divine
Service relayed front Copenhagen. 10.30 a.m. to
10.40
(Ksjundhocg only), Weather Report and
Forecast from the Copenhagen Meteorological Institute.
12.0 Noon to 12.25, German Instruction under the
auspices of" Ractiolyttereu." 12.30, Lesson in French
arranged by" Radiolytteren." 2.16 (approx.), Instrumental Music. 5.50 (Kalundborg only), Weather
Report and Forecast front the Meteorological Institute
0.0, News from the Press. 0.15, Time Signal. 6.80,
Talk. 7.0, Chimes relayed from the Town Hall,
Copenhagen.
7.5, "Lilac Tinte," Musical Play in
Three Acts by Dr. A. Winner and HCifIZ Reichert.
Music by Schubert. Translated into Danish by
Johannes Dam and Paul Sarauw. The Orchestra
conducted by Ernst Hye-Kundsen. In the interval
between Acts One and Two, Press News. 10.0, Dance
Music relayed from the Palace Hotel, the Orchestra
conducted by Teddy Petersen. In the Interval at
11.0, Town Hall Chimes relayed front Copenhagen.
11.30 (approx.), Close Down.

CORK, Call 6CK (400 metres) ;1.5 kW.-8.30, Organ
Recital by J. T. Home, relayed front St. Fin Barres
Cathedral, Cork, and followed by Concert with Soloists.
11.0, National Anthem and Weather Report awl
Forecast. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
CRACOW (566 metres) : 1.5 kW.-9.15 a.m. to 10.45
a.m., Morning Service relayed from a Cathedral.
10.58 a.m., Relay of Fanfare from the Church of
Notre Dame, followed by Time Signal and Weather
Report. 11.11 a.m., Relay from Warsaw. 1.0 and
1.20, Two Agricultural Talks. 1.40, The Farmer's
Cho,' icle by Dr. St. Wasniewski. 2.0, Weather Report.
2.15, Concert relayed front Warsaw. 4.20, Talk. 5.0.
Pregranune front Warsaw. 0.0 to 7.30, Transmission
B 31

KATTowiTz (422 metres) ; 10 kW.-9.15 a.m.,
Relay of Morning Service. 10.56 a.m., Time Signal.
11.0 a.m., Weather Report and Forecast. 11.15 a.m.,
Popular Concert by the Station Quartet. 1.0, Talk,
1.20 and 1.40, Two Talks for Fanners. 2.0 Weather
Report. 2.16, Popular Symphony Concert relayed
from Warsaw : Fantasia on Themes fronb the Opera
"Verbum Nobile" (Moniuszko) by the Orchestra of

the Warsaw Philharmonic conducted by C. Wilke.
mirski. 5.0, Programme of Music. 0.0, Announcements. 6.20, Professor St. Ligon in Humorous Selections. 0.58, Tinte Signal. 7.0, Talk. 7.30, Concert.
9.0, Weather Report and Forecast, News front the
Press and Sports Results. 0.80, Dance Music. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
Minas (2,000
4
metres) ;7kW.-2.30. Programme for
Children.
.0, Talk by J. Ardickas on Economics
and Life. 7.0, Concert by the "Aidas" Orchestra.
Waltz, "Loin du bal" (Gilbert). 0.30 (approx.),
Close Down.

iciimasazaa (303 metres)
4 kW. - Programme
relayed by Danzig (272.7 metres).-8.0 a.m., Recital
of Music, including Choral and Instrumental Solos
amad Address. 10.10 a.m. (approx.), Morning Concert
with Soloists. U.65 a.m., Relay of Time Signal from
Nation, followed by Weather Report and Forecast.
710, "La Chaste Suzanne," Operetta in Three Acts
by Georg Okonkowsky. Music by J. Gilbert. Performance under the direction of Josef Christean
Musical Director: Hugo Leyendecker. 015, Late
News Bulletin and Sports Results. 0.30, Dance Music.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-Programme also
for Halsingfors (375 inetres).-8.0 a.m., Relay of Sacred
Service. 9.50 a.m., News from the Press. 10.5 a.m.,
Concert. 10.50 a.m., Weather Report and Time Signal.
11.0 a.m., Relay of Church Service in Swedish. 3.0,
Concert by the Station Orchestra. 4.57, Time Signal
and Weather Report and Forecast. 510, Concert by
the Station Orchestra. Songs of Finland by Pahlman.
7.0, Concert. 7.45, General News Bulletin given in
Finnish followed by News in Swedish. 8.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
LANGENBERG (461.8 metres); 20 kW. - Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres) and Munster (250 metres).--8.46 a.m., Lesson
in the Art of Sell-Defence by Dr. Ludwig Bach. 7.15,
a.m., Allred Dormans: Review in Esperanto of the
Programmes of the Week. 7.15 a.m.. Lute and Guitar
Lesson. 7.35 rum, to 7.55 a.m., Esperanto Lesson.
8.0 a.m., Trinity Church Chimes. 8.5 a.m., Catholic
Festival with Musical Items and Adoiern. 10.0 a.m.,
Philological Talk by Fritz Worm. 10.8t a.m. (approx.),
Agricultural Talk. 12.0 Noon Afternoon Concert.
1.30, Talk: Wireless and Literature. 8.30, Concert
of Orchestral Music. 0.35 (approx.), Sports Notes.
7.0, Popular Concert. Late News Bulletin, Sports
Results and Notes and Programme of Light Music.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
LEIPZIG (305.8 metres) ;4kW.-Programme relayed
by Dresden (275.2 metres).-7.30 a.m., Relay of Organ
Recital. 8.0 gm., Vocal and Instrumental Programme
10.0 a.m., Talk. 10.30 a.m., Talk. 11.0 a.m., Instrumental Concert. 12.0 Noon, and 12.30, Agncultural
Talks. 1.0, News from the Foreign Press and Review
of the Events Abroad, 1.45, Talk. 3.0, Musical or
Literary Programme. 4.0, Concert. 5.30. Talk.
0.30, Concert or Play. 8.0, Comedy by Prosper
Mentuée, produced by Hans Peter Schmiedel. 9.0,
Sports Results. 8.30, Dance Music relayed from
Berlin. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
LYONS (Radio Lyon) (291 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.30.
Le Jounial Parlé with General News Bulletin, News
from the Press arid Miscellaneous Announcements.
8.0, Instrumental Concert:
Pianoforte Solos by
Madame Ducharne; Violin Solos by M. Carnand; and
'Cello Solos by M. Testanière; L'Invitation au
Voyage (Charpentier). 9.0 (approx.), Close Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ 7 (434.8 metres) ;
1.5 kW.-Pmgranune relayed by Salamanca (EAJ
22) (405 metres).-11.30 a.m., Concert by the municipal
Band from El Retiro, Conductor: Maestro Villa,
2.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 2.5, Concert of Popular
Music by the Stati in Orchestra with the collaboration
of Celso Diaz (violinist) ; Interlude by Luis Medina;
Liebesfreud (Kreisler). 8.30 to 7.0, No Transmission.
7.0, Chimes. 7.5, Selections by the Station Sextet.
8.0, Dance Music Selections by the Palermo Orchestra
from the Alkazar. 8.80, to 10.0, No Transmission.
10.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 10.5, Regimental
Band Concert. 12.0 bidnigut, Chimes followed by
Dance Music Programme by the Palermo Orchestra
relayed front the Alkazar.
12.30 a.m. (approx.)
(Monday), Close Down.
MILAN, 1Ml (549 metres) ; 7kW.-9,0 a.m., Opening
Signal and Lesson in English. 9.30 a.m. to 10.15 a.m.,
Vocal and Instrumental Recital of Sacred Music.
11.30 a.m., Time Signal. 11.35 a.m., Concert by the
Station Quartet.
18.30 to 3.0, No Transmission.
3.0, Opening Signal. 8.5, Concert by the Station
•Quintet. 4.15, Concert by the Tzigane Orchestra at
the Fiaschetteria Toscana. 5.0 to 0.55, No Trans.
mission.
0.56, Opening Signal,
7.0, News and
Announcements. 715, Talk by C. A. Blanche. 7.25,
Sports News, 7.30, fimo Signal. 7.35, ». The Pearl.
fishers," Opera by Bizet; At end of Act Two, Sports
Notes and News from the Stefani Agency. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
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MOTALA (USG metres); 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Boden (Lie) metres),
*Reborn (416.5 metres), Mimi) (280.9 metres),
Ostemond (720 metres) and Sundsvall (545.6 metres). 10.0 a.m., Relay of Divine Service from a Stockholm
Church. 4.55, Carillon relayed from the Town Hall at
Illeckholm. 8.15, Talk on "The Poet Viktor Rydberg;"
followed by Centenary Programme in his memory. 8.15,
Late News Bulletin and Weather Report and Forecast. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
swims (585.7 metres); 4 kW.-Prograrnme relayed by Augsburg (56(1 metres), Kaiserslautern
(277.8 metres) and Nuremberg (241.9 metre-s).-10.0
Les.
of Chimes from the Munich Town Hall.
1.8.10 LID., The Bavarian Wireless Weather Chart.
12.0 Non, Time Signal, Weather Report and Forecast
and
Programme Announcements.
2.0, Musical
Programme,
tl
7.0, Concert. 9.0, Concert of Orchestral
lis
In the Interval at 9.20, Late News Bulletin.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call 1NA (333.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.,0
a.m., Lesson la French. 9.0 a.m., Sacred Recital.
8.45, Children's Corner. 4.0, Vocal and Instrumental
Concert.
4.30, Time Signal.
7,30, News.
7.50,
Report of the Naples Harbour Authorities. 8.0, Time
Signal. 8.02, Concert by the Station Orchestra with
Vocalists : "Ambo nati in questa None," from Linda
di Cbamounix, by Donizetti, Baritone Solo by Raft
Aullcino, accompanied by the Orchestra. 9.0, Sports
Results. 9.55, Calendar and Programme Announcements. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
011L0 (451.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Predriksstad (434.8 metres), Ramer (555.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Porternuid (50) metres), Riukan
(448 metres).-9.50 Lm., Carat:a. 10.0 a.m., Divine
Service relayed from St. Saviour's Church.
8.15,
Weather Report and Forecast and Press News. 7.0,
'rime Signal. 8.15 (approx.), Recital of Music. 8.30,
Weather Report and News from the Press. 8.45,
Topical Talk by a Journalist. 9.15 (approx.), Dance
Music relayed from the Hotel Bristol. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres) ;
0.5 kW.-Progranune relayed at intervals by the
following stations: Bordeaux PTT (275 metres),
Eiffel Tower (2,850 metres), Grenoble (416 metres),
Lille (264 metres), Limoges (285 metres), Lyons PTT
(480 metres), Marseilles (303 metres), Rennes (280
metres), Toulouse PT!' (260 metres).-8.0 a.m.,
News Bulletin and Time Signal. 9.25 a.m., International Time Signal and Weather Report. 12.0
Noon, Concert. 1.0," Le Journal de France Economisue.
1.80, Concert organised by the General Association of French Wireless Listeners.
Ballet Music
front "Sylvia" (Delibes). 2.30, Symphony Concert
arranged by the Paris paper " Le Journal." 4.0,
Pasdrioup Symphony Concert by M. Rhené Baton
and relayed front the Champs Elysées. 8.30, "Le
Radio Journal de France."
8.15, Sports Talk. 8.30,
Orchestral Concert. 10.30 (approx.), Dance Music
relayed from the Coliseum de Paris. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
nitis (Eiffel Tower); Call FL (2,850 metres) • 5kW.
-7.58 a.m., Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 918 a.m.,
Time Signal on 2,650 metres. 5.0, Relay of Pasdeloup
Concert. 7.10 to 7.20, Weather Report and Forecast.
7.80, " Le Journal Parlé par T.S.F." The Day's
Sporting News with Racing Results from " Paris
Sport." 7.56, Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 8.0 to
0.0, Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 10.28, Time
Signal on 2,650 metres. U.15 (approx.), Close Down.
?ABU (Petit Parisien), (340.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW.8.46, Popular Gramophone Selections. 8.50, Talk.
8.55, News from the Press. 9.0, Concert with Items
by well-known artistes from the Paris Opera and the
Opéra-Cornique. 9.25, General News Bulletin. 9.80,
Symphony Concert-Conductor:
Professor Estyle,
of the Paris Conservatoire: Finale from the Spanish
Symphony for Violin and Orchestra (Lalo) ;
:
M. Bellanger, .of the "Concerts Colonne" and the
Conservatoire Concert Society. 10.0, late News
Bulletin. 10.15, Concert of Orchestral Music. 11:0
(approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio LL.), (870) • 1 kW.-12.30, Radio
Liberté Transmission. General News Bulletin, followed
by Concert of Its.rumental and Vocal Music by the
Charles Seringes Trio. 1.0, Carillon de Fontenay.
3.0, Popular Dance Music. 9.0, Vocal and Instrumental
Concert. 10.0, Carillon de Fontenay. 10.15 (aPPioild
Close Down.
PARIS (Radio Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres)
6
kW.-8.0 a.m., General News Bulletin and Press News.
8.80 Lm., Physical Culture Instruction by Dr. Diffre.
12.0 Noon, Religious Address, followed by Recital
of Sacred Music arranged by " La Vie Catholique."
12.80 News front the Press. 12.45, Concert by the
Albert Locatelli Orchestra with selection by Bilboquet
in the interval. 4.80 Concert of Gramophone Music
arranged by" L'Industrie Musicale." In the interval:
Press
News. 0.45,
Gramophone
Records. 7.80,
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Press News. 7.45, The Radio-Paris Circus. 8.15,
Symphony Concert by the Station Orchestra, conducted by M. Eugene Bigot. In the intervals: News
.from the Evening Papers and Late News Bulletin.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
p/TTOBBRN11. Call KDKA (83 and 27 metres); 25
kW.-4.0. Sessions Clock Chimes, followed by Relay
of Church Service. 13.80, Programme arranged by the
Whitehouse Coffee Company, relayed from New York.
" Roxy's Stroll," Programme from WJZ, New
York, 9.45, Relay of Service from the Shadyside
Presbyterian Church, with Sermon by the Minister,
the Rev. Hugh Thomson Kerr. 11.0, Programme
of Orchestral Music. 11.80, Concert by the Whittall
Anglo-Persians, front New York. 12.0 Midnight,
Sessions Clock Chimes, followed by Relay of Service
from the Calvary Episcopal Church at Pittsburgh.
Sermon by the Minister, the Rev. E. J. Van Etten.
1.0 a.m. (Monday), Musical Programme from the
National Broadcasting Company, New York. 115
a.m., Collier's Radio Hour from New York. 2.15 a.m.,
Concert by the Utica Jubilee Singers relayed mom,
WJZ, New York. 2.45 a.m., El Tango Romantic°
relayed from New York. 3.15 Lm., Longine Time.
8.38 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
POSEN (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-9.15 am, to 10.45
a.m., Relay of Morning Service and Sermon. 11.0
a.m., Time Signal. 11.05 a.m. and 11.30 Lm., Two
Talks for Farmers. 2.15, Symphony Concert relayed
from Warsaw. 4.20, Talk. 4.50, Talk. 7.30, Violin
Recital by M. Edmond Gizejewski. (At the Piano:
Professor François Lukasiewicz) : Two Gavottes by
Rameau and Martini. 8.80, Musical Programme. 9.0,
Time Signal. 9.5, Variety Items. 9.20, General
News Bulletin. 10.0, Light Music. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
PRAGUE (848.9 metres) ; 5 kW. - 8.0 arn-, Sacred
Recital. 10.0 a.m., Concert. 12.05, Talk on an Industrial Subject. 8.80, Concert. 4.30, Workers'
Transmission. 5.0, Programme for German Listeners.
5.30, Sports Talk. 8.0, Concert or Play. 9.0, Time
Signal and Late News Bulletin. 9.20, Light Musical
Selections. 10.15 (approx.), Close Down.
RABAT, Call PIT (4113 metres) ; 2 kW.-12.30 to
2.0. The Radio Maroc Orchestra in a Programme of
Light Music. 4.0 to 5.0, Concert by a Military Band.
819, "Le Journal Parlé" for Arab Listeners. 8.20,
News Bulletin and Announcements. 8.30, Orchestral
Concert.
10.30, Dance Music, relayed from the
"Chaumière de Rabat." 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
RIGA (528.3 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.0 a.m., Relay of
Church Service in German. 9.15 a.m., Sacred Service
(in Latvian) relayed from the Mara Church. 12.0 Noon,
Songs and Music for Children. 8.0, Concert by the
Riga Wireless Orchestra (Conductor, Arved ParupsX
4.0, Programme of Talks. 8.0, Concert. 8.0, Weather
Report. 9.0, Musical Selections, relayed frorn the
Café de l'Opéra. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ; 3 kW.-8.30 a.m.,
Opening Signal, followed by Lesson in German.
9.0 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 9.45 a.m.
to 12,0 Noon, No Transmission. 12.0 Noon, Opening
Signal. 12.5 to LO, Concert by the Station Trio.
LO to 4.0, No Transmission. 4.0, Opening Signal.
4.5 to 5.30, Variety Concert. 7.10, Talk for Farmers.
7.15, Sports Notes and News from the Stefani Agency.
7.29, Time Signal. 7.31, Talk. 7.45, Concert by the
Grand-Symphony Orchestra: Concerto in D Major for
Violin with Orchestral Accompaniment (Pagannird);
Violinist, Maria d'Alba. 9.50, Late News Bulletin.
10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
SAIN sEBASTLUI (Union Radio), Call EAJ8 (400
metres); 0.5 kW.-10.0, Concert by the Grand
Casino Orchestra,
1.2.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.

scammoraoy, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
31.4 metres); 30 kW.-3.30 (approx.), Relay of
Church Service. 8.30, Recital of Organ Music by
Elmer A. Tidmarsh, relayed from the Union College
Memorial Chapel at Schenectady, N.Y. 9.0, Dr. S.
Parkes Cadman's Talk for Men, relayed from New York.
10.30, Violin Recital by Arcadie Birkenholz, relayed
from New York. 11.0, The American Legion Band
Half Hour, relayed from Boston, Mass. 11.30, Acousticon Programme from New York. 12.0 Midnight, The
Old Company's Programme, relayed from New York.
12.80 a.m. (Monday), Relay from the Capitol Theatre,
New York. 2.0 a.m.; Talk on the American Govern-

ment, relayed from Washington, D.O.
2.15 a.m..
Atwater Kent Hour, relayed from New York. 3.15 am.,
Correct Time. 8.17 Lm., Relay of Grand Opera from
New York, followed by Television Signals. 4.710 a.m.
(approx.), Close Down.

swum

(Union Radio), Call EAJ5 (375 metres) ;
2 kW.--2.0 to 3.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra
and Gramophone Records. 9.80, Orchestral Concert
of Music by Spanish Composers.
11.0, Flamenco
Songs and Popular Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.

STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) '
• 5 kW.-3.30, Concert.
4.30, Stock Exchange and Peices of Cereals. 5.15,
Concert of Turkish Music. 7.30, Weather Report and
Forecast, followed by Time Signal. 7.40, Talk on the
History of Music. 8.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 9,0, Late News Bulletin. 9.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
STUTTGART (379.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme
relayed by Freiburg (577 metres).-10.15 am. (approx.),
Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 11.0 ans., Orchestral
Concert followed by Gramophone Records.
LO,
Programme for Children. 2.0, Talk or Reading. 3.0
(approx.), Concert. 7.15 (approx.), Concert or Opera
followed by Late News Bulletin and Sports News.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (889.8 metres) ;
8 kW.-12.30, Meteorological Report and Local
Market Prices. 12.45, Programme of Instrumental
Music. 1.0, Correct Time. L5, Concert (continued).
1.45, News Bulletin. 8.0, Market Prices and Stock
Exchange Quotations from Paris. 8.15, News from the
Parisian Newspapers. 8.30, Concert of Instrumental
Music. 9.0, Time Signal. 9.15, Concert (continued).
10.5, Ten Minutes of Dance Music: West End Blues
(Oliver).
10.15, "Le Journal sans papier" with
News front North Africa and Late News Bulletin.
10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
VIENNA (517.2 metres) ; 15 kW.-Programme relayed by Gras (357.1 metres), Innsbruck (294.1 metres),
Klageatart (272.7 metres), and Linz (254.2 metres).9.20 a.m., Musical Recital. 10.0 am., Concert by the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra and Soloists.
3.0, Concert of Orchestral Music. 8.30, Relay from the
Opera House, followed by Concert of Orchestral
Selections and Experimental Transmission of Pictures.
10.15 (approx.), Close Down.
VILNA (435 metres) ;1.5 kW-9.15 a.m. to 10.45 a.m.,
Relay of Cathedral Service. 10.513 a.m. to 4.20, Programme relayed from Warsaw.
10.55 a.m., Time
Signal. 11.0 &EL. General News Bulletin. 11.10 a.m.,
Symphony Concert of the" Philharrnonie de Varsovie,"
devoted to the Works of French and Italian Composers.
Intermezzo from the Opera "Cavalleria Rusticana"
(Mascagni) rendered by the Orchestra under the
direction of J. Oziminski. LO to 2.0, Three Talks for
Farmers.
2.15, Orchestral Concert.
5.0, Musical
Selections. 8.45, General News Bulletin and Time
Signal. 10 to 10.30, Programme relayed from Warsaw.
7.0, Talk. 7.80, Concert. 9.0, Aviation Report and
Weather Forecast. 9.5, General News Bulletin. 9.20,
Sports News and Police Notes. 9.30, Dance Music
relayed front the "Oaza" Restaurant, MUM«.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres); 10 kW. -9.15 a.m. to
10.45 a.m, Relay of Cathedral Service. 10.56 a.m.,
Time Signal. 11.0 a.m., Aviation Route Report and
Weather Forecast. 11.10 a.m., Symphony Concert
from the "Philharmonie de Vars.ovre." LO to 2.0,
'Three Agricultural Talks. 2.0, Weather Report and
Forecast.
2.15, Symphony Concert.
41.W Talk.
4.45, Aviation Talk. 5.0, Popular Concert. 8.0:Variety
Items. 5.29, Talk. 1145, General News Bulletin and
Time Signal.
7.0, Talk by C. Jablonowski: Divertissements intellectuals. 7.30, Concert by the Polskie
Radio Orchestra, conducted by J. Oriminslci: Overture to the Opera " Radon and Luchnila" by Glinka.
9.0, Aviation Report and Weather Report and Forecast. 9.5, News from the Polish Telegraph Agency.
9.20, Police and Sports News. 9.30, Dance Music by
the Orchestra at the "Oaza" Restaurant, Conductor:
W. Roszkowski 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
ZAGREB (8012 metres);
0.7 kW.-10.0 a.m„
Symphony Concert by the Croatian Philharmonic
Orchestra: Balkansphonia (Josip Slavenski).
4.0,
Dance Music Programme relayed from the Club'
Cabaret. 8.45, Wireless Notes. 7.0, Opera Relay
from the National Theatre, Zagreb. In the Intervals:
News and Announcements and Weather Forecast.
10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (588 metres); 1 kW.-10.0 a.m., Concert
relayed from the Capitol Theatre. ILO a.m., Weather
Report and Forecast. 1.1.30 a.m., Programme by the
Zürich Station Orchestra. 8.0, Concert by the Castellano Orchestra at the Carlton Elite Hotel. 8.30, Time
Signal. 8.33, Protestant Address. 7.0, Programme
relayed frorn Basle. Recital of Music at St. Martin's
Church. ILO, Weather Report, Late News Bulletin
and News from the Nette Züricher Zeitung. 9.80
(approx.), Close Down.
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Automatic S.O.S., Position Finding, Less Jamming of Broadcast, Beam Telephony.
By •LIEUTeCOLONEL CHETWODE

r

HE; advances made in all branches of wireless communication during the past year have been quite
as extensive, though perhaps rather less spectacular, than in recent years. In fact, the technical side of
wireless has now reached a stage where it has time to
pause a little and consolidate its position. Of course,
the days of" hit or miss " are long past, but the advent
of short waves three years ago did have the effect of
throwing into the melting-pot many problems which then
seemed to have been solved, and it is only during this
last year that we have sailed into less troubled waters.
But the pause will be short-lived, many new avenues of
advance are opening up, and it will not be long before
the melting-pot is in use again for facsimile transmission
and shor-wave telephony. Later on, we shall be asked
to struggle with television, and even, perhaps, the distribution of power by wireless; but we must check these
alluring visions and come to the more prosaic attainments
of 1928.
The International Convention.

In the autumn of 1927 an International Radiotelegraph
Conference was held in Washington, and the resulting
International Convention was promulgated in the early
part of last year. This Convention, which came into
force on january 1st this year, supplants the Convention
I

CRAWLEY,

M.I.E.E.

of 1912. Usually .there is a new Convention every five
years, but since 1912 it had been found impracticable to
arrange for an international radio conference until 1927,
although the urgent need for such a conference was
apparent to anyone interested in wireless communications.
The 1912 Convention had dealt only with regulations
governing the communication of ships with one another
and with the shore, as at that time the use of wireless
was practically confined to such communication. Now,
of course, the situation is quite different, and the new
Convention, besides overhauling the old ship and shore
regulations, lays down regulations for governing pointto-point communications, aircraft services, broadcasting,
and amateur working. As all wireless communication is'
conducted by means of waves in the ether, it is essential,
if interference is to be avoided, that the various services
should be confined to definite wavelengths, and this international allocation of waves was the most important,
and, indeed, the most difficult, work with which the conference had to deal. The Convention now lays down, for
all the different services, definite bands of waves, from
5to 3o,000 metres, some of these bands being exclusively
confined to aparticular service, others being allocated to
two or more services in cases where mutual interference
is unlikely, or at any rate is not of great importance

-
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A Year's Progress in Commercial Wireless.—
In actual practice much of the spirit of the new regulations was already in being as a result of the advances
made in wireless technique since the 1912 Convention,
and during the last year most of the letter of the new
regulations has already been put into operation.
Automatic Distress. signal
The most important advance in maritime signalling
during the year has been the fitting of British ships with
automatic apparatus for receiving the alarm signal. This

Directional aerial receiving equipment installed at a coast station
so that ship direction and location can be determined. (Portpatrick station.)

signal consists of a series of twelve dashes sent in one
minute, the duration of each dash being four seconds,
and the duration of each space between two dashes,
one second. It is used solely to announce that the
distress signal is about to follow, and, when received
on the special automatic apparatus, it actuates an electric circuit so as to ring a bell which calls the operator
to the instruments. British ships are, as arule, allowed
to reduce their operating staff if they are fitted with
this apparatus, and there are now nearly 800 ships so
fitted. This alarm signal, and the use of automatic
receivers, have been recognised in the new International
Convention, but up to the present such apparatus has
been fitted only in British ships. It has not been laid
down internationally that the distress signal must be
preceded by the alarm signal, but it is now well known
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that if the latter is omitted the former may be missed
by British ships within range, and in consequence it
is becoming general to use both signals.
The advantage of having directional receiving apparatus in ships has become more appreciated by shipowners during the last year.
With this apparatus a
ship is able to obtain its bearing from any station or
ship fitted with wireless, and in addition wireless beacon
stations are being erected at various places all over the
world for the purpose of allowing ships which are
equipped with directional receivers ta obtain bearings
from these beacons. The percentage of British ships
fitted with directional receivers compared with the total
number of British ships fitted with wireless has increased during the year to about 17 per cent.
The design of ships' apparatus has tended towards
the introduction of interrupted continuous wave apparatus in place of spark apparatus, as it is laid down in
the new Convention that ships equipped after the 1st of
January, 1930, must be fitted with continuous-wave
transmitters, except in the case of very small installations. This regulation will tend to reduce interference
in maritime signalling generally, and especially the interference caused by such signalling to the reception of
broadcasting programmes in coastal areas, as continuouswave transmission, being more sharply tuned than spark
transmission, causes less interference.
Broadcast listeners have indeed been well looked after by the new
Convention, as broadcasting stations have been given
bands of waves which cannot be used by other services.
Two waves which have hitherto been used by ships-the 300-metre wave and the 450-metre wave—are not to
be so used in future in regions where they might interfere .with the reception of broadcast programmes.
Similar regulations have been laid down for the coast
stations which work with ships, and during the yeat
several of our coast stations have had their spark installations replaced by interrupted continuous-wave sets.
The policy of fitting our coast stations with directional
receivers, so that they may be able to give a ship its
bearing from the station, has been continued, and about
8,000 bearings have been given during the year. But
ships which are themselves fitted with directional receivers often require to obtain a bearing for navigational purposes from places where no coast stations are
established, and during the year aconsiderable advance
has been made in providing wireless beacon stations for
this purpose. Six of these stations are now in operation
at suitable points round the coasts of the British Islands,
and several more are in hand. In a few cases submarine sound signals are emitted from the station at
the same time as the wireless signals, so that ships
fitted with the necessary apparatus can obtain, not only
a bearing, but also their position, by noting the difference in time between the reception of the wireless and
the sound signals.
The results of extensive experimental work on directional wireless carried out by the Radio Research Board
during the last five years has been published. It was
found that the bearings of transmitting stations by day
were reliable to an extreme error of four degrees, the
great majority of readings being correct to within two
2
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A Year's Progress in Commercial Wireless.—

degrees. During darkness results were far more erratic,
but, fortunately for ships' navigation, these variable
errors were not encountered up to a range of about one
hundred miles when the transmission was entirely over
sea. These results of the Radio Research Board's experiments are confirmed by observations made in various
countries throughout the world.
In addition to the work carried out at the coast stations there is a large volume of telegraph traffic conducted with passenger ships at long ranges through a
Post Office medium•-power station. A new, up-to-date
transmitting station for this purpose was opened duripg
the year at Portishead to replace the one at Devizes
which had been in use since the war. The receiving
and operating station remains as before at Burnham-onSea, but the whole service has been extended, and a
long-range, short-wave service is now available in addition to the improved long-wave service. Nearly one
and a half million words were dealt with at this station
during the year.
Short Waves for Ships.

Technical difficulties have arisen in adapting shortwave installations to ship conditions, and so far only
a few ships have been fitted. Great ranges are often
obtained; for instance, Portishead is frequently in good
communication with ships in the South Atlantic and the
Indian Ocean, but the communication cannot yet be considered as reliable.
However, the work carried out
during the year may be taken as proving that a great
future is in store for short-wave communication with
ships. When at last this comes to its own, no ship
need ever be out of direct touch with any country, but

Ship's direction-finding aerial.

we have some way to go yet before that
is a practical proposition.
During the year, wireless telephony
has been fitted in a few fishing fleets,
and, as an experiment, in a few large
passenger ships. In some of the fishing
fleets it has proved useful, but otherwise
it has made little advance in maritime
signalling. A set for working with ships
has been installed in the coast station at
the Humber.
Marine Telephony.

Control panel of transatlantic telephom

7

equipment at Rugb.

The
obstacles
in
the
way
of
wide
adoption
are that telephony
causes more interference than telegraphy,
for equal power the range obtainable is
less, the difficulties of technical maintenance are about the same for the two
systems, and telephony presents language difficulties which are not present
in telegraphy. But, on the other hand,
the supreme advantage of conversation
between individuals on ship and shore,
as compared with telegraphic communication, must eventually overcome the
difficulties which at present loom so
large.
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A Year's Progress in Commercial Wireless.—
The advantage of having wireless equipment in aircraft has been made more apparent this last year
than ever before, for the simple reason that more
aircraft have been flying. The disadvantages remain
as before, weight and difficulty of operating, but it is
only a matter of time before a way round is found and
it becomes acknowledged that wireless equipment is an
essential part of the machine.
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The main reason why short-wave communication is so
desirable is, of course, that for great distances short-wave
working is much more economical than long-wave
working.
The CableRadio Merger.

As regards telegraphy, short-wave services have developed rapidly during the year. Many commercial services over great distances have sprung up all over the
world, including a service opened last summer by the
Post Office between this country and Kenya Colony.
The amount of traffic sent over the short-wave telegraph circuits between this country and Canada, Australia, South Africa and India has shown a steady increase. These circuits are worked by wireless telegraphy
on the beam system. Hitherto they have been operated
at this end by the Post Office, but other arrangements are
now being made in accordance with the recommendafions of the Imperial Wireless and Cable Conference
which met during the year. This conference, which was
appointed by the Government, included representatives
of Great Britain, the Dominions, the Irish Free State,
and the colonies and protectorates. The conference
recommended that a Communications Company be
formed to take over all the communication assets of the
cable companies and the Marconi companies concerned
in exchange for shares, and to acquire the Government
cables and the lease of the Post Office beam stations, the
capital of the company not to exceed at its inception
£30,000,000. The chairman and one other director are
to be persons approved by the Government on the suggestion of the cable campanies, and British control of all
the companies must be guaranteed. In addition, there is

High-speed signalling keys at the Northolt station.

The new equipment at Croydon aerodrome has been
brought into action during the year. The four transmitters are at Mitcham, a couple of miles distant, operation and reception being carried out at the aerodrome
at Croydon.
Directional apparatus is fitted, and the
process of finding the position of an aircraft takes less
than a minute. Simultaneous bearings are taken from
Croydon, Pulham, and Lympne, the intersection of the
bearings giving the position of the machine in flight.
Beam Telephone Possibilities.

Developments in point-topoint wireless communication have centred on short-wave working, but very few
long-range commercial services are yet in operation so
far as telephony is concerned. The most notable of
these telephone services is that opened by the Post Office
last summer between this country and America, as an
auxiliary to the long-wave service which has been in
operation for some time.
There is no doubt, however, that we are on the eve of
full commercial application of short-wave telephony for
communication over great distances, but 1928 cannot
be registered as the year when this result was achieved.

Eight

hundred feet up.

The top of one of Rugby's masts.

to be an advisory committee, including representatives
of the Governments concerned, which must be consulted
on questions of policy, including any alteration of rates.
The external telephone services of Great Britain are,
however, to be left in the hands of the Post Office, which
will come to terms with the company regarding the right
to use the company's wireless stations for telephone
purposes.
8
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of
it.

Some of the reasons why the " BEAM " gives finer reproduction are:

RCC

TO
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PRICE 21.'

It has a four-pale floating at mature.
It has heavy magnets. It has sensitive
and h ghly accurate control. All coils
are entirely dustproof and it is well
and truly constructed for long and
efficient service.

as

e

Complete with
6' flexible lead for
contacts. Every "Beam" Cone Unit
carries a 12 months' guarantee,

Obtainable from all Dealers, or

35, FARRINGDON ROAD,

CARBORUNDUM C0.11e,

LONDON

MANCHESTER.

-

-

E.C.1

Yours for £1.
Cel stion, Marconi. Amplion, Brown,
and any of the World's famous Loud
Speakers wid be sent to your address,
carriage paid, for £1.
The balance of
purchase price we will accept
by small monthly payments.
Complete Kits and all kindr of Components for Home Constructors can be
supplied on these terms.

Constructors should nett ody this rely
op-lo-dale fitmetu.
Pries complete
aidfrith full instructions

Write to-day for Catalogue.

HENRI & CO.,
79,

Rochester

Row,

Telephone

Victoria, S.W.I.

Vic. 4381.

.11entron of " The Wireless World," when

This new model should prove even
more popular than the original.
Beautifully made and remarkably
efficient. Two hole fixing, 300-2,000
metres.

Manufacturers

EAGLE ENGINEERING CO., LTD., WARWICK.
LONDON SHOWROOMS:

writin;

10/6

44, PALL MALL, S.W.1.

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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DECEMBER r2th, 1928.

By Our Special Corresponden'.
Relays from Belgium.—How Ireland Fares.—New Year's Eve.—More Worry for Daventry?—
B.B.C. and Variety Artistes.—Christmas in Aberdeen.
Landline Triumph.
To the Post Office, as much as to the
B.B.C., belongs the credit for the really
excellent relay from the Aberdeen studio
on Monday, December 3rd. Those of' us
in London who may have switched on in
the middle of the concert might have been
forgiven for imagining, at first, that the
performance was being given at 2LO.
0000
000 Miles.
Naturally there were bad patches, but,
considering that the landline was nearly
600 miles in length, we should have forgiven the Post Office if distortion had
been far more marked.
In a relay from Aberdeen the lines proceed first to Edinburgh, then to Leeds,
on to -Manchester, and thence to London.
0000
A Belgian Proposal.
The landlines in Belgium, particularly
those radiating from Brussels, have been
immensely improved of late, which is one
reason why the Belgian broadcasting
authorities have proposed a new series of
relays to this country, beginning possibly
with the performances of the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. The proposal is
that this world-famous orchestra should
visit Brussels for a week and that the
concerts should be relayed to British,
Germah and Dutch stations, which would
thus share in the enormous expense.
I
hear that it is this part of the proposition
which has provoktd controversy at Savoy
Hill.
0000
Counting the Cost.
No one doubts that the landlinea could
give a fairly good account of the Vienna
orchestra's performance; the question is
mainly one of cash. Is it worth while to
pay several hundred pounds for an orchestral performance of an hour or two,
which, to be brutally frank, could hardly
be more satisfying than a British orchestra at the Queen's Hall connected to
Savoy Hill by a negligible amount of
landline!
The best orchestra in the world will
suffer a loss of tone and distinctiveness—
B

liclasoà
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the qualities that count—if heard
at the end of a long landline, however
good that line may be.
0000
Belfast's Submarine Cable
When a submarine cable steps into the
picture the reproduction of music suffers
still more.
Anyone who doubts this
might ask the opinion of a Belfast listener. (If he puts safety first, it would
be better not to!)
From time to time
just

FUTURE

FEATURES.

London and Daventry.
DECEMBER 18711.—Nativity Play, relayed
from St. Ililary's Church, Marazion,
Cornwall, S.
B. from Plymouth.
DECEMBER 19Tm.—" The Blue Forest"
(Auhert), a fairy opera.
DECEMBER 21ST.—" Al:ce," a play by
C. A. Lewis.
DECEMBER 225 D.—Carols by the Civil
Service Choir..
Daventry Exp. (SOB).
DECEMBER 18Tm—Further Fireside Singing.
DECEMBER 218.—Excerpts from Gounod's
" Faust."
DECEMBER 22ED.—" Moonshine," a radio
show
written
and
arranged
by
Charles Brewer. Sketches by Edwin
Lewis.
Cantle
DECEMBER 18TH.—Roads Through Songland, and Songs Beard by the Way.
DECEMBER
20T11.—" The
Lord's
Poor
Brother," a play by W. Riley.
DECEMBER
22ND.—A
Christmas
Carol
Concert.
Manchester.
Demme. 16TH.—Bells and Service from
Chester Cathedral. with an address
by the Rt.. Bev. Henry Luke Paget
(Lord Bishop of 'Chester).
DECEMBER 18TH.—" Can You Guess These
Tunes? "
DECEMBER 22m).—An Irish Programme.
Newcastle.
»mama 17TH.—" Fair Gaine," a topical
revue by E. A. Bryan.
Glasgow.
DECEgl BER
215T.—Scottish
Community
Singing Concert.
Aberdeen.
DECEMBER 17TH.—" Impertinent Waves."
presented by the Radio Concert
Party.
Belfast.
DECEMBER ling.—An Ulster Ceilidh.
DECEMBER 215T.—Christmas Concert of
the Belfast Philharmonic Society.

Belfast has the bravery to include a
London symphony concert in its pro.
gramme.
Hope springs eternal.
Although the submarine cable was constructed for speech only, the prayer apparently goes up that it will cope with
strings, brass, wood wind and drums,
"just for this once."
It is an open secret that several of these
efforts have finished up via wireless from
Da ventry.
0000
B.B.C. and the Irish Free State.
Dubiin (21i N), the I.F.S. station, has
been working quite a lot recently in associatio.i with the B.B.C., relaying items
from Belfast.
I hear that the station
has been given practically carte blanche
in the use of Belfast's material, but has
not made full use of the opportunity.
One reason is that the Belfast evening
programme opens at 7.45, whereas Dublin
does not generally begin its main programme till 8 o'clock. The way out of
this difficulty seems fairly obvious.
0000
On New Year's Eve.
Nothing revolutionary has yet been decided upon for ushering in 1929. According to present arrangements, an item entitled ' 1928-1929" will occur in the programme at 11.50 p.m. on Lteceniber 31st,
but at the time of writing the precise
nature of the item is a mystery.
0000
A Coincidence.
In view of B.B.C.'s forthcoming move
fro:a Savoy Hill, 5OB's Christmas pantomime, which is to be broadcast on.
December 29th, provides a singular coincidInce. ..The titling was arranged some
weeks ago, and entirely without know%
ledge of the statement about the move.
It is "The House the B.B.C. Built."
0000
More Trouble for 5XX.
As if Kalundborg and Lahti were not
enough, poor old Daventry (5XX) is
threatened with another noisy neighbour
—no less a personage than Eiffel Tower
himself. On January 1st Eiffel Tower
is to abandon the present 2,650-metre
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wavelength and drop down to something
in the region of 1,500.
If the power
were to be normal, Daventry might still
hope for immunity from interference (at
least on reasonably selective receivers);
but the persistent rumours that Eiffel
Tower will employ 100 kilowatts puts a
different complexion on the matter.
Fortunately the power increase is likely
to be deferred for a time. 5XX is now
working on 1,562.5 metres.
One who has watched Daventry's
affairs during the last few months suggests that the station's motto might be:
" No one knows the trouble I've seen."
0000
614 Boy Singers.
'['he microphone will be severely tested
on Sunday next, December 16th, when
the 614 boys of Ound'e School, Northamptonshire, will sing the chorus parts of
Bach's " Christmas Oratorio," to be
broadcast from 5GB.
The soloists will
be Carrie Tubb, Margaret Balfour, John
Adams and Topliss Green.
0000

Penman&
Mr.
D.
Cleghorn
Thomson,
the
Regional Director for Scottish broadcasting,
whosu
engagement was
announced a few days ago, is still on the
glorious side of thirty, while his fiancée,
Miss Virginia Fain, is still at college at
Brinmawr.
Mr.
Cleghoru Thomson's
association with broadcasting dates from
1925, when he came to Savoy Hill after
being defeated at South Edinburgh in
the General Election of 1924, in which he
was the youngest Liberal candidate.
0000
Froadcasting and the Theatres.
Contrary to the opinions expressed by
many of the Grand Moguls in the
theatrical business, the broadcasts from
the Palladium have had no harmful effects
on the box-office receipts; indeed, there is
a suspicion that a slight upward fillip has

been due solely to the microphone.
Whether or not this is so, the General
Theatres Corporation are continuing to
grant broadcasting facilities, and there
are grounds for the belief that other
theatrical organisations are showing interest in the experiment.
0000
What the Theatres Gain.
1he programmes of the variety theatres
are peculiarly suitable for broadcasting.
Out of a total of fifteen or sixteen items
constituting one entertainment it
is
nearly always possible to se:ect one turn,
usually vocal or instrumental, which the
broadcast listener can enjoy without being tantalised by his lack of sight. At
the same time one turn forms such a
small proportion of the entire bill that
the theatres sacrifice nothing in view of
the publicity gained and the sum paid by
the B. B. C.
0000

Long Contracts.
'1 here is now under consideration a
scheme which may possibly overcome one
of the biggest obstacles to a rapprochement between the B.B.C.
and the
theatres. The idea is for the B.B.C. to
engage variety artistes on long contracts
to prepare and perform original material
exclusively for the microphone.
Too
often in the past a variety artiste has
been tempted :to dip into his stage repertoire for broadcasting purposes, to find
later, to his dismay, that the sanie jokes
fell flat when re-hatched in the theatre.
A happy ending may still be in sight
if theatrical managers can be persuaded
that broadcasting is not another name for
poaching.
0000
Wireless Services in Church.
The congregation of at least one
church, having heard Archbishop Davidson's farewell sermon from loud speakers
in their own place of worship, have de-
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cided that wireless services are good for
the soul and that the loud speakers must
be retained. 'I his is at St. Peter's Church,
Middlesbrough, where the wireless receiver is used regularly on Thursday
afternoons to pick up evensong from
Westminster Abbey.
The congregation
participates in the service, kneeling
during prayers, following the lessons in
the Bib:es and singing the hymns.
The vicar, the Rev. L. H. B. Stavely,
a wireless enthug.ast of twenty years'
standing, has a radio workshop that
strikes awe into the most hardened
parishioner.
0000
A Versatile Playwright.
When
..dr.
John
Drinkwater,
the
author of " Abraham Lincoln," broadcasts on December 18th from 2LO, he
will not deal with any of those subjects
which the listener might be inclined to
link up with his name, playwriting, for
example.
He will talk about stamp
collecting.
0000

The Music of Finland.
Finland is providing the next of the
" National Programmes," on Thursday,
December 20th, from 2LO. Although the
country is litCe known to Britons, it has
given the world such eminent musicians
as Sibelius and Palmgren.
0000
Christmas Day at Aberdeen.
The " fireside " aspect of Christmas
will be represented in the third part of
the very well-balanced Christmas programme which Scottish listeners will hear
on Christmas Day.
This part of the
programme will come from Aberdeen,
and will consist of one of those " feature " Scottish programmes in which the
Northern station- has always been particularly successful. Its title, "Farmer
Mowat's Christmas at the Mains o'
Drumspeffer," conveys its character.

A MODERN BROADCAST TRANSMITTER. The time has long passed when the mere mention of wireless colored up visions of
wire entanglements and very vulnerable apparatus.
The robust nature of mo iern equipment is well illustrated in this photograph,
which shows the new trassmitter constructed by the Marconi Company for ihe broadcasting station at Bratislava, Czecho-Slavakia.
It will supply the aerial with 12 kW. A description of the apparatus appears on page 796.
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The Service is subject to the rules of
the Department, which are printed
below; these must be strictly enforced,
in the interest of readers themselves.

A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some
cases at greater length than would be
possible in a letter.

"The Wireless World" Supplies
Push-pull or Parallel?
Would
teem mead 111 e to use a pair
of pentode valves in parallel instead
of the single output valve specified
in the description of the " Kilo-Mag
Four " receiver? My desire is to get
a larger
output
combined
with
greater Li'. magnification.
R. de G. M.
Pentode valves are not at their best.
when following an anode bend detector
with transformer coupling, and your proposed scheme is not altogether to be recommended.
However, there is a way
out of the difficulty, and we suggest that
you use two pentode valves in a push-pull
arrangement. By adopting this plan, the
L.F. voltage from the detector will be
equally distributed between their two
grid circuits.
0000
A

Tone-raising Deuce.

The tone of my loud speaker is satisfactory enough, but is rather lacking in
brilliance. Is it possible to improve
matters in this respect by connecting
an L.F. choke in series .with it?
J. L.
No; your proposed alteration will have
the opposite effect to that which you
desire, but it is possible to reduce the
response at low frequencies without
materklly altering the reproduction of
higher tones by connecting the choke in
parallel with the loud speaker windings.
To get well-defined results it is necessary

807
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that the D.C. resistance of the choke
should be comparatively low.
We cannot make helpful suggestions as to the
best value for its inductance, as this
depends on the impedance of the loud
speaker windings, etc., and is best found
by trial.
0000
A

Reaction

Failure

time ago a statement appeared in
" The Wireless World " to the effect
that an "aperiodic " aerial winding
could be made to serve the dual purpose of a reaction coil.. I have tried
this arrangement with an "Everyman Four" aerial-grid transformer,
connected up in the manner shown in
the diagram which I am sending you,
but have failed to obtain reaction
effects; indeed, the set works better
with the reaction condenser disconnected. Is my diagram correct, or
does this simple arrangement only
apply to some special circuit ?
J. S.
Your circuit (reproduced in Fig. I) is
correct; but we think that the trouble is
due to the fact that the nerial renetion
Some

II.F Transformers for A.C. Valves
From
statements
published in
your
journal, I gather that it is necessary
to remove some two or three turns
from the primary and neutralising
windings of standard "Everyman
Four" transformers when they are
used with indirectly heated A.C.
valve.).
¡"rom which end of the
winding should these turns be taken
off?
P. T. C.
Referring to the primary winding, the
turns should be taken off from the end
which connects to plate of the preceding
valve; similarly, the neutralising section
should be reduced from the end joined to
H.T.+.
These are the ends of the
parallel superimposed windings which are
nearest to the " grid " end of the
seconda ry.
0 0 00

The Earth System.

There seems to be some uncertainty as to
which type of earth connection is
best. Do you prefer a junction to a
waterpipe or to a buried plate?
P. C. C.
It is impossible to make a definite
statement, as a good deal depends on circumstances. Provided that a reasonably
short and direct lead can be taken to a
*• rising " water main, it is likely to be
better than the average buried earth
plate, etc., which is seldom of sufficiently
large dimensions for maximum effectiveness.
0000

Quality Reception.

RU LES.

(1.) only one question (which must deal with
asingle specific point) ran be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Infor-

mation Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receirers cannot be given '• under present-day
condition* justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The Wireless
World "or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are incited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or

paragraphs,
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Fig. 1.—Simple reaction circuit with com—
bined aerial end feed—beck coil. The two
windings must be in opposite directions.

winding L is not in the correct sense
with respect to the secondary Li. To
use one of these coupling transformers
for your special purpose it is necessary
that the two windings.should be put on
in opposite directions.

•

•

What modification would you »W M
in the L.F. ampliifer of the "Europa
III" in order to render it specially
suitable for operating a moving coil
loud speaker?
S. M. D.
Your query is best considered without,
particular reference to the Europa III,
but to circuit systems essentially suited for
moving coil loud speaker use in general.
Neither leaky grid detection Lor reaction
should be employed in this instance.
For comp:ete details of a suitable circuit
system you are referred to the constructional booklet obtainable from the publishers,
" The
Moving
Coil
Loud
Speaker " (price is. 6d., post
free
is. 8d.).
It is good advice to use amplifiers of low stage gain and practically
restrict your moving coil loud speaker
reception to the local station.
The
Europa III is a good long-range set.
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Pitting a Pentode.

Would it be in order to fit a pentode
valve to the "Everyman Three" receiver, and, if so, what alteration
would be necessary?
H. El.
As this receiver has but one transformer-coupled L.F. stage, it would be
quite possible to substitute a pentode for
the normal output valve. The coupling
between H.F. valve and detector is by
means of a transformer, so no special
modifications would be necessary, beyond
adding the usual connections between the
pentode screened grid terminal and the
H.T. battery.
0000
Transformer

Coupling with B.G. Valves.

Is it possible to use the type of transformer described for the "
Four" receiver in a set with a single
stage of 11.F., a leaky grid detector,
and reaction? If so, will you tell me
how a reaction winding may be
added?
B. R. B.
The transformers in question lend themselves quite well to use in a circuit such
as you describe, and a reaction winding

ternal connections are indicated by the
conventional lettering: P, plate; B, H.T.
positive; G, grid ;F, filament.
0000
Sets for Abroad.

Will you make a suggestion as to the most
suitable type of circuit for a receiver
which 1 propose to take out to the
Soudan? I should' like to be able to
receive both the broadcast wavebands, and imagine that three valves
would be 81sec:eat, as loud speaker
reproduction would not be required.
1suppose that two H.F. stages would
be essential for such long-distance reception?
C. M. T.
We hardly agree that two H.F. valves
would be necessary or desirable. At very
great distances, where one depends entirely on " freak " reception on the normal wavebands, ease of operation and
facilities for rapid "searching" are more
important than the utmost possible degree
of magnification. A good H.F.-det.-L.F.
combination with an S.G. H.F. valve and
reaction should meet your needs as well
as anything else. May we suggest, how-
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(a)
Fig.

tie

(b)

sketch of an H.F. transformer for S.G. valves, with added reaction
winding.
Its connections are shown In the circuit diagram.

2. — Sectional

can very conveniently be added in the
manner shown in Fig. 2 (b):
It should
be in the form of a compact " bunched "
winding consisting of from 15 to 30
turns (depending on the capacity of the
reaction condenser) of No. 40 D.S.C.
wire, wound on an extension of the
spacing strips which separate primary
and secondary, and spaced about kin.
from the other windings. For the longwave transformer, the reaction winding
should be added in a similar manner,
but 70 or more turns will be necessary.
The connections may be as in Fig. 2
•(a); by adopting this arrangement the
number of external leads to the transformer is kept down to five, but if you
wish to keep one side of the reaction
control condenser at low potential it is,
of course, necessary to bring out a second
connection from the reaction coil.
Referring again to diagram (b). ex-

ever, that you would probably be well advised to concentrate entirely on the ultrashort wavelengths, to the exclusion of the
normal broadcast bands?
0000
A

from the fact that it is also more sensitive to considerable inputs. If a detector
of this kind is followed by two highmagnification L.F. stages, it is now
widely appreciated that any H.F. input
sufficiently great to give good detection
will badly overload a normal output valve,
even if the H.T. voltage applied to its
anode is somewhat above the average. It
will therefore be obvious that for good
quality reproduction it will often be
necessary to reduce L.F. amplification;
it is not a bad plan to have this amplification under control so that the user can
take advantage of maximum sensitivity
for long-distance reception when it is
desired.
000 0

Low-loss Superfluous.

My Det.-L.F. receiver, of which I am
sending you a circuit diagram, is
fitted with commercial plug-in coils;
would it be worth while replacing
them with single-layer Litz windings,
and would this substitution give more
signal strength and selectivity?
F.

Low-magniacation Stage.

I hare read that in cases where an anode
bend detector is followed by two L.P.
staes, it may sometimes be desirable
to sacrifice amplification in the first
stage by using a low value of anode
resistance. Why is this? Surely it
would be possible to reduce the input
to the detector to a suitable value,
and to avoid any sacrifice of L.P.
magi.ification?
T. L. W.
The important point here is that an
anode bend detector gives more perfect
rectification from the point of view of
quality when the H.F. voltage applied to
its grid circuit •is large; this is apart

A.

The commercial coils you are using are
quite good, particularly when their extreme compactness is taken into consideration.
In any case, in a circuit
such as you show, where the grid coil
is damped by connection to the aerial
and also by leaky grid condenser detection, it is quite useless to reduce coil
resistance beyond a certain point, and
we hardly recommend you to make a
change.
0000
Points of Criticism.

FORMER

REACTION
WINDING

DECEMBER 121h, 1928.

Will you please criticise the diagram of
my proposed receiver, bearing in
mind the fact that 1 am hoping for
good-quality reproduction combined
with the maximum possible rangegetting properties, and a high degree of selectivity.
T. P. A.
Your circuit diagram shows a screened
grid H.F. amplifier with tuned H.F.
transformer and a loosely coupled and
separately tuned aerial circuit, followed
by an anode bend detector. Up to this
point we have nothing but favourable
criticism to offer, but with regard to the
L.F.
amplifier, which consists of two
transformer-coupled stages of high magnification, we think that some alteration
will be -desireble. You show no form of
volume control oilier than that afforded
by the H.F. valve rheostat, and it will
be found that any signal voltage sufficiently great to give good rectification
with your anode bend detector will undoubtedly overload the output valve
with an applied H.T. voltage as indicated in your diagram.
The remedy would be to fit a control of
the signal voltages delivered to the first
L.F. grid. This might take the form of
a variable resistance across the first
transformer primary. Alternatively, you
could use grid rectification, but this
would imply the addition of reaction,
which would tend to complicate matters.
Again, it would be possible to substitute
a resistance coupling of low—or; nt any
rate, controllable—magnification in the
first stage.
B 38
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METERS
NEW MODELS AT
POPULAR PRICES

ADVERTISEMENTS.

yDRA

When buying METLRS for
RADIO. the neme is all-important •CRESCENT is the
name t
hat stands for «Petience in the making of fine
Indio/aunts and in the manufacture and design of Moving.
Coil Meters with the result
that Crescent Meters are the
best value obtainable. Therefore, the addition of popular
priced Crescent models is of
utmost interest -- send for
complete list.

CRESCENT

MULTI- READING
M

ETER

No. 377.
A simple instrument consuming only
4 ms. On full scale, precise within
1% measures 0.10. 0 100. 0.1,000
ma. 0.10 volts 0.200 v. and resistance L.I00.000 ohmi. The 2 screw
Terminals will do for all three methods
of measuring. Move wander plug to
obtain various readings, and move
end leads either to the H.T. battery
or the low tension battery or in serie«
with val yes and H.T.battery to read consumption
Id valve, in milliamperes.

45

A NEW
CRESCENT MOVING
VANE METER

—at a popular orie l, with
highest resistance
ohmi
per volt) of any meter at a
comparable price.
Consump
tion only 10 ma.
ESI
0-150
,TANCE
vslts
R
15,000 ohms at
I

713

VERTICAL SCALE
DOUBLE READING
METER
Aspecial moving coil instru-

ment which can be attached to
your Eliminator.
0-240 volts
0-60 minerals.
Resistance 250
ohmi per Volt

22/6

Prticr.

CONDENSERS
will not let
you down

Greatly increased H.T. voltages—sets of greater power and
purity—these are the modern tendency. Therefore HYDRA
—the condenser that will not let you down—it coming into
its own.
Wherever you want acondenser that is utterly reliable—
put HYDRA into your set.

PRICES

Do not accept asilver grey
condenser
without
the
Hydra label.
Others are
imitations and we are not
responsible, in case of
breakdown.
Of all

radio dealers

d any difficulty write to

LOUIS HOLE/IAN
34,

Rio

Advertisements jor

" The Wireless

World

2 n.f d.
.
Imid.
Tested at 500 volts

A.C.

Work
AC

Voltage 240
50 M

•

KINGS WAY, LONDON, W .
C.2.

—

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Arrang for ademonstration on
your own
e
o
t
n bAyddre
sending
card to our LonSd
ng
le, Bo-cembe Road, London, S.W. ty. a post-

st,d,1 A..,
In Oak or Mahogany
Cabini t.

Write for
Explanatory
Booklet
POST FREE,

SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE
TERMS TO THE TRADE

BRITANNIA REPRODUCERS LTD.
Furnival Road, SHEFFIELD.

'Phone 21153

PRICES:
Model A.

£4-11.6
Completely assembled ready for
use.
With Oak Cabinet
£2.2..0 extra.
With Mah ,, gany Cabinet
£2.7.6 extra.

For the Home
Constructor.

Complete set of parts ready z' 'r
assembling, including diaphragm
cut to size and magnet assembled,
with full irstructiom,
£401-0
TR ADE
ENQUIRIES
INVITED.
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TIHIC SUCCCSS OP TIME PENTOW) 3
IS MOITINIIIMC
PINICNOMCMAL-

PC le4 iraVO>X.
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The public response to the
introduction of the Pentovox
Three, instant and significant, is
growing in volume every day.
This fine 3-valve set is not only
new but right—a combination
that never yet failed to ensure
success. The reproduction is
perfectly smooth and even over
the whole musical range, and
selectivity is equally outstanding. Wavelength ranges are 250/
500 metres, and 1,200 to 2,300
metres. There are no coils to
change, and the whole set is a
model of simplicity and efficiency. Nothing outside the 5..
valve class can compare with
the Pentovox Three Circuit
in quality and performance.
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BOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD., Dept. T, Radio Works, LETCHWORTH.
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MAKE YOUR
OWN
CONE SPEAKER
The New Wonder

"Nightingale"

CONE UNIT
fitted to our
Cone Speaker

Exactly as

Cabinet

steiSFACT/0/9,
GUNRANTEZD

Guaranteed to give results
equal to the most expensive
Loud Speakers yet made.

o
rfit
r
e ne e

t
y

Full constructional details with each unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 32/6 to 15/.
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullpbone
Nightingale Loud Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.
With 4-inch Diaphragm.

DIRECT CURRENT

Instantly converts your own
Gramophone into a full power
Loud Speaker, giving awealth of
pure undistorted volume which must
beard to be believed.

rseciees

BUY ON
EASY
TERMS

FROM

A.C. MAINS
For every purpose in
wireless operation—
L.T. BATTERY CHARGING
II.T. BATTERY CHARGING
TRICKLE CHARGING
H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATION
L.T. BATTERY ELIMINATION
GRID BIAS BATTERY ELIMINATION
SUPPLY FOR PLATES OF
L.S.5a OR SIMILAR VALVES
POT
MAGNET
EXCITATION
FOR
MOVING
COIL
LOUD
SPEAKERS

50

, DE LUXE

,_ casi, or 5/ -deposit
/ - and Il monthly pay.
menta of 5,
2titts. high u,th
)4 Inch
ell
lahogany
lint;hed,wall
p1001-arm
ana $tand

NIGHTINGALE
CONCERT
SUPREME
SUPER
61,araritud 'fee /ro,,, IMMOle

there is a suitable
«WESTINGHOUSE

11/.0GANY

B1

ICSOnattCAL

60/-

mull(

METAL RECTIFIER

Depósà"" el°e!

which Is rt dry rectifying unit usirg neither valves nor ileetrolyte.
It has no mowing parts and there is nothing in It to wear out.

Send rd. Stamp with your name and address
for a copy of our 24-page book:

" THE ALL METAL WAY"
--; ,ow to build H.T. and L.T. Eliminators and Chargers.
The Webtinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co.,
82, York Road, London, N.1.

o
clretoil; Y u
.dievij
ly payments es

a

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from

BUL
38.

ONE

HOLYWELL LANE LONDON
E. C2.

NIGHTINGALE

SPEAKERS

Mention of " The 1Vireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE ORMOND LOUD SPEAKER

The Ormond Loud Speaker is an instrument which has
that exquisite tone that immediately appeals to all lovers of music.
It is contained in an extremely attractive cabinet. No adjustment
is required, it is very sensitive for use on small sets and handles
great volume with perfect ease and pure reproduction.
— Compare it with any other Loud Speaker whatever its price. DEMONSTRATION AT ALL

Cat. No. R/304

LEADING

£4 -4£4 -4-

Mahogany

Cat. No. R/305

DEALERS.

Oak

Leaflets and Booklets on request.

ftegtst•red

THE

ORMOND

199-205

Trade Mark

ENGINEERING

PENTONVILLE

ROAD ,

COMPANY,

KING '
S

phone: Clerkenwell 9344-5-6.

CROSS ,

LIMITED,

LONDON ,

N .1

Ielegrams: "Ormondengi, Kincross."

Factories: Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.I
"
11..•

543

Continental Agents: Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd.,
Phonos House," 2 & 4 Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1
'

7"

4N

'UP • 1111.

"ear' 11110•
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Now we SHALL have
a Merry Christmas!
What a happy thought ! A Polar 5-Valve Portable
will make Christmas this year jollier than ever.
No longer need radio be confined to a single room, for
you can pick up the Polar Portable and carry it where
you wish
from dining-room to drawing-room,
from drawing-room to nursery, as need arises. Its
reproduction is delightfully mellow, and even the
inexperienced can be sure of tuning in a number of
British and foreign stations.
Get a Polar Portable in time for Christmas. Your
dealer can supply it if you order now.

The

"POLAR"
5-Valve
PORTABLE
The Polar 5-Valve Portable
Receiver is entirely selfcontained, and can be carried from room to
room with ease. Change-over switch for long
or short waves.
Inbuilt ClariCone Loud Speaker.
In oak or
mahogany, or leather-fabric covered. ,Comp lete
with valves and batted's (royalty paid)
.

Obtainable

through

all dealers.

£23 10 0

Manufacturers:

WINGROVE

& ROGERS,

LTD.,

188.189

STRAND,

LONDON,

W.C.2.
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'Here is a page of helpful suggestions for presents to wireless friends'
this Christmas. The books, briefly described below, are published in
conjunction with "The Wireless World."
A selection from these
volumes will be a most appreciated gift.

E

••••.

A.B.C. OF WIRELESS AND HOW TO MANAGE
YOUR BROADCAST RECEIVER.
By Percy W.
Harris. This little book has been specially prepared for
those who are desirous of obtaining a working knowledge
of wireless without delving into very technical books.
Well illustrated. Price 1/6 net. By post 1/8.

FIFTY YEARS OF ELECTRICITY: THE MEMOR—
IES OF AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
By J. A.
Fleming, M.A, D Sc., F.R.S. A comprehensive review
for the general reader of the chief triumphs of electricity
during the last half-century.
Price 15/— net.
By post
15/9.

WIRELESS
LOUD
SPEAKERS.
By
N.
W
McLachlan, D.Sc.
This book describes in a simple
manner the major principles of the design of modern
loud speakers and some associated circuits.
Fully
illustrated with diagrams and photographic reproductions. Price 2/6 net. By post 2/8.

ELECTRONS, ELECTRIC WAVES AND WIRE—
LESS TELEPHONY.
By J. A. Fleming, M.A.,
D.Sc., F.R.S. The simple analogies and the clear way
in which the book is written enable it to be understood
by all. Price 7/6 net.
Post free 8/—.

MAST
AND
AERIAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR
AMATEURS.
By F. J. Ainsley, A .M.I.C.E.
An
explanation of the essential points of outdoor, indoor,
and frame aerials. Price 1/6 net. Post free 1/8.

CALCULATION AND MEASUREMENT OF IN—
DUCTANCE AND CAPACITY.
By W. H. Nottage,
B.Sc. The more generally used formule and methods of
measurement are herein brought together in a convenient form.
Price 7/6 net.
Post free 8/—.

WIRELESS TELEPHONY:
A SIMPLIFIED EX—
PLANATION.
By R. D. Bangay.
In this volume
Mr. Bangay has catered for those who have acquired
some receiving apparatus but have no technical knowledge. Price 2/6 net. Post free 2/9. De Luxe Edition,
with 25 plates, price 5/— net.
Post free 5/3.
WIRELESS VALVE RECEIVERS AND CIRCUITS
IN PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE.
By R. D.
Bangay and N. Ashbridge, B.Sc.
Enables the amateur
to understand the theory and working of any circuit
which he may construct. Price 2/6 net
Post free 2/10.
TUNING COILS AND METHODS OF
By W. James. A useful manual
giving the maximum of information on the subject. Price
The
2/6 net.
Post free 2/10.
DICTIONARY OF WIRE—
LESS
TECHNICAL
TERMS.
Compiled by S. O.
Pearson, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
This volume gives in convenient compass definitions of
all terms and expressions
commonly used in wireless
telephony and
telegraphy.
The book is well illustrated
and cross-referenced to enable
the required information to be
rapidly obtained.
Price 2/—
net.
Post free 2/2.

TUNING.

WIRELESS
VALVE
TRANSMITTERS:
THE
DESIGN AND OPERATION OF SMALL POWER
APPARATUS.
By W. James.
The first and only
practical book on transmitting covering the subject
from A to Z.
Price 9/— net. Post free 9/6.
THERMIONIC VALVE AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY.
By J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. This book,
written by an acknowledged authority and distinguished
pioneer in wireless research, is of particular interest to
wireless enthusiasts and experimenters who wish to
become acquainted with the history of their subject.
Demy 8vo. 279 pages. 144
diagrams and illustrations.
Price 15/— net. By post 15/9.

Wireless DIARY
meiem—World for 1929

Containing a mass of information which
wireless users constantly require
ample
space for memoranda and notes concerning
individual sets.
PRICES: Cloth bound 1/— net. By post 1/1. In
Leather Case, with pockets, pencil and season
ticket window, 2/6 net. By post 2/7.
Published iosntly t,'
" The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor St.,
London, E.C.4.
and Charles Letts & Co.

WIRELESS
DIRECTION
FINDING.
By R. Keen,
B.Eng.
(Hons.),
Sheffield,
A.M.I.E.E. This book deals
with the principles and practice of direction and position
finding in this country in such
away that the subject may be
grasped easily by engineers
tackling this field of wireless
work
for the
first
time.
Numerous photographs and
diagrams.
Price 21/-• net.
By post 21/9.

All the above books may be obtained from the Publishers, IL1FFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
If desired, they will be sent direct to
your friends upon receipt of remittance and an addressed label.
Kindly say if you
wish them to be dispatched on any particular date.
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The BEST
LOUD SFEA.KER

NE often sees this much abused
word used in connection with
Li products which are after all
very ordinary and usual.

This

Loud

fitted

m

of

tuned

— FIRST

with 5 m/m (more than 3/16")
positive plates, standardised four
years ago in TUDOR cells.

which
various

giving

that

crispness and real-

ism which is so essential

From

with non-corrosive grease chamber
terminals, standardised four years
ago on TUDOR cells.

the

to perfect reproduction.

Tudor Accumulators were
— FIRST

is

3 octaves

gongs
to

frequencies
life,

Speaker

with

respond

The Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.,
however, claim definite leadership
in the wireless battery field.

— FIRST

TREE

DONOTONE

Lrettel
k

ite.

£5 .5 .0

Demonstrations Daily

on

_\c.ÇDONOTONE
at

The Donotone (Regd.) Loudspeaker,
40, Furnival Street,

Holborn, E.C.4.

with a 6 volt low tension battery
of Monobloc glass construction

"arm.

and
— FIRST

with Monobloc H.T. units incorporating intercell glass ribs and
exposed connectors to eliminate
leakage.

ARFAIT

The features mentioned above are only a few
of those which make Tudor batteries infinitely
superior in results, yet only slightly higher in
first cost.
If you can afford the best, which
is the cheapest in the long run, buy TUDOR
wireless batteries and ensure lasting battery

THE PERFECT

EBONITE
SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES

satisfaction.

HIGHLY — POLISHED
BLACK
SEMI — POLISHED BLACK
HIGHLY—POLISHED
SEMI—POLISHED
MATT:

"

2,

Norfolk Street, Strand,

it

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.,

IV ,C.2.

Dokinfield,

Telephone: Central 330s.
7,1.

SURFACE

It does not pay to chance spoiling the efficiency
of your set by building it on inferior panel,
when by using ‘, Parfait" Ebonite you can
entirely eliminate this risk.

ESTAOLISHED IN
PUBLIC SERVICE
Announcement by the

CUBE

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

Manchester.

M.C.,

2.

Mention oj " The Wi7eless World," when wrIling

Parfait"
Ebonite is guaranteed by the
makers to have the highest insulation effi—
ciency possible, and, as it is delightfully easy
to cut and drill and has a most attractive
appearance, is without doubt the ideal panel
for modern sets.
st,ked I
.V
1Vireless lealers. If any difficulty to obtaining
rift far

H.

B.

11(111Ii

of nearest stoeltbt to:

POTTER

Station Buildings,

&

COMPANY LTD.,
ROCHDALE.

to adverlisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE STANDA
FOR COMPARISON
The
highest
tribute th2t
could possibly be paid to
our
wire - would
Anode
Resistances,

and

yet

one

that is literally true. Practically
every
research
laboratory in
the United
Kingdom uses R.I. & Varley
Anode
Resistances — they
can rely on these worldfamous
products — they
know that they are practically dead accurate in every
instance.
Behind these real "standards" of comparison is
the story of the Bi-duplex
winding.
As far back as
1896, it first came into
being; each year has seen
further improvements until
to-Jay this perfected science
has placed in the hands of
the wireless
public — not
only of Great Britain but

_

In 1927, when we first
our

of the world—one of the big
achievements
of
ra dio
science.

marketed

Hi-duplex Wire-wound

H.F.

Choke, almost immediately it became universally popular because
of its wide range of real choking
efficiency.
That range has now
been increased to cover without
a break all wavelengths from
30-4,000 metres.

This has been

made possible largely as a result
of the famous Bi-duplex winding,
which in
negligible
ample

addition ensures
self - capacity
with

inductive

eliminates
any
sonant peak.

reactance,

and

pronounced

re-

Section C of our 1928 29
Catalogue—free on
application — gives full
particulars of our complete
range
of
these
famous
products, and
you can purchase them
from your local radio
dealer.
Anticipate any
slight delay that may
occur, due to the Christmas rush, by buying in
gooi time.

/

There is practically no external
field with the R.I. & Varley H.F.
Choke, so that it can be mounted
close to other components without fear of interaction.
Multi-Cellular HF. Choke 9/6

Prices, complete
with
Universal Holder, from

56 to 1716.

THE

MARK

OF

arley1.1 1

BETTER

RADIO

Ktngsteay House, xo3, Knignouy, London, IV.C.x.

8 47

arleYTO

THE

MARK

OF

BETTER

RADIO

Telephone: Holborn 5303.
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GIANT POWER RHEOSTAT
Small in diameter hut large in
capacity, this rheostat is constructed of heat resistant materials
throughout. Wire is wound on a
metal core insulated with asbestos.
No fibre to warp or burn out.
Large area for heat radiation. Will
carry a continuous current load
through the entire resistance of 70
watts at 375° Fahrenheit.

••;la. .',s,

This unit is ideal for primary control of "AC" receivers or L.T.
rower supply units to keep the
line voltage a constant average
and the secondary output well
within rated limits. It can be used
in any radio power circuit without
any danger ou burning out, since
the fusion point of the wire is the
limit of capacity.

tteioe
EIKELLENCEIDE/104
Look at the base of the Vibroldcr ;study
?ts design from behind the scenes. Note
the one-piece springs whose coils form
the sockets for the valve leg—the selfaligning contacts •the transparent "window -which excludes all dirt and dust,
and next time say Vibrolder
and be sure of the best. PRICE

Types. G.R.010. 10 ohms
„ G.R.060. 60
„
„ G.R.150. 150
„
G.R.1,000. 1,000 ohms.
G.R.2,000. 2.000
G.R.8 000. 8,000

8/6 each.

PRICE

Write for the Centralab Circu:t Booklet.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:

THE

ROTHERMEL

1/6

400,000

It's Free.

valve holders are already in use.

LTD.

CORPORATION

24-26. Maddox St., LONDON, WI.

Telephone
MAYFAIR 057S.

Benjamin

MI

Telegram, •
hOTI1ERM EL, IV ESDO ZONDOY.

EL.r.CTRIC

T

LIMI Jur.D

Brentwood Works, Tottenham
London N.17.

HERE

"
Si L,L0IV"
(REGD. BRAN»)

THE

ONLY

MATERIAL

INSIST ON HAVING IT
JOSEPH SANKEY & SONS, LTD.
BILSTON.

YOU

ARE

LOOKING

CABINET
FOR

Do not put a fine
piece of work
into a fourthrate box.

"LANGMORE"

and be proud of
your set.

•

Janet, 16 in. X 7In.
Cabinet. Sit. 61n. high.
.in. wide, 12 in.
deep.

No. 2.

Panel. it in. x 71 n.
Cabinet, 2ft. 61n. high.
1it. loin. wide. 12 in.
deep. The Cabinet tor
the British Station
Three, S. E. C. Magnet:
Etc.

No. S.

Sane]. 21 in. X 7in.
Cabinet 2ft. 6in. high.
2ft. 1in. wide 12 in.
deep. Suitable for Ile.
Comm. Melody Stoker
and Britain's Fa tourite
Three.
Trio

32/6

Ii arc fitted with hinged top.
Itca.vy baseboard, etc. and atray
underneath gives aeconunoda•
that for batteries. London made,
Highly finished in Jacobeanstyle.
II required, enclosed Battery
tray with double doors in front
of ointe 10/- each extra to above

STAFFS.
REGENT STREET,

Wireless

THE

✓aces cabinet+ ore made in its
following sires

TRANSFORMERS
DIAPHAGMS.
and

Mention of" The

IS

WIRELESS

Instal a

for

LONDON:-168,

OAK

ll'orla,"

W, 1,

when writing

Eos. 1& 2.

PACKED AND SENT CARRIAGE PAID
TO ANY ADDRESS IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Please note this price doe. not include Panel.
end slyier, prices o,, application.
Trod- cited",
'war+,

Other, eke*

The MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO., LTD.
Phone: Hot. 4894. 143, ugh Holborn, London, W.C.1
to advertisers,

II ensure prompt attention.
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GIFT

The Originators ofthe Moving CodS

14

•

AND NOW READ WHAT 0THERSPeS
ek
li
Y:—
The " Wireless Constructor."
The Magnavox Speaker gave a rendering of programmes
which was a sheer delight to the discriminating ear.
The " Broadcaster.'
Our tests convinced us that the Magnavox is the best
moving coil speaker sold. The reproduction was as
realistic as could be.
Mr. W. James in the "Morning Post."
Regardless of price the very best I have ever heard.
Radio Editor of a well.known Northern Newspaper.
No other speakers compare in the slightest degree
with the Magnavox.
To endeavour to publish all the testimonials which we
have received from the leading Radio Engineers and
amateurs in the country would mean our booking all
the advertising space in this journal.

REALISM

You can he.ir the bowing of
bass and the beats of the
colour. There are no jarring
not sound like a flute with
There are models for A.C. ot

the strings of the double
drums in their true tone
sounds and the harp does
Magnavox Speaker Units.
D.C.

Type R.4

..
..
D.80/1
..
..
D.80/2
..
..
„ M.7.K
..
Belvedere Fire Screen Baffle for
all units
.
.•
The LYRIC with M.7.1k unit.
LYRIC Baffle only
.

£8
£8
£11
£11
£4
£4
£4
£1

5
0
0
2

0
0
0
6

0 0
2 6
0 0

REMEMBER THAT ALL MAGNAVOX SPEAKER
UNITS
ARE
EQUIPPED
WITH
INPUT
TRANSFORMERS.
10 ft. INPUT AND FIELD
CORDS ANI) FIELD SWITCH.

BELVEDERE.

THE GREAT VOICE

The second edition of the Great Voice Booklet is now ready.
This
booklet tells you all about Moving Coil Speakers, Pick-ups, - volume
controls and Amplifiers for A.C. and D.C. There are 36 pages full of
illustrations and diagrams.
Send for your copy of this new booklet
to-day, price 3d., post free.

THE

ROTHERMEL

CORPORATION

24, MADDOX STREET, W.1
i'ha

LTD.,

.MAVFALR "578.

ROTHERMEL
B49
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A Simple

It's as obvious at 2and 2make 4that
the Colnm bta "Layerbilt"is infinitely
superior to a battery composed of
cylindrical cells. Layer upon layer ot
BATTERY. not • series of gaps
between the electricity producing
material, as 41 found in all batteries
buil tup ol cylindrical cells.
And the quality of the Columbia
"Layerbilt" l It Is only necessary to
say that it is manufactured bp the
world's premier battery manufacturers
and that taousandi are sold
s
sip n
throughout the world. Prier
•••
Use Cola ro bss "Layerbdt " -the 100 ;‘, battery.

:Mathematical
e Problem

The following is from atrader :—
"It is asplendid instrument, absolutely
"silent in operation and of the highest
"efficiency.
I have no hesitation
"in recommending the 'Regentone'
"Unit to anyone who wants 'The
"Best.' "

Columbia
R. MORRIS, Imperial
House,
15,
KINGS W AY,

le

"

99

LONDON, W.C.2.

Scotland:
3,

J. I. Cartsenght,

Cadogan Street,

Glasgow.

Tidy up your home
for Christmas

Model W.za 1or A.C. Mains
z6o V. at 30 in/a.

£7

2 6.

"

Other
models
available
up to 350 V. at zoo mja.
All A.C. Models incorporate
Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier.

Permanent Chas ger
Automatic Coupler.
Iamp.
iamp.

with

- - 54/- - 70,-

Incorporating Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier.
-POWER SUPPLY FOR WIRELESS."
By W. JAMES.
A 30- page booklet giving constructional
details of H.T. Mains Unit and L.T. Charger.
General operating hints, etc.
Price 1/-.

SATISFIED USERS ARE
OUR ONLY SALESMEN.
Advt. ol Regent Rodin Snpp:y Coy., 21 Bartlett's 13,i1dings, E.C.4.

IF
•

HARBR OS " EA.SYFIX
the Patent

/

CAPACITY REDUCING
FLEX
For Loud Speaker Extensions

is the
neatest,
efficient
and with
most the
easily
fixed
flex
on the most
market.
Dispense
old
and untidy twisted flex
fit "HARBROS:

One dozen yards sample packet
with fixing pins
- - - 3/9
If your duller

is

out

of stock

senil direct to

HART BROS. ELECTRICAL MUG. CO., Lt.,
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.

Traders, send for Showcards and Prices.

HARBROS

LOUD SPEAKER LEADS
7h5 Lends that do hut
Le.gth 8 ft.

2/3
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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STRONG statement — adequately
supported by the Screened Etho-

phone's performance . . .by its
unique design, its excellent workmanship, and by the BURNDEPT reputation.

This

is

the

popular

3-valve

Receiver which gives 5-valve results—
yet

its

price is

only

£12

7s.

Hear

the Screened Ethophone at your local

J
7
'

radio dealer's TO-DAY.

The SCREENED ETHOPHONE
PRICE,

Including

valves

£12

Cash,

£1

7s.

or

and

down

and

royalty,
twelve

monthly payments of 19s. 10d. each.

NOTE THESE POINTS
20-25 stations on the loud speaker, at
good volume.
Three valves—including screened grid
and pentode—giving results equal to a
five-valve receiver.
Easy operation—only two dials.
Exceptional selectivity.
Faultless reproduction.
Ranges of 210-550 and 560-2,100
metres. No coils or H.F. transformers
to change.

BURN DEPT
Wireless (1928) Limited,

BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
Showrooms: 15, Bedford Street, STRAND, VV.C.2
A I.W.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliai'.
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.... results compare
with instruments costing
three times as much ....

ee
'see
,,tetse
pee -

id

9!

"A Loud Sleaker for
" was the title of Mr. Yorke's article in the Nov. 17th
i
ssue of - Amateur wireless." in describing the "OtT" Canelo 7d speaker he wrote
the results obtainable born It will compare serf
favourably with Instruments costing twice or Moo
FOUR LARGE
MAGNETS
time, t eamount .... Mere are tie requisite featured
in it to enable tie instrument to perform einciently tad
LAMINATED POLES
provide asatisfactory reproduction bolt of tise bue and
ARMATURE BALANCE
treble notes I"
LARGE BOBBINS
Want more convincing testimony to the koarittes oldie
2000 owe
RESISTANCE
"OS" Cone Unit could itere be t an tui «Dresden by
DUST COY Eti
an enerte And if you were to ask the many hundreds

BETTER STILL!

T

Watmel Pick-up carrier
sprang into instant popularity
as soon as it was introduced,
because everyone realised that it
affords that accurate tracking of the
needle so essential for pick-up reproduction, and yet so lacking in
ordinary loose-fitting tone arms.
We have now produced an even Fetter
HE

of ILteriers Snout UM: "Ofif " Units, tuey would say
tie very •
ame tiling.
Make your ell a loud sneaker with iba
"Of" Unit. Get to know Dow powerlol,
pure and lifelike reception cap really be
— cull re at your dealers to-day or order
direct.

440 1199
CONE

model,
finished
in
highly
polished
aluminium. All pints are ball and cone.
easy moving. free from play. A special
tucking template is supplied with each
carrier, making accurate fitting to your
gramophone simple and certain.
Ask
your dealer to show you one.

UNIT
13 t 6
18111111111111111W

•cees'e'
WAT1bEL a. ackis-b. W., LID.,
IIIIPERIAL 'tbUkhS kaRitt STREET,
EDGWARE.
geteprone Loup., L344.

Another srleydicl and simple method
lo louse the - 01r.
HEDGED
CONE,
with this Unit.

RIDGED CONE CO., LTD •9
YORK ROUSE, SOuTRADIPTON

ROW,

LONDON.

Telephone •Chancery 8313 en 8136

AN
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

"eamimmmmilemeMeMm•msm'aim`m"eltem•m•erebeteeemnmMem"rielerami

1:_tfertelitIN
HUGE
SUCCESS

&REINED

1

E have been sucv.issful in obtaining
the sole distributing rights for London and district of two useful components which are the product of a
world-famous manufacturing concern.
These components are (1) an H T.
ELIMINATOR and (2) an L.T. BATTERY
CHARGING SET. Both work off AC. Mains.
Exhaustive tests have conclusively proved that no
similar apparatus can give better results. The
H.T. Eliminator, whilst carrying abigger transformer and choke than any other makes, is
nevertheless very compact in its construction.
Multi-way tappings are provided for 150, 100.
80 and 60 volts. Output is er
a
ci
30 rnilliamps.
PRICE '1,0 ' U -U

INCREASING
DEMAND—
TAKE ADVANTAGE

NOW

II your dealer does not stock \V
"Lustrolux" send direct and enclose his name and address.

ALVES

"A" Type
4
6 volt.;I
ffic
" Super'

H.F. L.F. R.C. 1
/
POWER
kfl•• Each

The L.T. Charger is of the non-valve type. This unit
of an accumulator and rect:fying unit and transformer, which will rectify raw A.G., enabling one to
supply the correct L.T. current to one's set. This uni
is exceptionally high in efficiency.
PRICE 4

Type, Pitiless.

consigs

2I H.F. L.E. R.O. I 6/- Each
4 &
6 volts I
POWER
I 7/6 Each

D/-

ALL BRITISH MADE
Every Valve GUARANTEED
FOR

ANY

2VOLTS

SCREENED
GRID
and all
VIRELESS WORLD" SETS

including

11,” terns nf "

Ltd., West B iliwneg
r
t

Euch

29.Goodge Sr. Tottenham Crt: Rd.W. I.

Vre.ee
ilic
s
elesfield.

Wirol,cc Wnylt1 " seiltnit

4

Write to the address below
for full details of these
two excellent accessories.

WESTERN MITO
IELECT1", 1
CAL CO.

ONLY

CIRCUIT

LUSTROLUX

W.C.1.
-

ta

eli:crliscr

will

ensure brombt attention.
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HIGH TENSION

WINNER

60 volts,

7/-

WINNER

66 volts,

7, 6

WINNER 99 volts, 11'6
WINNER 120 volts, 14
GRID BIAS

WINNER

9 volts,

EVER READY CO.
(C.B.) LTD..
H Doway, N.7.

1, 3

Now We are right

Jr Christmar

EVER RÉm
ÁDY:
B53

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES
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BUILD

THE

PEERLESS

"RESONIC

2"

41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41

st

41
41
41
41

41

41

41

WRIGHT &

WEAIRE, Ltd.

COA/fP0A/
'Phone:

TS

740,

HIGH ROAD,

TOTTENHAM, 14.1T

TOTTENHAM 3841 & 3848.

MEGAVOX
_
_
_

B.B.C. Aerial Coil
5X X
Bases
600 ohm. Resistance
ALUMINIU,v1 Screen -

_
-

15/10/6
1/3

1/6
9/-

PENTODE 2
41

in at good loudipeaher volume.
valves (1 H.F. and z l'inter).

Circuit allows use of standard

Blue Print and easily followed Diagram of Connections included
with every set. Cabinet and lull Kit supplied in Carton.
C
(
)ri:;

£3

:
•1 5 •
:
0

Obtainable from
all Dealers or—

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO. LTD.,
22,

Campbell

Road,

BEDF,DRD.

Scottish Ogee: 113, St. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW, C.2

A Unique Opportunity
J. HENDERSON & CO., LTD.
announce that they are disposing
of their stocks of certain

W.

CABINETS

AT

BARGAIN

PRICES

owing to these particular receivers
having been discontinued.
Portable Cabinet, Five valve type, 10 x 8 x
polished oak
... each 32,6
Portable Cabinet, Five valve type, 13 v 10 v 18,
polished mahogany.
each 35/..
American Type Cabinet, with lift lid, 22'• 8 x 9,
polished mahogany
. each 30/American Type Cabinet, with lift lid and drop
front, 22 8 9, polished mahogany, each 35/Carriage extra.
These prices show a saving of approximately 50%
on the normal figures.
The offer is a genuine one, and cannot be repeated
once the available stocks are cle2red.
Satisfaction guaranteed or cash refunded.
PLACE

YOUR

ORDER

NOW.

W. J. HENDERSON & CO., LTD.,
361, Fulham Road, London, S.W.10.
Kensington 9107-9408.

Nearest Station South Kensington.
Bus Routes 14 ur 96.

Mention of " The 11"iieless World," when writing

- 10/- piir
FORMER with BASE 2/3 eac h
,
Tube Paxolin 3x 3.4-1/2
PANEL 14 x 7x
- 6/Paxolin Strip 14 x 1 x 13d- -1/4
ON and OFF Switch with
Terminals
.,

A Christmas Pastime.
Anyone can build this set in (,o minutes. No drilling. No soldering.
Ali wires cut ami bent. JUST ASSLENIBLE and then immediately
enjoy the radio entertainment, which is ot splendid tone and comes

COILS

eg
et
ei
41
41
41

e
4i

ei

HEAVY DU l'Y H.F. CHOKE
for Battery Eliminator STANDARD H.F. CHOKE -

10/6
6/6

WRIGHT & WEAIRE. LTD.
740,

High Road, TOTTENHAM, N.17.
Patone

TOTTENHAM ati47-.>8 &et.

64
d'4'441•;4:4444 ,1 4:4444••iiii...:

AMAZING
TO

THE

•.••, •

TRIBUTE

WONDERFUL

WEIL°

TRANSFORMER
Again and again we receive itiosiive proof of the immense superiority
of Weilo 'Transformers. When tested alongside the highest priced
instruments on the market, they have given a cast-iron flIcieney of
performance worthy of the high2st standards of transformer value.
In many cases the experts have been am 122(i that such unusual
efficiency and high àquality could be markeeJ at suca a low price.
A .1.1.1. writes:
"... have tested this against several wellknown transformers at double the price
.find they do everything you claim
... purifies reception ... equal to
another valve ..."
Oct. 7th, 1928.

J.D. writes:
". . sarprised with the Performance
...fills my house with majestic volume
. ..am informing my radio friends—
'The man with the small pocket'—that
at the price he will have to go along way
to beat '1Vello' ..."
Sept. 1st, zoati.
Send now for our latest catalogue, one of the most complete
and interesting in Radio, giving
details of the complete range of
Well, and N.S.F. quality components. You can obtain direct
or from most good-c:ass dealer%
Stocked by Harrods.
GUARANTEED

TWO

YEARS

Power Type

lleityy Type

11P6

8P6

Poser
Typ
hoe been
for
Meinchertcr
Evening
Chronicle"
"Distance Tiro" by /iodide«.

the

Pull detail; front

S. W. LEWIS & Co., Ltd.,

De- t. W.W.. 39, Victoria St., London, S.W.1.
/nib.. Agents: Buno.y rudip cp. Epp, b.,
and Calc, tta.

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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First Communication between England &America on 10 Metres
J W.

MATTHEWS (6 LL

used an M-L MOTOR GENERATOR SET
when the above result was obtained.

for

USE M-L ROTARY

TRANSMISSION,

TRANSFORMERS

RECEPTION,

and MOTOR

and L.F.
AMPLIFICATION.

GENERATORS

TAKE OUR

HAVE THAT RADIO

EASY PATH

INSTALLED
FOR CHRISTMAS

TO RADIO'S JOYS

WIRELESS GIFTS
MAKE
IDEAL XMAS GIFTS

Complete kit of paris to specification,
with drilled panel and well finished
oak cabinet.
Send IV-. 12 monthly payments of
each.

11,1

()SRAM MUSIC MAGNET.
This wonderful one dial tuning drum
control screened grid 3v. receiver can
be easily assembled by anyone.
Leaflet on request. Send 15,-. 12
monthly payments of 9/9 each.
RECEIVER ON
DEMONSTRATION.

EDDYSTONE
SCIENTIFIC PORTABLE.
A receiver that can be taken•nyv here
and will work anywhere
Incorp ,rrates £7.10.0 Celestion Speaker. No
aerial and no earth. We have yet to
hear the portal le set to equal it.
Price £28-10.0 complete.
OR BY OUR EASY PATH.

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.
MAGNAVOX. Send 15, 12
monthly payments of 1210 each.
MARCONI. Send
12 montblY
payments of 9/9 each.
FULL RANGE ON
DEMON.aT RAT ION.

CELESTION
LOUD SPEAKERS.
No better cones.
Type C.I0. Send 15/.. 12 monthly
payments of 81 each.
Type C.I2. Send 20/, 12 monthly
payments of 11/8 each.

PHILLIPS
ALL-MAINS RECEIVER.
The seif-contamed 2v. pentode set
that requires no batteries. Complete
with valves and malty. Send 31);-.
12 monthly payment. of 19/6 each.
FULL RANGE OF PHILLIPS
LINES ON DEMONSTRATION'

OUR OWN SPECIAL
3v. SCREENED GRID KIT.
Complete set of parts for above. Can
be assembled in 14 hours. With
metal cabinet and wiring diagram.
Send 10
12 monthly payments of
811each.

EDDYSTONE COMPLETE
2v. INSTALLATION.
With £2 5s. loud speaker, valves,
batteries and leads.
No extras.
Gives splendid tone and good range.
Send £1. 12 monthly payments of
1111 each.

EDDYSTONE
EICCO
MOVING COIL CABINETS.
D.C. ELIMINATOR.
Best value obtainable.
For 2and 3v. jets, D.C. model 20/8
For screened grid sets. D.C... 58
Imperial Pedestal model.. 64-15-0
For Power Receivers, S.C.. 781
Regent
Table model .. •. £2-12.6
For 2and 3v. sets,
A.C.. 731
OR BY OUR EASY PATH.
OR BY OUR EASY PAtH.
e

SEND US DETAILS
OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS AND LET US
QUOTE YOU TERMS.

EDDYSTONE
SHORT WAVE KIT.
For screened grid H.F. 3v. short
wave receiver.
Adaptable for
broadcast.
Send £1. Balance paid by 12 monthly
payments oh 133 each.
Constructional booklet 6d.

le-

MULLARD
MASTER THREE STAR.

WEBB'S
164,

CHARING

CROSS

LONDON, W.C.2.
Telepaone :Gerard 1544.

His

during the tests

RADIO

ROAD,

CALL
30,

ELECTRIC

AND lNSPECf

OUR

STEPHENSON

STORES,

SHOWROOMS.

STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telep one Mtd. 0028.

41,

CARRS

LANE,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telep.lone

Mid. 3P38.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted ftiont firms we believe tu be thoroughly reliable.
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CASTING

connect
WpAEpIGEHRT

cohie

470GS

Here's the efficient, completely assembled
Floating Cone that Blue-Spot users have
always wanted. Simply two screws and
the unit is in place—and the whole ready
to screw on to a baffle board or into a
cabinet, making afirst-class loud speaker
that will reproduce with fascinating
realism at infinitesimal cost,

FOR
oB.E
Z.
.
:
Fo
r, ...l
A
:
i
.sound job too—perfectly assembled—
TO
ght aluminium casting, correct weight
CABINET
____.
paper cone, supple leather suspension,
SUPPLE post paid and ready for fixing at once.
SCREWS
HERE FiguNIT
Pi

10111105

LEATHER
SuSPEN5baN

GILWAWS
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ffeeNP
ENABLES
YOU
TO
BUILD

AN

A.C. H.T. ELIMINATOR
WORTH

120

£5.10
Any 4volt Power
Valve,
Philips
No. 373 Valve
recommended.
15/- extra.

Volts

Amp. Output
0 Volt Tapping.

15 Mil.

with

Bend a P.C. and we will dispatch the
kit by return of post. C.O.D. (pay the
potittnan 28/d. It contains One Maine
Trandortner lilting 200 volta output.
Two 2 mid. Condensers, One Imid, l'on.
denser (tested 0110 volts). One Choke.
Complete with Blue print enabling you
to build In 10 rains a first-class Eliminator free from hum.
Please state
mains voltage, also II Philips ItectIlyin4
Valve Is desired at 15/- extra.
II undreds now in use. Hama circuit se
loading manufacturers one.

LIVERPOOL RADIO SUPPLIES (Dept. D),
6),

MYRTLE

STREET,

LIVERPOOL.

OWING CONE
'end 1
.
.O. tor 13
to -da, to ‘Iiinutaeturtire.
J. S. Gilman, Portland House,

73, Basinnhall St., E.C.2.

0 d ,rs ir trict rotation. "Blue-Spot " unit
adjustable type 6011) supplied at 21.1/- .era
t deminal

Ht

MUM

1 OLIO

DEALER.

•••••

BU ILT ON THE U NIT SYST EM AND
EVERY PART R EPL ACEABL E.
A <4 U N4ULATOR

YOU SHOULD USE

A

"THERMATTAIV
A

MAINS SUPPLY UNIT
for L.T. or 11.1'. OP Loth.

Price from

£4

17.6

And you will always be SATISFIED.
DISMANTLED IN A FEW SECON DS

ECONOMICAL
ACCESSIBLE

PORTABLE
RELIABLE

Per Noy

THE OPINION OF THE PRESS—
“POPULAR WIRELESS"

"A PARTICULARLY SOUND BATTE RY"
.. THE

BROADCASTER"

"UNDOUBTEDLY^ QUALITY BATTERY"

This is àThermopile instrument designed
to operate awireless set from the electric
mains, from the household gas supply or
by petrol. Thermattaix has been supplied to 300 Gas Companies, to the order
of the British, French, Italian and
Dutch Government services for their
wireless and general laboratory use, and
to many colleges. Thermattaix converts
any heat into electric current for filament
heating. There are no valves or liquids:
therefore no replacements
are
required. There
can be no hum.
References,
and detailed price
lists on applityason.

DIONOID BATTERY COMPANY LTD.
PRINCE OF W ALES ROAD
D ARNALL
••••
SHEFFIEL D
"Stocked bu best dealers."

The

reputation

a n cl

reliablity of Thermatare indisputable.

tail:

ATTAIX LTD.,

106-106a, HIGH STREET,
SOUTHAMPTON.

Mention of " Toe Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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EXCELSIOR O
ANP/E-"ZIE

ulre
for

1/-

VARIOUS

ALUMINIUM
CRADLE FRAME
and CONE KIT

BALANCED

ARMATURE

SPEAKER

UNITS

The frame is ready to take Blue-Spot, Triotron, Bullybone and G.E.C. Units, etc. '
which are secured rigidly and DIRECT to ALUMINIUM CRADLE or CHASSIS. Setting
remains constant, and Speaker
will take lull output from set
w'bout chatter.

ALUMINIUM
CRADLE FRAME

with fixing
pins.
Post Free

Ready to receive various
Units. Designed to give
easy
access
to
nuts
on reed of 12/6
Unit - - - -

CONE KIT
Comprising

Kraft
diaphragm downing 9 °
cone), 4 Suedlin segments, s card ring, all
cut to size ready 9/6
for mounting - Insist on the Genuine Squirts
Cone Kits in labelled envelopes.

Ideal fee
EMPIRE
BROADCASTING.

CRADLE
Complete with Cone Kit,
packcd in box 16/ o
Inland postage Pd. A
extra.
A plywood clamping wa4ier
is Included will, a complete

The Cheapest Valve Holder with maximum efficiency
you can get for 1/-. For Short Wave Sets this valve
holder is ideal. " The Wireless World" use it in
sets, why not you ? Invaluable to Experimenters.

net.

Special Offer. 20 only A.J.S. 21/. LF. Chokes,
1st & 2nd stage (absolutely new), 4/. post free

FREDK. SQUIRE

Get your supply now fren the .1lanufactur.rs:—

EXCELSIOR MOTOR CO., LTD.,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

24,

Road

LesWin

Stoke Newington, LONDON, N.16
Manufacturer et "SYLPHONE

MOVinjr•Coil Loud-speaker Parts

1111111

The Finishing
Touch to your
Wireless Set.
Now you have finished building
-that set and are proud ut it way
eut carry your pride a step !artier
and enclose st in a"KABILOK "cabinet.
There is a "HABILOR "cabinet to suit every receiver. also
cone and moving coil loud ,peaker cabinets in oak or
mahogany, beautilully finished in an extensive range of
de igns to suit your particular used,.
HABILOK" cabinets are tpecified tor the Nullard Master
Three and Ma ter live Portable.
ARECOGNITION OF EFFICIENCY
421T1
Illustrated list sent free on request.

W. 8c T. LOCK, Ltd,
St. Peter's Works,

BATH.

London S vrooms
II.
Lion Square, Hun Holborn.

Red

WEIGHT and FRICTION ARE ALONE
RESPONSIBLE FOR WEAR.

Simple

"KABI LOW
J

I

THE EBONITE SPECIALISTS
SHEETS. TUBE. ROD, PANELS, Etc.
FROM ALL HIGH CLASS DEALERS

Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd., Union Place, Wells St, W.1
B57

ARE YOUR RECORDS
WEARING BADLY?

cod

KUSHA

Accessible
Adt use merits.

12/6
Look. and lasts like Silver.

Fit the new KUSHA PICK-UP ARM.
Weight, Tracking
Angle and effective Length are Adjustable.
Regulate weight on the record (about 2 ozs. for "light " and
3ozs for "heavy" records are ample) and make certain of
true alignment. You wilt save considerably on your records,
reduce "scratch," and maintain good reproduction.
Increased output enables us to reduce price of this superior
fitment to 12/6 (post 6d.).
Appearance is excellent; and the difference between this price
and that of interior arms will be saved many times over on
Records New Folder from
R H. GLASSCOE, Madeira Avenue, Leigh-on-Sea,
or through G.E.C., flobelaps. etc..

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we bebeve to be thoroughly reliable.
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FINEST

A new Receiver designed for
Moving Coil and High grade Cone Speakers.

SPECIAL
RUBBER
SHEET
for
Moving Coil
Loud peaker
Construction

EASY PAYMENTS
Supplied in Mahogany or NX alma loe an initial
Payment of 21-. Balance in IImonthly instalments.
Write for Order Fo-m SFI.
Cash Price £6 (including Marconi Royalties).
All other wireless goods obtainable on monthly terma.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,

n.

•

X le

-

Wireless
-World
RNEDV E

DIARY

4

the pf aced
perf..rmanee of the
Till X Certified Fixed
Condenser is bone out both by
Faraday House tests and ever increasing auks.
Fully guaranteed for
capacity, Insulation and voltage tests. Capacity Is
clearly engraNed on case as shown. TRIS Certified
Flood Condensers possess real ruby mica Insulation
and comer foil built into Trixite moulded eases. Complete with trani. is and soldering tags. Price V- each.
.% re you using TR IX. ¡LP. Chokes Y They are easily
the best on the market. Price big each. Full par-

for

4
1

▪

This little book makes a much
appreciated present to a wireless
friend at .Christmas time.
PRICES:

ticulars from :—

4
4

ERIC

J.

LEVER

(TRIX) LTD.,

Clerkenwell Green, E.C.I.
Chrketmell

301 1

1929

containing useful facts and figures
for wireless users, with ample
diary pages for memoranda.

e

.}
▪▪
{.
e>

Cloth Bound 1/— net.
By post I/I.
In Leather Case, with pockets, pencil
and season—ticket window, 2;6 net.
by post 2/7.

er
▪▪

From all Booksellers and Stationers.
Published jointly by

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

c•
▪
CERTIFIED

FIXED
CONDENSERS

0.

05

polished surface.

Sheets
Rods it

Guaranteed against
leakage.

Tui bes

or

1/8

'izo
Matt

Pliable and elastic yet not too thin. Unlike the thin
grades which readily per.sh. Its roughened surface
makes it strongly adhere to diaphragm and ring.

Britannia
Rubber
8.
Kamptulicon Co., Ltd,
Newette St., London, E.C.1.

Of

°AcncAI

any

BRITKAM-EBONITE

Get your copy

4

Panels cut

and thickness.

• x
- 212
per pleee, post prod.

'"4„:',e'CiLeen'''.2

Proved
Performance
Pays in the
long run!

QUALITY

EiRITKAIWEBONITE

Gives the highest possible degree ot realistic reproduction. due to special methods of coupling valves.
Incorporates Anode Feed Resistances, Choke Filter
Circuit and Ferranti Milliammeter. Finest workmanship throughout. Descriptive leaflet on repue.t.

4
4

DECEMBER 12TH, 192.

SYMPHONY FOUR

THE WIRELESS WORLD"
Dorset House, Tudor St.,
London, E .C.4
and Chas. Letts 8c Co.

•><•ec•e-x•c•c-><•«-,1-:•«-D-:-:->•>e•c•<,•:->ec-›++.›.e.-c-x-:->ec->c-c-x-:-)

XX.

The

BROWNIE

"POPULAR" Transformer

Brownie Popular'
T
has been designed to
meet the public demand
HE

for

a general purpose transformer giving really good reproduction suitable
for inclusion in home-constructed sets.
The remarkable results obtained on these
-Popular •transtormers are made possible by
very careful attention to the windings and
preparation of the core
The magnetic field
is composed of special laminations of the
softest iron procurable, and the accuracy of
the windings on their moulded bobbins gives
aresonance and reproduction unequalled by
transtorniers costing twice the price.
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.), LTD.,
.,eot

•:•}•>•:•.:•tie.:••:••:••:›tie.:••:•.:•.›.>`>•>•:••:••>•:":.ti•ti.:e:".>

Zr.

Ne,scia St. Work/. Lon Ion

rit.

Km Now :xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x
x

READY

PHOTOGRAMS

X
X

THE ANNUAL REVIEW FOR 1929 OF THE
WORLD'S PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK.

X

OF

Paper Covers
.5'. net.
Cloth Boards
7'6 net.
NZ
X

Postage

6(1.

extra.

Thi s vo l
ume,

edi te d

X
X

THE YEAR

by M r. F. J. M ort i
mer,

F.R.P.S.,

Editor

of The Amateur

Photographer, contains beautiful reproductions of the w ork ofth e leading photographic artists of the world. It appeals to all tho se w ho apprec i
at
e pi
ct
ures
made by the camera.
Frote leading bookscilcrs or direct from the Publishers:

II,IFFE & SONS

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

LTD.,

Dorset

House,' Tudor

St.,

London,

X
X

E.C.4

XX > rXXX 70
:»1»:%%70170.%%XXXXXXWOJOIXZW»!%%7011gY.

" The Wireless World," when writing to adi:ertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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FIVE VALVE

PORTABLE
for less than

Ike
5
viewiesle"

BuY
ve•re

£6
Cabinet and
QQ
Elue Print only w/
Write for details.
Similar to the commercial set told for 125 or
more. Amazing mugs, numerous testimonials.
On test has received 21.0, lz.B, IIXX, Paris,
Berlin, Fliversum, and many other eattish and
Continental btations.
Wavelength range 250-2,000 metres.

W

ITH the opening of our new
gramophone saloon,
another
extension
to
our
rapidly-growing business, it is
now possible for all lovers of
music to purchase gramophone
records at the same time as their
wireless parts and accessories.

I'

e 5v
.
1341_,1,

18/9
post paid.

Flare 10 -.

For purity and volume
this maker cannot be
squalid l at the price.
Entirely free from unpleasant resonance.
Horn only

5/9

N. & K. Pattern Headphones..
Double reading Volt-meter,

to callers).

SCIENTIFIC
RADIO
CABINET
DE LUXE
IN
OAK.
Avery handsome piece of
furniture with ample cupboard room for batteries,
loudspeaker, etc. Everything can be enclosed.

£212.6

B59

A.M.— 7 P.M.

7' xse.
overall.

l'or sets up to sex 8*x le

Crate 2/- extra.

Carriage forward.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
In, Newington Carseway, LONDON, &E.I.

Dr0m-cimuecLE

18-19, Lisle St., Leicester Square, W.C.2.

FR OM

2.4".< 14'

X

£3 .19 .6 mer3rxis-

(The best in the West),

CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATION

3r,

For st ts up to

WILL DAY LTD.
Telephone Regent onD .5592.
Telegrnms:
Titlen, Wcetro,ol , London."

.. 6/1 1

0-8L,

pst

Solve your Xmas present problem by visiting our showrooms.
What could be more acceptable
as a present than a portable
gramophone,
a small
table
grand, or a few good records ?
Or if for wireless enthusiasts, a
low-priced portable set or some
useful adjuncts, such as :—
Wet High Tension Battery, G.E.C.
Music Magnet Kit. Cossor Melody
Maker Kit, New Mullard Master 3Star
Kit, Milliard Portable Five Kit, Soldometa Soldering Outfit, Voltmeters,
Ampmeters, Red Spot Loud Speaker
Unit, New Lion Amplion Speakers.
If you cannot call, write for our new
gramophone booklet "Sound Waves
from Days," or Wireless booklet
"Revs from Days," or our Comprehensive Catalogue, post free bd. (free

„Ais. ONLY

Loudspeaker.

Height 22'.

and other leading makes, and
hold large stocks for immediate
delivery.
Pay avisit to our gramophone saloon,
hear 8c choose your records in comfort.

pan?

" Scientific"
Non- Metallic

We have already been appointed
official agents for

«Me
%0,4°°1:14
e
VOI Ct
repSIS
etiost
pptçtbOr etc..

WAVE
«LECTOR

The Motor Cyclist's Newspaper
EVERY THURSDAY —
Publishers:

Advertisements for " The Wireless World

-

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.. Dorset Flouse,
'I odor Street. London. E.C.4.

is selectivity—You want to cut out
YOUR
completely
stations, either Local ot
interfering

Distant, and to receive any station desired You can
do this in aminute by fitting the Haile Wave-Selector
between your Ariel and Set. It increases volume too!
Whatever Set or Aerial you may have, the Harlie WaveSelector will increase its selectivity, range and volume.
You must at least try-out this wonderful Wave-Selec'tor.
Obtain it from your dealer, or request us to forward by
post C0 D under the conditions of our £100 guarantee.
NO ALTERATION T3 SET —JUST PLUG
AERIAL INTO SOCKET PROVIDED—FULL
PARTICULARS ARE GIVEN.
4.1" high, 31" diameter.
In finest grade
black crystaline finish throughout.
2 MODELS SUPPLIED:

(a) Normal Waveband, 200-700 metres
(b) High Waveband, 700-2000 metres.
Pleas.: state model required when ordering.

£100

GUARANTEE

Money returned in full if the "Harlie "
Wave -Selector proves unsatisfactory, and
is returned to us within 7days of purchase

Write to Dept. D.,

HARI-1E BROS.,
Balham Road, Lower Edmonton, N.9.

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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"Readers of " The Wireless World "
have always been able to recognise the " quality "
products, and
advertisement

tor
we

OVER

this
reason
the
very
placed lor our
radio

6 YEARS

first
sets,

AGO,

LONG RANGE,SELECTIVITY ,EASE OF OPERATO v AND QUALITY OF RECEPTION,
ARE THE CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR LONGRANGE 3- VALVE CABINET
SET WHICH
is supplied in aerial as «eh as NON-AERIAL MODEL, and
coven all wavelengths ¡rom 240 to 2,0 0 metres.
hiere are no
variable coil-hoLiers with horses O. trou...lesome and expensive
interchangeable code, but lust the single layer seria, tuning coil
with switch tor all wavelengths and all dead-end troubles
climinated. Reaction is obtained by out own specie! device,
and cao be regulated to o nicety with a sliding side handle.
The closed circuit is ready calinrated and the set can 1.e made to
oscillate without tear ot radiation, and so distant stations can b,
searched tor without causing interleren.te. Screened grid and
Pentode valves are htted, and the cabine. which holds ALL
Batteries is tesuttf ally dnished in oak or mahogany.
Catalogue bee with description of our twenty different receiver;
inciudini oir

5VALVE
as well

PORTABLE.06-16-0

ONLY

tlo.i,,
LEGALLY -SWORN TESTIMONIALS
which shows actually Liait clients do get

these being hut a low tributes goo, the Lundreds on our files.
WE TAKE YOUR oWN Eí IN PART PAYMENT.

£21

,,,,plied or 47 6 with order
and 28 -monthly or any reasonable easy termo to suit your pociiet.

DUNHAM

ELIMINATORS AND

Senior Model, output with tappings
150 volts 20 rmiliamps.

CHARGERS.

£5. 18. 6or

Mot a._ 0000ata seta tali- lint place'or all mat makes •
a receiver worth
while r0 our elouivatOra and chao gene eau in said 10 be the beat yet.
uhey
have many advantages over other models. inclothng ureproof
Jam,
beautIlUily Malabar,r ts glossy enamel which also act
a *laterlerenu,

Absolutely complete with all
Batteries, Loudspeaker,
Screened-grid and Pentode
Valves, etc.
Constructors Envelope 2/9
Other bargains from our Agent
direct.
Brown Moving-eoii Loudspeaker
with order 15 6 monthly.

as

screen,, preveuting bolso
ti rough
itIllOrtion
lado
'Notations they have ebockproui oolatind trausforizier
•tu..1 ora 4ttarantee I

De Luxe Model,
180 volts 40

under 1.h.L.
nicenas
trata,

monthly.

with tappings
milliamps

£7 .7 0 or 12/6 monthly.

ABSOLUTELY QUIET.
Greatest output, takes least from the mains

Charger 5JImetal

ment

(us% Westinghouse

rectifier), or supplied for first payoi 10/- and then 4/8 monthly

••••••••••••••Vs.••••M«,........../WV.....••••••••••••••NNe,..1%.••••...

or

Write for full list of easy terms, sending
your requo ements.
The new Cossor Melody-Maker Kit, 12 9
with order, ic
monthly.

153

••••••••••••,,,,,
....e•

Celest on C.10 Loudspeaker, 99 with
orde. 99 mdmnly

10/-

ELM WORKS ,ELM PARK

BRIXT 0q

Amplion Loudapeamer
12 6 month y

HILL ,S.
W.'.

126 with order

G 0 1..11"0 NE

RiGROLIAG
REGISTERED

b

ee

Do you wish to Increase the
efficiency of your receiving set
25% ?
Bring in long distance
stations, hitherto uno hta ¡liii ble
without the aid of extra valves ?
Add volume, clarity sud selectivity
to your set ? hi-1- the experience
If users of -NEGROLAC"
Your yet is capable of la: better
results. Let us send you pamphlets
giving extracts troua technical reports. testimonials, and lull particulars with sample.

e-71
1ei 40e
LONDON

Prices: Coils of 50 It.
9/..
80 ft 15/100 ft 18!
" NEGROLAC "

INDOOR

Extraordinarily efficient.

DEPOT,

WHAT USERS SAY :.

Mill

AERIAL

P-ices from
Filll particulars on request.
5 Re 6, Eden Street. Hampstead Road
Museum 2492/3.

3/ —
N.W.I.

Mention ot " The Wireless World," when writing

•
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
TEE CHARGE
columns is:

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

these

Name and address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as blows on orders tot consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance and in the absence ol fresh
instructiona the entire
'copy" is repeated from the
presious issue
13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 66 consecutive. 10% : 52 consecutive 15%.
ADVERTISEMENT, tor these columns are accepted up
to FIRST
on THURSDAY
(Previous
to date or man at the Head Offices or
The Wireless
World," Dorset Holm Todo. Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Herttord Street. Coventry,
Guildhall Building,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Wmshelter.

Posr

»mum

A.dvertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue wilt automatically be inserted in the following asue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Pasta, Orders and Caciques sent us payment aor advertisements shoed be made ----- payable to ILIFFE
it SONS Ltd. and crossed -8"
° *-- N otes
being
untraceable il lost in transit, shouid not be sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end or each advertisement,
and the date or the issue in wuien it appeared.

"EUROPA
COILS 22

2,

tXX 10 6.

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

UNLICENSED

A Service to our Readers.
We have made au arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose ol ahome-construoted
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means ot the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring Lo sell, in sending us particulars tor
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No. and should add to the pike which be requires the
amount 01 royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
It the purchaser ,s satistied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
" The Wirdess World" to the owners oh the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser ot the set.
SPECIAL

NOTE.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requeqed to regard the
silence as an indication that tue goods advertised nave
alreacy been disposed or. Advertisers often reanve so
many enquiries that n is quite impossible -0 reply o
each one by post

BE e

SCREEN 5.

BASE 1/6.
Nsatanm lid.

SCREEN 5 -

N.4.

For the issue of December 26th advertisements for these columns cars
be
accepted up to FIRST POST, WIsDNESDAY, December 19th.

Mountview to9j.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.
(TOUR New Bet or Tour Repairs.-Consult F. D.
A
Armitage, 12. St. Doi:Ingo Grove, Buxton. Liverpool.
[9922

Upp tcb

QECOND-HAND Receivers, 1-8 valves, perfect; cheep;
tss7 state teunirements.-Uoutts, Engineers, Ilorley.
11414
ltIONOTUNE THREE, the 40 station receiver by
Allinson. complete constructional envelope and
price list of parts; 1/2; circular bee; hundreds of
dealers and users say the best three.-Below.
"CREEN Grid Stage for the Monotune, complete
Is-7
kit of parts, cabinet and panel, with plane and
instructiors; 67/8.-A. E. Oakley, 43. Carleton Rd.,
London, N.7.
[1.9h6
•

1919
ON

Y

OUR Receiver will be all the better for fitting
a Volume Contra' ClarOstat; 8/6. post free, at
all dealers.-Ps, Claude Lyons, Ltd., displayed addertisemei.t.
[2009

THE
SQUARE

G

ECOPHONE 4-valve Bet, as new, with valves, £11.

URN DEPT 4-valve Set. with valves and coils, £10;
another, last season's model, as new, £12; all in
good order arid carriage paid. -Jamie Scott and Co.,
Radio Engineers. DUO! erml ine.
[0207

B

The part exchange
service in which
thousands of radio
experimenters place
every
confidence.

OE-

SALE

In
accordance
with
the
Notice that
appeared last week, the latest dare upon
which
Miscellaneous
Advertisements
could
be
accepted
for
the
issue of
December
19th
was
WLEINLSDAY,
December 12th.

III"

J. ,„ va•relessCI

Athelstane Mews,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience ot private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "Iba Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum ot 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must in, lude the
words Box 000, c/o " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, c/o' The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street London, E.L.4. Readers who
reply to Dos No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes:
in all such cases the use o? the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly masked 'Deposit
Department."

THE

Set.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the
next two issues of "THE WIRELESS
WORLD'
are closing for press earlier
than usual

" MEGA VOX"
3.8.0.

The proprietors are not responsible ,or clerical or printers'
errors. altnougn every care is tauten to avoid mistakes.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System, li the money be deposited with " The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
Ttie time allowed tor aecisiou ,s three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to the senuer. It a sale is effected we
mini: the amount to the seller but, it not, we return the
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the eveut ol no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. lhe seller takes the risk of loss or
damage •n transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to £m, adeposit fee of 1/- is charged on
transactions over Leo and unties £50, the fee is 2/6, over
5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Rifle & Sous
Limited.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

ALL WRELESS ,
WORLD COILS.

12 mull or less,
and id. for every
additirnai word, e.g., 18 words, 16; 24 words, 2;-.

1928

E. -VALVE Portable, complete, new; £16, or terms.Express Radio. Factory So, Streatham, S.W.I6.
[2138
UPER HET, 8 valves, tonsumption .8 amp., lull
working order, test any evening; N.3 district;
£21.-1351/1234, London. W G.1.
12104

S

Five, mahogany cabinet, 'panic
p
conSOLODYNE
denser
one stage 11.0., output alter, Mallard

valves, Amplion speaker; £16110,
Hester, Bromsgrove, Worcs.

for

quick

sale.[2262

LIANDEPT Ethodyne, 1926 model, complete with
7 valves and 2 trailie aerials; east £80, what
cffers.-Bannirter and kittou, Milnrow Rd., Rochdale.
(2099
and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and remit portents, the mules pioneers in 1924; 28 London
hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mains
set, using no batteries; some ot these vets have nos
even required their doors unlocking for over two
years-just a switch on the will used, nothing else
touched
Single sets supply over 800 pairs phones
and loud-speakerd
Abroad one of our main, sets
inactions in a governtneut hospital 600 miles from
the nearest broadcasting station.
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd-2-vulve set for D.O.
mains froua £10; A.O. sets from £15.
D
and MORRIS, Ltd.-H.T. eliminators toi
D.O. mains. £4; fin A.0 mains, £6110; chai.
inner transformers, from £15/-; full wave rectitying
valves, 10/..

DEAD

Etppleby's

"British—and run like British cricket."
A descriptive brochure on this service,
"The Ins and Outs of the Outs and Ins, post free on request to Section W,
NUMBER FORTY-FOUR,
In Chapel Street, London, N.W.1.

R

EAD

R

1/9
Usual

Each

Price 3/6

2 FOR

3/4

Post
Free

VERNIER DIALS SLOW
Will fit all standard condensers. Hair
line tuning. One hole fixing. Increase
the selectivity of your set.
PUGH BROS., $5.101, Holloway Rd., London, W..

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from

firms

HAD and MORRIS, Ltd.-Why use accumulators
B.A.°. mains are available? The Longton L.T.
unit is a complete substitute et negligible cost, always
ready, valve rectifier, no batteries, gives 1.2 amps.
at 2, 4. or 6 volts, and operates any set; new price,
£6/15.
1.3 EA I) and MORRIS. Ltd., for electrolytic rondes.
sers; we use teem, have used them fur 5 years,
liquid and dry; we test them all. but find Longton
the best. capacity approximately 2,000 31.F., noti.
liquid; price 12/6, as used in the tumults
unit.
EAD and MORRIS. Ltd., for moving coil loud1.16 speakers; delivery from stock: also mettle-operated
recei vers and suuipliftetu for same.
Detormetrat iuus
continually, sets ice always.
EAD and MORRIS. Ltd., undertake the design
and coustructii n of any type of radio apparatus
We make tor the individual awl guarantee re,.ulte.
It
will pay you well to consult us before buying elsewhere.
EAD and MORRIS. Ltd., have serond-hand sety,
best makes only nt junk ,prices; Elwell Aristo',hone. type 57, 3-valve, £8; Burndept Ultra IV, with
Mark IV tuner, £10, original price £54
D
and MORRIS. Ltd., 31, Eastenstle St (teeing
IA back ot Waring und Gillett's). Oxford
W.
1,1973

R

R

EAD

we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

et.,

t.
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MOP'
Model R.K. Radielle H.T.
Supply Unit £13.15.0
inclusive of Royalty
and compete with
two Philips 505
valves. 350
volts on
70 m.à.

load
forA.C.
mains.

mulmmimmig

MARVELLOUS °den—Buy direct from manufacIVA torera; tOl. deposit secures complete 3-valve loudspeaker set, 100-volt ELT. grid bias, 2-volt accumulator,
301- loud-speaker (cone or horst, valves, aerial equipment; cash £6110; 7 days' approval; unsolicited testimoniale received daily; agents required; see huyere guide.
H. T. O. Eleetrical, 2, Boundariee Rd., Balham, 8.W.12.
Tel.; Battersea 0374.
(0265

A MOVING COIL
LOUDSPEAKER

FREE

RE RECEPTITE
T
-T.
ceivers to suit

Co. Specialise in Building ReCuidoniere' own Particular Requirements; write for quotation; low prices and quick
delivery; satisfaction guaranteed.

T"IlterMI,TffEF.Ce.till soSefsarry

Ont

Repairs

for A NEW
PRODUCT.
10/6 each.

and

THE RECEPTITE Co. Also Make a Range of Standard Receivers Designed for Iligh Quality Reproduction; write for particulars and prices.
HE RECEPTITE Co., 1, The Mall, Southgate,
N:14.
[2177

NAME THIS
SUPER
TRANSFORMER
AND WIN A
Mt:hi:NG COIL
hir OR A
TERRALTO
LOUDSPEAKER.

T

The outputs
of all "Ralielle"
H.T Eliminators
are guaranteed
to be in accordance with published graphs.

" WIRELESS WORLD" Short Wove Two, beautifully
TT mude, beet components; bargain,
£4—Apply
9
Manlier, Brook Rd., Whitchurch, Salop.[2

E

VERYMAN

Four, DiffbY cabinet, pick-up plug, 6volt valves, with B.T.H. or Brown
disc neak
£12.—Pearce, 56, Great Perey St., W.0.1.
[22e1
57'

MOVING -COIL
LOUD-SPEAKER

write terms.—Engineer, 273, Eaetcombe Av, Charlton.
[2248
Me-MICHAEL Super fiereebed 4-valve Portable Re..LVA ceiver, quite new, and in perfect condition; cost
38 guineas.—Beet offers to 11.11/BB6B, London, W.C.1.
[2247
VERYMAN Four, exceptional set, best quality coup
ponents to meet:ideation, fitted reaction on long
waves, Weston milliatunieter, volume eontrol for pickup, etc., 6-volt waves, mahogany cabinet; £12112;
hear
it after 7.30 by appointment. —Dunean, 21,
Olunpden Hill Gardens, W.8. 'Phone: daytime, Bishopsgate 4455.
[2230

E

For use wi h 6
volt accumulator
.15 .
For
use
on
D.C. Mains
£16 .16 .0
Catalogue W.W. 17
sent jo t free os
request.
THE RADIELLE Jo. LTD., 18a, Flarerstock HUI, Chalk Farm,
London. N.W 8.
Telephone :Hampstead 1984.

E

LSTREE Six, the well known pet; to be sold without !Imam on Friday, 14th Deemnber—Stevens'
Auction Boone. 38, King at., Covent Garden, W.0.2.
8 valves, in beautiful mahogany caPin et
,
SUPERHET,
with valves; also Everymen Four, in oak canine,
229

with valves; will sell the 2 for £35, or near oiler.—
Write Box 9023, eJo The Wireless World.

FOR

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's 1.a
22
d
21
3
i,
LS
Doctors.—Ileud advertisement under Miscellancieue.
(0263
IMMONDS BROS.—Receivers constructed to any
1...) published design or to your individual requirements, guaranteed workmanship, repairs, reconstructiokn
k
s
.
,overhauis, modernmations.—Shireland Rd., Swath[9691

S

RESULTS

ra0MINIONS Short Wave Three, as descfibed in the
" Wireless Magazine
of November 27th, 1927,
built with Cyldon short wave condensers and R.I.
transformers and boxed in part mahogany cabinet,
cost about £12, to be sold as owner is purchasing a
screened grid set; price. with 3 lgranic short wave
coils and Marconi licence, £8.—Box 9176, csio The
IV iroless World.
[2336

OSRAM

Music Magnet,
£8/10, the price of
London, W.C.1.

R

assembled,
components

tested-

for

A CE,
[2328

ECE1 VEILS, all types;
catalogue,
6d.—Taylor,
-1-8i Brookfield Works, Morton St., Failsworth, Manchester.
[2272

1AJIRKLESS

is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
TT heavy demands upon tne purses of its devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
Al' the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
the
from buying because be knows that there
will be still one more piesa of apparatus left on his
hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
VVE llave Opportunities of disposing of semi obsolete
TT apparatus to those who are not fortunate enough
to be able to afford the latest type, and will taste
such apparatus or components providing they are in
saleable condition, in part exchange for any new set,
loud-speaker or component required.
LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
I F You Approve of this You can Send Your Remittance for the balance. and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old appal-a.
tus and you do not approve of our utter, we will
return carriage paid.
HE Principal of thi s Firm, who has been a professional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save
money by having genuine expert advice.
ON•T Forget We Will Take Your Old Rece i
ver
or Components in Part Exéhange.
WE Will Also Build Any Sets to Specification (Mar.
VV coni Royalties payable), and instal anywhere in
the British Isles; seta modernised; send for estimate.Scientific Development Cc., 51
Fishergate, Preto
st2o
2
n
6,
Tel.: 1364.

A

Here is atrue volume control, one which does not
create distortion. It gires you just the volume
you desire and keeps your reproduction pure at
all times. The "Voluvernia" gives perfectly
smooth control from maximum to minimum.
Don't detune—that is the cause of
distortion.
Fit the Gam-brell
Volie and retain purity of
tion at any volume you desire.
for

Illustrated

GAMBRELL

Buckingham

0to

6/9
EACH

1Megohm.
Perfect for use aid, Radio Receiver or Gramophone koplifier.
. Write

Equal to many
selling at
double the
price-.

Sets Made to Customers' Own Requirements,
RADIO
stay make of standard get built end supplied;

"Components

RADIO

Folder."

LTD.

House, Rockingham Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

D

You require a First Class Transformer.
In order to introduce and name this new line we
are offering a prize of a Moving Coil Kit of Parts
or a Terralto Loudspeaker to the purchaser of a
Super Transformer whose letter first reaches us
and comains the name accepted which becomes
the property of the Company.
Coupons for two weeks only.
Closing last post
Friday morning, Dec. Lott. Results published in
mue of "The Wireless World," Dec. 26th.

L

Please send me C.O.D. one taper Transformer al 10/8.
as.
COUPON.
Iagree to robin tmy suggeation under the mnditions
outliaed above and to accept the Company's decision
Waal and legally binding.
1suggest as • name tor your Transformer :—

Name
Address

A. W. Griffin & Co. Ltd., Bates Hill, Redditch

LEAD
TO
LEAD
FOR
PERFECT CONTACT
The advantages of using lead-plated S-ade Terminals
for accumulators are twofcld.
Firstly, they offer
the least resistance for a steady Sow of current;
Secondly, cne not only secures a firmer contact,
bit such termines are not easily affected by acid.
The method of wire attachment is most simple. It
leaves no eeicised wires and ensures a sale and
good connection.
Made in two sizes for all tyres of screw terminals.
Price 2c0. each.
Also supplied niekel-plated at same price.

CLIX.LOX
Does your wander plug lit your MT,
battery socket P If not, here is •
danger silt lumping out and causing
trouble I Not only that. but your
reception will be marred hy unpleasant noires due to had coutast.
Fit • Clic-Loi Adjustable Wander
Plug sad there will be no more
trouble or danger. It fits snugly
into the socket of em s H.T. Battery
by •turn of toe insulator. Afurtaer
turn and it i securely locked into
position.
Price 2P:11. each.
TO, CIEs Shoo-cant in addition to
rho, above, rontaint sits stir, sido to
perfect contact. You it os, your
titoirr's counter.

LECTRO
LIN X
LTD.,
254, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London, S.W.1

illenhon oj " The WIreless World." when writing to advertisers, unll ensure prompt attention.
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VERYMAN Four, with new valves and Amplion
A.R.19 loud-speaker, splendid results, bargain.
£5; also another Amplion A.R.19 loud-speaker, what
offers? -56, The Mall, Southgate, N.14.
[2326

Read this
Conclusive
Proof of our
Loud Speakers;

B

RITPHONE 4-valve, mahogany cabinet, perfect
order; £5.-73, Lyall Mews West, London, S.W.I.
[2324
xfULLARD Raleigh 5-valve Set, 211.F. detector
47-11- (screened). 2L.F., best components, 6v. P.M.
valves, long and short wave Colvern coi s: a gift, £23,
or offers.-Carr, 30, Claremont Rd., Morecambe. [2321

S

OLODYNE, complete with long and short wave
coils, guaranteed iierfect order, 30 to 40 stations,
any evening; £8.-M ilson, 129, Chatham St., Reading.
[2320
MEGAVOX, complete with valves and coils, no
Isà- cabinet, prize sinning set from Manchester Exhibition; bargain, 12 guineas.-Haigh, Talbot Cottage,
Alderley Ede, MancLester.
[2308

THIS
IS
OUR
"SUPER"
MODEL
(Reoidered Ilee(on applied for
Palate Na 23871 —28.1

AD101.*;
6-valve Portable Superhet., complete
with 5TH. valves and batteries, frame aerial;
£12, or near offer.-Vauther, 234, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
[2306
Q-VALVE All-wave Receiver, in mahogany fall-front
e...S cabinet, per,cet. £0; with (elemion (£7,10)
speaker, £11.-5, Valiance Rd., 5.22.
123435

R

D

IDLE V totted up the score for the
-ts• final rubber. Ile had just brouet
off his second grand slam of thc
evening and was in great fettle.
", Now, my boy," he said with gusto,
" I will introduce you to s swathing
equ shy hot in the way of radi
Sybil and I exchanged
resigned
glances, but as luck had it we were
to be. spared.
A kiwi hum from his mains alit came
through, followed by a tt plonk" and
. . . . silence.
Well, it was only sport ing to slip home
and fetch him my spare Hellman ;it
gave him a caance to hcar how perfect
reception can be from a first-class
H.T. Battery.
Ido ,'t think he intends to replace that
Mains Unit. Anyway, he was making
discreet enquiries in the trata
morning about sIellesen Bat:steles
and how long they last.

7-0

the price.
'"
PRICE
Models are quickly and easily put
toget her by any amateur,

7-valve Superbet., in splendid con-fie ditien, comprising 4 mates-ed impedance P.M.5X
interfrequency, 1 D.E.5 ose., 1 ILT.H. 114 and 1 P.M.6
:output) valves, high and low wave coupler. 250 to
2,500 meti es, mounted on baseboard with handsome
,iolished mahogany panel and voltmeter installed, complete with frame; usual price £25, take £16. or near
offer; W.W. deposit terms.-Dixon, 10, Normandy Av..
Barnet.
[2293

The following letter, which
to

GRAN1C
Ivy

6-valve Superhet., new Marconi valves, Marspeaker, trame aerial, cabinet; £18.-Turner.
Rd., Cricklewood.
[2277

E Set (Everyman Four) , in pedestal type
V
cabinet. with 2-v valses and accumulator; £15,
near offer.-Box 9180, cio The Wireless Worid.
[2340
ARCONI Straight Eight, complete with H.T. batteries, L.T. accumulation, also 11.T. elmination;
whole set complete, £35, or nearest offer.-Box 9188,
c,, The W.rrlos World.
[2343

or

M

BATTERIES.
wET

II.T. flatteries. -Parts per dozen : Jars. 2x
square, 1/3; zincs, Ill ; sacs, 1/2 dozen;
dozen cells (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4, 3, post 9d.; high efficieticy. long life,
self-charging, upkeep small; bend 6d. for sample unit;
illustrated booklet free; carriage free ,orders 10/
write for free fist wireless bargains; trade supplied.W. Taylor. 57, Studley ltd., Stockwell. London. [0039
.D.E.S.

Accumulator Charpnz Service .-Collection
in 5 mile radius of Croydon; send
Croydon and District Electric Ser
vice, Dept. W., 98, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
[1009
ET KT. Replaerments.-Saes nipped or uncapped,.
highest grade, Nu. 1, 10.1. per doz.; No. 2, 1/9
per doz.-See below.
7LNCS.-Bcit 'reality (wired). No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
No. 2, 94. per dcz.; orders valued 51- carriage
othetwi ,
.0 6d. for postage-British Buttery Co..
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[0258
antl delivery
C
lar particulars to

W

1928

Reduced Prices.
Standard Capacity .

Wiray .
" volt Grit! Bias fype..
"Wirin
to volt H.1. type
Vt wup "99 volt H.T. 1ype
vt isoi" 105 volt H.1. Iype

. 21. 1016
.
20s -

1reble Capacity,
""Colin 60 volt ii. i. typa
Solup" 99 volt H.T. Typc

19 32 6

Your Dealer Stocks them.

SUPREME
or 27 years.

ATTERIES Direct, a saving of 40%.-60-volt, 613,
108-ion 10/11: restage 9,1 and 1/- rei-pectively
Mills!' throughout and fully guaranteed; roper 011ul
treble capacity mho Mocked. -The Johnson Engineeriug
to.. Dept. W.W.. 86, Great Portland St.. W.1
[1074

B

of

is

a

BAKER'S

TM, in the kind al testimony whine proem the sterling annilt1 el eno
product,. atedup toil Loud Speakers generally are carable of moth
better re mite Man Me ordinary type of speaker, but aker's outfits are
acknowledged by test and proved merit to be toe best in their ells..
Mu is al o tecon.idered opinion ot many t'ennead+ who heard the
splendid reproduction of tuber's speaker ,at Olympia and Manchester;
in con melee tse demand !or Baker's outfits is increasing doily.

SEND FOR

Continue to uge an RT. Battery?
If you
VT are on D.C. or A.C. mains, why not use them?
Send for OUT Palnehlet. " Poser," which will be sent
tree, together with other useful publications.-Claude
Lyons, Ltd., 76, Old Hull St., Liverpool.
[2010
WT. AcenPentode 3,
£5; ditto Pentode 2, 75/-•, botn easily portable; no
barrow required; guaranteed 12 months; sample 2/-.
-Pearson tiros., hedworth, Nuneaton.
[2127

A CCUNIULATORS.-Fuller's block, new long life
aceumulators, 2 volt 40 amps, new, 5/6; 4 volt
40 amps, 10, 6; 6 volt 40 amps, complete with case,
16/6;
approval,
cod ., postage
tat ra.-Pride
and
Clarke, 158, Stockwell Rd., S.W9.
[2219

36 pages of valuable and interesting data about
Moving Coil
Loud Speakers

BAKERS
6.s-.ettetait•se

EltTODE Users' Real Portable Quality
P
i•
mulators, 1511-volt, large capacity for

Exheer e

refers

Model,

Meure. A. Baker's, Radio Specialists,
n9; fielhurst Road, S. Norwood, tondo's. FI.E.25.
Veer Sire,
November, iee3.
We feel that we must write you and shank you for the
excellence of your Moving toil Loud Speakers. We were
asked to relay the Cenotaph ,ere ice Irons Whitehall into
one of the largest Parish Churches is Liverpool, and the
question of Loud 9peakern thee presented itself to us. It
W. decided that the only solution to the problem was to
visit the Manchester Exhibition and decide for ourselves
w, ids au the best Speaker for tlàe job. We arrived late
nt the Exhibition and heard all the up. tipealient available. The only speaker for tse purpose of filling the
Church was undoubtedly one of" Baker's," eo we managed
to obtain the last model at the Rahn Rion of the t-volt
field type. November 11 came and the Church was crowded
to the doom. 1,100 people assembled to take part in the
Service from the Cenotaph slid every one of the congregation heard every minute impulse which the Microphone,. Is
Whitehall ,ere recording. Mirce the Service me have been
tereltesely congratulated on the suces1111 of the relay, and of
course tve have put all our honour, upon the Speaker we
teed. You will realise that at leaet four M.C. Speakers
could have been med. but one of "Raker's," Moving Coll
Loud Speakers eared expense and gave all the volume
necessary. Unee again thanking yes sor the wonderful
Speaker you have produeed.—Very faithfulty yours.
Pit ton it. MO111, , Wireless, Engineer,
12, St. Domingo Grove,
erton,

OUR FREE
BOOKLET •

Ac-cstmstlator.
lulls
1 pot.: 12 2-hostos
Ilse: 17/6. -Se-lbs, 30, Rosslyn Rd.. Barking.
[2292

A. H. HUNT LTD., CROYDON, SURREY.

appreciation

WHY

12
20-VOLT

B63

‘' SUPER "

MOVING COIL LOUD
SPEAKER
OUTFITS

-VALVE Cosmos ellreless Set, complete with all
accesories and D.C. accumul Moe charger; £15;
can be seen evenings-Macrae, 1. Prince of Wales Mansions, Battersea eark, SM.
12283

55,

the

typical

5

Iconi

P•ou

Magnet unit made of Dynamo
Steel as recommended by theWireless Press. 1he most efficient
All-Sleel model oil th,• mil k4 at

-n OWYER-LOWE

HE LAUGHS BEST

27

RADIO ËL-à-rti.41wile

89,

SELHLIRST

Offices:
ROo 1), S.

Works:

NORWOOD,

5.E.25.

AI» sos Olen ,

42, CH ERRY ORCHARD RD., E. CROYDON.

Why not call at our works and see the outfits tor yourell 1' We ca,,
„IATTERILS.--Direct supply saves money: 9-volt give you va.nable isi,tance and advise. Only lb minutes 0: 10P
Vintoris or tondos cruise 'hennas.
-I-. grid bias, 11/(..volt tappings, 1/-• leii-volt ditto,
1/10; double capacity H.T., tapped. 66-volt. 7/6: 115DEFERRED TERMS IF
DESIREE
volt, 12/-; 120-volt. 12/9: 132-volt. 15 /-; 150-volt,
From London Radio upply.
18/9; treble capacity KT., tapped, 60-volt, 12/6:
11, OAK LASE, SOYLF. STREET, LC.
120-volt. 25/ -; 150-volt, 31 /-•. 200-volt. 411-: anode
bend grid cells, square type. Ph volts, 9,1.; all prices
are per battery and carriage paid; if you use an in
nit Ent °Rh
strument for deafness, send stamp for details of battery supply offer; reigning London prices halved; all
batteries guaranteed British throughout.-Ford and
Co., New Rd., Ponders End, Enfield.
[2315

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from

firms

we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

jeagstyyr.4-7sr..w.N77-vr.

A DVERTVTENIFNTS.
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ELIMINATORS.

D

I1N 13 .1 if EN HT and L T. Chargers tor £0. and
D.O., you [nay try 14 days.-Aulvvick, Manchester. and 39. Victoria St.. London, 8 W.1
[0222
rriANTALITM and
5.
up your own
tor H.T. and L.T.
with termivals 3.3
Metallurgical Works,

Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
inexpensive, chargers; blue prints
1/- each; Lionium electrodes fitted
amps, and 5-8 amps.-Bluekwell's
Ltd., Liverpool.
[9503

LIMINATOR Kit, comprising mains traneformer,
J-4 full wave output, 200 volta 30 milliampa, 32
henry choke, 2 4 mtd. condensers, 500 volts, teat,
variable potential divider, valve bolder, 0/50 milliammeter and base board; price £3; other outputs at
-light extra cost; state maim voltage when ordering.II. Goodwin. Woodcock Hill. Elstree.
i0

O

IIR " Power ' Pamphlet Describes the Home Con257
struction of Efficient A.C. Eliminators, giving
limuless operation; 200 vol , , 50 milliamperes guaran•
teed; our gear is constantly being purchased by
corporations, the G.P.O., the 13.B.C., etc.-Claude
Lyons, Ltd.. 76. Old Hall St., Liveipool.
PLEOTROLYTIO

EPOCH

MOVING

COIL

PARTS

Ask anybody who has heard them
in
the
Manchester
Exhibition
Model 66 (shown above).
The finest moving
coil speaker the world nas yet seen.
In a class
by itself. £4 - 7 - 8 complete.
Junior Model. Also in aclass by itself.
instruments
costing
four
times
the
£2 - 10 - O complete.
Model A.
constructor's
compete.

Beats
price.

Still the finest full-sized holm kit on the market. £3 - 3 -

Full papitfularg from

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.
53.

GRACECHURCH ST., LONDON
• Roy. 8274.

E.C.3.

Condensers-For these go to the
specialists.-Read and Morris, Ltd., 31, Eastreette
Sta London, W.I.
i
ULEMINALL Eliminators for A C.
andMains,
D.C. Mains,
to pass 100 miiliamps, 5 models, the eliminator
you require for moving coil speakers; write for lists
and full
S
particulars,• trade orders given special a
f2
ttoc
9
n
5
tion.-tott, Clare Hill, Huddersfield.

POWER
TRANSFORMERS.
Largest and most varied sto( ka in
London for incorporating 111 :
H.T. Eliminators
L.T.Eliminators
H.T. Battery Chargers
L.T. Battery Chargers
Valve Rectifiers
Westinghouse Rectifiers

nHEAPEST

and Best.-81mtown transformers, output
6v. 1.75 amp., 200x200v. 50ma., 17/6; 300x300,
18/6; 400x400, 19/6; special transformers built to
customers' requirements, transformers for Westinghouse
metal rectifiers. R4/2/1, 6v. 0.6 amp., 8/-; R4/2/2,
6v. 0.1 amp., 9/-: R4/5511, 200v. 100ma., 17/6; illustrated lists free-Simpson, Jesmond Place, Leeds.
[1977
TRANSFORIER8, chokes, etc., guaranteed, wound
a- to any specification;
,
phone for quotation.Kirby (Wimbledon). Ltd, 72, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, 8.W.
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[8987
TRANSFORMERS for Eliminators, 12 months' guarantee, no hum
Full wave, large coree, low resistance, good regulation, primaries for any standard
40-60-cycle mains; secondaries: filament 5v. 1.5 amp.,
anode, 30mA. 150 or 200v., 17/6; 250v., 19/6; 50mA.,
150-200v., 19/6; 250v., 25/-; 375v., 30/-; other specifications on application; all post free U.K., cash with
order or through your dealer.-Mannering Electrical
Co., 1, The Grove, Golders Green, London, N.W.1[2
11
.95

How to obtain strong, silent and
enduring results from the Mains
Unit you are about to build is explained with diagrams in our lists.
Write, phone, or call,

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
89,
(O.

Talbot
JI i
rude

Court,

from

Al

Eastcheap,

E.C.3.

nt

Mat ion.)

Underground

B

I

Jirauz
" SAFETY "

ENJAM IN
Majestic
A.C. Eliminator ' 200-230
volts, 40-60 cycles, perfect condition, large output; £5. bataaiii.-A. Patcman, 39, Ardleigh Creecent, Gidea Park.
;.2a95
'-

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS
Male Ideal y
'Colas GlIts ;
Model D.C. 4 •

A.c•
D.C.

• £.1 :1/ :6

For use with Sets empli ,ying 1 low' 1
.
Valve.
One fixed voltage of 120 V.
z variable tapping giving 30 to 90 V.
when current taken is 15 in:.:n.

Model D.C. 5 .

•

On , lisk it voltage of i5o v. 'Iwo variable
tappings givimt 15 to 125 v. when current
taken is 29 ni.. Correct voltages can be
given to any Receiver.

Model A.C. 5 .

• 14 ll 1/ 16

00" fis:‘ d voaagc of 150 Y., 2 variable
rapping, pull wave rectification.
Complete with U.S Valve.
These Elimiesten are tree
t1Eneineeeetceeeletr
a be denetel to
mead "'et
e „ one.ive ei''
th ¿
o

ze: ,

t ,o

tat

:\1 .1.1 D.C. 5
ON

te

P.'irs

our

Bo•e
k•

Rov AL.
AP P

'ULECTA Power Choke, C30/2; has been tested by
"The Wireless World "and pronounced a thoroughly
sound and reliable job; price 17/6. postage extra.
Other models .are available, also mains, transformers
of all descriptions. Home constructors of transformers
and chokes should use Electa Transformer Laminations; No. 4 size. 8/3 per gross pairs, postage exti:i:
other sizes available.
Electa Bakelite Bobbins t.
take 90 pairs of No. 4, 1/8 per pair, post free.
Consult us before purchasing or constructing eliminator components; we specialise in wireless powet
from the mains, and can save you money.-Savage.
146, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

OTENTIÁL Dividers, ideal component for eliminators or grid leaks for transmission. 5 tappings,
supplied in all values from 1,000 ohms to 500.000
ohms, better than wire wound; price 2/3, post free.Abingdon Wireless Supplies, 45, Stert Bt., Abin r
g
2
d
3
o1
n
7.

H

.T.
Supply Units for A.C. and D.C. Mains, the
cheapest and the best obtainable; D.C., £1/17/6
and £215; A.C. £411716. complete: install one now
and have trouble free radio this Christmas; see our
advertisement on this page.-Ph'ilipson and Co., [21.3ti51
4
.,
Radio Engineers, Astley Bridge, Bolton.

CABINETS.
Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
Valais' satisfaction guaranteed
RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany;
from 8/ to £6.
RTCRAFT Cabinets ran be made tn customers'
special designs and sizes: estimates free
RTCR AFT Illustrated Catalogue, post free ; write
now
RTCR.aFT Co. 158 Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croydon
'Phone . 1981 Croydon
[0040

A
A
A

rbIGBY'S Cabinets.-Table models in solid nak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/_-.
IGBY'S Chbinete, fitted with Raton or Resiston
ebonite if required.
D IOBY'S Cabitiets.-Pedestal model, with separate

J)

irsCabinets
battery compartment;
Madefrom
to
satoxpeci. ,

PHILIPSON 'St Co. Ltd.,
Radi9o, Engineers.
203s.

BRIDGE

Bliteter
TUN.
'Crams. • •' Safety." Bolton.

561Customers'
to £12.own

Transformers
and CHOKES for
WIRELESS.
Power Transformersinput 200-220-240 volts,
40/80
volts.

Cycles, output
100 m.a.

250

4 Volts-4 Amps., 2.5-2.5,

A RTCRAFT

A

SUPERIORm%
POWER
_

De-

signs.
rsIGBY'S Cabinets.-Write
for new 16-page art
ratalogue.-F. Digby, 9. The Oval, Hackney Rd.
E 2. 'Phone: Bishopsgate 6453.
[01213
pep AMSEY
for
Distinctive
Cabinets.- Portable
-Lib cabinets,
cone
speaker
cabinets,
moving foil
iabinets, radlo-gramophone cabinets; call and ¡Wert. Illustrated folder free from F. W. Ramsey, 63, Slhatte.,bury St., London, N.1. Tel.: Clerkenwell 7139.
[1315

2 Amps.,
Amps.
PRICES

12

FROM

Volts,

2

30/.

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
FOR ADVANCED AMATEURS.
Send for particulars, and quotations„ or
Mains Components, made only by--

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD.,
SHEEPCOTE ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Makers also of Brass and Copper Tubes and Wire.
CONTRACTORS TO BRITISH &COLONIAL
GOVERNMENTS, RAILWAYS. EIC.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt
attention.

1364
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Cabinets.—Contd.

eABINETS.-First

class goods at competitive prices;
send for lists —Gilbert. Cabinet Maker. Swindon.
[9833
IIAS Cabinets are the Best and the Cheanest: send
for free list.
THAS Cabinets are Ideal Christmas Presents for
Wireless Enthusiasts; order early.
THAS Melody Maker Cabinets. 21in.x7in.. oak, 13/-;
▪
mahocany, 141-; band French polished.
A. TI1AS, 838. Old Kent Rd., Peckham, S.E.15.
[2184
•

T

/

29

ELECTRICAL MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS
1
\

'DEAL Oak Veneer Converts the Cheapest Wood Into
Real Oak. &teethes impossible: 30in.x2Oin.. Eld.
sheet, 7,6 dozen.—Burtendlaw, Hillsborough Terrace.
Ilfracombe.
[2051
Cabinele, highly
O AK
baseboards included:

FOR THE BEST
DIALS
BUY

polished, with hinged lids,
Cosror 21x 7x 8. 14/6; Mut'
lard 18x7x9, 14/6; Mystery Receiver 21x7x10. 16/6:
also cabinets made to order; carriage paid; cash with
order.—Bollard, 56, Northampton Sts. Clerkenwell, London.
[2221
t.l.ISIMONDS BROS.—Cabinets for sets and
loud"
speakers In oak and mahogany; your own ideas
carried out; best materials and workmanship.—nhire.
land Rd.. Smethwick
[9692
THAT Set or Speaker is not Complete without a
1 Cabinet,: competitive prices; let us quote you.
Freeman and Johnson, 179a, Deritend. Birmingham.
[2309
UALITY Cabinets. American type, with baseboard,
rubber feet. a really splendid lob. Megarox,
milody, or Master Three; oak 15.6. mahogany 21/-;
csrriage paid, packing 1/6. returnable.
ALITY CaWnets. all types and sizes made; send
for new illustrated Ilst.—Reginald Nichols. Bath
Workshops, Swindon.
[2316

Q

O

66

COILS. TRANSFORMERS.

B

They are guaranteed reliable, are uf highest
quality . . . and moderately priced. Ask
your local Wireless Dealer to show them to
you and write the makers for u4-ful reference
list ol alle Utility " Ccinponents.

THUMB

" Wireless World " coils from *trek.

& J.—Nlegavos Three tolls; see elLsplayed

advert.

B

. & J. Guarantee Every Coil under Money Bark
Conditions
& J. All-British Super Four Portable. employing
I-0 the Mullard pentode valve; R18110, plus the new
•ccle of royalties.
./. WIRELESS Cle
2, Atirelstano Mews. N 4
former., 550.0.5510
004
43
t
1.:11.1MINATOR Maine Trans
14
170 mills, plus 2 filament windinga, 7.5 v.,. 2.5
amperes.
only 65/-, earriage paid; metal rectifier
transformer. becontlary 9 volt)), 2.5 ampere'. only
23/6, carriage paid; 275-0-275 at 100 ma., plus
7.5 v.. at 2.5 amperes, only 3816, carriage paid:
this being ideal for Q.R.S. or Raytheon rectifier, and
also
furnishing
1..T.
for
P.1'.
power
amplifier:
double 30 henrys nt 55 ma. largo smoothing chokes,
shielded,
maximum
current
125
nia.,
4-terminal,
only 35/6, carriage paid; large smoothing chokes,
carrying up to 400 ma.. etc., etc.; state your rounirements;
all conform
to recommendations
committee of the LE.E.—Claudo Li-one, Ltd., 76, Old
Hall St., Liverpool.
f2012
IRIPIICO D.F. Chokes, self capacity, 5 mtcro.mtcro
•
farad, inductance. 59,000 micriheuries; 39.
GRIPI1CO Short Wave Chokes; 3 9.

CONTROL!

k

The Dial illu trated above embodies the longfamous "U.i.i.y" internal mcchani m, but in
addition is arranged for thumb control of
coarse and fine adjustment. Handsome panel
appearance and beautifuLy finished throughout.
Vernier model as illustrated, tu fit all
condensers,

PRICE 1216.

COMPONENT"

Melody Maker Coils, 1927 model, first
qnality, 6/6 ezeh; second quality, 4/9 each.
. 'W. GRIFFIN and Co., Ltd., Bates Hill, Red.
ditch.
¡see our displayed advertisement on page
26.1
•
[2107
A LL-WAVE. 30/-; Touchstone, 25/•: Pentone, 10/-;
pairs.—Evans, 26, Moss Grove, Urmston.
[2249
UPF,R Het. Transformers, kit of 3. Burndept; cost
75/.. hardly used, 35/..—K. B. Davis, 140, College
ltd., Moseley, Birmingham.12
SI !NISI ON DS BROS., Shireland Rd.. Sinethwick.
inOSSOR

•

T is general knowledge that
any spring control must vary
/ somewhat from its neighbour.
Consequently the fitting of a
control spring to an instrument
whose dial has previously been
calibrated by machine Is at best
a " hit and miss" method.
Hunt's instruments are individually calibrated by hand against
a laboratory standard.
Use Hunt's hand calibrated
measuring instruments to check
carefully the performance of your
batteries and your valves.
l'ou
will greatly Increase the efficiency
Oi your se.

HUNT'S
DOUBLE SCALE
VOLTMETER

Packet rc
t

A

Made and Guaranteed by

WILKI 'S & WRIGHT 10 1

" Utility " Works,
Holyhead Road, Birmingham.

S

MICRO DIAL W.181.
A smart, very popular design.
Fitted with
aluminium engraved dial and hair-line cursor.
Reads clockwise or anti-clockwise; therefore
ideal for S.L.F. Condensers.
Fits all makes
of condensers,

PRICE

. & J.—All

B

ETC.

Why
Hand Calibrated?

OSSOR Colle.—B.B.C. band, 15/• pair: 5XX band,
17/• pair; accurate in sito and performance:
prompt deliveries.
TOUCHSTONE.—Mr. James's latest, pair coils and
1 bases, 30/-; screen, 4/6.
ENTONE TWO Coils, will , bases, 13/• pair; Pe
differential condenser, 5/ 6.
M EGAVOX.—Pair coils and base, 33/-; screen. 7/6.

C

P

7/6

EW All•wavo Four.—Berclif standard coils, 77/9
set ol 4, with bases; the actual coils used and
specified.
LIVERYMAN FOUR Coils, 33/. pair, with bases;
- the pioneers, still the standard of excellence.
VERYMAN FOUR Conversion, LW. coils and
bases with instructions, 43/3; alteration present
roils, 9/6; approved be "The Wireless World."
ERCLIF Coils for all ** Wireless World " sets;
special coils to your own requirements in all
quantities; cabinets, screens. all up to-date components,
complete
receivers; trade enquiries invited.—Londou
Depot: Applebys, 44, Chapel St., London, N.W.1,
SISIMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., Smethwick.
[1956

N

E

B

mud

EVOLUTION in Moving Coil Loud-speaker Design.
our advt. on page 24 and send for [2p
3a
5r
0Star Engineering. Didsbury, Manchester.

__sec
R
Oculars to

VERYMAN Four Coils (Finston). with terminals
and bases; 15/ pair.—Dunn, 38, The Garde.
alonkseaton.

E
Al 3

Advertisemen
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OVERWHELMIN G
ADVANTAGE OF THE SAC
LECLANIHE BATTERY

in its most eotipact and practicable
form as represented by the original
S

1Tri'f
&We &M.MUS.

WORLD
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ETC.

There's never a slip with

1XTOODROFFE Pick-up, as new; cost Ea/ 4, accept
v• LO/-.-Walton, 70, Addingham Rd., Mossley Hill
Liverpool.
{2260

c7heA

AT4L4NTA

G
••-a

E-up, 45/. model, as new, perfect: ter
gain, 25 /-.-hlussell, 51, Candabar Rd., Batter
sea.
[228

W

SCREWDRIVER

oODEOFFE Pick-up, E2: Igranie, ditto, 10/-;
new.-Box 9182. e/o The Wireless World.
[2342

Patent No. 19441) (1921),

Special Wireless Model

fri
kSAC

WET lideTiwif
It saves pounds in costly dry batteries and ensures
an amazing clarity and purity of reception because
its super efficient cells maintain

CONSTANT
POWER PRESSURE

thus completely banishing all "background noises"
and ripple. The voltage is stmt.'s', even, and nonsagging. This wonderful battery is self-regenerative IT RECHARGES ITSELF OVER NIGH fin the morning it is as fresh as the dawn and is

ALWAYS UP TO VOLTAGE

Once installed it requires little or no attention.
Periodical replenishment of the elements at long
intervals being sufficient to maintain the required
voltage.

POINTS

OF

SUPERIORITY

in the Standard Battery
Super construction and material of the highest
quality throughour ensure utmost efficiency
Its
design is far ahead of any other similar form ot
H.T. supply on the market and creeping is completely eliminated. The space occupied has been
brought down to a minimum, and the appearance
of the battery is extremely neat and compact. The
cells are strongly constructed. lach gives ii volts
and any voltage can be made up from them.

GET THE FREE BOOK NOW

Send for the free interesting book that explains all
you want to know about this super efficient and
money saving battery.

811,9„tr,;4t .
N
.
NO REFERENCE.

NO DEPOSIT.

Uoi.u.2bciefis", Cabinet cstW'IPxleje
assembled
as
illustrated.
Cast;
DOWN £2 .6 .5, or 8/1 down and 5 monthly
•'• payments of 8 1.
STOCKISTS: Halfords Stores, Currys Stores and
all Radio dealers can supply on exact:y the same
cash or deferred terms as we do.
THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
Dept. W.W
Head Offices, Showroom, and Warehouse:
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

LOUDSPEAKERS.

3/.

with three box spanners (ai
illostr ated) for 2, 4°DI 6B.A.
nuts. These fit on the flat of
the blade and are excellen: the POt
for nuts in awkward places,
b.echs
-ic's
Niodel
Electrician',
Model
N.. I151s) 1/6 with msulated ham
,
die of Bakelite.
No. 2174')2,- N.. I(8) .. 4,/ -

I

F

You are in London Call and See Coodmans'
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purrhasing else.
where.-Goodmans. 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0090

A TE-CHROME Type Speaker Parts to build the
rE. speaker that has taken America by storm eon
be obtained from Components Production Co., Hotelle3v
0.
Tl udderstield.
Send fur list.

B

AKER'S SELHURST RAT)I0 Can Now Supply
Marina Cons of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire.
to suit l'entoile valves.
[0231

t

ITIBRO-SKIN, special leather for fixing the dint
',bream of the moving coil loud-speaker; prier:, 2/6
per piece ¡lin. square. 2/- per pirre 9in. square, poet
tree, cash with order; special terms to the trade.-Tba
Alder Leather Co., 3, Southwark St.. S.E.1.
Tel.:
Hop 4448.
[0224

No. 3(8(') 2 6

jjj
•
(kill

Time Loud-speakers Parts, os deacribed in the June 6th issue of this paper,
to. obtained from Components Production Co., Honley,
II adderetteld. Semi for

F
INEST Suspension Leather,
-; moving coil or reed units,
2

cipal makers; 2/- per sq. It.,
order. -Dilley, 8, Ashby Rd.,
N.1. Clissold 0736.

for fixing cones to
a, supplied to prinpost- free, cash with
Essex Rd., London.
[2144

C14, the loud-speaker that e t ls its lf !
CELESTION
£8; Radiosun horn speaker, £1; bearing by
x o

appointment only.-Mayer,
Avenue, Hatch Lad.

Oak

Tree

e

Cottage,[20T9h3e

AKER'S SELIIURST RADIO Ca n No w Su ppl >
Moving Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
to suit Pentode valves.
[0232

B

rfRIPHCO Cone Loud
s. X oak; 52/17/6.

Speakers,

Terralto

model

(IRIPI100 Cone Loud Speakers, Ten-alto
model,
•--A
demonstrated in all stores.
e_lRIPHCO, a superb mahogany speaker, £4 same
•.--E
model; 53117/6.
1E

RIPHCO Cone Units;
at any price.

10;6;

The Blade Never Slips
out of the screw slot, ,
he handle
rema:ns statir nary in the palm
of the hand, turning .sefieeted by
fingers on the knuriedring below.

Nothing to go wrong.

A IR-CHROME

"It/f °VIRG Coil Loud-speaker Parts of Quality are
J."- made and fully guaranteed by Components Production Co., Honley, Huddersfield.
Send for list ,
[0149
A IR-CHROME Type Loud-speakers Give WOnUerlti,
:X Results, and, with the ahsistunce of a screw
driver and hammer, can be easily built from pane
..applied by Components Prados-tíos Co., Monies% lied
ilerstield.
Send for list.
10151

No. 2(9') .•4/6

Post free at list pricer

Anit vow dealer or wend l.0. to
ATALANTA
(Dept. Q),
1-3, Bruton noel London. ii.W.9.
Brixton .
2110.

I/o

MOVING COIL RESULTS
WITH YOUR CONE UNIT
Clot the above by fitting your
unit to the

" ZAMPA "
Floating Cone Chassis

,

Designed on latest scientiste principle, has a 90-degree angle. Cone
mounted on leather suspension with
cone chuck and washers. You can
tit any unit in two minutes.

‘

. ;+-

PRICES
Chassis only
- 126
thassis with Slue Spot Unit mounted
ready for use - 25 ,- extra
White

nothing to compare

,

-.••

„

12/6

BA IC VVIFtELESS CO.,
Horse Place,
h arket Street,
WeCingborough,
or from local dealer.

A , W. GRIFFIN and Co., Ltd., Bates 6111, Red
.L-1.
ditch.
(See our displayed advertisement on page
26.)
[2109

D

THOUSANDS
IN USE
B.

O Not Buy a Moving Coil Speaker until yon have
heard the Elysian, by far the most perfect instrument yet produced, gives an even response to all
musical frequencies, perfect tonal qualities, ample
volume with any good 3- or 4-valve set, cannot be overloaded; price £10/10, includes Ferranti transformer;
ask your dealer about it; demonstrations daily.-Ely
Manufacturing Co., 23. Ely Place, Holborn Circus.
E.C.1.
'Phone: Holborn 6443.
[2175
IVESTERN ELECTRIC
vif condition; 53.-Box
World.

•

The New

MELTROPE
Pick-up Arm
Sound in principle, embodying
a number of unique features,
Write for complete specification to :—
AMPLIFI

ERS Ltd., Billet Road, E.17.

None,
9161,

complete,
0/0 TA*

LANG
tifta

LOUD SPEAKER.
V

JOUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment
for the Latest type. see our advert, under column
Reeeivers for Sale--Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishetgate, Preston.
[0227

C

ELESTION Speaker, £25 model, made special,
absolutely as new, realistic; demonstrated even.
jogs; £14, offers.-Winter, 6, Steele Rd., Leytonstone,
E.11.
[2307
A LTON Moving
Coil. Speaker Oatilts.-A
detr.
LI pentode receiver is all that is needed to operate
these sendtive imtruments at full volume, il.. mid ki ouit ,
6-volt fields; complete assemblies 85/-, carriage paid;
free advice and lull approval.-Rushton, 50, Ilu[u
2i
2
be
97
r
Rd.. Wolverhampton.
Speaker. C12. oak, perfect, as new, 2
CELESTION
months only; £5/'15: owner gone in for portable

set.-Jarratt, " Maybank," Chinnor, Oxon.

s

'-'

4...

£3.15.0

1

Set of Parts less
Stand

B

AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Can Now Supply
Moving Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire.
to suit Pentode valves.
[0233

SQUIRE

<MOVING CO111>

excellent
Wireless
12‘s

VORTEXION Moving Coil Speaker Parts, any volt.•
age, pots supplied, wound or unwound, guaranteed.-Kirby
(Wimbledon).
Ltd.,
72,
Merton Rd.,
Wimbledon, 8.W. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[8986

81

altllusie-h

4

£4.

With Stand

Pot Magnet wound
for D.C. Mains.
12/6
..Extra.
The 'iteei Po: Yagnet, wound tor ", 4or rmits.resairei
Only 3to 4watts.
At 8volts the current ia between '5
and /5 amps.
The eked« l'oit ha, a large lamed fence st one
end which makes certain of the roil keeping its shape,
Our cone is made up with three-ply paper. Thai hat
entirely got over the olvectionable niesness to be heard
from some moving coil swami%
AU wer•tonex ar. rrpru« teed NW'', gfa lost.

LANG & SQUIRE, LTD.,
Wales Farm Roa I Acton W.3.
s.....s,
...wws......-.......................-......,-...,.-

Mention ot " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Load speakers.—Contd.
EPOCH Moving Coil Speaker Parts.
EPOCH.

EPOCIL-The
Junior model, the greatest marvel
on the market; nothing tu touch it at any price;
50/- complete; perinahently centred.

poem
Junior
EPOCH
the greatest
E pocli.
E

is a Masterpieen of Perfection, awl
value ever offered.

lePOCII Junior Orders are . Pouring in Fast;
-IA yours note, And avoid dleappointnicnt.

E

place

by

pocu.

LIPOCIL-There

is nothing
14 the Model 66.
EPOCH.
'10P0C11.-There is nothing
the Model 66.

E

are specially oesigned to minimise the possibility uf a wrong or an accidental connection.

POCH.

"POCK Model 66 has tecoma the Standard
14 which Moving Coil Speakers are Compared.

E

WIRELESS
ACCESSORIES

hO

perfect on speech as

so

realistic on music as

POCH.

lks POCH Coils for Pentode Valse,.?
14 making them for many months.

We have been

POCH.
What fancliester says to-day IIle rest of
EPOCH.-"
the country says tomorrow." Dhl you hear theta
at the Exhibition against all rumen:
E POCH.
E

,

66: apologies for delays; factory is sorting
EPOCH
two shifts to improve deliveries.
POCH.
66; don't be put off with substitutes from
EPOCII
stocks; inferior makes seo not behind ea deliveries.
E POCH.
66; place your order immediately with your
EPOCH
dealer and avoid disappointment.
E POCH.
Dealers
D
Don't
on
Push Substitutes for a little
EPOCH
Extra Profit; every sale of an Epoch 66 means

E

an enthusiastic customer-friend, which will repay you
with interest.
E POCH.

POCH Model A; price £3/3 plain finish, £3/10
Do Luxe finish; further improvements without
increase in price.

E

POCIL

POCI1 Improved Model A; by far the best
14 size home assembly kit yet produced.
EPOCH.

full

E

4 7P 6
Christmas will see this popular
Whiteley Boneham Loud Speaker
in both Mansion and Cottage.
bringing home the weirdness and
wonder of wireless to rich and poor
alike, flattering the faulty Set and
helping the good Set to excel itself.
It is indeed a homely, attractive,
friendly instrument and offered at
such amoderate price, too
Compare it with other makes and
note the difference in value.

WHITELEY BONEHAM
•
& CO., LTD.
Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

POCH.-All models obtainable in 20 different
moving coil windings, including pentode; copper
foil (as recommended in "The Wireless World ") for
all windings; 14 different field windings to select from;
super steel magnet pots for Model A and Junior for
a small extra charge.

POCH.
E
E POCH.
E

P0C11.-Testimonials are pouring in
of several per day-all unsolicited.

E

at

the

rate

POCH.- Read this one:-

" DEAR Sirs,

November, 1928.

.• T

TOOK Delivery through Messrs.
on Friday
last of one of your Epoch 66 loud-speakers. It was
used yesterday for broadcasting in —
church the
service held at the Cenotaph. 'rho volume and clarity
was amazing. Yesterday afternoon it was back in my
home.
My wife and I feel very conceited about our
Epoch 66; we feel a-o have something better than
anyone else.
We heard many makes of moving coil
loud-speakers, but there is certainly nothing to touch
the one I have purchased. There is no muffled reproduction; it just brings the orchestra, singer, or speaker
right into your own room.
You can guess Iam enthusiastic, and if you care to seed along to my house
for a demonstration I shall be delighted to show them
what a wonderful instrument you are turning out.
Please accept my best thanks for the wonderful
pl
easure my Epoch 66 will give me.-Yours truly,
(The writer is unknown to us, having bought a standard instrument in the ordinary way trout • dealer.)

E

POCH.

1:à

POCIL-All models from your dealer; or write to
the manufacturers.
POCII.

E

These are a few of the EELEX
‘N. ireless at eassories ;write for
the new EELEX BOOKLET
X 67 which gives full details.

EIMER BLDOS,, BUNIIILL ROW,
POCIL-Full particulars from the actual manateeCRISWELL ST.. LONDON.
ICJ turers, Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 26,
Laurence Poutitney Lone, B.C.4 (off Cannon StJ.
liallaaj
'Phone Clerkenwell 9286-64.
(2330
AI.5

Adverhsements for
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Louespeakers.—Contd.

d-ILEST1ON

V
perfect;
Wales.

TRANSMITTERS.

6Ôtr,) -voney

012, mahogany, new 5 months ago.
£4115.-Hughes, Prou Deg, Mold, N.
[2286

3 drivZ " pe
lier
i
et; !.6t/rcr exchange
ci?..eneefactoorif
speaker, anything.-5BK. 52, Winstonian Rd.. Cheltenham.[2287

Coil (Baker), 1,800-47-%In., 6-volt, comM OVING
plete with 21t. gin, polished baffle; £3/15.-69,
Elm Park Av.,

A
SPEAKERS,
Brookfield

Tüttenham.

MPLION Lion Speaker, L14,
Kelvin Rd., Highbury, N.5.

'Merger.

QQ

VARTz Crystals for Resonators and Transmitter
Control; 1,762.5 kcs.-1,792 kcs., 21/-; 3,525 7.=.3,585 kcs., 25/-; frequency given correct to 0.1X.Full particulars from the Quartz Crystal Co., 63s,
Kingston Rd., New Malden.

[2280

new;

chcap.-57,
[2279

Lenses; 84., plus postage.-Apply,
QUART2
Bryn Rodyn,. Colwyn Bay.
MARTZ Lenses; small size, Col.-Apply,
Q Bryn Rodyn, Colwyn Bay.

every
kind; catalogue, M.-Taylor,
Works, Morton St., Fadsworth, Man[2273

BAKER'S
Moving

SELHURST RADIO Can Now Supply
Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
to suit Pentode valves.
[0234
'DEVOLUTION In Moving Coil Loud-speaker Design.
-1-1, -See our advt. on page 24 and send for particulars to Star Engineering, Didsbury, Manchester.
[2351
ClOODMANS Can Give Prompt. Delivery of !biome
`Ur Coil Kits; seed for descriptive leaflet describing
their new CentriX pot stand and frame of patented
and registered design; unique centering features not
incorporated with any other stand on the market,
can be used with all makers' pots up to 5m, diameter; sold separately at 32/6; all moving coil lists
on request.-Goodinans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.

[0689

Drive Speakers,
COILbetween
12.30 p.m.

Goodmans; call any day
and 1.30 p.m. during the
City luncheon hour, and bear any of our products
demonstrated.-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0091
EED Movements.-The double acting 4-pole bal.
anced reed units (P.G.3) are still first favourite
for all kinds of diaphragm speakers. At Manchester
enthusiasts could net be persuaded this unit was not
a moving coil speaker, and insisted on the assembly
being withdrawn from the demonstration cabinet for
inspection Ill These instruments are of precision manufacture, constructed with a double magnetic system
of patented design, infinitely adjustable, extremely
sensitive on small inputs, yet capable of handling
huge volume; beware of Infringing substitutes; lair
allowance on Lessenolas, Brown A earpieces, ur other
units in part exchange. A user of Goudniats double
acting unit /P.G.3) writes from Devt•nport: Your
D.A. unit is streets ahead of any cone unit or complete cone I have tried. Everyone that has heard it
says it is impossible to get better. I agree with
them. Write
fur
illustrated
circular.-Goodmans.
27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0066

VAL VES.

araNE P.M. 22-month-old. 15/-; 1.6-volt Comer, P.C.,
5/-; 1 Centralab 500.000 ohm potentiometer,
5/-; all above in perfect order.-Sullivan, 356, Caledonian Rd., London.
[2251

Range
250-2,000
metres.

'DEVOLUTION in Moving Coil Loud-speaker Design.
-v-ar -See our advt. on page 24 and send for particulars to Star Engineering, Dicisbury, Manchester.
[2352
1111WO Valves, rectifying. 200 watt each, Marconi
transformer, $0 ohms, 1 kilowatt, up to 4,000
volts each side centre; what offers?-Box 9118. c/o
The Wireless World.
[2227

A changeover
tWitCh.

PANEL PLATE

consists of Do-Me w:•‘.•b.,' d 'lues-r, C.ondeeser,
etc., amen b ed on Antique Brass Plate, the
whole mounted on Oak, Wall ut. or tit/
Mahogany Panel
PRICE ué, re

wires from acondenser I
and acoitto these 4 I

terrninals-MPLETE
a 3-VALVE RECEIVER

nELEST1ON

E

Park,

Here is an ideal giftthe simplest method
of set construction.

Prices.
Valve Trans. Coupled 37;6
3
..
Resist.
23/.

All
LAMPLUGH
RADIO
PRODUCTS

are
guaranteed.
for 12
months

LAM, PILMGIMI

Hemel

Hempstead.

Herts.

A

M.C.
BAKERS
or exchange

Speaker, new, cost £411716, se ll,
Exhie W.II.T. 10.000 ma, units;
other components wanted aslo.--11. Lindley, Manor
Lodge, Nloortown, Leo-as.
[2332 j
Mention of

" The

Wireless

VMAS Gifts.-Beautifully designed
(patent)
and
1% decorated metal cabinets, suitable for Cosset New
Melody Maker, Formo and other sets, complete with
baseboard and screen; 14/-.-Cambar.
V MAS Gifts-Unique hand painted Chinese lacquered aluminium panels, spaced in decoration
and drilled for Mullard 3 Star; 12/6.-Carnbar,
VMAS Gifts.-Handsomely decorated panels for Mull.
-L1 lard; 51-.--Cambar.
VMAS Gifts.-Binocular H.F. chokes, slow motion
IX dials, coils for Cosser M.M., coil holders. 041..04.;
all goods sent approval; send for list.
AMBAR RADIO PRODUCTS, 82, High St., Camden Town, N.W.1.
CYLANITE the Ideal Panel Covering.

[2129

C

YLAN1TE Improves the Appearance of Your Set
100%,
CYLANITE Has Infinite Insulation Properties.
CYLANITE is About 1-32M. Thick.

[2276

MPLION Radiolnx,
large model,
o ak,
per f
ec t
tone and condition. sacrifice at 50/-; also moving
coil speaker, complete with coil mounted, cost £7,
perfect conitition, price 30/-.-Box 9178, c/o The
Wireless World.
•
[2338

S

END To-day for your Free ClarOstat Book to
Claude Lyons, Ltd.
(see displayed advertisement); volume control ClarOstat, 8/6; table type
ClarOstat (distant control of volume and/or tone),
13/6; standard ClarOstat (for eliminators, as recommended in the new T.C.0 booklet on mains units).
10/6 and fib.; power ClarOstat,, rating 40 watts,
12/6 and 15/-; grid Itak ClarOstat (silent, dependable), 1-10th to 10 megolims, 8/6; duplex ClarOstat
(2 in 1), 1316. etc.-Claude Lyons. Ltd., 76,[20011
3
d
Hall St., Liverpool.

C

BAKER'S
Moving

SELHURST RADIO Can Now Supply
Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge Wire,
to suit Pentode valves[0236

give
set;
atalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
(0 018

OSSOR New Melody Coils. Radiai, the coil of
incomparable excellence; B.B.O., 15/. )air; long
wave, 17/- pair;14 froto stook.-A. E. Oakley, 43, Carleton7
Rd., London,
.7.

Type C10. mahogany, 12ft. lead, only
CELESTION
slightly used; £4/15 or near offer-C. Seaton,
Lawn

Panel Fittinge are designed to
J3 ELLINO-LEE
an expert finish to any home-constructed

C

C12, oak, 1928-29 model; £5; approdeposit.-Jones, 34, Belle Vue Rd., Shrews[2271

QPECIAL to Clear.-100 A.J.8., £4/5, largest loude., smatters in boxes, never unpacked, makers' 12month guarantee, black with plated base, wonderful
tone, at 30/. each; Amplion Radioing £6/6 models,
in mahogany, brand new. only £3/5; 1 Celestion
A6/12/6 model, at £4; sent carriage forward on
receipt of P.O.-Keene and Co., Bond St., Bristol.
[2356
-L, PoCH
ELECTRICAL SOCIETY llave Stock of
-Cd Epoch Moving Coil Speakers, model A, latest
design; also a few second-hand ones.
POCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY Stock also the
following other Moving Coil Speakers; Brown
Magnavox, R.K., Marconiphone, etc.
l¡PLICH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.-Epoch speaker,
model 66; a large delivery due from the manufacturers in a few nays; a few available for new
orders; book yours now
Ms POCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.-Epoch model
Ali Junior moving coil speaker; price 50/-; knockout value, better than speakers costing three or four
times the price; a limited number will be available
for new orders in a few days; first come first served.
VPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY, Ltd„ 53, Grace-22d church St., and 114, Cannon St., E.C.4. 'Phone:
Royal 8570.
[2329

FOR SALE.

K

SELHURST RADIO Can Now Supply
Coils of 2,500 turns of 48-gauge W ire,
to suit Pentode valves.
[0235

£5.-H illside,
[2275

ETC.,

ILO-MAG Foe ,. Screen Boxes, made out ot hard
polished copper sheets, exactly to specification;
price 25/ net, cash with order. Rigby and %Vachonden. Sheet Metal Workers. Rochdale.
(1614

BAKER'S
Moving

Celestion, oak, as new; nearest
C12Clifton
Rd., Coulsdon, Surrey.

COMPONENTS

etOMPONENTS for Any Set Sent Anywhere.-Con‘-s suit F. D. Armitage, 12, St. Domingo Grove,
Everton, Liverpool.
[9923

Fronta Me Loud-speakers, 14in. Lyrep0a
1t
8.
tern, 1/9, polished 2 /3 ; sp.aker cabinets, 14in.,
7/-, polished 9/-; gold tinsel, first quality, 1/ square
foot; loud-speakers, 14in. cabinet. with Blue Spot cone
unit, £11716; special bargain, wood cut to size for
14M. speaker cabinet, including fretted front, in
mahogany, 3/11; special paper for cone making, 9c1.Warrick, 16, Berthier Rd., Hornchurch, Essex.
[1525

Lion Power Chassis, practically
)6
ew6.
perfect condition;
td.
costs £8, sell £6,-Godim.
Marellen, Blundell Lane, Cobham.
[2270

val,

Smith.
[2296

VALVE Transmitting Marconi, !,1; kilowatt, as new;
what offers 1.-Box 9117, 0/0 The Wireless World.
[2226
.M.1A, P.M.2, P.M.252, Cosset- 210 det., as new.
-II., 5, Victoria St., W.2.
[2253

R

bury.

Smith,
[2250

is
CYLANITE
and bronze

The COLLAPSIBLE CABINET

Made to match Panels supplied with Paie I
Tuner.
Supplied in Oak, Walnut, tr 00/
Mahogany.
PRICE 4101 re
Send for Liu: and Wiring Diagrams.

S.

A.

LAMPLUGH

KING'S ROAD. TYsELEY,

II' ur1(1,'' &Alen

writing

to

LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.
aduerttsers,

Now Obtainable in White, mahoga n y
moors.
Enables 3-ply Panels to be Used (providecl the wooden panel is carefully prepared,
there is no objection to using it in place of ebonite)vide "The Wireless World,' October 24th.
riVLANITE Costs Only 2/- per sq. ft. for White,
V
and 3/ per sq. It. in colours (6 and 4% sq.
inches respectively for 14.).
YLANITE for Megavox and Europa 1H. 2/111;
Slag. 3/10; post free (colours 502 extra).
YLAN1TE Samples with Full Particulars, post free
from Marsh and Wright, 5d, Royal Arcade, Weymouth.
[2105

etYLAN1TE

C
C

will ensure prompt attention

&16

-

DECEMBER 12TH, 1928.

THE

R.A.F. WIRELESS
SURPLUS SALE

of Wireteem rind Electrical Appanttus by the RAJ'. and G.P.O.
A £10.000 not*.
We hare bought a colossal selection of the llama inetrument.
ani gear of the higheet grade made by the beet Britiah Makers
to strict Government atontan i and are therefore able to orter
buyen a rare opportunity which may never occur again. Much
of the apparatue was made opecially. eager lien of cost, and at
the low bargain pricee will not be available ton; and orders
abould be cent quickly a, the eale period le brief. A few items,
are a. follows. (>111 sal see us or send cash with order.
DYNAMOS. L.T. Coarging. Ann, 12 volts 250 watts. with
loto cutout. 25/.
W.W., 20 volts 5 amp... 50 ,-; L., 12
volt:. 8 mood.,
; Ct., 18 volt,. 8 amps... 55f. ;
1.0 volte 25 amp's.. 87 101. ; 80 volt, 20 atop, DJ 101" +sod
other.. Rigs TensiOn Caargiag Motor Generators : 230 volt,
A.C. to 100 voile. 100 run.
70/-. DYnan01_,' 100 volt ,
4 acope., 25/.; 250 volt. 4 amt...
101. H.T. Anode
Motor Oeneraton : 100 volts D.C. to 250 volts, 250 rota., £10 ;
220 volts D.C. to 400 volts D.C., 200 m/a., £12. blagnilicent
t:-commutator G.E.C. Aircraft Generator»: pea volts 60 inia.
end 6 volt. 5 ampo., £10 ; 600 volts 100 m/a. and 6 volt.
ampo., EL
Fine Newton H.T. Generaton, ikW., 2,000 v..
£30 ; Slow Speed, 1 kW.. *2,000 volts, 040; 2 kW., 2,000
ând 4,000 volts, WM. Large KV. Meg;er Hand Generators:
t00 volts and 1,300 volt,. 1.11 ;Medium, £5. Hand Magnetos,
00 v.50 trt/a.,11s. • H.T., 4,000 v. mf. Mira Condenuers, 10/- ;
ts,000 v. Verbs,
: Small 100 v. Motoro,
ELECTRIC sam.a. u.e.o. eireuLr 2/-; Outdoor. 116:
large Ironclad Ben.. bi-.
50 pEraoL-ELEurast: GENERATING SETS. Air Force
Portable, 1kW. 50/70 volts 20 ampo., from £16. 130 Electric
Reach and Portable. 110 and 220 v. Urine, from 2.5.
Lints ie Hand Blowers.. 220 v., 17/0. immendon Heater,
Il0 and 230 v., Erliswen. 80, Electric Saucepan., 8/,
ELECTRIC rocirar TORCHES. with new " Ever-Ready"
Rattery, 26. Airship Safety Lampe, 2 v., 7/0 ; 25 v. to
200 v. Candle Lamps. Id, Hand Lantern,. ditto. 4/6.
Eadiator 2511-wat tI10-volr Lamps for charging, 2/8.
GUM TELESCOPES. 25/..
II1617LATORS. li.T, in porcelain and ebonite, from ed. each.
Empire ineukting Cloth for Coll., Chokes,. etc., V. roll of
100 sq. In. 4.1.11, Plug and Sockets, 8d. pair. •2-Pin do., Wall
5amp.. 100.
L.T. ACCUMULATORS. Celluloid, 2 volt 20 amp., 3/.; 4 volt
21 amp., in case. 8/3: 4volt 40 amp.. 10,', 11.T., In Ebonite.
1000 !Ma.
:60-volt, 19 ,8 ;90-volt, 29/-: 120-volt, 3110-.
3-v. Inert Dula, 13. Cell Fillers 1/8. Hydrometers., I/..
Thermometers.. 1/,
MELEES. rdlillaturneten. all ranger, 15/. to 22/0 ; 0 to 500
scite. 45/-. Ws oton Meter'', all none. to 1,6en volte; Elliott
ad other Te.ting Sets, E.108, 4mares, ampo, and vane, 45/-.
A.C. Hot Wire, IansP.
ttilvertowd (Davos 7/2. Went,.
tIempo. 2716.
RECEIVERS. New R.A.F. Aircraft 3-Valve oenni-portable.
I Del. 2 LP., 3 anti -pon; Holden, Remote i"ontrol, Variable
conslenoer and Rheostat: all tooted on Broadcast. 81;8.
ii.A.F. 5-Valve ditto, with Valves. £4 ; or dtted in poi.
mahogany cabinet with SM. Mao, 10 101, 3-Valve L.P.
110/.. Twin Loud Speaker Wire, I,- per 100 yde.
2-Plu Wall Plugs and Sockets, 10.1, Remote Tuning Control.,
titled long cord and two Varia Condeneere and Rhee, 2,
mina GEAR. Slow-motion bleare.l.mide it two,. 230 w. 7/0.
117 8.1'. Plug Boards 0-way, III amp.. 2f.. Lucas ti-way
Switch Bone,. mahogany, Bragg Cover, 6 S.P., j 11.P., 1C.O.,
3IL
P.P.C.0. Switches. 1/8; H.T. eend receive. 2'8 s and
h(miredo of other Ss Itches. and Controller..
TELEPHONES. Brown'o. 4,000 or 2,000 ohm pairs, headband
and cord. aa/ - Per Pair: 1,500 ohm ditto, 301.; 120 ohm
date, 2.5;-. Sullivan L.R., 3/. pair. Single Brown A
Receive., 60 Of 730 ohm.
10's:
'2,000 ohm». 14/-.
Weetem or Ericsoon Receiver. for Pick.up.. 1/8„
Wan
Micros. 12.'8. Public Addren Hand Microphone.. 16/-.
sa•ech Button*, 1/., Carboo Micro. Insets., 93. SkInder.
tIke..
Amplion Loud Speaker Units N.. VS.
ranatiairimas. R.A.F. Il,, anent with A.T.I. and all
titling.. In polished mahogany case, coat £13. Sale, 15/. each:
100 watts, 251. ; 230 watts, 50/- each. k-Valve Aircraft
ditto, with Ooram Valve.. Speech or Morse, 401..
Tapping
Ken. open type with manive contacts, 6/ - each. Tress,
ranting No. 51.11D. with aluminium cover, double comma,
tine work 1018 cach. Morse Practice Sete, with /Sumer end
Rey on mahogany panel, 8/8 each. Moree Recordera lar
making picture receivers. 35/- each. Spark Gap., 2/-.
TRAeISAII/140 VALVEd. d-roll., 40 and 235 watts, from 4/6.
WAVE/11E1E6$ by Townes:ad Paul Silvertone, Gambrels and
Marconi, front 15/-,
WHEAfàfJelE »MIDGES. G.P.O. and Dial type., Li 10e.
Mirror Gal.. Reflecting Beam, by Paul. liambrell, Sullivan
nod Thorley, £3. Standard Resistance Bons and Culver.'
Shunt.. &h. Paul Uniplvote. Electroetatie Voltmeters to
0,300 volte, £8, Evershed Meggero, IS
Electric Plashing Signal Lampe: &Idle, 14/0; C.A.V., 12/0;
3-Colour Hand, 8/., Leather Caen,. 10 x8x61n.. with Strap,
5/, Aerial Halliards,.64. Aerial Winches with Brake, 1/5.
V.. Iv, llonse, 3-cell padded, 1/4. Imuble Protractors in
Leather Case, 5/., Instrument Cameo, mahogany, with
noodle. Lid and Drop Front, 7 vFix Min., each 2/13. Plated
Aaile Terminal., lo LA.. Id. each. 51artoni T.6 Table
VarM Condeneere, 7/0. Mahogany ranee, with Lid and
I: J011. Panel, with 5Braes Sockets for H.T. Unite, hx4x31in..
.. Loud Speaker Condense., 115, with 3 Taps,
Earth
Slams with Terminal, 1/2„ Tone of other gsmds unclassified.
Send caell wills order plue inn,tnge
nr onion I, to

WIRELESS

Components,

fIRIPTICO
•LA
113.

G

RIPHCO

Push-Pull
Popular

Details

weekly

in

the

COILS
Sets.
"smalls.

"

Catalogue

post ftee.

SIMMONDS BROS..
SHIRELAND ROAD, SMETHW1CK.
A17

Advertisements for

strongest

Transformer;

and

best;

8/-.

A
SS

MOOTHING Condrnsers, guaranteed tested. 600v..
D.C., 2mfd.,
2/6;
ilmfd., 4/6;
pent free; trade
o
s,"
,
ttaries invited. - Huggiii ,, Radio Engineer, Clacton-rm.
„
[21 B9

C

OSSOR Kit
Edith St,

for Sale, carton
Northampton.

unopened;

lots )3s_.s-t- bave
Fau ltless
Reproduction
for

Cbristntas
Parties;

£7. - 70 .
[2237

1%

ii-OVINO Coil Speaker Pot',1 wound, 6 volts 1
A
amp., 1 240 volts 30 mA, 5-64in, gaps, each
templet° H.R. moving roil, mounted en bather tu -pended cones. £1/5 each: i'sh.P. 220-240-volt 50 per
single phase motor, 940 mutt.
self Martine. nearly
new, £2; A.F.3 transformer. 12%-: K.L.1 valve. 10 ,-;
D E.V. valve, St..: wanted
2 electrolytic conclemier ,.
1.500
mtf
L.S.5a
valve, Westinghouse metol
re-ti'
Ser, 4.3 unit; exclianges.-Box 9156, c/o The 1
112'
2
ir3e
2
Ices lnald.

ORTIIE1RN

RADIO

Co.

NORTHERN

RADIO

Co.

NORTHERN

RADIO

CO.

N

Ø

PY1E
TRANSFORMERS

NE Used to Ask Who Killed Cock rein; powedave
there la no need to ask Who Willed the Home
Constructor: modern developments ore doing so rapidly.
valve Reto are becoming cheerier earl) aeason, competi.
the)
beemning more severe. n11 to the benefit of the
li"tener. aud at present there is no need to go to ell
the labour and bother of wiring up a set, when you
eau hers all this done for you. free of charge.

T

MS in Our Offer, we will wire up any cot advertised
in the technical press if n complete kit of parts
is bought from ne; your set is carefully wired, and
made UP near die ori - inal as le possible; it IS tested
in every way before despatch, and with the Sets we
edvertise we enarantee that you will obtain thoroughly
oxeelleut resulte.
IXTIRELESS Technique IIOR Made Finch Pnorinem
TT Strides Reeently, that results pre obtainable that
uridd not have been dreamt of 12 months ago.

T
T

HE Following Sets Show the Latest Developments:
the prices include cabinets but not valves; fuller
•1,-mails of ane set on receipt of a poatcard.
HE Screened Grid Q Coll Three (an " Amateur Wiretree)" set). rets 25 etatione at full loud-speaker
strength, on a 12 foot aerial, with 4 foot cloth; Langent
wog III
Iona-speaker etrength on
earth lead enly; a
redly marvellous set; our price £8/15.
TOE Ace of TIVOLI (another "Amateur
Wireless"
eet), suitable for 20 to 2,000 metres, Las, on
•flicial test, received 35 stations on loud-speaker. from
Mottle to Melbourne and trout K.D.K.A. to Kalmid1...rg, the 2-volver with the 3-valve plinth; our price.
THE Rhapsody Four, a magnificent "Metlern Wirelees " loud-speaker set, of the most modern wave
change desitu
inexpensive, one of the " Modern Wireless " research department's latest and beat products; our
Ir/ce, £8.
THE Invincible Five (another "Modern Wireless"
receiserl; results are definitely superlative, ordinary
salves, screened;
under very poor ivairlitione royeived
42 stations at full laud-speuker ntrength; our prite, £9.
rr HE Furgehill Four (a "Wireless Magazine" productio») one dial, dual condenser, S.G. high frequency amplifier, anode bend detector, and 2 trunrif(ornier
',opted L.F. stages n really up to date net; out last

T

For All

Switch

T, F.
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•

flRIpFICO Resisters, 3, 6, 15, 20. 30 ohms, semi.
v...w
circular type, 1/- each; flat type, 10d. each.
RIPIIC(i Permanent Fixed Detectors, 2/6; crystals, 3a
to 11- each.
. W.
GRIFFIN and Co., Ltd.. Bate* 11)11, Red:
ditch.
(See our dieplayed advertisement on Page
26.)
[2108

Biselarian Stn., Met. Ely.

BERCLIF

-Contd.

4_1-.T. Trickle Charger Parts, 30/..-Make up your
own and save charging costs; transformer, limit.
ing resistance, rheostats, valve holder. etc., complete
with diagram and detailed Instructions; output 40-70
milliamPs: state mains voltage; money returned if not
satisfactory.-Braidwood, Hign St., Barnet.
[2148

u••••k; gets 45
our price, £11.

Tel. sCity 0191 .

Sale.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CiltYSTAL Reception at Its best by using double
4 ../
crystal
combination
Gives
excellent
results
(P. II. M, London); really very good (J. E. T., Leirester); fits any crystal cup; price 1/6, with valuable
hints; dealer enquiries
invited.-Crystal,
2,
Sydney
Terrace, Lancaster.
[1896

ELEC FRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street.

Etc., lot

WORLD

to

50

etutions

at

full

L.S.

Ratio 2.5: 1
Ratio
4 :1
Ratio
6: 1

1716
17'6
20 MAKERS

OF

FINE RADIO.

strength:

Radiant) Four la "Wireless Constructor" sett,
sereened grid, L.G. detector, and 2 etagee of low
trequency, a really excellent eet, some 40 stations at
L.S. etrength• our price £10.

THE Above Results Will, no doubt, eet many owners
of old-fit ,hinued cots thinking that their owe sets
are woefully behind the times; this gives us an °Plod'
tunity of saying that we oro open to bring your old
set up to date at very reasonuble figures, and to use
up as much as possible of vont old material: remember,
ee are open to any proposition; you can base your
favourite component included. If you here one; we will
try and meet you; our motto is, service; bend that
past-card today.
NORTHERN RADIO Co., 8, Temple Roe, ii
p -r
2e
51
.1
0.
ham.

Tilt Wireless IVorld

Make perfect reproduction certain
this Christmas by insisting upon
PYE
L.F.
Transformers.
This
form of intervalve coupling is by
far the most popular.
Compact,
efficient
in action, and robust.
Entire
absence
of
noise
and
crackling.
Tested
by
actual
measurement
of
amplification,
and guaranteed.
Terminals and
soldering tags provided.

Obtainable
from
PYE Agents.
everywhere.

PYE,CAMBRIDGE

are only accepted from firms ins believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Components

WORLD

DECEMBER 12TH,

Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

H.F.CHOKES (4,

XPERIMENTVIt'S Surpine.-R.I
.reactive anode
-m-s unit, 15/-; Marconi cone speaker, £3/15 model,
new, £2/15,• blue epot unit, cost 21/6 3 weeks ago,
15/6; 2 4.mfd 1 2-mfd, eliminator condensers, N.8.F.,
tested 500 volte A.C., unused, 12 /6 : P.M.4, 9/6;
Liasen
H.F. choke,
3/-;
postage.-Creenhalgh, 8,
Itornby Rd., Blackpool.
[2236

CV ARE NOW IN
GREAT DEMAND
_

3,1-ASTER Three Star (parts), complete or sepa[r
2a
2t
3
e
5;
1- also
several speakers cheap.-Greenwood. 91,
Morant Rd., Colchester
R .I Tapped Aerial Tuner, 15/-•, 2 Colvern Coils
aerial and H.F. transformer, 10.1s:
G.E.C. .0003 condenser, slow motion, 7/6; buzzer
eavemeter.
Murray
I5/-.--Common,
calibeated
Place, Stirling.
150-600 metres,
[
m
2228

ins., protected
choke, upright
type,
5/-

CRESCENT

cost 45/-,
Maidstone.
[2231
ROWN'S Microphone Amplifier, equal to 2-valve,
-Li' as new; £2; or exchange for good 1-valve set.W. Davies, Waunlwyd, Rhydlewis, Henllan, Cards.
2224

B

take

Moving Coil Multimeter;
30/- -Bishop, 4, Tovil House,

A WELL-MERITED DEMAND
for tho iinly ENI VEFOUL CHOKE,
callable
for lo to 2,080 metre ,
Lowest mil-capacity. highest selfinductance and preferred for
gtpgle H.?. coupling.
The demand Is so great for

FIXE)
CONDENSER";

00SSOR

Melody Maker, still in box unpacked, first
£6/15 secures; also Coser 610 H.F., 8/. (new);
610 P, 12/. (new); Newey .0003, 61-• Cyldon .
[
0
20
20
22
5,
5/6.-N., 3. Evelyn Ter., Richmond, 8:W.

W

HETHER it be asimple twovalve receiver or a multivalve set, an Efescaphone will suit
your exact requirements.
The
CROMWELL two-valve and the
WOLFE three-valve are the ideal
sets for the user who requires an
alternative programme with the
minimum of outlay.
THE

WATERLOO
SCREENED

THREE

Our screened three receiver, the
WATERLOO, introduced this season employs screened grid H.F.
and pentode valves.
Its success
has been such that we have been
able to reduce manufacturing
costs and this receiver is now obtainable complete with valves and
accessories for £17. The set is
capable of giving a uide choice of
European bioadcast programmes
on the loud speaker.
Our hire purchase terms, of course,
are applicable. Write us for full
catalogue of the range of

EFESCAP HONE
RECEIVERS
Obtainable

front

all

Latest Model Cone Loud Speaker, new and
-IA' guaranteed unused, owner having bought moving
genuine
barguin
at
47/6, (outage peid.-W.
Davies, Penllemarch House, Owinbwrla, Swansea.

eXPONENTIAL

dealers.

FALK STADELMANN & CO. LTD.,
83/93, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1,
and at

GLASGOW, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM,
NEWCASTLE, CARDIFF and DUBLIN.

RTINAX
AN E LS
SUPER BAKELITE BOARD
e UNBREAKABLE
UNFADABLE

Cost £5/112226/66,
12/6.-68, Fox

Made in Me following colours —natural bru on, black,

ft

Ø

E.5A Valves, 51-: Baker's coil dri ve sp ea ker, 45/- ;
latest Ferranti milliaunueter, 50 ma., A.C. charger
output, 120v., 100ma., 6 volt,
amp.-H. Brennan,
Junr., 1, Balmoral Terrace, Gateshead-ou.1'm.
[2254
"DAM« Cone Speaker. 45/-•, folding frame aerial,
15/-; two 100,000 Mollard resistentes, 4/6 each;
il or exchunge prismatic biuoculare.-31orris, [252
Four
2
lurks, near Bridgwnter.

0

"MEW reuor Melody Maker Kit, in carton unopened,
-L
banal
£6/15; L.S.5.1. valve, new, in box, 15/-:
-Frew:is, ...Milford Loclec»," Park Crescent, Southendou-Sea.
[2241

CLARITONE
Loud-speaker, large, as
reproduetion. used choke circuit

new, excellent
only, eplendid
Christmas gift; £3.-113110VKR, London, W.C.1. [2240

emit
and ma
,
..atural
brous
id.'moms
per square
inch. Other surfaces id. Per
square inch.
Order front
your dealer or send po tal
order to GEO. L. SCJTT &
CO., LTD., Morris Rowe,
80-66 Rochester Row,S.W.1

B

O

FOUR,

Belling

SCREWS,
flex,
wire; 319.

Lee Specified
tinned

wire,

Terminals;
sleeving,

2/,
and

rubber

TOTAL Cost of l'arts, less valves; £711/1; cairiage
-Ipaid over 20/..
ING or Write,
t. ever St.. W.
tie beet service.

Loyk-Atkiusen Wireless, 107. Bol.k,
'Itsroy 1223), end
e assured el
[2266

Nat. Col.
7x14 4110 68
7x1 8 8,1
7/1
7x21
7/1
8,4
8x12 4/7
5,5
8x20 7/9
9,
'8x26 101- 11 8
8x30 11,6 137
3 18 Thick.
Money rel, if not ecalefierl

it's easy
now

NE Marconiplione Power Transformer M; £1/15.

CANE Marconi Ideal, 2.7 to 1, 25/-; Gambreli volume
control, 619.
rpHREF: Athol Porcelain Valve Holders, 4/-; te,
Bulgiii leak holders, V-.
r[INTO Ediswan Leaks, 5 neg., 5!-; three Wander plue.,,
-I.
6d.
TWO Burudepr 50-ohm Resistances, and holders, 4;-;
-L
battery clips, 6d.
CANE Ever-Ready Grid Battery, 16%, 3/6; lamp socket
adaptor. 11,

PRICES:

Do two jobs at once—

WIRELESS WORLD " £0. Gramophone Amplifier;
v
eomplete list of parts for immediate delivery.
ASEBOARD,
18 X10 x?.;,
2.'6;
three
baseboard
battens, 9d.
ekNE Ebonite Terminal Strip, 1/6; one Igranie Preset
resistor. 1/8.

T

Wholesale only:

iteA
-artir Am/maw-

IGItAXIC Neutre.sonie Seven Kit, complete with high
frequeney sed oseillutur milts, for loop wave and
broadeast band. also Urania Four ention frame aerial,
for nue with above, £6 the lot; three Cyldon variable
condensers, 0.0005, with Igranie iudigraph dials, 10feach; two Pee slow motion variable condeneers, 01.20206035
and one 0.0003, 10/- each; all perfect.-Arnold. 90.
Catherine St., Salisbury.
CELESTION Speaker
(mahogany),
£3/1716: Loewe Piek-up, as new,
Lane, Pahner's Green, N.13.

COMPONENTS

THAT WE HAVE
TAKEN
DOUSLE ACCOMMODATION.

nrk, 8. Great Sultan St.,Goswell RI., 4.s.
t.1
aoki The Allier E lemming Works,
Moreland 5treet, E.C.I
Tel
Clero, or, 145 L

B.T.H.

Non-metallic Loud -speaker Horn,
-LA fitted to Brown £2 unit, largest size, gi
vi
ng f
u ll
exponential efteet, folded into comparatively smell
compass, complete with unit; £311716.-Box 9157,
c/o The ITireices World.
(2233

cDm

C. D. MELHUISH ('e .)

TWO P.M.256, as new. 1 M.F. Couds R.I. Varley
-I5,000 ohm resistance. CORMOS H.?. choke: any
«fers actepted.-Acraman, 722. Chester Rd., 8tretford.
Manchester.
[2220

CANE LI,.Choke, 20 henrys, l'ye, 12/6; one ditto 32,
12/6.
TWO Liubilier 4 mid., 14/-; one ditto, 2 mid., 3/6.

WIRELESS

xed mica
ondelvers. Individually
tented
10,1100 user,
have assured satielao•
Lion.
to '002.,,. 1,8
.
1.8r2.5 to:owl ...
•OW3 ium timid
- •• • • 2

A MPLION Loud Speaker, oak (55/5 Dragon model),
£3 as lam. £3; Brown microphone amplifier, recently overhauled by makers, z5/-; Morse inker, by
Siemens, ex-Government, perfect condition, bargain,
53/5; Weston relay for working with above, 15/-,
perfect
erby
order.-E Simkiss, 164. Uttoxeter New Rd.,
[2222

41-

"Clip lo" tyl, ,

CD

There's no need to lay the soldering iron
down now Just hold a 'CHEM ICO
Solidified Soldering Stick in one hand,
rub it over the work once and apply
the iron.
It may appear like magic, but
à is ius; a handy little discovery from
the 'Chemico " Laboratories that will end your
Price,
soldering trouble
Send
3d.,
6d.
for a 3d tube post free
if unable to obtain locally
& 11..

The County Chemical Co. Ltd.,

CHEMICO

Works,

Mention of " The IVireless World," when writing to advertisers, will
ensure Prompt attention.

BIRMINGHAM.
A 18

DECEMBER

I211f,

THE

/928.

Components,

WONDERFUL
WIRELESS OFFER
IT

AT

CATALOGUE

FREE.

Etc., lee Sale. — Contd.

PXPERIMENTER'S

Snrylus.—Wirewound resistance'',
80.000. three 100.000, 2/6 each; 250,000. 3/6;
Malibu condensers, 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0005. 0.001,
three
0.002.
two 0.005,
all
14 enchr
Dnbilier
leaks, 2 meg.,
0.25 :neg., 1i• each; LB.
tad*
able
condeneers,
slow
motion,
two
0.0005,
'Dwell;
Lewcos
binocular coils
(for screened
grid),
2 long. 2 broadcast, 5/- each; R.I. Varlet, ILE. choke,
4/6; Igranic rheostats, four 6 ohm, two 20 ohm, one
30 ohm. 9d. each; Lotus DJ' D.T. switch, 1/6; valvee,
D.E.R., D.E.6. 2/6 each; D.E.P.610; (unused), 6/-; all
oomponente in new condition; postage extra.
Devonshire 11d., Hastand, Chesterfield.
n
1
ni
22a3
19
.
9 .9

HOME

Wti

VODR Old Components Taken In Part Payment
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale.—Selentific Development Co., 51,
Fishergate. Preston.
[0228

COOD
MAW

491

A MATEUR

has for Disposal. Colostion loud-sprekor.
£9. 012 model, £5. 120-volt Exide H.T. accumulators, £2. in ernes; 60-volt Oldham. 254, in crow;
three 2-volt Oldham. 50 ampere, actual ace nmulators
charged, 7/6 earls, 20/. lot: L.T. charger. 200-240 volts,
AO., 17/6; H.T. charger, 220-240 volte, A.C., 25/-;
valves. PM.254. 8/-; D.E.11.410, 6/-; p.m.3. 2:6 :
condensers, etc.; list stamp; teen by appointment.—
Gamble, 25. Palmerston ltd., Backhand lIill, Essex.
'Phone: 2046 Buckhurst
[2238

Write
Now

HOUSE. IMDDERSPIELD, Issues reliability
RADIO
wireless guide; copy sent post free.
RADIO
HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD.—Double scale
voltmeter. 0/6, 0/120; 5/6.
RADIO
HOUSE. IIITDDERSFIELD.—For n11 advortisett components of various makes; trade en-

fee Illestraled Cslesqus le-day
J. G. GRAVES Ltd.
SHEFFIELD.

JUST WHAT IWANTED/

WATE S /

quiries

solicited.—J. H. Taylor and Co.. 15. Italia
H
House, Macaulay WIRELESS
St.,
uddersfield.
Co.—The Claremont cone.
o

CLAREMONT

a perfect toned lond•speaker giving stupendous
volume, beautifully fretted and polished wood frame;
18/6 each; trade enquiries invited.
WIRELESS Co.-3-valve receivers,
complete with loud-speaker, accumulators,
batteries, and royalties, £7119/6; 2-valve receiver, complete.
as above, £5119/6.
WIRELESS Co.—Special bargain; new
LR
COMO? Melody Maker, already made up complete
with loud-speaker, accumulators and all batteries; £717,
net £11.
I ILARESIONT WIREI/e.SS Co.—Claremout Log Line
1.-1
Variable condensers, 0.0003 and 0.0005; 31- each.
LAREMONT WIRELESS Co.—Super cone loudspeaker units. 71- each; Regia cone speaker units.
8/- each.
LAREMONT WIRELESS
CO.—COesnr kite nod
Master Three putts always In stock.
("ILAREMONT WIRELESS, Co.—Any make of tomponent obtained and despatched nano day as
ordered.
etLAREMONT WIRELESS Co.—Sets niado to any
•
specification; write for quotation.
CILAREMONT WIRELESS Co.—Everything wireless
‘..1
and electrical at lowest prices.
ensLAREMONT WIRELESS Co.—Celebrity portable
•
gramophone/1, new metal diaphragm sound box:
28 ,6 each; all above goods sent carriage paid.
1
.1 LAREMONT WIRELESS Co., 68, Claremont Rd..
•ss' Bishopston, Bristol..
[2209

CLAI1EMONT

C AEMONT

New Range of Super Coils
for MULLARD MASTER 3
all D.L.F. CIRCUITS.
Approved

and described by " The
World," December .5th.

and

Wireless

Special 1,000.2,000 metre coil.
prey. pat., now keeps your local
from interfering; ace lists.
RANGES s

_oos•ee°.

.;,„

19 metres upwards -7/6
200-600 metres - -7/6
Standard 1,000-2,000
metres - -8/6
Special 1,000 -2,000
metres - 10/6
Lists Free; Trade Supplied.
All dealers should investigate at
once, quick deliveries.

COILS for NEW COSSOR 3.
Super design, superior results. Fits Cessor holders,
correct to sire ouick delivery: 225-600, pair 115/•,
b00-2,000. pair 171.,
you want results look for

cur name

on the bor.

FbOSTLETHVVAITE
KIN VER, STOURBRIDGE. cos Specialists since

an.

Keep on saying
DARIO for Radio
See page 39
Al9

A dvertisem en ts

for

C
C

£3-VOLT 3a. Dynamo, 10/-;
M.C. speaker. HR..
X, 6-volt, £2110, cost £5; valves, 2 D.E.5a. 7/6
each; P.91.6, 5/-; Cosmos A.C.. 10/-, new; pusimull
translormers
10/- pair; centre tap choke, 5/-1 1
S.G.625, Win—Finch, 36, Annesley St.. Grimsby.
[2304
✓eLECTRIC Motors, Ms to Ush.P., 110 and 220v.,
14 silent running, carbon brushes, low amperage.
10/- each; these motors are in new condition and
perfect running order, the ideal motor for television;
state if large or small motor required.—Below.
IN. Spark Coils fitted high speed trembler, complete with contacts. etyma° panel, polished teak
case; these coils are in perfect working order and
ready to use. 12/6 each; lin. spark coils as above,
5/9; Morse keys, mounted on ebonite, 5/-; new double
pole Dewar switches, 1/n—Below.
ILLIAMP Meier, moving coil, 0-150, high class
9.
meter, by G.E.C., 20/-; voltmeter, new, 0-15,
4/-; G.P.O. magnetic galvanometer, 7/6; hand telephone. complete with earphone and microphone, 4/6;
large earphones. 1/3.—Below.
.T. Generators, band driven, fitted 4 Powerful magnets, 80v. 10ma.. 6/-; good sensitive microphones,
2/-;
microphone buttons, 1/-;
microphone transformers. 2/-; 1,000 ohm chokes, wound with 42 gauge
silk covered wire on ebonite bobbins, 1/- each; good
high note buzzers. L/--Below.
L1 LECTRIC Motors,
to V2h.p., 110v., ball bearing, carbon brushes, continuons rating, condition as new, 25/- each; 80 to 110v. shunt regulators,
10 /...—Below.
LL above goods guaranteed, 3 days' approval from
date of delivery: cash with order or c.o.d.; all
letters answered: further description if required.—
Cantu, Binlleld Heath, near Henley-on-Thames. (2303

2

H

VOLT-AMP
RADIO TEST METER

Choose the Ideal radio gilt that is sure to meet with a hearty reception
—the wondertul Watt's Meter. It terms as inexpeor Ire and extremely
appropriate gin that rannot tall to mn the appreciation or all your
wirelets trued,. Bement ter—it lithe essential possession of were relee rat met It give, ttree dead-beat mans,' from one clearly engraved
dial and tells you all you want to knee. It is one ot the most trehil
measuring iwtruments on the market. Handsome nprearaire, mystallieed bla ,k finish.
oickel-rlated littluva. From your dealer or
direct, complete with explanatory
tree leaflet.
THE
STANDARDWETBATTERYCo.
Dept. W.W.
Bead Odic«. !Boy rooms Mid
Warehonee: 184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue (Near New Odor'
threet end), Lords., pLto
READI a:
- 180 yolk.
O
.
30 volts.
▪
8milllamps.
Pike

8/6

Dead -beat movement
crystallised
black thush.

M.14.

VAIR1LIC
MULTI-WAY BA TTERYCABLE

is sold by the yard

Seven different coloured leads under
one water, acid and flame proof covering.
No matter how far your batteries may bo
from your set. VAR-LAC will reach them
Scrap those untidy wires and use
VAR-LAC Battery Cable
011NEATNESS CONVENIENCE & e7.Fe'lJIENCY
Supplied is anti .00glh• It sour
dealer i., oaf a' stock ,rra, direct.

Wireless

World"

are only arrebted Iron: firms

roe

113
ier

FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC
CORDS LTD.,
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIOCIE

A

I lit

35

q

Our Inclusive Bargain Price le
for Deferred Payments. Send
106 now, and cornplet• purchase in 14 monthly payments
of 106 if you are entirely
satisfied after trying the outfit
in your own home. Money back
it hi any way disappointed.
liwIEF SPECIFICATION Cabinet of pollshed figured Oak.
beautifully finished with hinged lid, feullard
Dull Emitter Valves.anti-microphonle valve.
holders; H.T. Battery; 2-Voit Accumulator;
Tuning Dials of exceptional capacity, and
complete Aerial Outfit.
LOUD SPEAKER
specially constructed to co-operate with the
Set, and Oak-grained to match the Cabinet.
In both reception and reproduction it may
be re ited upon to give excellent results.
The Sot complete £7 •27 e
For complete desert phot, al lilts
manna 2.Va re Set, s«d else
«sweet,'
,nstalls,,ens.
sed•

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WORI .
D

VOLTMETERR.—Special offer of reliable hand cali•
brated double reading voltmeters; a bargain, 5/9,
post free.—Abingdon Wireless Supplies, Abingdon.
12319
EDICAL Coil, powerful, El;
exchange
valves,
3
phones, unit, accumulator.-5, Burnbrae, Per2tadown
p6

Tho Graves*Vulcars 2.ValveWireless
Sot is Ihs World's nreatest achievement in Wireless Value & Efficiency.
Every requisiteisincludad, no extras
are required, and full detailed instructions aro sent with every sot.

1EST

WIRELESS

1. eve

to be thoroughly ratable.

36

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components.

Etc.

for

Sale. —Contd.

A LWAYS Volume Control, supplied in 6 types, suit-01 able for reaction control, variable grid leak,
volume control, -etc., one hole fixing, indispensable
to the experimenter; price 5/6, post tree.—Abingdon
Wireless Supplies, 45, Stert St., Abingdon.
F2318
-POE

Sale, cheap, 6v. Osram valves, coils, neutroJ: vernia, shields, .0003 S.M. condensers for Everyman Four.—Apply Gardner, 29, Gladsmuir Rd., N.19.
MEW

P.M.14 Screened Grid, 17/6: 2 nee Le
[2
w
2c
3
o
5
s
Q aerial coils, 10/- each; 2 D.P.D.T. Utility
switches, 2/- each; 2 D.P.D.T. McMichael, 2/6 each;
6 microstate. 4 Muscle:A dual, 6d. each; 3 binocular
split secondary and bases, 2/6 each.—Burnie, 24, Keninure Place, Preston.[2301

M

ICROPHONES, watch shape, highly sensitive,
will pick up whispered words from a distance.
for deaf aids. detectaphones, loud speaking phone-s.
experimental work; 5/- each, guaranteed new.—Below.
Button
0.P.O. type, very sensiM ICROPHONE
tive to feeble vibrations, magnify match ticking:
3/6 each, guaranteed new.—Below.
M ICROPHONE Transformers, ratio 100 1'1 '1, de,

.

signed for using above instrument a with radio
head phones or loud speaker: 4/6 each. primary and
seramdary terminals lItted.—Fredk. Adolph, Electrical
Engineer, 34, Fitzroy St., London, W.I.[2281
QTERLING Baby Loud Speaker, perfect order, 25/-;
e
loose coupled aerial tuners, very well made, 3/6;
pair featherweight phones, very clear tone, 5/11.—
Below
A CID Testing Hydrometers, with float, 12 only, I/.
each: %in. spark coil, well made. 3/6; Monarch
transformer, repaired by makers, 5/-; 3M. engraved
ebonite dials
H. each: offers and exchanges considered; write or call.—Frost, 31, Cassland Crescent,
South Hackney, London.
(2278

C
C

R

V

S

S

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

COMPONENT8
illustrated
200-page
catalogues,
of
Every
6d.—Taylor
Description;
and Co., BrookritERRANTI A.F.3 Transformer, 15/-; Weston doable-areading voltmeter, type 506, 251.; both as new. —
BOX 9181, do The Wireless World.
[2341
QTERLING Mellovox Speaker, brand new, £1/15;
Cosser kit, unopened, £6/10.—Box 9175, eln she
Wireless World.
[2335

THE NORTHERN RADIO CO.,
8, Tomple Row, WREXHAM.
bee our adverts in the Mierollaneous Column fo'
further details. Special attention to overeat.
order, Any component advertised in th, "Wireless World" supplied. Bo, about that bettor
Christmso.

WHY WIRE?
WHY WORRY?

7x 6, 1/3
8x 6,14
0x 8.21
0x 9, 24
2x 10, 3 .
4x 12. 4 4x 7,27
6X 8, 3,2
8x 7, 3,2
Post Free.
Money Back
Guarantee.

I

9x 6, 1/7
Ilx 8, 23
12 x 8, 26
12 x 9, 2/10
14 x 10, 35
I
6x 9, 36
21 x 7.
24x 7, 4/.
Ain. thick

Thoroughly
Recomas ad rel
or the Coasor
Meager Test
Melody Maker'
Infinity
BRITISH & BEST. (21" , r Panel 3 7
Pam le rut to any size. Call. write or 'phone Clerkeneeell
l'Ke'3 for quotations. 8noeplee and precede poet leee to reads-.
Croxsonia Go., (Doe W.) 10, South St., Moorgato, E.C.2•
elaenne—John Henry Smith 139, Anlaby Rd., HulL
L.11'
lielyar 82, Chamberlin Rd., Norwich. A. Stredwisk & Co. 27
'Che Mkt., Chatham. Boy ntoo it *o., Ltd., 71 Sta fiord St., When,

r

A MATEUR'S Surplue.—Wenrite aerial and H.F.
£E. coils, with bases for Standard Four, B.B.C., 21!.
pair; 2 Cyldon 0.0003 log, 7/6 each; R.I. Varley
R.C.C. unit, A 10/-, B 11/-; 2 Ormond S.M. dials,
2/
6
each; D.P.D.T. porcelain switches. 74.•• valves,
P.M.1A, P.M.5B, S.P.55/3, P.31.6, 316 each; Celestion
AS, mahogany, 70/-; all guaranteed as new; post free.—
Box 9187, cío The Wiraess World.
[2347
VALVES, P.M.4, 6/-• D.E.P.215, 61.; 2 P.M.3s, 5/•
each; transformers, Lissen, 416; FInceeset,
6/-;
Success Super, 71.; Eureka Colleen Grand, 8/-; Marconi
Mail, 4-1. 121-; all perfect.—Box 9186, e/o The Wireless World.
[2346

12 0 -VOnoLtTnnieltlei'in

Acketreaa
t
,
or,e2 VOw n
riu.
trickle
A.O. mains, for 60v. to 120 v., H.T. acenmulatent. 384; L.T. trickle charger. AC. mains, for 2-, 4.
or 6-volt L.T. at cumulators. with amp. meter, 381.;
Westinghouse rectifier in both cases.—Box 9177c3/
7
o
The Wireless World.(23
MAGNAVOX, 317L nnit, 27/6; P625.%, 101-1 &enJAE tor Six, 7/6,• P.M.5.11, 4/6; lot 4716, or exchange
trickle choreen —Naylor, 74, Cardigan Mount, Leeds.
[2334
IT of Components for New Cosser Melody 31iker.
complete, £6; also Arnplion Lion chassis, 14m.
•
,,, ne, 14/15. cartons unsealed; also B.T.H. ILK
unit,
N
6va.
rbo
type,fen
wh(urs' une, £6; approval.—Davies, 322,
rough
d., Leicester.
. [2333

K

S

ELHURST Coil Speaker, 6v. 0.75, L. rev. coil on
cone, complete, 50/-, earring° extra; 2 0.0003
S. law MD., Onnonds, 6/6 each; D.F.E.L.410. 51-;
Peto-Seott midget conderser.
3/-;
Li -sen
potentr.,
2/-; 0-10 Si/am M.C. milliampmeter, 151-; 0-8 Elitism
voltmeter (panel), 64; Eureka Concert Grands, first and
second stages. 7/6 each; Radloinx speaker, oak. email,
35/-; T.C.C. 0.02. 0.25, 0.1. 1/- each; 2 mfd., 2/-;
blue spot multidyne
51-..-13311ZMVV, London,
W.C.1.
[2331
•P POOH 31.0. Lond-speaker, 6 volt 1/
2 amp. pot, high
resistanee M.C.; £2/15.
0.P.1 Transformer; 154,

Any make of L.P. rranaormer, Loud-peaker
or headphones repaired anl dispatched within
48 HOUK' —TWELVE M01(Ne QUARANUE
with each repair. 4 ,.Post frez.
Ternis to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO..
Dept. W.
colliers Woo 1, London, S.W.1a

G RI PSO
QUALITY
ATMs

BAKEUTE TERMINAL
LISTS
PROM MAKERS
L.N.REID 8. CO.

-4?

COLOURED LABEL
2
1
/
9
SPADE, PIN OR 111,1?
WANDER END
8/2

32.VICTORISSUOND011.

LAW
cQuERED coppEe egos
and SCREENING BOXES.
made to spedacatioa of all Oie leading Wireless tapers.
Trade Enquire. moiled,.
LOcR-ATEIRS04 W ,RELESS.
107, cohere, St., Gt. Portland Et,, W.1. 'Phone Fitzroy 1223

C

T

Mention of " The Wireless World," when

IIRICR OR Bin A GRAMOPHONE
OR CABINET3 ONLY Wm WIRELESS at aq..arter shop prime. Size
aa x ao x 18 with double spring
rumor. 12 lo. Velvet table, swan
tone-arm, acemdbox born cups, lb,
ram. paid
All the above fittings
less Cabinet, El IS,. 64. Motors,
9», Accessories. List Prat 04-IM.
Droving and now to make Gramophone. aa Established 24 year«.
Regent Fittings Co.,W.O.,
120, Old Street, London, W.
writing

ERRANTI
Wattmeter. 350-4,000; 154; let £3/1716.—
R.A.F.
Butley. Priory Terrace, Continent, Wilts.
[2327
°' °nick Sale.—ME. 5-valve supersonic
su
unit, with
th
F medium and long wave oscillators, blue prints,
F

REPAIRS

L214, Sigh Street,

'

field Works, Morton St., Failsworth, Manchester. [2274

Send your enquiries to

HRISTMAS
LEARANCE.

A EROPLANE Height Finders, dash hoard fitting, a
iea. very useful' high grade instrument to carry on
a ear for registering various heights when on tour,
also these will convert into is very sensitive barometer;
rust the Government pounds; we are clearing these at
5/- each, post 9d.
A-F. Valve Sets,brand new, latest type., with remote
control, all contained in portable case. approximately 20in.x15in.x8in.; cost £10, to clear 45/. each,
mi-senger train 216.
ALVE'S, dull emitter. 1.8 volts, makers Mallard,
Marconi. 0.W.C., Ediswan, all guaranteed perfect:
41- each, post 641.
TERLING Spark Coil., giving large lin. spark, high
grade, with ebonite panels; cost £3, to clear 6/-;
brand new.
ITOLT and Ampmeters, panel monnting, beautiful
•
movement, 0-20 volts, 2/6, post 6d.; 0-20 amps.,
2/6, poet 64.; combined amp. and voltmeter, 0-16 volts,
0-15 amps., 3/• each, post 61i.
PECIAL
and /genie high tension
motor generators, all brand new, input 6-12 volts,
output 600-1,000 volts 100 milliamps., with smoothing
condensers, worth £30. price to clear £3, passenger, Q.;
spare armatures, 301- each.
uAggING Dynamos, CAN., shunt wound, 4 pole,
ball bearing, slow speed. output 30 volt 10 amp.,
In new condition, list price £16. to clear 70/- each;
Crompton dynamos, shunt wound, ball bearing, 50 volt
12-15 amps.. £6; Crompton, 100 volt 12 amp., £6;
Bosch dynamos, new condition, 12 volt 12 amp., 50/-;
0.E.C.. 100 volt 3 amp., 50/-; Crompton, 100 volt
4 amp., 60/-1 100 volt motors, Yigh.p.,
10/- each;
post, 1/-; also a large selection of home and garage
lighting sets, Lister-Stuart, Austin, Standard, Douglas,
etc., ele.
.W THOMPSON and Co., Surplus Disposal Depot,
1, South St., Greenwich. S.E.10
Greenwich 12591; also 17, Stratton Ground, Westminster,
S.W.1 (Tel.: Franklin 6355).

DECEMBER 12TH, 1928.

We wire any set described in the technical F'rese
PREEOFCEIARGE topurchasers of complete kits of
parts. Designers' details meticulously adhered to; all
sets aerial tested before despatch and guaranteed.

A MATELIRS Surplus, all as new, meetly makers'
cases.—Amplion A.V.5 unit, 413-; it.l. tuner.
21/-; R.I.R.0
unit, 10/-; Victoria
0006 variable
condenser, 5/-; complete list on applic.ition. loare,
Brownlow, Hindhead.[2294

PIANISTE Loud Speaker Unit, with filter, suitable
for any piano soundboard; original cost £7/7,
sacrifice £4; brand new Brown gramophone pick-up,
£3; new Gerrard gramophone motor, with tone arm,
351-.—Seaman
4, Clover Mews, Tito St., Chelsea,
B.W.3.[2282

WORLD

WHY WIRE?
WHY WORRY?

VOLTMETER. 0-10. new, 3/-; 2 carbon microphones
•
(1 less diaphragm), 5/-: .0003 S.L.F., unused,
3/-; Mason potentiometer, new, 1/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E.,
4/-; Silvertown transformer, 5/-; 3 coil bolder vernier, 2/-; varlets others; stamp list. —Blair 36, 11111head St., Glasgow, W.2.
[2299

PHILLIPS Co.,
n
unused, 45/-; hlullard and Phillips transformers, new, 21/-; cabinet cone, cost
£4, sell 40/-; Formo log .00035, 4/-; Igranie .0003,
7/6; 2 mid. fixed, 2/-; C.A.V. 20 volt units, nearly
new, 7/6 each; Ende 10-volt, new, 5/-• small Ormond
dial, new, 2/6; unused P.M.5X. 6/-; etiswan ELF.210.
6/-; new £7/10 Keech banjulele. £3, in case; ether
wireless components, condensers, etc.;
enquiries invited.—F. Caddiek, 15, Stanley Park Rd., Wallington, Surrey.
[2290

WIRELESS

etc., perfect condition; bargain,
hurst," Riddle-den, Keighley.

£3—Davies,

"Lynd[2323

1.-11XPERIMENTERS Surplus-2 Ferranti Ill chokes,
84
15/- each; A.F.5, 20/-; 2 L.S.5A valves, 151each;
D.E.5.
D.E.5B, p.11.13, S.P.501t, 5/- each;
above componente all new; Baker's large M.C. speaker,
beautifully constructed, 501-.—Williants, 55, Grove Rd.,
Holloway. London, N.7.
(2

S

ET Igranie S.W. Coils, 41-; D.E.Q.,
D.E.L.431
2
02
,
5/-; 0.E.C. 0.00025, var.,
8/-;
Ormond log,
0.0005, 10/.- 55-1 elial, 5/-: moused eliminator, parts
Climax choke, 7/-• potential divider, 3/9; G.E.e. large
loud-speaker, 12.—Davies, Rosedale, Portheawl.
[2314
BARGALar.—R.S.A. 'phones (Western Electrie)
l
,
22u
6n
9unopened' (price 201-), 716.-13MIZNTN, Lendon,
WC
BROWN'S
1.
Microphone
Crystal
Amplifier;
Cost
£511916. teen 251-; or exclunge for 2-volt valves
tn valve parta. —Ames, 36, Albany St., Regent's Park.
[2313
GSSOR Screened Grid Valve Meter need), Marconi
V
holder. Igranie Paeent 3,,Lel, 2 Keystone neut.
etude:leers, 3-pole utility, twin 0.0005 Ormond, 3 S.M.
dials, midget balancing condenser, Varley, 260.000 ohms.,
6 fixed condensers, 3 varistoret, 4 plug-in coils, 4 6-pla
con formers, base, etc.; 45/- the lot.—England, 64, 1
Saet
vine St., Nelson, Lanes.2s

C

MISCELLANEOUS.
A LEXANDER BLACK., The Wireless Doctor, will
£3. rail (London and Heme Comities) and cure your
set; sets metalled. maintained, end brought up to
date; moving coil speaker, gramophone pick-nps, and-HT
eliminators demonstrated by appointment. —2a.
Woodville Grove. N.16
Sloane 5105, or Clissold 3687.
17891
PAST
Payments -We supply, by easy payments,
E
accessories and sets, any make; 10X
down, balance spread over 10 months —Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11, Oat
Lane. London E.C.2
[0097
A NY Kit, set of list of parts on deferred payment
es. terms•, send your list for prompt quotatio n .—
A. E. Oakley, 43, Carleton Rd., London, N.7. [1998

.O.E.S Accumulator Charging Service.—Collectio n
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon; send
for particulars to Croydon and District Electric Service. Dept. •X., 98, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
[1010

C

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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Miscellaneous.—Contd.

" NOINEERING
E you must not

Opportunities."—This Is a book
miss; it contains brilliant articles
by Prof. A. M. Low, our employment superintendent,
etc., shows how to pass A.M.I.Meeh.E., A.M.1.C.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.E.E., Metric., C. and G., G.P.O.
examinations, and outlines over 60 home study courses
in all branches of engineering; send for free copy today (state subject or examination); we alone guarantee
No Pass—No Fee.—British Instituto of Engineering
Technology, 87, Shakespeare Horne, Leicester Sq., London.
[2217

Dario Super H.F.
means Super

Radio

See page 39

AROSTAT

VARIABLE
RESISTANCES

c
uutd.sue

MR VOLUME ,TONE,

etlere
n

DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC.,

•HIGH QUALITY •LOW PRICE.
New 20 Page Brocure free on request-.
Many unique circuit's.

CLAUDE LYONS L
TD.
rg

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
A Remarkable New Cone lapez. Purer Reproduction. Greater Volume, Climate Proof. Ideal
tor all makes or Cone or fdorto4.Coil Speakers.
Started and instruction@ lar melded.
Li vow dealer does net '
,
lock. exile diera to

GILBERT

INDUSTRIES,

Lila, London Road, WEUCLIPE-ON-SEA

E

1111111111111111111111111111

76,OLDHALL ST., LIVER POOL.
Eac7

HU9 14 EY

You can earn money at nome in whole or spare time
writing Show Cards ,or us. No canvassing. We train you
by post by ou. ne .v simple method and iurnish the JuLit
free. We supply both men and women with steads,work
at home, no matter where you live, and pay you cash for
all work completed each woes, under our legal guarantee.
Fid.1 particulars and booklet free. Write at once or call
4-LOW CARD SERVICE, HITCHIN

Traders

Catalogue.

Cabinets ,Ebonite,Components, Speakers.
Keen prices, quick service
Send for illustrated list
Bona—Fide Traders only. Dept. W.W.

Perseus Radio, Burton-on-Trent

Webley.

in Moving Coil Loud-speaker Design.
R EVOLUTION
—See. our advt. on pago 24 and send for par.

ticulara to Star Engineering, Didsbury, Manchester.53

PATENT

AGENTS.

P

PATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
&
Gee and Co. (IL T. P. Gee, Member R.S.1.1.11
and A.M.I.R.E.I. 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2
'Phone: Uolborn 1525
[0001
'LIRE& Inventor's Guide on Pateuts.—T. A. A.,
J.
253(w), Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
[1168

'ce'e

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS GUIDE

Semite, hew Edition No.1999. It's
IREL.
tee also specimen range
of Cool %Muss in Miscellaneous

e,

"Iumns.

Trade telpplied.

J• H •
TAY L0 R LiCO.

2•02^010 010une
PAAc.autaY 9 r HUDDER.tbri[1..0

A2 1

Give HimMu hi-range

DIX- ONEMETER

doctor,
under

MULTIPLIERS
EACH

£4 10 0

.
—j An Ideal Amos Gift.
or
,scale
she Bargains r_ ata!ogue
San! You Pounds
--ed. Stamp e.
E LECTRAO IX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thaseireenz St., E.C.
hf rwrs Stn. Met. Ri y.
City ore

HERE'S The CABINET YOU WANT
at the

RIGHT PRICE

A HANGSOME pedestal
& cabinet for moving coil
or cone speaker, a fine stand
for your set, vvi.b accommostation for batteries alongside the speaker.
Artimic
fret backed with old gold

SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's r
adio
SCOTT
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous

Size of Cabinet 36' high,
25," wide, and ler deep.
Price is figured Oak.
2.2 .0
bext quality maim -

(9 9 9 1

£

column.[0263

L

Cheaper models from 17(6. Pedestal Cabinets tor set and
batteries.
.5. 0. Cabinets for set, batteries and moritut
Sena roe ilitwentra List.
coil speaker. 23 .IS . 0.

THOS. EASTHAM,'TkaaUeerille'

WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanie.s All Our
Repairs; nay make ot L.P. transformer, headphones,or loud speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/-, post free; don't discard if burnt out;
terms to trade.—Tran-tormer Repair Co. (Dept. W).
214, nigh St., Colliers Wood, &W.19. (0011

T

MAHOGANY

CABINET
for

MOVING COIL
LOUD SPEAKER

G

. TUITION.
in Min.,. clay
or evening; easy
terms.—Telegraph School, 29, Wit:dud Rd., Peck.
hein, S.E.
[2300

'LIMA.

Constructional Details ol All-British Six.1'
G. Groomer, 147, Manor Rd., Mitcham. Surrey.
l•
WANTED, all mains receiver. also MeNlichacl,
VvDimic • 111.—Dalby,
Ravensear
Garage,
Scarborough.
[2267
IXTANTED, " Popular Wireless,"
VV BMIZVLE, London, W.C.1.

Nos.

222,

248. 1.2298

TITANTED, Varies, 4 valve D.C. mains set in exVV change for all elei•trie gramophone, no Miring
winding, new.—Box 9179, cio The Wireless World.
(2339

5/ ,m /6

COMPLETE RADIO OUTFIT

sets
Mis

EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure satisJUL faction send remittance after approval of same.—
Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
OUD-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any resistance anti remagnetised, 3/-; transformers rewound, 4/ -; sets constructed and overhauled, work
guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Place, Green Rd., Leeds.[2171

5

INSTRUMEST
IN CASE

REPAIRS.
A LEXANDER BLACK. the wireless
t&
repaired and modernised.—Details
cel la neon».

WANTED.

...ieee

FOR XMAS

Tr INC'S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd. (B. T. King,
-1-1 Registered Patent Agent, G.B., U.S. and Can.) ;
tree advice handbook and consultations; 40 year.
references.-146a, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.
[0002

TNSTRUCTION

RUNCORN

2/6

Packing and postage in the U.K. 6d. extra.
Reella 1, each. Spare bulbs, 2.5 volt, 60. each.
THE TORIII CASE ALOSE COST MORE THAA THIS TO
Aa uFACTOR&
It'od.1 de 1oxe

VOUR Old Apparatus taken in
Part Payment
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale—Scientific Development Co.
51 ,
Fishergate, Preston.
[0229

FREE

17/6

measure+
in. wide by I' in. high, ,t is therefore -set n convenient oire for caming in the pocket and the ‘iwItch cannot
be accidentally left on and thus run down the battery. Tau
Torch wan specially manufactured to Government tipecidention
for nee in the ARMY. It is therefore matte with the very best
materials nod orkmeaship. The ende of the case are brass and
the bedr Is Zinc wl ich cannot rust. Pitted with apowerful
Rallseye Leas, while natarnishable »Sector. and bulb. With
new" Ever Ready" two cell batteries (No. 1626/of full at:eerie
en. able of 6 hours Intermittent Ught ter mouths with ordinary
care and use. These torches being Rarely», we are able to otter
alimited stock at the very low price or
Each
ASII
C011PLIITa
WITIrreDER

AFFLE-BOARDS made from Silks Spruce Pion.
Sounding Board Wood, line size niaile to order:
also baseboards, any size.—Dixon Brothers, Marsh Lane.
Bootle, Liverpool.[2183

POST

250:60J —1,00J/2,500 ME [lie.

STOREY BROS. & Co., CHURCH ST.

Av.,

TH E

"ARTILLERY" ELECTRIC TORCH

recording stations and
112.—Craven, 14, Brook

UARANTEED Repairs by Experts; loud speakers.
headphones, pick-ups; any make or type rewound, remagnetised and adjusted, post free, 4/-1
L.F. transformers and chokes rewound from 4/-. Post
tree—Howell, 42, Fotheringliam Rd., Enfield, 1111
221
8
da
dlesex.

THE STORAN DUAL AERIAL TUNER
Panel Mounting
One-hole Fixing.
From B.B.C. to 5XX by a push
switch
3-valve circuit tree
Trade mvited—Send lor lists

S

for
LOGdialLabels.—Invaluable
msettings; 50 post tree

As frequenFly specified by -The Experts:

"PAMPAS-FIBRE"
= CONE PAPER

S

COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless
League; old sets or every type repaired, rebuilt,
modernised, send srt for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed
with your components or parts supplied by us;
guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise in 'The
Wireless World" circuits, high grade radio-gramophone apparatus. etc.; let It mean something to you
that we have satisfied customers throughout the
British Isles!
London service; experienced engineers
sent to all parts; portable sets dernonstrated.—Tel.:
Mountview 8424.
Halliwiek l'arade. Muswell Hill.
London, N.10.
[0262

37

r-

Hand French polished, satin
finish. Overall size 42* high
X 22 wide x 14' deep.
Delivered free England and Wales

841Ecollared 2,6 extra. Crale .1. extra.
returnable.
Let a. guano for your DIM derign. Wrate.for catalogue.

F". DIGBY •The Oval, Hackney Rd., London,E.2
'Phone: Blehopeale 643s.

BOOKS on WIRELESS
Peraet

Write mor completo ust to
& mONS t, ED„
Sudor St., London, E.C.4.

Douse,

reliable.
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only ocee.hted from firms we believe to be thoroughly

38
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EXCHANGE.
'DART Exchange—Best offers made without seeing
material; special offer, will exchange new oak
cabinets. 18x 7x 10, for modern wireless parta, or sell
16/-; also parts for sale at knock-out prices to callers;
Tuesdays and Thursdays only, after 6.—G. A. Rya
182, Kennington Rd.. London.
[1913

FINANCIAL

D.ARIO

This week's best bargain

VOUR Old Apparatus taken in
Part Payment
-afor Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale —Scientific Development Co.
51,
Fishergate. Preston.
[0230

See page 39

EIRNEMANN Folding Quarter-plate Press Camera,
focal plane shutter, Dap. anastigmat, 1/6.8, also
Ernemann 31
2 x2 1
/
,i folding
-et camera, dark slides.
F.P. adaptor, folding tripod': -exchange for modern
LS. set or modern componenta..-Box 9189, c/o The
Wireless World.
[2349

The "WARATAH" Gun I6/-.

R

VALL'S Radio Service of Part Exchange and
Mail Order—A. few questions answered.
Will
we send brand new. 'goods?
Yee, this guaranteed in
every ease. De we pay ekst or carriage s Yes, always.
Wiil we change goods' not approved of for any
reason?
Certainly, except valves.
Aro we prompt in
service?
Yes, goods 'despatched on day of order.
Do we adhere to offers made?
Yes, if description is
accurate.
Are we reliable?
Nine months' trading
with readers of "The Wireless World" and no complaints, many testimonials.
We are not satisfied
unless our customers are; you run no risks with
Ryall; part exchange or mail order for any wireless
components or tools by return, packing, carriage, or
postage free, •
or cod.—G. A. Ityall, 182, Kennington
Rd., London.
[2289

A

SITUATIONS VACANT.
fl EQUIRED, for Electrical Research Laboratory,
LS S.E. London district, three technical assistants,
only enthusiastic workers fully up to date in latest
practice required —Write giving fullest details, Box
9160, c/o The Wireless Worla.
[2243

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR ['ALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
IGH Class Wireless and Gramophone Retail

Pistol and gun
combined, 22 Bore,
no permit, greatest
novelty out, only
18,'- cash or C.O.D.
.
Ball cartridges 1/6
per zoo.
Send
stamp for 32 page Pistol, Gun, Trap and Net Book,
tri ming with hints and bargains.
roo page book with
',out) tips, 500 illustrations, r/- post free.
Clyde Bail
Dept (W.W.), 43, Windsor Terrace, Glasgow, N.W.

Mii
-TORŒCLE
-ein

Ev.re
IhurscLa

WANTED..

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

QTEP by Step Wireless, a complete course of the
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc..
with extracts from a designer's notebook giving up-todate practical applications • issued weekly, send 1/- p.o.
for first 4 weeke.—Clifford Pressland, A.M.LE.E. Eng.,
Dept. W.W., Hampton-on-Thames.
10195
ET H T. Batteries are no w a prove d success;
write for new illustrated booklet. giving cost
and method of building and maintaining, free; mention paper.—Taylor, 57. Studley Bd., Stockwell. London.
10077
MORECROFT'S " Radio
Communication,"
25/•:
1
-V-R Ramsey's " Experimental Radio," 8/-; both 1927,
as new.—Box 9194, c/o The Wireless World.
[2344

3d

ACCUMULATORS "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL.
02, Semi oil
22/6
H•T.
ACCUMULATORS.
CO vo lt s
2amp. hour type,
Sub..
merged Complete es ill us trate d.
Price
••
DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE. 60 volt,, «6 onM.

30

Ihe World's Best High Tension Accumulator and o. srillsh
.lanufacturt. The Unique Semi-oil Submerged femme ot the
...lime absolutely prevents surface leakage losses. The battery last.
alife -timo.
Write tor lists
SOLD ON APPROVAL IITSTB111.

VOUNG Man required as Manager for N.W. London
Gramophone, radio. and charging station, preference to young man able to Invest small capital, must
be capable
and
worker—Salary, commission,
and
amount available to Box 9185, c/o The Wireless World.

SITUATIONS

J'

Business, complete accumulator charging plant,
for disposal, situated in Northern Ireland, flourishing
trade; excellent reasons for disposal; £1,C00, or nearest offer. —Apply Box 9163, c/o The Wireless World.
(2246

W

AGENCIES.
GENTS Wanted for Portable Pentode 11.T. Accumulators, all parts; good terms; see under Batariee.—Pearson Bros., Bedworth, Nuneaton.
[2128

PARTNERSHIPS.

ElLECTRIC
LA
Lamps and Wireless Valves.—A non.
combine firm, possessing modern plant capable of
making 10,000 valves and lamps per week, require
further capital for development, factory buildings on
lease, ample labour available, own power units; fullest
enquiry courted.—Write in first instance to Box 9170,
o/o The Wireless World.
[2265

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, BEDFORD St., HALIFAX. Telephone: 4304. Telegrams: Elite,
London Distributor :—CECIL POCIL1V4I 77. Great Portiara Stre3t, LOIDDi

Halifax
W1

A

DVERTISER. 22, diploma in radio, 4 Tears' experience all types receivers, seeks situation in workshop or laboratory; %Vest Riding (Yorks) district preferred.—Box 9159, c/o The Wireless World.
[2242
PE-OPERATOR, typist, book-keeper, good all round
.8-:4 clerk, excellent references,
lame
owing
to
Inemophelia, wants work; own typewriter.—Box 9162,
c/o The 'Tireless World.
[2245

S

ITIT AT ION Required by ex.wIreless oper a tor, 15
years' practical radio experience; any district.—
BM/VCK2, London, W.C.1.
[2311

K

EEN Wireless Man CO), experienced in fault
finding testing, etc., seeks responsible berth in
service department, can handle technical correspondence, good practical and technical experience; highest
referencea.—Box 9174, c/o The Wireless World. 12325

I

F you or your friend possess a Portable
or Super Heterodyne Receiver, what
better investment or gift could you select
than a Bulgin Station Locator, one of the
most fascinating novelties put on the
market.
It enables the strongest signals to be ob—
tained with the minimum of time and
trouble and is of course equally useful for
those who use frame aerials.
Full instructions are enclosed and the
Locators
can
be supplied in various
finishes, green, maroon, or brown in imi—
tation leather.

keen, adaptable
R ESPONSIBLE,
address, up-to-date theory, long

man, of good
practical experience design, construction, fault finding, repairs, accumulator charging, electric wiring and fittings, business
routine and correspondence, good salesman demonstrator, drive car—Box 9183, c/o The Wireless 'World.
[2343

sir ELX,4
ALUMINIUM SCREENS

The actual directions of
all transmitting stations
in Northern Europe are
shown on the two maps
supplied.

ro "Wireless World" specification.

NIEGAVOX 3

3/6

EUROPA 3
..
•.
6/6
Panels (14 gauge) Marble finish
id. sq. inch.
COPPER SCREENING BOX
complete
for
KILO-MAO
FOUR as made by us for "The
Wit eless World
£2.1o.o

WHITE BROS. & JACOBS Ltd.,
48. Càalk Farm Road, London, N.W.1.

The
instrument ready
for
use, showing
the
compass
and
special
movable pointer.

SEND FOR 017R
IA ay.
CATALOGUE.

PRICE

10/6

EACH

Folded
ready for the
pocket.
Measuring

A. F. Bulgin dc Co.
9, 10, 11,

RADIO MANUFACTURER?,
ST. CHANCERY LANE, E.C.4.
Telept.,, , :iloi born

ctritsrroR

OVER 257
COMPONENTS

•

To CHOOSE PROM.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MOVING COIL RESULTS
BLUE SPOT"

FROM YOUR
UNIT

"

BY USING THE "WHITE

SPOT 11

FRAME.

The whole male of solid castings, and
front ring highly polished.
THE UNIT
can be attached by two screws B, which
are provided, in one minute, and centred
by means of toe three screws A.
Frame, complete with diaphragm as,iiibled and
suspended as in moving coil pew tic'-, price 16-TM, Call be tilted to either a cabinet or bailie by means of
the three lsz, provided.
Frame only, complete with front ring and all
screws, 12 6.
Stand extra o either fabove 26. .411 nofi free.

ALSO

5r6
R.C.C.

WOLVERHAMPTON DIECASTING CO.,
Great Hamp.on /dreg, WOLVERHAMPTON.

.
1ffl.M

IMM

Radio -Micro's
latest
and greatest.
These
two remarkable valves
are unique in that they
are the only valves
satisfactorily fulfilling
the public demand for
a super -amplification
and economical H.F.
valve.

G.P.
AND

•

"RED DIAMOND"
TWO-WAY I
COIL I
HOLDER

No.
RD 32

NOTE THESE
OUTSTANDING
JEWEL PEN CO., LTD., !CHARACTERISTICS
Parallel working. Fine adjustment. Worm drivim.
Coils cannot fall. Easy movement. Perfect finish.
Of all high-class radio dealers or by insured post,
416, from

(Radio Dept. 44),
21-22, Gt. Sutton Street, LONDON, E.C.1

/ YOU

WANT

BARGAINS.

WE

HAVE

1HEN

EVERYTHING
for WIRELESS
ON EASY TERMS
I

I

of the Super III.

Impedance, 25,000 ohms.
Co-efficient of amplification. 25.
Slope or Mutual conductance1 milliamp per volt.
Astonishingly successful results on

2

WONDERFUL CASH BARGAINS
Nothing too small.

Nothing too large.

LIST AND PARTICULARS.

ANOTHER
BARGAIN
OFFER
Osram Music Magnet complete witn all Batteries
Valves ani Amplion A.C.4. Speaker, 23,6 down ano
11 monthly payments.

St.

A2.-a

John'e

Church Road, Hackney,
[Provident (heoues taken]

E

R.C.C., .06 amp.

4

,, General Purpose,
' 413 amp. - S'ES
0 R.C.C., •07 amp.
L
'
516
_ Super-Power,
1- •1 amp.
- 7/6

WRITE FOR NEW LITERATURE.

(Dept. C), IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.,
538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.11.
Irish Free State Agents:

SEND US YOUR REQUIREMENTS

T. A. HARRIS, Reliable Radio Supplies

Ip
oe
so
zi
e
m
rapl.Purpi
n

0

L
' ' ' ' 5/6
_ Super-Power,
1- •1S amp. - 7/6

ALSO

WRITE FOR

v

short waves, down to 10 metres
(limit of present experiments).
R.C. Coupling Super Amplifier on
lower stages of R.C.C. using
200,000 ohms as anode resistance.

o

rtJt.pio

Burwoods of Cork.

WiTHOUT

DARlça
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I BY SELLING DIRECT TO THE
à
PUBLIC we can sell at 2/3 each L I
post free with P.O. remittance, Each
or C.O.D charm. -xtra.
pot free

ruSES ELL.C.TPIC.fr.L 'or
.2.r_f 1Lt. Y
•

TANNOY
The Essence of Efficiency.
LOW

41%

Components
from
When you buy TANNOY you

r

ta pe

A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS

HIGH TENSION
For Multi-Valve
Receivers.
No v•lv es required.
No expensive replacements.

Ltd.

Sankey, J., & Sons, Ltd.
Scientific Supply Stores
Scott is Co.. G. L., Ltd.
Show Card Service
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Simmonds Bros.
Squire. F.
Star Engineering Co., Ltd.
Storey Bros. & Co.

The interrupted mesh suspension guarantees perfect antirnicrophonic features. No Valve.holder employing springs,
rubber or such like makeshifts is in the same class. The
ARi IC is the only one of its kind. %Ve guarantee perfect
steadiness in all conditions of shock and vibration. It
costs a little more, but it's worth a to' more.

y
a
g £ somEritiIllv

Ltd.

Radielle Co., Ltd.
Itegent Fittings Co.
Regent Radio Supply Co.
Reid, L. H. ' & Co. .
R. I. & Varley. Ltd.
Ridged Cone Co. Ltd
Robinson & Harids Electric
Rolls.Cayd on Sales
Rotlàermel Corporation, Ltd.

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PRINCIPLE
to any other Valve-holder
World Patent
INTERRUPTED
MESH
SUSPENSION.
No SPRINGS. No
RUBBER USED.

Co.,

TENSION

Incorporating Westinghome Metal Rectifiers.
2, 4 or 6 volts at
an
amp. No renewals. -No
attention.
Everlasting.

WE SUG/,
\
\ -tANNole
1
1
> suag To pie4
11
/ /4
4
sp

Complete
Units
from
buy lasting satisfaction.

Write or 'phone for details.

TULSEMERE MANFG. CO., DALTON STREET, WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27
•
Pursue

strratham 13731.
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AIR
LASTS
A
LIFETIME

£3

AIR

4
,

A SPECIAL

WIRELESS
MAST

AIR

AIR

All Galvanised
Steel
throughout
Base tubes 2,1 inches
and
top
13 inches
diameter for 50 ft., 17¡
ft. when telescoped,
complete
with
guy
wires, straining
screws, base plate and
ground pegs.
The
whole
galvanised
except
ground
pegs.
Specia:
34 IF.2-..at
non-te:escopic

£3 -o -o
complete
34 Fe*c:et
telescopic with patent
catch
£3 — 15 —

ss,)

ffU

50 Ffact
£7 — 5 —
One Mast in a Lifetime is all you need

(Patent Nos. 233035 & 244883.)
Note: Enlarged view of catch to
rupport Top ,section when extended.

HILDICK & HILDICK, Tube Makers,
PLECK ROAD, WALSALL.

•`e."."•%"•".".F4 i
•
A
••
••
••
MASTER
••

.:*
TRANSFORMER

ee,

el
l: s at

a Reasonable Price--

••

und with a 12 months
4e.
•
••
l'ncoli.litiona
tie
•
••
l;11,Italllee
•

••

.A " m" leim . m" eme

uprentg

Supplied in 3ratios 3.1 4.4, and 5-1.
SIZE
x3' <21fi

WEIGHS
NEARLY
300:s.

ALL
BRITISH

A Power Transformer without a ault.
trued
and Tested at several stages of manufacture. Veir
high amplification factor which à constant over
a wide range of audio frequencies. Try it in
your set: it will make a big improvement.
Infinitely superior to any foreign transformer
we show our confidence in its high-class quality
and construction by backing it with a 12
months unconditional guarantee.
From your Dealer
or direct Isom
•

Long
7elephone: Cite 9348(2 lines).

Send tor List
of Condensers.
Plugs. T 17,
nals. and
other keen
Priced
Accessories.

Millgate,

OLDHAM "ISOLA"
cell construction
ends interocell
leakage
Oldham H.T. Accumulators built on the
new Oldham -Isola" cell construction
system retain their full rated capacity—they
cannot discharge themselves. Not only is
each io volt Unit separated from its neighbours by air gaps—but air gaps separate
each individual cell as well. No longer is
that insidious leakage from cell to cell
possible.
Oldham -Isola" cell construction provides positive protection against
waste of energy—a waste that is continuous whether the Accumulator is working or
not. Write now for full pamphlet giving
full details of this remarkable Oldham
introduction
NOTE

NEW

PRICE.

OLDHAM 10 volt. H.T.
UNIT, capacity- 5500 In a.
complyti. with
r plugs.

Éles

unit

two

NOW

6'9

(iormerly 7 3).

12 '
6
EACH

MANCHESTER.

Telegram ,

haiMan.

50. Howard St. Glasgow, and at 130, High Holborn. Loodon.W C.1.

OLDHAM & SON LTD., DENTON, MANCHESTER.
London Office: so, Wicklow Street, King's Cross. W.I.
Glasgow: 75, Robertson Street, Ca.

Tel.: Denton 301.
Tel.: Terminus 4446.
Tel.: Centred 4015.

GP 6.597
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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superiority
MARCONI TYPE DEP 215
2-volt power valve.

A LOW

frequency amplifier, capable of givi ng
volume in any type of Receiving
Set.
The improved characteristics permit it to
handle ample input without overloading.
When
used with 120-150 volts high tension, and the
necessary grid bias, MARCONI DEP 2t5. will give
dear reproduction of music, song and speech.
The filament is of the latest construction giving
increased emission with a minimum current
consumption
With 4 or 6 volt accumulators MARCONIPHONE
DEP 410 or DEP 610 are the most efFicient valves
for the last stage, giving exceptional clarity and
fullness of tone.
There is aMarconi Power Valve for every circuit,
from the simple two-valve set to the largest Moving
Coil Amplifier.
Fit Marconi Valves and let Marconi's vast experience
in design and manufacture enrich your reception.
magnificent

Fil. Volts

20 max.

Fil. Curren.

.0'15 amps.

Anode Volts

• 150 max.

*Amp Facto.

7

•Impedance .•5,000 ohms.
'Normal Slope. •14 Ma/x.
'At Anode Volts 100
Grid Volt, 0

M.V.

The very
latest
process for improving the vitality and life of the
filament is employed
in
the
manufacture
of
Marconi
Valves.

Write for lull particulars of New Marconi
Values, mentioning
Wireless World."

MARCONI
ow-- VALVES
THE MARCONIPHONE CO.

LTD., 210-Z12, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
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WechlaY ' Decezer

NO BATTERIES OR ACCUMULATORS

KC 0"

MAINS-POWER RADIO DEVICES
From

17/o D.C.

to

C2.12.6

AC. Complek

F.K CQLEE
I)ept. W, EKLO WORKS, LONDON ROAD.
LEIGH-ON-SEA.

/

TIII7

EBONITE

.•

THE •MA.S TE.1Z •VALVE

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
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Vol. XXIII.

Specified lor all Star Circuits
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PUTS PUNCH INTO THE
SPEAKER
H

,it.
F•.p,

•

AVE you ever heard your spe a ker a t it s
best ? After all, a singer is in good yoke
only when his lungs are abundantly vital:
pumping in supplies for every effort. It is so
with your Speaker and its lungs are your
batteries.
Marconiphone
High Tension
batteries
make
this
difference.
Their
sparkling vigour lends new colour and crispness to the interpretation. Their overflowing
life outlasts literally hundreds of programmes: still equal to the demand. Ask
for Marconiphone "long-life" batteries—
good radio dealers have them always in stock.

f' -e4
.
te.,...e
fi;e
dele' er;,..,

kr•e -.9
f1-%cesi.;
7"
.e

tee dttee.si s
r›

...y.L.

kii.ie...

MARCONIPHONE HIGH TENSION BATTERIES:
66—volt, " New Standard"
81—volt, " Standard "
108—volt, " New Standard"

.•

•• 12/6
•• 15/6
21/-

..;

LARGE CAPACITY BATTERIES.
60—volt

..

••

••

•.

20/-

MARCONIPHONE " POPULAR " BATTERIES.
•

108—volt
66—volt

..
..

••
•.

MARCONIPHONE GRID
9—volt
16—volt

THE

•.

15/6
9/6

BATTERIES.
1/9

..

•.

MARCONIPHONE

3/6

CO.

LTD.

(Dept. P), 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Showrooms :210-212. Tottenham Court Rd., W., and Marconi House. Strand. W.C.2.

t. •
• .

. ,r.*

HIGH R TÇNSIOj
••ICS
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gn....‘
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•
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HONE
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$ic wherever you go
In any room, at your own home or your friends',
anywhere and everywhere you go you can hear radio
music at its best. The wonderful Mullard Master
Five Portable Receiver makes you independent of an
aerial and earth and gives you music anywhere at the
touch of a switch. Receiver, batteries, aerial, loudspeaker are all contained within the attractive cabinet.
Operation is of the simplest--one dial tuning! The
Mullard Master Five gives amazing choice of
programmes and is highly efficient on the long as
well as the broadcast wavelengths—an achievement
rare with portable sets. Its tone is rich and realistic
—no sacrifice of quality is made to its compactness
and portability.
The Mullard Master Five is the modern version
of ideal radio.

Áe MuHard

MASTER FIVE
You can build the Mullard Master
Five yourself quite easily and save
yourself pounds. Its construction is
simpler than that of many smaller
and less efficient receivers. The
unique Plan of Assembly is your
assurance of success. No previous
radio experience is necessary.
Post coupon now for full details
and free copy of "Radio for the
Million," Vol. 2, No. 4.

411111111

To Dept. IS.
Radio for the Million,
63, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W C.2.
Please send me free Plan of Assembly of the
Mullard Master Five and copy of •Radio for the
Million,” Vol. 2, No. 4.
Name

(Ma.* Miters).

Address

Al

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly rehable.
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'Weston sets the
workls standard
Why keep clumertg coils ?
lieeffliee

BRITISH GENERAL
AERIAL TUNING UNIT
means that you no lonar need use
plug-in coils. It covers all wavelengths between 250-2000 metres by
means of a 10-stud tapping switch.
Reaction is smooth and tuning
Fimple. New bakelised former and
special reversible dial to allow
of upright or horizontal
panel mounting. Price

_ .
A M". ebet

effirslaifie
Ii CLet
tIIn jack Voltme tct with Htgi
Fange Stand, /v.easures High and Low
Tension VoltaLes.
Frire ja .10 .0
'I he Weston free tooklet "Radio Control' .
xplairs the uses of this and other Weston
Eclio Instruments.
V1 rite for your copy.

18/6

From Sil zcod dealers or direct from:

BRITISH GENERAL
MANUFACTURI N G
B ROCK LEY.

Model

506

Mil-Ammeter

Model 506 Panel Voltmeters
nsure permanent accuracy.
With ahigh internal resist-

should be paced in the H.T.
circuit of thevalve tri ensure
correct operation and check
distortion. Panelmounting

ance of 125 ohms, per volt,
g
hey make practically no
load on the batteries. Neat
and compact.

tYRe•

Price,

Model 489
Double Range
D.C. Voltmeter Is a
necessary portable testing

instrument for every radio

enthusiast. It is of great use

in

tracing circuit

troubles. Made in
various rangeswith different sensitivities.
Similar
instrument for A.C. Model

SAFFRON

Mention

Price

Price

18/6

18/6

TT is obvious that if you can get from one instrument
the amplification of a transformer PLUS the purity
of achoke you have the finest possible combination of
volume and tone.
Fit your receiver with aWatmel Auto Choke in place
of an L.F. Transfo, mer and you will be amazed at the
purity and strength of reproduction afforded.
'Hie Auto Choke contains its own condenser and grid
leak and sells at the remarkable all-tn price of 18/6.

528.
Prices £4.0.0—£7.15.0

I
IVESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO .LTD.
GT.

WAY

Prices

€1.15.0—£2.15.0

15

CO ., LTD.,

LONDON. 5.E.4.

HILL,

LONDON,

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD., Imperial Works,
HIGH GT., EDGWARE.
Ielephune Edgware 0323.

E.D.I

' The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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OPERATION

THE ALL
ELECTRIC
LV 1EIf only valves would work
without H.T. batteries!

The model "B" Eliminator connected to a wall plug or lamp socket
provides heater current for the AllElectric Valves, five tappings for the
H.T. supply, up to 180 volts 20
milliamps, and automatically regulated grid bias taps for the last stage.
Price complete wiih Met-Vick Rectifying Valve for A.C. £8. For D.C.
£7 2 6.

without

accumulators

and

Yet this is now actually possible with the Met-Vick AllElectric Valve which in combination with a suitable eliminator (like the Model "B") enables everyone living in an
electrically lit house to operate a wireless set straight off
the mains like a lamp or other domestic appliance.
These amazing Met-Vick All-Electric Valves have solved
the problem of mains operation. They are standardized by
the leading set makers. They are so designed that they can
be plugged into an existing battery set without altering the
wiring, thus making conversion into an All-Electric set easy.
Met-Vick All-Electric Valves will improve a set out of all
recognit ion.
With these wonderful valves and All-Electric operation the
H.T. never fades away, the L.T. is always just right.
Met-Vick All-Electric Valves are without doubt the most
supremely successful va lves obtainable.

Convenient

hire

arranged

terms
if

sired.

de.

f MET-VICK All-Electric N.
Valves. AC, G for all but
last stage
...
15/AC/R last stage (power)
17,6
Disc Adaptors, price 6d.

enable MET-VICK All-Electric
Valves to be fitted into existing
valve holders.

Fully descriptive
illustrated litera.
Lure and name of
nearest dealer on
request.

MET-VICK

The Met-Vick 3 Valve All-Electric
Mains Operated Set for Local, Day.
entry. & many Continental Stations.
The extremely high quality reproduction is a special feature. It is
very suitable for new Regional
Scheme.
Price complete
with
Valves, coils and Royalties, A.C.
£12 17 0.
D.C. £13 8 0.

The Met-Vick 4 Valve All-Electric
is called the "All Necessary Performance" set, one H.F. stage, low loss
coils and condensers, loose coupled
Tuned aerial, it gets anywhere and
everywhere
at
Loud
Speaker
strength.
Price, complete
with
Valves, coils and Royalties A.C.
£17 14 6.
D.C. £18 7 6.

Met-Vick 5 Valve
All-Electric.
More powerful, of course, than the
Met-Vick 4. In beautiful cabinet
with cupboards for L.T. and large
size H.T. Eliminators, 220 volts 35
milliamps. For A.C. or D.C. supply
price complete with all accessories.
except Loud Speaker, and including
Royalties. In Oak £47 9 0.
In
Mahogany £50 19 0.

VALVES-SETS-COMPONENTS
Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C. 2.
13

3
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

For Constructors: This Met-Vick
combined Transformer furnishes
current for the Met-Vick indirectly
heated Valves and for the Rectifying
Valve in Eliminator. Price, any
voltage £1 17 6.
ny
13
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Broadcast
e@iver
:nee

'MC

P.:
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BUILD and OPERATE in
• ONE •EVENING
•
.à.

t
le
erHeE

4.1
Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should—

Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

Completely Screen the Grid

THE FORMO CO.
Crown Works, Cricklewood Lame, N.W.2

Peceeeic:8

f()(eale

NCC 207

p

AXOLIN

e
ANELS
AND FORMERS FOR
erfct insulation & better appearance
PANELS:

Mahogany, Natural Brown, or Black finish.
i" thick, ¡d. per sq. inch.
11' thick, Id. per sq. inch.
COIL FORMERS: Prices on application.
"'EMPIRE" VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in all
diameters.
Distributors:
WRIGHT &
VVEAIRE LTD.
740, High Road, 1 ottenham,
Phone Nor.

Tottenham :in47

Special demonstration of the New Heirs Magnetic Speaker aiiint extraordinary
response to all audible frequencies Meo call and liouf the latest Hems Nosing coil
speaker and rigout 4 pole balanced armature one which give, wonderful volume
without the slightest chatter.
Daily demonstrations el EX., MAGNAVOX, MARCONI, BLUE SPOT, MOLLARD,
etc.
Ales PICK UPS.
Caine and make sea awn comparisons and choose from eh. worlds finest Speakers
138-pace FREE catalogne Radio and Electrical.

13040,

Sole Manulacturers:
THE MICANITE de INSULATORS CO., LTD.,
Empire Works, Blackhorse Lane, Walthanistow, E.17,

Telephon-

CIMIX

Dept. W., 54, Grafton

GRAFTON

COMPANY

Museum 024

Street, Tottenhem Court Road, W.I.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure
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attention.
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FOR

El

No surface noise.
Perfect
tonal
quality
of
reproduction.
Just substitute for your ordinary soundbox and
connect to radio set—that's all

BURNDEPT

BLACKHE,ATH, LONDON. S.E.3.
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The
• SECRET OF
PERFECT CONTACT
Look at the section of the Benjamin
Vibrolder; note the anti-microphonic springs, the coils of which
form the sockets for the valve legs;
see how these springs are free to take
up any lateral irregularity in the
spacing of the valve pins, and how
from contact point to terminal is one
iointless piece of metal
Then you
will realise why the Vibrolder is the
most efficient valve holder on the
market — because it embodies the
Secret of Perfect Contact.

Price 1'6

N
Electric

Limited,

TOTTENHAM

Real
can

only

Brentwood

- LONDON

INCREASING
DEMAND—
TAKE ADVANTAGE

NOW

If your dealer does not stock
"Lustrolux" send direct and enclose his name and address.
"A" Type
2

4 &
6 volts

H.F. L.F. R.C.
POWER

5/-

Each

" Super " Type, Pipless.
2 &
4
6 volts

H.F. L.F. R.C.
POWER

6/- Each
7
/
6Ends

ALL BRITISH MADE
Every Valve GUARANTEED

FOR ANY CIRCUIT
including SCREENED GRID
and all
'WIRELESS WORLD" SETS

N

LUSTROLUX Ltd.,

Works,

West BLollinettrtoHno,uNsre./dilialleelesfield

«maten"enn e.....- un am m"..n . ."."1...."am en- a"."..n . am een n e

- N.17.

Control
of Reaction
be secured by using
Motion Condenser.

sgéess selINED
cF

//

..."......"..........., .W............,,,......".•••••••

p

Tidy up your home
for Christmas

a Slow

"FIARBROS"

e

EASYFIX

the Patent

/

CAPACITY REDUCING
FLEX
For Loud Speaker Extensions

is the neatest,most efficient and most easily
fixed flex on the market. Dispense with the old
and untidy twisted flex and fit "HARBROS."

.00025

10/6

.0001

10/-

One dozen yards sample packet
with fixing pins
- - - 3/9

also •0002 & •
00015

,‹ 2r

SIZE

2r

"The most perfect slow motion movement Ihave ever handled.
The finish
is excellent and the new knob and dial
are neat and practical. A.B.

WINGROVE & ROGERS Ltd.
188/9,

STRAND,

W.C.2.

If

dealer is out of stock sad direct to

HART BROS. ELECTRICAL MANFG. CO., Ltd,
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
Traders, send for Showcards and Prices.

HARBR OS

LOUD SPEAKER LEADS
The Leads that do not
kink.
Length 8it.

2/3

Mention 01 " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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SO
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THE ROYAL ROAD T
LRAM RECEPTIO

111RFELibilliNflO
All "Atlas" Eliminators incorporate the Series
Anode Feed System—first used by us years ago.
All Hum from Mains and Motor Boating obviated.
Send for beautiful'', illustrated Brochure No. 32. which gives lull range and particulars of all "Allas''
H.

A7

CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) Eliminators,
LTD., "ATLAS"
from the ;oleWORKS,
makers
OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

Advertisements for " The 11 7ireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to he thorouehly reliable.
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PEMIÎ:ÉtOKE

NOT th.r improved
oirateriai actg., \

LAMM VED

COIL
LOUD

DRIVEN
SPEAKER

Iurchasere delighted a: magnilicent reignite!
Astoniehingly natural reproduction. A
'rally well built speaker containing many
improvementa and refinements, e.g.. the improved
Improved centering device and screw «nut- CenterInj
Devi«.
relent of pot magnet. which makes aaeembly
extremely simple.
Eopplus2 With all parts ready to usembw,Inoludins snowhas
Coil, Cone. and TM Battle Boattl. Long Reduced prise
or short stand as required.
Demonstrations daily after 4p.m.
Full Particular» from In: manufacture.

wish all. thcirfriends

the eomptimentz
•
:
•the eazon •

£4 .110

CUTTERS & TOOLS Ltd. Seed „,

5078 reran adjuramou

o
polite relation to moving coil.

43/4Y, Yein,roktY

Shoe- •Royal

2682.

Place, LIVERPOOL.

'Cram,

Lui I

Cuioca. Liverpool.

LOEWE
CONE LOUD-SPEAKERS
-Loewe Radio Cone Loud-speakers will give you real music. All
harsh resonance is' lacking and for purity of reproduction
and clarity of tone they are unexcelled.
Mahogany finish.
Silk front.
Made in two types.

e

If you can buy a
valve that gives
you the same service
tor the same length
of time as a valve
costing treble the money.
it is obvious economy.
A Frelat Valve costs 6,6.
It has ashort price ....but along
life.
It means cheaper as well as
better radio,
it means cutting
valve costs by one third.
It is not
comeng to ru without e good
reputation.
She Frelat is famous

already.
And
there are six
types all costing the
same price
..all
capable of the same
truitwerthy performance.
We could continue telling you about Fretat
Valves, but that would not be doing
them full justice.
We want you
to test them in your net . . give
them a chance to show what
a really low-priced valve can do.
207G 2v. *07 GenerePurpose
407 G 4v.
„
210 NP 2v '1 Power
"
410 NP 4v. '1
„
207 RH 2v -07 R.C. and H.F.
407 RH 4v '07

6IFYPES
1 PIRICE

Fret at
eRe 1/b1111-Tlee

FOR THE ELM. lype ER /1. 13 x12" xal% Nett weigh: bi lbs. (As Illustratedo Price 50/Met PUBLIC BUILDINGS. lype e/3 126. 114 x24 05k. /sett weight 16 tbs. Price O Goo.

VJ4L

Ash your dealer for further particulars or write .

THE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY LIMITED,
4, Fountayne Road. TOTTENHAM, N.15.
Phone :Toitenhan 3911 2

V

N. V. Frelat, Amsterdam, Keizerseraeht 77.

LOEWEMIAN0

411

IMPORTERS :—Samden Wireless Co., Ltd., 102/4, Shudehill,
Manchester; Continental Radio Import Co. Ltd., 8, Spital
Square, Bishopsgate,
SELLSMIMIII

irIftnIr

r

C

WOa.K

CABINETS
Sor the

THE

IVIEGAVOX III 4
49
4:(tiogany.

ORIGINAL BECOL

MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS
el
"Post this Coupon now
tfor
revised
U.S
of
Cameo Cabinets.

4.>

EUROPA THREE
&ALL POPULAR CIRCUITS

To CARRINGTON

tit MC 0

%MEd,

SAÀDERSTEAD

Meg.
ROAD,

Co., Ltd.,

o0

TN

NAME

ADDRES.s
w.w.

LOW LOSS FORMER.
GOLD

MEDAL

AND

FIRST

FOUR

PRIZES.

blade m sizes 1" up to 40 outside diameters, in lengths up to 36'
Look for 'rode Mark and cejase imitations.

CROYDON,

Telephone: Croydon 862.3 (2 lines).
Pleas, rend full detail, of the "Megan« 3 and other Cameo Cabinets

FAMOUS\

FORM ER &
BASE
Foolproof,
Either 4or 6contact.
Send tor copy of Becol Handbook on Wireless Circuits, general data and
illustrations os coil windings. Price 4O. Post Free.

THE

P INLESS

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., Ltd., Hanwell, London, W.7.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The
McNIICHAEL

DIMIC
COIL
A highly efficient
inductance of a
particular form
devised to fulfil
the most stringent
requirements of
modern Wireless
science in the reception and reproduction of Radio signals. Like all
McMichael components it is absolutely reliable and
far ahead of any others, being an entirely original conception and a proved essential for truer and finer
reception.
For better performance in every Set fix
the Dimic.
Price 5/- each.

Base 2/- extra.

The HOME ASSEMBLY
SCREENED DIMIC THREE
Explanatory leaflets and diagrams arc available for the
making up of this unique home construction set. It
can be constructed at home with ease, and will operate equally with the works produced model if our instructions are carried out religiously. The price of
the whole of the parts necessary to build this Set is
approximately £8 :12 :8. (Extras: Valves 58/-:
Oak Cabinet 35/- ;Loud Speaker to choice.)

The New
McMICHAEL
BINOCULAR
JUNIOR H.F.

AMAZING PROFICIENCY
Here is performance!
A three-valve Receiver that brings in at
least 30 stations (both long and short wave bands) on the Loud
Speaker.
Whilst by the simple change of two plug-in Dimic
Coils (price 5'- each, total 10/-) many additional ultra-short
wave band stations are obtainable, and the reception—pure,
strong and clear. Operation so simple that a child can tune in
perfectly. A McMichael product of course. Ask your dealer for
a demonstration and judge for yourself the sterling capabilities
of this delightful receiver.
Sold complete with three valves
specially tested with set in handsome solid oak cabinet.
Price, including all Royalties,

£21 •16 :

441-442.

MIC

L

I"

Manufacturers of Wireless and &lent& AR:kiwi:INS

ita
rearurr:
›Lotiuu.

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
London Showrooms:

179, STRAND, W.C.2.

(Phone: CENTRAL 6988.)

111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111 III 111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111
£9

The essential
Choke for all
screened grid
valve circuits,
with awide band of uniformly high efficiency., Its
binocular construction makes it practically fieldless
so that it can be placed in proximity to other coils
without interaction. Low self-capacity and high
inductance ensure absence of peak effects on all
wavelengths.
Low D.C. resistance.
Inductance
90,000mH.
D.C. resistance 250 ohms.
Price 4/-

THE SUPER SCREENED
FOUR VALVE PORTABLE

Deferred payments can be arranged.

Telepho..
bLOUtill

CHOKE

Superb of its kind this McMichael Receiver combines
luxury with economy.
Highly selective it will bring
in the maximum number of stations on the loud
speaker. The use of screened valves in combination
with the advanced design of the circuit ensures unequalled results.
In beautifully finished figured
Walnut Cabinet with CELESTION LOUD SPEAKER.
Price 35 Guineas
(including royalties and all equipment).

Advertisements jor " The Wireless World " are only acce4ted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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IMPORTANT
POUR LA. .0E MAGNETS. LAMINATED POLES.
ARMATURE
RALANCE.
LARGE BOBBINS.
2000 OHMS RESISTANCE, DUST
COVER.

RIDGED CONE CO., LTD.
In future, all products made and sold
CO.,
by the RIDGED CONE
LTD.,

(g°

will be sold under the name

DECEMBER I9TH, 1928.

WORLD

NOTICE
..
IIC
J_o
CONE
UNIT

Beautifully finished, reliable, and à everlasting.
Complete
with
Cone
washers, Reed and 5 Foot
lead The Greatest Value
ever offered to the Wireless Public.

1316

i.e.

LC

lceonietteluetetsol 21,1,4.¡aid
63
tegal

•

fitBRIC
ell)GED
rel... >0 3007

92

All goods under the
new name will be
precisely the same in
materials,workmanship and quality as
hitherto.

CONE

SAY R.C. for satisfaction and reliabty.

RIDGED CONE CO., LTD.,

R.C.

York House,

Southampton Row, LONDON,
Telephone Nos. •Chancery 2313

and

Super (fiat) indoor
or outdoor Portable
Aerial,
12 ft. v.
inches
fia.

£3.

8136

R.C.

R.C.

5/6

Also in Old Gold, Red,
Grey, and Maroon .. 8/

Collap3ible Spiral.
Patent No. 234953.
Stretches to 15 ft. X
21 inches.
Contains
one length st 2/6
wire 55 ft

Standar1
Round indoor
portable.
Patent 284571
12 ft. X 21 inches.

2/6

"ce

e

CARBORUNDUM
RADIO PRODUCTS

tlf

you

desire your

be as perfect as
to be—install

it

lbapp

reception to
is

possible

CARBORUNDUM COMPONENTS
If you would banish for all time
that troublesome crackle that is

•

spoiling your programme—install
CARBORUNDUM COMPONENTS
CARBORUNDUM DETECTOR —
CARBORUNDUM STABILISING
UNIT, complete with dry cell —
CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCES
CARBORUNDUM GRID LEAKS
CARBORUNDUM R.C.C. UNIT

- 2/6
- 2/6
— 7/6

BROAD LANE,
SHEFFIELD.

L your dealer is unable to supply you, send us his name on
a postcard and state your requirements.
The goods will
be despatched by return of post, per C.0.0.

Telephone 20866.

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY Ltd.
TRAFFORD PARK

::

MANCHESTER

to you, and make doubly
sure of that by purchasing a "Gardner "
Permanent Magnet
Moving Coil Speaker
from the

SHEFFIELD
MAGNET CO.

—
— 5/DETECTOR
12/11
-

Cbrístmas

àjeadome

shreadereeepospergimwe

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attentIon.
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TIHIC SUCCCSS OP "NC PahrOVO 3
MOVINIIING SNORT OW PINICIMOIMMAIL

PC MirOVO>Y4
The public response to the
introduction of the Pentovox
Three, instant and significant, is
growing in volume every day.
This fine 3-valve set is not only
new but right—a combination
that never yet failed to ensure
success. The reproduction is
perfectly smooth and even over
the whole musical range, and
selectivity is equally outstanding. Wavelength ranges are 250/
500 metres, and 1,200 to 2,300
metres. There are no coils to
change, and the whole set is a
model of simplicity and efficiency. Nothing outside the 5valve class can compare with
the Pentovox Three Circuit
in quality and performance.

PRICE COMPLETE
including Royalties
and 3special valves
tested, matched to
set.

wyereo
BOWYER-LOVVE CO. LTD., Dept. T,
^IT

Radio Works, LETCHWORTH.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accePtctl Irons fli'llIS we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Do you know
the
BASEBOARD
UNIT? ••••

Solve your Xmas present prob—
lem by visiting our showrooms.

What could be more acceptable
as a present than a portable
gramophone,
a small table
grand, or a few good records ?
Or if for wireless enthusiasts, a
low—priced portable set or some
useful adjuncts, such as :•-•
Wet High Tension Battery,
G.E.C. Music Magnet Kit,
Cossor Melody Maker Kit,
New Mullard Master 3 Star Kit,
Mullard Portable Five Kit,
Soldometa Soldering Outfit,
Voltmeters, Amprneters,
Red Spot Loud Speaker Unit,
New Lion Amplion Speakers.

i

wires from acondenser
and acoil,to these 4
terminals- COMPLETE

a 3-VALVE RECEIVER
•

Here is the Lamplugh Baseboard
Unit, the component that makes
radio set construction simple, and
guarantees the efficiency of the
finished receiver.
The Baseboard
Unit consists of aspecially moulded
Panel upon which are mounted
Valve Sockets, Condensers, Transformers, in fact all components
usually fixed to the paseboard of a
Receiver, each in the correct position, and properly wired, thus
obviating the tedious and uncertain
work of Baseboard Layout.
The
whole unit is surrounded by ametal
case (acting as a screen) and attractively finished in crystalline
enamel. All terminals are clearly
indicated by raised lettering.
Send
for full
particulars

BASEBOARD UNIT PRICES.
2 Valve
>9

3

„

Trans. Coupled
91

Resist.

t,

37/6

50/23/-

All Lamplugh Radio Products
are guaranteed for 12 months

1

W

ITH the opening of our new
gramophone saloon,
another
extension
to
our
rapidly growing business, it is
now possible for all lovers of
music to purchase gramophone
records at the same time as their
wireless parts and accessories.
We have already been appointed
official agents for

COLUNatt.
ZOSOPNOSt
PAASI'Eft'f
000.09140SE

Wiring
diagrams,
etc.

ILAMPL-LIIG1111

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD.,

Kings Road,
TYSELEY
. BIRMINGHAM.

DECEMBER 19TR, 1928.

heler9 Scru/o1Mustc
British thmwetout
Insist on IjourDester
dentonstratumi.
or colt at our

snownoome
106 VICTORIA ST,SW,11'
(One 'Minute from Victoria

First on aCerit—
on Demonstration

Mention of " The Wireless herid, " zelica writine

and other leading makes, and
hold large stocks tor immediate
delivery.
Pay a visit to our gramophone saloon,
hear & choose your records in comfort.
If you cannot call, write for our new
Gramophone booklet .Sound Waves
from Day's,"
or
Wireless booklet
Rays from Day's," or our Compre—
hensive Catalogue, post free 6d. (free
to callers).

WILL DAY LTD.
(The best in the West),

18-19, Lisle St., Leicester Square, W.C.2.
Tell:phone: Regrnt gn ,dldno.22.
Telegrams :• Title& W,drond, London."

CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATIONS
F P 0

AA

9 A. M. — 7 P .M .

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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.

AVOMETER
TESTS OUT
CIRCUITS,
CURRENTS,
ACCUMULATORS,

II

BATTERIES,
IN DI CATORS,

MILLIVOLTS

VALVES,
LAMPS,

VOLTS

MOTORS,

AMPS VOLTS OHMS

ETC, ETC,

The Avometer (Model 1928) is a portable, self-contained
combination electrical measuring instrument giving direct
and accurate readings (D.C.) of Current, Pressure, and
Resistance as shown below. These readings come well
within the margin of error allowed for first-grade instruments by the B.E.S.A.

AM PE RES

A novice can use it, so simple and clear is its operation.
A single switch fitted with a spring click controls all
ranges.
A knob is clearly marked with each range,
while an arrow-head indicates the one in use.
Direct readings.
multipliers.

No calculating.

No external shunts or

WRITE FOR " AVOMETER " LEAFLET " K."

,
c,U
MEGOHM

ONLY ONE PAIR
OF TERMINALS
USED

The readings shown in the !endows of the
thirteen miniature
".4vonteters
"pictured
above are as follows:-

0-12
0-120
0-1.2
0-12

Mi/liamps.
Mil/tamps.
Amperes.
Amperes.

0-120 Millivolts.
0-1.2 Volts.
0-12 Volts.
0-120 Volts.
0-1,200 Volts.
0-1,000 Ohms.
0-10,000 Ohms.
0-100,000 Ohms.
0-1 Megohm.
THE
AVONITER
WEIGHS ONLY
Sibs.

l

Amperes.

j

}Ohms.

ALL THE ABOVE RANGES
s• COME INTO OPERATION BY
TURNING THIS KNOB

BRITISH
THROUGHOUT

(The

AVOMETER

(REGP TRADE MARK. PATENTED IN ALL COUNTRIES)

THE

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER tSt

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,
"Winder House," Rochester Row, London, S.W.1
mengot4E,
£13

VICTORIA 4350 IIIMIfflior

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" artr only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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'Radio Seusation

are specially designed to minimise the
possibility of a wrong or accidental
connection; and each individual part
is of a standardised size.

D ECEMBER

19TH,

1928.

Two splendid Xmas
Gifts that speak
for themselves
•

EELEX T14E
Eye Connector,

specially
suitable
fox. connections to
accumulators
to
safeguard • short
d fruit, etc. Red or
black sleeve.
Each ..
GU.

EELEX
T14 Plugs
with hole in top
for another plug
to be fitted if desired
5 different
coloured
sleeves. Each JU.

SUPER ELECTRO-MAGNET MODEL.
£4. 7 .0 Complete.
This proved model has been selected by
experts and music lovers as the leader
in its field and in all parts of the world.

EEL EX T14S
Spade End
for immediate
multiple
Clout. Nickelplated.
Red or
black si
.
Each
2d.

EE L EX
MULTIPLE
CONNECTOR.
Non-reversible, detachable name plates, built
with EELEX standardised plugs and sockets,
all parts interchangeable. Price 4/- each.
Coloured Flex from Id. yard.
Complete
Cords, 3/6.

EELEX
Spring Connector

No matter what type of set or aerial you may have, th,
"I1ARLIE " WAVE SELECTOR will definitely cut out
the unwanted station, bring in stations—hoine and foreign
—clearer and with greater volume, and also bring in
stations hitherto unobtainable.
This ingenious device, which caused a sensation at the
Manchester Exhibition, is selling phenomenally and is
producing astounding results in all parts of the U.K.
Numerous testimonials have been received and these can be
•een on request.

£100

Guarantee.

It the "Harlie" Wave-Selector proves unsatisfactory and is
returned to ris within 7 days of purchase, your money will
be returned in full, providing it is purchased direct from us.
A similar arrangement can be made with your dealer.
No ALTERATION TO SET—JUST
AhR1AL INTO SOCKET PROVIDED,
PARTICULARS ARE GIVEN.

showing method of
using • phone tag in
conjunction with •
socket.
Spring only
costs 1.

PLUG
FULL

sound with a fidelity and realism that
will amaze you.
SEND FOR
OUR FREE
BOOKLET

I 36 pages of value

able and
interesting data about
Coils.

Moving

high, 3r diameter. In finest grade black crystalline
finish throughout.

Write for the new
EELEX
Booklet
X.68, which gives
full details.

2 MODELS SUPPLIED .
(a) Normal Waveband 200-700 metres,
(b) High Wave band, 700-2,000 metres.
Please state model required when ordering.
If unobtainable, either model will be sent on
receipt of 12/6 or per C.O.D. upon receipt of
Post Card.

Eeles Buildings, Bunhill
Row, Chiswell
Street
London, E.C.I.
'Phone: Clerkenwell 9282-3-4.

PERMANENT MAGNET MODEL.
£6 .5. 0 complete.
This wonderful unit reproduces every

Dept. D.,

HARLIE BROS.,
Balham Road, Lower Edmonton, N.9.

Orpers :89, SELEDIRST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.R.25.
Works (A way, Open) 42, eierry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon.
Wiy no: call at our works and see the outfits for yeomen °
We can glee you valuable mistime, and advice. Only 1
nifir. NON-STOP Irons Victoria or London Bridge Station,.
DUMBED TERNS IF YOU WISH.
Iron London Radio Supply,
II,OAT LAM -NOBLE STREET, E.C.
•111•Ill.1.•
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of Melody

combine to
outstanding

render The "Elodén" the
product
of
the
Season

Elodén Loud Speakers are
sold under licence from
Standard Telephone &
Cables Limited, Hopkins
and Lektophone Corporation, under whose
numerous patents the
trade
and
users are
fully protected.
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The New Wondei
" Nightingale"

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker

MODEL W. lb.
FOR A.C. MAINS

5p

Output 120 v. at 18 m/a.

Guaranteed to give results
equal to the most expensive
Loud Speakers yet made.

variable and 'r fixed

each

tapping

Full constructional details with each unit.

£4.19.6

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT

Special H.T. Model for the Mcgavox Three incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, special tapping for screen and complying
throughout with th ,
recommendations.

Reduced from 32/6 to 1S/solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.

£7 .12 .6 complete

With 4-inch Diaphragm.
Instantly converts your own
Gramophone into a full power
Loud Speaker, giving awealth of
pure undistorted volume which must
•Je heard to be believed.

BUY ON
EASY
TERMS
Incorporating Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier.
Specially designed for such
popular sets as the Mullard
Master 3*, Cossor Melody
Maker, Lamplugh Popular,
etc.

BAKELITE
Some

IihS. high WWI

C
ANON? • TO. AIM

14 inch

Bell
rty
ImiJied,tattis
Nahoga

platedarm
arm qand

NIGHTINGALE
CONCERT
SUPREME
Guaranteed

60/.
11011011y

SUPER

free front
resonance.

metallic

or EAY
EASY TERMS
and

"POWER SUPPLY FOR WIRELESS." By W.
James. A 30-page booklet giving constructional details
of H.T.
Mains Unit and L.T. Charger, General
operating hints, etc.
Price il. ,from address below.

payments 01 '
5/.

Sehd DPi
epeysit
OW !
a
Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :—

BULL

ONE

38. HOLYWELL LANE LONDON
E. C.2
*
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means
EXTRA QUALITY
WITHOUT
EXTRA COST

oV

with the

These Four Points
are worth having
AT NO EXTRA COST

ve

"TENACIOUS COATING"

I. Altogether purer tone.

2. A more abundant volume with
distortion eliminated.

3. -Background noises" will have
4.

ceased.

Foreign stations will be *more
easily tuned in and seem perceptibly nearer.

MADE IN ENGLAND
Aid by all Wireless Dealer.

,

OSRAM VALVES are the valves with "Tenacious Coating," the secret
of purity and maximum power throughout an abnormally long life.
•%
'm\k
\-\
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd, Magnet House. Kingsway, London, I/7.0 2
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GIFT OF GIFTS!
The
Cossor

£7-15S.

Melody Maker

Price Mclean she three Comer Valen,
the /mdse.» cabinet, all the guru. mid
dues the sine took—Mrythidel »Senior;
6 ano.» MU reoultrial lheeleee. Ceae
Way* Cells 816 each extra if required.

Nothing can give greater pleasure
..this amazing 'Wireless Set will
provide endless entertainment ....
vaudeville.... plays.... songs .
opera ....dance music, .... all
through the Christmas Holidays and
all next year as well. It is the ideal
Christmas Gift. Unassembled it will
give double joy .... the pleasure of
building it an the delight of listening to its superb reproduction. Or
you can assemble it yourself and

0,

sd4k.. e

le

.
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s. C. Cum Ltd.. Melody Capan mall, Highbury Grove. London. NJ.

give it as a complete Receiver....
anyone can build it in 90 minutes,
no holes to drill, no panel to saw, no
wires to solder, it's as simple as
Meccano. Included in the sealed box
(obtainable from any Wireless Dealer) are the three Cossor Valves, the
handsome cabinet, all the parts and
even the simple tools necessary for
its assembly. Get full details from
your dealer or....

Fill in this coupon now!
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SHOULD THE B.B.C. ADVERTISE THE

I

PROGRAMMES ?

T is interesting to cwitemplate what proportion of the
owners of broadcást receivers listen to the programmes regularly. It has become the fashion to
own awireless set, and the home is scarcely regarded as
complete without one, but how often is it used? There
are, of course, some devotees of listening-in who probably never lose an opportunity of switching on the set if
they can possibly avoid it, but there must be thousands
of others who only listen occasionally and who do so
less and less for the reason that the bulk of the programme matter has little or no appeal to them.
A B.B.C. Obligation.

is the business of the B.B.C. to popularise broadcasting and to induce the public to form the habit of
constant listening, but in these days of continual activity
few of us can be systematic about our hours of leisure
and consequently do not search through the programmes
from day to day to ascertain what items are likely to be
of special interest to us. There is also, perhaps, the feeling that since in the published programmes all items are
It
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The Effect of Advertising.

2970 and 2971 Midland.

MANCHESTER: 260. Deansgate.

"

VOL. XXIII . No. 25

The public more and more requires to be reminded of
_forthcoming events through the medium of bold advertising, and whilst it might be argued that the immediate
effect to the B.B.C. and to broadcasting generally of increasing the number of listeners on any particular night
by, say, 50 per cent. would be imperceptible, yet we cannot believe that the achievement of such aresult, which
could certainly be done through the medium of advertising, would be devoid of beneficial consequences to the
cause of broadcasting generally, provided the programmes so advertised were of a high standard—a condition which is, of course, obviously necessary whatever may be the subject of advertisement.
0000

HOLLAND'S NEW EXAMPLE.

I

UST as Holland was the first European country to
establish a short-wave broadcasting station with a
world-wide range which enabled her to cœmnunicate direct with her colonies, so again Holland has taken
the Iead by arranging that the famous station PCJJ,
now at Hilversum, shall transmit on a weekly schedule
with times and languages so arranged that far-distant
countries will be able to listen to transmissions by the
station in their own tongue at times most favourable for
reception.
We have previously urged that the time has come
when our short-wave transmitter, 5SW, should cease to
be regarded as an initial experiment only, and should
be established on apermanent basis and conduct transmissions at intervals throughout the twenty-four hours.
so that reception in various parts of the British Empire
may be made possible at slitable times for reception.
If there is no intention of establishing 5SW on a permanent basis, then it would seem to us that what time
and money has already been spent on the station has
been wasted effort ;if, on the other hand, it has been
intended since the start that eventually SW should become a permanent service station, then surely the time
is long overdue when this change of status should come
about.

WfiTd®00
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What It Is and Whence It Comes.
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

flflHERE has been in the past much argument and
discussion on the subject of high-frequency resistance, especially in connection with the tuning
coils used in wireless reception, and a vast amount of
energy and enthusiasm has been expended in winding
coils of all types, shapes, and sizes in the endeavour to
find a means of keeping the resistance down to a minimum.
Interest in the subject was kept fully alive till about
two years ago, because up to that time no one, whether
radio engineer, pure scientist, or set constructor, could
formulate any rules that would enable him to decide
definitely how to wind a coil giving the lowest attainable high-frequency resistance. The only known way
of finding how best to wind a coil was to adopt the " hit
or miss
method of making up a number of coils,
measuring their high-frequency resistance, and choosing
for incorporation in the receiver that coil for which the
lowest value had been found experimentally. Such a
process is intolerably tedious, calls for laboratory apparatus, and is intellectually unsatisfying.

Jj

The Wireless World Coll Tests.
By the middle of 1925 a physicist, S. Butterworth,
had worked out in detail ameans of calculating the highfrequency resistance due to the wire of which a coil was
wound, and in July of that year he published an article
(Experimental Wireless, July, 1925, p. 613) in which
the formula for calculation was given, though without
the tables of constants that are necessary for the full
application of the formula. In the article he applied
his formula to a coil of which experimental measurements had been made by another writer, and showed
that the agreement between experimental and calculated
results was very close.
In November of that year The Wireless World inaugurated a competition in which readers were invited to
submit for measurement the best coil that they could
make, and a prize was offered for that with the lowest

high-frequency resistance. The results of the tests were
published in The Wireless Wbrld, and alarge amount of
practical information on the subject of coil design was in
this way made public for the first time, but the information was difficult to apply owing to the fact that the basic
principles underlying the whole matter had not then been
made public.
A month or two later there began in Experimental
Wireless a series of articles by S. Butterworth, in which
the result of his mathematical researches was fully presented (Experimental Wireless, April, May, July, and
August, 1926) for the first time; the publication of these
articles was possibly hastened by the competition, as it
provided a wealth of experimental data to confirm the
purely mathematical deductions. This series was finally
summarised in acouple of articles of practical type which
appeared in these pages (The Wireless World, December
8th and 15th, 1926) giving the fullest instructions, with
curves and tables, for calculating the best dimensions,
the best gauge of wire, and the best spacing to give the
lowest possible high-frequency resistance for coils of any
given bulk. Alternatively, the high-frequency resistance
of any coil of which the dimensions were known could
be calculated.
The Advent of the Screened Grid Valve.

The publication of these articles promptly put astop to
all controversy on the subject of the high-frequency resistance of tuning coils, for here was the information necessary
to calculate the answer to practically any problem
that might arise, the sole mathematical equipment necessary for the user of the formula being a slide-rule or a
table of logarithms in order to shorten an otherwise
tedious series of arithmetical operations.
The cessation of interest in high-frequency resistance
that was brought about in this way has resulted in the
almost complete neglect of this topic by writers on
wireless subjects, so that it is not improbable
that some who have only lately become addicted to
à 20
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High Frequency Resistance —
wireless are not quite clear as to what this high-frequency
resistance may be, and why there has been so much fuss
about it in the past. A short discussion of it may, therefore, not be out of place at the present time, especially
as the advent of the, as yet, imperfect screened valve
must inevitably arouse fresh interest in the subject,
though from a different angle.
As applied to tuning coils, the semi-slang term "lowloss," which will be familiar to all through its wide use
by advertisers of components, is practically synonymous
with " having a low high-frequency resistance.'
The
only difference between the two ways of expressing the
saine idea is that in using the term "low-loss" it is
generally implied that all possible sources of loss have
been kept down to a minimum, especially losses due to
the former upon which the coil is wound, and to the plug
oe method of connection employed. The statement that
a coil has a low high-frequency resistance is usually
taken, perhaps owing to the influence of the articles
mentioned above, to refer more specifically to the losses
due to the wire itself and to the method of winding, the
influence of extraneous factors such as the former and
the connections being ignored.
The Origin of High-frequency resistance.
In the copper wire of which the coil is wound there
are several distinct sources of high-frequency resistance.
In the, first place, there is the ordinary direct-current
resistance of the wire; that is to say, the absorption of
power that occurs when adirect current, as from an accumulator, for example, is sent through the coil. The
power so absorbed is converted into heat and so dissipated, just as the power drawn from an accumulator
by the filament of avalve serves to heat up that filament.
This loss does not depend upon the frequency of the

It is very well known, however, that this is not the
only kind of obstruction offered by a coil of wire to
the passage of an alternating or high-frequency current.
For example, that familiar component, the high-frequency choke, permits the steady plate current to pass
with but little hindrance, while it is avery serious barrier
indeed to the passage of high-frequency currents. In
such acase as that of Fig. 1, where the alternative path
offered to them is acomparatively easy one, practically
the whole of the high-frequency currents will pass

Fig. 1.—The high-frequency choke in the above detector valve
anode circuit does not absorb high-frequency energy but deflects
it to earth through a comparatively low-resistance path C.

through the condenser C and so be deflected from the
L. F. amplifier.
The reluctance of a choke to pass high-frequency
currents must not be looked upon, however, as being due
to the absorption of these currents, and their conversion
into heat by that component; we have just restated the
well-known fact that, on the other hand, they are deflected through the condenser. Why does the choke do
this? The question seems far enough from our subject,
but when it is answered we shall have arrived at avery
clear conception of the origin of high-frequency resistance.
In passing through a coil of wire an electric current
sets up a magnetic field—or, in other words, converts
the coil into a magnet. Familiar examples of this are
found in the electric bell, the " pot " of a moving-coil
speaker, or the ordinary telephones. Now, a magnetic
field, since it will cause pieces of iron (the armature of
the bell, or the diaphragm of the telephones just mentioned) to move about, must quite evidently possess a
very appreciable amount of energy, and this energy it
must derive from the current that brought it into existence. That is one of the two fundamental properties
of the magnetic field.
The Function of a High-frequency Choke.

A typical coil submitted for
tests. The inductance was
wound with 42 turns of No.
tance

" The Wireless World" low-loss coil
102 microhenrys, and the coil was
16 D.C.C. The high-frequency resiswas 1.5 ohms.

current flowing, and is therefore the same whether
the current is direct or alternating, and may be looked
upon as a kind of frictional resistance that the current
meets in forcing its way through the wire. An analogy
may be found, though it is not a complete one, in the
friction encountered by water in flowing through apipe.
A 21

The other is that this energy can be reconverted into
an electric current, thus reversing the process already
mentioned. It is of this fact that advantage is taken in
the transformer, where the energy of the varying magnetic field set up by the alternating current in the primary
is used to produce currents in the 'secondary. A more
homely, and perhaps more convincing, demonstration
of the storing of energy in a magnetic field is found in
the fact that when the field current of a moving-coil
speaker is suddenly interrupted, and the magnetism of
the pot is no longer maintained by the current, a very
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MO Frequency Resistance.—
practice, some energy is always lost by secondary effects
vicious spark ensues. The very considerable energy of
that we have still to take into account.
It is these
this spark is drawn from the powerful magnetic field of
secondary effects that provide the high-frequency resistthe pot-magnet.
ance, which is the title given to the sources of energy
Applying these principles to our high-frequency choke
loss in the coil.
(and ignoring the steady plate current flowing through
As already mentioned, we have first the direct-current
it) we have only to remember that the chief feature of
resistance of the coil, which absorbs a certain small
an alternating or high-frequency current is that it is
amount of energy. This is the only loss caused directly
perpetually reversing its direction. As it begins to flow
by the passage of the current itself.
in one direction through the choke it sets up the inLosses Due to Eddy Currents.
evitable magnetic field, and as the energy of this has
to come from the current the latter is considerably imOther losses, and these peculiar to alternating or highpeded in its progress. By the time the current has
frequency currents, can be caused by the fact that the
reached its maximum value in one direction the magmagnetic field is continually building up and then
netic field has, of course, reached its maximum intensity.
collapsing again. We have assumed that the whole of
As the current tries to die away again in preparation for
the energy of this field is returned to the coil when it
starting to flow in the other direction it is again thwarted
collapses, but it is evident that if any energy is
by the magnetic field, which, in collapsing again, tends
abstracted from it in any other way, this complete "to keep the current flowing in its original direction. By
fund of energy cannot occur. The only source of such
the time the current has been permitted to die away
abstraction of energy is to be expected in the setting up
again completely the magnetic field has also gone.
of currents other than that which we have already conExactly the same routine
sidered. This can take place
is gone through again as the
if there is any piece of metal
current flows in the other
or other conducting material
direction, the sole difference
within the range of the magbeing that the reversal of the
netic field; in this case
current implies also the re" eddy currents" (which
versal of the direction of the
may be looked upon as aimmagnetic field. This whole
less currents that go nodouble process is gone
where in particular and are
through, if the set of Fig.
no use to anybody) are
is tuned to 300 metres (I,000
set up or " :nduced " in the
kilocycles), a million times
metal. Since the material in
every second.
which they are set up has a
The point to which it is
direct -current resistance,
desired to draw attention is
these currents give rise to
that the high-frequency curFig. 2. — A simple circuit in which the secondary of an aerial
heat, and in this way some
transformer is connected to an anode bend detector valve. The
rent has been checked in its rectified
output to the low-frequency amplifier depends to a large
of the energy of the magextent on the high-frequency resistance of the tuned circuit.
plc-cage through the choke
netic field is abstracted from
by its interaction with the
it,
dissipated, and lost
magnetic field, and that at the end of the process, since
This is, in fact, the source of the component of the total
all the field built up at one instant has vanished again—
losses that is peculiar to alternating or high-frequency
has been converted back again into current--everything
currents.
is as it was before the process began, and no energy has
At first sight, this source of loss seems easy enough
been absorbed by the choke.
to eliminate, by simply ensuring that there is no metal
within the magnetic field of the coil. This is an excelThe Tuning Coil.
lent idea, as far as it goes, and supplies the reason for
It will no doubt be clear that the effects we have
keeping metal screens in high-frequency amplifiers as
described are in no way dependent for their existence,
far from the coils as possible, but it is quite impossible
but only for their magnitude, upon the number of
to carry out this temoval of metal entirely. There must
turns in the choke. If the number of turns of the choke
always remain the wire of which the coil itself is wound.
were to be reduced from the 2,000 or SO to perhaps 6o
Thus, in addition to providing the " legitimate " curonly, the production and disappearance of the magnetic
rent that we have already, the magnetic field sets up in
field wculd naturally still go on. But 6o turns, on a the wires of the coil eddy, currents that circulate aimrather larger former, makes not a choke (except for the
lessly in small closed paths, and, encountering the resistultra-short waves) but our familiar friend the tuning coil,
ance of the material of which the wire is composed, give
so that we see that the passage of a high-frequency currise to heat-losses over and above those that would be
rent through a tuning coil is attended with precisely the
caused by the passage of an ordinary direct current.
same magnetic phenomena that we have been discussing.
For convenience of calculation, those engaged in the
We have said that no energy is absorbed by the
study of this source of loss have divided these eddy
choke--or, as we will now noncommittally call it, the
currents into two classes, by taking each turn of the
coil--owing to the production and disappearance of the
coil, instead of the coil as a whole, as the unit. On
magnetic field. This is true in the ideal case only; in
this basis, we think of the magnetic field as the sum
A 22
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Ste Frequency Resistance.—
of all the fields set up by the separate turns, and then,
regarding the field of a single turn, we observe that the
eddy currents to which it gives rise are partly in itself
and partly in neighbouring turns.

813

This very brief analysis of the constituent parts of the
losses in a coil has so far only taken account of those
losses due to the wire of which the coil is wound, and
has omitted altogether to consider the possibility of
absorption of energy by the former, or by other parts of
the tuned circuit. These losses are by no means negliThe Skin Effect.
gible, as will be shown, though in the coil itself they
result in augmenting its resistance by only some 15 per
The eddy currents which each turn induces in itself,
cent.
They are, unfortunately, not calculable, and
since they are perfectly independent of neighbouring
introduce into receiver design a source of uncertainty
turns, will remain the same whether the turn that we
which is too large to be neglected.
choose to consider is in the middle of the coil, with other
Before attempting to consider these other sources of
turns on both sides of it, or at one end, when it will
loss, let us turn our attention, now that high-frequency
have other turns only on one side; they will even reresistance has become a fairly familiar conception, to its
main almost unchanged if we undo the turn in question
effects in a tuned circuit. We shall then see why the
and stretch the wiré out straight. The direction of flow
desire for low resistance has arisen, and the need for it
of these eddy currents is such as to neutralise some of
in a practical receiver.
the original current at the centre of the wire, and to
The simplest form of receiver, so far at least as the
augment it at the surface, so that the net result is as
high-frequency side of it is concerned, is shown in
though the original current had been forced to flow
Fig. 2.
It consists of a
mainly on the surface of the
single tuned circuit, fed
wire instead of being, as
from an aerial with the
one would find if this effect
high-frequency voltage dewere non-existent, equally
rived from, let us say, the
distributed throughout the
local station at fairly close
whole wire. In consequence
range. Across the circuit is
of this, the phenomenon we
connected an anode rectiare discussing is generally
fier, this type being chosen
called the " skin effect,"
because we can assume, to
under which title it will be
a first approximation, that
known, at least by name, to
adding it to the tuned cirmost readers. The numericuit makes no difference to
cal value of the extra resistit in any way, for it reance introduced by thus
quires no power to operate
forcing the current to utilise
it.
a portion only of the wire
Disregarding entirely the
has long been calculable
mathematics of the circuit,
with exactness.
which is outside our present
The other part of the
scope, we can nevertheless
eddy current losses, due to
arrive quite easily at the
the currents induced by the
exact effects of high-freturn we are considering in
This coil won second place in " The Wireless World" low-loss
quency resistance. A glance
those near it, must clearly
coil tests in February, 1926.
Although wound with 38 turns of
bare No. 19 gauge wire, the high-frequency resistance at 400
at the circuit shows that the
depend on the distance bemetres was 3.0 ohms.
•
detecting valve is connected
tween turns, the total numacross the tuning condenser C, so that the voltage we
ber of turns, the shape of the coil, and the position of
have to operate the detector is simply the voltage deour turn relative to the others; in other words, upon the
veloped across this condenser. It is clear enough that
exact manner in which the wire is coiled up. It is this
the greater this voltage can be made the louder will be
portion of the total losses, which is a very high one,
the signals that we shall get, for they depend upon no
that made it impossible until recently to calculate the
other factor than the high-frequency voltage applied to
high-frequency resistance of a coiled wire, and drove
the detector.
coil-users to the " hit or miss " methods of coil-design
to which reference has already been made. If referSignal Strength and H.F. Losses.
ence •is made to the articles mentioned, dealing
Just as in the case of an ordinary direct current cirwith the calculation of the high-frequency resistance of
cuit, where the magnitude of the voltage-drop across a
a coil, it will be found that all three losses are included
resistance depends entirely upon the current flowing
in the calculation, and that, although they are all dealt
through it (see Fig. 3), the voltage-drop that works our
with in the same formula, this contains two terms to
detector depends directly upon the high-frequency curdeal with the " skin effect" and the losses due to coilrent that is flowing through the condenser C. If this is
ing the wire respectively, while the fact that all three
large, the voltage will also be large; if the current is
losses represent, in the end, dissipation of heat through
small, so will be the voltage. Since, in a practical
the direct current resistance of the wire is expressed by
case, the size of the condenser is fixed by the necessities
the fact that this occurs as a multiplier to the whole
of tuning, we have no option but to make the current
expression.
A
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High Frequency Resietanee.—
doubling of input voltage with a fourfold increase in
flowing in the circuit as large as possible if we want to
signal strength.
get the loudest .signals. The voltage supplied by th e
This, then, is the reason why the subject of high-freaerial is more or less fixed, so that the only control we quency resistance has received so much attention in the
have over the current in the tuned circuit is obtained
past, for every lowering of resistance results in an inby alterations of its high-frequency resistance, and, to
crease of signal strength. Where there are several tuned
get a large current, it is evident that this must be made
circuits in the receiver, as, for. instance, in sets employas small as possible.
ing high-frequency amplifiers, the benefits obtained by
attention to this point are even greater, for the effect is
cumulative from stage to stage.
We have so far discussed the sources of energy loss
in a coil alone, considered as an isolated component,
and we have seen both that it is desirable to keep these
losses down to a low figure for the sake of efficiency,
and that they can be calculated with reasonable accuracy
for the purposes of receiver design. It must not be forgotten, however, that the coil is only part of the tuned
circuit, and that set design is based on the characteristics
of the tuned circuit as a whole, and not on those of the
3.—(a) An ordinary direct current circuit where th, magnitude
coil alone. The various components—tuning condenser,
of the voltage drop across a resistance depenas entirely upon
the current flowing through it. Voltage drop equals resistance
valve-holder, grid leak, and so forth—that are connected
multiplied by current, or E=IR. (b) current through C at any
frequency equals voltage drop across C divided by Z, the imto the coil in a completed amplifier give rise to further
pedance of C:
Hence voltage drop equals impedance
losses, of a type quite different in their origin to the
multiplied by current, or E=1Z.
losses we have been considering. These other sources
of loss are equivalent in their effects to an increase of
We can safely carry the analogy with the direct curthe high-frequency resistance of the coil, and must thererent circuit a stage farther; in both cases halving the
fore be taken into account when designing an amplifier.
resistance will result in doubling the current, and, thereAlthough these incidental losses cannot, so far as the
fore, in our receiver, in doubling the voltage applied to
writer knows, be calculated with an exactitude, they can
the detector . The fact that we are using an anode deat least be measured, and some measurements of them,
tector is an additional inducement to do all we can in
together with an account of the way in which they arise,
this direction, for this type of detector responds to a will be given in the second part of this article.
(To be concluded.)

INVENTIONS OF WIRELESS INTEREST.
The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office, from
Specifications obtainable al the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price is. each.
Load Speakers.
(No. 288,388.)
Application date: January 19th, 1927.
The diaphragm D, Fig. (a), consists of
a band-shaped member which is housed
inside an elongated sound-box S and sup.

carries the actuating 'winding or speech
coil W.
The sound-box S is slotted centrally,
and is preferably moturted inside a double
horn of the shape shown in Fig. (b), so
that sound waves emitted from the
upper opening of the slot are deflected
by a central rib on the outer horn, whilst
waves coming from the lower opening are
fed directly into the inner horn.
Patent issued to II. Sachs.

in order to balance the effect of the
grid-filament capacity C2, which shunts
the coil L.
Actually the capacitance N
takes the form of an external cylinder
K (Fig. b) closely surrounding the glass

0000

A double-horn lou1 speaker with centrally
slotted sound-box. (No. 288,386.)

ported at two points, B and B. The
upper support B is a point bearing, whilst
the lower B, is designed to allow of a
alight longitudinal movement. A part of
the diaphragm extending outside the
aound•box projects into the magnetic field
between two pole pieces, 1', P,. One
pole piece P is thinner than the other and

Stabilised H.F. Amplification.
(No. 283,497.)
Convention date (U.S.A.): January 11th,
1927.
Relates to an improved method of
stabilising a H.F. amplifier so as to
secure accurate symmetry.
The dotted.
line condensers CI, C2, C3 in Fig. (a)
indicate the several inter-electrode valve
capacities in operation.
The ordinary
neutralising condenser, inserted in series
with the plate electrode and a split input L, Li ,is shown at N. In practice,
however, the capacity C2 between the
grid and filament tends to upset the
balance at high frequencies.
Accordingly, an extra condenser Ni
is inserted in parallel with the coil Li

Neutralising the grid filament capacity
of a valve. (No. 283,497)

bulb of the valve. The cylinder makes
a sliding fit on the bulb, so that its
effective capacity, represented by the condenser N in Fig. (a) can be readily adjusted as to the required value. In these
circumstances the plate of the valve
forms a common capacity surface between the condensers C and N.
Patent issued to The Marconi Co.,
Ltd.
A 24
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A. CIETIEZIE57.M.M
OPP OLUUNIITY
You are doubtless considering the
question of Christmas Gifts. Here are
four solutions of the problem. Each
of the four items has been specially
reduced in price for the Christmas
Season. Take advantage of this Teduction and make a presentation this
year that will give immediate and
permanent del ight.

PUCE
121DUCTIONS
Pelow are given brief desctiptions of these items.
Each one will do all that is claimed of it, and
e2ch is a useful and desirable gift reflecting the
good sense of the donor.
Two Stage Receiver
A very capable receiver employing the Mazda TS215 Two Stage
Valve which functions as Detector and L.F. Amplifier. This set gis es
two valve results with a filament consumption of one viz. :-0.15
amp. Two tuning ranges are provided 20, /650 and 90i20001n.
Old Price £5 00

New Price

£4 0 0

g M. A. Eliminator
This Eliminator is designed for use with the average 1 or 2 valve
set working at present from a small capacity dry battery. Half
wave rectification is obtained by means of an R.H. 1Mazda rectify
lug valve. Completely enclosed in metal case.
Old Price £4 100
lo

New Price £3

14 0

M. A. Eliminator

A similar instrument to the above but is capable of supplying high
tension current to receivers having anode consumption up to and
including 10 milliamps. The average two, three, four or five-stage
receiver can be operated from this unit.
Old Price £6 15 0

New Frke

£5

12

e

Three Stage Receiver
The ideal receiver for those requiring fairly long range reception
yet simplicity in operation. The first two stages are obtained by the
Mazda T.S.215 Two stage valve whilst the final stage is coupled
through a 11TH. Transformer to either a L.F.215 or P.22 Mazda
Valve. This set is extremely economical to run. Two tuning ranges
are incorporated-2001650 and 90052000m.
,,ezeeseee
e5

,------

Old Price £9 100

New Price

£7

18 6

All above prices include valves and Royalties
r
.
"
-

---'

Ask yorr dealer for details
CIO

Fseb.
THE BRITISH TH
- ONSON—HOUSTON CO,LTI1
A25
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Advertisenzents for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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EsteL41 T. BAT.

How to Secure the Maximum. Output under Receiving Conditions.
By R. W. W. SANDERSON, M

T

HE development of the modern valve has resulted
in a very greatly increased emission with a
diminished filament current.
Practically every
wireless set has its" power valve," this generally taking
about 8o per cent. of the total anode current of the set,
where sets of the simpler type are being considered. The
result is that there is often very little difference between
the total anode currents of, say, 2, 3, and 4-valve sets
where only one power valve is used.
It is also true that practically all modern sets consume
more watts in their H.T. than in their L.T. circuits. As
the price of batteries in pence per watt hour is very much
greater in the former case, the importance of aknowledge
of the best way in which to use them is obvious.
-Ur

.Sc.

-

have troubles peculiar to themselves. At their best they
are bulky, heavy for the same capacity as a dry cell,
and are capable of doing much more damage to the
surrounding furniture. They must be carefully looked
after or they deteriorate. They have the merit of giving
a more constant voltage in comparison with a dry cell,
the fall during effective life being about 15 per cent., in
comparison with 30 per cent, for a dry cell. Where
exceptionally high anode currents are required they are,
however, almost essential.
Characteristics of the Leclanché Dry Cell.

A battery of dry cells gives its rated voltage, that is, •
the voltage on the label, only for the first few hours of
its life. As circumstances vary, it is
Measurement of Anode Currents.
impossible to give a general figure,
N view of the fact that there must be
Only a very small proportion of
• many millions of people dependent
but considering the normal standard
for their entertainment upon the use
wireless set owners have any accurate
small unit at, say, five milliamperes,
of dry cell H.T. batteries it is of inidea of their anode currents. Some,
the voltage of a single cell falls from
terest to review the position of that
indeed, make an effort to measure it,
the 1.50 volts, upon which the total
much-maligned but almost indispenbut it must be emphasised that any
sable component.
battery voltage is calculated, to 1.40
It is not the purpose of this article
measurements either of current or
volts in the course of six periods of
to defend the dry cell high-tension batvoltage that can be relied upon must
discharge of four hours each. Fretery for it needs no defence, but to
be made with a moving-coil instruquently batteries of reputable make
discuss the intelligent use of it in those
circumstances where it is the most
ment of good quality. Cheap voltare found on the market with inconvenient source of supply.
meters have their use provided that
dividual cell readings below 1.50
The great majority of wireless
they are regarded as nothing more
volts, although no current has been
listeners still use dry cells and will
than arough indication. They serve
taken out of the cell. This initial
probably continue lo do so.
is for
the information of this large group
veil for detecting completely" dud "
figure is dependent, to a great
of people that this article is written.
sections of a battery.
extent, upon the type of material used
In the absence of an instrument a
in the manufacture of the cell, and it
fairly accurate estimate of the anode current can generdoes not necessarily follow that the cell with the low
ally be made by calculation from the published characreading will give a short life, though admittedly if the
teristic curve supplied by the valve manufacturers. A discrepancy is very pronounced the tendency would be
knowledge of the anode current is essential when the
in that direction. For this reason it has been the custom
H.T. battery is being chosen.
-of most manufacturers, among them the best known in
The different sources of high-tension supply are well
the country, to " give away" an extra cell or cells in
known, they are the " eliminator" and batteries.
their batteries; that is, they calculate the voltage at 1.50
Whether an eliminator is suitable in any particular case
volts on anumber of cells less than that actually present,
depends upon the type of electric power available, the the additional cells giving them a safe margin. At one
anode current required, and the type of set. Some sets time. it was quite usual to find batteries labelled " 15
require considerable modification before they will work
volts" giving well over 16.5 volts. It is- an obvious
satisfactorily with an eliminator.
psychological fact that abuyer who gets abattery reading
more than the rated voltage is very satisfied, even if inAccumulators, satisfactory in many cases where care
is exercised dnd where charging facilities are available,
dividual cells are below the proper readings, as they
A 27
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Dry Cell ET. Batteries.—
easily may be, when certain types of material are used.
The initial drop in voltage from 1.5 to 1.4 volts is
fortunately not continued. Batteries made by the best
methods when tested intermittently at a rate of five
milliamperes will have an average voltage throughout
their life of 1.3 volts or over: (This refers to the standard
small unit.)
• A feature of the advertisements made by certain battery

DECEMBER 19th, 192.e.

charge at constant current are shown in Fig. 1. They
are results selected from many which have been obtained, and they are typical of the discharge curves of
two very well-known makes.
As will be seen, both batteries fail at about the same
point, and therefore they have given the same number
of _ampere hours. In spite of this there is no doubt
about which is the better battery. The one with the
higher voltage, and therefore with the higher watt hours,
is obviously the better. The " recovery " of the poorer
cell is shown to be greater than that of the better one.
It is customary for some makers to carry out tests on
a constant resistance rather than a constant current.
This means that at the end of the life of the cell the load
is very much reduced, the current often falling to half
its original value. In effect this permits the cell to give
a very long " tail " in the discharge curve, which is
never found -When the cell is tested on an intermittent
constant current test.
H.T. Battery with Replaceable Sections.

TIME

OF

INTERMITTENT

DISCHARGE

(HOURS)

Fig. 1.—Intermittent discharge curves of two typical small-size
cellIts delivering a constant current of 5 mA. for 30 hours per week.
Both batteries have the same ampere-hour capacity but the watthour capacity of battery A is greater than battery B.

manufacturers is the " recovery " of the battery between discharge periods. Actually all batteries recover,
the degree of recovery depending largely upon the extent
to which the battery fell during the previous day's run.
This recovery may be looked upon in a light which does
not make it so favourable for the battery maker who
makes this claim. It obviously implies that the battery
falls considerably during the course of the day's run,
for the degree of recovery must be measured by the
difference between the final reading of one period, and
the initial reading of the next It is actually found that
the recovery of the very
worst battery is very much
180
higher than that of the best,
180
owing to its fall during the
working period (See Fig. 1).
140
As in any normul set it is
of the greatest importance
120
that the voltage should reF
i
100
main constant during the
0
course
of
the
working
>
80
period, the ideal battery
80
would fall very little, if at
all, in which case its re40
covery would be negligible.

The most satisfactory way to use ahigh-tension battery,
both from the point of view of economy and good results,
is to find that voltage of high-tension supply which will
give most satisfactory results either in quality cr ability
to pick up distant stations, and maintain the voltage
at that point by the provision of new batteries. For this
purpose, small units (such as 15-volt strips) are ideal,
as they can be discarded separately as they become
useless, not before all available power has been used.
If a user does this, he will obviously get better service
from the type of battery where the volts are well maintained.
It has often been stated that it is unwise to put old
batteries in series with new ones. Provided that the
old ones are not practically useless, that the user has a
method (such as a voltmeter test) for detecting " dead
sections, and that his set is provided with means of preventing back coupling through the battery resistance,
this statement need not be taken seriously.
If the voltage on the set be maintained constant it is
clear that the anode current will also remain constant,

L

Intermittent Discharge.

In practice, of course, all
cells used for wireless work
are discharged intermittently.
Two curves showing the
results of intermittent dis-

q%bsells5zwememeemeeeeettesee

20
0

20

40

80

80

100

120 140 180 180 200 220 240 280 280 300 320 340 380 380 400
HOURS

Fig. 2.—Voltage discharge curve of a triple-capacity battery on a three-valve set comprising
_ two D.E.L. 210 valves and a D.E.P. 215.
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normally will fail to work satisfactorily at about threeDry Cell H.T. Batteries.—
fifths of the voltage recommended for use either by- the
and for the purpose of determining the behaviour of
set makers or the valve manufacturers concerned.
batteries, the tests of the type given in the figures will
As arule, particularly with
be immediately applicable.
the better type of battery,
On the other hand, if, as
there is fortunately very
is more usual, the grid bias
little life left in the cell
is kept constant, and no
by the time it has reached
effort is made to maintain
this point, corresponding
the anode voltage, it is still
to about 0.9 volts per cell.
important to choose a batA discharge curve of a
tery in which the volts are
complete
battery under
well maintained. The more
working
conditions
is
rapid diminution of anode
shown in Fig. 2. This is
voltage of the battery B
selected from a series and
(Fig. r) as compared with
is typical.
The set in
A will cause the volume
question was a simple set
to fall off, while distortion
with a detector and two
or inability to pick up
L.F. stages, comprising
weak signals will become
two D.E.L.2ro valves and
apparent at an early stage.
a D.E.P.215. In the conThe point at which the
cluding instalment of this
A H.T. dry cell manufactured by the General Electric Company.
battery will fail to work
Each section of 15 volts is replaceable and can be discarded
article the anode requirecannot be the same for
separately as it becomes useless.
ments of typical sets will
each set as the needs of
be given, together with suggestions for H.T. batteries of
listeners vary, the quality often remaining passably
suitable capacity.
good- when the set can no longer pick up distant
(To be concluded.)
stations.
In the writer's experience, wireless sets
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Loud Speakers on Trial.
Comparative tests with loud speakers concealed behind a screen always provide a considerable measure of excitement owing to the
startling results often
disclosed when the
identity of the instrument is revealed.
The
Swindon and District Radio Society carried out
an event of this kind at its last meeting, and
the voting on an ear test of music reception
gave the honours to a home-made roll-type
instrument enàploying wallpaper. On speech a
Mime-made diaphragm loud speaker was given
the best vote. Later in the evening Mr. Tarrant
gave a display of moving coil loud speakers.
Mr. A. Wainwright has been elected Chairman.
lion. Secretary, Mr. M. Hill, Windyridge,
Ok us, Swindon.
0000
An A.C. Mains Set.
A set drawing all current from A.C. mains
was demonstrated by Mr. Remington, ex-vicm
chairman of the South Croydon and District
Radio Society at the last meeting.
Using a
simple bell transformer, pure A.C. was obtained
at tlàe required voltage. Owing to the presence
of " hum " the detector filament was not run
off the mains, an indirectly heated cathode
valve being used in this stage.
The set included one 11.1f valve, followed by a detector
and two stages of L.F. amplification.
Among
other interesting features was an arrangement
whereby an exceptional amount of play could
be obtained with the diaphragm of the moving
coil.
Hon. Secretary. Mr. E. L. Climbers, 14, Campden Road, South Croydon.
0 0 CC
Manchester and Club Research Scheme.
As a step in their vigorous research campaign,
the Radio Experimental Society of Manchester
have obtained premises at 8, Water Street,
which will shortly be opened as club room and
laboratory. The whole of the work Is done by
members, and for the time being all meetings,
lecturers, etc., are cancelled, as it le a case
A 29
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of " all hands to the pump " to get the new
headquarters ready for 1929. When completed.
it is hoped that the new laboratory will be
among the best equipped in the north.
The
technical research will be under the leadership
of Mr. A. H. Bentley (a vice-President of the
Manchester College of Technology).
A new
short-wave transmitter will also be installed.
All woodwork, including benches, will be constructed by metnbers under the supervision of
Mr. J. Bfeadowcroft, while all electrical anti
power equipment will be in the charge of Messrs.
Colbert and Levy.
The Society still has vacancies for a few
technically minded members. All interested are
invited to apply for further particulars to the
lion. Secretary. Mr. J. Levy, 19, Lansdowne
Road, West Didsbury, biancliester.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19th.
Midas Green and Hendon Radio Soriety.
At 8 p.m.
At the Club flouse. Willifield Way, N.W.11.
Demonstration of
Enid; Finding, by Mr. C. L. Thompson.
North
Middlesex
Radio
Society.—A t
8 p.m.
At St. Paul's Institute,
inchmore Hill.
Questions and Ansicers.
Edinburgh and District Radio Society.—
At 8 p.m. At 117; George Street. Ieetare
by
Mr.
W.
Anderson,
M.A.,
F.R,S.E.
Totten ham Wireless Society.—A t 8 p.m.
At 10, Bruce Grove, N.19. Cinema and
Lantern Lecture.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20th.
LI/opt and District Radio Society.—At
the IV rdepan Institute, Cleveland Rood,
High Road, Ilford.
Discussion
"The
Pros and Cons of the New Valves."
Stretford and District Radio Societ y. —
Annual Dinner.
Slade Radio (Hirai ingham).—At 0 p.m.
At the Parochial Boll, Broomfield Road,
Erdin pion.
Sala
and
Exchange
of
Apparatus.

Hints on Working a Pentode.
At the meeting of the NI igan and District
Technical College Radio Society on November
28th, Mr. J. Clarke, of Messrs. Edison Swan
Electrical Co., gave an account of the processes
involved in the manufacture of valves and subsequently demonstrated an Ediswan Threesome
set. His practical tips on the manipulation of
screened grid and pentode valves were much
appreciated. The Society held its first Christnias Social on December 12th.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. M. M. Das, B.Sc., Library
Street, Wigan.
0000
The Screened Crld Valve.
The screened grid valve was the subject of
an interesting talk given by a representative
of the Marconi Co. at a recent meeting of the
Wembley Wireless Society. The talk. which was
illustrated by lantern slides, provoked an interesting discussion, revealing the keen interest
which is being taken in the subject.
The feature of the evening was the demonstration of one of the latest Marconi sets operating
a moving coil loud speaker.
On December 7th the evening was devoted
to a comparative test of loud speakers, members bringing their own instruments along.
Particulars regarding the forthcoming session
will be gladly forwarded by the lion. Secretary,
Mr. 11. Comben, 24, Park Lane, Wembley.
0 0 00
Moving Coil v. Exponential Horn.
cotnpartson of the moving coil and exponential lutin loud speakers v.as the feature
of
the
Bee
Radio
Society's
meetings
on
November lath. The moving coil demonstrated
by Mr. Ecford gave excellent reproduction,
while the demonstration of the horn instrument
by Mr. Clarke revealed the excellent results
obtainable froiu this class of loud speaker as
compared with the ordinary horn type. Opinion
was divided on the .respective merits of the
moving coil and the logarithmic horn.
lion. Secretary. Mr. A. L. Odell, 171, Trimmere Road, S.W.I8.
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Events of the Week
ATLANTIC

WIRELESS

OUTPOST.

A wireless station is to be established
it Horta, in the Azores, to supply meteorological information to ships.
•
0000
NEW

SWEDISH

BROADCASTER.

In afew days' time the Swedish Broadcasting station at Malmö is to be replaced
by a new station at H6rhy, in Skane,
with a power of 20 kilowatts.
0000

BROADCASTING OIL ON
WATERS.

TROUBLED

King Amanullah is reported to be using
broadcasting to influence public opinion
during the present revolt of the Afghan
tribesmen.
Pacificatory speeches have
been broadcast from Kabul and also reproduced on loud speakers erected in the
main square of the capital.
0000
MEDICAL

AID

BY

WIRELESS.

In starting an aerial medical service for
pioneers in the Western backwoods, the
Australian Inland Mission is making experiments with portable wireless transmitters and receivers of a type suitable
for summoning assistance from the nearest
sdedical settlements.
0000

SUNDAY CONCERTS FROM HOLLAND.

The Hilversum broadcasting station is
continuing its fortnightly concerts for
British listeners on Sunday evenings by
arrangements with Messrs.
Brandes,
Limited. The next transmission will be
on December 30th on the usual wavelength
of 1,071 metres.
0000

THE

RADIOVISOR."

A public company known as Radiovisor
Foreign and Colonial, Ltd., was registered on December 5th with a nominal
capital of £450,000. Among the objects
of the company are the manufacture and
sale of selenium and other light-sensitive
cells, microphone fire alarms, moving-coil
apparatus, wireless and television apparatus and loud speakers.
It is understood that the company will
also produce the "Radiovisor," a lightsensitive device to work alarm bells, control trains and carry out other operations
which can be effected by the action of a
light-sensitive cell.

in Brief Review.

ESPERANTO

BROADCASTING.

At the British Esperanto Association's
annual dinner on December 8th it was
announced that regular transmissions are
now made in Esperanto from 56 broadcasting stations.
0000

GERMANY 'PHONES
ARGENTINE.

THE

The wireless telephone service between
Berlin and Buenos Ayres opened on December 10th, the cost for a three-minutes
conversation being £9. The system employs the Transatlantic telephony services
from Rugby.
0000

A

..B.B.C." FOR

CANADA ?

Members of a Royal
Commission
appointed in Ottawa are to tour Britain,
France, and the United States to gather
data concerning the respective merits of
State and privately owned broadcasting.
It is believed that Canadian authorities
favour a broadcasting system designed on
B B.C. lines.
The members of the Commission are Sir
John Aird, President of the Canadian
Bank of Commerce, Mr. C. A. Bowman,
editor of the Ottawa Citizen, and M.
Augustin Frigon, director of the Montreal
Polytechnic School.
n000
WIRELESS-CONTROLLED WATCHES?

The Soviet Inventions Bureau, says the
Daily Telegraph, has granted patent
rights to a Roslave wireless engineer
named Zlotnikov in respect of his invention of a so-called "master wireless
clock " which, it is claimed, will keep
any number of specially adapted clocks,
and even watches, synchronised.
0000
NEW

WIRELESS

CENTRE.

The Aldwych and Kingsway district of
London, which is rapidly becoming the
hub of the British engineering world, has
made an important acquisition in the shape
of the new , wireless and electrical showrooms opened by the B.T.-H. Company at
Crown House, Aldwych, on December 6th.
A section of the showroom is devoted to
a fine display of B.T.-H. radio apparatus.
including Mazda valves and the latest
gramophone-radio sets. A photograph of
the showroom appears on p. 833 of this
issue.

WIRELESS

SOCIETY

OF

IRELAND.

Professor F. E. Hackett, Ph.D., M.A.,
has been elected President of the Wireless Society of Ireland.
0000

R.C.A. CONCENTRATES ON
BROADCASTING.

The Radio Corporation of America has
authorised the formation of a subsidiary
company to take over its communications
business. It is believed that the new
organisation will control both the Western
Union and the Communications Department of Radio.
0000
A NOTABLE

JUBILEE.

The Jubilee of the incandescent electric
lamp, which was first shown in public by
the late Sir Joseph Swan at Newcastleon-Tyne on December 18th, 18'18, will be
commemorated by the Institution of Electrical Engineers at the ordinary meeting
to be held on Thursday, December 20th,
1928, when ashort lecture on Swan's work
will be delivered by Mr. J. Swinburne,
F.R.S. Samples of early lamps will be
on exhibition.
0000

DE-NATIONALISATION ?

The Belgian Government is reported to
be considering a new project for reorganising the post and telegraph services which control broadcasting.
In
View of the financial advantages gained
from the exploiting of the hitherto
nationalised railways by a private company, it is proposed to deal in the same
way with other State services.
Should the scheme materialise, the
Government would grant to the new
P.T.T. concessionaires an annual subsidy
of some one hundred and fifty million
francs for a period of five years, at the
expiry of which the company would be
expected to carry on without further
assistance
From that period the concessionaires would be called upon to give
a reliable postal, telegraphic, and telephonic service to Belgium and to return
to the State an annual sum equivalent
to 5 per cent, interest on the subsidies
advanced.
The scheme provides for a
sinking fund as well as a necessary
reserve capital limited to fifty million
francs. All excess profits would be repayable to the Belgian Exchequer.
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LONELY

WIRELESS

JOB.

Bouvet Island, a barren rock in the
South Atlantic, the ownership of which
has been the subject of contention between Britain and Norway for many
years, has now been unconditionally recognised as Norwegian property.
A
meteorological wireless station is to be
erected at once, and already two wireless
operators have left Oslo to• begin their
lonely task of installing and operating the
new plant.
0000

ANOTHER

WIRELESS

"LIGHTHOUSE."

The wireless beacon installation at Start
Point, just completed by the Marconi
Company, is the seventh of its kind round
the British coasts.
The others are at
Round Island, Skerries, Spurn Lightship, the Casquets (Ohannel Islands),
Bar Lightship, and Albatross (Coningbeg, Ireland).
This type of station transmits an intermittent signal on an exclusive wavelength
of 1,000 metres for the benefit of ships
carrying direction-finders.
The completion of the Start Point transmitter
means that ships can now obtain effective
bearings from the three Channel stations
arid can be assured of their position right
up the Channel.
0000
EMERGENCY WIRELESS FOR ULSTER.

Northern Ireland is asking for an
emergency wireless service for use on
occasions when telephone and telegraphic
communication is cut off during storms.
Major J. T. Duffin, president of the Belfast Chamber of Trade, recently stated
that it seemed "rather outrageous that in
1928, on account of storms, Ulster should
be cut off from the outside world."
0000

OWING to the Christmas Holidays
"The Wireless

Canada, in its endeavour to give the
amateur transmitter every opportunity to
experiment, has already done extensive
work to enable him to carry on without
interruption when the Washington Radio
Convention comes into force on January
1st. According to the convention it is
inicessary to have the consent of other
nations before Canadian amateurs can
work with foreign enthusiasts with the
freedom they have enjoyed in the past.
The first step, says a Monitor correapondent, was taken in August by Commander C. P. Edwards, who wrote to the
two telegraph companies in the Dominion,
the Canadian National Telegraph and the
Canadian Pacific Railway's Telegraphs,
and obtained their consent to allow
amateurs the freedom of sending experimental and personal messages as would
not otherwise find their way over the
wires.
The same indefatigable official
then sent letters to all British Dominions,
the United Kingdom, the United States,
Portugal, the Philippines, and a number
of other South American and European
countries.
"We are the first country to have
done this for the amateur," said Commander Edwards in an interview. "We
want the amateur to go right ahead with
his work when the new convention comes
into force."

World " dated

December 26th will be on sale on
Monday. December 24th.

MERCANTILE MARINE
MEMORIAL.

WAR

In connection with the unveiling of the
Mercantile Marine War Memorial on
December 12th, the wireless operators
who served during the War, numbering some 6,000, were represented by
twenty operators from the Marconi
Int-irnational
Marine
Communication
Co., Ltd.
One of these, Mr. Robert
Leith, who was senior operator on
the .TAisitania when she was sunk on
May 17th, 1915, was presented to Her
Majesty the Queen.
On the fateful day of the sinking of
the vessel, Mr. Leith at the time of the
impact of the torpedo was lunching in
the saloon, the junior operator being on
watch. Mr. Leith tells us that when he
came down a lady on his left remarked
that he was late and would not get any
lunch.
These words of jest came
strangely true, for they had hardly been
spoken when a dull crashing thud was
heard, and it became evident that something serious had happened. The S 0 S
call was sent out continually, until it was
evident that nothing further could be
done; then and then only the wireless
operators gave a thought to their own
safety.
Mr. Leith was able to jump
some distance into a partially submerged
lifeboat which had been launched, and
later transferred to another.

events for satisfactory reception by wireless listeners. I have not refused permission for the use of the British Broadcasting Corporation's stations for television tests. The Governors of the Corporation decided, in the exercise of the
discretion vested in them, after a demonstration by the Baird Company, who
hold an experimental licence, that the
system did not at present fulfil the conditions which would justify a public trial
through one of their stations. I have
recently received an application from the
Baird Company for further facilities.
This application is at present under consideration, and Iam not yet in a position
to say anything further.-'
0000
Licences for Portable Sets.
Replying to Sir Frank Nelson, Lord
Wolmer, Asst. Postmaster-General, said
that he did not think there was any
reason to suppose that the owners of
portable sets were more prone to evade
their legal obligations than other members of the community. The number of
licences now in force was over 2,500,000.
.0 0oo
Daily Profit on Rugby Station.
Sir Nicholas Grattan-Doyle enquired
what had been the average daily all-in
cost of the Rugby station from May 1st
to date, and what had been the average
daily revenue during the same period..
Lord Wolmer said that from May 1st
to September 30th last (which was the
latest period for which complete statistics were available), the average daily
all-in cost of the station, including, the
receiving stations worked in conjunction
with it, was £383, and tha average daily
revenue was £397.
00 00

BOOK REVIEW.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT ASSISTS
WIRELESS AMATEURS.
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An amateur transmitter's Christmas card.
THE

AC3

RECEIVER.

The Ferranti milliammeter used in the
"A.C.3" receiver dealt with in our
issue of September 5th was erroneously
described as having a scale reading of
0.15 milliamperes
The figure should
have been 0.50 milliamperes, type 3F.
0000

WIRELESS AT WESTMINSTER.
From Our Parliamentary Correspondent.
P.M.G. and Television.
In reply to questions in the /louse of
Cominons recently by Lieut.-Commander
Kenworthy on the subject of television,
Sir William Mitchell-Thomson, Postmaster-General, said: "I know of In
system which is at present capable of
transmitting moving pictures of actual

Wireless Trader Year Book and Diary,
1929.
Manufacturers and users of all kinds
of wireless sets and components will welcome the fifth issue of the "Trader Year
Book," which fully maintains the reputation established by its predecessors of
being the most complete list of wireless
manufacturers, and one arranged in aconvenient form for quick reference.
The
wireless and gramophone trades are now
so closely allied that the directory has
been extended to include gramophone
manufacturers, and an entirely new section has been added after the technical
data giving much useful information and
practical points for gramophone traders.
The general features of this useful and
technical data have been retained and
brought up to date.
Those interested in
the question of royalties on patents will
find a useful summary of the various
patents owned by the Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., and a brief
statement of the position regarding the
Marconi royalties at the time of going
to press.
The book contains 388 pages of useful
information and includes a convenient
diary for 1929. Published by the Trader
%Wishing Co., Ltd., Salisbury Square,
London E.C.4. Price 5s. 6d. post free
for Great Britain, or 7s. 6d. overseas.
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FROM ABROAD
GamELM (Radio Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (344.8
suttee ; 1.5 kW.-13.10, Sextet Selection, The Crown
of the Indies (Elgar-Winter). 8.15, Service from La
Basilica de la Merced. 8.23, Sextet Selections. 8.30,
French Lesson by Prof. Martin. 9.0, Chimes, Weather
Report, Exchange Quotations and News.
9.10.
Orchestral Selections of Dance Music. 10.0, ¡'ro gramme relayed from Madrid. EAJ7.
SERUM (370.4 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.80, Talk for
Girls. 6.0, Programme for Children. 7.0, Orchestral
Concert. 7.20, Recitations by Sverre Erichsen. 7.50,
Topical Talk. 8.5, Entertainment by Victor Ivarson.
3.0, Weather News and Time Signal.
915, Dance
Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Kiinigswusterhausen) (1.230 metres) ; 40
kW.-8.30, Programme relayed from Hamburg.
Else Kolshorn, Talk: The Employment of
Women in the National Post Office. 5.0, Prof. Woldt,
Talk: Discussion between Industrial Workers. 5.80,
Elementary Spanish Lesson. 5.55, Prof. Werner Jager,
Talk: Ulrichs von Wilamowitz, on the Occasion of his
80th Birthday. 8.20, Prof. Ehrenbaum, Talk: The
Herring Industry. 7.0, Concert: Bandonion Solos,
u.
tMarch, Under the Hamburg Flag (Pürschmann),
) Schiffsjungentanz (Zogbaum) ; Tenor Solos, (a)
• front Let Cloches de Corneville (Planquette),
(b) Wer Hamburg nicht kennt (Raymond), (c) Deutschland, ade (Raymond) ;Readings by Dr. Gustav Manz;
Tenor Solos, (a) Folk Song, Old Love (Kistenmacher),
(b) The Sailor's Destiny (Petrie), (c) Sailor's
Chorus (Engel-Berger); Valse brillante in E Major
(Pürschmann).
8.0, Programme froto Voxbaus.
8.80, Dr. Werner Mahrholz, Talk: German Literature,
followed by Programme from Weans.

r
i
b

BiaLnr (voxbans)

(484 metres) ; 4kW.-9.10
Market Prices. 9.15 a.m., Weather Report, News and
Time Signal. 10.0 a.m., Programme of Gramophone
Records. 10.80 a.m., Exchange Quotations. 11.55
a.m., Time Signal. 12.30, Weather Report and News.
1.0, Programme of Gramophone Records.
2.0, Exchange Quotations, Agricultural Report and Time Signal. 2.30, Dr. Paul Frank, Talk: Medical Hygiene. 3.0,
Prof. Eduard Norden, Talk: Ulrich von WilamowitzMoellendorff, on the occasion of his 80th Birthday.
8.30, Talk and Reading. 4.0, Concert: Selections of
Opera Music from the Works of Puccini, (a) Maison
Lescaut, (b) La Bohème, (c) La Tosca, (d) Madame
Butterfly, (e) Gianni Schicchi, (f) Turandot ; Moresca
(Silent) ; Berg Musik (Borch); Suite (Fauchey);
Intermezzo appassionato (Becce) ; Nocturne (Becce);
Allegro giocoso (Fresco); Fox-Trot, Angela mia
(Rapée) : Ballet Suite, The Spring (Delibes) ; Jubel
Serenade (Murzilli); La bella valenciana (Kaempfert);
Selection from The Snow Man (Korngold) ;Wiegenlied
(Reger) ;Siciliano und Rigaudon (Francœur-Kreisler) ;
Tango, Stiss singt die Geige, gut' Nacht (Rollins);
Jobe' Overture (Weber). Followed by Advertising
Notes. 8.0, Georg Hausdorf, Talk: Modern Advertising and its practical application. 8.25, Psychology
Talk by Dr. Max Dessoir. 7.0, Evening Entertainment.
8.0, Programme of Christmas Carols by Cornelis
Bronssgeest (Baritone) and Bruno Seidler-Winkler
(Pianist). 8.80, Readings for Children by Fred Hildenbrandt, followed by Weather Report, News, Time
Signal and Sports Notes. 9.30, Lesson in Dancing by
Reinhold Sommer, followed by Dance Music. 11.30
(approx.), Close Down.
RR» (411 metres) ; 1.3 kW.-4.0, Concert by the
Kursaal Orchestra. gee, Time Signal and Weather
Report.
8.30, Hans Burren, Talk: Advent and
Christmas Customs.
7.0, The Christmas Oratorio
(Bach), relayed from Basle (1,010 metres).. 8.50,
News and Announcements. 8.55, Weather Report.
9.5, Concert by the Kursaal Orchestra. 9.85, Dance
Music.
BRESLAU (822.8 metres); 4 kW-3.30, Orchestral
Concert from the Goldene Krone Café. 13.0, Film
Review. 5.25, Talk in Esperanto by Alfred Hanuschke.
5.35, Landrat Neumann, Talk: The Silesian Border
Town-Guhrau.
8.10, Shorthand Lesson.
8.40,
Discussion on Art between Curpart Popl and F. W.
Bischoff. 7.15, Evening Entertainment: A Christmas
Number. 9.0, News. 9.80, Dance Music by the Station
Dance Orchestra. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BRUIN (441.2 metres) ; 2.5 kW.-15.15, Weekly
Report for Journalists by Prof. Casmir Jerabek.

gramme. 5.30, Legal Talk by Dr. Fischer. 8.0.
The Go:dtn Saturday": (a) A Stroll through the
Town, (b) What is the Weather elag to be ? (c) An
Hour in the Café. 8.0, Variety Programme. 9.45,
Weather Report, News, Sports Notes and Dance
Music. 10.60, North Sea and Baltic Weather Report.
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All Times are reduced to Greenwich
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are

otherwise
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stated.

8.0, Programme relayed from Prague, followed by
News. 9.25, Concert by a Gipsy Band, relayed from
Bratislava (300 metres).
BRUSSELS (508.5 metrea); 1.4 kW.-7.80, "RadioChronique." 8.15, Concert from the Salle du Conservatoire, followed by Esperanto Talk and News.
10.30, Orchestral Concert from the Palace Hotel Tea
Room. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
BUDAPEST (556.6 metres) ; 20 kW.-4.10, Literary
Programme.
5.0, Gramophone Selections.
8.0,
German Transmission. 8.85, Reading. 7.0, Selection
from Eltrinütt a hegedœn, Operetta (ZerkovitzSzilagyi. 8.50, Concert by the Zigeuner Orchestra
from the Hotel flungaria.
CRACOW (5138 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-4.10, Talk by
Jotor on Flemish, French and Italian Tales. 4.35,
Programme front Warsaw. 5.0, Programme from
Warsaw. 8.0, Miscellaneous Items and News. 6.25,
English Reading by Mr. J. Stanislaysky. 8.55, Time
Signal front the Astronomical Observatory.
7.0,
Agricultural Report. 7.5, Dr. J. Regula, Talk: Last
Week's Foreign Policy.
7.30, Programme from
Warsaw.
9.0, Programme from Warsaw.
(30,
Concert front aRestaurant.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (819.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-1.30.
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.20,
News, Announcements and Miscellaneous Items.
7.30, Talk by Dorothy Day. 7.45, Irish Lesson by
Seamus O'Duirinne. 8.0, Pib Uleann, by Seamus
MacAonghusa.
8.15, Lecture Recital by Seamus
MacCall on Spanish Popular Songs, with Vocal Illustrations by Etly Murnaghan (Soprano). 8.45, Variety
Programme by Lettice Newman and Eric Richmond.
9.5, Selection by the Station Orchestra. 9.20, Variety
by Lattice Newman and Eric Richmond.
9.45,
Selection from Katja the Dancer, Light Opera
(Gilbert) with Gertrude Mortimer, Joseph O'Neill and
the Station Orchestra, 10.80, News, Announcements
and Miscellaneous Items. 10.40 (approx.), Meteorological Report. 10.43 (approx.), Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.8 metres) ;4kW.-2.5, Programme
for Children. 8.85, Orchestral Concert of New Dance
Music. 5.10, Reading by O. W. Studtmann. 5.30,
The Letter Box.
5.45, Esperanto Lesson by W.
Wischhoff.
8.15, Talk by Walter Ulrich.
6.45,
Lill v. Baumgarten, Talk: The 75th Birthday of
Isolde Kurz. 7.15, Programme relayed from Stuttgart,
followed by Dance Music from the Café Sachet..
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres) ; 4
kW.-9.15 a.m., News. 10.0 a.m., Programme of
Gramophone Records. 11.10 a.m., Weather Report.
1L15 a.m., Exchange Quotations. 11.30 am., Concert
relayed front Hanover (297 metres). In the Interval
at 11.55 a.m., Time Signal. 12.10, News. 1.40,
Exchange Quotations. 2.30, Review of Books. 8.0,
Illustrated Musk Talk by Dr. With. Heinitz. 8.30,
Concert of Musical Fairy Tales, from the Works of
Will. and Jak. Grimms: Reading from Little Red
Riding Hond; Orchestral Selection front Little Red
Riding Hood (Bendel) ; Reading from The Fisherman
and his Wife; Orchestral Selection from The Fisherman and his %Wife (Tscherepnin); Reading from The
Brave Little Tailor; Orchestral Selection from The
Brave Little Tailor (Zimmer).
4,80, Request Pro-

HILVERSUM (1,071 metres); 6 kW.-9.40 a.m.,
limo Signal and Daily Service. 1140 am., Police
Announcements. 11.55 a.m.; Concert of Trio Music,
1.40, Orchestral Concert from the Tuœhinski Picture
House, Amsterdam. 3.40, Italian Lesson. 4.40,
French Lesson. 5.40, •Time Signal and Concert:
Ojos negros (Camponi); Selection (Alongi); En
sourdine (Tellam); Roses of the South (Johann
Strauss) ; Pitchounette (Massenet) • The Angel
(Rubenstein); Spanish Serenade (Boris Lensky);
Night in June (Friend). 8.25, German Lesson.
7.26, Police Announcements. 7.45, Concert and Talk
arranged by the Workers' Radio Society. 11.15
(approx.), Close Down.
HIIIZF,N (840.9 metres) ; 4kW.-Transmits on 1,852
metres from 5.40 p.m. 12.10, Concert of Trio Music.
2.40, Programme for Children. 5.10, Gramophone
Selections. 13.10, Talk by M. v. Schyndel. 8.30,
Catholic
Bulletin. 8.40,
English
Lesson. 7.10.
Lesson in Dressmaking. 7.40, Talk by M. L. J. N.
Feber, 8.0, Concert of Orchestral Selections and
Baritone Solas by M. W. Herckenrath.
MAN-LES-PINS (Radio LL) (244 metres) • 1.5
kW.-1.0, Orchestral Concert. 8.80, News, Talk for
Women by Mme. la Comtesse de Tremeuge, and Concert.
9.80, Dance Music. 10.0, Clcse Down.
KALUNDBORG (1,153 metres); 7 kW.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (3:37 metres).-8130 a.m., Morning
Gymnastics. 11.0 a.m., Chimes from the Town Hall.
11.2 am., Orchestral Concert from Wivel's Restaurant.
2.0, Programme for Children: "What Ole Luküje
showed Elst and Jürgen "-Christmas Play with
Songs /Johanne v. Kohl). 2.80, Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 5.20, Peter Christiansen, Talk:
Modern Foreign Authors-Gustav Hellstrüm. 5.50,
NVeather Report. to, News and Announcements.
8.5, (approx.), Exchange Quotations. 8.15, Time
Signal. 8.30, Director V. E. Gamborg, Talk: The
Enemies and Friends of Mankind. 7.0, Chimes from
the Town Hall. 7.2 (approx.). Concert of Strauss
Dance Music: Selections (Johann Strauss), (a)
Radetzky March, (b) Annen Polka, (c) Waltz, Wo die
Citronen blüh'n, (d) Mazurka, Die Vl'ahrsagerin, (e)
Quadtillo on Melodies from The Gipsy Baron; Selecticits (Joseph Strauss), (a) Dorfschwalben aus Osterreich, (b) Mazurka, Frauenherz; Diplomat Polka
(Johann Strauss); Selections (Eduard Strauss), (a)
Waltz,-The Doctrine, (b) Gallop, Mit Dampf, followed
by News and Announcements. 8.15, "Hans Peter's
Letter "-a 'ule-tide Comedy in One Act by Otto
Conradsen. 8.45, Concert of Light Music. 9.45,
Dance Music from the Industri Restaurant, 1LO,
Chimes front the Town Hall. 1L02 (approx.), Close
Down.
XATTOWITZ (422 metres) ; 10 kW.-8.1), Gramophone Selections. 4.10, Music Lesson by Prof. F.
Sachse. (55, Children's Letter Box: 5.0, Programme
for Children. 8.0, Announcements. 13.30, Talk by
Prof. J. Dabrowski. 8.58, Time Signal anti Agricultural Report. 7.6, Talk by Mr. K. Zienkiewicz.
7.30, Programme from Warsaw. 9.0, Weather Report
ami News. 9.30, Dance Music.
KAUNAS (2,000 metres) ; 7 kW.-4.30. Announcements. 5.0, Weather Report and News. 13.15,
Agricultural Report. 5.45, Popular Concert. 6.15,
Health Talk. 8.80, News.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-4.0, Orchestral
Selections: ¡March (Metallo) ; Russian Scenes (Bantock); Waltz (Bucceri).
4.85, Talk. 4.57, Time
Signal, Weather Report and News. 5.15 Orchestral
Selections:
Slavonic Dance No. 16 (Dvórak);
American Wood Idylls (MacDowell). 7.45, News In
Finnish and Swedish and Close Down.
LANGENBERC (489.9 metres); 20 kW .
- Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (288
metres), and Münster (250 metres).-12.5, Orchestral
Concert. 1.30, Hints for the Housewife. 2.30,
Finance Report. 2.40, Arthur Wurbs, Talk: The
Basis of Wireless Technology -The Electrical Oscilla.
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Programmes from Abroad.tion Circuit. 8.0, Talk for Women by Marie Them
van den Wyenbergh. 8.25, Talk. 8.45, "On a
Sleigh through the Fairy Woods "-A Christmas
Play with Light Music and Songs for Young and Old.
4.45, Concert by the Langenberg Station Choir and
Orchestra: Introductory Talk by Friedrich Wilhelm
Herzog; Variations and Theme, Hans im Gluck
(Philipp) ; Marienlieder (Hans Philipp) ; Geschichte
voila Franz Xaver Dampfkessel und der Dame Musica
(Weismann). 5,30, Prof. Dr. Boerschinann, Talk:
The Chinese Landscape in Culture and Art. 5.50.
Finance Report, Weather Report and Sports Notes.
6.15, Schriftfiihrer Carl Werner, Talk for WorkersThe Insurance of Office Workers. 6.40, Dr. von der
Leyen, Talk: Fairy Tales in the Literature of the
World. 7.0, Variety Programme. 9.80 (approx.),
News, Sports Notes, and Commercial Announcements,
followed by Concert of Orchestral Music and Programme
of Dance Music, under the direction of Herr Eysoldt.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
LEIPZIG (365.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.80, Orchestral
Concert. 4.45, Wireless News and Talk. 5.20,
Weather Forecast, Time Signal and Labour Market
Report. 5.30, Programme from Hemigswooterhausen.
6.0, Josef Greff, Talk: Psycho-Analysis. 6.30, Dr.
Fritz Reuter, Talk: A Musical Career. 7.0, "A
Winter Idyll ": Orchestral Selection, The Greenland
Suite (Frederiksen) ; Recitation, Winter (Prevert) ;
Recitations from The Seasons (Haydn) ; Songs, (a)
Winter Evening (Schubert), (b) Christmas Snow
(Grieg);
Orchestral Selections from Der Rodelzigeuner (Silage); Recitation from A Winter Idyll
(Stieler); Songs. (a) Greisengesang (Schubert), (b)
¿um l'unsch (Schubert), (c) Geborgensein (von Stein);
Songs (Wolf); Recitation from A Winter Idyll
(Stieler);
Song from Die Kenigskinder (Humperdinck) ; Songs, (a) Winteranlang (Stehr), (b) Winter.
landschaft (Stiihr), (c) Winterweihe (R. Strauss),
(d) Winterhebe (R. Strauss). 9.0, News, Sports
Notes and Announcements. 9.30, Dance Music from
Foshan'. MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ7 (434.8 metres) ;
kW.-7.0, Chimes and Sextet Concert: Agua
azucarillos y aguardiente (Chueca); Fantasia on
Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni) ; Fantasia on La
granjera de Arlés (Rosillo) ;Interlude by Luis Medina.
8.0, Dance Music by the Palermo Orchestra, relayed
from the Alkázar. 8.25, News. 9.45, Market Prices.
10.0, Chimes, followed by Two Musical Plays, (a)
"Los Descamisados" (Cueca), (b) "Los Cadetes de
la Reina" (Luna), followed by News. 12.80 a.m.
(approx.), (Sunday), Close Down.
MILAN, Call 1MI (549 metres) ; 7 kW.-7.15, Talk
by M. G. Arden. 7.25, News. 7.30, Time Signal.
7.82, Variety Concert: Quintet Selection, Serenade
(Mozart) ; Mezzo-Soprano Solos, (a) Abschied (Schubert), (b) Du bist die Rub' (Schubert), (c) Nod ancien
(Respighi) ; Programme from the Works of Guglielmi.
9.55, News and Economic Report. 10.0, Relay of
Tzigane Orchestra from the kiaschetteria Toscana.
10.45 (approx.), Close Down.
XOTALA (1,880 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Roden (1;190 metres),
Goteborg (416.6 metres)
Malmo (260.9 metres),
Oetersand (720 metres), inndevall (545.6 metres).4.0, Light Music by Braeckman's Orchestra, relayed
from Falun (357 metres). 5.0. Programme for children.
5.30, Old-Time Dance Music by the "Spelmanspojkarna," relayed from (Webers. 6.15, Burgomaster
Marten Sjekvist of Grenkriping, Talk :Christmas and
Yuletide Customs, relayed from Gititeborg. 6.30,
Talk: The Porkbutcber's Trade. 8.45, Pianoforte
Recital by Algot Haquinius: Scherzo in F Sharp
Major (Mendelssohn);
Etude in B Flat Minor
(Mendelssohn) ; Spring Song (Mendelssohn) • Novelette in E Major (Schumann). 7.0, Cabaret Programme
relayed from Mahn& 8.0, Current Events. 8.45,
Dance Music by the Egerstam Orchestra, relayed from
the Restaurant Riche.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (383.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.50.
News and Harbour Notes. 8.0, Tune Signal. 8.2,
Variety Programme: Orchestral Selection, Overture
to Light Cavalry (Suppé); "The Thief," Comedy
(Bernstein) ;in the First Interval: Orchestral Selections (Centola), (a) Minuet, (b) Canzonetta; in the
Second Interval :Musical Selections (Blon), (a) Minuet to
della bambola, (b) Serenata d'ainore.
9.0, Talk.
9.50, News.
9.55, Calendar and Programme Announcements. 10.0, Dance Music from the Trocadero.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
OSLO 461.5 metres) ;1.5 kW.-Programme relayed,
by Yredrikuatad (434.8 metres), Hamer (555.6 metres)
liobsdden (411 metres), Poregrund (500 metres) and
Rink» (448 metres).-6.0, Programme for Children.
8.15, Weather Report and News. 6.80, Talk by Belge
Fossum. 7.0, Time Signal. 7.2, Concert of Orchestral
Selections and Songs by Miss Greta SyrdahL 8.0,
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Recitations by Mr. Fridtjof Krohn. 8.30, Weather
Report, News and Topical Talk.
9.0, National
Melodies played on the Hardanger Fiddle by M.
Eyvind Groven. 9.30, Dance Music from the Hotel
Bristol. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiff el Tower), Call FL (2 850 metres) ;5kW.5.0, Pasdeloup Concert.
7.10, Weather Report.
7.80, "Le Journal Parlé."
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (840.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections. 8.50 (approx.), Talk.
8.55 (approx.), News and Announcements.
9.0,
Selections by Artistes from the Opera and Op#raComique : Overture to La Fille de Figaro (Leroux) ;
Fantasia on Miss Decima (Audran). 9.25, News and
Announcements. 9.30, Symphony Programme, under
the Direction of M. Estyle of the Conservatoire: Suite
funambulesque (Humer) ;Bourrée fantasque (Chabrier).
10.0, News and Miscellaneous Items. 10.2, Orchestral
Concert: Selection from The Fair Maid of l'erth
(Bizet); Song of the Mill (Sylvio Lazzari) ; Gaiety
(Florent Schmitt). 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres):
O kW.-12.30, Programme of Columbia Gramophone
Records : La Péri (Dukas) ; Meditation from Thais
(Massenet) by Albert Sammons (Violin) ;Organ Solo,
Pastorale (Franck), by M. E. Collette; Recitation,
Le Colibri (Chausson), by Mme. Jeanne Montjovet;
Russian Song, Kolj Slavenj (Bortnjansky), by the
Don Cossack Chorus; Duet, Get Out and Get Under
the Moon (Shay, Tobias and Jerome), by Van and
Schenck; Song, I Know That My Baby is Cheatin'
On Me (Endor, Steinberget and Lambert), by Sophie
Tucker, accompanied by Ted Shapiro and his Orchestra; Fox-Trot, Felix the Cat, by Paul Whiteman
and his Orchestra; Fox-Trot, Kiss and Make Up
(Bogate and Hoetle) by the Piccadilly Players;
Quasimodo (Sentis), by Lucchesi's South American
Orchestra; in the Interval, News.
2.0, Market
Prices and Religious Information.
3.45, Rosati
Concert, dedicated to Arras and Artois; in the
Intervals, News. 6.30, Agricultural Report. 6.45,
Musical Selections. 7.30, Pianoforte Lesson by M.
Pierre Lucas. 8.0, Dr. Roubinovitch, Talk: The
Mentality of Naughty Children; followed by Market
Prices and News. 8.15, Concert: "L'Après-Midi de
Jocelyn"; Chamber Music; Dance Music by the
Joss Ghislery Symphonians; in the Intervals, News.
priTSBGEGE, Call KDKA (ea and 27 metres) ;
25 kW.-11.0, News.
11.10, Studio Programme.
11.30, Concert from the William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh,
12.0 Midnight, Session Clock Chimes, followed by
University of Pittsburgh Address and Reading from
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol." 12.15 a.m.
(Sunday), Home Radio Club, by James W. H. Weir.
12.30 a.m., Gems of American Literature, by Elbert R.
Moses. 12.45 a.m., A Week of the World's Business,
by Dr. Julius Klein. 1.0 a.m., Violin Solos by Godfrey
Ludlow. 1.30 a.m., Vocal Selections. 1.45 a.m.,
Instrumental Selections. 2.0 a.m., The Philco Hour.
8.0
Longines Time. 8.80 a.m., Weather Report.
3.35 Lin, Selections by Tracy Brown's Orchestra
from the William Penn Hotel Pittsburgh.
isosEs (344.8 metres); 1.5 kvv-exte, Talk for
Women. 7.10, Miscellaneous Items. 7.30, Programme
from Warsaw. 9.0, Time Signal and News. 9.30,
Radio Cabaret. U.0, Concert, arranged by the Maison
Philips. LO a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
PRAGUE (348.9 metres); 5 kW.-5.0. German
Transmission. 6.0, "Balisa" (Moniuszko), from the
National Theatre, Prague. 9.0, Time Signal, News and
Theatre Review. 9.25, Concert by a Gipsy Hand,
relayed from Bratislan (300 metres).
RIGA (526.3 metres) ; 4 kW. -4.0, Programme of
Talks. 5.80, French Lesson. 8.0, Concert: Orchestral
Selections, (a) Overture to lm Reiche des Indra
(Lincke), (b) Ballet from Giroffé-Girofla (Lecocq),
(c) Latvian National Waltz; Comedy; Orchestral
Selection, American Potpourri, Hallo l (Lubbe);
Comedy; Orchestral Selections, (a) Serenade (Mendelssohn), (b) Au vent frais qui murmure (Pease), (c)
National March; followed by News. 8.0, Weather
Report. 8.30, Concert, relayed from the Café de
l'Opera. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ; 3 kW-7.10, Time
Signal and Announcements.
7.46, "Cinderella."
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Opera (Massenet) ; in the Intervals: Review of Art
and Literature and Talk for Women, by Mme. Pompadour. 9.50, News. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (31.26 and
81.4 metres);
30 kW.-11.68, Weather Report.
12.0 Midnight,Phil Spitalny's Musical Programme,
relayed from New York, 12.80 ajn. (Sunday) Orchestral Concert from the Hotel Onondaga, Byrum,.
1.80 a.m., Musical Programme, relayed from Hew
York. 2.0 a.m., Selections by the Male Octet, relayed
from New York, 2.80 Lin., Selections by Mildred
Hunt and the Marimba Orchestra. 3.0 a.m., "Lucky
Strike," Programme relayed from New York. 4.0,
a.m., Time Signal.
4.2 am., Dance Music by the
Orchestra of the Hotel De Witt Clinton, Album
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) • 5 kW.- 8.80, Concert.
4.30, Market Report. 5,15, Concert of Turkish Music.
7.80, Weather Report and Time Signal. 7.40, Vocal
and Orchestral Concert: Symphony No. fi (Beethoven) ; Songs; Wedding March from •Lohengrin
(Wagner). ILO, News and Close Down.
STUTTGART (879.7 metres) • 4kW.-8.0, Vocal and
Orchestral Concert. metres);
3.85,
relayed from
Frankfurt. 5.0, Time Signal and Weather Report.
5.15, Talk by Dr. Rappenecker, relayed from ltd.
burg (577 metres). 5.45, Legal Talk by Dr. Kallee.
6.15, Will Marcard, Talk: With Skis across the snow
fields of the Black Forest, relayed from Freiburg.
6.45, Time Signal and Sports Notes. 7.0, Programme
of Recitations with Musical Interludes: Pianoforte.
Solo from Turandot (Buson)) ; Recitations, (a) Dec
Spiegel (Arthur Silbergleit), (b) Buick in den Spiegel
in drei Jahrhunderten (Senta Neckel) ; Blues for
Violin and Pianoforte (Ravel); Recitations (Polly
Tick), (a) (Modeschau), (b) Neue Kollektion, (c) lVfollig;
Colombine for Violin and Pianoforte (Drdla); Recitations, from (a) Geheimnis der Frauen (Eulenberg),
(b) Ein Opfergang (Binding) ; Pianoforte Solo from
La fille aux cheveux de lin (Debussy). 8.0, "Die
Insel Tulipatan "-Opéra-comique, in One Act (Offenbach). 8.45, Wireless Cabaret: Orchestral Selection,
Susanne (Raymond) ;Das aise Lied (Lowe) ; Kennst
du das kleine Haus am Michigansee (Heymann1;
Come (Oscar) ; Wenn zwei Blondinen (Raymond) ;
Orchestral Selection, March of the Gladiators (Sousal;
"The Champion Boxer "-Farce in One Act (.
011op) ; Es kam em n Bursch (Raymond) ; Spiel' my
Jazzband, Spiel' (Granichstiidten); Was der Onkel
Dokter sagt (Herzog); Light Poetry and Prose by
Ferry Dittrich; Tráume, Liebling; (Hirsch) ; Wenn
schone Frauen nicht lichen (Sobotka); Wenn in
Werder (May), followed by News. 11.80 (approx.,
Concert
burg. 12.30
of Gramophone
a.m. (Sunday),
Selections,
Close Down.
relayed from
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (889.8 metres) ;
8kW.-12.45, Concert. 8.0, Market Prices, Exchange
Quotations and News. 8.80, Orchestral Selections of
Marches. 9.0, Time Signal. 9.5, Concert from the
Works of Ganne and Leoncavallo: Orchestral Selections, (a) Extase (Ganne), (b) Selection from I Pegliacci (Leoncavallo), (c) Selection from Hans the
Flute Player (Ganne), (d) Marche arabe -(Ganne),
(e) Overture to Les Saltimbanques (Ganne) ; Seven
Selections from 1 Pagliacci (Leoncavallo); Two
Marches with vocal accompaniment (Game), (a)
La Marche Lorraine, (b) Le père La Victoire. 9.50,
Programme of Tangos; Marion (Hollânder) iMoments
équivoques (Hollânder); Al guinea Noies (Pujol);
Tendre colloque (Vinale) ; Plégaria (Bianco) ; Cancionero (Buzon). 10.15, North African News. 10.80
(approx.), Close Down.

VIENNA

(517.2 metres) ; 15 kW.-8.0, Orchestral
Concert. 4.10, Reading by Alfred Neugebaner from
the Works of Herder. 4.55, Siegfried Loewy, Talk:
Mathilde Wildauer. 5.25, Readings from the Works
of Isolde Kurz and Erwin Kolbenheyer. 6.20, Concert
by the Auber Trio. 7.10, Time Signal, Weather
Report and News. 7.15, "Dok tor Klaus "-Comedy
in.Five Acts (L'Arronge), followed by Dance. Music,
from the Grill Room of the Hotel Bristol, and Phototelegraphy Transmission.
VILNA (435 metres): 1.5 kW.-6.15. Poem Recites
lions.
8.15, Soprano Songs by Mme. Sophie Ihyle.
zynska. 6.30, Prof rimme re's ed from Warms.
7.0, Talk. 7.80, Programme relayed from Warms.
10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; le kW.-5.0, Programme
for Children. 8.0,
Miscellaneous
Items.
8.80
"Radio -Chronique," by Dr. M. Stepovskv. 6.56,
Time Signal. 7.0, Agricultural Report, 7.5, News
and Announcements. 7.30, "Gipsy Love "-Operetta
in Three Acts (Lehár). In the Interval, Theatre
Review. 9.0; Aviation Notes and Weather Report.
9.5, News and Announcements. 9.20, Police Report
and Sports Notes. 9.80, Dance Music from the Oaza
Restaurant 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
zitaisg (oss metres) ; 1 kW.-.8.17, Concert of
Orchestral Music and Humorous Selections. 7.15,
Request Programme. 9.0, Weather Report and News.
9.10, Gramophone Selections of Dance Music.
-
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Programmes from Abroad.BARCELONA (Radio Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-11.0 am., Relay of Cathedral
Chillies. 11.5 a.m., Weather Report and Forecast
and Aviation Route Report. 1.30, Concert by the
Iberia Trio, with Gramophone Records at Intervals.
2.45 to 5.30 (approx.), No rransmission. 5.80, Opening
Signal, followed by Relay of an Opera from the Gran
Teatro del Liceo, Market Prices and Exchange Quotations in the Intervals.
8.0 to 8.20, Talk under the
auspices of the Catalonian Institute of Agriculture at
San Isidro. 8.20, Concert by the Wireless Orchestra:
Suite (G. Chevignard), (a) Prelude, (b) lirmnet
(e) Sarabande, (d) Air de danse, (e) Tambourin.
8.40, Sports News. 9.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BERGEN (370.4 metres) • 1.5 kW.-9.30 a.m, Relay
of Sacred Service. 11.30 a.m., Weather Report and
Forecast and General News Bulletin. 4.8, Church
service.
7.0, Concert by the .
Wireless Orchestra.
7.50, Current Events. $.0, Talk. 8.80, Song Recital
by Mrs. Ragnhild Halvorsen (Soprano) ; Kristenfolkets
julehelg (Solheini). 9.0, Weather Report and Forecast,
Late News Bulletin and Time Signal. 9.15, Dance
Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Krinigsvrusterhausen) (1,250 metres) ;40 kW.
-7.65 a.m.., Relay of Chimes from the Garrison Church
at Potsdam. 8.0 a.m., Morning Recital and Address,
relayed from Voxhaus, followed by Chimes from Berlin
Cathedral. 10.30 a.m., Concert, relayed from Vozhaus.
12.45, Experimental Phototelegraphy Transmission.
1.50 to 2.25, Agricultural Talks from Vozhaus. 8.0,
Talk. 3.80, Musical Selections. 5.0, Series of Talks,
arranged by the "Deutsche Welle," followed by Relay
of Concert or Opera. 9.15, Press News. 9.30, Dance
Music. 11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Volhaus) (484 metres) • 4 kW.-7.55
Chimes, relayed from the Potsdam Garrison Church.
8.0 a.m., Recital of Vocal and Instrumental Music,
followed by Chimes from Berlin Cathedral; Address
in the Interval.
10.30 (approx.), Concert.
1.0,
Elementary Lesson u Morse by Hans W. Priwin.
1.80 to 2.26, Programme of Talks on Agricultural
Subjects. 2.30, Reading of Stories. 3.0, Talk. 3.30,
Musical Programme. 5.40, Talk. ILO, Talk. 7.15
(approx.), Concert, followed by Weather Report, Late
News Bulletin and Sports Notes. 9.80, Dance Music
by the Dajos Bela Orchestra. 11.80 (approx.), Close
Down.
BEZIR'RS (158 metres) ; 0.6 kW.-8.30, General
News Bulletin. 8.45, Concert, arranged by the Matson
Cabannel, followed by Market Prices. 10.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
BRATISLAVA (800 metres); 1 kW.-8.0 a.m., Relay
of Sacred Recital of Music from Briinn. 9.30 aso„
Agricultural Report, relayed from Prague.
2.0,
Puppet Play. 3.30, Orchestral Concert. 4.30, Transmission for Workers. 5.0, Talk. 5.30, Sports Talk,
relayed from Prague. 8.0, Concert, relayed from
Prague : Selections of Music for Wind Instruments.
8.45, Talk, relayed from Prague. 7.0. Concert from
Prague, followed by General News Bulletin. 9.20,
Relay of Dance Music. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (822.8 metres);
4
kW. - Programme
•relayed by Glad sits (329.7 metres). 8.16 a.m., Chimes
relayed from Christ Church. 10.0 a.m., Evangelical
Recital of Sacred Music with Address. 11.0 a.m«
Concert. 1.0, Talk on Horticulture. 1.10, Talk or
Literary Programme. 1.35, Chess Talk. 2.0, Stories
for Children. 2.30, Agricultural Talk. 4.15, Concert.
7.15, Concert: "Silesian Christmas" (Hans Kaergel).
9.0, Late News and Announcements. 9.30, Dance
Music. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
BRUNE (441.2 metres) ; 3 kW.-8.0 a.m., Recital of
Sacred Music. 9.0 a.m., Agricultural Talk. 9.30
a.m., Notes on Agriculture relayed from Prague.
1.0.0 a.m., Morning Concert. 3,80, Orchestral Concert
4.30, Programme relayed from Prague. Transmission
for Workers. 5.0, Programme of News and Music
for German Listeners. 5,30, Talk on Sport by Mr.
Laufer relayed from Prague. 8.0, Concert of Orchestral Music. Slavonic Rhapsody in G Minor Op. 45
(Dvorak). 7.0, Concert relayed from Prague. 9.20,
Relay of Dance Music. 10.
(approx.), Close Down.
BRUSSELS (508.6 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.0, Selections
of Light Music. 8.0, Child ren '
s Corner.
8.30 (approx.)
Concert.
7.30,
La
Radio
Chronique.
8.15,
Orchestral Concert. 10.15, Late News Bulletin and
Press Notes. 11.0 (approx.) Close Down.

COLOGNE (283 metres); 4 kW. -- Programme also
for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Lanornibaro (4(18.8
metres) and Minster (250 metres).-8.41 a.m., Lesson
in Boxing by Dr. Ludwig Bach. 7.5 a.m., Review in
Esperanto of the Week's Programmes. 7.15 a.m.,
Lesson on the Lute and Guitar by Oily Wirtz Koort.
7.35 a.m., Lesson in Esperanto. 8.0 a.m., Church
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Teddy Petersen; in the Interval, at 11.0, TOWII Hall
Chimes, relayed from Copenhagen. 11.30 (approx.).
Close Down.

All

RATTOWITZ (422 metres); 10 kW.-9.15
Relay of Church Service. 10.58 a.m., Time Signal.
11.0 &M., Weather Report and Forecast. UM a.m.,
Popular Concert by the Wireless Quartet LO, Talk.
1.20 and 1.40, Two Talks on Agriculture. 2.0, Weather
Report. 2.15 Relay of Symphony Concert, from the
Philharmonic Hall, Warsaw: B. Policjant, Concerto
for Violin (Tchaikowsky). ILO, Concert. 8.0, Announcements. 6.25, Humorous Programme by Prof.
St. Ligon. 8.58, Time Signal. 7.0, Talk, arranged by
the Institute of Pedagogy.
7.30, Concert.
9.0,
Weather Report and Forecast, News from the Press
and Sports Notes. 9.30, Dance Music. 10.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
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Chimes. 8.5 a.m., Evangelical Festival with Address
in the interval. 10.0 a.m., Fritz Worm: The Honour
of the German Language. 12.0 Noon, Concert of
Orchestral Music. 1.80, Talk. 3.30, Popular Concert.
7.0, "Der GIMerne Berg," German Fairy Tale by
Josefa Elstner-Oertel. Music by Walter Braunfels,
followed by Late News Bulletin, Sports Notes and
Light Musical Selections. 11.0
(approx.), Close
Down.
CORK, Call 8CK (400 metres),• 1.5 kW.-8.0, Programme relayed from Dublin. 11.0, National Anthem
and Weather Report and Forecast. 11.15 (approx.),
Close Down.
CRACOW (388 metres) • 1.6 kW.-9.15 a.m. to 10.45
a.m., Relay of Cathedra Service. 10.58 a.m., Relay of
Fanfare from the Church of Notre Dame, followed by
Time Signal and Weather Report and Forecast
11.10 am., Relay of Programme from Warsaw.
1.0 and 1.20, Talk on Farming. 1.40, La Chronique
Agricole.
2.0, Weather Report. 2.15, Concert
rela yed from Warsaw. 4.20, Talk. 5.0, Programme
from Warsaw, 8.65, Time Signal from the Observatory. 7.0, Relay of Fanfare from the Church of
Notre Dame. 7.80, Concert of Chamber Music devoted
to the works of Polish Composers; Violin and Pianoforte Sonata by François Brezezinski. 9.0, General
News Bulletin relayed from Warsaw. 9.80, Concert
relayed from a Restaurant. 10.30 (approx,), Close
Down.
DUBLIN, Call ERN .(819.1 metres) • 1.5 kW.-8.0,
Handel's "Messiah,' by the Dublin Philharmonic
Society, conducted by Mr. Turner Huggard; Soloists:
Joan Elwes, Joseph Farrington, Elsie Black and W. F.
Watt. 10.30, National Anthem and Weather Report.
11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (304,7 metres) ;4 kW.
-Programme relayed by Brame (272.7 metres),
Hanover (297 metres) and Kiel (254.2 metres).7.25 a.m., Time Signal. 7.30 a.m., Weather Report
and Forecast, followed by General News Bulletin.
7.60 a.m., Talk. 8.0 a.m., Legal Talk. 10.0 a.m., Tal k.
11.55 a.m.. Time Signal, relayed from Nation. 12.5 (for
Hamburg and Kiel), Concert
12.5 (for Bremen).
Programme of Music.
12.5 (for Hanover), Light
Music. 1.0, Children's Corner. 8.30, Talk, arranged
by the Hamburg School of Physical Training. 8.40,
Sports News. 8.56, Weather Report and Forecast.
7.0, Concert or Play. 9.80. Weather Report and late
News Bulletin, followed by Programme of Light Music.
10.50 (for Hamburg, Bremen and Men, Weather
Report for the North Sea and Baltic. 11.0 (approx.),
-Close Down.
HILITER81131 (1.071 metres) • 5 kW. -12.10. Concert
by the Wireless Trio. 140 Talk. 2.10, Concert of
Orchestral Music. 7.40, Time Signal. 7.42, News
Bulletin, Weather Report and Sports News. 7.66,
Concert by the Augmented Wireless Orchestra, conducted by Nico Treep; 'Cello Solos by Michael Busch.
10.40 (approx.), Close Down.
RUMEN (340.9 metres); 4 kW.-Transmits from
5.40 on 1,852 metres.-8.5 a.m., Relay. of Morning
Service. 9.30 am., Sacred Service. 12.10, Concert by
the K.R.O. Trio. 1.10. Talk.
1.40, talk. 2.10,
Orchestral Concert. 5.30, Relay of Evening Service
(on 1,852 metres) ham Anutterdam '• Sermon by the
Minister, the Rev. J. L. Schouten. 7.10, Talk. 7.50
fMaProx.), 9rehestral Concert. 10.25, Epilogue by
Le Petit Choeur," conducted by Mr. Jos. H. Pickkers.
10.40 (approx.), Close Dom'.
ICALUNDBORG (1,158 metres) • 7 kW. - Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres)-9.0 a.m., Church
Service, relayed from Copenhagen. 10.30 a.m. to
10.40 a.m. (lIalundborg only), Weather Report and
Forecast from the Copenhagen Meteorological Institute.
12.0 Noon to 12,25, German Lesson, arranged by
" Radiolytteren." 12.80, French Lesson, arranged by
" Radiolytteren."
2.0, Orchestra/ Concert.
5.50
(Kakindborg only), Weather Report and Forecast
from the Meteorological Institute. 8.0, News from the
Press. 8.16, Time Signal, followed by Talk. 7.16,
Vocal and Instrumental Concert: Christmas in Music
and Poetry; Concerto grosso, No. 8 in G Minor for
Two Violins, 'Cello, Strings and Cembalo, (a) Vivace,
Grave, Allegro, (b) Adagio, Allegro, Adagio, (c) Vivace,
(d) Allegro, Pastorale, Largo. 10.0, Dance Music,
r
elayed from the Palace Hotel, under the direction of

IAMB (3,oca metres); 7 kW.-2.30, Children's
Corner.
3.0, Programme for Young People.
3.30,
Health Talk by Dr. Jurgelionis. CO, Talk by J.
Ardickas. 4.50, Weather Report and Press News.
4.65, Talk. 86, "Woman and the Home," by O.
Masiotiene. 6.30, Sacred Recital
Die Ehr Gottes in
die Natur (Beethoven). 9.30 (approx.), Close Down.
BMW:BERG (308 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme
relayed by Danzig (272.7 metres).-8.0 a.m., Morning
Festival, with Choral Renderings and Address in the
Interval.
10.5 a.m., Musical Programme.
8.0,
Orchestral Concert 7.5, Christmas Oratorio (Johann
Sebastian Bach), conducted by Hermann Scherchen •
Tenor Solos by Josef Poerner.
9.15, Late New;
Bulletin and Sports Results,
9.30, Dance Music.
11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
/COUCH (1,140 metres) ; 5 kW.-8.0 a.m., Recital of
Sacred Music. 1L0 a.m., Time Signal followed by
Chimes born the Cathedral and Orchestral Concert:
Rhapsody in A Flat Major, Op. 45, No. 3. 5.30, Talk.
8.0, Time Signal and General News Bulletin, followed
by Chimes. 7.30, Announcements and Concert. 10.0
(approx.), Close Down.
LAIIT1 (1,622.3 metres) ; 95 kW.-Programme also
for Helsingtors (375 metres). 7.0 a.m., Relay of Church
Service. 9.50 a.m., Press News. 10.5 a.m., Concert.
10.50 am., Weather Report and Time Signal. 11.0
Lin. ,Relay of Sacred Service in Swedish. 3.0, Concert
by the Wireless Orchestra. 3.50, Talk. 4.10, Selections by the Station Orchestra: Hungarian Dance
(Brahms).
4.85, Talk.
4.57, Time Signal and
Weather Report and Forecast. 5.10, Concert by the
Station Orchestra. 5.30, History Talk. 8.1), Recital of
Music. 7.45, General News Bulletin given in Finnish
followed by News in Swedish. 8.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
LANGENBERG (488.5 metres) ; 20 kW-Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (288
metres) and Munster (250 metres).-8.415 a.m. Boxing
Instruction by Dr. Ludwig Bach. 7.5 a.m., Simunary
of the Week's Programmes given in Esperanto by
Alfred Dormanns.
7.15 a.m., Oily Wirtz Koort's
Lesson on the Lute and Guitar. 7.35 a.m. to 7.65 s.m..
Esperanto Lesson by Alfred Dormanns. 8.0 maw
Church Chimes. 8.6 mu, Evangelical Morning Recital and Address. 10.0 a.m., Talk by Fritz Worm.
11.0 a.m., Organ Recital by Professor Hans Barbera.
12.0 Noon, Orchestral Concert
1.30, Talk.
Orchestral Selections. 7.0, Concert or Play followed
by Late News Bulletin, Sports News and Dance Music
conducted by Herr Eysoldt: 31.0 (approx.), Close'
Down,

LEIPZIG (86U metres) ; 4kW.-Programme relayed
by Droller (275.2 metres).-7.80 sm., Organ RecitaL
8.0, a.m., Concert with Vocal and Instrumental Solos.
10.0 ara., Talk. 10.80 a.m., Talk. 11.0 ma., Instrumental Music. 12.0 Nam, Agricultural Talk, 12.30,
Horticultural Talk. 1.0, Gleanings from the Foreign
Press. 146, Wireless Talk. 8.0, Musical Programme.
5.30, Ta/k. 8.0, Talk. 8.111/ Concert. 7.30, Concert
of Chamber Music by the Dresden String Quartet and
Soloists: Schubert's Quintet in G Major Op. 183 for
Two Violins, Viola and Two Cellos, (a) Allegro ma win
troppo, e Adagio, (e) Scherzo Andante Sostenuto
Presto, (d) Allegretto. 11.0, Sports News, 9.30, Dance
Music relayed from Harlin. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.

p

LY0118 (Radio Lyon) (391 metre.),• 1.5 kW.-7.80.
Le Journal Park with General News Bulletin and News
from the Press. 8.0, Concert with Solos by Madame
Ducharne of the Lyons Conservatoire (plano); M.
Carnand (violin) and M. Testanière (cello) ; Selection
from The Barber of Seville (Rossini). 9.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EA J7 (434.8 metres) •
1.5 kW.-Pkoz...atme relayed by IliganUmea (EAJ2
p2
a1
(405 metres).-11.80 a.m., Concert by the Municipal
Band relayed from El Retire (Weather permitting);
Conductor, Maestro Villa. LO to Le, No Transmission.
2.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 2.6, Concert by the
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Programmes from Abroad.Station Orchestra with Soloists; Interlude by Lai
Medina. 3.30 to 72, No Transmission. 7.0, Chimes.
7.5 Selections by the Wireless Sextet and Item by
Luis Medina. 8.0, Dance Music by the Palermo Orchestra relayed from the Alkazar. 8.80 to 10.0, No Transmission. 10.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 10.5, Concert
by the Band of the Wad-Ras Regiment, conducted by
Don Pablo Cambronero.
12.0 Midnight. Chimes
followed by Dance Music by the Palermo Orchestra
relayed from the Alkazar.
12.80 a.m. (approx.)
(Monday), Close Down.
MINN, 1MI (549 metres) ; 7kW.-9.0 a.m., Opening
Signal and English Lesson. 9.30 a.m. to 10.15 a.m.,
Sacred Recital with Soloits. 11.30 a.m., Time Signal
11.85 a.m., Concert by the Radio Quartet. 12.30
to 8.0, No Transmission. 8.0, Opening Signal. 3.5,
Concert. 4.30, Light Music relayed from the Fiaschetteria Toscana. 5.0 to 8.55, No Transmission. 8E5,
Opening Signal. 72, Current Topics. 7.15, History
Talk by C. A. Blanche. 7.25, Sports Results. 7.30,
Time Signal. 7.315, "The Daughter of the Regiment,"
Opera by Donizetti.
At the end of Act Two: Sports
Notes and News from the Stefani Agency. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
MOTALA (1,380 mein') • 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Boden (1,190 metres),
Goteborg (416.5 metres), .Malmii (260.9 metres), Ostersmut (720 metres), and Sundsvall (545.6 metres).10.0 a.m., Relay of Morning Service. 2.80, Literary
Programme. 8.0, Coneert. 4.55, Relay of Carillon
from the Town Hall at Stocurimlm. 52, Relay of
Evening Service.
13.15, Pelléas et Mélisande, Play
by Maeterlinck, with incidental music by Jean Sibelius.
8.15, Late News Bulletin and Weather Report and
Forecast. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
MUNICH (535.7 metres) ; 4kW.-Programme relayed
by Augsburg (566 metres), Kaiserslautern (277.8
metres) and Nuremburg (241.9 metres).-10.0 amt..
Chimes from the Münich Town HalL 10.10 a.m.,
Wireless Weather Chart for Bavaria.
11.05 a.m.,
Time Signal, Weather Report and Forecast and Pm.
e Announcements. 2.0, Programme of Music.
Concert. 5.80,
Concert. 7.0,
"Educated
People," Popular Comedy in Three Acts by Victor
Léon, Adapted for Wireless Transmission and Produced
by Rolf Pinegger, followed by late News Bulletin and
Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.

fra

NAPLES, Call INA (818.3 metre«) '
• 1.5 kW.-8.30
a.m., French Iecson by Professor Etienne Verdier.
9.0 a.m., Sacred Recital, 8.46, Children's Programme.
4.0, Concert with Soloists 4.80, Time Signal. 7.30,
Current Topics. 7.50, Naples Harbour Report.
8.0, Time Signal. 8.2, Concert by the Station
Orchestra and Soloists: "Ah per sempre o mio
bell' angiolo," from La Forza del destino (Verdi),
duet for Soprano and Tenor, by E. Blanch and G.
Ferrero,
with
Pianoforte
accompaniment. 9.0,
Sports Results. 9.55, Calendar and Notes on the
next day's programmes. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,860 metres) ; 6
kW.-7.515 a.m., Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 9.28 eon.,
Time Signal on 2,650 metres. 5.0, Relay of Pasdeloup
Concert. 7.10 to 720, Weather Report and Forecast
720, " Le Journal Parlé par T.S.F.'
Police Memoirs
by Detective Ashelbé. 7.58, Time Signal on 32.6
metres. 8.0 to 92, Vocal and Instrumental Concert,
"Music and Moonlight," The Orchestra, " Invocation
à la Nuit" (Charpentier). 10.28, Time Signal on
2,650 metres. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio LL) (870 and 130 metres) ; 1 kW.12.80, Programme arranged by Radio Liberté, General
News Bulletin followed by Instrumental and Vocal
Concert. Artikes: Charles Seringes (Violin) ; Robert
Bergmann ('Cello); and Edouard Flament (Pianist).
1.0, Carillon de Fontenay. 8.0, Programme of Dance
Music. 9.0, Concert. 10.0, Carillon de Fontenay.
10.15 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio Paris), Call CFR (1,750 meet);
kW.-8.0 a.m., General News Bulletin and Press Notes.
8.30 a.m., Physical Training by Dr. Diffre. 12.0 Noon,
Religious Address. 12.80, News from the Press. 18.46,
Concert by the Albert Locatelli Orchestra including
Selection by Bilboquet. 4.30, Popular Gramophone
Records by" L'Industrie Musicale." In the Interval
Press News. 8.30, Agricultural Notes. 8.45, Gramophone Records. 7.80, Press News. 7.46, The Radio
Paris Guignol.
8.80, Concert of the Radio Paris
Music Hall
Artistes: Madame Fernande hard and
Madame. Reine Chanteix; The Orchestra conducted
by M. Maurice Andre. In the Intervals: News from
ehe Evening Papers and Late News Bulletin. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Petit Parislen) (840.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Records. 8.50, Talk. 8.65, News
from the Press. 9.0, Vocal and Instrumental Concert.
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9.25, General News Bulletin. 9.81), Symphony Concert
10.0, Late News Bulletin.
10.L5, Concert of Orchestral Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (468 metres):
0.5 kW.-Programme relayed at intervals by the
following stations: Bordeaux PTT (275 metres),
Rigel Tower (2,660 metres), Grenoble (416 metres),
Lille (264 metres), Limoges (285 metres), Lyons PTT
(480 metres), Marseilles (303 metres). Ronne' (280
metres), Toulouse prr (260 metres).-8.0 a.m. :
,
General
News Bulletin and Time Signal. 925 a.m., International Time Signal and Weather Report.
110
Noon, Concert. 1.0, Le Journal de France Economique.
1.80, Concert organised by the General Association of
French Wireless Listeners: Selection from" The Magic
Flute" by Mozart. 220, Relay of Symphony Concert
organised by the Paris paper " Le Journal." 4,0,
Pasdeloup Symphony Concert, relayed from the
Champs Elysées.
Conductor: M. Rhené Baton.•
0.80, Le Radio Journal de France. 8.15, Sports Talk
and Results. 8.30, Orchestral Concert. 10.80 (approx.)
Relay of Dance Music from the Coliseum de Paris.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PITTSBURGH, Call NDKA (83 and 87 metres) ; 25
kW.-4.0, ge,sions Clock Chimes and Church Service.
8.30, Programme of the Whitehouse Coffee Company,
relayed from New York. 7.0, " Roxy's Stroll" from
WJZ, New York. 9.0, Organ Recital by Dr. Charles
Heinroth, Director of Music at the Carnegie Institute.
9.46, Service relayed from the Shadyside Presbyterian
Church with Sermon by the Minister, the Rev. Hugh
Thomson Kerr. 11.0, Relay of Concert from the
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh. 11.30, Concert by
the Whitten Anglo-Persians from New York. 12.0
Midnight, Sessions Clock Chimes, followed by Service at
the Cavalry Episcopal Church at Pittsburgh. Sermon
by the Minister, the Rev. E. J. Van Etten. 1.0 a.m.
(Monday), Musical Selections relayed from New York.
1.15
Collier's Radio Hour from New York.
2.15 a.m., Programme by the Utica Jubilee Singers
relayed from WJZ, New York. 2.45 a.m„ El Tango
Romantic° relayed from New York. 8.15 a.m.,
Longine Time. 3.30 a.m., (approx.), Close Down.
POSEN (844.8 metres) ; 1.6 kW.-9.15 a.m. to 10.45
a.m., Relay of Sacred Service. 11.0 a.m.. Time Signal.
11.5 a.m. and 11.30 a.m., Two Agricultural Talks.
2.15, Relay of Symphony Concert from Warsaw.
420, Talk. 4.45, Talk. 7.0, Talk. 7.30, Vocal and
Instrumental Concert: Soprano and Tenor Duet from
Rigoletto (Verdi) ; sung by Maria Gasiorowsica and
Ladislas Sowinski. 8.80, Recital of Music. 9.0, Time
Signal. 9.5, General News Bulletin. 9.20, Dancing
Lesson by Mr. Starski. 9.40, Dance Music relayed from
the Carlton Restaurant. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down,
PRAGUE (848.9 metres); 5kW.-8.0 a.m., Recital of
Sacred Music relayed from Henn. •
9.0 a.m., Agricultural Talk. 9.30 a.m., Agricultural Report. 10.0
a.m., Concert.
12.5, Industrial Talk.
MU, Talk
on a Social Topic. 820, Concert pf Orchestral Music.
4.80, Transmission for Workers. 5.0,, Programme for
German Listeners, News Notes and Concert. 5.80,
Sports Talk by Mr. Laufer. 8.0, Orchestral Concert of
Popular Selections. 8.46. Talk. 7.0, Concert. 8.0
Concert. 9.0, Time Signal and Late News Bulletin.
9.15, Theatre News.
9.20, Dance Music by the
Orchestra at the Hotel Sramota. 10.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
RIGA (528.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.0 Les., Relay of
Sacred Service in German. 9.15 am ,Sacred Service
(in Latvian), relayed from the Mara Church. 12.0
NOOII Stories and Musical Items for Children. 8.0,
Concert by the Station Orchestra, conducted by Arved
Parups. 4.0 to 5.80, Four Talks. 8.0
Popular
Concert. 8.0, Weather Report. 8.30, Concert relayed from the Café de I'Opera. 10.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ; 3 kW. --1.30
Opening Signal, followed by German Lesson. 9.0
Les., Recital of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 9.46
2.M., to 12.0 Noon, No Transmission. 12.0 Noon,
Opening Signal. 12.5 to LO. Concert by the Wireless
Trio. LO to 4.0, No Transmission.
4,0, Opening
Signal. 4.5 to 5.30, Popular Concert 7.10, Talk
on Agriculture. 7.15, Sports Notes and News from
the Stefani Agency. 7.29, Time Signal. 7.31, Talk.
7.45, Concert by the Grand Symphony Orchestra:

823
The Orchestra, March from "The Damnation d
Faust" (Berlioz). Talk in the interval. 9.50, Labs
News Bulletin. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call EXAD and 2XAF (2198 and
81.4 metres) ; 30 kW.-4.0, Relay of Church Service.
8.80, Organ Recital by Elmer A. Tidmarsh, relayed
from the Union College Memorial Chapel at Scheneotady,N.Y. 9.0, Talk for Men by Dr. S. Parkes Cadman,
relayed from Wee York. 10.30. Arcadie Birkenhols
in Violin Selections, relayed from New York. 1LOAD
Programme by the Stetson Parade, relayed from
Bosbn. Mass, 1130, The Acousticon Programme
from New York. 12.0 Midnight, The Old Company's
Programme with Songs by Reinald Werrenrath
(Baritone), relayed from New York. 12.80 a.m.
(Monday), Relay from the Capitol Theatre, New York.
2.0 a.m., David Lawrence: Talk on "Our Government," relayed from Washington, D.C. 2.15 a.m..
Atwater Kent Hour, relayed from New Ycrk. 3.15
a.m., Correct Time. 3.17 a.m., Performance of the
National Light. Opera Company from New York.
4.15 a.m., Experimental Transmission of Television
Signals. 4.80 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
822W1017L (1,200 metres) ; 6 kW.-3,80, Concert
4.30, Market Prices. 5.15, Selections of Turkish
Music. 7.30, Weather Report and Forecast, followed
by Time Signal. 7.40, Talk on the History of Music.
8.0, Concert by the Stamboul Wireless Orchestra.
9.0, Late News Bulletin. 9.30 (approx.), Close Down.
TALLIER (408 metres) ; 2.2 kW.-7.30 a.m., Relay
of Church Service. 12.30, Instrumental Concert.
4.46, Press News. 5.0, Concert: Selection from
Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni). 5.30, Talk. 8.0,
Concert with Soloists. 9.0 (approx.), Close Down.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (389.6 metres) ;
8 kW.-12.30, ‘Veather Report and Forecast and
Market Prices for Toulouse. 12.45, Vocal and Instrumental Concert. LO, Carillcn. 15, Concert (continued).
146, News from " Le Télégramme,"
"L'Express " and "Le Midi Socialiste." 8.0, Prices
of Cereals and Exchange Quotations from Paris and
News from the Fournier Agency. 815, Mews from
the
Press. 8.80,
Concert. 9.0,
Carillon. 9.10,
Concert arranged by "L'Association des Commerçants
Radio-électriciens du Midi " : Selections from Manon
by Massenet, (a) Je suis encore toute etourdie, (b)
Allons Marion, plus de chimère. 10.15, The North
African "Journal sans papier" and Late News
Bulletin. 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
VIENNA (517.2 metres) ; 15 kW.-Programme relayed by Graz (357.1 metres), Innsbruck (234.1 metres),
Xiaiienftrt (272.7 metres), and Liu (254.2 metres).9.20 a.m., Morning Recital of Music. 10.0 am.,
Concert by the Vienna Symphony Orchestra and
Soloists. 3.0, Orchestral Concert.
7.5, "Brüderlein
Fein," Old Viennese Musical Play in One Act by
Jutius Wilhelm. Music by Leo Fall. Musical Director:
Josef Holzer. 8.80, Concert.
10.15 (approx.), Close
Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ;10 kW.-9.15 a.m. to 10.45
a.m., Cathedral Morning Service. 10.58 a.m., Time
Signal. 1L0 a.m., Relay of Fanfare from Notre Dame
at Cracow. 1L5 a.m., Aviation Route Report and
Weather Forecast. 1110 a.m., Warsaw Philharmonic
Symphony Concert.
LO to 2.0, Three Talks for
Farmers. 2.0, Weather Report and Forecast. 2.15,
Concert of Symphony Music by the Philharmonic
Orchestra. 4.20, Talk. 4.45. Talk on Aviation. 5.0,
Orchestral Concert, 8.0, Twenty Minutes' Variety.
13.20, Talk. 8.46, General News Bulletin. 8.56, Time
Signal. 7.0, C. Jablonowski, Talk: Divertissements
intellectuels. 7.80 Popular Concert by the Polskie
Radio Orchestra under the direction of J. Oziminski:
"L'Arlésienne" Suite No. 1, by Bizet, (a) Prelude,
(b) Menuet, (c) Adagietto, (d) Carillon. 9.0, Aviatior;
Report and 'Weather Report and forecast. 9.5, News
from the Polish Telegraph Agency. 9.20, Police and
Sports News. 9.80. Relay of Dance Music from the
"Oaza " Restaurant. io.so (approx.), Close Down.
ZAGREB (809.2 metres); 0.7 kW.-10.0
Concert of Instrumental Music. 42, Popular Dance
Music relayed from the Club-Cabaret. 8.45, Radio
Talk. 7.0, Programme relayed from the National
Theatre, Zagreb: 'Die K5nigm von der Barenburg,"
Opera in Five Acts. Music by Lujo Safranek-Kavic.
In the Intervals: News and Announcements and
Weather Forecast. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (688 metres) ; 1 kW.-10.0 a.m. Relay of
Programme from the Capitol Theatre. 1L0 a.m.,
Weather Report and Forecast 11.30 am., Selections
by the Station Orchestra. ILO, Relay of Concert by the
Castellano Orchestra at the Carlton Elite Hotel
13.30, Time Signal and Weather Report. 11.33, Concert
of Chamber Music, Violin Solos by Erwin Gilbert and
Cello Solos by Julius Bàchl.
7.0, Programme tiO
Music. 9.0, Weather Report, Late News Bulletin and
News from the Neue Züricher Zeitung. Lao laPprox4
Close Down.
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Some Notes on the Pro=
perties and Method of
Using the Dry Metal
Rectifiers.

This article has been contributed by the
Engineering Department of the W estinghouse Brake and Saxby

type of rectifier in this country

M

ANY references to metal rectifi ers have appeared
in the technical Press during the past few years,
but it is thought that there is still room for some
further notés on the subject, accompanied by definite
measurements to indicate the performance which may
be expected under given conditions.
Dealing firstly with the theories recently advanced as
covering the operation of the metal rectifier, we find that
a thermoelectric effect is often put forward as offering
a solution. That the rectification is not due to such
an effect is proved by the fact that heating the rectifying
junction produces an E.M.F. in the wrong direction to
account for the rectification that actually takes place.
Another theory advanced is that of the well-known
electrolytic rectifier, but this theory is untenable in the
light of the instantaneous response without lag and lack
of chemical change which are two of the outstanding
characteristics of the metal rectifier.
It has been suggested that the operation of the metal
rectifier is similar to that of a large number of crystal
or like detectors in parallel. Those who have investigated the properties of crystal or contact detectors,

2

o
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consisting of minute contact areas between dissimilar
materials, have found that the detection is variable
both in direction and magnitude, and research work has
shown that in such cases the effect is obtainable at the
point of contact of many indifferent contact specimens.
In the metal rectifier the rectification takes place at the
surface of the metal on which the oxide has been
formed, not at a surface to which external connection is
made.
Probable Electronic Action.

This great distinction between the contact detectors,
so widely used in the early days of the wireless industry, and the true power rectifier cannot be too clearly
understood. None of the explanations so far advanced
for contact detectors accounts for the performance of the
metal rectifier, and this fact led Dr. Grondahl to publish
the outlines' of an electron theory which agrees in practice with the measured characteristics of the rectifier.
For the present it is easiest to think of the metal rectifier
as a diode, the cathode of which requires a minute
E.M.F. but no heating to cause electron emission, the
anode being formed by alayer of material formed on the
surface of the cathode.
All rectifiers are analogous to non-return valves, and the fact that they provide a uni-directional current from an
alternating source is due entirely to this
fact. By suitably arranging two or more
of these non-return valves both of the
15
directional impulses of an alternating
2
current cycle can be passed in the same
THIS CURVE IS THE POSIT VE
PORT ON LOF THE MAIN-CURVE.
direction to auni-directional circuit. The
DRAWN TO A LARGER SCALE
bridge connection preferred by the manufacturers of the metal rectifier has the advantage that the voltage applied to the
rectifier need be little more than the output voltage required, whereas with the
VOLTS +
centre-tap connection a secondary of
double this voltage is required, only one
2
half of the winding being used for each
VOLTS
half-cycle, an inefficient use of the transformer copper.
the Westinghouse meta' rectifier showing
-

1000

Signal Co.,

who are the originators of dry-metal

Fig. 1 —Typical characteristic curves of
the relation between resistance and voltage.

-
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The Theory of the Metal Rectifier.—
The fact that full-wave bridge-connected metal rectifiers are the commonest in radio work does not mean
that the rectifier is not used in the half-wave variety—
frequent applications of the " non-return valve" principle to spark arresters, telephony, and telegraphy circuits are made with half-wave units.
It has sometimes been stated that the small reverse
current shown in the characteristic curves of single
rectifying discs would militate against the use of the
rectifier for battery charging, but alittle consideration will
show that with a bridge-connected rectifier any reverse
current can only result in an increase in A.C. input for a
given D.C. output, but, assuming that the supply has
failed, the battery E.M.F. would be applied in the reverse direction to two arms of the bridge in series and
two such paths in parallel. In practice the rectifier is
so proportioned that even under such conditions the
discharge that can occur is negligible.
The characteristic curves of a typical rectifier are
shown in Figs. iand 2. The characteristic curve is not
a rigid one; it has been found that certain treatments

825

to be handled is negligible, and internal resistance i2
secondary to rectifying ratio; for this reason specially
made rectifiers, having a high ratio even with appreciable internal resistance, are preferable for this purpose.
The typical characteristic curves in Figs. r and 2
show that there are decided optimum points in both the
reverse voltage-resistance and consequently in the volt-

Fie.

filter.

3. — A Metal

rectifier
feeding a capacity—inductance
The condenser K is charged to the peak value during
each half—cycle.

age-rectifying ratio curves, and these optimum points
are used in designing rectifiers for special purposes.
In operation the rectifiers are only subjected to a low
forward voltage, this voltage being of the value necessary to drive the load current through the units in the
low-resistance direction, whereas the voltage at which
each unit works and must withstand in the reverse direction is much higher. For this reason static ratio curves
are not published here, since they would be misleading.
Effective Cooling Necessary.

Fig. 2.—current—voltage characteristics of the metal rectifier.

can be applied which will vary the characteristic widely.
This feature enables special rectifiers for instrument work
and similar application requiring special performance to
be constructed. It will be appreciated that arectifier required to transpose an appreciable A.C. wattage to the
equivalent D.C. wattage should primarily have a negligible internal resistance so that the losses of transposition
may not be appreciable. In instrument work the power
A 37

Where the optimum point in the reverse voltage-resistance characteristic is not adopted as the design basis,
the limitation on reverse voltage becomes the reverse
breakdown voltage. This reverse breakdown voltage is
itself avariable depending partially on temperatures and
mechanical pressures at the rectifying junction.
The
temperature limit is controlled by the use of cooling fins,
oil immersion, or other well-known methods of forced
cooling, and the pressure feature by building the rectifier
units with spring washers, giving acertain predetermined
pressure which is maintained over the whole of the working temperature range. The latter feature accounts for
one of the manufacturer's instructions that assembled
rectifier units must not have the clamping nuts altered
from the factory setting.
In considering the maximum voltage to which rectifiers may be subjected, the circuit being supplied is
frequently the governing feature. In Fig. 3 a rectifier
is shown feeding a capacity-inductance filter. In such
a circuit the condenser K is charged to peak value during each half-cycle; this peak voltage has to be withstood by one arm- of the bridge network of the rectifier.
As each unit in the rectifier has a limitation on the reverse voltage which it can safely withstand at the maximum working temperature, it follows that this peak
voltage will largely govern the number of rectifying
units to be used in each arm of the bridge.
The forward resistance-voltage characteristic is largely
amatter of area of the unit under consideration, and the
question of large area and natural cooling or small
area with assisted cooling is largely one for the manufacturer.
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The Theory of the Metal Rectifier.—
By paralleling a number of units in
each arm of the bridge, the currentcarrying capacity of the whole network
300
can be increased to any desired figure.
It may be of interest to mention the re'
250
en-TE cent construction of series-parallel units
10.
4.
5—
running up to over 'moo amperes at 12
to
volts for plating purposes, and of series
I—
200
units up to 8o,000 volts for potential
0
>
RESISTANCE
purposes.
— LOAD
t..i 150
Enough has been said above on the
Ci
.temperature limitation to indicate that
ventilation of housings for metal rectifiers
100
is important. The fact that the larger
units have in themselves a considerable
50
mass enables these units to take extraordinary high overloads for short periods •
of time, these overloads being insufficient
0
10
20
30
40 . 50
80
70
80
90
100
to heat the mass of the unit to any serious
D.C. MILLIAMPERES
degree. It is on record that one of the
commonest units--that used in many
Fig. A.—Voltage regulation curves for the H.T.1 type of metal rectifier with
well-known 0.5 amp. 6-volt trickle
250 volts A.C. input. Both filter and resistance loads are shown.
chargers--has repeatedly rectified to
amperes for periods of 20 seconds without damage, a been prepared to show these differences when •operating
performance that few valves could emulate! Such overon resistance and filter circuits.
loads, or, in fact, any load above the manufacturer's
It will be noted from Fig. 4 that when operating on
rated value, may not cause immediate damage, but will
a filter circuit the output voltage is very high at low
if sustained cause an increase in the forward resistance.
loads; it is obvious from this that transformers having
One of the problems in determining what rectifier to
high open-circuit voltages are undesirable.

Rectifier on a charging load of 3.0 amps.
Chargint1, a battery at 0.1 amp.

Rectifier

charging

at 1.0 amp.

Rectifier with a non—inductive lout.

Fig. 5.—Oscillograins

use to obtain a certain mean direct current from a filter
lies in determining what additional current will be taken
from the rectifier and dealt with as ripple current by the
condenser immediately following the rectifier. To avoid
increasing the load on the rectifier unduly, it i
s the
'manufacturer's practice to recommend 2or 4 mfd. condensers only across the output of the rectifier, these
values being sufficient for the "
" type of unit.
As the measured performance of a rectifier will differ
with the nature of the load, the curves in Fig. 4 have

of output current.

A flash lamp bulb rated at 6 volts too mA. placed
in the A.C. input leads of H.T. units is desirable.
The output wave-form of the rectifier has been carefully studied, and the oscillograms reproduced in Fig. 5
show the wave-form of a typical unit operating
on open circuit, and when charging a battery at
several loads.
The wave-form is singularly free
of any indication of lag in action or other complication, facts which are of advantage in applying the
rectifier to many uses.
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*You've read that Dr. N. W.
McLachlan, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.,
the well-known authority
on loud speakers, claims
that "it (the New Amplion)
reproduces sound better
than any loud speaker
now on the market."
,U.And perhaps you
noted
that the New
Amplion headed
the
recent " Wireless
World" Ballot, being voted not only the
best loud speaker on view at the recent
Olympia Radio Exhibition, but also the
most outstanding exhibit of the show.
*What says the North? On November 28th the Manchester
Radio Society devoted their meeting to loud speakers,
half-a-dozen being tried. They were switched on in turn
both on speech and music, and the members voted by
numbers, the make of the speaker not being known.
To quote the "Manchester Evening Chronicle."
"The New Amplion was easily the first in the voting."

a
y. And now to hear .the views of Mr. Ernest Newman,
the famous music critic. Writing in the "Sunday
Times," of December 2nd, he says: "My wireless
set having been supplemented by one of the New
Amplion loud speakers, I have done a good deal
of intensive listening-in this week. Some of the
results have been quite astounding; what Ihave
heard has been nearer the real thing than anything that has come my way before."

The New Amplion is afundamentally new speaker
that makes wireless more natural ...vivid ...
human ...true. Hear it at your dealer's, to-day.
The New Amplion Speaker may be obtained t. handsome cabinets
of Oak or Mahogany. Prices from £9 .10s 'o £42. Chassis only.
£6 and £8. Amplion Standard ana Junior speakers, 351- to £5.

AMPL1ON

Catalleues from all Radio D.:criers or from Graham Impli ,n Ltd., 25126, Savile Row, E,' mion, W.1
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ED SWAN

su 'eV power valve

P.V.

'62 5A
High quality
valves
of
robust construction employing
a nickel filament.

This valve has been specially designed for
use with moving coil loudspeakers and will
deal with alarge anode current. With an
anode voltage of 200 it will handle a grid
swing of 25-30 volts without distortion. The
impedance is of the very low value of 1,100
ohms—with a magnification factor of 4.

Amplificatic n 4
Va = 100
Slope 2.5 ma/v
@ vg=
o
Imped 1600 ohms
Amplification 4 }
Slope 3.6 ma/v
Imped. 1100 ohms

Va =200
Vg=

2Volt Pentode
Filament volts 2.0 Filament
current 0.25 amp.
Anode
volts 150.
Priming Grid
volts 100-150. Amplification
80. Impedance 66,000 ohms.
Slope 1.2 ma/v.

Valve

5E225

Quantities of these valves are now available. It your
dealer is out of stock, he can obtain EDISWAN
PENTODE VALVES from our nearest branch office
without delay.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. 123/5. QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON. E.C.4.

EDISWAN — the 100% British Valve
Mention o " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

V.6.
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¡Mil\ A
Data for the Design

Full

q110

Constructional

H.T.

Details.
By VV.

I. G.

PAGE,

of a Universal
Eliminator.

.,iiiiiiilltittot sill

B.Sc.

(Concluded from page 791 of last week's issue.)

mercial size is 5,000 ohms, and this value is used. The
N the first instalment of this article in last week's
condenser C, may have to withstand nearly the full
issue it was shown to be almost impossible to desurge voltage, and should be of the type tested at
sign an H.T. eliminator for A.C. mains capable of
L000 volts.
fulfilling the needs of various types of multi-valve
receiver without a fairly heavy financial expenditure.
Working Out Resistance Values.
To conform to regulations and to assure absence of
As regards the Megavox detector feed (HT +3),
hum, motor boating, and distortion demand a multireference must be made to p. 725 of November 28th
plicity of chokes, resistances and condensers which
issue, where the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2 (6)
have been tested at high voltages. The theory concernand the method of calculating the resistance values is
ing the isolation of each anode circuit, together with
given in the text. The potentiometer shunted across
the necessity of series feeds to all but those valves which
have exceedingly small currents, has been dealt with at
265 volts should pass considerably more current than
that taken by the valve when working under leaky grid
some length, and it is now necessary to give construcconditions; a total value of 50,000 ohms has been contional details of the eliminator as specifically designed
for the 3fegavox-Three.
sidered satisfactory (passing between 5and 6mA.). The
In calculating the values
of the various resistances
which perform the dual
1
function of dropping volts
CH,
and smoothing out ripple, it
1
+H.T. 3
FU SE
should be pointed out that
LAMP
R2
4
C9
R 5
C3
the D.C. resistance of the
+H.T.2
chokes, amounting to 4 few
C H. 2
R
hundreds of ohms, need not
+H.T.,
our
be taken into account.
0
...
4
R7
Examining Fig. 6, and
-H T.
taking first the pentode
-0
(H.T. +4) feed at 150 volts
RE CTIFIER
H.T. and 7.5 volts bias,
FU SES
the current is 21 mA. (see
Fig. 2).
The drop from
SWI TCH
265 volts .(as shown in the
EARTH ED METAL CONTAINING BOX
regulation curve, Fig. 4) to
150 is 115, which, when
divided by 0.021 amperes
MAIN S
(21 mA. expressed as amperes), gives the value of
Vig. 6. — The Megavox - Three eliminator circuit.
C11,, 20 henrys;
CH, 32 henrys; 11 1.
5,000 ohms; 11,, R , 10,000 ohms; R4, 30,000 ohms ; 12 ,R,,, 20,000 ohms; R7, 30,000 ohms;
R, as 5,500 ohms approxiCI,Cs,2mtcl condensers, 1,000-volt test; C 4,two 2 mtd. condensers ln parallel, 1,000-volt test;
C7, 2 mtd. condensers, 500-volt test.
mately. The nearest coin-

/

1
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series limb of 20,000 ohms has been divided into two
resistances of ro,000 ohms each to assist in smoothing,
whilst the second limb, R„ has a value of 30,000 ohms.
Examining Fig. 2 (b) in the article already referred to,
and substituting the present values, it will be seen that
when the switch in the receiver is thrown over to leaky
grid the applied voltage is 65, and under anode-bend

,

DECEMBER 19th, 1928.

H.F. anode current 1.9 mA., and the R2,R, potentiometer current 3mA., giving atotal of 5.4 mA., the value
of R, is obtained by dividing the difference between 265
and 150=115 by 0.0054, which comes to about 20,000
ohms. The condenser C2 has to withstand the full surge
voltage, and should be of the L000-volt test variety;
C, must also be of this type, and consists cf two 2-mfd.
condensers in parallel. The condensers C„ C„ C„, and
C„ being connected on the
receiver side of resistances
of ro,000 ohms and over,
can safely be of the type
tested at 500 volts.

Gramophone Pick up.
If
the
Megavox-Three
receiver has been modified
for use with a gramophone
pick-up, as described on
page 622 of October 31st,
1928, issue, the resistances
12 4,R2,and R, can be removed from their clips, and
R, and R, replaced by resistances of 5,000 ohms
each; if these, however,
do not provide sufficient
smoothing a choke of 32
henrys could be interposed
between the common positive lead of th crectifier and
The general layout of
the components can easily
be seen from the photographs and from Figs. 7and
8.
The fuse lamp in the
Burndept resistor holder is
mounted on the top of a
piece of half-inch wooden
dowelling en. long, so as
to be visible through one
of the ventilation holes in
the side of the safety box.
The lamp will glow while
the
receiver
is
being
operated, and will carry the
momentary surge voltage
Fig. 1.—The baseboard layout A. The superstructure D is held up by the two vertical boards
B and C, to which the chokes are attached.
without detriment.
To facilitate lifting the
conditions the voltage is about 14o, which, although a chassis clear of the safety box an ebonite rod 4fin. long
little high, is not excessive. The triple potentiometer
terminating with a cross piece is attached to the baseR2, R„, R„ feeding the plate and the screen of the
board.
The ebonite terminal strip with shrouded,
screened grid valve has now to be considered.
labelled terminals is raised from the top wooden platAssuming that R.1 will have to be of such a value that
form by two pieces of ebonite tube. For rapid change
the voltage at H.T. +2 is 150, it is evident that R2,R„
of resistances to suit new conditions, the resistance
is shunted across 15o volts. A convenient total current
holders have been labelled with numbers which correis 3 mA., which will pass with 5o,000 ohms; if the
spond to those in Fig. 6. These numbers can be cut
limbs are made 20,000 and 30,000 ohms respectively
out of an old calendar and attached by means of
and thç voltage at H.T. + r is worked out in accordance
Chatterton's compound. Readers are not advised to
with Fig. 2 (a) in the article entitled " Dropping Volts"
depart substantially from the general layout, for there
it will be found to be 83, which is a satisfactory screen
is a reason for the position of every component; the
potential.
transformer and rectifier, for example, must be close
Knowing the screen current to be about 0.5 mA., the
together and as far away from the output end as pos:
42
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Memo: Eliminator.—
sible. There should be no superstructure above the
rectifier which might prevent efficient ventilation. It is
advantageous to mount the metal-cased condensers
touching each other in two banks of four, whilst the
chokes should be as far apart as possible from. one
another and away from the input end. It is possible
for a choke, in spite of metal-shrouding, to have an
external field. The logical place for the interchangeable resistances is on a platform near the lid of the
box, so that access to them is easy.
The A.C. input through the 3-member flexible cable
to the switch in the safety box is best derived from a
wall plug, as it is generally
easier to arrange an earth
point at this position than
at a lamp-holder. The five
output
leads
from the
eliminator
are
brought
through two holes in the
side of the box, and are
terminated with insulated
spade ends and ivorine tags
labelled to correspond with
the terminals on the Megavox receiver as modified in
Fig. 2.
The eliminator
should be operated about
i8in. away from the receiver, for, although the
former has an earthed metal
case, there may be a small
stray field.
As this article will conclude with a résumé of
the considerations necessary
when designing an H.T.
eliminator with metal rectifier for almost any multivalve set, it is important to
examine the question of the
arrangement of H.T. terminals on receivers in
general, for where the
anodes of a number of
valves haw acommon feed
View of the chassis showing
(without the use of decoupling resistances) it may
be found extremely difficult to avoid back-coupling and
hum when an eliminator is used. It would seem desirable when designing a set which is destined to be used
with either H.T. batteries or mains equipment to provide some of the resistances and by-pass condensers in
the receiver, as by this means, on the one hand, there
would only be one positive connection to the H.T. battery, and distortion due to its internal resistance would
be prevented; while, on the other hand, the eliminator
would need to have much less elaborate smoothing
equipment, and could be connected to the receiver,
which would not have to be modified in layout or wiring.
Fig. 9 exemplifies such a suggestion, and, while its
advantages will be appreciated, it must be admitted
• 43
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that it incurs an additional expenditure when the receiver is being built. The four H.T. terminals would be
short-circuited for battery supply, and the lead XYZ
removed for mains operation. The skeleton set shown
is a popular combination of screened-grid valve transformer-coupled to an anode-bend detector directly
coupled to an L.F. transformer, which, in turn, is connected to asingle L.F. power valve. If with H.T. batteries R15 and 12, 2 are not required, dummy short- •
circuiting bars obtainable commercially can be inserted
in the holders.
A D.C. eliminator for the Megavox-Three will be described shortly, having a filter circuit similar to that

the disposition of the chokes and the interchangeable resistances.

in the A.C. unit. The receiver will require slight modification for the case where the mains have a positive
earth.
To return to the A.C. eliminator, the following summary may be found useful when designing such a unit
for any three- or four-valve set, the requirements of
which are not more than Jo° mA. at 200 volts. It is
assumed that the present layout will be followed in
detail as regards the relative position of chokes, resistances, condensers, fuse lamp, etc., and that the same
transformer-rectifier combination will be used. It should
be pointed out here that the regulation curve for the
transformer alone shows a drop of only eight volts
R.M.S. between no load and aload of ioo mA. R.M.S,
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It may be more convenient to derive the A.C. Input from a wall plug as explained in the text.

which is avery creditable performance. That the, regulation curve given in Fig. 4for the smoothed D.C. output
of the rectifier has a greater _percentage drop than this
is due to the inevitable effective resistance of the rectifier, which, however, is small when compared with other
rectifiers. The transformer cannot be supplied for mains
with afrequency of 25 cycles.
Summary.

CHOKES should be chosen with a specified, inductance which is effective under the D.C. load conditions.

Even with metal shrouding there may be a small external field necessitating the mounting of two chokes at
ashort distance from one another and, if possible, with
their axes at right angles. The D.C. resistance of a
choke need not be taken into account if it is low compared with that of the voltage-dropping resistances used
in the same lead.
CONDENSERS to be used in an eliminator should
have low internal resistance, otherwise a potential difference may be set up, resulting in back-coupling. To
withstand surge voltages all condensers connected
44
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blegavos Eliminator.—
directly across the output of
the rectifier, or only separated from it by a choke,
should have been tested at
i,000 volts. If a condenser
is connected to the rectifier
by ro,000 ohms or over, a
voltage test of about 500 is
adequate.
RESISTANCES, while having the required currentcarrying capacity, must also
be capable of dissipating
the watts without heating
up. Resistances are used in
an eliminator, not only to
9.—Suggested
gement for the H.T. feed to a multi-valve receiver. The H.T. terminals
drop volts but also to assist
are short-circuited for battery supply and the lead XYZ is removed for mains operation. A
receiver
so
designed
gives
a better performance With H.T. batteries and when used with an
in smoothing out ripple, so
eliminator the latter would require very simple smoothing equipment.
that where, for instance, a
resistance of 40,000 ohms is required to break down a is also convenient for the sake of economy to feed the
certain voltage it may be advantageous to use two plate of a screened-grid valve from a potential divider
which is common to the screen. It must be remembered
zo,000-ohm resistances in series and connect a by-pass
that the greater the current passing through a potentiocondenstr to the junction point (e.g., R, and R3).
meter the less the change in voltage on the valve whec
SINGLE SERIES RESISTANCES are used where the the current alters, but the less the smoothing by reason
current is comparatively large, and where there is
of the small values of resistances used; a compromise
.no change in the steady D.C. current when signal amplimust thus be struck. In Fig. ro EF represents atypical
tude is altered.
Triode H.F. valves, leaky grid
feed to the plate and screen of ascreened-grid valve, prodetectors, and all L.F. valves would be fed in this
vided that H.F. transformer coupling is used. If tuned
way. In Fig. 10 the lead AB represents the usual feed
anode is employed, achoke would have to be embodied
to an output valve where a choke of low D.C. resistin the lead EF, as in the eiiminator for the Megavox. CD
ance is necessary. A very suitable outp tvalve when
together with R, give adequate smoothing and a steady
using this eliminator is the PX65o, which at zoo volts
supply when signals of varying amplitude are applied
H.T. will handle 8o volts grid swing. If another L.F.
to an anode-bend detector.
stage were used prior to the output valve two resistTwo SCREENED-GRID VALVES Coupled by H.F..
ances in series would be needed, but no choke. With
transformers can be fed from one tapping, such as EF,
leaky grid detection the feed CD without R, would be
provided that the extra current taken is considered when
satisfactory, and for a neutralised H.F. stage the lead
fixing the values of R,, R„, and R,.
EF without R,, R„ and C, would be used.
TWO VALVES IN PUSH-PULL can be operated from the
POTENTIAL DIVIDERS are necessary for screen current lead AB.
and for the H.T. supply to an anode-bend detector. It
THE GENERAL PROCEDURE iS to decide on the
smoothing arrangement demanded by the receiver circuit, and to work out the
+H.T.
H.T. current taken by the
0 OUTPUT
VALVE
set plus the potentiometers
(if any).
The
voltage
R2
+H.T
regulation curve (Fig. 4)
0DETECTOR
0
2 We» —"*--WAN
will give the input voltage
CH. 2
to the filter for the total
MI»
load,
and the resistances
+H.T.
which
are
required
to
H.F. VALVE
R5
drop the necessary volts
can be calculated.
+H.T
0 SCREEN

FROM
OXIDE
RECTIFIER

Fig. 10.—A
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smoothing circuit which can be adapted for um with almost any three- or
tour-valve set not employing tuned anode coupling.

This eliminator is available
for
inspection
by
readers at the Editorial
Offices of this journal:
116-117, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
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By Oar Special Correspondent.
Broadcast
On

New

Drama
Year's

Developments.—" Research
Eve.—" 24-Hour

Dramatic Changes.
Various important changes are under
contemplation at Savoy Hill in connection with the Dramatic Department. For
instance, I hear that Val Gielgud, who
assists Erie Maschwitz in the production
of the B.B.C.'s official Organ, is to take
over R.
E.
Jeffrey's duties,
while
" R.E." himself will devote himself to
" Research Programmes."
0000
No Connection with Clapham.
These "Research Programmes" have
nothing in common with activities of
Captain West, who is busy in research
programmes of his own. The "Research
Programmes" have earned their name, I
gather, from the amount of research
which goes to their compilation.
Among recent examples of this form
of entertainment have been "Love " and
" Kaleidoscope," both by L. de
G.
Sieveking, produced since he left the
Talks Department.
C000
Musical "Scenery."
There is a growing tendency towards
this draina -cum -music -cum -literature
form of broadcast in the B.B.C. programmes, and one assumes that here the
Corporation is following the deniands of
listeners.
The idea is, partly, to give
musical " scenery" to atone for the lack
of legitimate stage furniture.
The results are often successful, but
several listeners of my acquaintance confess that music, of whatever kind, is
always too obtrusive to form a mere background; they cannot give complete atten•
tion to the spoken word so long as there
is a fragment of a tune in the offing.
0000
A Busy Task.
As
dramatic
producer for several
years, R. E. Jeffrey has prepared more
than fifty plays for broadcasting and has
himself written six, the most noteworthy
of which was " Speed," produced about
six months ago.
In view of forthcoming developments
in "Research Programmes," "R.E.," as
he is familiarly known, is likely to be
very busy indeed.
0000
A Deputation from Sheffield.
If the importance of broadcasting in
the ,modern scheme of things required

Programmes."—The

Time."—The

Savoy

Hill

further emphasis it was surely furnished
by the deputation which waited upon Sir
John Reith at Savoy Hill a few days
ago.
The deputation, which spoke for the
citizens of
Leeds,
consisted
of Sir
William Hart (Town Clerk), the Deputy
Lord Mayor,
the Pro Chancellor
of
Sheffield University, the Director of
FUTURE

FEATURES.

London and Daventry.
DECEMBER
23RD.—" The Messiah,"
re.
layed from York Minster, S.B from
Leeds.
DECEMBER 2.5ts.—Service relayed from
St. George's Chapel, Windsor.
DECEMBER 27TH.—Programme composed
by A. J. Alan.
DEMMER 28TH.—" Montezuma," a play
by C. A. Lewis.
Daventry Exp. (SGB).
DECEMBER 23RD.—Excerpts from Baelli's
" Christmas Oratorio."
DECEMBER 24TH.—" The Do-Drop inn," a
comedy by Gladys Joiner.
DECEM BER 25TH.- - Dick Whittington."
likesu HER 27TH.—" Montezuma."
DECEMBER 28TH.—" Out of the Slat," a
Christmas Vaudeville Draw.
Cardiff.
DEcEuma 25TH.—" Upon the Midnight
Clear," a Christmas Evening in a
Welsh Village, by Vaughan Thomas.
DECEMBER 26TH.—" Riinsel and Gretel,"
a fairy opera by Adelheid Wette.
Manchester,
DEcEM MIR
24TH.- - Scrooge,"
adapted
from " A Christmas Carol " (Charles
Dickens), by J. C Buckstone,
Newcastle.
Daces iani 27TH.—" Xing Midas," an
operetta.
Glasgow.
DECEMBER
25T11.—" 1io Rootn at the
Inn," a Christmas Morality Play by
David Cleghorn Thomson..
DECEMBER 28TH.—" Oor Ain Fireside,"
a Scots Christening.
- Aberdeen.
DECEMBER 25TH.—A Scottish Feature Programine.
Belfast.
bags VI REX
24TH.- - Christmas
Eve
In
Ballyinulcaghey."

Education, and representatives
Chamber of Commerce.
0000

of

the

Drawbacks to Grout) Programme System.
All these gentlemen protested against
the new dispensation which w ould°turn
6FL into a mere mouthpiece for the
Manchester
station.
Sheffield,
like
Liverpool and Hull, is suffering from
the group programme system, which cen-

Case

of the

Site.—Interrupted

Relays._
Speeches.

tralises all northern
broadcasting at
Manchester, to the detriment of local
talent.
The B.B.C. expresses entire sympathy
with local aspirations, but contends that
the grouping system is essential in preparation for the Regional Scheme which
will, it is hoped, provide a satisfactory
alternative service to every listener in
the country.
0000
Pertinacity Required.
It looks as if Sheffield and the other
affected towns will have to accept the
present situation with as good a grace as
possible, but all fair-minded listeners will
heartily second their efforts to obtain
reasonable representation at the microphone. Their best course will be to continue the fusilade at frequent intervals;
only their own sturdy efforts will prevent
the main station from gradually assuming
entire control of the programme material.
000 0
Seeing the New Year In.
On New Year's Eve listeners will hear
a star vaudeville programme from 2LO,
5XX, and other stations.
The artists are expected to be the Trix
Sisters, Neil Kenyon, Jack Strachey,
Madge Kennedy, and Violet Essex.
The
programme will wind up with reminiscences entitled "Songs we used to sing."
Finally we
shall hear Mr.
J.
C.
Stobart's " Grand Good Night," which is
now a regular event in the annual
calendar.
00C 0

"24-Hour Time."
lf the plea of the Astronomer Royal
for the general adoption of " 24-hour
time" meets with success, one of the first
evidences of the new order of things will
appear in the broadcast programmes.
Already many of the
Continental
stations use the 24-hour clock, so longdistance listeners will have no difficulty in
accommodating themselves to the new
conditions.
As for DX enthusiasts,
"ack muma" and "pip emma" have
long vanished from their vocabulary.
0000

Heartache.
I hear that there is already a certain
amount of heartache over the prospect of
leaving " the precincts of the Savoy."
In many respects the place is ideal for
A

4e
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broadcasting headquarters.
The heavy
traffic of the Strand is well out of earshot, and even the Embankment, with its
trams and other heavy vehicles,
is
separated from Savoy Hill by the pleasant
Embankment Gardens.
If a portion of the present building
were not in the honourable occupation of
the Institution of Electrical Engineers the
new Broadcasting House would undoubtedly have been built on the Savoy
site.
0 0 0 0

Misconception.
In occupying "Broadcasting House"
as ordinary rent-paying tenants, the
B.B.C. will be creating no precedent.
The present building at Savoy Hill is
Crown property, coming under the estate
of the Duchy of Lancaster, and the rent
paid by the B.B.C. is, it will be noticed,
in the annual revenue account.
During recent constructional alterations at Savoy Hill the sudden appearance of the Royal Arms over the main
entrance suggested to many people that a
final touch was being given to the
"official " nature of the B.B.C.
As a
matter of fact, the Royal Arms merely
indicated the ownership of the building
and bore no relation to the activities of
the tenants!

WilTelege

period
for broadcasting was
threequarters of an hour.
What happened
was that listeners were cut off in the
midst of his sins.
0000
Interrupted Speeches.
It is surely a debatable point whether
the B.B.C. should undertake the broadcasting of speeches which are likely to be
interrupted before their conclusion.
To
listen to a speech without hearing the
conclusion is often apure waste of time.
Not always, of course.

A Maeterlinck Play.
On January 3rd Maeterlinck's symbolic
play, "The Sightless," will be broadcast
from 2L0 and 5XX. It will be preceded
by explanatory notes.
0000
Scottish Group Programmes.
Aberdeen is providing aprogramme for
all Scotland on January 2nd. This is one
of the first Scottish "group " programmes which 2BD has put on under the
new scheme.
The programme includes
songs by Lawrence A. Morgan, aGlasgow
tenor, violin solos by Alec Nicol, reels
and strathspeys played on the mouth
organ by Donald Davidson, and selections
by the Station Octet. A feature will be
the duet arrangements of Scottish songs
sung by two well-known Edinburgh
singers, Marion Richardson and Dorothy
King. There will also be a short Scots
comedy sketch by Rae Elrick called
"The Finishing Touch."

A Prince as Soloist.
At the National Sunday League concert
to be broadcast from the Palladium on
January 6th, Grieg's Piano Concerto will
be played by Prince George Chevchevadzi.
The new Symphony Orchestra is to be
conducted by Dr. Malcolm Sargent.
0 C 0 0

Mr . and Mrs. O. Listener.
On New Year's Eve, Belfast is to broadcast some "Reminiscences of 1928," in
which Mr. and Mrs. Ordinary Listener
will spend an hour reviving memories of
those programmes which have given them
the most enjoyment during the past year.
Symphony concerts, variety, opera, plays,
and running commentaries will pass in
ghostly procession as the magic of the
microphone evokes their shades.

0000

A Distinguished Listener.
The Talks Department are confident
that their listeners are growing in numbers and that many eminent people are
included among the supporters of the
present talks policy.
Sir Maurice Amos, who recently gave a
talk on Egypt, was heard by Sir Austen
Chamberlain, and on the following day
received a telephone message asking if
lie would call and discuss the subject with
the Foreign Secretary.

0000

0 0 0 0

A Shavian Joke.
I wonder how many talkers other than
George Bernard Shaw would have been
allowed to tantalise listeners as he did
on December 7th?
He spoke at the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art for
more than an hour, though we may
assume that he was aware that the allotted
47

Pianoforte Aceomeanimer.t.
Whereas, in the old days, pianoforte
accompaniments in the studio were too
soft, they are now too loud, and tha
result is unpleasant flatness except when
the singer is " swamped," as often hap.
pens. The result is as unfair te the
accompanist as to the singer.
In most outside halls, however, the
"stereoscopic" effect is at once evi•
dent. The piano is heard as a member
of the audience hears it—assertive enough
at the right moment, but always subservient to the singer.
0000
Sanctity of the Studio
If the B.B.C. wish us to retain a
proper respect for the sanctity of the
studio they must really give up outside
broadcasting, or do something to spoil it.
Recent "O.B.s" have been so good as to
put many of the studio performances into
the shade.
0000

0 0 0 C.,

For Older Children.
L. du Garde Peach's fantasy, "The
Charcoal Burner's Son," was one of the
most successful Children's Hour features
of 1928. There have been many demands
for a repeat performance, and the B.B.C.
proposes to meet them by including the
fantasy in the evening programme on
January 4th, so that the elder, as well as
the younger, children may hear it. The
cast will include members of the B.B.C.
staff.
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A POPULAR STATION. A striking view
of the masts at Hamburg. The station
can be heard nightly on 394.7 metres.

The Swing of the Pendulum.
In the days of the old carbon microphone there was no need for Sir Harry
Lauder's wet towel device to damp out
the accompaniment. The soloist had the
field to himself, and if the accompaniment leaked through with any precision
it was a sure sign that the singer was (a)
prolonging the pauses, (b) getting tired,
or (c) suffering from laryngitis.

Letters to Talkers.
Many broadcast speakers receive dozens
of letters from listeners and it is only
by chance that news of these percolate
through to Savoy Hill. Sometimes the
B.B.C. only learns of the fact when a
speaker, in a subsequent talk, mentions
how many letters he had received in regard to his previous effort.
Few letters are forwarded to speakers
c/o B.B.C. In most cases, listeners are
enthusiastic enough to hunt up the addresses of the talkers and send their letters
direct.
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USEFUL DATA CHARTS.(
Na 119. STAGE 110)
Diameter of Wire or Strand to give Coil of Minimum H.F. Resistance.
HE theory involved in designing coils of minimum
H.F. resistance, whether single or multi-layer,
has been given by Butterworth :
1 his results
may be expressed as follows :—
Let L= self-inductance of coil in microhenrys.
S=a shape factor. 2
D =diameter of coil.
f=frequency in cycles /sec.
d=diameter of wire or strand required.
n= number of strands.
cr=a number depending on n.
Then for solid wire coils a quantity P2 can be calculated such that P2=LS' /D3.
A curve is then given connecting f/P 2 and Pd so
that Pd can be read off and d revealed.

VALUES OF
1
/D

0

0.125

0.5

t
/D

o

Pd

0.3
0.4

P2

LS2/0 3

1/p 2

Fig. 1. — Chart

1

2/I.

S

1
/D

20'

by Butterworth giving the best diameter of wire
or strand.

..1

Ls2r

5'

10'

10'

5'

to verify that P2=LS 2/D 3. Note that D is not mid
way between L2S4 and 1/P2, which position woulc
require a special scale for D2. In Fig. 3 the scale unit
have been altered so that S, L, and D can be rem
off directly, and Fig. 4 is obtained by folding Fig.
in three, using S and LS 2 as hinges. S and LS 2 are ric
longer required, and disappear into reference lines.
2

The Shape Factor Curves.

These have been plotted for a single-layer solenoid
and for multi-layer coils whose ratio of thickness tc
mean diameter ranges from zero to unity. In the cast
of t/D=o.o5, t/D =o.r, each curve shows a kink, anc
the short arm of the curve merges into the curve foi
t/D=o, and coincides with it for the rest of it
course.
A single-layer coil of zoo microhenrys is wound tc
a length of 2in., and its diameter is din. We start
at the point t/D=o.5, draw a tangent to the curvt

REFERENCE
LINE
-m-_

When stranded wire is used, P2 must be replaced
by o-+ n2P2,and the curve used as before to find Pd
and d. d now means the diameter of a single strand.

14)

2.—The extended abac is here shown; equal scales are used
except for /,D, whose scale is immaterial

Butterworth puts D=outside diameter of coil, but
for graphical computation it is better to use the mean
diameter: the values of S have been re-calculated on
this basis and have been extended over a greater range.

p2

D

Fig. 4.—This diagram is obtained by folding
S and LS. as hinges.

Fig.

1
/3

Fig. 3.—Here the scale units have been altered so that S, L and D
can be read oft directly.

S

025 0.375

The operations summarised above are carried out ir
three stages. Stage 1, which accompanies this article
gives P2 for solid wire coils.
Stage 2, which wil
appear as the next useful data chart, will give cr +n2P
for stranded wire. Stage 3 will finally give d.
Fig. 2 shows the extended abac using equal scale!
(except for 1/D, whose scale is immaterial): it is casi

Fig.

3 in three, using

marked " single layer solenoid," and after passing
through L and D we obtain P2 =0'4344.
A multi-layer coil has L=20,000 microhenrys, mean
diameter= loin., length = ioin., thickness= loin. Hence
1/
D= t/ D= rm. We obtain finally P2=0.1o5.
Stage 2, which will be the next published abac, is
only necessary when stranded wire is used. When P
has been found by Stage ifor a solid wire coil, Stage 2
enables us to find the value of 0- +n2P2,which replaces
P2.
R. T. B.
2

'lite Wireles8 World, Dec. 8th, 15th, 1926, pp. 754, 811.
Depending on two quantities : (a) ratio of axial length to
diameter of coil; (b) ratio of radial thickness to diameter of coil.
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LABORATORY
TESTS

A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
MANIC H.F. CHOKE.
The wire in this choke is wave-wound
and the finished coil looks like a miniature edition of a honeycomb plug-in tuning coil. The D.C. resistance is low and
the impedance curve indicates that the
H.F. resistance is also lower than the

is 2,650; in the average receiving circuit
the resonance would be higher and it
would be safe to assume that self-oscillation due to the choke would not occur
below 3,000 metres.
The winding is completely enclosed in
a moulded bakelite case provided with
terminals and a moulded foot for baseboard mounting.
"BULGIN" SAFETY FUSE HOLDER.
As it is now possible to obtain small
bulbs of the "flash lamp " pattern which
" blow " at a very low current, the employment of these as safety fuses
circuits is becoming more general. Hitherto the advantages conferred by fuses of
this type were more imaginary than real,
unless, of course, the receiver was fitted
with a sufficient number of valves. Those
who follo 4' the safety-first policy and fit
fuses must, at some time or other, have
experienced the annoyance of not being

able to lay their hands on a spare lamp
when a fuse has satisfactorily performed
its special function. Messrs. H. F. BuU
•.,

in H.T.

igranic

choke;
D.C.
239 ohms.

The Haigh' safety fuse holder. Provision
is made for a spare fuse lamp.

gin and Co., foreseeing this difficulty,
have produced a fuse lamp carrier, with
accommodation for a spare lamp, and if
these are always kept loaded it will never

resistance,

average. The curve approximates more
closely to the form of tuning curve to
which we are accustomed, more particularly at the base, which is flatter than
usual.
This means that the choking
effect is more evenly distributed over
the 200-500 metre •band—a 'property
which should tend to give equal reaction
over this band if the reaction coil and
feed condenser are suitably chosen.
The impedance values at various typical
Wavelengths are as follow :—
Wavelength (metres). Impedance (ohms).
200
8,500
500
12,000
1,600
136,000
With 8 micro-mfd. external capacity
across the choke the resonant wavelength

Impedance curve of igranic H.F. choke; external capacity 8 micro-mid.
A 50
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necessary to endanger the valves by
perating the set without adequate safeuards
The peke of this useful component is
s. 3d.. without fuses, and the maker's
iddress is 9-11, Cursitor Street, Chan:fey Lane, London, E.C.4.
0000
e

A NEW TWO-RANGE AERIAL
TUNER.
Messrs. R.I. and Varley, Ltd., have
rong specialised in all-wave tuning devices, and the latest addition to their
wide range of components is an aperiodic

A two—range tuner, an R.I. and Valley
product.

aerial tuner. This consists of a paxolin
tube 3¡iii. in diameter and 5in. long,
carrying two coils spaced about lâni.
apart and protected by celluloid strips.
Normally the two coils are in aeries, but
a switch is fitted to short-circuit one coil
for reception on the medium broadcast
wave-band.
This is mounted on
a
moulded bakelite box cover, which protects also the various wires connected to
the switch.
The reaction coil is wound on a former
of smaller diameter than the outer tube,
and can be rotated through 180°. This
former is carried on a spindle passing
through the centre of the switch arm and
terminating in a small, slow-motion dial.
The driving knob is fitted on the righthand side of the dial, and not below as
is usual in reduction drives. The object of
this is to leave the lower portion free
from obstruction to accommodate the
arm actuating the wave change switch.
The upper portion of the dial cover is
cut away, forming a window through
which can be seen the graduation on the
ivorine scale, and to facilitate accurate
adjustment a fine hair line has been fitted
on the celluloid
inset covering the
window.
Six terminals are fitted on the large
former, two being connected by flexible
leads to the reaction winding, one to each
outside end of the tuning coils marked
" G" and " E" respectively, and the remaining pair go to tappings on the
A
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medium-wave coil.
These are marked
Al and A2, and are intended as alternative aerial connections. Used in conjunction with a standard P.M.G. aerial
(about 100 ft. of wire) and connected in
shunt with a 0.0005 mfd. variable condenser, the medium-wave coil tunes from
about, 265 metres to 600 metres, and with
the loading coil in circuit from 1,200 to
2,000 metres. Although the two ranges
do not overlap, the blank portion- should
not be noticed, as there are so few broadcast stations working between 600 and
1,200 metres.
The tuner is designed for single hole
fixing, but a small hole should be drilled
in the panel to take the positioning pin
protruding to the rear of the dial.
The
function of this is to hold the dial cover
rigid and prevent this rotating when
adjusting the reaction coupling.
Each
carton contains a book of instructions
which explains fully the .method of
mounting the turns and the connections to
the various terminals. In addition, some
very useful circuit diagrams have been
included showing the many uses to which
the device can be put. The tuner is a
product of Messrs. R.I. and Varley,
Ltd., Kingswav House, 103, Kingsway,
London, W.C.é, and the price complete
is 25s.
o000
A NEW PYE TRANSFORMER.
An
output
transformer
designed
specially for use in sets fitted with a
pentode output valve has been put into
production by Messrs. W. G. Pye and
Co. The secondary winding has been arranged to suit the average medium impedance loud speakers, and best results
will be obtained under these conditions.
The price of this new component is
20s.,
and
the
maker's
address
is
" Granta " Works,
Montague
Road,
Cambridge.
000.3

SMITH'S CABINETS.
The three cabinets reviewed all -exhibit
very fine workmanship and finish. The
receiver cabinet accommodates a panel
26in. xffin., a baseboard 8in. in depth, and
has an ornamental front with an oval
shaped opening measuring approximately
12in. x61in. across the major and minor
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in the back to accommodate terminal
strips for aerial, earth and battery leads.
The price of the cabinet as illustrated is
32s. 6d.
The two loud speaker cabinets measure
12 x12 x8in. and 10 x10 k6in. respectively,
the former having a circular ornamental
grille 10in, in diameter and the smaller
74in. In both cabinets the apertures are
covered with tinsel attached to the inside.
These are ideal for the home constructors' use; the larger size, which costs
15s., is suitable for mounting moving-coil
type of loud speakers, and the smaller is

Two loud speaker cabinets by S. A. Smith.
The larger of the two is suitable for
housing a moving coil loud speaker.

perhaps more suitable for the reed-driven
cone type.
The price of this in
mahogany, oak or tgak is 10s. 6d , and
the makes are Messrs. S. A. Smith, 159,
New Kent Road, London, S.E.1.
0000
RAY'S RADIO WAX.
This is a compound specially prepared
for
wireless purposes and is ideally
suited for sealing fixed condensers after
repair, or to protect exposed metal parts
of accumulators or wet batteries again"
corrosion, due to creeping of the electrolyte.
Its melting point is between
125° and 1300 F., so that it will not melt
or become soft at normal atmospheric
temperatures. As it is an excellent substitute for paraffin wax, and, moreover,
being black imparts a more workmanlike
appearance, the experimenter will find
this a very useful addition to the work
shop equipment.

Smith's receiver cabinet with ornamental front.

axes. It is fitted with a hinged lid and
a removable back. This slides upwards
in grooves cut in the sides. Two rectangular-shaped openings have been left

The makers are Hay's Marine Water
proof Glue Co., Ltd., 6, Surrey Street,
Portsmouth, and the price is—small size
tin 6d., 11b. size 2s, and 71b. tins 7s. 6d.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence ebould be addressed to the Editor "*Tbe Winding World," Dorset Houle, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must te accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TELEVISION.
overlooked the letter from Mr. E. J. Crampton,
which appears to have inspired replies by two correspondents.
I am compelled, however, to reply to " D.A.T." and Mr.
McDowell in your issue of November 28th. The former says:
"The B.B.C. have no axe to grind by their recent ban on
television, and are merely acting in the interests of the
listener"; the latter almost offers the same argument.
But how do they know that? The B.B.C. have not said why
they rejected television, and, in view of the methods employed
in the turning down of this twentieth-century wonder I take
leave to doubt that all the representatives who visited the
Baird laboratories were unprejudiced.
After all, what it comes to is this. For reasons best know n
to themselves, and certainly not to me or the multitude of
amateurs who read The IVirele88 World, the B.B.C. granted
facilities to wireless pictures which they withheld from television. If the same chances are afforded television as were
afforded wireless pictures, and if the same results accrue then
we who support Mr. Bai
rd w ill h
ave not hi ng to grumble at.
As it is, we certainly feel a definite grievance, and do not propose to accept the B.B.C. decision, with the rather strange air
of mystery and suggestion of intrigue which is behind it.
It will be for the world of amateurs ' and not the B.B.C., to
decide what there is in t
el
ev i
si
on . The
attitude of The
Wireless World in the matter is reasonable enough.
S. A. MOSELEY,
26, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
Television Press, Ltd.
CARDIFF HETERODYNED.
Sir,—Can you use the undoubted influence of your valuable
paper to expedite the removal of the awful heterodyning of
the Cardiff Station? Every evening from 6 o'clock some station
interferes and provides a continual background to Cardiff reception. Then at. 8.30 starts such a howling and whistling that
it is hardly worth listening to the local broadcast. This latter
station is, I believe, Algiers.
The Brussels laboratory published a chart for August showing
how the Algiers wavelength has dropped to that of Cardiff.
Letters to the B.B.C. elicit an expression of regret and an
assurance that "Everything possible is being done." Surely
some remedy could have been found since August?
Your help will be greatly appreciated, and if this letter
will only tempt you to use your good offices I shall be very
pleased.
CYMRO.
Cardiff,
December 5, 1928.
TRANSMISSION QUALITY.
Sir,—Different letters under the above heading appearing in
your highly esteemed paper remind me very much of correspondence appearing some years ago in an American magazine
under the heading of " Brickbats and bouquets "—with bouquets
for the B.B.C. far and firiv between.
At a distance of nearly 1,000 miles from the Daventry stations
I am fully aware of being unable to judge the justness of some
of the criticism levelled at the transmission quality of these
stations. It is fact, however, that at times 5GB comes through
here so well that I doubt whether it could be better received
even in the more distant points in England. At such times
the quality is so noticeably better than most of the stuff
" put on the air" by the rest of the European inferno that
I cannot understand anyone suggesting that the B.B.C. could

learn anything from
aide, anyway !).

its

foreign rivals

(from

the

technics

Furthermore, I firmly believe that some of the ardent advo
cates of the elimination of " control " are going to get a bil
of a shock when they are actually confronted with the problen
of trying to receive in their living rooms a non-controlled pieci
of orchestral rendition. I got an actual taste of such a trans
mission not so very long ago from a German station, or, al
least assume that it was practically "non-controlled," as the
same question is agitating part of the listening public here.
The result was that to bring "pp" passages up to audibility
the whole volume level had to be brought up to a peint
where it was simply impossible to stay in the room with the
"ff" passages, to say nothing of the fact that a valve of
the transmitter class with about 400 v. on the anode had not
a chance of handling the input.
So the only result of that little
experiment, so far as I was concerned, was that I had to de
the " controlling " at my end instead of someone else doing
it for me at the transmitting end.
With the notable exception of the Kallundborg transmitter
and perhaps Warsaw, Vienna and Budapest, I know of no
station in my reach that can compare with the British Broadcasting stations in the quality of the transmitted music. If any
readers want to hear some real land line distortion I can
only suggest to them to tune in on a transmitter such as
Kdnigswusterhausen on a broadcast from some distant city,
such as Leipzig, when they will bear more humming, buzz
and telephone cross-talk in five minutes than the B.B.C.. would
let loose on its .public in a year.
Hence I, for one, am willing to hand the B.B.C. a bouquet
in lieu of heaving a brick.
F. L. B.
Danzig,
December 3rd, 1928.
PICTURE BROADCASTING.
Sir,—I am sure that the majority of listeners will agree
with Mr. E. J. Crampton's remarks in your issue of November 14th regarding picture broadcasting.
At the nioment there is a certain amount of novelty in this
new venture, but the B.B.C. will find that it is only of passing interest and that, barring adolescent enthusiasts who only
play at science, many people will not consider the advantages,
such as they are, worth the extra expense. and trouble. And
how meagre these advantages are! Who wants pictures that
can be obtained, as Mr. Crampton says, for a penny a dozen
in the waning papers? There are very few outlying districts
with the means for installing and operating a picture-receiving
appiiratus that are not served by a newspaper service.
In
addition to this, I believe I am right in saying that, under
the process used, the pictures receivel are by no means permanent.
The receiving of pictures by wireless is comparable to receiving the ordinary programmes on gramophone records when,
as is often the case, the matter transmitted is purely of an
ethereal nature without any secondary interests attached to
it. Admitted that permanent pictures would not be required
in the circumstances, but why go to the expense of recording
a semi-permanent picture by means of expensive apparatus
when television is bound to come and will not be available
to listeners who only have the existing picture-receiving
apparatus.
Therefore I consider that when the B.B.C. came to the
parting of the ways they took the wrong turning. Television
A 52
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may be a rough and practically =trodden path, but it is the
right way for the march of progress; picture broadcasting
h a cul-de-sac..
Radio developed wonderfully when broadcasting began, so will television.
Pictures of news events,
crossword puzzles, and the latest fashions are nothing by comparison with the wide field this would open up.
Though I do not for a moment think that television will
reach perfection in any of its present forms, I regard the
action of the broadcasting authorities in choosing stationary
pictures in preference to moving ones as a waste of their time
and our money. Whatever system they choose they will have
to make radical alterations from time to time, so that, it being
just as easy to change over to a different scheme, there are
no grounds for hesitation on the score of economy. Let them
start at once and consign picture transmissions to the Press,
the War Office, and such others as have need of them.
Shortlands, Kent.
H. A. RAMPTON.
--Sir,—With reference to Mr. E. J. Crampton'a letter of the
14th October, in connection with the broadcasting of still pictures, which, to use his own words, is wasting the money of
the B.B.C. subscribers, may I venture to suggest that this is
anything but the case.
If Mr. Crampton will allow his mind to return to the early
days of broadcasting he will find that a lot of very useful
work was done by amateurs towards the betterment of radio
receivers and reception, until to-day our receiving sets leave
little to be desired.
Now I presume that all those people using still picture
receivers are potential experimenters with television and who
hope at some future date to reproduce on their screen " the
real thing," and I am sure Mr. Crampton will grant me that
real, sound experimental work may be, and is, based upon
these transmissions. Considering that it is only twenty-five
minutes a day, and the only time the amateur may test his
ideas in a practical manner, I fail to see any cause for complaint.
In conclusion, I am certain that the ordinary
"listener in " is not given an inferior programme so that these
transmissions may be financed. So why worry!
Rhyl, North Wales.
TREVOR R. LITTLE.
A GRIEVANCE FROM THE NORTH.
Sir,—May I be permitted space in your columns to air the
grievances of listeners in the North with regard to the B.B.C.'s
services?
In Orkney no British station can be received free from
interference. On the 200-600-metre waveband reception is rendered impossible owing to a spark transmitter station at Wick
and also ship stations. No consideration seems to be given
by these to the power required to communicate with ship and
shore stations as per the P.M.G.'s regulations—they simply
blaze away full force on all occasions.
Apart from morse interference, however, 5GB is subject to
frequent fading, although stations around it remain quite
steady; Aberdeen is hopelessly heterodyned by foreign stations;
in fact, at times it cannot be distinguished at all in the din.
I have been in communication with the B.B.C. regarding this
matter, but they reply that they cannot guarantee a service
from any of their main stations beyond thirty miles (5GB 100),
with the exception of 5XX. This latter is now at times also
hopeless, owing to interference from Lahti, which causes distortion and a loud heterodyne whistle. The German station,
Zeesen, also seems prone to wander off its wavelength, as even
now, when Daventry's wavelength has been altered, it breaks
in at intervals, coming right on top of Daventry and wiping
it out. There is also a C.W. morse station which interferes
badly at times.
The result is that we have no broadcast service here at all
which can be relied on.
Could not some remedy be found? We pay a licence fee
of 10s, per annum, and for this we receive chiefly morse•and
the clamour of Babel.
The B.B.C. promised to alter Aberdeen's wavelength before
this winter season set in, but so far nothing has been done
except to talk of a new wavelength of 326.1 metres-20 Kcs.
nearer the morse waveband than before and also lying between
two fairly powerful German stations.
e
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Meantime they are spending their energy and resources on
altering and rearranging stations in England where a fairly
satisfactory service is at present in existence.
Why should they not take Aberdeen in hand at' once and
increase its power to, say, 30 kW, and enable it to hold its
own amongst the foreigners?
Even if 5XX were free from interference, we should like to
have a Scottish programme as an alternative at times, particularly from 8 to 8.30 p.m. on Tuesday evenings.
I think the B.B.C. would be better employed if they would
concentrate on ensuring a satisfactory service to the outlying
districts instead of entering on the new service of "picture
transmission." By the way, who provides the necessary funds
for these transmissions?
I have heard the opinion expressed more than once that,
until the B.B.C. can give a satisfactory service in the outlying
districts, the licence fee for these should be reduced.
St. Margaret's Hope, Orkney.
IAN I. BARCLAY.
CONTROL.
Sir,—With reference to your notes "A Chat with Control," •
vide page 481, The Wireless World of October 3rd, 1928, I was
surprised to know that the B.B.C. has not yet endeavoured
to remedy the inefficiency arising from "the difficulty that
the man at the control can never be sure whether the speaker
will be two, three or four feet away from the mike,' and
matters can only be adjusted when speech begins."
Prior to the formation of the Indian Broadcasting Co. I
did a little transmitting for the Bombay Radio Club, when
mostly gramophone records were transmitted.
I used to
classify the records prior to transmission in three groups, the
low, medium and high, and during the transmission place them
at three specified distances from the "mike" so as to ensure
even volume with the lot. Iused to shift the "mike" to adjust
the required distance from the gramophone. The microphone
used was an ordinary Ericsson telephone microphone.
If the
B.B.C. also resorted to the same strategy in classifying their
lecturers previous to the lecture, and allotted them their
"respectful" distance from the "mike," the B.B.C. would
help their " blind " control half-way.
JOSEPH ALAMS.
Bombay.
IS 5GB STILL EXPERIMENTAL ,
Sir,—Surely it is ridiculous for the B.B.C. to insist still
that 5GB is only an experimental station, seeing that they
have now definitely transferred Nottingham listeners over to
Daventry Junior for their regular programmes.
Bristol.
BM/GEL.
A NEW LONDON SHOWROOM.

A PERMANENT WIRELESS SHOW. A corner of the new wireless and electrical showroom of the B.T.H. Company at Queen
House Aldwrch, London, W.C.
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Free Serv i
ce

ofTec h
nica lInformation.

The Service is subject to the ru l
es
of th e Depart
ment, wh i
ch are printed below;
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves. A se l
ecti on of queries
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length th an wou ld be poss ib le
Reducing H P. Amplification.
Will you tell me if there is any simple
way of cutting out one of th e Bi'.
stages of the " Kilo-May. Four"
receiver, the idea being to red uce
the sensitivity of th e rece i
ver f
or re ception of the less distant stations.
H R.
The first H.F. amplifying valve may
be cut out of circuit in a very si
mp l
e
way by joining the aeri alth roug h a condenser of about 0.0001 mfd. t
o
th e
socket which connects t
o it s ano d
e.
Of
course, provision must be made for
breaking its filament ci
rcu it w h
en
re ceiving in this way, an d precau ti ons
must be taken against a shor t- ci
rcu it of
the H.T. battery, whi ch wou ld be i
nt
ro duced were the sock et all owe d t
o touc h
the screening case.
0000

zr.

s,
3

An Impos sibility.
Fur some tone-control experiments which
I ant carrying out I w i
sh t
o connec t
a sin gl
e-p ol
e stud switch so that any
num b
er (up
to
a total of f
ire) of
fi
xed condensers may be placed in circuit.

show i
ng

Will you give me a diagram
km, this may be done?

M. M.
It is not possible to connect an ordinary
switch in the manner you desire, although

An Ambitious Project
Will you please let me ha re a ci
rcu it diagram, of a " high-power" three-stage
amplifier for radio and gramophone
amplification?
E. F. J.
The construction of an am plifi er o f
Fig. 1.—A special selector switch tor a
this kind is hardly to be un der t
aken
bank of condensers.
lightly, and the subject is ra th er t
oo
it is, of course, easy to arrange it so that
involved for adequate tre at
men t i
n
a
any one of a bank of condensers may be
letter; a bare circuit di agram , w ith out
information as to val ves components,
joined in circuit. For your purpose you
voltages, etc , is hardly likely to be of
will require a special switch with a wide
much use to you.
If you w ill l
et us
have some indication of yo ur requ i
remen t
s
RD LES.
as to output and the H.T. voltage avail(1,) Only one question (which must deal with
able we can probably help you by g i
vi
ng
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Infora reference to a back du m ber.
mation Department,"
0 000
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
Rebuilding Variable Condensers,
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
If I reméve half th e total number of
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
moving plates in my 0.0005 m fd.
receirers
cannot be given ; under present-day
variable condenser, w ill its maxi
mum
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
capacity be reduced by this al
tera of this kind in the course of a letter.
tion, and will it be les s effi ci
en t than
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
before?
D. R. P.
A condense ,'altered in this way w ill
have approximately half it s or i
gi
na l
maximum capacity, and its effici
ency
should not be imp ai
re d.
Th e mo difi ca .
tion must be carefully ex ecu t
ed,
how ever, as the reassembl y of a ban k of
vanes is often rather more diffi cu lt th an
would appear at first sight.

(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to con.
structionat sets described in " The Wireless
World " or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring infermation on matters
beyond the scope of the information 1»partmeat are incited to subni it suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs,

these
of

must

genesal

in a letter.

blade of springy metal, shaped and
mounted in such a way that it will make
contact with any desired number of studs.
This will be connéeted in the manner
shown in Fig. I.
0000
momentary Oscillation.
My H.F.-Det.-L.F. set works satisfactorily, but I notice a curious e#ect
on first switching-on; the H.T. va/ve
seems to oscillate for about a second,
but this oscillation quickly dies out.
The circuit is conventional, and H.T.
is obtained from the D.C. mains
through an eliminator, a common
voltage of about 120 being applied
to the three valves.
Can you explain this effect?
P. L. F.
It seems likely that on switching on
the set the H.T. voltage applied to your
valve is considerably in excess of normal
value. This may be due to the fact that
the smoothing condensers in the eliminator are charged up to the full voltage of
the mains, and are not immediately discharged, aft very possibly the filament of
the output valve does not give its full
emission as quickly after switching on as
does that of the H.F. valve. Moreover,
apart from the question of a condenser
charge, there is likely to be a considerable rise in eliminator voltage when the
full output is not being taken, as will be
the case if the H.F. filament heats more
quickly than the others.
Assuming this explanation to be so far
correct, it is quite conceivable that the
F. valve wilI oscillate with an excess
H.T. voltage, particularly if you adopt
the very usual expedient of operating it
in a slightly deneutralised condition, in
order to obtain maximum sensitivity.
0 000
The Megavos.
Will it be in order to use a suitably
designed output transformer in the
" Megavox Three " instead of the
choke filter output arrangement which
was included in the original design?
J. C. S.
Yes, this modification is quite permissible; you must choose a transformer
specially designed for a pentode, and
having
a
secondary
approximately
matched to your loud speaker windings.
A

•
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Made at the same Factory
as the Mazda Lamp
..
the Mazda Valve has the
same wonderful organisation behind it.
Mazda Valves are the
world's latest and best.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
ME CHARGE
columns is:

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

these

Name and address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as ICIHOWs on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire" cope" is repented from tha
previous issue: 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive. 10% : 52 consecutive. 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTI for these co!umns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Previous
to date oi Issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World,' Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19,
Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 260, Deansgate, Maochester.

"EUROPA
COILS 22 - Set.

Ali Letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible lot clerical or printers'
errors although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED

ADDRESSES.

For the convenience at private ad vertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the surn of 6d, to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box coo, c/o - The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No, coo, c/o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No, adtle711561110118 are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes:
III all such cases the use ot the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelops should he clearly marked 'Deposit
Depart menu."

pip- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System, li the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to the sender, lf a sale is effected we
remit the amount to the seller, but, it not, we return the
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
ditierent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage •
u transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to Lw, adeposit fee of u' is charged; on
transactions over £zo and under £so, the fee is 2/6; over
Led, 5/.. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to iliffe & Soils
Limited.
1HE

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

1.1NLICESSIM

A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means ot the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
bis advertisement, will in every case make use of ello:
No. and should add to the price which he requires the
amOunt ot royalty customarily paid by manufacturers,
li the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the stun
realised will he forwarded to the seller, less the amotmt
due in respect of royalties, which amouut will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed ou to the
purchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed W. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that il is quite impossible !in reply to
each one by post.

Mention of

In
accordance
with
the
Notice
thai
appeared last week, the latest date upor
which Miscellaneous Advertisements could
be accepted for the above issue was FIRST
POST, WEDNESDAY, December 19th.

III"

SCREEN 5,-.

EG AVO X"
B.B.C. 16'-,

EXX 10 6.

BASE 1 6.

SCREEN 5'-,

600-ohm res'stance 1.1.

a,

J. Whe1essC

Attie:stalls Muw:,

Nlountview

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postai Orders and Cheques sent in payment lar advertisements should be made
-payable to ILIFFE
& Co & SONS Ltd. and crossed
•
Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as
remittances.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the nez
issue of "THE WIRELESS WORLD'
(dated December 26th) is closing tor preen
earlier than usual,

ALL WIRELESS
WORLD COILS.

12 winds or less, 1.•-• and id. for every
additional word, e.g., 18 words, 118; 24 words, 2/-.

iie

RECEIVERS FOR SALE,

SECOND-ELAND

Receivers. 1-8 valves, perfect; ch,
requirements—Ooutte, Engineers, liorlf
[1
VOUR Receiver will be all the better for fit!
a Volume Control ClarOstat; 8/6, post free,
a
til
s
l
em
deett
ers.-11.13 Claude Lyons, Ltd., displayed ad
'ante

GECOPHONE
YOUR

BIG

CI-IANCE I

GOVERNMENT SALE OF NEW ELECTRICAL SURPLUS.
210.000 WORTH OF BARGAINS,
The HUGE Sale of Radio and Electrical Goods enables ue to
offer you the opportunity of alifetime.
Wonderful Keys by S. G. Brown and Marconi, brand new with
the real Muff in the contact pointa at airnoet dcrap priced.
AERIAL EQUIPMENT of every imaginable type, abape and
material. Short Wave Hellos gelom•
ACCUMULATORS by all the leading makers.
CONDENSERS, 11.T. and E.H.T. in all capacItiee.
DYNAMOS, D.C. A range of aniseed machine, from small 00
watt fellows to '2-KW. at 4,000 volte and 6-K.W. at 200 volts.
MOTOR-GENERATORS. D.C. A.C., A.C. D.C. or D.C. D.C. to
mit any steeply. 960 volt D.C. Generators which give L.T. juice
as well. Brand new G.E.C. 600 volt model so well known.
Others up to 4,000 volts
INSTBUIIIM79. Hundred,. of every type, panel, portable, and
Laboratory Bridge. and hteg4ers.
Phones, Microe, Plugs. Relays. Regletances. Switchgear, Transmitting Valves are offered at bargain prices, and a4-page printed
foolscap BALE LIST has bat eon honied which will r
esent on
receipt of a stamped addressed envelope. If 3ou cannot call
order early, me we are already wcoking bm speed in the Peeking
Department,
EI,ECI'RADIX RADIOS, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
Blackeriars Sta. Met, lily.
City 0191.

GIVE

HIM

11921).

Special Wireless Model
with three hoe 'Penults (a ,
illustrated) for 2, 4and 6B.A. 3/.
nuts. These fit on the flat of
the blade and are excellen. ,he
for nuts ia awkward Places.
Meche..ic's
Electrician',
Model
Model
N.. Ion 1, 43 with Insulated handle of Bakelit e.
No.2 (7)") 2 I (8 .
)
4 ,_
I\ 0.3(8+1 2 6 No. 2(9") ••4 8
Pod free at fie Price.

The Blade Never Slips

out of the screw slot, the handle
remains stationary in the palm
of the hand, turning is effected by
fingers on the knurled ring below.

Nothing to go wrong.

Ask roar lernier or »end P.O. to
ATALANTA
(Dept. Q),
1'3 Enston Road. London. &W.f.
Phone Brixton 2110.

;

Write or complete lot to
& SONS LTD.
Dorset House, 1 mior St., London, E.C.S.

will

o

erm

[2
"[UURNDEPT Ethodyne, 1926 model, complete 1
AP 7 valved and 2 frame aerials; cost £80, a
ulfere.—Bannieter and Fitton, Ifilurow Rd, nodule
[2 ,
ARVELLOUS Offer.—Buy direct from mains
turns; 10/- depoeit secures complete 3-valve I(
speaker set, 100-volt H.T. grid biae, 2-volt accumula
30/- loud-epealter (cone or horn), salves, aerial ere
went; 7 days' approval; unsolicited testimoniale
ceived daily; agents required; see buyers guide.—II. T.
Electrical, 2, Boundaries Rd., llaLhiesn, S.W.12.
T,
Battersea 0374.
[0;

M

McMICIIAEL Super Screened 4-valve Portable
ALE tetra, quite new, and in perfect condition; t
35 guineas.—Beet offers to 13.11/BB6B, Loudon, W.C.
[2:
rr HE RECEPTITE Co. Specialise in Building .
ceivere to suit Customers' own Particular '
quirements; write for quotation; low prices and qu
delivery; satisfaction guaranteed.

THE RECEPTITE Co. Also Carry Out Repairs e
Alterations to Existing Sets.
MITE RECEPTITE Co. Also Make a Range of St
J. dard Receivers Designed for High Quality Rep
duction; write for particulars and prices.
RECEPTITE
N.14.

Co.,

1,

The

Mall,

Southall
[21

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Ra ,
Doctors.—Read advertisement under Idiscellaneo
[02
HAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains se t
s an d co
La, limonite, the muins •
pioncere in 1924; 28 Load
hospitals ore equipped with Read and Morrie ma
cet, wing no batteries; some of these Juts have i
even required their doers unlocking for over t
years—just a switch on the wall used, nothing e
touched.
Single seta supply over 800 pairs phoi
and loud-speakers.
Abroad one of our mains
junctions in a goveniment hoepltal 600 tuile» fr
the nearest broadcasting station.

ni

Em
A rUnsso
f
d
rom £11
011:11.0. L s
ketelr
i
-v
o
li
m
ive£e.t
for
1)
rip EA') and MORRIS, Ltd.—.H.T. eliminators
Let D.O. mains, £4; for A.O. mains. £6/10; ell'
'later traneformers, from £15/-; full wave rectifyi

'' E
.1E a

alle8 101and
...
uni
MORRIS. Ltd.—Why me acculet,
if A.O. mains are available?
,
The Langton L
unit is a complete eubetitute at negligible coot, alert
ready, valve rectifier, no batteries. gives 1.2 am
at 2, 4. or 8 IOUS, end operates any set; new pri
e
r
lige
611E
5
A"n and browns, Ltd., for electrolytic cond.
nei sers; we use teem, hose used thew fur 3 yea
liquid and dry; we test them all, but find Longt
the beet, capacity approximately 2,000 M.P., in
liquid; price 12/6, as used in the famous L.T. nett
'DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for moving coil lot
At speakers; delivery from stock ; also undue-operel
retrouvera and amplifiers for same.
Denioustratk
continually, service always.

R

BOOKS on WIRELESS

The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers.

Portable, complete, new £16, r t
5-VALVE
Exprese Radio, Fastory Sq., Streatham, S.W.1

-L

SCREW-DRIVER
Patent No. 194411

BURNDEPT 4-valve Set, with valves and co il s, d
another, lam eeason's model, ae new, £12; al.
good order and carriage poid.—James Scott and
Radio Engineers, Dunfermline,
PZI

rpHE

ATAL4NTA

[2
4-volve Set, as new, with valves,

BAD
and
We make
will pay
where.

and MORRIS, Ltd., undertake th e deal
construction of anY type of radio apparat
for the individual and guarantee results.
you well to consult us before buying el

EAD and MORRIS. Ltd., have second-band cc
JAI» best makes only, ut junk prices; Elwell Ads
phone, type 57, 3-valve, £8; Burndept Ultra 1V, w.
Mark IV tuner, £10, original price £54.
and MORRIS. Ltd., 31, Eastenetle St. (fact
••••16 back of Waring and Gilloves). Oxford St. P
119'

-DEAD

ensure Prombt attention.

456
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Receivers

Sale. — Contd.

JJ ALCYON
cabinet,

5-valve Portable, 2-dial model, in oak
with front and back doors, just returned from overhaul at makers' factory, in perfect
condition and order; £12.—Carpenter, 17a, Great Cum.
berland Place, Marble Arch, W.I.
[2374

frEGAVOX Three, in mahognay cabinet, with valves.
long and short wave coils and 4v. Exide accuulator; £15.—Box 9250. do The Wireless World.
(2422
)YE No. 730 3-valve Receiver, latest model, 3 Mul- lard 6-volt valves; cost £16, as new, £7.—Box
248, c/o The Wireleas World.
[2420
1
1

A REAL Bargain.—Superhet. 8 valves, brings in all
stations, British and foreign, with greatest ease,
enclosed in handsome oak cabinet, complete with
Igranic frame aerial, H.T. and LT. batteries; will
sell for quick sale, £18 or near offer, cost £55; seen
any evening after 7 o'clock.-4, Edenhurst Av., Burs
Brigham, b.W,6 Mear Putuey Bridge District Station).
[2371
11/irEGAYOX Three, hooked up only, Mollard valves,
In- B. and .L coils, no cabinet; £12, plus royalty,
no offers; heaid after 6 p.m.-16, Blackacre Rd., Dudley.
[2368

GREAT Opportunity.—The famous Royal Air
lion e Mark Ill 3-valve receivers for sale, guarsteed b-and new, each receiver fitted with 2 L.F.
ransformers worth over 30/-, and the set complete
nrth E15; we are selling at the wonderful bargain
rice of 40/•; wonderful loudspeaker results are oblined from these receivers; satisfaction guaranteed;
serrage forward, cash with order.
Note: --These re.
:dyers are securely packed in special travelling cases
hich would make ideal tool chests.—J. B. Humphreys
nd Co., 23, College Hill, Cannon St., London, KC.4.
'el.: City 2725.
[2418
.
1

ARGAIN for O20.-1928 Solodyne, less cals
[2
1noe
et
4,
complete with valves and accessories, all parts by
leading manufacturers.—Carter, 110, Grange Park Rd. ,
(2364
Thornton Heath.
Atlantic Two Short Wave Receiver
la
complete with valves, coils and license; £5/[2
10
3.
3
9
Box 9205, c/o The Wireless World.

PAMOUS Everyman Four, excellent condition, in
I: plain light oak cabinet, complete with new Comers,
sag wave attachment, Lissenola, battery leads, etc.,
;10, or nearest offer; Also new 3-valser, with coils,
elves, cabinet, leads, and new cone speaker, £615;
xperimenters' parcels ot spare ebonite, mica, wire,
mall components, parts, etc., 10/6, worth double; 2
witch panels with over 2 dozen switches, lot 35/-,
,argain.- Box 9246, c/o The Wireless World.
[2416

nspectiou alter 7 o'clock, licensed;
Car service No. 63 and 79.124

ESTERN Electric 2-valve Receiver, power ampli-

fier and loud-speaker, £8; also various L.F. transW
formers, condensers. etc., exactly as new.—Box 9204,
clo The Wireless World

ivEw

ECOPHONE

2-valve Cabinet Receiver, with 2-valve
Lit
amplifie!, complete with valves and L.T. A.C.
harger; 5 guineas.—" Watergall Cottage," Wade Lane.
'avant.
[2402
4-stage Receiver, A.C.
B.B.C.
250 volts 60 milliamps.),

Six in Cabinete, 2-volt
ELSTREE
£14; also 5-valve F.A.D.A.,

valves, super power,
with valves, £12;
d.T. battery and LT., E2/10; by appointment, 8.30
sm. any night—Kay, 100, Akennau Rd., Brixton,
LW.9.
[2398

D URNDEPT

Ethodyne Receiver De Luxe, 1926
model, complete with 7 valves, 2 frame aerials,
&thrive: loud-speaker, and new batteries; cost £104/10,
ike new; what offers T—Keele, 77, West Hill, Putney,
LW.15.
[2388
"114ARCONIPHONE Super Eight; cost £64 few weeks
ago, perfect, accept E35.—Perey White, Thames
St, Works, Staines, Middlesex.
[2384

GRAN I 7-valve Superhet., with high frequency
stage, oscillator coils for the lull broadcast range,
all as new and in perfect order, very hot stuff 1 £15.—
Michael Lavin, Old House, Sunning, Reading.
[2366
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ITT. Batteries—Parts per dozen: Jars, 2%x
1;4 square, 1/3; zincs, lld ; sacs. 1/2 dozen;
dozen cells 118 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4.3, post 91.; high efficiency, long life,
sell.charging. uekeep small; senil 6d. for sample unit;
illustrated booklet free; carriage free orders 101.;
write for free list wireless bargains; trade supplied.—
W. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London. (0039
.D.E.S.

WHRRH. ...EE0OWEL
The Soprano's voice
takes on an uncanny resemblance to a vociferous roar.
'I he distortion fiend is at it again, and all enjoyment is
gone. Why be put off with this when with a sifam
Frolic. Meter you can obtain truly perfect reception.
Sifam Radio Meters trace and rectify distortion ,avoid
burnt-out valves and run-down batteries, and correctly
regulate plate and filament supply. Nearly half-amillion listeners use them.
Ask your dealer or write
for leaflet '' What Simple Meters Can Show You."
Free from Dept. W.W.

WIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
TT heavy demands upon tire purses of its devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
AT the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
r1 deterred from buying because lie knows that there
will be still one more piece of apparatus left on his
bands, to add to those already in the junk box.
SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
W E llave Opportunities of disposing of semi obsolete
Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
apparatus to those who are not fortuuate enough
M.13.11111
to be able to afford the latest type, and will take
such apparatus or components, providing they are in
saleable condition, in part exchange for any new set,
loud-speaker or component required.
LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect. when we will make you a lair offer.
TF You Approve of this You can Send Your Remit'.
tance for the balance. and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old apparatus and you do not approve of our offer, we will
es used
WIRE
by the
return carriage paid.
27/42 SWG.
HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a pro.
fessional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
lile eless Nece\
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
.S THE BEST FOR TUNING COIL:
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
AND H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
Each individual strand is silk-covered, with an
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save
ove rall eoverin, of silk
All other sizes supplied.
money by having genuine expert advice.
20 yds
4/6
50 yd e
10!..
ON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old Receiver
25 yds
6/6
I 60 yds
or Componente in Part Exchange.
l'enm »el npplicalion.
WE Will Also Build Any Sets to Specification (MarP. ORMISTON & SONS, LTD.,
ooni Royalties payable), and instal anywhere in
79, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.I.
the British Isles; sets modernised; send for estimate,Scientific Development Co., 51
Fishergate, Preston.
Tel.: 1364.
[0226

T

[2353

Cosset. Kits on Easy Payments, or any other
il
set, or list of accessories.—Oakley.
MONOTCNE 3, by C. P. Allinson.
A customer
-01 writes, November 27th. 1928: Easily the best
3; 1 have remit el 60 on the LS.
Everybody won't
do this, but it is a fine set; crowds of dealers keep
building it; they know; very complete constructional
envelope, 1/2; kit of parts, £5.—Oaklee.
QCREENED Grid, H.F. stage, for Monotnne, by
ts-7 A. E. Oakley; kit of parts with cabinet, screen
base and c. full layout diagrams; 55/..—A. E. Oakley,
41, Carleton ltd., London, N.7.

Hall Ild.-5.valve
condition as new,
acce pt 10 guineas.

eliminator (maximum
and pedestal speaker
complete or separately); any reasonable offer will be
.ccepted; demonstration after 7 p.m.--'• Haling Nook,"
Nottingham Rd.. South Croydon.
'Phone; CroyIon 2889.
[2399

Sale.—Contd.

5-VALVE Portables for 14 guineas! British made
guaranteed.—Box 9244, c/o The Wireless
Il- arid.

IIMMONDS BROS.—Receivers constructed to any
published design or to your individual requireente, guaranteed workmanship, repairs. reconstrucins, overhauls, modernisations.—Shireland Rd., &methck.
[9691

45, Erdington
BIRMINGHAM,
portable, mahogany cabinet,

tot

25

W.A.r.A. Five Panel Unit; £10; exchange moving
1
coil speaker, complete, to value.-86, Queen St.,
Barry.
[2379

UPERHET, 8 valves, in beautiful mahogany cabinet,
' with salves; also Everyman Four, in oak cabinet,
th valves: will cell the 2 for £35, or near offer.—
rite Box 9023, c/o The Wireless World.
[2223

A
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Accumulator 'Charging Service. — Collection
in 5 mile radius of Croydon; send
Croydon and District Electric Service. Dept. W., 98. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
[1009
WET H.T. Replacementa—Sacs ¡capped or uncapped).
TT highest grade, Nu. 1, 10d per doz.; No. 2, 119
per doz.—See below.
r7INCS.—Best quality (wired), No. I, 8d. per fox.;
LÀ No. 2, 9i1 per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise 6d. for postage.—British Battery Co.,
Clarendon Rd.. Watford, Herts.
[0258

and delivery
C
ler particu la is to

ATTERIES Direct, a saving of 40 X.-60-volt, 613;
108-volt. 10/11; postage 9d. and V- respectively;
British throughout and tun), guaranteed; super end
treble capacity siso stocked. -The Johnson Engineering
Dept. W.W., 86, Great Purtlausi St., W.I. [1074
WHY Continue .o use an ILT. Battery?
If you
TT ate ou D.C. or A.C. mains, why not use them?
Send tor our pamphlet,
Power," which will be sent
free, together with other useful publications.—Claude
Lyons, Ltd., 76, Old Hall St., Liverpool.
(2010
PENTODE Users' Real l'ortable Quality H.T. Accumulators, 150-volt, large capacity for Pentode 3,
£5; ditto Pentode 2, 75/-; both easily portable; no
barrow required; guaranteed 11 months; sample 2/-.
—Pearson Bros., Ltedworth. Nuneaton.
[2127
CCUMULATORS.—Fuller's block, new long lite
accumulators. 2 volt 40 amps, new. 5/6; 4 volt
40 amps, 10/6; 6 volt 40 amps, complete with case,
16 /6; approval, c.o.d., postage
ex tra.—Pride and
Clarke, 168. Stockwell Rd., S.W.9.
[2219
2v., 20-40 ab.,
B
the above as 4 volt,

EST Positile Accumulators, rit lowest possible proses,
816; 30-60, 1116; 40-80, 1416;
17/6, 22/. ' 28/-; and se 6 volt,
25/-, 33/-, 40/-; very best plates, ebonite separators;
iiecumulators of any type, size, voltage and amperage
inade to your own ideas, lowest prices; special offer or
1 amp., ILT accumulator plates, positive and negative,
best quality, 1/9 doz., post free; trade enquiries for all
above invited.-0. ()kill and Co.. 82, Dean St., Loudon,
\1.
'Plitme: Regent 4405.
1
2400

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Batterles.—Contd.

Cabinets.—Contd.

Wet Batteries
STANDUP
pion Troubles; the meet

Eliminate all High Tenreliable independent form
of KT. supply; volume, tone, and quality at low cost,
never fails to improve the reception; lists free.—Seottish
Butteries. Braeside, Uphall Station.
[2382

011ulee'Y
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i
>. bantb4
a,
%
Melody, or Master Three; oak 15/6, mahogany 21/
carriage paid, packing 1/6, returnable.
flUALITY Cabinets, all types and sizes made; sen
`ssz Inc new illustrated list.—Reginald Nichols. Bat
It,]. Workshops, Swindon.
(231

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.
1)1 ) UNBAKEN H.T. and L.T. Chargers for A.O. and
1-8 D.O., you may try 14 days.—A rdwiek, Munches.
ter. sud 39. Victoria St., London, S W.I.
[0222

S

[969.
tl.aanT
rr H
drieTe
A
RS
doa.u.k
en8r;binets,

from 8/6, In oak and mahogany
send for free last.
THAS Milliard Master Three Cabinets, cok, 12 /
6
-L
mahogany, 1'16; carriage paid.
.
, Wireless, Gramophone and General Cabinet
Manufacturer, 338, Old Kent ltd., S.E.15. 1,2406
1.

T
That Set
COMPLETE
let ne quote you;

raUlt "Power ' Pamp'slet Describes the Home Construction of Efficient A.C. Eliminators, giving
benders operation; 200 )01•.. 50 milliamperes gnometeed; our gear is constantly being purchased by
corporations, the G.P.O., the B.B.C., etc.—Claude
Lyons, Ltd., 76. Old Hall St., Liverpool.
[2011

or Speaker with a Cabinet;
competitive prices. —Free
[2m
40
eus
:Ind Johnson, 179a, limiter's', Birmingham.

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC,

-pLECTROLYTTC

Condensers—For these go to the
seeelaliste.—Read and Morris. Ltd., 31, Ea...bustle
London, %V.1.
[1974

VLEMINALL Eliminators for A.C. and D.C. Mains,
AU to pass 100 milliamps, 5 models, the eliminator
you require for moving coil speakers; write for lists
and full particulars; trade orders given special attentieri.—Stott, Clare Hill, Huddersfield.
(2095

MANTALTIM
-8
up your own
and Lionium
inexpensive
for charger.;
A.O. Rectifiers
blue

; print,
snoba

tor H.T. and L.T., II. eaeli; Lioninur electrodes 'fitted
with terminehr 2-3 snips., and 5-8 amps.—Blackwell's
310tellurgierd Werke, Ltd., Liverpool.
[2391

T

HE

Brayton H.T. Trickle Charger Outfit, 301. complete; transformer, limiting resistunce, rheostat,
salve holder. etc., with diagram and detailed inetruelions; money returned if not satisfaetory; see "
het report, November 14th; state mains voltage.—
Braidwood, 1. High St., Barnet.
[2404
Power Will Open the Door to Better Radio
RADIO
for You; Philipson's Safety High Tension Supply

Units are sold at bargain prices, they are the very best
units obtainable at any price; model A.C.5 gives 150
volts at 25 ma., one fixed and 2 variable tappings;
price £4/1716. ineluding valve and royalties.
1XTRITE Now for onr New Illustrated Brochure,
TV Radin Power, describing models for A.C. and D.C.
mains, 200-250 volts; prices £1117/6 to £411716.
TNSTALL a Safety Unit before Christmas; fell instructions are supplied, you cannot go snout.—
Philips« and CO., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley Brides,
Bolton.
Established over 50 years.
'Phone:
20311
Bolton.
'Grams: Safety. Bolton.
[2426

GET MOVING COIL RESULTS
BLUE SPOT "
UNIT BY USING THE "WHITE
SPOT 11 FRAME.

FROM YOUR

[POTENTIAL Dividers, Ideal component for eliminaA
tors or grid leaks for transmission, 5 tappings,
supplied in all values from 1,000 ohms to 500.000
ohms, better than wire wound; price 2/3, post free.—
Abingdon Wireless Supplies, 45, Wert St., Abingdon.
[2317
rgiltANSFORMERS, Chokes, etc., guaranteed, wound
1
to any specification;
'phone for quotation.—
Kirby (Wimbledon). Ltd, 72, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814
[8987

"

The whole made of solid castings, and
front ring highly polished.
THE UNIT
can be attached by two screws B, which
are provided, in one minute, and centred
by means of the three screws A.
Frame, complete with diaphragm assembled and
suspended as in moving coil practice, price 18 —
This ..an befitted to either • cabinet or baffle by means of
the three tugs Provided.
Frame only, complete with front ring and all
screws, 12 6.
Stand extra to either of above, 26. All Post her.

WOLVERHAMPTON DIECASTING CO.,
Great Hampton Street, WOLVERHAMPTON,

The

BROWNIE

"POPULAR" Transformer

R

AMSEY
for
Distinctive
Cabi nets .— Portable
cabinets,
cone apeaker
cabinets,
moving
coil
eabinets, radio-gramophone cabinets; call and inspect.—
Illustrated folder free from F. W. Ramsey, 63, Shattesoury St., London, NJ. TeL: Clerkenwell 7139.
[1315
CIABINETS.—First class goods nt couipetitive prices;
mend for lists.—Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
[9833
DEAL Oak Veneer Converts the Cheapest Wood into
AL Beal Oak, detection impossible; 30in.x20M., 8d.
sheet, 7/6 dozen.—Burtenshaw, Hillsborough Terrace,
Ilfracombe.
[205 t

.Ea J.-3Iegaroa Three coils; see displayed advert.

J.—All " Wireless World"

& J. Guarantee
B.Conditions.

coils from

Every Coil under

stock.

Money

Bach

&J.

All-British Sneer Four Portable, employing'
the Mullard pentode valve; £18110, plus the new
scale of royalties.

B.

& J. WIRELESS Co., 2, Athelstane Mews, N.4.
[0043

Mains Traturformere, 550-0-550
ELIMUNATOR
170 mine, plus 2 filament srindinge, 7.5 v.

at
2.5
amperes.
ouly 65/-, carringo paid;
metal recliner
transformer, second:ivy 9 volte, 2.5 amperes, only
23/6, carriage paid;
275-0-275 at 100 ma., phis
7.5 v., at 2.5 amperes, only 38/6, carriage paid;
this being ideal for 1.1.11.8. or Raytheon rectifier, and
also
furnishing
L.T.
tor
P.P.
power
amplifier;
double 30 henrys at 55 ma. large emoothing chokes.
shielded,
1110XIM11111
current
125 nia.,
4-terminal,
only 35/6, carriage paid; largo smoothing chokes,
carrying up tu 400 mu., etc., etc.; state youir
m r:
quirents;
:re
all conform to remanniendations
subcommittee of the I.E.E.—Claude Lions, Ltd., 76, Old
Hull St., Liverpool.
A IL-WAVE, 30i-; Touchstone, 25/.; Pentane, 10/-:
pairs.—Evans, 26, Moss Greve, Uneaten.
£2249
SINIMONDS BROS., Shireland ltd., Smethwick.

C058011

Coils.—B.B.C. band, 15/- pair; 5XX band,
17/- pair; accurate in size and penormanee;
prompt deliveries.

T

OUCHSTONE.—Mr. James's latest, pair toil s an d
bases, 30/-; screen, 46.
DENTONE TWO Coils, with bases, 13/- pair; Pye
1
differential condenser, 5/6.
curls and base, 33/•; screen, 7/6.

LIVERYMAN FOUR Coils, 33/. pair, with bases;
-Uà the pioneers, still the standard of excellence.
LIVERYMAN FOUR Conversion. L.W. coils and
-2-:i liasse with instructions, 43/3; alteration preeent
coils. 9,6; approved by •' The Wireless World.'
Coils for all -'Wireless World" seta;
special coils to your own requirements in all
quantities; cabinets, screens, all up-to-date components,
complete receivers; trade enquiries invited.—London
Groot: Applebys, 44, Chapel St., London, N.W.1.
SINIMONDS BROS., Sliireland Rd., Sinethwick.
[1956

BERCLIF

A

raIGBY'S Cabinets—Write
for new
I6-page art
catalogne.—le. Digby, 9, The Oval. Hackney ltd.,
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6453.
[0128

B

UROPA THREE.—Coils as specified, 53/• the pair,
A-4 complete; screen, 10/ 6.
KEW All-wave Four.- Berclif standard coils, 77/9
-LI
set of 4, with bases; the actual coils used and
specified.

A

E.2.

.&

31 EGAVOX.—Pair

CABINETS.

Cabinets—Table models in solid oak ;and
DIGBY'S
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/-.
IGUY'S Cabinets, fitted with finition
Resiston
) ebonite if required.
J
IORY'S Cabinete—Pedestul model, with separate
D battery compartment; from 561- to £12.
Cabinets Made to Customers' cum HeDIGDY'S
iden&

B

1.4
1

ARTCRAFT

Rodin Cabinets
are
Britain's Best
Value: satistartion guaranteed.
RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and =lemony;
from 8/ to £6.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets can be made to eu-toisera'
LA
..
sped II designs and sizes; estimates free.
RTCRAFT Iljustrated Catalogue, post free; write
flow.
A irrenerr Co.. 156, Cherry Orelenrd Rd., Croydon.
rx 'Phone; 1981 Croydon.
[0040

BROS.—Cabinets for sets and
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-PLIMINATOlt
Kit, comprising mains transformer,
.
14
full wave output, 200 válta 30 milliamps., 32
henry choke, 2 4 mild. condensers, 500 volts, tett,
variable potential divide; valve holder, 0150 milli
ammeter and base board; price £3; other outputs at
slight extra cost; state Ditties voltage when ordering.—
II
Goodwin. Woodcock Hill. Elstree.
£0257

St..

131MONDS

HE Brownie '
Pop lr'
Thas
been designed to
ua

meet the public demand for
e general purpose transformer giving really good reproduction suitable
for inclusion in home-constructed sets.
The remarkable results obtained on these
-Popular" transformers are made possible by
very careful attention to the windings and
preparation of the core The magnetic field
is composed of special laminations of the
softest iron procurable, and the accuracy of
the windings on their moulded bobbins gives
aresonance and reproduction unequalled by
transformers costing twice the price.
Th eBROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.), LTD.,
Dept. 22, Nelson St, Worts., London

1\1"EW Cossor Costa —Radias, the finest coils made;
11 positively give better results; B.B.C., 15/-; ions
wave, 17/- pair; don't buy cheap rubbish; there is
a lot about.—Oakley.
"LEULLARD Coila —Master Three, ordinary B.B.C.,
Ill 7/6; long. 8,6; base, 2/6; special coil, giving
better results on long waves, 10/6.—A. E. Oakley, 43,
Carleton Rd., London, 5.7.
f
2393

LOUD SPEAKERS.
You are In London Call and
IFCoil
Drive and Reed Units before

where.—Onedmans,

See Goodmame
purchasing elseFarringdon St., E.C.4.
[0090

A IR-CHROME TYPO Speaker Parts to build Ws
.C3. .peaker that has taken America by sto rm can
Ins obtained from Components Production Co., Henley.
Huddersfield.
Send for list.
[0130

VIBRO-BRIN

special leather for fixing th e di aphragm of the moving coil loud-speaker; price 216
per piece hin, equate, 2/- per piece Sin, square, poet
free, cash with order; special terms to the trade.—The
Alder Leather Co.
3, Southwark St., KEA.
Tel.:
Hop 4448.
[0224

Mention 01 " The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, well ens
ure Prompt attention.
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Loud -speakers.—Coutd.

Loud•speakers.—Contd.
e0C II Moving Coil Speaker Parts.

Selhurst
Radio Moving Coll
LoudB AKER'S
speakers, with Pentode coil and "The Wireless •

The

POCH.

World" 'Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
[0231

POCIL-The Junior model, the greatest marvel
on the market; nothing to touch st at any price;
•complete; permanently centred.
POCH.

AIR-CHROME Type Loud-speakers Part*, as de.
•L-X ecribed in the June 6th Issue of this paper, eau
be obtained from Components Production Co., Henley,
Huddersfield. Send for list.
[0129

POCH Junior is a Masterpiece of Perfection, and
the greatest value ever offered.
POCIL
FOCI! Junior Orders are Pouring in Fast;
yours now, and avoid disappointment.
FOC"'

place

FOCI! Model 66 has become the Standard
which Moving Coil Speakers are Compared.
POC IL

be

POCH.-There is nothing so perfect on speech as
the Model 66.
FOCI!.
POCH.-There Is nothing so realistic on
I the Model 66.
POCIL
POCH Coils for Pentode Valves?
I making them for many months.
POCH.

music as

We have been

POCH.-" What Manchester says to-day the rest of
I the country says to-morrow." Did you hear them
the Exhibition against all corners).
POCH.
POCH 66; apologies for delays; factory is working
I two shifts to improve deliveries.
POCH.
FOCI! 66; don't be put off with substitutes from
I stocks; inferior makes are not behind on deities.
POCK.

WET BATTERY

ABOLISHES
COSTLY H.T.
REPLACEMENTS

and you are always certain
of perfect reception!

A BOON TO THOUSANDS
This wonderful permanent battery has proved a
boon to thousands of listeners all over the country.
Trouble-free perfect reception is yours from the
moment you install it, and you can look forward to
years of permanent, economical H.T. supply. All
that is necessary to maintain the voltage is replenish
ment of the elements at long intervals, and beyond
this little or no attention is needed. It represents

PERMANENT H.T. SUPPLY
In Its Most Practical Form

It saves pounds in costly H.T. replacements and
spoiled programmes. Never any worry about run down batteries, and you secure not only permanent
but better H.T. supply because it maintains constant,
unwavering voltage that banishes " background
noises" completely.

GET THE FREE BOOK NOW
Take the first step, send for vitally interesting free
book that tells you everything you want to know
about this super efficient and money saving battery.

1

I
POCK 66; place your order immediately with your
I dealer and avoid disappointment.
POCK.
IPOCII Dealers Don't Push Substitutes for a little
I Extra Profit; every sale of an Epoch 66 means
enthusiastic customer-friend, which will repay you
h interest.
[POCH.
'POCK Model A; price £3/3 plain finish, £3/10
I De Luxe finish; further improvements without
rease in price.
'POCK.
IPOCII Improved Model A; by far the
I size home assembly kit yet produced.
,POCII.

best

NC) REFERENCES.

NO DEPOSIT.

eitr

zbe e5t.cxor8n.plée

assembled
as
illustrated.
Cast;
I
." £2. 6. 5, or 13/1 down and 5 monthly
payments of 8/1.

DOWn

STOCKISTS :Halfords Stores. Currys Stores and all
radio dealers can supply on exactly the same cash
or deferred terms as we do.
THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
Dept. W.W.
Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse:
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

full

the

D EAR Sirs,

POCK.
POCII.All models from your dealer; or write to
the manufacturers.
POCII..

M

.
B.

"RED DIAMOND"
Pull and Pus:1
Switch.

REG!

Robust construction. Definite
"on" and "off" positions.
Perfect
No shaking.
contacts.
Terminals
fur easy fitting. Price

1/3

•

•

or by insured post, zifi.
Of all high-class Radio Dealers
or Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN CO., Ltd.,
(Radio Dept. 44.)

POC11.-Full particulars from the actual manufacturers, Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 25,
trance l'ountney Lane, E.C.4 (off Cannon Sta.
1
‘59

THOUSANDS
IN USE

November, 1928.

ITOOK Delivery through Messrs. —
on Friday
last of one of your Epoch 66 loud-speakers. It was
cl yesterday for broadcasting in —
church the
rice held at the Cenotaph. The volume and clarity
iamazing. Yesterday afternoon it was back in my
ne.
My wife and I feel very conceited about our
,ch 66; we feel we have something better than
one else.
We heard many makes of moving coil
1-speakers, but there is certainly nothing to touch
one I have purchased. There is no muffled reproMon; il just brings the orchestra, singer, or speaker
st into your own room.
You can guess I am en.
"thistle, and if you care to send along to my house
a demonstration I shall be delighted to show them
it • wonderful instrument you are turning out.
ase accept my beat thanks for the wonderful
tsure my Epoch 66 will give me.-Yours truly, —."
ie writer is unknown to us, having bought a stand instrument in the ordinary way from a dealer.)

BB -'9

Bathurst
Radio Moving Coll
Lendspeakers, with Pentode coil and ' The Wireless
World" Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect ieproduction at low cost.
[0232
VINEST Suspension Leather, for fixing ernes to
moving coil or reed units, as supplied to principal makera; 2/- per sq. It, post free, cash with
order.-Dilley, 8, Ashby Rd., Essex ltd., London,
N.1. Clissold 0736.
[2144
O Not Buy a Moving Coil Speaker until you have
heard the Elysian, by far the most perfect in.
strnment yet produced, gives an even response to all
musical frequencies, perfect tonal qualities, ample
volume with any good 3• or 4 -valse set, reload be userloaded; price £10/10, includes Ferranti transformer;
ask your dealer about it; demonstration' daily.-Ely
Manufacturing Co., 23, Ely Place, Holborn Circus,
E.C.1.
Thune: Holborn 6443.
[2175

D

A LTON
Moving
Coll Speaker Outfits.-A
detr.
pentode receiver is all that is needed to operate
these sensitive instrument' ut full volume, ,,,sud stamp.
6-volt fields; complete assemblies 85/, carriage paid;
free advice and full approval.-Rushton, 50, flamber
lits.. t%oiverliaiupttuii.
[2297
I) AKER'S
Selhurst Radio
Moving Coil
Loud .2-1› speakers, with Pentode coil and 'The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
10233

G

00DMANS Can Give Prompt Delivery of "Moving
Coil Kits; send for descriptive leaflet describing
their new Centrix pot stand and frame of patented
and registered design; unique centering features not
incorporated with any other stand on the market,
can be used with all makers' pots up to 5in. diameter; sold separately at 32/6: all moving coil liste
on request.-Goodmans, 27, k'arringdon St., E.C.4.
(00.
89

°OIL

Drive Speakers, Goodmans; call any day
between 12.30 p.m. and 1.30 p.m. during the
lily luncheon hour, and bear any of our products
dentenstrated.-Coodulans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
(0091

B

rate

POCK. --Read this one:-

A III-CHROME Type Loud-spenkers Give Wonderful
-L.
"
- • Results,
and, with the assistance of a screwdriver and hammer, can be easily built from parts
supplied by Components Production Co., Honley, Huddersfield.
Send for list.
[0151

,AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Loud speakers. aith Pentode coil and
The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal comb ination
for perfect reproduction at low cost,'
[0234

POCIL
at

1f

VORTEX1ON Moving Coil Speaker Parts, any volty
age, pots supplied, wound or unwound, guaranteect-Kirby
(Wimbledon).
Ltd,
72,
Merton Rd.,
Wimbledon, S.W. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
(8988

POCH.-All models obtainable in 20 different
moving coil windings, including pentode; copper
I (as recommended in "The Wireless World "I for
windings; 14 different field windings to select from;
ier steel magnet pots for Model A and Junior for
mall extra charge.

POCIL-Testimonials are pouring in
of several per day-all unsolicited.
FOCI!.

tOYING Coil Loud-speaker Parts of Quality ore
t
made and fully guaranteed by Components Production Co., Henley, Huddersfield.
Send for lists.
[0149

21(2, Gt. Sutton St., London,

E.C.1.

HE) EEL) Movements.-The double acting 4-pole balanced reed units (P.G.3) are still first favourite
for all kinds of diaphragm speakers. At Manchester
enthusiasts could nut be persuaded this unit was not
a moving coil speaker, and insisted on the assembly
being withdrawn iroin the demonstration cabinet for
inspection Ill These instruments are of precision manufacture, constructed with a double magnetic system
of patented design, infinitely adjustable, extremely
sensitive en small inputs, yet capable of handling
huge volume; beware of infringing substitutes; fair
allowance un Les senolas, Brown A earpieces, or other
units in part exchange. A user of Goodmans double
acting unit 'P.G.3) writes from Devonport: Your
D.A. unit is streets ahead of any cone unit or complete eone 1 have tried. Everyone that has heard it
says it is impossible to get better. I agree with
them. Write
for
illustrated
circulat-Goodmans,
27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0066
VOUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Payment
•a•
for the Latest type are our advert, under colonia
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishergate, Preston.
[0227
_'RER'S Selhurst
Radio
Moving. Coil
Loudspeakers, with Pentode coil and
The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
10235

B

S

TAR ENGINEERING Moving Coil Speaker, new, 6volt, IA amp., pot, high resistance coil, unused
and perfect; £6.-Michael Lavin, Old House, Sonning,
Reading.
[2367

O

UTPUT Valves.-The ideal vahre for purity output
to moving coil and other large loud-speakers is
an A.P. L.S.680; it dissipates 10 watts on 200 H.T.
and requires only hall the H.T. of the equivalent 3
electrode.-Kindly see Aneloy Products advertisement
under Valves section.
[1390

[2330
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Lend 'speakers.—Contd.

COMPONENTS

CELESTION
armature,

Al Speaker Unit, new, adjustable
suitable for portable receiver or
cabinet; accept £3.-W., 45, Erdingtou Nall Rd.,
Erdington, Birmingham.
[2415

B

B

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY Have Stock of
Epoch Moving Coil Speakers, model A, latest
design; also a few second-hand ones.
WPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY Stock also the
.1.2 following other Moving Coil Speakers: Brown
)fagnavox, R.K., Marconiphone, etc.

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.-Epoch
model
Junior moving coil speaker; price 50/-; knockout value, better than speakers costing three or four
times the price; a limited number will be available
for new orders in a few days; first come first served.
POCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY. Ltd., 53, Grace.
church St., and 114, Cannon St., E..4. 'Phone:
Royal 8 575.
[2329

E

BAKER'S Selhurst
Radio
Movi ng. Coil
Loudspeakers, with Pentode coil an d ' The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
10266

'DROWN Loud-speaker, type H2. perfect condition;
£1.-14, Monmouth Rd.. Dorchester, Dorset.
12396
""Illee ROWN Q Loud-speaker, perfe ct con diti on; £ 9;
1/ cost £15/15.-Brown, 187, Stourbridge Rd.. Holly
Hall, Dudley, Worcs.
12395

A "Resiston " panel is cut squarely to
size, with its edges accurately ground, its
surface beautifully polished, packed carefully in a stout manilla envelope. No
waste—either in time or material—you buy
exactly the size you need. There are sixteen sizes from which to make your choice.
Send for new booklet to-day.
Please send one, free, .a copy of your
Panel Makes all the Difference."

nay book/el, "The
"W.W." Dec. rg.

NA ME

ADDRESS

ransm it ter

kes.3,585 km., 25/-; frequency given correct to 0.1X.Full particulars from the Quartz Crystal Co, 63a,
Kingston Rd.. New Malden.
[2026

X

CYLANITE the

Ameruan

liard Rubber Co.,

Ltd., 13a, Fore St., E.( .2
M63oo

REDUCTION IN PRICES
Ask for Particulars.

.T. H.Motor Generator, 12 to 600 volt D.C., perfeet condition, £8; also enclosed hand geneeseor,
600 volt, 30 ma. D.C., £3,10.-Write
London, W.C.1.
[2369

B

QUARTZ

ANODE

Lenses; 4d and 8d.-Apply Smith, Bryn
Rodyn, Colwyn Bay.
[2405

OSCILLATING Crystals, fundament al, 82.8 to 85
metres, for frequency doubling in 42-metre band,
guaranteed control without reaction, £1 each; also
limited number quartz lenses, 6d., 6 for 2/6.-13,
Huddersfield Rd., Barnsley.
12425

VAL YES.

SUPPLY

FILAMENT

SUPPLY

ROTARY -TRANSFORMERS
Input. ..
Output.

...12 to 250 v. D.0
to 1,000 v.100 w

MOTOR - GENERATORS

Four Electrode Valves
A RE Used by "The Wireless World " because they
.1-11.' offer definite advantages, such as a power amPllfier for concert ball work, which only requires 60
volts H.T

HEY

Input
Output

Efficient.

A.C. or D.0
to 170 w. 11.T., or
80 w. H.T. & 80 w. L.T.

Silent.

Ripple-free.

T
Require only halt the 11.T. Needed for three
electrode salves; the money saved in one year
on three H.T. batteries pays for an A.P. valve.

A .P. Valves include a type for every position; they
can ne used in conjunction with existing three
electrode valves; they do not necessitate alteration to
set wiring or require special batteries,

Ideal Panel Covering.

(1YLANITE Improves the Appearance of Your
100E.
CYLANITE Has Infinite Insulation Properties.
CYLANITE is About 1-32in. Thick.

is Now Obtainable in White, mobcap
CYLANITE
and bronze co.ours.
YLANITE Enables 3-ply Panels to b Used (11
C aided the wooden panel is carefully prep.',

'WE are so sure of A.P. Valves that we will send
VV you the type required on 3 clear days' approval
against cash order, and will accept, risk in transit.
WRITE To-day for Full Data of the A.1'. Family.
Hindmans
Rd., E.
'Phone: New Cross
12389

10/-; DES's, 7/6.-Whittaker, 4, Sutherland
Villas, Drayton Rd., W. Ealing.
[2394a
reNE ELL.210, new
6/-; 1 D.E.H.210, 5/-; 1
H.F.410, 5/-; 1 D.E.8 H.F., 3/ .-C. Lucas, 10,
Aldeeville Rd. Fulham, 8.W.6.
[2403

there is no objection to using it in place of ebonite
vide "The Wireless World,' October 24th,

CTLANITE Costs Only 2/.. per sq. ft. for WM
and 3/ per sq. ft. in colours (6 and 454
inches respectively for id).
for Megavox and Europa III, 2/6 ; Ki
Hag, 3/10; post !tee (colours 50E extra).
Samples with Full Parti cu l
ars ,post f
i
from Marsh and Wright, 5d, Royal Arcade, Wi
mouth.
[21

CYLANITE
CYLANITE

CRYSTAL Reception at its best by rising doul
crystal
combination
Gives excellept resu.
(P. IL M., London); really very good (.1. E. T., Leic
ter); fits any crystal cup; price 1/6, with valuei
hints; dealer enquiries invited.-Crystal, 2, flydo
Terrace, Lancaster.
[18

S

110 0THING
Condensers, guaranteed te sted, 500
D.C., 2infd., 216; 4entd. 4/6; post tree; MI
enquiries invited.-Huggins, Iti;clio Engineer, Clacton-i
Sea.
[21

ITOLTMETERS.-Special offer of reliable hand ca
Y
brated double reading voltmeters; a bargain, 5/
Post tree.-Abingdon Wireless Supplies, Abingdon,
123
LWAYS Volume Control, supplied i
n 6 typ es ,su
able for reaction controi, variable grid lea
volume control, etc., one hole fixing, indispensat
to tne experimenter; price 5/6, po st f
ree .-Abi ng d.
Wireless Supplies, 45, Men St., Abingdon.
[23

A

VOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payme
1
for Latest Type; see our advert- in collar
Receivers for Sale. Scientific Development Co., E
Fi.hergate, Preston.
[02

A
dissipates 10 watts at only 200 D.T.-half the
usual voltage, 'g "=3.0, mu-3,0, 12=1,000 ohms;
the valve is perfect for big amplifiers and lower power
transmitters.
THREE Days' Approval

4074

MAS Gifts-Beautifully designed
(patent)
21. decorated metal cabineta, suitable for Cosner f
Melody Maker, Formo and other sets, complete a
baseboard and screen; 14/-.-Cambar.
MAS Gifts.-Unique hand painted Chinese
quered aluminium panels, spaced in decorat
and drilled for /dullard 3 Star; 12/6.-Cambar,
V MAS Gifts-Handsomely decorated panels for 1
.Z1 lard; 5/...-Cambar.
VMAS Cifts.-Binocular H.F. chokes, slow mot
dials, coils for Comer M.M. coil holders, etc., el
all goods sent approval; send for list.

e

Crystals for Resonators and T
QQ UARTZ
Control; 1,762.5 kcs.-1,792 kcs., 21/.; 3,525

PRODUCTS,
36,
Dulwich, London, S.E.22

S

END To-day for your Free ClarOstat Book
Claude Lyons, .Ltd. (see displayed adverl
ment); volume control ClarOstat, 8/6; table t
ClarOstat (distant control of volume and/or te
13/6; standard ClarOstat (for eliminators, as rec
mended in the new T.C.0 booklet on mains tini
10/6 and 9/-; power ClarOstats, rating 40 wa
12/6 and 15/.; grid leak ClarOstat (silent, deeE
able), 1-10th to 10 megobrine 8/6; duplex ClarOi
(S in 1), 13 /
6 , etc.-Claude
Lyons, Ltd., 76,
Hal/ St.. Liverpool.
[21

CiAMBAR RADIO PRODUCTS, 82, high St.. CI
den Town, N.W.1.
[2:

TRANSMITTERS.

A NELOY

'fill-041AG Fous' Screen Boxes, made out of I
polished copper sheets, exactly to specifloat
price 25/ net, cash with order. -Rigby and Wool
den. Sheet Metal Workers. Rochdale.
[1

Guess—work eliminated.

P OT Magnet, wound 6 volts, 5-64 ga p, a lum in ium
diaphragm frame, 2 high resistance coils, all by
Star Engineering; £2/10, or offer, or separately,Carslaw, 22, North Gardner St., Glasgow, W.I. [2381
BAKER'S Selhnrst
Radio
Movi ng Coil
Lou dspeakers, with Pentode coil and "The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for pertect reproduction at low co st.
10267
TWO Celestions, both 012's, oak ; £4/15 each; have
had 6 months' use; call after 8 em.-Willeock.
204, Queen's Rd., Walthamstow.
12372

SALI

"pkte.:TTED Fronts !or Loudaipeakers, 14M. Lyre
1
tern, 1/9, polished 2 /3 ; speaker cabinets, /
7/-, polished 9/-; gold tinsel, first quality, 1/ rej
foot; loud-speakers, 14in. cabinet, with Blue !bet
unit, £1/7/6; special bargain, wood eut to wat
14M, speaker cabinet, including fretted front,
mahogany, 3/11; special paper for cone making, !
Warrick, 16, Berther Rd., llernchurch, Essex,

"Resision" panels come to pou like
thir-each in a sealed envelope.
squared-ao and col dead to size.

A MPL1ON

Chippendale Cone, A.C.9, as new; £3.2X. Wilson,
Brentwood,
Ellesmere Park, Eccles,
Lancs.12410

ETC., FOR

Panel Fittings are designed to
an expert finish to any home-constructed
catalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queen
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

AKER'S Selhurst
Radio
Moving Coil
Lo u dspeakers, with Pentode coil and "The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
(0236

WPOCII ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.-Epoch speaker,
12 model 66; a large delivery due from the manufacturers in a few days; a few available for new
coders; book yours now

ELLING-LEE

Three-Set of parts with
M EGAVOX
and short wave coils, less cabinet
2.10.-Box 9251, clo The Wireless World.

salves, lo
and paw
[24

MEW, halt price, Coss« 610 Lit',, 2 610 11.F.,
-LI
Lucas Milan 6-volt, 12 amp. accum u l
at
or;
1
30/-.-Pearse, 54, Amhurst Park, N.16.
123'
M-L

MAGNETO

SYND. Ltd.,

Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
t'Phone

511010

WCPER1MENTER S Sus
-All parts guarantee
send stamp for list and prices.-Allan, 91, Gow
St., Keivinside N., Glasgow.
1234

ne ADIO HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD, issues reliabili
-1.11. wireless guide; copy sent post free.
It A1110 HOUSE, HU DDERSFIELD.-Double lef
voltmeter, 0/6, 0/120; 5/6.
isleADIO HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD._For all adv.
111, lived components of various makes; trade e
quiries
H. Taylor and Co., 15, Rea
House, Macaulay St., Huddersfield.
[00

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Atio

THE

DECEMBER 19TH, 1928.
Components,

WIRELESS

etfied
forr

A61

mq kpre,

Ideal.
(2383

XPERIMENTER'S
Surplus.—Ferranti voltmeter,
E
0-250. 1.000 ohms per volt, 35/-; Ferranti
ammeter, 0-50, 25/-; B.T.H. P.X.650, 1St.; all new;
124

Sifam niiltiammeter. 0-20, 10/-; heterodyne wave..
meter, sell contained. 35/.; Brown pick-up, 40/-;
D.E.5, 5/1 H.F. choke, 2/.; M.I. ammeter, 0-2, St-;
Varley resistance, 250.000 ohms, 5/-; Burndept hot
wire ammeter, 5t-.—BM/ZIICX. London, W.C.1. [2378
ARCONI II.T. Supply Unit, 110 volts, A.C..
M
16 mat. at 110v., 3 ma. at 60v.. Burndept super.
het, kit, oscillator, 3 transformers, 6 matched valves,

£3110; 6-valve direction finder by Radio Instruments,
£2.—Dunn,
15,
Sedgeford Rd.,
Shepherd's Bush.
Museum 5126.[2377

LISENIN'S

1'
Surplus.—Amperite, as new,
▪
3/-;
D.E.V. valve, 5/-;
Igranic H.V.
trans.
former, 3/-; large buzzer. 5/-• P.O. bridge, £3; sue
able condensers in cabinets, 5/.-; Magnum chokes, 5/-;
Eddystone short wave coil set. 0.00015 variable concondenser and choke, 5/- each; Dubilier 0.05 mica[2n6
denser, 4/-; Henderson's Neon tube tester ,.10 /-; 4
e
ir
ror
t
[
r
d
od
. e valve,
216.—Box 9245, cio The Wirrl••=s

FOUR
LATEST
O
TRIUMPHS

SIX—SIXTY
RECEIVER

MULLARD
MASTER 3*

2 Spade

Ends.

8 Wander Plugs.

3 Wander

Plugs.

2

M ULL A RD
4Plugs

Spade

Ends.

MASTER

and Sockets.

5

Ends.
Melody

2 Spade

Also included in the Cossor
Maker.

Obtainable from all radio dealers. Look for the
Lisenin show-case on (he coniger.
Send for
descriptive leatiet

LISENIN
Id,

WIRELESS CO.,

Edgware Road, London,

W.1

hl
and

Protect

Your

with the

NE Bodkin Panel, in original parka ze, 22in. x
18in.x
10/-• the following valves are brand
new and acre used. one hour only: 2 P.M.256,
1 P.M.6, 2 P.M.5X, I P.M.5B, all one price, lit- each;
1 Igraine Memorex gramophone pick-up, with plug.
10/-; 2 Siemens super radio batteries, extra large
capacity type, 50 volts each, brand new, 12/. each;
1 Exide 6-volt accumulator, 60 amp. actual, (2t
3
y7
p3
e
C.Z.6. only used one hour after first charge. 35/-.-Carpenter, 17a, Great Cumberland Place , Marble Arch ,
W.I.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A LEXANDElt BLACK, The Wireless

Doctor, will
call (London and Home Counties) and cure your
•
sets installed, maintained, and brought up to
date; moving roil speaker, gramophone pick-ups, and
H.T. eliminators. demonstrated by appointment.-2a,
Woodville Grove, N.16. Sloane 5105, ea Clissold 3[
6
7
87
9
.
81
'VAST Payments.—We supply, by easy payment&
XI components, accessories and sets. any make; 10E
down. balance !intend over 10 months—Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lane, London, E.0. 2.

LileSsEMmi

l

›HILLIPS Cone, unused, 45/-: Phillips, ?dullard
• transformers, 21/-, new; £4 cabinet cone, 40/-;
armo 0.00035, 3/6; Igranie 0.0003. 71.; 2 mid, fixed.
'-; Exide new, 10 volts, 5/-; new Ormond dial, 2/6;
aimed SP.M.5X. 6/ ; Ediswan H.F.210, 6/-; unused
.E.H.210. 81.; special baffle mounted cone, 27/.:
ake and other components; enquiries invited for
treas.—F. Caddick. 15, Stanley Park Rd.. Wallingis, Surrey.
[2411

cost
[2385

"PREE List of Components, very cheap.—Hartley, 16es,
Walsall Lane, Ortuskirk, Lancashire.
[2380

r.

MATEUR has for Sale Set of Components, first
1. class quality, suitable construction 4-5-valve releer, including
screened
grid and
other
calves,
.binet, frame aerial. etc.. at very reasonable figures.—
pply F.M.B.. 32, hillside Rd., Bushey Grove, near
ratford.
[2407

kit,
unopened
carton;
£6/15.—BM/ZNTN,

S

boye prices are very much under wholesale prices.

drICROPHONES, as above, each guaranteed efliU. Meat; 5/6, post free; work with current from
ash
pocket battery; diagrams of connections tree,
srpatch by return poat.—Fredk. Adolph, 34, Fitzroy
London, W.1.[2408

Sale. — Contd.

TENTOB Six, matched ter prieb-piill
unused,
17/6 the pair; Marconiphone
2.7:1, perfect, 12!6.—Oglesby, Excise, Newark.

Forget, all the above components are made
)0byNotMcMichael
and are all guaranteed brand new
ad perfect; money refunded if not satisfied; the

yongly amplify words spoken near, for making
itectaphone. loud-speaking telephone, amplifier for
ystal set or valve set, deal aid, experimental work.—
elow,

for

W

J3

MANCE of a Lifetime.—The following is a list of
genuine McMichael components, all guaranteed
rand- new and perfect; these are offered at only a
action of their original coat; for those interested in
se famous McMichael supersonic receivers we specially
'commend the supersonic kits, also the block units,
rices bebe; here comes the list of wonderful barsins:—
IUPERSONIC Kits, retail price £5, our price £2;
7 block units, retail price £3, our price £1; vernier
has, 1/9; roil mounts, 3d.,• Dimic coils, No. 1 4/,
o. 2 4/-; valve holders. 4d.; Unimic coils, No. 75,
I
-•Unimic coil bases. 9d.; balancing condensers, 1/9;
Lai rheostats, 2/-,• dampers. 6d.; potentiometers, 2/•;
:actors, 7/6; dual condensers, 0.003, 6/-; grid leaks,
meg., mounted, 1/6; anode resistances. 1/3; transirmers, Nos. 0, 1, A6, 4/-; grid leaks, unmounted,
i; resistance capacity units, 4/6; fixed condensers,
001, 0.002. 0.003, 0.005, 0.006, 0.0001, mounted,
/6; transont sockets, 4/. per dozen.

6CY lias for Disposal 2 S.G.625, with holders,
• 15/- each; 2 D.E.5A, 10/. each; P.M.254. 9/-•.
.M.3, 616; Stentor 2, 8/6; 3 S.P.181) and 1 R.C.2,
I. each; 4 Burndept bakelite cased mils, 3, 5, 35, 75,
/6 each; all good condition, some nearly new; near
fers considered.—Clacy, 10, Melrose Av., Reading.
erks.
[2412

manta&

Etc..

Tuner Panel, with 2 variable con
deniers, change switch, 3 polar coil units and 9
coils. 17/8; R.I. reactive tuner, centre tapped, 15/-;
ILL anemia unit. 9/6; Exact aerial tuner, complete,
250-2,000 metres. 7/6; D.C. eliminator, 6 2 mid. condensers, double choke, potential divider, in case, 12/6:
other items.—Alfred Fell, Rowley Grove, Stafford.
[2397
.E. Enfle, perfect condition, £315. or near offer'
tapped anode resistance, 100.000 ohms and
switch. 7/6; components, list.—Kingsley, Xenwood.
Seymour Villas, Anerley, S.E.20.
[2388
ARGAIN.—Cossor
11,
£7/15.
accept
W.C.I.

%NE Ferranti A.F.5 Transformer, 22/6; 1 20-henry
• Pye L.P. choke, 7/6; 5 valve holders, various,
'8; 2 C)Idon mid log line 0.000 3 mid. , 7 /. each; 2
Bitty slow motion dials. 4/6 each; 2 Burndept rheoits, 1/6 each; I 2 ohms, 1 30 ohms, 1 Dubilier
.0.0 unit, with valve holder and 2 mgh grid leak ,
id 2.50,000 ohms anode resistance, 6/-; 1 Marconiions type B R.O.C. unit, 4/6; aerial grid and B.F.
ansformer coils for Everyman Four, plug in type,
t of 4 coils for B.B.C. and long waves. and 2 bases.
//-; 1 1,000 ohm potentiometer, 1/6; 2 Marconi
Lives, ILL.210, 61- each; 1 Marconi valve, D.E.P. 2 15.
-; 1 ?dullard, P.M.1A, 6/-; nearly new I.T.C.O.
ansbridge, 1 mid, 2/.• 1 ditto, 2 mid., 3/6; 1 Hydra,
mid.. 500v. test, 34; 1 T.C.C., 0.125 mid., 1/6;
T.C.C., 0.0005 mid., 1/6; 1 Gambrell neutrovernia,
'6; 1 2 ohm fixed resistor, 1/-; 1 Graham-Fattish
mgd, grid leek. 1./.; 1 0.0001 fiddlier condenser, 1/6.
Box 9252, c/o The Wireless World.
(2424

B. FICMPIIREYS and Co., 23, College Hill,
Cannon St., London, E.0.4. Tel.: City 2725.
[2417
o(I'LLARD Kit, as specified. including oak cabinet;
La. cost £7, accept £5/10. quick sale, cash wanted.—
), Claughton St., St. Helens.
[2413

nOMPLETE

RD MASTER 3,-INILLTID
AND SIX SIXTY

sItMOND S.L.F. .0005, .00025, 3/6; Burndept
.00025, old, '2/.; Ormond .001, with vernier. old,
-; Cyldon law .00025,
Burndept .001. old. 2/.:
6d.• T.C.C. .5, .01, .25, .0003, 1/6; Dubilier
11, .002% .001, .00025, lt-; leaks, 3, 2. 1, .5, .1v.,
6,• rheostat, 12 ohms, 1/6; Burndept variable coil
3/.; Varley 5,000 ohms and holder. new. 5/-;
timicrophonic valve holders, lt-; Igranic volume
ntrol. 2/6; Linen potentiometer, 2/-; Utility 2, 3le, It.; Lunen speaker unit, 51-; Lewcos 100 coil,
-; Burndept 20: 1 telephone transformer, 5 /.;Pilot
al with 2v. bulb, 4/.; Edison Bell coil holder. 1/.:
ip-in condensers, .002, .0025, .0003. 1/-; Scientific
svelopment Co. moving coil speaker, I amp. 6 yeas,
000 ohms, 401-; Ethovox, 120 ohms. 30/.: Amnlion
lobar cone assembly, 30/-; accurate buzzer wave.
eter, 200-600, 600-2,000 metres, 30/-: add postage.
Whittaker, 4, Sutherland Villas, Drayton Rd.. W.
sling.
[2394
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ADVERTISEMLN .0S.

Components,

Etc. for Sale. — Contd.

OPPER Screen Boxes for Xilo-Mag Four, 25/-;
Europa III full set of coils and aluminium screen,
f6 the lot; screening boxes of all descriptions to
,er; price on application; terms, cash with order.—
[by and Woolfenden, Sheet Metal Workers, Roche.

I'VM.YupBeeitsieredei;%oilionlersc:mwaatelciiisstnipeee:

WORLD

Set

AERMONI
Safety Earthing
Switch.
Scientifically des:anal to adelnately protect
your set mall conditions. Has alose between
the aefial ani the set. thus giving security
in from iightnins eves it the let is tell coometed. Sonfilly male with Bakelite cover
to keep it watarproot Price ed.
Aermonic Lot Pre,.
If a
m t., ease '
,
im ply .
4
. send pos, ',el oc. MowerbaCk inseenuee.
JAK3S cRaISTig à sorts. .A41., US, Wei Street, fingnIZI.1).
London Meaty:
Biagio à ;0.. to, Curator a. totems. E.C.4

rl.D.E.S. Accumulator 'Charging Service.—Collection
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon; send
for particulars to Croydon and District Electrice Serr:ii
vice, Dept X., 08, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.

•• ENGINEERING
you must not

Opportunities."—This ,Ii a hook
miss; it contains brilliant articles'
by Prof. A. M. Low, our employment superintendent,
etc., shows how to pass A.M.I.Mech.E., A.h1.1.0.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.E.E., Matric., C. and G., G.P.O.
examinations, and outlines over 60 home study courses
in all branches of engineering; send for free copy today (state subject or examination); we alone guarantee
No Pass—No Fee.—British Institute of Engineering
Technology, 87, Shakespeare House. Leicester Sq., London.
[2217
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
1-7 doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless
League•, old sets of every type repaired , rebuilt ,
modernised, send set for immediate quotation.
COTT SESSIONS and Co.—New sets constructed
with your components or parts supplied by us;
guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise in " The
Wireless World " circuits, high grade radio-gramophone apparatus, etc.•, let it mean something to you
that we have satisfied customers throughout the
British Isles!
London service; experienced engineers
sent to all parts; portable sets demonstrated—Tel.:
L
l1foo
nu
d
n
ot
0
v,
iew
N ,8
04
.24.
B ailiwick Parade. Muswell [0112i
8
lli

S

B

AFFLE-BOARDS made from Sitka Spruce Piano
Sounding Board Wood. any size made to order;
also baseboards, any size.—Dixon Brothers, Marsh [
L21
an
8e
3.
Bootle, Liverpool.

T

OUR Old Apparatus taken in
Part Payment
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale. -Scientific Development Co.
St
Fishergate, Preston.
I022d

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

WIRELESS
PATENT

AGENTS.

PATENTS

and Trade Marks. /3ritish and foreign.Gee and CO.
T. P. Gee, -Member R.13.033
and A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.1/2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0001

F

EE. Inventor's Guide on Patents.-T. A. A.,
253(w), Gnsy's Inn Rd , London, W.0.1.
(1158

REPAIRS.
QCOTT SESSIONS sod Co.. Great Britain's radio
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
com
lun.

Auv COOD

DEPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure salis.
1.1. faction send remittance after approval of same.—
Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
T OUD-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any resistance ana remagnetised, 3/-; transformers rewound, 4/-; sets constructed and overhauled, work
guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[2171

T

WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
Repairs; coy make os L.F. transformer. headphones, or loud speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/., post free; don't discard if burnt out;
terms to trade.-Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.),
214, High St. Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
UARANTEED
headphones, pick-ups,
Repairs by
,
anyExperts,
make or
loud-spent:Tie'
types re-,
wound, remagnetised and adjusted, post free 4/-; E.F.
transformers and chokes rewound. from 4/-, post free.
-Howell, 42. Fotheringham Rd., Enfield, Middlesex.
(2387

JUST WHAT IWANTED/

AWATE S /
Lee (nut

VOLT-AIWP

•

RADIO TEST merErt
Choose the ideal radio gift that is sum to meet with ahearty reception
-the wonderful Wales Meter. It forme no inexpens tee and extremely
appropriate eft thnt cannot fail to win the appreciation of all your
wirel e friend,. Remern ber-it lithe essential possession of ever, valveret user. It rives three dead-beat madness from one clearly engraved
dial and tells you all You want to know. It is one of the most ocelot
measuring instruments on the market Randsome appearance. crystallised black flash,
nickel-plated (Mines. From your dealer or
direct, complete with explanatory
free leaflet.
THE
STANDARDWETBATTERY 00.
Dept W.W.
Head °dices, Soon rooms and
Warehouse s 184-188, Shaftese/
./ bury Avenue (Near New Oxford
Street end), London. W.C.2.
READINGS.
0 • 150 volts.
0 •
6volts.
0 • 20 millianips.
Price

**

8
eves

/
6

Dead ;
-beat
movement
crystallised
black finish.

WANTED.
WANTED, parts for Megavox; cheap,
7 7 Box 9203, e/o The Wireless World.

be

good.7

JI IGHLY
detector

Selective Receiver, high frequency an d
only.-Whitehorn. Bush House, London.
[2362
WANTED, oak or mahogany cabinet, 24in. or 26in.
7 7 long.-Particulars
Box 9247, c/o The Wireless
World.
[2419

EXCHANGE.

voua Old Apparatus taken in Part Payment
for Latest Types . see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale -Scientific Development Co.
51
Fishergate, Preston.
t0236
OOD Double-spring Gramophone Motor; exchange
pick-up or cone unit.-Thompson, 34, Marlow
Rd., S.E.20[2401

G

•
AGENCIES.

A GENTS Wanted for Portable Pentode H.T. Accumulators, all parts; good terms; see under Batteries -Pearson Bros., :3edworth, Nuneaton
[2128

With Oa Cabinet
extra.
With MahoganY
Labutet t2-141 extra.
home sonstructor Parte f
BRITANlIA itEPaODUCERS Ltd
Furatvat Roaj, allEFFIELD.

1

WIRELESS VALVE
TRANSMITTERS
toy so dit/I1E-t

Price
Dealing thorouglny with the Deng° and
a 9/6
- Net Operation of Small Po wer Apparatus
By Post
270 pages w ith 210 p hotograp h,
and diagrams.
Ohtalna ,,le from Book/oiler. or tirret from the Pubh•lwr ,
..,

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House Tudor Street
LONDON E.C.4.
w wn

Mention

01

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR LALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

C

OMPONENT Manufacturing Co., registered, for sale
by Receiver: well known to public, good connection,
assets at low figure, well fitted with modern plant and
tools; excellent hpportunity for introduction of new
lines, additions factory, distributing centre, depot, et
for general engineering.-Enquiries from principals eel,
to Box 9222 oto The Wireless World.
(2365

BOOKS,
QTEP by step

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

Wireless, a complete course of the
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, eta ,
with extracts from a designer' s notebook giving 1117-tedate practical applications: isaued weekly, send 1/- p.o.
for first 4 weeke-Olifford Pressiand. A.M.LE.E. Eng.,
Dept. W W., Hampton-on-Thames.
10195
UTET H.T. Batteries are now r: proved duffles.;
77 write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
method try building and maintaining, free; mention paper.-Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0077
an d

EON
Cell

Primary

H.T

Battery

Fitted in ETOBOX
shouldbeinthehands
of every HOME
CONSTRUCTOR.

S.2, Sac Type, ready for use 14 -.
S.I. Sac Type. Large Capacity 16 6
P.I. Porous Pot Typ. Do.
18 6.
The Eton 1928 De Luse 120 porous pot cells
in abank of four Mahogany wag&
8.1104

The

finest yet produced.

. .. and the NEW
WET CELL VALVE

I4voltValves that run tromEtonLecIanch:
Cells.
The latest Radio development.
H. F.. L.
R. C.. 8/6, L F. P., 9.6.
The valve diet eliminates accumulators.
Don't change any:hing. lust Push in Eton
Wet Cell Valves and use ETON Primary
Batteries.
Ideal for country district,.
Full

particulars of the complete
ETON Range from:—

"Eton
& 46,

ETON GLASS
BATTERY CO.,
Works," Grange Rd., LEYTON,
Mary's Rd., LEYTON. E 19.

St.

e'SUPERIOR-'
POWER

Transformers
and

CHOKES

for

WIRELESS.

WANTED.

VOUNG Man, 20, seeks position assisting radio ex-X.
perimenter, good theoretical and practical knowledge, willing to work; references available -i. A.
Briscoe, 8, Horsham Av., North Finchley, N.12.
[2360
RESPONSIBLE Technical Practical Assistant, good
mannered salesman, experienced construction, repairs, fault finding, charging, eliminators, electrical
goods and wiring. automobile driving and repairs, stock
keeping, office routine. typing, Frensh correspondence.Box 9249, clo The Wireless World.
[2421

MODEL A.
Assembled,

NEW

--°"/ The

THE

PART Exchange.-Best offers made without seeing
material: special offer, will exchange new oak
cabinets, 18x7x10, for modern wireless parts, or Fell
16/-; also part, for sale at knock-out prices to callers;
Tuesdays and Thursdays only, after 6.-G. A. Ryan,
182, Kennington ltd., London.

SITUATIONS

DECEMBER I9TH, 1928.

WORLD

Power Transformers—.
input 200-220-240 volts,
40/80 Cycles, output 250
volts.

100 m.a.

4 Volts-4 Amps., 2.5-2.5,
2 Amps.,
Amps.
PRICES

12

FROM

Volts,

2

30/.

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
FOR ADVANCED AMATEURS.
Send for particulars, and quotations, or
Mains Components, made only by-

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD.,
SHEEPCOTE

ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Makers also ot Brass and Copper Tubes and Wire.
CONTRACTORS TO BRITISH & COLONIAL
GOVERNMENTS . RA IL WAYS, Ele

- The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt

attention.
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nitINTEN
D.C. 4!* A.C. MAINS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WORLD

Each

Usual Price 3/6

HI ELIMINATORS

Our policy from the first has been reliability.
To ensure this we have usad the finest
materials, employing heavy gauge wire in our
chokes, transformers and resistances.
Our confidence is expressed
by giving seven days' free
trial and replacementshould
same break down insido
twelve months.
Full pert :nears and prices
fromyourdellerordireclfrons

2 FOR

3/4
VERNIER DIALS
PUGH BROS., 65.101,

IT IS IDEAL
A MULTI RANGE

Post
Free
SLOW
MOTION

EPOCH

Will fit all standard condensers. Hair
line tuning. One hole fixing. Increase
the selectivity of your set.

Deparemod 20.

Ti,. Rainier' MartultieturIng Co..
I2d. Porilaud Rd.. Rove. SUMS.

Holloway

Rd.,

London,

N7..

FAMOUS MODEL 66
Moving Coil Speaker.
Price £4
6

VimelLac

MULTI-WAY BATTERYCABLE

DIX - ONEMETER

-;,

Model de Luxe

Full particulars from the Manufacturers,

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTIIIING CO., LID.,

is sold by the yard

25, Laurence Pountney Lane, EC.4.

Seven different clloured lead. under
one water, acid and II ime proof covering.
No matter how far your batteries may be
from your set, VAR-LAC will reach them.
Scrap those untidy wires and use
VAR-LAG Battery Cable
FOR NEATNESS, CONVENIENCE & EFFICIENCY
Siotlied In any letgtls.
If your 1 13
dealer ir out of stock write ¿leed.
/
per yd.
FLEXIBLE
ELECTRIC CORDS
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDX.

INSTRUMENT CASE
55/MULTIPLIERS
6/6 Each.
Complete RADIO OUTFIT
£4. 10.0

FOR A XMAS GIFT.
Send addeeteed .tamped ennelope for
Sale» Baretin List.

'SCOUR

City 0101.

"Large Number
oR Replies!"
A recent advertiser in the
Miscellaneous Columns of
"THE
WIRELESS
WORLD" writes as follows:
" Ihave

to inform you
that Ihave sold all the
transformers and pickups which I advertised
in your journal."

"I am amazed at the
large number of
replies. In two days
I had over 30 postal
applications an d 8
callers, and the goods
were sold on the day
of publication."

iv.vr,79
£63

Barking Road,
Plaistow,
London, E.I3.
Aidvertssonsonts for

'
Or

Moving Coil Loudspeakers — Cossor ICit;
Mains Units, Brown Conespeakers, etc.,
all well-known products tor ornait deposit.
Elm Works.
Elm Park.

REPAIRS

11

Any make of L.F. Frannorrner, Loudipealter
or headphone; repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS —TWELVE MON 1118' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- Poit tree.
Terms to Trade.

k

47/6

Traders

BM,

LAW
cQuERED coppEit
LOBR.ATKINd0a
W
107. Bolsover St.. Gt. Portland L't., W.1.,

RELESS,
Fitzroy 12Y3

'Phoneu

ANNOY LT.
lneorpnrating
1. N\

A.C. MANS styppur umg
Please

Note

New Address
of
Head Office and Works:
Tulsemere
Manufacturing Co.
DALTON STREET,
West Norwood, S.E.27.

Catalogue.

Cabinets,Ebonite,Components,Speakers.
Keen prices, quick service

London,

emeeeseeeWee

Trade Engeree invited.

Dept. W.
.
k 214, High Street, Colliers Wool, London, S.W.11411

For Multi-valve
Receivers.
No
valves required.
No
expensive
re place menti.
Componentsfrom

HMI 'Maim

C

and SCREENING BOXES.
Hoe to zimeilleation of all the leading Wireless

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

ILT. UNTT

WIRELReia

ON EASY TERMS.

Mire, 1,out.i••
Will Sae Yet Pentad.
E LECTRA 0 IX RADIOS,
218. tippet,- Thames St., E.C.

Blackfrient Sta.. Met. Rly.

31

Send /or illustrated list

Bona—Fide Traders only. Dept. W.W.

Perseus Radio, Burton-on-Trent

Westinghouse
Metal Rectifiers
2, 4 or 6 volts at
'Ian amp. No renewels or attenlion.

Complete

units from
47/6

Emu.*kr ZUYNEY

You can earn money at home in whole or spare time
writing Show Cards for us. No canvassing. We train you
by post by our new simple method and furnish the Outfit
free. We supply both men and women with steady work
at home, no matter where you live, and pay you cash for
all work completed each week, under our legal guarantee.
Full particulars and booklet free. Write at once or call.
oHO W CARD SERVICE, HITCHIN.

ACCUMULATORS "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL.
T
ub-t, 22/6
T
30
aamp.hM
our
Ut
L
yp
iteT
vol
02, Semi-oil S
. 3
merged Complete as illustrated.
Price
••
_•
••
•
DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE, 60 volts. 6 amp.
hours ..
••
••
••
"

/-

Fhe World's Best High Tension Accumulator and o. llrstials
Manufacture. The Unique Semi-oil Submerged feature of the
Elite absolutely prevents surface leakage losses. The battery lees
alife-time. Write for lists.
SOLD ON APPROVAL SISTER.

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, BEDFORD St., HALIFAX. Telephone: 4304. Telegrams: Elite, Halifax
London Distributor :—CECIL POHLMAN, /7, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.1

" The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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INDEX

PAGE
Accumulators Elite
31
A.F.A.
Accumulators, Ltd.
23
American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd.
28
Amplifiers, Ltd.
32
Atalanta. Ltd.
24
Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.
13
B. & J. Wireless Co.
24
Baker's "Selhurst" Radio
14
Bayliss, W., Ltd.
30
Benjamin Electric, Ltd.
6
Bowyer Lowe Co. Ltd.
11
30
Britannia Reproducers, Ltd.
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
8
British GeLeral Maui. Co., Ltd.
2
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
19 & 23
Brownie Wireless Co. (G.B.), Ltd.
26
Bulgin, A: F., & Co.
32
Bullphone, Ltd.
16
Burndept Wireless (1928), Ltd.
5
Carborundum Co., Ltd.
10
Carrington Mani. Co., Ltd.
8
Celestion Radio Co.
12
Christie, James, & Sons, Ltd.
29
Clarke, H., & Co. (Mer.), Ltd.
7
Cole. E. K.. Ltd.
Cover j.
Cossor, A. C., Ltd.
18
Cutters & Tools, Ltd.
..... .
8
Day, Will, Ltd.
12
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Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
Dunham, C. S.
.
Eastham, Thos.
Eastick, J. J.. Sr Sons
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electradix Radios
Epoch Radio Mtg. Co
Eton Glass Battery Co.
Flexible Electric Cords, Ltd.
Formo Co.
Frelat Valves

PAGE
Cover iv.

31
32
14
22
24, 31 & 32
31
30
31
4
8
17
4
21
14

General Electric Co., Ltd.
Grafton Electric Co.
Graham Amplion, Ltd.
north) Bros.
Hart Bros: Electrical Mani. Co., Ltd.
6
Improved Liquid Glues Co., Ltd.
8
Jackson Bros.
Cover i.
Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.
27
Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd.
12
Lesingham, F. L.
15
29
Lisenin Wireless Co.
Lock-Atkinson Wireless
31
Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.
8
London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd.
Cover iii.
Lustrolnx, Ltd.
6
32
Lyons, Claude, Ltd.

PAGE
Mainten Mani. Co.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd.
Cover ii.
McMichael, L., Ltd.
9
Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd.
3
MI° Wireless Co
32
M-L Magneto Synd., Ltd.
28
Millard Wireless Service Co., Ltd. Cover 1. and 1
Ormiston, P., & Sons, Ltd.
25
Perseus Radio
31
Player's Cigarettes
4
Pugh Bros.
31
Ragent Rattle Supply Co.
16
Ridged Cone Co., Ltd.
l0
She acid Magnet Co.
lb
Show Card Service
31
Sham Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd.
25
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
20
Transformer Repair Co.
31
Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd.
Cover 1.
Tulsernere Mant. Co.
31
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.
2
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd
Cover iii.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co., Ltd.
a
Wet 11.T. Battery Co.
27 ft 30
Wingrove di Rogers, Ltd.
6
Wolverhampton Diecasting Co.
26
Wright fi Weaire, Ltd.
4

"ARTILLERY" ELECTRIC TORCH
2in. wide by 5 in. high, just a size for the pccket;
switch cannot be accidentally left on. Specially menufa:ftured to Govt. Specification for use m the ADAM
Made with very best materials to stand hard wear,
which cannot rust, fitted with a powerful Bann
Lens, white =tarnishable reflector, and tes ted 2.5bulb.
Supplied with new "Ever Ready" two cell batteries (No. 1026),
full strength, capable of 6boars intermittent light for months.
These torches being Government. Surplus, we are able to otter a
Sinned stook at the very low price of

TO. cho•c•
of ctitic•

PRESENT HIM WITH

Each COMPLETE

2/6

CASH WEB ORDER.

Packing mid postage in the United Kingdom 6d. extra.
THE TORCH CASE ALONE COOT MORE THAN THIS TO
MANUFACTURE.

BULGIN
VALVE

Refills 1/- each.

EMISSION

Spare bulbs. 2
-.5 volts, 6d. each.

Eleetradix Radios, 218 Upper Thames St., E.C.4

TESTER

HERE'S The CABINET YOU WANT
at the

RIGHT PRICE

PRICE
fEND FOR OUR
86 pp,
,ATALOOTJE.

30/-

EACH

A HANDSOME
pedestal
-1.cabinet for moving coil
or cone speaker , a fine stand
tor your set, with accommodation for batteries alongside the speaker.
Artistic
fret backed with old gold
fabric.
Size of Cabinet 36" high,
25k" wide, and l4r deep.
Price
in fteee"&k.
best quality
Snail, -

A REALLY handsome instrument and
`. amost acceptable gift. There is no
better method for testing whether avalve
has lost its emission, and the set owner
who can test his valves in asecond saves
hours of troublesome erperimenting.
This hutrainent is especially useful for
testing high impedance valves which give
• very small reading on an ordinary
millnunmeter.

A. F. Bulgin tk Co.
9,10,

RADIO MANUFACTURERS,
11, CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY LANE, E.C.4.
Holborn :A,72.

eukaeie
:".•
e

ftnefSpe...ificalion:—Frictionlesspivot,elength adjustment,
angular tracking adjustment, double spring for balancing
or loading, vertical adjustment of arm at pivot, etc., etc.

Send for Folder giving full details to:

AMPLIFIERS LTD.,
Billet Road, E.I7.

THOS. EASTHAM, ELEC
T
Z /
C.NA
T
IWIZAORKPZ.e.

CLAROSTAT

The New

`MELTROPE'

Chaper models Dom 17/8 Pedestal Cabinets for set and
batten.. £2.5. O. Cabinets Mr set, batteries and moving
cou speaker. £3. 15.0.
send 'or iiiiieirated Lie

VARIABLE
RESISTANCES

FOR VOLUME ,TONE,

DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC.,

As frequenhly specified by -The Experts:
•HIGH QUALITY •LOW PRICE.
New 20 Page Brocure free on request-.
Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS L
TD.

76.01.DHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,

5),

MOVING COIL RESULTS
WITH YOUR CONE UNIT
Get the above by fitting your
unit to the

" ZAMPA "
Floating Cone Chassis
Designed on latest scientific principle, has a 90-degree angle. Cone
mounted on leather suspension with
noue chuck and washers. You Carl
fit any unit in two minutes.

PRICES

Chassis only
- 12 6
Chassis with Blue Spot Unit mounted
ready for use - 25 - extra
While

will ensure

nine

Horse

WIRELESS
Place,
Market Street,
Wellingborough,
or from local dealer.

prompt attention

A64
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It‘tcoif

ERESCE

between of dine y v alves ana Mallard P.M.
Valves is the
difference between radio ana
differ.
the real thing.
As s'oon as notice
you fit Mullet-a
you
rer
ence
the
'Valves in ‘jouf
ceiver
clea
fe

sensitivity.
jle(

and rnore

Reproauction is louder,
natural.
The adio
shadow
your
conlesbecoinzs
f
to
Mallar
of
tone,
ifetv°Ien.le
an
a life.

the sub
ife stancz ana
Pat l
into your receiver
P.M. Valves to-day•

a set od

lard

Te£.7,,fAsTErz- VALVE
ADVT THE MULLARD WIREI FRS SERVICE CO. LTD., DENMARK HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON W.C.2
m
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ICO

BETTER RADIO
With Less Trouble
end Lower Cost
C"

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS

GRANNY DOES
IS/Or LIKE

I

" you use electric light Igranic can
relieve you of your radio ‘« battery
bother."
This H.T. Supply Unit will ensure you
safe, smooth, noiseless—and never
failing—H.T. supply at a fraction of
the cost of battery upkeep.

Prices from £9.

LOUDSPEAKERS
se never di.d S ys she can't hearen
a

10.0

IGRANIC
INPUT TRANSFORMER
FOR
METAL

RECTIFIERS .

For reducing voltage
delivered by
the A.C. electric
supply mains to a
value suitable for
input to the metal
rectifier.
PRICE

22/6
Send for illustrated list of the newest mains devices

w

half what the man says. Bete
you and me Granny's a bit deaf
(not for amoment will the dear old soul
admit

it 0
per
So we put our pennies together uand
bought her a pair o£ Ericsson S
Sensitive 'Telephones for her ly
verY own
—and now father can on
borrow
them for continental tours when she
has gone tobed.
For corot°rt and for sensitivity
choose Ericsson every time. The B.B.C.
choose them—and they know a thing
or two about pure reproduction!
and
M ade M 3resistancespr(120,2,000
ice, 1
4,000) but sold at one
7,16.

THE PRICE
M good dealers stock than o,
you can get then, direct fee :—
ERICSSOI>1 TELEPHONES, 'LTD.,
61113, Kingsway, «London, W.C.2,.

F LECTRIC Co Ltd

Works BEDFORD

Have you read "Radio, how it works and how to get the
best from it" ? Price 6d. Send this coupon with your
name and address and get YOUR copy FREE!
mE
ADDRFSS
L

Mention ol

27r,

SUPER
SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES

The Wireless World, - when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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without

accumulators

and

Met-Vick All-Electric Valves will improve a set out of all
recognition.
With these wonderful valves and All-Electric operation the
H.T. never fades away, the L.T. is always just right.
Met-Vick All-Electric Valves are without doubt the most
supremely successful va lves obtainable.

hire

arranged

terms
if

sired.

de-

.

OPERATION

The model "B" Eliminator connected to a wall plug or lamp socket
provides heater current for the AllElectric Valves, five tappings for the
H.T. supply, up to 180 volts 20
milliamps, and automatically regulated grid bias tans for the last stage.
Price complete with Met-Vick Rectifying Valve for A.C. £8. For D.C.
£7 2 6.

These amazing Met-Vick All-Electric Valves have solved
the problem of mains operation. They are standardized by
the leading set makers. They are so designed that they can
be plugged into an existing battery set without altering the
wiring, thus making conversion into an All-Electric set easy.

purchase

3

VICATION

Yet this is now actually possible with the Met-Vick AllElectric Valve which in combination with a suitable eliminator (like the Model "B") enables everyone living in an
electrically lit house to operate a wireless set straight off
the mains like a lamp or other domestic appliance.

Convenient

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WORLD

THE ALL
ELECTRIC
VALVEIf only valves would work
without H.T. batteries!

nre'lreffig

MET-V1CK All
Valves. AC G for all but
last stage
..
15'AC R last stage (power)
17,6
Disc Adaptors, price 6d.

enable MET-VICK All-Electric
Valves to be fitted into existing
valve holders.

Fully descriptive
illustrated literature and name of
nearest dealer on
request.

MET-VICK

The Met-Vick 3 Valve All-Electric
Mains Operated Set for Local, Dayentry. &manyCosstinental Stations.
The extremely high quality reproduction is a special feature. It is
very suitable for new Regional
Scheme.
Price complete with
Valves, coils and Royalties, A.C.
£12 17 0.
D.C. £13 8 0.

The Met-Vick 4 Valve All-Electric
is called the "All Necessary Performance" bet, one H.F. stage, low loss
coils and condensers, loose coupled
Tuned aerial, it gets anywhere and
everywhere
at
Loud
Speaker
.trength.
Price, complete
with
Valves, coils and Royalties A.C.
£17 14 6.
D.C. £18 7 6.

Met-Vick 5 Valve All-Electric.
More powerful, of course, than the
Met-Vick 4. In beautiful cabinet
with cupboards for L.T. and large
size H.T. Eliminators, 220 volts 35
mill iamps. For A.C. or D.C. supply
price complete with all accessories,
except Loud Speaker, and including
Royalties. In Oak £47 9 0.
In
Mahogany £50 19 0.

VALVES-SETS-COMPONENTS
Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C. 2.
A3

For Constructors: This Met-Vick
combined Transformer furnishes
current for the Met...Vick indirectly
heated Valves and for the Rectifying
Valve in Eliminator. Price, any
voltage £1 17 6.
El"
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¡I
MAKE YOUR
OWN
CONE SPEAKER

feetrebill

The New Wonder

"Nightingale"

e. NE often sees this much abused

CONE UNIT

,I,

word used in connection with
i Ej products which are after all
r
very ordinary and usual.

Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker
Guaranteed to give results
Full constructional details with each unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT

Tudor Accumulators were
with non-corrosive grease chamber
terminals, standardised four years
ago on TUDOR cells.

— FIRST

with 5 m/m (more than 3'16")
positive plates, standardised four
years ago in TUDOR cells.

— FIRST

with a 6 volt low tension battery
of Monobloc glass construction

Reduced from 32/6 to IS/solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud Speakers,
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.
With 4-inch Diaphragm.
Instantly converts your own
Gramophone into a full power
Loud Speaker, giving awealth of
pure undistorted volume which must
be heard to be be!iesed

with Monobloc H.T. units incorporating intercell glass ribs and
exposed connectors to eliminate
leakage.

The features mentioned above are only a few
of those which make Tudor batteries infinitely
superior in results, yet only slightly higher in
first cost.
If you can afford the best, which
is the cheapest in the long run, buy TUDOR
wireless batteries and ensure lasting battery
satisfaction.

!seci-L,Les
sreaket

BUY ON
EASY
TERMS

and
— FIRST

Ce3e ANTEr../)
o
reNniea
cy

equal to the most expensive
Loud Speakers yet made.

The Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.,
however, claim definite leadership
in the wireless battery field.

— FIRST

sperISFACT/oN

50
21 me.

DE LUXE
'- cash or Si-. deposit
/
and IImonthly payment
of 5/-,
ez lilt

inch
C/a h0g o,,.,
finished ,with

BAKELITE
Sow. Co.., • T1/..

14

26' or

plocdarm
arid aand

to

UM OGANO

NIGHTINGALE
CONCERT
SUPREME
SUPER
(,naranteed free frota tnstallte
resonance.

6 1_

0
Cash, or EASY TERMS
/
5,- deposit
and 12
monthly payments of 51..

ESTAISLIMED IN
PUBLIC SERVICE
Announcement by the Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd..
2, Norfolk Street, Strand, IV.C.9.
Telephone: Central 3308.
Works: Dukinfield, nr. llIonehesb-r.
M.C.:2.

Mention of

" The

Wireless

World,"

when writing

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :—

BIM

ONE

38. IIOLYWELL LANE LONDON
E. C.2 .
NIGHTINGALE
SPEAKERS

to advertisers,

will ensure Prompt attention.
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YOUR SET
The BURNDEPT
L.T. BATTERY CHARGER
keeps your L.T. Battery always fully Charged for
2d. a week.
NO HUM, NO ACID, NO VALVES, NO
UPKEEP COSTS.
INCORPORATES WESTINGHOUSE METAL
RECTIFIER under Licence.
Charges 2-4 or 6-volt accumulators at half ampere
....may he used to excite the fields of movingcoil loud speakers—such as the Magnavox.
PRICE

£2 -9 -6

The BURNDEPT
ETHOPOWER
At acost of only one penny per (en hours the BURNDEPT
Ethopower supplies all the necessary current for HT.
and grid bias.
Requires no attention when set up, and its filameniless
"Ethotron" rectifying valve scarcely ever needs
replacing.
Tappings give correct HT. voltage for various valves ;
automatic grid bias.
Maximum H.T. volts 150. Total output 25 milliamperes.
For A.C. mains 100/240 volts. 40/100 cycles.

PRICE

£6 - 18 -3

(Marconi Royalty 12/6).

BURNDEPT AUTOMATIC
CONTROL.
An optional device which disconnects the
charger and connects the H.T. eliminator (if
any) and vice versa when set is switched on
or otT.

PRICE £1

-5

These power units are absolutely safe, and conform to I.E.E. Sub-Committee's Regulations.

Es

I
BURNDEPTI

BLACKHEATH,
SHOWROOMS : 15,

LONDON,

BEDFORD

STREET,

S.E.3.

STRAND,

W.C.2.

a.J.vb
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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To listen to the Blue Spot 59
model is a revelation in loud
speaker reproduction.
Yet you
can construct for yourself a
speaker almost its equal in excellence.
The secret lies in the
unit, and the unit can be built into
your own speaker

"Ideal Blue Spot Cone
Speakers are sold under
full protection of the
patents owned by
Standard Telephones
and Cables and the
Hopkins and Lektophone Corporations. -

.j‘feCe/gie)ti"e.
qj

c'cic
.‘
41t4e4::./e

SPOT

&

UNITS

66K, the adjustable 4-pole armature unit, can be obtained separately
with full directions for the home
constructcr.
It costs only 25/from your nearest wireless retailer
and will give results from your
set that will astound you—it is
the finest unit obtainable.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,

204-6, Great Portland Street, london, W.I

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North
Wales :H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD AND l'ONDON)
LTD., 100. LONDON ROAD. SHEFFIELD; II% PRINCESS STREET. MANCHESTER.

..••••••••
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WHEN

CHOOSING
CHOKES

THE EXPERTS
CHOOSE FERRANTI
The engineers responsible for the first of the new Regional Stations
of the B.B.C. have selected achoke made by Ferranti.
It stands 3ft. high, weighs 950 lbs. and has an inductance of roo
henries when carrying 12 amps (1,200 milliamps) at 12,000 volts.
Ferranti have also been chosen to build large chokes for smoothing
H.T. supplies, voltages up to 30,000, currents up to 25 amps., by
the Air Ministry and the G.P.O. for their Transmitting Stations.
And remember, the same unrivalled organisation builds chokes
for your receiver.

FOLLOW

FE

FERRANTI

B3

LTD.

THE EXPERTS'
AND CHOOSE

CHOICE

ATO

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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,ENGINEERING

ij

PRECISIONAccuracy is the beginning and
the end of engineering. En constructing wireless instruments, no
less than in constructing giant
battle cruisers, not a slip must
be made—either in design or
execution. Absolute precision is
a feature of J.B. instruments,
their workmanship is exact in
every detail, and consequently they
do exactly what they are designed
to do.

DIRECT CURRENT

A.C.

FROM

MAINS

The Drum Dial illustrated here
is startlingly novel in design. h
enables the Control Knob to be
placed immediately below the
scale, thus the scale may be
brought flush with the panel and
may be read with ease. A powerful and positive friction drive
prevents backlash and slip.
Vernier ratio, 16-1.

For every purpose in
wireless operation—
L.
T.BATTERY CHARGING ,
H.
T BATTERY CHARGING ,
TRICKLE CHARGING .
H T.BATTERY ELIMINATION ,
L.
T.BATTERY ELIMINATION ,
GRID BIAS BATTERY ELIMINATION,
SUPPLY FOR PLATES OF
L.
S.5a OR SIMILAR VALVES,
POT
MAGNET
EXCITATION
FOR
MOVING
COIL
LOUD
SPEAKERS .

Price of J.13. Drone
Dial, without
condensers, but CO.HP!ele
with attractive panel
Nate
(supplied
in
either Bronze or Oxidised Silver finish)
and knob,
10/6

there is a suitable
WESTINGHOUSE

PRI
CIII
S pending.

METAL RECTIFIER
tvWch la a dry rectifying unit mil g neither valves nor electrolyte.
It has no moving parts and there is nothing in It to wear out.

Send

id. Stamp with your name and address
for a copy of our 24-page book:

" THE ALL METAL WAY"
—how to build H.T and L.T. Eliminators and Chargers.
The Westinghouse Brake and
82,

York

Road,

Saxby Signal

London,

N.1.

Co.,

PRECISION

INSTRUMENTS

Advt. of Jackson lirothen, 72, 51. 1homos Street, London,
Telephone:

Hop 5837.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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The
‘POPULAR POWER'

H.T. BATTERIES
IN

BROWN

LARGE

Price

E.M.F. Fate
Popular
Ptpular
Pooular
Poptlar
Popular

Power
Po ver
Power
Power
Power

Power

EvER

136
14/d
22/-

50
54
99
115
I2J

Vals es

CONTAINERS.

CAPACITY.

27/
need

Power

Batteries.

READY.

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

- LAST LONGEST

B5
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be.
WRIGHT & be.
e
be
*
e UM
WEAIRE, Ltd. *
te
e

CatiPOÀ/
'Phone:

TS

TOTTENHANI

740,

ROAD,

e

TOTTENHAM, N.17

HIGH

be

BUILT ON THE UNIT SYSTEM AND
EVERY PART REPLACEABLE
AA< DIM ULAT ON

3847 & 3811

MEGAVOX

41

41
41
41

B.B.C. Aerial Coil
5X X
Bases
600 ohm. Resistance ALUMINIUM Screen -

41

41

41
49

-

15/10/6
1/3
1/6
9 ,-

PENTODE 2

DISMANTLED IN AFEW SECONDS
be
be
be

ECONOMICA L' PORTABLE

lee pot
K
erl
ACCESSIBLE

be
ty>

COILS
- 10'— oair
„
FORMER with BASE 2/3 each
, Tube Paxolin 3x4 - 1/.2
PANEL 14 x 7X -1
3
,r
- 6 /••
Paxolin Strip 14 x 11 x
-1/4
ON and OFF Switch with
Terminals
-

e

be

Ji•

THE

e

Phone

TOTTENHAM 3847-3818,

çqf

OPINION OF THE PRESS—
“POPULAR WIRELESS"

"THE BROADCASTER"

"UNDOUBTEDLY

A

QUALITY BATTERY"

DIONOID BATTERY COMPANY LTD.
PRINCE OF W ALES ROAD
DARNALL
"4.
SHEFFIELD
"Stocked by best dealers."

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
740, High Road, TOTTENHAM, N.17.

el'ee444.34-44i74444444.;.;

• RELIABLE

A PARTICULARLY BOUND BATTERY"

te,

HEAVY DUTY H.F. CHOKE
for Battery Eliminator - 10/6
STANDARD H.F. CHOKE 616

41

DECEMBER 26TH, 1928.

be

•

BEAM

The
"Bum "

TRANSMISSION

Cone Speaker

BEAM
REPRODUCTION

Unit

Loewe Radio Resistances

never vary. Thy eliminate crackling
noises and "false fading." Current up to 'lo watt carried without
appreciable heating or change of resistance value.
Elements
independent of applied voltage. Perfectly homogeneous. Values
available from zo,000 ohms to to inegolims. Retail price
•2.'8

Loewe Radio Condensers safeguard against los,es. Dielectric value
mom> niegohms. TeAed under potential of 400 volts A.C. Values
available from '0002 M.F. to •oo5 M.F.
Retail price, '0002 to •orn NIF
1/3
'am to 'oo5 MF'
1/6

RESISTANCES & CONDENSERS
THE LOEVIE RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
VouritaTne Road, Tottenham, London, 5.1.6.
'Phone: Totteulaara 3911/2.

Mention of

It is only by careful research work and the highest
constructional skill that perfection in reproduction
is obtained. These essentials are responsible for the
excellent results given by the "Beam "Cone Unit.
PRICE

four-pole floating armature. It has heavy magnets. It
has sensitive and highly accurate
control.
All coils are entirely
dustproof and 't is well and tru.y
It bas a

21/Complete with 4' 6" flexible lead for contacts.
Fvery "Beam" Cone Unit
carries a is months'
guarantee.

constructed for long and efficient

service

Ask your dealer for Beam.

35, FARRINGDON ROAD,
•

LONDON, E.C.1.

The Wireless World, - when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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H.T. SUPPLY UNIT

for the

"

MEGAVOX

THREE"

and other similar Sets using aTuned Anode or H.F. Transformer
Coupled H.F. Stage, Grid Leak or Anode Bend Detector, and
a Pentode or Super Power Valve in the Output Stage
up to a total output of 200 Volts 100 Milliamps.
TO OUTPUT PAM

EMPLOYING
FERRANTI
COMPONENTS
EXCLUSIVELY

TO orrerroot

MAINS

AC

e

MAINS
o

14.1+

TRANS

RII

Il

;•«!

emr•

TO Puert OP
ODIINURD•CM0 MINE

R9

FUSE

VALVE

•

To3fINEDé PP
SCREENED —
GRID VALVE

KT.+

2MFD.
C2

FUSES S. SWITCH
INCLUDED
FERRANTI

IN

THE

SAFETY

PARTS

REQUIRED.

1 FERRANT! Safety Box
...
r FERRANTI H.T Rectifying Unit type R .
13/6(1.
8o (incorporating Westinghouse Rectifier)
..
•
•• •• •• •• •
FERRANTI Mains Transformer *
type EMI (State supply voltage and
frequency)..
.
..
•• •• •• ••
.
i! FERRANTI Choke iype Br
s FERRANT! Choke type B2
.
..
•. ••
• ..
5 FERRANTI I,000 V Test 2 mfd..Condensers type Cr
«i 5/6d.
3 FERRANT! 5oo V. Test 2 mfd. Condensers type C2
® 3/ód.
7 FERRANTI Anode Feed Resistances with holders,
having the following values :—
..
•• •• ••
@ 4/ 2 - 30,000 ohms.
2 - 20,000 ohms.

L

s
13

...@

2 - 10,000 011111S.

I -

4

4

d.
6
0

r 15

o

1

I

0

I

t

0

17

10

6
6

So

5,000 ()hills.

£12

0

6

Wriie for full size free Constructional Chart.
:,.
E---- FERRANTI
Fe.

LTD.

HOLLINWOOD
-1 ,,, mi1,,

51111111111111111Lo,
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906"."6"MareamMismeeelimeereamid

BUILD

THE

PEERLESS

"RESONIC

2"

HUGE
SUCCESS
INCREASING
DEMAND —
TAKE ADVANTAGE

VAnts

..........x"

If

your

NOW

dealer does not stock
send direct and en—
close his name and address.
"A" Type
2
4 &
6 volts

H.F. C.F. R.C.
POWER

o Super "
2
4 &
6 volts

5-

keg. Nu. .boo,.

A Christmas Pastime.

Each

Anyone can build this set in to minutes. No drilling. No soldering.
All wires cut and bent. JUST ASSEMBLE and then immediately
enjoy the radio entertainment, which is ot splendid tone and comes
in at good loudspeaker volume.
Circuit allows use of standard
valves (z H.F. and z Power).

Finless.
H.F. L.F. R.C.
POWER

6/- Each
7/6 Each

ALL BRITISH MADE

Blue Print and easily followed Diagram of Connection; included
with every set. Cabinet and full Kit supplied in Carton.

Every Valve GUARANTEED

COST £3 •15 •
0

FOR ANY CIRCUIT
including SCREENED GRID
and all
"WIRELESS WORLD" SETS

LUSTROLUX Ltd

Obtainable from
all Dealers or—

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO. LTD.,
22, Campbell

Lower House Mills,
e / West Bollington, Nr. Macclesfield

Road,

BEDFaRD.

S,othsh °ere: 113, Si. VINCENT SfREET. GLASGOW, C.2

%% 1Veeemeen «.«.%im eemii"Meaermieemeeniree

A. MUNDAY LTD.
• ••

Electrical & Wireless
Engineers,

59, Watling Street,

45, Eastchea p,

E.C.4.
Telephone:

E.C.3.

City

2972.

Telephone:

Royal 4632

Our once-a-year
Stocktaking

SALE
commences on
DECEMBER

29th

Get your copy of

Wireless
T}
gAcacv6w

World

THIS little volume
contains in convenient
compass a mass of
'information which
wireless users frequently
require, and the Diary
pages provide ample
space for memoranda,
and notes concerning
individual sets and other
wireless matters.

DIARY
for
1929
From all Booksellers
and Stationers.

PRICES:
Cloth Bound l'— net.
By post
In Leather Case, with
pockets, pencil and season—
ticket window, 2,6 net.
BY
post 2,7.
Published pint!), by
"THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
Dorset Hone, Tudor Street,
LONDON,

E.C.4,

and

Chas. Letts & Co.
W.W.7 5

Mention

" D"ie Wireless World," when writine to advertisers, will ensure

prompt attention.
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IT'S PERFORMANCE THAT COUNTS!
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is the only word that aptly describes the position
of TELSEN L.F. Transformers in the Radio world.
The remarkable efficiency has caused widespread
demand from all parts of the world.
In addition
to high quality, they are unsurpassed for value,
the "RADIOGRAND" being only
12/6
and the
"ACE" (a smaller model for portables) 8/6.
Ratios 5-1 and 3-1.
Entirely British
and
Guaranteed 12 months.
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
207, Aston Road, Birmingham.
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ANY EVENING—
All Europe at your finger tips !
With the wonderful new Cossor Melody Maker
you can get full enjoyment from the conti nen t
al
broadcast. It has knife-edge selecti vity. h w ill
cut out your local station like magic. It has
enormous range.
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s
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Ber li n ....
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Europe while your local station is worki ng.
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this new means of simultaneous communication with all
parts of the country. In this connection we can cite the
instance of the broadcasting of the Service of Remembrance at the Cenotaph on November iith as of outstanding importance. Until this year permission to broadcast
this service had been consistently refused by the authorities, probably for the reason that it was feared that such
a step would detract from the solemnity of the occasion.
But experience has surely proved that, far from this
having been the case, the effect of broadcasting was to
make the Remembrance Service amore important event
in the life of the nation than had been possible in previous
years.
Opposition to broadcasting has been overcome in a
number of other directions, and it is particulárly exemplified in the improved relations between the broadcasting
authorities and those who cater for general public entertainment through the medium of the stage or the concert
hall. Permission for the broadcasting of controversial
matter, at the discretion of the B.B.C., has also taken
practical form during the current year. Whether or not
the decision, and the way in which the permission has
been interpreted, has proved a success is probably even
more a subject of controversy than anything which has
been broadcast up to date, but nevertheless the experiment has been tried, and that in itself is a new
achievement.
Technical Progress.

BROADCASTING IN

1

e

1928.

close of the year is a fitting time to look back
upon the progress which has been made in the
development of broadcasting in all its aspects over
the past twelve months, and whilst congratulating ourselves on what has been achieved in this country, we
should at the same time look forward to that which remains to be done in the New Year, in order not only to
make good any shortcomings of the past, but also that
we may welcome 1929 with the determination to make it
an outstanding year in the record of broadcasting
progress.
It has been suggested that in wireless generally the
present year has been one of consolidation rather than
initial achievement of outstanding character, and probably this is an accurate general summing-up, although
certain events of outstanding importance must not be
overlooked.
Much has been done to consolidate the position of
broadcasting generally, ai.d it has come to be recognised
more and more as a factor in our daily life. Old prejudices are giving place to a recognition of the value of
HE

On the technical side, in addition to ageneral improvement in the quality of transmission of some of the
stations, we have experienced several ambitious experiments in the direction of re-broadcasting distant transmissions and linking up our own transmitters by land-line to
the Continent. These attempts have, in general, been an
improvement on former trials, and we may look forward
to this aspect of broadcasting becoming of greater importance as time goes on. The regional scheme and alternative programmes have made progress during the past
year. With the stations at present available the principle
of regional programmes has been in operation for some
time past, but will not, of course, take effect in complete
form until the proposed new regional stations are ready.
Substantial progress has been made towards the construction of the regional station intended to supply
London with its alternative programme under the scheme,
but we must wait until 1929 before this station can be in
operation.
In the direction of short-wave broadcasting by our own
station we are afraid that little progress has been made,
but we hope that the development of this service and
many other important new activities await us in 1929.
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No. 2.—
The British Acoustic Film System.

I

N the method used by the British Acoustic Films, two
films are employed, one for the ordinary pictures
and one for the sound record, and both in recording
and reproducing these films are run in synchronism.
•The process of recording involves the conversion of
sound variations into electrical current variations with
the aid of a microphone. These electrical variations are
amplified in the recording amplifier and the resulting
currents passed through the element of a special oscillograph which carries a tiny mirror that is turned about a
vertical axis, the movement being proportional to the
current flowing through the element. A source of light
MIRROR

FILM

SOUND

1.—Schematic diagram of the recording system. Sound le
converted to electric vibrations by a microphone 1N and amplifier,
and a separate film retort's the light fluctuations which are
produced by means of the osclUograph O.

in the form of a thin straight filament is used and the
light reflected by the oscillograph mirror after passing
through suitable optical condensing arrangements falls
on to the surface of a moving sensitised film as shown
in Fig. I.
The reflected light from the oscillograph mirror is
so arranged that when no current is flowing (i.e., no
sound) just one half of the film is exposed and one
half unexposed. When the mirror moves, the line of
light which is doing the exposing moves more or less
over the surface of the film, giving a record as shown
in the photograph. The " sight " or " mute " film is
run synchronously with the second film, either by direct
drive or by synchronous motors.
The Reproducing Process.

Stiffing with the sound film containing oscillographic
record of the sound, the reproducing gear consists of
four main parts, (1) a projector for running the film,

together with the illuminating lamp and optical focusing arrangements; (2) a light-sensitive cell of special
construction; (3) an amplifier, and (4) the loud
speakers.
The sound film is run steadily and not in jerks like
the mute film, involving a special constant-speed device for the projector. The drive may be direct from the
ordinary projector or both projectors may be driven by
synchronous motors. The light, after passing through
the sound film, is focused on to aselenium cell.
This cell is of very special construction, being in the
form of a slit whose width is slightly greater than the
B 12
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The separate sound film.

width of the film. A current is passed through the cell
volume control, which is the absolute minimum number
by means of a local battery, and the resulting fluctuof controls that could be used and shows the extreme
ations of current through the cell, as the illumination is
simplicity of the apparatus.
varied by the sound film, are passed
To turn now to the relative merits of the
through a special filter circuit which effecone- and two-film methods, it must be
tively counteracts the lag of the selenium
stated that, firstly, in the two-film method
cell by attenuating the lower frequencies in
a much larger area of film is available for
correct proportion.
the sound record than in any other single
The voltage developed across part of the
film method now in use, which enables
filter circuit is applied to the input of the
more "detail " (i.e., higher frequencies)
amplifier, which, in the case of the smaller
to be obtainable in the sound record, so
type, is of straightforward design capable
that the quality of the resulting sound
of giving 30 watts of undistorted A.C. outshould be better than with the single film
put to the loud speakers. The H.T. voltmethods. Secondly, the type of film and
age for this amplifier is 400.
developing technique which has been
Photographs of the projector and cell
evolved after much research for taking
ordinary cinematograph pictures is inshow the actual arrangement used, whilè
Fie. 2.—A 11 lm on which
the light au ctuations cor—
tended to give a comparatively "soft"
the illustration of the amplifier shows the
o the electric
responding t
general appearance. The filter circuit is
negative--that is, a non-contrasty negavibrations have been re—
cor ded.
tive—whereas for the sound record avery
incorporated in the amplifier and the only
controls on the latter are the loud speaker switch, input
highly contrasty negative is required so as to obviate
blurred tones and general lack of the higher audio frechange-over switch (for two sound projectors) and the

rho general layout of the amplifier.
B 13

A filter circuit is incorporated which effectively counteracts the lag of the selenium ceiL
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With two separate films the two types of negative are comparatively easy to obtain.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of the two-film method,
however, is the ease with which "cutting" may be done. Suppose for any
reason asection of afilm was not required
to be shown—for instance, if the censor
objected to it—it is extremely easy to remove the unwanted section by running
the sound and sight films together on a
double re-winder, cutting out equal
lengths from the two films and then joining up the ends again—all of which can
be done in afew minutes.
With single film methods cutting 'of a
section is by no- means easy—where the
sound record is on the edge of the film.
The portion which synchronises with a
given picture is displaced by some inches,
so that the film must not be cut straight
across if synchronism is to be preserved. In the case of
asingle film with the sound record on gramophone discs,
the cutting of asection is even more difficult.
quencies.

Musical Accompaniment with any Film.

should be remembered that acertain amount of cutting—although it is a small amount—is involved whenever a film breaks, and also that the synchronism must
It
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be almost exact or the sight and sound will be noticeable
" not together."
As to disadvantages; for transport double the weight
of film is needed compared with other methods using one

'I he amplifier panel.

Note the simplicity of control.

film—however one of these methods utilises gramophone
discs which are equally heavy and liable to be broken
if not carefully handled.
There is also the need of synchronising the two films,
which is adifficulty more apparent than real except when
one of the films--usually the " mute," as it is under
more mechanical strain—happens to break, when the
two films must be re-synchronised. This latter difficulty,
however, can be got over quite simply in practice by
having acontinuous record of the length of each filin
that has passed through the apparatus.
When the Film Breaks.

When one film breaks and a piece is cut out in
mending, the corresponding piece on the other film can
very easily be found and removed. The breaking of a
film, luckily, is not a very common occurrence, and
the breakage difficulty involves at least as much trouble
with any single film system.
A further advantage of the two-film method is that with
any given sight or mute film, either speech or an entirely
musical accompaniment may be used on the same reproducing apparatus simply by changing the sound film—
also a musical programme may be supplied with any
film if desired.
For the Provincial Cinema.

will be realised that the usual muâical accompaniment provided by the orchestra actually at the cinema
may in this way be supplemented by any desired musical
programme supplied by the separate film—and, further,
that the music recorded on the film may be produced
in the first case by a really first-class orchestra. The
musical programme of the small cinema is often a butt
for the humorist; there should be little scope for his
wit when synchronous reproduction becomes widely
used.
In this way the small suburban and provincial cinemas
would be able to provide first-class music as well as
synchronised talking pictures at quite a reasonable cost.
Beyong putting on the second film and switching on
the amplifier, the operator has no more to do than he
has in showing any ordinary " silent " cinema picture.
It
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Loss of Energy Due to Dielectric.
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

(Concluded from page 814 of last week's issue.)

W

HEN discussing, in the first part of this article,
the high-frequency resistance of a coil, the
remark was made that the calculatel losses, all
of which can ultimately be traced to the copper wire
with which the coil is wound, make up together some
85 per cent. of the total measured high-frequency
resistance of that component.
The source of the
remaining 15 per cent., and of the losses due to the
other parts of the tuned circuits, have yet to be considered.
Turning our attention to the simplest possible form
of tuned circuit, we find that it consists of a coil, with
its high-frequency resistance, in parallel with a condenser, as indicated in Fig. 4. If we imagine that a
high-frequency voltage is induced into the coil, by
coupling it, for example, to a second coil connected
to an aerial, a high-frequency
current
flows
round the tuned circuit,
developing a voltage in its
passage through the coil
L. Since the condenser is
connected in parallel with
the
coil,
this
high-.
frequency
voltage
is
applied to the condenser,
Fig. 4.—A simple tuned cirand we have to see in what
cuit. The resistance ris shown
way
the
condenser
external to the cell ;in actual
fact ris the high-frequency reresponds
to
this
voltage.
sistance of the coil itself and
the two are not separable.
In case any reader is
vague a.§ to the action of a
condenser, we will digress for amoment to see the effect
of a simple direct voltage.
If, as in Fig. 5, asteady potential difference is applied
to a condenser, at the instant of completing the circuit
we have the two plates of the condenser, which are at
the same potential, connected to the two terminals of
the battery, whose potential must necessarily differ by
the voltage of the battery. This is clearly an unstable
state of affairs, so that a current will flow round the
It

15

circuit until each plate of the condenser attains the
potential of the battery terminal to which it is connected.
The flow of current will then stop, because the plates
of the condenser are insulated from one another, while
the amount of electricity that flows into the condenser
before equilibrium with the battery is reached will
depend on the capacity of the condenser, being greater
if this is larger.
The Conversion of Energy.

Suppose now the battery is disconnected; in that a
current has been taken from it, it has lost energy, and
this energy has been transferred to the condenser,
which retains it in the form of an electric charge. But
the energy is not lost; on the contrary, it is easily
recoverable.
If, as in Fig. 6, the terminals of the
charged
condenser
are
joined by a resistance R,
the
potential
difference
between the two will drive
a current through R, and
this current will last just
long enough to enable the
two plates of the condenser
to arrive once more at the
same potential.
The con
Fig. b.—Illustrating the
denser is then said to be
plication of a steady potential
discharged again.
from a battery to a condenser.
Thus the energy taken
from the battery during the process of charging the condenser is given up again in the form of an electric
current when the condenser is permitted to discharge,
and thus no energy is lost.
Perhaps a more familiar
example of the energy stored in a charged condenser
and released again by discharge may be found in the
spark that may be drawn from a reservoir condenser
of high capacity after charging it from the H.T.
battery; a similar manifestation is found when unexpected shocks are mysteriously received from the
interior of a set after disconnecting the source of anode
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High Frequency Resistance.—
voltage. All this may be summed up by saying that
just as the magnetic field set up in the neighbourhood
of a coil by the passage of a current stores energy in a
form readily reconvertible into an electric current, so
the electric field set up within a condenser by the application of a potential difference stores energy in another,
but equally reconvertible, form.
A Mechanical Analogy.

Now let us apply this to the simple tuned circuit
already mentioned, and shown in Fig. 4, remembering
that a high-frequency voltage or current is nothing more
than its simple D.C. equivalent continually reversing
in direction according to a simple law. We will arrest
this rapid alternation at a moment when the current
round the circuit is at a maximum, with the condenser
uncharged, and will trace at our leisure the succeeding
stages, which may occupy an extremely short space of
time such as a millionth part of a second or less.
The current, then, is flowing into_ the condenser and
charging it up; as the
charge
accumulates,
the
counter-voltage from the
condenser slows down the
current
until
finally
it
ceases, leaving the condenser fully charged—that
is, with an electric field surFig. 6.—If a resistance is con—
rounding its plates.
The
nected across a charged con—
current now begins to flow
denser the current through R
will continue until the plates
in the opposite direction,
of the condenser are at the
same potential.
and while it is increasing it
is helped by the voltage in
the condenser, which discharges itself through the coil
just as, in our previous example, it discharged through
the resistance. By the time the current has reached its
maximum value again, the charge on the condenser has
all been used up, and the energy stored in its electric
field during the first part of the process has been
returned to the circuit as current.
The same series of
operations is then gone through again, with the sole
difference that the current and the voltage are both
reversed in direction; we are then back at the beginning of the cycle, at the point where we started, and the
millionth of a second is over.
In the case of the magnetic field of the coil we saw
that in the ideal case there were no energy losses, but
that all the energy withdrawn from the circuit in building up the field was returned to it again as the field
collapsed. We also saw that the ideal case could not
be realised in practice, but that there were always some
sources of energy loss due to the production of unwanted
currents in any conductors, including its own wire, that
might be within range of the coil.
In the case of the
electric field set up in a condenser the possibility of
losses does not arise through the presence of conductors
in the field, but through that of insulators.
So long as there is nothing but air bètween the plates
of the condenser practically all the energy absorbed on
charging is returned when the condenser discharges, but
if the air is replaced by an insulator less energy is given

1,7;,--Wor'ervdt.eesie
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out on discharge than was absorbed during charge. If
we compare the charging of a condenser to the compressing of a spring we shall have a remarkably close
mechanical analogy, the insulator or dielectric situated
between the plates, and in which the energy is stored,
representing the material from which the spring is made.
If the spring is of finely-tempered steel it corresponds
to the perfect dielectric, returning on release (discharge)
all the energy absorbed •
during the compression
(charge). But if the spring is made of softer material
it will take a permanent " set " when compressed, and
though it will return towards its original form it will not
completely regain it, so failing to return some of the
energy expended in compressing it. In just the same
way a condenser with an imperfect dielectric does not
refund on discharge all the energy spent in charging it,
and in both electrical and mechanical cases the lost
energy appears as heat.
Losses In Coil Plugs and Formers.

It will be realised that the loss of energy caused by
imperfections of dielectric will not be limited in its
appearance to components to which the name condenser
is applied, but will make its appearance whenever we
have an arrangement which in actual fact is a condenser, whatever may be the name under which it
chooses to masquerade. Thus whenever there arises a
potential difference between two conductors separated
by an insulator, there we have the essentials of a faulty
condenser. In the tuning coil, for example, there are
a number of turns, separated by the insulation of the
wire and by that of the former on which the coil is
wound; as the high-frequency current flows through the
coil there will be apotential difference between different
turns, and this will be larger the further apart the turns
are in order of winding. If, for example, the first and
last turns are brought to sockets in a plug made of an
insulator which has poor dielectric properties, the losses
introduced will be very appreciable indeed, and will
form quite a big proportion of the total high-frequency
resistance of the coil. It is clear from this that it is
essential to choose for the plug of a plug-in coil, and
for the holder that is to receive it, a material in which
the dielectric losses are small, and that if the highest
efficiency is sought no material other than air, which is
a dielectric introducing practically no losses whatever,

7.—A popular coupling used to connect a screened grid
valve to the succeeding valve.
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must be allowed to intervene between these two points
of connection.
The odd 15 per cent. of the high-frequency resistance
of a coil, which cannot be accounted for by the calculated losses in the wire itself, are due to the dielectric
losses in the former of the coil and in the insulation
between turns; in this estimate no allowance is made
for plugs or holders for making connection to the ends.
In the tuning condenser itself, where the dielectric
between the plates is almost entirely air, the absorption

Fig. 8.—The equivalent circuit of Fig. 7, where each component
that is likely to increase the high-frequency resistance is represented as a connenser.

of energy due to imperfections of dielectric are truly
negligible; this component contributes but an inconsiderable trifle to the high-frequency resistance of the
tuned circuit as a whole.
But, as already hinted, there are other condensers in
the circuit in parallel with that used for tuning, and in
these the dielectric is seldom above reproach. In Fig.
7 there is given a circuit in common use to-day; it
represents the intervalve coupling between a screenedgrid valve and the valve, whether H.F. amplifier or
detector, that follows it. In Fig. 8 the same circuit is
repeated, with each component that is likely to increase
the high-frequency resistance of the tuned circuit through
dielectric losses represented as a condenser, and with
the high-tension battery omitted to simplify the diagram.

used for the purpose is shown in Fig. 9, where the valve
is an anode detector with a meter in its plate circuit;
this meter indicates by its deflecticms the high-frequency
voltage induced into the tuned circuit by the oscillator
(not shown). R stands for a number of inter-changeable resistances of fine wire, the values of these resist,
ances being known, and being the same, within narrow
limits, for high-frequencies as for direct current, on
which they were measured. The measurements consist
in reading the deflections of the meter, for a fixed position of the oscillator, with each of the resistances R connected in turn in the tuned circuit, and plotting a curve
connecting the deflections obtained with the values of the
resistances. Keeping the oscillator coupling unchanged,
the various components to be tested are then connected
in turn across the tuned circuit, .and the deflections of
the meter are noted. Reference to the curve at once
gives the effective resistance introduced by the component in question.
Measurements were carried out in this way with a
number of components of different types and different
makes, and on anumber of different wavelengths, varying from 200 to 550 metres. In all cases the coil was
a standard Wireless World Litzendraht coil on a 3in.
paxolin former; it had an inductance of 259 microhenrys. The tuning condenser was an ordinary " lowloss " instrument of well-known make.
Valve—holders.

Two valve-holders of different types have been
selected as examples; for obvious reasons the names of
the makers are not given. Holder A consisted of a
solid block of (apparently) bakelite containing the four
sockets; this was suspended by springs in a larger bakelite block carrying the terminals. It is a thoroughly
well-made and very popular holder. Holder B had no

Actual Measurements of H.F. Resistance.

will be seen that across the tuned circuit, in addition to the legitimate tuning condenser C, there are no
fewer than seven other sources of capacity, and each
of them, owing to the presence of solid insulating
material of some kind or another, is a possible cause
of serious loss. C, and C2 stand for the glass pinch
and insulating base respectively of V„ while C3 is its
holder. C, is the grid-leak holder, C, the holder for
V2,and CG and C, the base and pinch of this valve.
The capacity of each of these components is connected
across the tuned circuit, each contains solid dielectric,
and each is therefore a potential source of high-frequency losses.
The writer has estimated the resistance thrown into
the tuned circuit by some of these incidental capacities;
that is to say, has found the value of the high-frequency
resistance that needs to be added to that of the coil in
order to produce the same effect as connecting these
components across the tuned circuit. The apparatus
It

B

,
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Fig. 9.—Circuit diagram of valve voltmeter for measming
relative values of high-frequency voltage induced in the torsi
circuit by the oscillator. R represents interchangeable re,
sistances of tine wire.

insulating material at all between the valve-legs, except
for a thin shell through which the legs passed to the
four sockets below; these were supported by the sides
of the shell. This holder is a cheap one, not very prepossessing in appearance. The results obtained were
as follows :—
W AVELENGTH OF TEST.

Holder A
Holder B

(Metres.)

200

225

250

300

400

660

8.3
1.6

5.7
1.1

4.2
0.8

2.7
0.5

1.1
0.4

0.5 ohms
0.2 ohms

Wibe@ZZ
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Nish Fraanency Resistance.In making the measurements, the plate terminal of
the holder was joined to the two filament terminals, these
three being connected to one side of the tuned circuit
and the grid terminal to the other. This arrangement
represents the state of affairs in a Moulin voltmeter, in
connection with which the measurements were primarily
made.
Valve-base Dielectric Losses.

t
•
le

••Ç

Now the calculated resistance of the tuning coil with
which these valve-holders were
in parallel varies with »rave*length, too; the values of the
high-frequency resistance due
to the copper of the coil, ignoring any dielectric losses, are as
follows :200
6.9

225

Wavelength.
250
300
400

550 metres

5.0

H.F.R. of coil.
4.3
3.5
2.5

2.0 ohms

)
,
)
1

,

frequency losses, bakelite might be a less desirable
material than ebonite, and tests were made on this point.
The writer had no ebonite valve-holders available,
and so turned his attention to grid-leak holders. Holder
A was of bakelite, being the beautifully finished product
of a first-class firm. Holder B was a shoddy thing,
made of very doubtful-looking ebonite, but being to
hand was put through its paces. The results were
these:W AVELENGTH

Two things will at once be noticed from the table
above; first, that the " better" valve-holder turns out
to be by far the worse from our present point of view,
and, second, that the effective resistance in both cases
increases rapidly towards the bottom end of the wavelength range covered by the coil used. This latter effect
is common to all such measurements as these, and is
due to the fact that as the capacity of the tuning condenser is
)
decreased a greater and greater
proportion of the total high-frequency current flowing has to
component
pass through
being
the capacity
examined.
of the

l-
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Holder A
Holder 13

or

TEST.

(Metres.)

200

225

250

300

400

1.35
0.15

0.85
0.1

0.7
0.1

0.5

0.2

550

The fact that the equivalent resistances introduced by
these components was small made the taking of accurate
measurements difficult; there is no doubt, however,
which is the better material.
It occurred to the writer that
there would be but little point in
choosing valve-holders and other
components with care if the insulating bases of the valves
themselves were likely to introduce a large equivalent resistance; the stock of valves was
therefore investigated, and it
was found that one of a pair of
identical valves had a loose
base.
This was therefore removed, and comparison measurements were made with the
two valves, filament and plate
being in both cases connected to
one side of the tuned circuit,
while the grid was connected to
the other, just as in the case of
the valve-holders already mentioned. The following were the
results:-

The very considerable effect
2
that Holder A will exert on the
characteristics of the tuned circuit across which it is connected
W AVELENGTH or TEST.
(Metres.).
200
225
250
300
400
559
will at once be seen, for at all
oo
300
400
wavelengths up to 250 metres it
Valve with base.
7.8
5.3
3.8
2.3
1.0
more than doubles the effective
0.5 ohms
Without base.
high-frequency resistance of the
Fig. 10.-Curves showing variation of high1.05
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.25
0.1 ohms
frequency resistance of complete tuned circuit
circuit as a whole, and even at
with wavelength. Curve 1 gives the result of
Difference.
550 metres, where it has least
employing normal components with high di6.75
4.8
3.6
2.0
0.75
0.4 ohms
electric losses, while in curve 2 all precautions
effect, it adds 25 per cent. to the
to eliminate dielectric losses have been taken. In
resistance.
And this valveboth cases the coil is a standard Litz coil of 68
The last line represents the
turns on a 3in. former.
holder is unfortunately only one
losses in the valve-base itself,
of seven sources of enhanced high-frequency resistance.
while the second represents the losses caused by the
These figures throw into strong relief the necesglass pinch of the valve. Other valves were also examsity for choosing valve-holders in which there is
ined, and gave results similar to those in the first line
the minimum of insulating material between the
of the table. It is therefore clear that considerable highsockets, at least when efforts are being made to keep
frequency resistance is introduced into any tuned circuit
the high-frequency resistance of the circuits down to
across which a valve is connected by the dielectric imas low a value as possible. Even when extremely low
perfections of the insulating compound in which the
resistance is not required, the use of such holders renlegs are embedded.
ders the design of a receiver very difficult, for the tuned
Total Losses.
circuits, when in the completed receiver, will have a
resistance widely different from that anticipated by
If we revert to the circuit of Fig. 7, and consider the
calculation during the working out of the design.
total high-frequency resistance that may be introduced
It was suspected that, from the point of view of highinto the tuned circuit by an incautious selection of come 113
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High Frequency Resistance.—
ponents, we arrive at a rather alarming result. Two
" A " valve-holders, two valves, and an " A " gridleak holder provide the following:—
W AVELENGTH OF TEST.
200
225
250
Total added resistance 33.5

22.8

16.7

would

(Metres.)

300

400

550

10.9

4.4

2.0 ohms

If these figures are compared with those calculated
for the coil alone, it will be seen that at the highest wavelength the resistance is doubled, while at the lowest it
is increased to nearly seven times the expected value.
Such variations as these, unless allowed for, make receiver design amatter of pure guesswork; it need hardly
be pointed out that it is better to avoid these losses as

SWITCHING OUT

f9

far as practicable. As a comparison, the following
table gives the minimum additional resistance* that can
be obtained, on the basis of these measurements, by
using " decapped " valves (two), no valve-holders, and
the " B " grid-leak holder.
Wavelength..
..
Added resistance..

200
2.25

225
1.7

250
1.3

300
1.0

400
0.5

550-metres
0.2 ohms

The difference between this table and the last is so
overwhelmingly great that it needs no stressing, but as
pictures speak more clearly than figures, curves of H.F.
resistance of coil plus components, on the basis of these
last two tables, are appended to show the result of a
whole-hearted effort to remove these sources of dielectric
loss.

AN

L.F.

STAGE.

A Simplified System which Requires no Change of Grid Bias.
LTHOUGH there are so many objections to the use
of switching in wireless receivers that it is, on
the whole, a practice to be avoided, yet there are
many who prefer, from motives of economy, to switch
out one valve at least from their receiver when listening
to the local station. With certain receivers there is an
additional advantage in so doing, in that the quality of
reception is often better when fewer stages of amplification are in use. This is more particularly true when
an anode rectifier, which is not easily overloaded, is in
use, and in this case especially it pays, from the point
of view of quality, to give the detector a generous input,
and amplify but little afterwards, rather than to cut down
the input to the detector and to follow it by a considerable degree of low-frequency amplification.
Fig. rshoWs an anode rectifier coupled by a resistance
to the low-frequency amplifier, which is in turn coupled
by a transformer to the output valve. This circuit has
very wide appeal, and is employed in a large number
of receivers now on the market, for it gives the highest
amplification attainable with two valves following an
anode rectifier, while the quality may be made, by suitable choice of components and valves, as good as any
transformer-coupled amplifier can give.
The simple switching arrangement shown in Fig.
enables the low-frequency amplifying valve V,, together
with its transformer, to be cut out, by connecting the
grid of the output valve V, to the grid of V 2 , so that V,
receives directly the output of the detector. The filament
of V, may be switched off by means of another pair of
contacts on the switch, or by its individual rheostat, if
one is fitted.
It will be noticed that the secondary of the transformer
is still left in circuit, taking the place of the usual gridleak. By this means grid bias connections need no alteration when the intermediate valve is cut out, while the
last valve may still be overloaded, by those who are in the
habit of so doing, without fear of the choking that overloading brings in its train when a grid condenser and
leak are used.
There is acomplete circuit, when the switch is closed,
through the transformer secondary, the grid leak, and a
li 19
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4

portion of the grid-bias battery, through which a small
current, drawn from that battery, must flow. This
current is so small, being only that which ten or fifteen
volts can drive through the leak, that its effect in diminishing the life of the battery need not he taken into
account. If a five-megohm leak is used—and there is
no necessity to employ a lower resistance than this—
the current will only be about three microamperes.
The circuit shown has the additional advantage that in
listening to the local station, when the value of a distortionless amplifier is most clearly felt, the transformer

te•

1.—Switching out the first L.F. valve la an amplifier of the type
used in many popular receivers.

primary is eliminaied, so improving the quality. For
distant reception. where high amplification is very helpful and small differences in quality are not noticeable
against the noisier background, the transformer is
replaced.
In arranging this circuit in practical form, the switch
should be placed as close as convenient to the grid of
V 2, so that the connecting wire may be short, eVen at
the expense of lengthening the wire connected to the
grid of V. By so doing any ill-effects of the switch
will be kept to a minimum.
•
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
PROS

AND

CONS.

Controversial topics are to be included
in German broadcasting, beginning in
January.
0000

BRITISH

LICENCE

JUMP.

An increase of 34,706 receiving licences
was registered in November, the total
being 2,564,516.
The increase noted in
November, 1927, was 18,000.
0000
AUSTRALIAN

WIRELESS

SHOW.

The Melbourne Exhibition Building is
to be the venue of a Radio Show, organised by the Victoria Wholesale Radio
Association, from April 13th to 20th next.
oeoo
BOXING

DAY

oo•o

RADIO

SHOW.

The Southend and District Radio
Society will hold its 5th Annual Radio
Exhibition and Demonstration at the
Boys' High School, Victoria Circus, on
January 5th.
0000

MARCONI HOUSE ON

THE

0000

THE

". SPARKS " GO.

At the recent annual dinner at Portsmouth of past and present members of
the Royal Naval Wireless Society it was
stated that many " ex-sparks " were now
engineers of the B.B.C.
0000

BERLIN

RELAYS

JAVA.

On December 14th the Berlin broadcasting stations successfully relayed a
Wagner concert from Java, in the Dutch
East
Indies
The
transmitter
was
Bandoeng, on 31.93 metres.
0000
MAN-MADE

0000
VISITORS

TO

OLYMPIA.

During the seven days of the Olympia
Radio Show in September, 123,531 visitors
paid for admission.
The corresponding
number for 1927 was 99,135, and for 1926
116,570.
The 1926 exhibition was open
for thirteen days.

THE COMPLIMENTS
OF THE SEASON
1"e0 all readers of The Wireless
World, from China to Peru,
we wish a Merry Christmas and
a Happy
Year.

and

Prosperous

New

May reception grow

in

strength and signals never fade.

MARKET.

Marconi House is now in the lists of
the estate agents preparatory to its sale
when the wireless-cable merger company
enters into occupation of new premises
on the Embankment.
WHERE

ALL

TOWN.

VENTURE.

The Calcutta broadcasting station will
make a special effort to receive and relay
the 32-metre transmission from WGY,
Schenectady, in the early hours of December 26th.
SOUTHEND

AERIAL

The little town of Colyton, in Devon,
is becoming entangled in its own wireless
aerials. At a recent Council meeting it
was decided to ask residents to try to
install their aerials at the backs of the
houses instead of across the street.

STATIC.

The Austrian Parliament is shortly to
consider a Bill making it s punishable
offence to operate high-frequency apparatus for massage or other purposes to the
detriment of broadcast reception.

THE

TELEVISION

0000
SEDUCTIVE

OFFER.

A Southport firm of building contractors announces that all purchasers of a
house or bungalow to the price of £495
will be given a wireless receiver, complete with loud speaker and all accessories, installed free of charge.
0000
BEAM BRINGS PROSPERITY
AUSTRALIAN WIRELESS.

Messrs.
P.
P.
Eckersley-, T. L.
Eckersley, and H. L. Kirke will give a
joint paper at the meeting of the Wireless
Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers on Wednesday, January. 2nd.
Their subject will be
The Design of
Transmitting Aerials for Broadcasting
Stations."
0000

OLD

SETS

PLAY

QUEER

TRICKS.

"There are too many American homes
with receiving sets bought in 1924 and
1925," declared Mr. .0. H. Caldwell, a
Federal Radio Commissioner, in a recent
speech.
Such homes, he said, were not
listening to 1928 radio. What they were
hearing, without knowing any better, was
1924 or 1925 radio.
0000

MARCONI'S AND FOREIGN
SHAREHOLDERS.

At an extraordinary general meeting
of the Marconi International Marine
Communication Company, Ltd., held on
December 14th, it was unanimously
resolved that alterations be made in the
articles of association providing that at
no time should more than 25 per cent.
of the company's issued shares be in the
hands of foreigners.
0000
WIRELESS PICTURES AS SOUVENIRS.

SOCIETY.

Mr.
J
Cameron
Rennie,
B.Sc.,
M.I.E.E., will lecture on "Scanning
Methods Used in Television" at a meeting of the Television Society on January
1st, at 8 p.m., at the Engineers' Club,
Coventry Street, London, W.1.
A

ABOUT TRANSMITTING
AERIALS.

Tp

The Amalgamated Wireless Company
of Australia has just paid its first dividend since 1922. The new dividend is
6 per cent, for the year ended June 30th
last. It is understood that the increased
profits are due to the company's beam
system.

A sum of £1 10s. 6d. was realised by
the sale of wireless pictures at a recent
luncheon of the Glasgow Business Club,
the money being handed over to a fund
for disabled ex-Service men.
Three of
the pictures were received from Daventry
on a Fultograph " during the luncheon;
the others had been received on different
occasions from Berlin and Vienna.
0000

NEWS

PICTURES

AT

SEA.

Following the recent production of the
first picture paper ever printed and published at sea, the Daily Telegraph picture broadsheet was a daily feature on
board the Olympic on her voyage to
New York last week.
The pictures, transmitted from Rugby,
and received on an ordinary " Fultograph " instrument, consisted of typical
news
photographs.
Although
the
Olympic
encountered heavy weather,
this in no way affected reception, though
it caused some difficulty in the making
of process blocks.
20
Ole
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TELEPHONING

TO

TRAWLERS

A wireless telephone operator has been
specially detailed at Humber Radic to
facilitate communication between trawlers
on the Dogger Bank and the owners and
relatives on shore. Many of the trawlers
are now fitted with telephony sets,
though not equipped with ordinary ships'
wireless installations.
0000
THE

PHANTOM

ORCHESTRA.

The latest combined gramophone and
wireless reproducer is known as the
" Phantestra." A company of that name
has been formed with a capital of
£250,000. It is stated that the "Phantestra " will be supplied either in the
form of a super model for cinemas,
theatres, etc., or as a cabinet model for
home use.
0000
LUXURY

OR

NECESSITY ?

A Peckham resident, summoned for
working a wireless set without a licence,
pleaded that he was on short-time work,
but had intended to take out a licence
when his work was full time.
The Magistrate :Wireless is a luxury.
If you can't afford, you should not install
it.
The defendant was fined half-a-crown
and 10s. 6d. costs.
0000
TRANSATLANTIC GREETINGS
'PHONE.

BY

The
Postmaster-General
announces
that for members of the public who wish
to exchange greetings with friends in
Canada, the United States, Cuba, or
Mexico arrangements have been made
to open the Transatlantic telephone service at 8 a.m.
(British
time)
on
Christmas Day instead of at the normal
hour of 11.30 a.m.
The service will
remain open all day and up to 3 a.m.
on December 26th.
o 000
EMPIRADIO

AT

CHRISTMAS.

Special arrangements have been made
by the Post Office to enable the public to
make the utmost use of the Imperial
wireless and cable services for the dis- rn
patch of Christmas and New Year greetings.
A similar service will be introduced for the first time to most European countries.
Messages for India, Burma and Ceylon
via Empiradio are accepted at 2s. 6d.
for ten words and 3d. per word thereafter.
The sanie rate holds good for
messages to Canada via Imperial or Emph-adío. Reduced rates aro also in force
for greetings to South Africa, Australia
and Kenya.
All greetings telegrams by these services should bear the indication " XLT,"
which is charged as one word.
The
reduced rates remain in , force until
January 2nd.
A

ROVING

MESSAGE.

Probably the most roundabout method
of sending a wireless message was that
adopted recently by the radio operator
in• the New York Times office who
wished to communicate with a friend in
a New York suburb.
Unable to reach
B 21
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him on the telephone and knowing that
his friend was listening to a message
from the Byrd Antarctic Expedition
10,000 miles away, he got in touch with
the operator in the expedition ship,
Eleanor Bolling, who in turn relayed
the message to the sealing vessel City of
New York.
The operator on this boat
included the message in a Press dispatch
to New York, and it reached its destination only a few miles from its starting
point.
000 0

INTERNATIONAL WIRELESS
OPERATORS' MEMORIAL.

The
parents
of
Michael
Joseph
O'Loughlin, the wireless operator who
lost his life in the Vestris disaster,
have been informed by the Veteran Wireless Operators' Association that their
son's name is to be inscribed in granite
on the wireless operators' monument in
Battery Park, New York. The monument was erected in 1915 and is international. It carries the names of operators of all countries who have died in the
course of duty.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28th.
Edinburgh and Dietrict Radio Soeiety.—
At 8 p.m.
At 117, George Street. Lecture by Mr. M. Scroggie, B.Se.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 27th.
Slade Radio (Birmingham).—At 8 p.m. At
the Parochial Hall.
Members
Night.
Talk on Electricity.
Golder. Green and Hendon Radio Society.
—Third dance.
At 7.30 p.m.
At the
Club House, Willifield
Way.
Fancy
dress optional. (Tickets 3s. 6d., inclusive
of refreshments.)
MONDAY. DECEMBER 31st.
Hackney Radio and Physical Society—At
8 p.m.
At the Electricity Showrooms,
Lower Clapton Road, E.5.
Informal
meeting:
Discussion
of
Future
Progro mole.

ILLICIT TRANSMISSIONS
SOUTH LANCASHIRE.

IN

A year's search by Post Office engineers
culminated in the appearance at the
Bolton Police Court last week of Cecil
Grundy, of Rishton Lane, Bolton, who
was found guilty of operating a wireless
transmitter without a licence.
He was
fined £5 and ordered to pay £5 5s. costs.
Mr. Frank Elliott, prosecuting for the
Post Office, said that Grundy's call sign
ORS had been heard in Manchester for
to years, usually on Sundays and at midnight, after ordinary broadcasting had
ceased. Engineers had made about twenty
visits to the town before narrowing down
the search sufficiently to detect the defendant's set. He added that there were
more unauthorised transmitting stations
in South Lancashire than in all the rest of
England put together.
0000
SCREENED—GRID

VALVES

IN

D.P.

Messrs. Elder Dempster & Co., Ltd.,
have given orders for their ships Adda,
Accra, Apapa, Appam and Minn to be
fitted with Marconi direction-finding apparatus, and the work of installation will
proceed as the ships become available.
The
Marconi
International
Marine
Communication
Company's
Direction

Finder Type 11G is the latest design of
marine direction finder, and uses
ighfrequèncy
amplifying
valves
of
the
screened-grid type.
Another feature of this instrument is
the introduction of two calibrated dials
in the direction finder unit.
One is
fixed, and the bearings indicated thereod
are relative to the ship's head. The second
dial is rotatable, and on being set to the
ship's true course will indicate true bearings that need no correction, providing
the ship is on her course when the bearing is taken.
0000
PHYSICAL

AND

OPTICAL

SOCIETIES'

EXHIBITION.

The Nineteenth Annual Exhibition of
the Physical and Optical Societies is to
be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, January 8th, 9th and 10th,
1929, at the Imperial College of Science,
Imperial Institute Road, South Kensington, and will be open in the afternoon
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., and in the evening from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Over eighty firms have accepted the
invitation to exhibit in the Trade Section
at this exhibition, and in addition a
group of research and experimental exhibits is being arranged, which will be
shown by Fellows of the Societies and
others, and a number of research laboratories and other institutions. Some interesting historical exhibits will also be
included.
On January 8th Professor F. Lloyd
Hopwood, M.A., F.Inst.P., will deliver
a lecture on " Experiments with Highfrequency Sound Waves."
Invitations to the exhibition have been
sent to the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers,
the
Royal
Aeronautical
Society, the Royal Meteorological Society,
the Faraday Society, and a number of
other societies and bodies. As in previous
years, members of these societies should
apply for tickets to their secretaries.
Others may obtain tickets on application
to the Secretaxy, the Physical and Optical Societies, 1, Lowther Gardens, Exhibition Road, London, S:W.7. Tickets
are required only on January 8th and 9th.
Admission on the third day, January
10th, will be without ticket.
0000

WIRELESS AT WESTMINSTER.
(From Oor Parliamentary Correspondent.)

The New Broadcasting Premises.
Mr. Malone asked the PostmasterGeneral last week whether the British
Broadcasting Corporation obtained his
approval before deciding on the purchase
of new premises; and, if so, whether the
question of a national opera house was
considered.
Sir W. Mitchell-Thomson said that this
matter was dealt with by the British
Broadcasting
Corporation
under
the
general powers which had been conferred
upon them, and it was not necessary for
them to obtain his approval. The second
part of the question did not therefore
arien
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
"TAYLORADIO " H.F. CHOKE.
The winding of this choke is air spaced,
and is wound in seven sections supported
on slotted vertical ebonite rods.
The

curve which is not too peaked, and
gives the following values :—
Wavelength
Impedance
(metres).
(ohmsl.
12,800
47,700
1,600
...
•••
263,000
Resonance occurs at about 2,200 metres,
up to which wavelength the choke can be
used without fear of self oscillation.
The "Tayloradio " choke is make by
Messrs. W. W. Taylor, 33, Furnival
Street, London, B.C.4, and the price is
4s. 6d.

was good, and it is only when the very
lowest frequencies of the order of 30 or
50 cycles are reached that any inferiority
to more expensive transformers is noticed,
and then only to a small degree.
The transformer has a ratio of 4:1,
and the inductance of the primary was
shown by measurement to be 12.2 henrys
without D.C. flowing through the windings.

LI 0 0 0

Tayloradio" H.P. choke;
D.C.
ance, 770 ohms.

resist—

windings are set up in a cylindrical glass
tube mounted on an ebonite base provided
with terminals.
The choke has an excellent impedance

MARCONIPHONE "POP ULAR "
TRANSFORMER.
The small dimensions of this transformer-4in. x21in. xlin.—make it eminently suitable for use in portable sets
or where space is limited.
In spite of
its small dimensions, it has a remarkably
good performance when preceded by a
valve of medium impedance, e.g., 10,000
ohms. A practical test proved the reproduction to be clean and crisp; the amplification of extremely high frequencies
Marconiphone "Popular" L.P. trans—
former for use in portable sets.

The screening case is fitted with reversible feet and the transformer can be
mounted with the terminals in the best
position for wiring
A twelve months' guarantee is giN en
and the price is 12s. 6d.
0000

Impedance curve of the "Tayloradlo'

1I.F. choke; external capacity, 8 micro—mfds.

GAMBRELL VOLUVERNIA.
This is a high resistance potentiometer
designed primarily for use as a volume
control. The maximum resistance of the
particular specimen tested was within
2 per cent, of its stated value and the.
minimum resistance, with the moving
contact just free from the end stops, approximately 300 ohms.
Between these
two limits the value change is practically
proportional to the angular displacement
of the control knob. Only at one part of
the track was there any appreciable deviation from the straigle line, and this
was in the order of 8 per cent, only at
I3 22
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the maximum.
The movement is very
smooth, denoting an even pressure at all
parts of the track, and this doubtlessly
attributes largely to the steady change in
resistance over the whole scale. The resistance changes from maximum value to
minimum in slightly less than one complete revolution of the knob. The component is intended for panel mounting,
and is provided with a single hole fixing
attachment. The makers have apparently

Gambrel! “Voluvernia," a one-megohm
potentiometer primarily intended as a
volume control.

given careful thought to the design, and,
bearing in mind the extensive use of metal
panels, have supplied with each component
two ebonite bushes.
In these cases a
half-inch diameter hole must be drilled
in the panel, but for mounting on insulating material the ebonite bushes can be
removed and a sin. hole will suffice to
clear the fixing attachment.
The component is particularly suited
for use in any position provided it is not
required to pass too large a current.
For example, it can lie connected across
the input terminals of a gramophone amplifier and the moving contact taken to
the grid of the valve with one end of the
resistance element connected to a suitable
point on the grid bias battery, or it can
be used in place of the grid leak in either
a resistance-capacity or, choke-coupled
amplifier. Many other uses will suggest
themselves to the experimenter.
The
component is very compact, the dimensions being 2in. in diameter over the terminals and lin, in depth. The makers
are the Gambrell Radio, Ltd., Buckingham House, Buckingham Street, London,
W.C'.2, and the price is 6s. 9d.
0000
"STANDARD " LECLANCHÉ
L.T. BATTERY.
It is in remote country districts that
the benefits of broadcasting are most
appreciated, yet it is in these circumstances that there is difficulty in installing
a valve set owing to the problem of accumulator
charging.
Many
isolated
farmer's at present struggling along with
a crystal set and a big aerial would
willingly purchase a valve set if they
could be assured of trouble-free service
over a reasonable period.
B 23
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The old D.E.3 valve used in conjunction with dry batteries of the bell-ringing type, partly solved a problem which
now finds its complete solution in the use
of large capacity wet Leclanché cells.
These cells are well suited for supplying
filament current to modern " point one"
filament valves and should run a twovalve set for 6 months or more without
attention.
The "Standard " sac Leclanché lowtension battery consists of two cells enclosed in a wooden cabinet measuring
124in. X 6Pn. x 10in.
The
cells
are
separated by a partition and the glazed
earthenware jars are treated at the top
with paraffin wax to prevent creeping
of the electrolyte. The sacs and zincs
are of unusually large dimensions, and
completely fill the interior of the jars,
the inside dimensions of which are 7Sin.
x4Sin. diameter.
The zinc is separated
from the sac by square-section rubber
rings.
The maximum economical discharge
of the battery is 0.25 amp., which is
the current required by the average
2-volt two-valve set employing a 0.1
filament detector and a 0.15 filament
output valve.
In order to keep the
current constant during the life test, a
váriable resistance was employed in
conjunction with a fixed minimum resistance of 8 ohms.
The fixed resistance represents the two-valve filaments
in parallel, and the variable resistance
is necessary in order to keep tile voltage across the filaments constant at 2
volts. The initial voltage of the battery is 3.0 volts (1.5 volt per cell), so
that a variable filament resistance of
not less than 4 ohms is essential in any
receiver using these batteries for L.T.
supply.
If the resistance is not incorporated in the set it must be fitted
externally—preferably in the +L.T. lead.
Throughout the test the resistance was
adjusted to keep the current constant at
0.25 amp., and this value was maintained for the first 400 hours.
By this
time the contact arm on the resistance
liad reached zero, and from 400 hours
onwards the only resistance in circuit
was the 8 ohms representing the fila05

STANDARD

meats.
The receiver would continue to
give signals with less than the 'normal
filament current, probably for a further
50 or 100 hours, depending on the type
of valves used. The life of the battery
can therefore be put at about 450 working hours, which is equivalent to six
months' normal use.
It is interesting
to note that this will also be the average life of the H.T. battery if its capacity is correctly chosen to suit the anode

"Standard"

low

tension

current taken by the set and the replenishment of both batteries may be
undertaken at the same time.
When renewing the L.T.
battery,
fresh sacs as well as zincs should be
used, and the cost of recharging, including electrolyte, will amount to 14s.
A thin layer of oil on the surface of
the electrolyte is recommended and will,
prevent evaporation.
Oil was used in
the battery under test, and no addition
of water was necessary during the time
of the test, the liquid maintaining the
correct level throughout.
The battery is made by the Standard
Wet Battery Co., 184-188, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2, and the initial
cost
complete
with
electrolyte
is
26s. 6d.

t+

LECLANCHE

LT.• BATTERY
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Discharge curve of the "Standard" L.T. battery; current maintained constant at
0.25 amp. by means of variable resistance until E.M.F. fell below 2.0 volts when
the resistance in circuit was maintained constant at 8 ohms.
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A Stable Set Covering all the Short Wavelengths.
By H.

F. SMITH.

S

Sender "—are projected or actually in course of construction. A short-wave set is now a useful addition to
the equipment of a wireless amateur in this country, as
it opens up a new field for his interest and amusement,
but to the exile abroad it 's a great deal more than this.
In many cases short waves afford the only really practicable means of reception,
and in others they bring
from Home—in spite of out
present rather rudimentary
service—a much appreciated
supplement to local programmes which are often
inadequate. The set to be
described in this article is
intended to meet the needs
of users both at home and
abroad, but particular attentiom has been given to the
requirements of the latter.
Those without experience
of the short waves must not
imagine that they afford a
royal road to consistent reception of distant stations.
They do not; for some
reason not yet fully explained, signals which are
normally good will at times
almost disappear for many
days on end. Fortunately,
this disability has its comFig. 1.—The circuit diagram. C1, 0.00015 mfd.; C2, C 1, 0.0001 mfd. ; C 4,0.00025 mfd.;
pensations; for long periods
C8,2 mfds.; C6,0.01 mfd.; 111, 5 tneeohms; R9, 20,000 ohms; 1t, 20,000 or 50,000 ohms:
250,000 ohms; 115, 1 MegOhln; R3, 100,000 ohms.
excellent reception is pos-

HORT-WAVE broadcasting has come to stay. Unless something amounting almost to a new principle in transmission is evolved, this statement may
be made with confidence, in view of the fact that many
existing stations are increasing their activities, and new
ones—among them the high-power German " World

8
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Special Precautions are taken to Counteract
Hand.capacity Effects.
The circuit diagram, Fig. 1, shows that the first valve
sible with the simplest apparatus. It is true to say that
operates as a grid detector, and is coupled to the L.F.
when signals are coming in really well, they can be
received on almost any skilfully handled set, even if it amplifier by a resistance of low value, in series with
which is a decoupling resistance with its by-pass conhas serious shortcomings; during the " fading " periods
denser. The next stage is transformer coupled. A
nothing will yield satisfactory results.
It is when
choke output is so 'arranged that one side of the 'phones
signals are of medium intensity that one most appreor loud speaker is earthed, while asuitable jack affords
ciates areceiver with some reserve of amplification, freeaconvenient method of connecting either of these instrudom from hand-capacity effects, and with controls that
are not too difficult to operate; there is little pleasure in ments at will, and also switches on the filament current.
The set is completely screened, so
working with atricky and unstable set.
hand-capacity effects are negligible
In designing the present set, the
provided the earth connection is ut
writer has been helped by corresponreasonably low resistance.
dence from readers in many parts of
the world with regard to the original
The Metal-sheathed Container.
" Empire " receiver, described in
Screening is effected by enclosing
The Wireless World of June •29th,
the apparatus in a metal cabinet; in
1927; some of the modifications inthis matter the constructor may follow
-eluded are the result of these suggeshis own ideas, but will be wise at least
tions. An extra L.F. stage has been
to retain the metal front panel if he
added to give adequate magnification
prefers to use a wooden box. The
for loud speaker reproduction when
container illustrated is made of " Plysignals are really good enough, but
max," a material consisting of plythis stage is so arranged that amplifiwood covered each side with thin
cation is not excessive for reception
sheet metal, the total thickness being
with 'phones. Regeneration control
kin. It was built by the manufachas been improved by adopting the
turers to the writer's specification.
" parallel feed" throttle method,
The construction is shown in Fig. 2.
with cicise magnetic coupling between
The front panel is sheathed with
grid and reaction windings. Instead
copper, which, before assembly of the
of a single tapped tuning coil, plug-in
components, was given an " engineinductances of simple construction are
turned " finish by rotating a piece of
used; it is thus possible to use the set
fine emery paper at regular intervals
for reception on the normal broadcast
Plug-in coil for the 23-45 metre
eover the surface, which was then prowaveband if desired.
band.
25
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The New amplre Receiver.—
tected by re. coat of clear cellulose lacquer. The remainder of the box is sheathed in lead-coated steel.
In addition to the holes indicated in Fig. 3, the positions of which are given in relation to the inside dimensions of the container, the front panel must be drilled
for the securing screws of the variable condenser and its
dial in accordance with the template supplied by the
manufacturers.
Three fin, holes are also drilled
through the back; two of
them immediately opposite
the apertures of the terminal
block (for aerial and earth
leads) and a third to pass
the battery leads.
Before discussing construction of the set proper, it
will be as well to describe
the coils, which are the only
" home-made " components
used. They are wound on
AERIAL COIL REVERSE
3in. lengths of "Becol"
SENSE TO REACTION COIL
six-ribbed ebonite former,
,reed.P1se,
2fin. in diameter, fitted with
four pins spaced as shown
in the practical wiring plan.
Actual dimensions are not
given, as it is best for the
Fig. 2. — Construction of
coils and base.
constructor to drill his own
formers, using the first as a
guide in marking off the others, and also the base; by
these means it is easy to ensure that all the coils will fit
properly.
The disposition of the windings is shown in Fig. 2,
from which it will be seen that the reaction winding is
under the low-potential end of the aerial-grid coil, and
is parallel to it, being wound
at the bottom of slots cut in
the ribs with a fine saw.
These slots must be sufficiently wide to take the fine
wire reaction winding (No.
36 D.S.C.), but the thicker
wire (No. 20 tinned copper)
of the grid coil rests in
shallow V-shaped depressions filed in the lip of the
slots, which should be of
such a depth that the spacing between the two wires is
It is essential that these
two coils should be wound
in opposite directions, and
to simplify matters the
series of slots are cut so that
the windings are not in the
form of a regular helix, but
advance from turn to turn
at afixed point between two
adjacent ribs. Both windings should make their advance at the same point.

Fig. 4.—Position

of components

DECEMBER 261h, 1923.

Most of the important short-wave broadcasting stations
operate between 23 and 45 metres, so one of the cods
—the most useful of the series—is arranged to cover
this band. Its grid winding has 64, turns, with a
reaction section of 3 turns.

BACK

OF CASE DRILLED

10 TAKE
AND

AERIAL

EARTH

BATTERY LEADS

Fig. S.—Dimensions of the screening box.

Inside measurements

are given.

For the ultra-short waves, from 16 metres upwards, a
coil with a total of three turns in both the grid and reaction sections is suitable. The maximum wavelength
attainable with this inductance is 28 metres, so there is
ample overlap. In both cases, adjacent turns are
spaced 1
%-in. between centres.
Up to 90 Metres.
With the exception of KDKA, there are not many
high-power short-wave transmissions above 45 metres,
but to complete the series another inductance may be
wound with 4reaction turns and agrid coil of 12i turns,
with a spacing of ,Ain. This covers a wavelength of
from 38 to 90 metres. The ends of the windings are

on

the

beset ton-el.
Note
salve holder.

sponge rubber su:mort
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The New Empire Receiver.—
jointed to their appropriate pins in accordance with
Fig. 2, care being taken to make each connection to a
pin which will engage with asocket on the base bearing
corresponding lettering (Fig. 5). The _base itself consists of two 21in. discs of ¡in, ebonite, the upper of
which carries four short sockets, the lower merely serving to insulate their projecting ends.
The whole
assembly is secured to the baseboard by three screws.
Points in Mounting and Wiring.

Care has been taken to reduce the overall dimensions
of the set to apractical minimum, but in the course of
assembly and wiring no difficulty will be experienced if

Rear view of receiver with Rd fully opened.
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final connections to the terminals of its holder must be
made with short lengths of flexible wire; otherwise the
advantage of ashock-absorbing mounting will be lost
Tinned copper wire, No. 20 gauge, was used for
wiring up the receiver illustrated.
Battery leads of
flexible wire are joined to appropriate points; it should
be noted that the positive L.T. lead is taken direct to
the upper contact of the jadk.
All these wires are
plaited or twisted together and passed up through ahole
near the rear edge of the baseboard.
The two variable condensers and jack should now be
mounted on the panel, after which the baseboard ,may
be fitted and the few remaining leads joined up. It will
be observed that a connection is made to the cabinet

The decoupling resistance is removed from Its holder.

the right course of procedure is followed. The first step
metalwork via the tuning condenser frame from the
is to prepare the wooden baseboard, which measures common L.T. and H.T. negative lead; it therefore foli4in. by 8in. by lin, in thickness, and is fitted with a lows that the body of the jack and one set of vanes of
batten ¡in, wide and ¡in, thick at each end in order to -reaction control condenser C_, will be in metallic connecprovide space for wiring. Components should now be tion with the same point; if apanel of insulating material
is used, extra leads must be added.
mounted on it in positions indicated in Fig. 4, after
which the majority of connections may be made before
Details of Assembly.
fitting it in the cabinet.
The Sterling L.F. choke is fitted with feet, of which
Valve filaments are wired with bare leads, passed
the position may be altered so that the component may
through the baseboard and insulated only by the wood,
be mounted in any desired manner: one of these is
which is quite adequate for these low-tension circuits.
secured to the baseboard, and the other, by means of a
It will be noticed that the detector valve is mounted on
screw, to a 4 B.A. nut soldered to the rear surface of
a block of sponge rubbermicrophonic noises are parthe panel. This is quite a simple operation, but it is
ticularly objectionable in a short-wave receiver—so the
B 27
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The New Empire Receiver.LIST

OP

1 Variable condenser, 0.00013 said. (Cillem).
1 Reaction condenser, 0.00025 mfd. (l'olar).
.3 Condensers, 2mfds. (Sterling).
1 Condenser, 0.0001 nifd. (Dubilier, Type 620).
I Condenser, 0.01 mfd. mira (Dubilier, Type B. 775).
1 Condenser, _fixed, air dielectric, 0,0001 (Ormond).
1 Slow-motion eat (Bowyer-Lowe),
1 H.P. Choke (Igranic, short-ware tyre).
I Resistance, 230,000 ohms (Edbnean).
1 Resistance, 100,0a0 (done (Ediswan).
1 Grid leak, 5 megohms (Ediswan).
1 Grid leak, 1megolan (Edincan).
4 Grid leak holders, porcelain (Pidgin).
1 L.P. transformer (Ferranti, A.F.4).

PARTS.
1 LP. choke, 30 henrys (Sterling).
I Anode resistance, 20,000 ohms, with base (Jennie).
1 Anode resistance, 50,000 ohms, with base (laranie).
1 Terminal block (Athol Electrical Co., Tyson Street, Cheetham Hill,
Manchester).
3 Valve holders, skeleton type (Pye).
1 Potentiometer, porcelain (Igranic).
1 Jack, single circuit open, filament control (Edison Bell, Type 111166).
I Plug (Edison Bell, Type
168).
3 Ribbed formers, 21m. dia., 30m, long (Bend).
Cabinet, metal-sheathed plywood (Venesta, Ltd., Vintry Rouse, Queen
Street Place, London, E.C.4).
Wire, screws, ebonite, etc.

Approximate cost, including cabinet, but without calves and accessories, £7 2s. 6d.
In the "List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components actually used by the
designer, and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument. Where the designer considers it necessary that particular components should be used in
preference to others these components are mentioned in the article itself.
In all other ,ases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of
components, provided they are of equal quality to those listed and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout ot the set any variations
in the size of alternative components he may use.

Fig. 5.—Practical wiring plan.
The frames of both variable condensers aid of the jack are in metallic connection with the screen
, and the common negative lead.
Leads which pass through the baseboard are shown in dotted lines.
The single connection to C,
must be maie to the insulated set of vanes.

necessary to mark the exact position of the nut before
the ,baseboard assembly is finally placed in position.
It may be added that this method of fitting is adopted
only to avoid defacing the front surface of the panel by
a screw head, and that a second support is unnecessary
unless the set is likely to receive rough treatment.

For the detector position, agood " general purpose "
valve, with amplification factor in the order of 20, is
a safe choice. As a first-stage L.F. amplifier, a similar
type will do excellently, but where headphone reception
only is required, an " L.F." pattern giving a smaller
overall magnification is perhaps more pleasant to work
'
B
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The New Empire Receiver.—
with. Choice of an output valve is, as usual, governed
entirely by requirements as to volume, and need not be
discussed here.
Aerial Coupling Adjustments.

will have been noticed that one of the coil base
sockets is " idle," and (from the practical wiring plan)
that the aerial lead-in terminates in ashort wander lead
carrying a spring clip. This is for the reason that it is
often necessary to vary the position of the aerial tapping
on the grid coil, and it is convenient to have a ready
means of making connection at the point found to be
best by trial
Generally speaking, this tapping will vary
from apoint half a turn to three turns above the lower
(earthed) end of the coil, the first-mentioned position
being suitable for the shorter wavelengths. The fourth
pin is retained, however,
both to give rigidity to the
mounting and to serve as an
aerial connection for the
broadcast coil, which is to
be described later.
In the inscription under
Fig. 1, the value of the decoupling resistance R3 is
given as 20,000 or 50,000
ohms. This point requires a
word of explanation: it will
be realised that the resistor,
apart from its function of
deflecting signal currents
from the common battery
circuit, also reduces the
voltage applied to the detector anode.
The first-mentioned value is suitable for
applied voltages of less than
loo, and the second for
pressures above this and up
to some 140 volts, which is
the maximum likely to be
used.
Throttle reaction of the
type included depends for
its operation on the relationship between the values of
the feed (C 3) and control
(C4) condensers, and it is
for the reason that some adjustment may be necessary to
the capacity of the first mentioned that a component
with an air dielectric is used; this may easily be reduced
by removing one or more of the plates.
It is recommended that the 23-45-metre coil should
be used for initial tests. Among the transmissions on
this band are those of the well-known Schenectady relay
station, 2XAF, Pittsburgh on 27 metres (which at the
time of writing is " coming over " better than any
other American station), Chelmsford, Melbourne, and
PCJ J. At the top of the tuning scale, will be found
the amateur telephony transmitters on about 42 metres.
The jaws of the crocodile clip used for connecting
the aerial to the grid coil must be filed away (as shown
It
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1

in Fig. 5) so that contact may be made at any point without introducing a short-circuit between turns. As a
start, it should be joined to include a single turn; if
oscillation cannot readily be produced with this connection, it should be moved half a turn nearer the
earthed end. If, on the other hand, there is atendency
towards too free oscillation, it will be as well to reduce
the capacity of the feed condenser as already described.'
Smoothness of reaction control is even more important:
in a short-wave set than the highest possible detection
efficiency, so the grid potentiometer should be set at a
point which gives the best practical compromise; generally speaking, this condition will be realised if its slider
is rather nearer the negative than the positive end of
its winding.
Finally, the question of reception of normal broadcasting stations. In view of the necessarily low capacity

_

Plan view or the receiver.

of the tuning condenser, the band covered is strictly
limited, but by winding a coil with a grid section of
95 turns of No. 28 D.S.C., wavelengths from about 300
to 500 metres may be received. The associated reaction
coil has 14 turns of No. 36 D.S.C. divided between two
narrow slots spaced 4m, apart, under the earthed end
of the grid section. An aerial tapping is made at the
20th turn, and is joined to the pin which, in the shortwave inductances, is idle. Its corresponding socket
carries atag projecting beyond the edge of the base, to
which the aerial clip may be attached.
This set is available for inspection by readers ai the
offices of "The Wireless World," 116-117, Fleet Street,
London, E.C4.
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BARCELONA (Radio Barcelona), Call EAJ7 (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-11.10, Sextet Selections: TwoStep, Clasico (Marti);
Selection from La casita
blanca (Serrano-Pacheco) ; Intermezzo, Capricho
andaluz (Orejón);
Waltz, Dolores (Waldteufel);
Selection from Manon (Massenet). 8.30, Elementary
French Lesson. 9.0, Chimes and Weather Report.
9.5, Exchange Quotations and News. 9.10, Orchestral
Concert:
Two-step, Como los buenos (Jarque);
Selection from La Gran Via (Chueca and ValverdeFinck) ; Waltz, Estudiantina (Waldteufel) ; Fox-Trot,
My inspiration is you (Leslie, Nicholls-Somers);
Pizzicato, The Twilight Serenaders (Hoby) ; Czardas,
llorika (Michiels).
10.0, Programme relayed from
Madrid, EAJ7.
BERGEN (370.4 metren): 1.5 kW.-5.30, Programme
for Girls. 8.0, Programme for Children. 7.0, Orchestral Concert. 7.20, Selections by the Wiener Schrammel Quartet. 7.50, Topical Talk. 8.0, Talk by Colonel
J. Wahl. 8.80, Sonata in G Major for Pianoforte and
Violin (Grieg). 9.0, Weather Report, News and Time
Signal. 9.15, Dance Music.
1.1.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
BERLIN (Kónigswusterhausen) (1,849 metres) ; 40
kW.-8,80, Programme from Hamburg.
4.80, Dr.
Gustav Manz, Talk: Public Speaking. 5.0, Industrial
Talk. 5.80, Elementary Spanish Lesson.
5.55, Dr.
M. H. fitihm, Talk: The Problem of the Eastern
Frontier States. 8.20, Prof. Ehrenbaum, Talk: The
Herring Industry. 7.0, "Agricultural " Programme:
Hunter's Chorus from Der Freischütz (Weber) ; Absehied vont Walde (Mendelssohn) ; Selection for Bugle
Quartet; Baritone Solos, (a) Selection from Das
NachUager von Granada (Kreutzer), (b) Jagdlied
(Mendelssohn-Barthoidy); Jagdfanfare for Bugle
Quartet (Lindner);
FIumorous Hunting Stories;
Selection for Bugle Quartet, Die lustigen Jagabuan
(Koschat) ;Baritone Solos, (a) Willkommen mein Wald
(Kranz), (b) Das Jâgerhorn (Pohlens); 0 Wald, wie
ewig schfin bist du (Reinecke) ; Bugle Quartet Selection, Jagermarsch (Lorenz).
8.0, Talk on Books.
8.30, Programme from Voxhans.
11.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
BIMLIII (Voshaus) (484 metres): 4 kW.-9.10
Market Prices. 9.15 a.m., Weather Report, News and
Time Signal. 10.0 a.m., Programme of Gramophone
Records. 10.30 a.m., Exchange Quotatiens. 11.55
a.m., Time Signal. 12.80, Weather Report and News.
1.0, Programme of Gramophone Records. 2.0, Exchange Quotations, Agricultural Report and Tune
Signal. 2.30, Talk, by Herr W. Metdan. 8.0, Reinhold
Stahl, Talk:
Rembrandt.
8.80, Gertrud Isolani
reads from her own Works. 4.0, Orchestral Concert:
Selection from Carmen (Bizet) ; Waltz from Gipsy
Love (Lehar);
Sérénade mêlancholique (Tchaikovsky) ; Selection from Madame Butterfly (Puccini) ;
In a Spanish Town, Valse triste (Sibelius) ; Elegie
ullerian); Ave Maria (Schubert) ; Merry Christmas
Rhode) ; In the Interval, Advertising Notes. 8.0,
Prof. Esau Jena, Talk: Short Waves. 6.80, Prof. Hans
Delbrück, Talk: The Relation of the various forms of
Government to War and Peace. 7.0, " Der Mann in
der Operette," by Else Knepel (Soprano), Bernhard
»Mel (Tenor), and the Station Orchestra. 8.80, Talk
on Journalism.
Followed by News, Time Signal and
Sports Notes. 9.30, Dancing Lesson, followed by Dance
Music. 11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.29, Time Signal and
Weather Report. 6.30, Reading by Herr Max v.
Kaenel. 7.0. Popular Concert arranged by the
Bern Chüejerjodler. 8.20, Selections by the Kursaal
Orchestra. 8.45, News, Announcements and Weather
Report. 9.0, Selections by the Kursaal Orchestra.
9.U., Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (3216 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.0 Review of
Books. 8.80, Concert of Dance Music: 5.0, Film
Review
5.25, Alfred Hanuschke, Talk in Esperanto:
The Silesian Town of Grünberg. 5.35, Herr Gerhard
Haebler, Talk: The Land and Inhabitants of North
China
8.20, Shorthand Lesson. 6.50, Herr E.
Buchwald, 'Calk: Insurance. 7.15, Concert: Overture to Die Prinzessin von Trapezunt (Offenbach);
Waltz, Jonathan (Millticker);
Selection from A
Night in Venice (Job. Strauss) ;Polka-Mazurka. Der
crate Liebestraum
ger) ; Selection from The
Bird Fancier (Zeller) ; Overture to La Belle Galathée
0131
,e):
Intermezzo from A Thousand and One
ights (Job. Strauss) ; Overture to Fesche Geister
(Ziehrer) ; Schützenliesel-Marsch (Eysler) ; Waltz
grow Die geschiedene Frau (Fall); March from The
Chocolate Soldier (Oscar Straus);
Waltz, Madi

g

880, Variety Programme in Frankfurt Dialect, followed by Dance Music from Voshnus. 11.80 (approx.).
Close Down.
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(Stolz) ; March, Fideler Bauer (Fall) ; Waltzes from
Liebe mm Schnee (Benatzky). 9.0, News. 9.30,
Dance Music.
BROWN (441.2 metres) ; 2.5 kW.-4.45, German
Programme. 5.15, Wireless Review. 6.0, Orchestral
Selections. 6.46, Dr. Stanek, Talk :Czech Literature
from the National Reformation until To-day. 7.0.
Programme from Prague. 8.0, Concert of Popular
Music: Overture, In the Well (Blodek); Czech
Suite (Moor) ; Songs (Steinmann); Czech Dances
(Smetana) ; Songs (Novotny) ; The Blacksmith of
Lswtin (Suda); Slavonic Dances (Dvorak). 9.1),
Programme from Prague. 9.26, Dance Music relayed
from Bratislava (300 metres).
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres): 1.5 kW.-5.0, Orchestral
Concert from the Arinenonville Tea Rooms, Brussels.
8.0, Elementary English Lesson. 8.25, Intermediate
English Lesson. 6.45 Pianoforte Solos. 7.0 Selection of Columbia Gramophone Records. 7.30, "RadioChronique." 8.15, Concert arranged by "La Meuse."
9.0, Topical Talk. 9.6, Concert (Continued). 10 10.
News and Esperanto Report.
10.15, Orchestral
Concert from the Palace Hotel, Brussels.
11.0
(approx.), Close Down.
BUDAPEST (558.6 metres); 20 kW.-4.10, Programme of Stories. 4.45. Selection of Tzigane Music.
6.0, Italian Iesson. 6.40, Hints for Wireless Amateurs.
7.80, "1 Pagliacci "-Opera in Two Acts (Leoncavallo). 8.45 Gramophone Selections. 19.0, Selection of Tzigane Music from the Hotel Britannia.
CRACOW (568 metres); 1.5 kW.-5.0, Programme
relayed from Warsaw. 8.0, Miscellaneous Items.
8.25, English Reading by M. Jean Stanislaysky.
6.56, Time Signal. 7.0, Agricultural Report. 7.5,
Mr. J. Regula, Talk: Foreign Politics of the Past
Week. 7.80, Programme relayed from Warsaw.
9.80, Concert from a Restaurant. 10.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-1.80,
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.20,
News. 7.80, Mr. E. C. FitzHenry, Talk: New Year
Customs. 7.45, Irish Lesson, by Seamus O'Duirinne.
8.0, Selections from French and German Opera by the
Augmented Station Orchestra. 8.30, Irish, English
and Scotch Ballads by May Mortell (Mezzo-Soprano).
8.40, Tenor Solos by Victor Cole. 8.50, The Station
Orchestra. 9.0, Scotch Ballads by Annie Broadhurst
9.15, Instrumental Selections by Edmund Burke.
9.30, Sketch by Elizabeth Young and Company.
10.0, Selections by the Station String Orchestra.
10.20, The Augmented Station Orchestra. 10.80, News,
Weather Report and Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres) ; 4 kW.-2.5, Concert:
Folk-song, Heilige Nacht (Reinhardt) ; Stine Nacht
(Mohr) ; Alle Jahre wieder (Hey) ; Süsser die Glocken
(Kritzinger) ; Weihnacht, wie bist so salon; Schlaf
wohl, du Himmelsknabe (Schubart) ; Folk-song, Still,
Still; Gloria, Gloria (Enslin); 0, Come All Ye
Faithful (Reading). 2.55, Hints for the Housewife, by
Fini Pfannes. 3.35, Orchestral Concert of Operetta
Music. 5.10, Reading from Kurd Lasswitz' Novel,
"On Two Planets," by O. W. Studtmaim. 5.30, The
Letter Box. 5.45 Esperanto Lesson by W. Wischhoff.
6.15, Otto Specht, Talk: The National Hunting
League. 6.45, Astronomical Talk by Prof. Edmund
Sittig.
7.15, Programme relayed from Stuttgart.

HamtuRR, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres):
4 kW.-4.4, Illustrated Music Talk, by Dr. Wilh.
Heinitz. 3.80, Mass in C Major (Schubert) for Four
Voices, Orchestra and Organ.
4.30, Request Programme. 5.80, Dr. Johs. Prüfer, Talk: School Punishments-a Question of Practical Discipline. 8.0, Dr.
Meusch, Talk: Handicraft, relayed from Hanover
(297 metres). 6.25, Herr B. Rüssler, Talk: The Building of a Market Hall in Hamburg. 6.55, Weather
Report.
7.0, Concert of Popular Music: Three
Selections from The Barber of Seville (Rossini);
Mücke und Frosch (Sommerstorff); Uebertrumpft
(Sommerstorff),• Air from Der Freischütz (Weber);
Overture to The Czar and Carpenter (Lortzing);
Duet from Ondine (Lortzing) ; Song from The Czar
and Carpenter (Lortzing); Die Fliege in Zirkus
(Hochstetter); Overture to The Merry Wives of
Windsor (Nicola» ; Songs from The Merry Wives of
Windsor (Nicola» ;Feldpredigers Kriegstaten(Kürner);
Overture and Air from 1he Barber of Bagdad
(Cornelius) ; Air and Waltz from Der Rosenkavalier
(Strauss). 9.30, Weather Report, News, Sports Notes
and Programme Announcements, followed by Concert
from the Café Wallhof. 10.50, North Sea and Baltic
Weather Report.
HILVEMSIIM (1,071 metres); 5 kW.-0.40 Let,
Time Signal and Daily Service. 11.40 a.m.. Police
Announcements. 11.55 a.m., Concert of Trio Music.
1.40, Musical Programme, relayed from the Tuschinksi
Picture House, Amsterdam. 3.40, Italian Lesson by
Giovanni Rizzini. 4.40, French Lesson by M. Raymond
Lafont. 5.40. Time Signal. 5.41, Concert of Trio
Music. 6.25, German Lesson by Herr Edgar Grito.
7.25, Police Announcements,
7.40, Programme,
arranged by the Workers' Radio Society
1alk and
Concert. 1E15 (approx.), Close Down.
Hamm (Hu metres) ; 4 kW.-Transmits on 1,852
metres from 5.40 pan.-12.10, Concert of Trio Music.
2.40, Programme for Children.
5.10, Gramophone
Selections. 8.10 Talk, 6.20, Gramophone Selections.
8.30, Catholic Bulletin. 8.40, English Lesson. 7.10,
Lesson in Dressmaking. 7.40, Talk by M. L J. N.
Feber.
8.0, Concert of Orchestral Music. Choral
Selections and Soprano Solos.
KALUNDBORG (1,153 metros); 7 kW. - Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres). 8.80 a.m.. Morning
Gymnastics. 10.0 a.m., Weather Report. 2.0, Programme for Children. 2.30, Concert of Instrumental
and Vocal Selections. 6.20, Herr Frantzen, Talk:
Galileo Galilei. 5.511, Weather Report. 8.0, News
and Exchange Quotations. 8.15, Time Signal. 6.80,
Ruth Sieverts, Talk: Women Abroad. 7.0, .Chimes
from the Town Hall.
7.5 (approx.), "Hamlet":
Drama in Five Acts (Shakespeare) Danish Translation
by Edv. Lembcke.
Introductory Music by Brass
Band. Canzona (Florentio Maschera, 1593). Sonata
(Giovanni Gabrieli, 1597). Followed by News. 9.0,
Concert of Light Music by the Station Orchestra:
Chinese March, Kwang-Hsu (Lincke);
Selection
from Rose Marie (Friml-Stotbart); Waltz (Rollo);
Pizzicato Gavotte (Borregaard) ; Copenhagen Pictures
in Music (Lumbye); Intermezzo, Kadettenstreiche
(Jesse»; Blues from Jonny spielt auf (Ni-cock).
10.0, Dance Music from the lndustri Restaurant.
11.0, Chimes from
the Town Hall. 11.5 (approx.),
Close Down.
gAirrowiTz (422 metres); 10 kW.-8.0, Gramophone Selections. 4.10, Music Lesson by Prof. F.
Sacbse. 4.35, Children's Letter Box. r.o, Programme
for Children.
6.0, Announcements,
8.30. Talk.
6.56, Time Signal and Agricultural Report.
7.5,
Talk by Mme. M. Szczepanska. 7.80, Programme relayed from Warsaw. s.0, Weather Report and News.
9.», Dance Music.
AuNAg (2,000 metres);
7 kW.-3.30, Musical
Selection. 3.45, Talk. 4.80, Announcements, 5.0,
Weather Report and .‘ews. 5.15, Agr:cultural Report.
5.45, Musical Interlude. 11,0, Aviation Report. 8.30,
Concert: Orchestral Selections, (a) Overture to the
Vampire (Marschner), (b) Andante from The Jupiter
Symphony (Mozart); Selection for Baritone, Ban.
and Tenor from Faust (Gounod); 'Cello Solos, (a)
Chant du menestrel (Glazonnoff), (b) Minuet (Glazounoff) ; Fantasia on Wagner's Tannhauser (Hamm);
Selections (Michell), (a) Sonnen Untergang, (b) Mond.
schein Serenade, (c) Des Tages Erwacben, (d) Morgensonne ; The ltalan in Algiers (Rossini); Sel •ctions
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Programmes from Abroad.(Renée) (a) Romance, (b) Serenade; Hungarian
Dances Nos. 1 and 2 (Brahms),• Lage di Garda
(Morena) ; International Suite (Tchaikovsky).
LAEITI (1522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-4.1), Orchestral
Selections: 'fhe March of the Gnomes (Blon) ; Concert Overture (Keler Béla) ; Strandiclyllen (Fétras);
Selection from Der Orlov (Granichstaedten). 4.35,
Agricultural Talk. 5.15, Orchestral Selections •Overture to Ilka (Doppler) ; Acceleration Waltz (Strauss).
5.40, Talk. 8.0, Evening Entertainment. 7.45, News
in Finnish and Swedish and Close Down.
LANGENBERG (48.8 metres) ; 20 kW.-Programme
also for Aix-la-Crapelle Oho metres), Cologne (283
metres), and Minster (250 metres).-12.5, Concert:
Overture to The hing of Athens (Zeh); Air from A
Life for the Czar (,..linka) ; Waltz, Evening Star
(Leaner) • 'Cello Solos, (a) Song without words
(Berbuto), (b) Minuet (Werktueister), (e) Largo (Werkmeister) ;Ballet Music from La Gioconda (Ponchielli);
Song, %Venn nicht Frühling war (Eysoldt) ; Selection
from Donnerwetter, tadellos (Lincke) ; March, Die
Wachtparade (Blankenburg). 1.30, Household hints.
2.0, Programme for Children. 2.40, Arthur Wurbs,
Talk: The Foundations of 1,4 ireless Technique.
3,0, Eva Eichbauer, Talk: The Woman Worker in
Poetry. 3.30, Helmut Jaro Jaretzki, Talk: Heinrich
Zille. 4.0, Talk. 4.20, English Lesson by Prof. Hase.
4.45, Gramophone Selections. 5.30, Prof. Boerschmann, Talk: Chinese Architecture and landscapes.
8.15. Talk for Workers: Lay Justice in Penal law.
8.40, Prof. Hessen, Talk on Psychology: What do we
know of the Soul ? 7.0, Variety Programme. 9.30
(appmx.), News, Sports Notes, Commercial Announcements. Orchestral Selections and Dance Music. 12.0
Midnight. Close Down.
LEIPZIG (385.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-3.31), Concert by
the Station Orchestra. 9.45, Wireless News and Talk.
5.20, Weather Forecast, Time Signal and Labour
Market Report.
5.30, Programme relayed from
Hónigswnsterhausen. 6.0, Josef Greff, Talk: PsychoAnalysis.
b.31). Herr Emil Oschatz, Talk: The
Secrecy of the Telegraph and Postal Services. 7.0, Song
Recital by Elena Gerhardt. 8.0, Orchestral Concert:
Overture to A Night in Venice (Strauss-Korngold);
Intermezzo and Barcarolle from Tales of Hohmann
(Offenbach); Waltz and Polonaise from Eugen
Onegin (Tchaikovsky) •' Selections from The Barber of
Bagdad (Cornelius) ; Selections from Uzidine (Lortzing). 9.0, News, Announcements and Sports Notes.
9.80, Donee Music relayed from Voxhaus.
»ORIN) (Union Radio), Call EAJ7 (434.8 metres)
3 kW.-7.11, Chimes and Exchange Quotations,
followed by Sextet Concert: Selections from (a) La
chula de Pontevedra (Luna and Bru), (b) Don Juan
(Mozart), (c) La Hebrea (Estela) ; Interlude by Luis
Medina. 8.0, Dance Music from the Alkázar. 8.25,
News and Announcements. 9.45, Market Report.
10.0, Chimes, followed by "la del soto del parral
Musical Play (Soutullo and Vert). Followed by News
and Announcements. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday),
Close Down.
MILAN, Call 11111 (549 metrea) ; 7 kW.-8.55, Time
Signal and Announcements. 1.14, Industrial Notes by
G. Ardau. 7.25, News. 7.30, Time Signal. 7.82,
Symphony Concert: Overture to Manfred (Schumann) ; Symphony in D Major (Sindiug) ; Literary
Talk by Umberto Morucchio; Concerto in D Major for
Violin (Beethoven); Andantino all' entice (Marlnuzzi) ; Nocturne (Martucci) ; Antiche aria eDame
(Respighi). 9.55, News and Economic Notes. 10.0.
Relay of Tzigane Orchestra from the Fiaschetteria
Toscana. 10.95 (approx.), Close Down.
MOTALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW-Programme also
for Stockholm (454, metres), &den (1,190 metres).
Gotenorg (416.5 metres), Mollie (260.9 metres), Ostermind qat metres), Sundsvall (545.6 metres).-4.0,
tt Hoerr of Light Music. 5,0, Programme for Children.
5.44, Cabaret Pregramme relayed from Góteborg.
8.45, Pianoforte Recital by Algot Haquinius; -intermezzo marziale (Palmgren); Romance (Hinton);
Prelude in G Major (Rachmaninoff) ; Prelude in E
Major (Rachmaninoff).; In the Autumn (Moszkovsky).
7.0, Dance Music with Vocal Interludes. 1.0 a.m.
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (333.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.30.
Wireless Talk. 7.40, Announcements. 7.50, News.
7.55, Harbour Notes. 8.0, Time Signal. 8.2, Variety
Programme: Orchestral Selection, Overture to La
Belle Hélène (Offenbach) ; "L'Alba, It Giorno e la
flotte": Comedy in Three Acts (Dario Niccodemli.
In the First Interval: Orchestral Selections (Long')
(a) Tramonto, •(b) Le eampane di S. Petronio. In the
Second Interval: Orchestral Selections (Siede), (a)
Ballata primaverile, (b) In Siviglia. 9.0, Talk and
Announcements. 9,60, News. 9.55, Calendar and
Programme Announcements. 10.0 (approx.), Dance
Music from the Trocadero. 10.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
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OSLO (481.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Fredrikestad (434.8 metres), Hamar (555.0 metres).
Notodden (411 metres), Porsgrund (500 metres), and
Rjuican (448 metres).-5.0, Programme for Children.
6.0, Birthday Greetings. 1115, Weather Report and
hews.
0.30 to 11.45, Chri 'tunas Programme. 8.30,
Concert bv the Station Orchestra. 8.30, Weather
Report and News. 8.45, Talk by a journalist. 8.0,
Dance Music from the Hotel Bristol. 11.45 (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call EPTT (458 metres) ;
0.5 kW.-5.0, Relay of the Pasdeloup Symphony
Concert froin the Champs Elysées Theatre. 6.30,
"Radio-Journal de France." 8.0. Talk by M.
Geville, Sports Notes and Review. 8.15 Talk by
M. Cépède. 820, Concert, followed by Time Signal,
Weather Report, News, Announcements and Dance
Music from the Coliseum de Paris. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call Fl. (285.0 metres) ; 5kW.
-5.0, Relay of Debate arranged by the Confederation
of Intellectual Workers. 7.10, Weather Report.
7.30, "Le Journal Parlé."
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres) ; 5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections, Talk, News and An.
nouncements. 9.0, Concert: Symphonic Prelude to
L'Etranger (d'Indy) ; Polonaise for 'Cello and Orchestra (Casadesus), conducted by the Composer.
9.25, News and Announcements. 9.30, Symphony
Concert: Variations symphoniques for Piano and
Orchestra (Franck) ; Molto vivace from the Ninth
Symphony (Beethoven). 10.0, News and Concert:
Orchestral Suite (Saint-Saens) ;Danseuses des Deiphes
from the Preludes (Debussy); Fantasia on two
Angevin Airs (Lekeu).
pAR/8 (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) ;
kW -12.30, Concert of Columbia Gramophone
Records: Tango, Nostalgia, Dolores; Fox-Trot,
Yum, Yum, Yum; ‘Valtz, Together; Fox-Trot,
13oublitshki; Fox-Trot, Rag-Doll;
La be.le amie
est morte (Gounod); Paysage (Hahn); Pastorale
(Franck); in the Interval, News and Announcements.
2.0, Market Prices and Religious Information. 3,45,
Dance Music by the Joss Ghislery Symphonians, lit
the Intervals, News and Announcements. 8.80,
Agricultural Report. 8.46, Musical Selections. 7.30,
Pianoforte Lesson by M. Pierre Lucas. 8.0, Talk
arranged by the Union des Grandes Associations
Française', followed by Market Prices and News.
8.15, Concert arranged by "Le Matin": Petite
Suite (Borodine) ; Sounnia l'isnia
(.AkimenkoChapelier);
Promenade Sentimentale (Flament);
Melopée dans le soir (Duhamel) ; Le Barbier de
Trouville (Lecocq); In the Intervals, News and
Announcements.
POSEN (mu metres) ; 1.5 kW. -3.45, Programme
of classical German Music for Piano: Passacaglia
(Handel); Sarabande (Handel); Sonata in A Major
(Mozart). 4.15, Talk on Boy Scouts. 4.35, Programme from Warsaw. 5.0, Programme from Warsaw .
8.0, Programme tor Women. 8.20, English Lesson.
8.45, Talk on Cinema Stars. 7.10, Miscellaneous
Items. 7.30, Programme from Warsaw. 9.0, Time
Signal and News. 9.30, Cabaret Programme, 11.0,
Concert arranged by the Maison Philips. 1.0 a.m.
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
PRAGUE (348.9 metrei) ; 5 kW.--4.30, Talk: The
Art of Observation in the Legal Profession. 4,40,
Pro"ramine for Workers. 4.50, Agricultural Report,
5,0, German Progranune. 8.0. Recital by Tambourine
Orchestra. 8.45, Talk: Reminiscences of Old Prague.
7.0, Christmas Programme. 8.10, Selection of Popular
Music. 9,0, Time Signal, News and Theatre Report.
9.25, Dance Music, relayed from Bratislava (300 metres).
ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ; 3 kW.-4.30,
Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Selections. 8.50,
Time Signal, Wireléss Talk, and Announcements.
7.10, Sports Notes, News ' Exchange Quotations and
Weather Report. 7.29, Time Signal. 720, International Labour Office Report. 7.45, "Othello,"
Opera in Four Acts (Verdi). In the Intervals, Review
of Art and Literature by Lucio D'Ambra and Talk
for Women by Mme. Pompadour. 9.50, News.
10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
•

SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
31.4 metres) ; 30 kW.- 11.58, Weather Report.
12.0 Midnight), Phil Spitalny's Musical Programme,
relayed from New York. 12.80 a.m. (Sunday), Musical
Programme relayed froin Rochester. 1.80 ELM,
Musical Selections. 2.0 a.m., Selections by the Male
Octet, relayed from New York, 2.30
Selections
by Mildred Hunt and the Marimba Orchtstra.
8.0
a.m., "Lucky Strike" Promanime, relayed from New
York. 4.0 a.m., Tinte Signal. 4.2 a.m., Dance Music
by the Orchestra of the Hotel 'J'en Eyck, Albany.
6.0 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
SEVILLE, Call EAJ5 (376 metres) ; 2 kW.-9.1),
Concert: Paso-doble, Behnontito (Prieto);: Largo
(Tartini) ; Overture to I.'Oasis (Coffin) ; followed ty
Programme relayed from Madrid, EA J7, with litterli nks by the Station Orchestra. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1200 metres) ; 5 kW.-8.30, Concer:.
5.30 ! Market Prices Report 5.15, Concert of Turkish
Music. 7.30, ‘Veather Report and Time Signal.
7.40, Vocal a
Orchestral Concert: Orchestral
Selecti ons, (a) ir
Overtire to Don Juan (Mozart), (b)
Selections from Néron (Boito); Songs, Orchestral
Selections, (a) Le Chant du Berger (Wagner) ;Walzer
nus der Serenade (Tchaikovsky); The Entry of the
Gods into Valhalla (Wagner) ;Marche Militaire No. 1 e
(Schubert). 9.0, News.
STUTTGART (379.7 metres): fkW.-15.0 Time Signal
and Weather Report. 5.15, Legal Talk by Herr L.
Leibfried. 5.45, Talk relayed from Karlsruhe. 815,
Herr A. M. Grzywienski, Talk: Oahu, or aday on a
Hawaiian Island in the South Seas. 0.45, Time
Signal and Sports Notes. 7.15, Concert: Serenade
for String Instruments (Reger) ;Serenade -n F Major
(GlazounotI);
Serenade (Novak). 8.30, Wireless
Cabaret: Orchestral Selection, Pierrot March (Bose),
Heut ist heut! (Oberrneyer) ; Es brandit ja nicht
gerade Frühling zu sein (Blunt); Ging da nicht eben
das Gluck vorbei ? (Lehar) ; Italienisches Stândchen
(Capua) ; Maccaroni (Benes) ; Musikanten (Salten);
Flirtation (Steck) ; Rothaarig ist mein Schatzelent
(Steinbach) ; Duet, Leche mir zut (Benatzkv) ; lets
kann dei griMes Seidenkleid nicht leiden (Struve);
‘'eronica (May); Grossmama, lass dir die Haare
schneiden (May) ; 'Krause versus Lange "-Play
(Senff-Georgi) ; Orchestral Selection, Schwarz u.
Weiss (Rot) ; followed by News and Dance Muse.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi), (389.8 metres) ;
8 kW.-12.45, Selections from "Pelleas et Mélisande"
(Debussy). 8.0 Exchange Quotations, Market Prices,
News and Announcements. 8.30, "Faust "-Opera
(Gounod), relayed from the Capitol Theatre, TOuloarie.
In the Intervals, News and Announcements. 10.16,
North African News. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
VIENNA (517.2 metres) ; 15 kW.-3.16, Concert:
Overture to Phèdre (Massenet); Waltz, Herbststirnmen (Lincke)'; The Nutcracker Suite (Tehaikovsky); Serenade (Grünfeld) ; Kinernatographie
in Tiinen (Ertl);
Musica l'roibita (Gastaldon);
Selection from The Merry Widow (Lehár); Feststimmungsmarsch (Stix). 5.0, Dr. Paul Stefan, Talk:
Hector Berlioz, on the 125th Anniversar oh his
Death. 5.30, Chamber Music: String Quartet No. 1
in A Major (Borodine) ; Quartet Movement tim C
Minor (Schubert). 6.45, Ludwig Bate reads from his
own Works. 7.0, Time Signal, Weather Report and
News. 7.5, Musical Review ou Old Vienna (Skurawy).
Followed by Dance Music and Phototelegraphy
Transrniss.cat.
VILNA (435 metres) ;
kW.-4.10, Concert by
Military Orchestra. 4.36, Programme relayed from
Warsaw. 6.0, Concert (continued). 5.25
Poem
Recitations by Mine. Halina Zawadzka. 6.40, Soprano
Song Recital by Mine. Swiecicka. 8,10, News. 8.80,
Programme relayed front Warsaw. 7.0, Humorous
Selections. 7.30, Progranune relayed from Warsaw.
10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres); 10 kW.-4.10. Talk,
followed by 'chi stmas carols "-A Short Historical
Review with Musical Illustrations. 4.85, Talk. 5.0,
Programme for Children. 8.0, Miscellaneous Items.
8.30, Wireless Review by M. H. Stepovsky, 8.58,
Time Signal. 7.0. Agricultural Report. 7.30,
*1 he
Castle of Czorszty "-Musical Play in Three Acts
(Kurpinski). 9.1, Aviation Notes and Weather
Report. 9,5,
News and
Announsernents. 9.20,
Police Report and .Sports Notes. 9.80, Dance Music.
10.80 (approx.) (lose Down.
ZURICH (581 metres) ; 1 kW.-4.1.5 Concert of
Accordion Selections, 4.45. Weather Report arid
Exchange Quotati tus. 5.0, Selection of New Gramophone Records. 8.0, Chimes from the Zurich Churches.
615, Time Signal and Weather Report. u.17, Popular
Concert. 7.30 (approx.), Concert of Humorous Songs
to the Lute and Selections by the "Elite" Music
Corps. 9.0, Weather Report and News. 9.10 Gramophone Selections ut Dance Music.

•

862
Programmes from Abroad.39111412/e01111 (Radio Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (364.8
andres); 1.6 kW.-1.1.0 am., Relay of Cathedral
Mimes.
11.6 SM., Weather Report and Forecast
followed by Aviation Route Conditions. 1.30. Concert by the Iberia Trio with Gramophone Records at
intervals.
2.45 to 5.90, No Transmission.
5.80,
Orening Signal followed by Relay of an Opera from
the Gran Teatro de Liceo. In the Interval: Market
Priem and Exchange Quotations. $.0 to 8.20, Transmission arranged by the Catalonian Institute of
Agriculture at San Isidro.
8.20, Concert by the
Barcelona Station Orchestra. Suite, Les Danses de
Cher Nms (Jacquet-M niton). (a) Berceuse et Carillon
Lillois.
(bj Volte de Provence. (c) La Dérobée
Bretonne.
(d) Bourrée d'Auvergne.
(e) Danse
Alsacienne.
8.40 Sports News.
ILO (approx.),
Close Down.

•

BERGEN (870.4 metres); 1.5 kW.-9.80 am., Relay
of Church Service. 11.30 a.m., Weather Report and
Forecast and General News Bulletin. 4.0, Orchestral
Concert.
7.0, Concert by the Station Orchestra.
7.60, Talk on the Week's Happenings. 8.0, Pianoforte
Recital by Naja Hjort ‘Vemmestead. Compositions
Gluck, Brahms, Chopin and Schumann. 8.80,
Musical Programme. 9.0, Weather Report and Forecast, Late News Bulletin and Time Signal.
9.15,
Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Dawn.
BERLIN (KÔnigswusterhausen) (1,849 metres) ; 40
kW.-7.56 a.m., Garrison Church Chimes relayed
from Potsdam. &O am., Musical Recital and Address
relayed from Vorhaus, followed by Chimes from the
Berlin Cathedral.
10.30 am., Programme of Music
relayed from Foshan'. 12.45, Experimental Transmission of Pictures. L30 to 2.25, Three Agricultural
Talks from Vothaus. 2.30, Reading of Stories from
Vorhans. 8.0, Talk. 3.110, Musical Programme. 5.0,
The "Deutsche Welle" Series of Talks, followed by
Relay of Concert or Opera. 9.15, Press News. 9.80,
Relay of Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Voxhaus) (484 metres) ; 4 kW.-7.55 a.m„
Chimes relayed from the Garrison Church at Potsdam.
8.0 a.m., Morning Concert of Vocal and Instrumental
Music and Address, followed by Relay of Clarnes from
the Berlin Cathedral. 10.80 a.m. (approx., Orchestral
Concert with Solcists. 1.0, Lesson in Morse for Beginners by Hans W. Priwin. 1.30 to 2.85, Programme
of Talks on Farming. L80, Pra, beat Hints for the
Farmer.
1.45, The Weekly Markets and Weather
Conditions. 1.55, Chat on an agricultural topic. 2.30,
Reading of Stories. 8.0, Talk. 8.80, Recital of Music.
Talk. 6.80, Talk. 7.15 (approx.), Concert of Play
folbwed by Weather Report and Forecast, Late News
Bulled» and Sports Results.
9.30, Dance Music.
11,80 (approx.), Close Down.

8.0,

RULERS (159 metres); 0.6 kW.-8.30, General News
Bulletin.
8.45, Concert arranged by the Maison
Relin-Minoles at Béziers. Selections of the Pathé Art
Records. 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
BORDEAUX (Radio Sud-Ouest) (288 metres); 1kW.-18.30, The Latest Gramophone Records. 145, Close
Down.
RIERLALF (82M metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme rekeyed by Mien (329.7 metres).-8.15 a.m., Chimes
relayed from Christ Church. 10.0 am., Catholic
Recital of Choral Music, with Address in the
interval.
11.0 am., Concert with Soloists.
LO,
Guessing Competitions. 110, Talk. 1.85, Hints for the
Chess Player by Adolf Krem r 2.0, Programme for
Children.
2.30, Talk for Farmers.
2.65, Concert.
8.66. Talk. 4.5, Concert. 8.50, Talk. 7.15, Concert
by the Band of the Seventh Infantry Regiment, conducted by Herr Keifer.
Overture to Lvsistrata,
operetta by Linche.
9.0, Late News Bulletin. 9.30.
Programme of Light Music.
11.15 (approx.), Close
Down.
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CORE, Call IICK (400 11141/1111); 1.5 kW.-8.30 Vocal
and Instrumental Concert: Selections by the All
Ireland Trio. 110, National Anthem and Weather
Report and Forecast. 11.115 (approx.), Close Down.
CRACOW (566 metres);
1.5 kW.-9.15 a.m. to
10.45 am., Relay of Cathedral Service. 10.60
Relay of Fanfare from the Church of Notre Dame,
followed by Time Signal and Weather Report and
Forecast. 11.10 am., Relay of Philharmonic Concert
front Warsaw. 1.0 and 1.20, Agricultural Talks.
1.40, "La Chronique Agricole," by Dr. St. Wasniewski. 2.0, Weather Report and Forecast. 2.15.
Conce trelayed from the Philharmonic Hall at Warsaw.
4.20, Talk. 5.0, Concert relayed from Warsaw.
856, Time Signai from the Observatory. 7.0, Relay
of Fanfare from the Church of Notre Dame, followed
by Sports Notes. 7.30, Concert of Vocal and Instrumental
Music:
Duet
from
"Carmen "-Opera
(Bizet) by Mademoiselle Raczynska and M. DenierMikuszewski. At the Piano: M. B. Wallek-Walewski.
9.0, Late News Bulletin from Warsaw. 9.80, Concert
relayed from a Restaurant.
10.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.30,
Programme relayed from Cork. Mezzo-Soprano Solos
by Miss G. Gallagher. 11.0, National Anthem and
Weather Report. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
GENEVA (7130 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-9.0 a.m., Relay
of Service and Address from the Victoria Hall, Geneva.
7.15, The Day's Sport by M. Vieux, Sports Editor
of the "Geneva Tribune." 7.25, Service relayed
from the Temple de Carouge. 8.0, Concert in the
Studio by the Geneva Wireless Orchestra: Fantasia
on Popular Russian Melodies (Léopold).
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres):
4 kW.-Programme relayed by Bremen (272.7 metres),
Hanover ('ti7 metres), and Kiel (254.2 metres).7.25 am., Time Signal. 7.30 am., Weather Report
and Forecast, followed by General News Bulletin.
7.50 a.m., Talk. 8.0 am., Weekly Legal Notes.
10.0 S.M., Talk. 11.55 a.m., Time Signal relayed
from Nanen.
12.4 (for Hamburg and Kiel), Concert
12.5 (for gremen), Musical Selections.
12.5 (for
Hanover), Gramophone
Records. LO, Entertainment for Children. 6.80, Transmission arranged by
the School of Physical Training in Hamburg. 8.40,
Sports Notes. 6.55, Weather Report and Forecast.
7.0, Play. 8.30, Concert or Songs and Dance Times
of re28. In the interval at 9.80, Weather. Report
and Forecast and Late News Bulletin.
10.50
(for Hamburg, Bremen and Niel), Weather Report
and Foreca4 for the North Sea and Baltic. 11.0
(approx.), Close Down.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metree); S kW.-12.10, Concert
by the Hilversum Station Trio, 140, Concert.
2.65, Concert by the Wireless Orchestra, conducted
by Nico Treep: 'Cello Solos by Thomas Canivez
and Pianoforte Solos by Jeannette Walen. 7.40,
Time Signal. 7.42, General News Bulletin, Weather
Report and Forecast and Sports News. 7.55, Opera.
10.40 (approx.), Close Down.

BRUSSELS (508.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-6.0, Orchestral
Selections relayed from the Arrnenonville Tea Room,
Brussels. 6.0, Programme for Children arranged by
the Théâtre des Enfants, and under the direction of
M. Léon Leroy. 8.80, Musical Programme. 7.30, Le
Journal Parlé de Radio-Belgique.
8.15, Concert or
Play. 10.15, Late News Bulletin and News from thé
Evening Press. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.

HoiEEN (340.9 metres) ; 4 kW.-Transmits from
5.40 on 1,852 metres.-8.5 am., Sacred Service.
9.30 a.m. Relay of Morning Service. 12.10, Concert
of Trio Selections. 1.10, Talk. 140, Talk. 2.10,
Orchestral Concert. 5.15, Relay of Evening Service
from Almelo (on 1,852 metres), Sermon by the Minister,
the Rev. W. L. Milo. 7.10, Talk. 7.50 )approx.),
Concert of Orchestral Music. 10.25, Choral Epilogue
under the direction of Mr. Jos. H. Pickkers. 10.40
(approx.), Close Down.

COLOGNE (283 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme also for
Ais-la-chapelle (4e1
metres), Langenberg (4 68.8
metres) and ruing« (250 metres).-8.116 LW.. Boxing
Instruction by Ur. Ludwig Bach.
7.2i a.m.,
Weekly Programme Review in Esperanto by Alf red
Dormanns.
73j a.m, Esperanto Lesson by Alfred
Dormanns.
8.0 am, Church Chimes.
8.5 am.„
Catholic Festival ut Music with Address in the interval.
10.0 0.111_,Talk by Fritz Worm on the German Lan12 0 Noon. Orches tral Concert.
1.30, Talk.
Concert.
u.35. Sports News. 7.0, "The Magic
Flute," Musical Play nTwo Act; by Mozart. Followed
by Lac News Buleto, Sports Notes and Musica
Programme. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down,

ICALUNDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres).- 9.0 am., Relay
of Divine Service from Copenaagen. 10.80 a.m.
to 10.40 a.m. (Kalundborg only), Weather Report
and Forecast of the Meteorological lnst lute, at Copenhagen. 12.0 Noon to 12.25, German Lesson for
Beginners arranged
by
" Radiolytteren." 12.80,,
Elementary French Lesson, arranged by " Radiolyt teren." 2.0. Concert of
Instrumental
Music.
4.0, Relay of Church Service from Copenhagen. 5.20.
Programme for Children. 5.50 (hahuidoorg only)
Weather Report and Forecast from the Copenhagen
Meteorological Institute. 6.0, News from the Press.
6.15, Time Signal. 8.30 Talk. 7.0, Chime relayed

rage

DECEMBER 26th, r9.28.
rom the Copenhagen Town hall. 7.5, Concert.
9.0 Concert by the Copenhagen Station Orchestra,
devoted to National Music by Frühlich, Gade and
Lumbye. 0.15, Dance Music by the Orchestra at
the Palace Hotel, conducted by Teddy Petersen.
In the Interval at 11.0, Chimes relayed from the
Copenhagen Town Hall. 11.80
(approx.), Close
Dovna.
&Arrow= (422 metres):
10 kW. - 9.35 a•Mos
Relay of Morning Service. 10.58 am., Time Signal.
3.1.0 net. Weather Report and Forecast. 11.15 am..
Popular Concert by the Kattowitz Station Quartet.
LO, Talk. 1.20 and 140, Two Talks for Farmers.
2.0 Weather Report and Forecast. 2.15, Relay of
Philharmonic Symphony Concert from Warsaw.
AA Concert. 8.0, Miscellaneous Announcements.
8.20, Half-hour of Humour by Professor St. Ligon.
8.56 Time Signal. 7.0, Talk, under the auspices of
the Pedagogical Institute. 7.30, Concert relayed
from Warsaw: The Polskie Radio Orchestra, Impromptu in B Flat Major, Op. 142, No. 3 (Schubert).
9.0, Weather Report and Forecast, News from the
Press and Sports Notes. 9.30, Dance Music. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
KAUNAS (2,000 metres) : 7 kW.-2.30. Froamme
for Children. 3.0, Half-hour for Young People.
3.30, Talk cm a Health Subject by Dr. Jurgelionis.
4.0, Talk by J. Ardickas on Economics and Daily
Lile. 4.50, Weather R port and Forecast and News
from the Press. 4.55, Talk with Lithuania, and
Polish News. 5.35, Concert of Popular Music, followed
by Miscellaneous Items. 9.0 (approx.), Close Down.
KONIGSBERG (303 metres) ; 4 kW-Programme
relayed by Danzig (272.7 metres).-8.0 Lm., Recital
of Sacred Music with Soloists and Address in the
interval.
10.0 a.m. (iibmgsberg only), Weather
Report and Forecast.
10.5 am., Morning Concert.
11.0 a.m., Concert by the Station Orches tra. 11.56
a.m., Time Signal relayed from Nacen, tollowed by
Weather Report and Forecast.
3.15, Orchestral
Selections. 7.30, Concert by the Kônigsberg Station
Orchestra conducted by Dr. Roll Hensler: Ballet
Music from " Ia. Gioconda" by Ponchielli.
Up,
Late News Bulletin and Sports Results. 9.80, Dance
Music. 11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
LAgn (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-Programme also
for Helmer' (375 metres).-8.0 am., Relay of
Church Service.
9.50 a.m., News from the Press.
10.6 a.m., Musical Soles tints. 10.50 a.m., Weather
Report and Forecast and Time Signal.
11.0 6.M.,
Relay of Church Service (in Swedish). 3.0, Concert
by the Lahti Station Orchestra conducted by Erkki
Linko. Selection from the Opera,
Pique Dame"
(Tchaikovsky).
8.50, Talk. 4.10, Concert by the
Station Orchestra.
4.80, Talk.
4.57, Time Signal
and Weather Report and Forecast. 5.10, Concert by
the Wireless Orchestra.
5.80, History Talk.
8.0,
Concert of Popular Selections. 7.46, General News
Bulletin given in Finnish.
8.0, News Bulletin in
Swedish. 8.80 (approx.), Close Down.
LUGENBÉDIG (488.8 metres) ; 20 kW.-Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (4on metres), Cologne (283
metres) and latinster (250 metres).-41.45 a.m., Lesson
in the Art of Self Defence by Dr. Ludwig Bach.
7.20 1/.112„ Summary in Esperanto of the Week's
Pic grammes
by Alfred Dormanns.
7.85 am.
to 7.54 am., Esperanto Lesson by Alfred Dormanns.
8.0 am., Relay of Church Chimes. 8.5 a.m., Catholic
Morning Recital of Choral and Instruinental Music
with Address in the Interval. 10.0 am., Talk by
Fritz Worm: The Worth and Honour of the German
Language. 12.0 Noon, Concert of Orchestral Music
1.30, Talk.
8.30, Concert: Stories of Karl Lowe
about the Christ-Child.
9.86, Sports N. ws.
7.0,
Play followed by Late News Bulletin, Sports Notes
and Concert. 11,0 (approx.), Close Down.
LEIPZIG (865.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme relayed by Dresden (z7à.2 metres).-7.30 am., Organ
Recital. .8.0 am., Vocal and Instrumental Concert.
10.0 am., Talk. 10.30 am., Talk. 13-0 a.m., Musical
Programme.
12.0 Noon, Agricultural Talk. 12.30,
Talk. LO, Gleanings from the Foreign Press. 1.45,
Wireless Talk.
2.15, Gramophone Records.
LO,
Concert.
5.30, Talk.
8.0, Talk.
8.30, Christmas
Oratorio (J. S. Bach), conducted by Alfred Szendrei
Soloists-Lotte Meder-1Vohlgemuth (Soprano), Martha
Adam (Contralto), Hans Lissmann (Tenor) and Kurt
Wichmann (Bass).
Sports News and News from
tire Press. 9.39, Dance Music relayed ¡coin Berlin.
11.30 (approx.), Close Down.

9.0,

LYONS (Radio Lyon) (291 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7„80,
The Radio Lyon "Journal Parlé" with General
News Bulletin and News from the Press. 8.0, Instrumental Concert with Pianoforte Solos by Madame
Duchame and Violin Solos by M. Camand •
of the
Lyons Conservatoire: Selection from 'L'Arlésienne "
Suite by Bizet
DM (approx.), Close Down.
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MADRID (Union Radio), Call EA J7 (434.8 metres) .1
1.5 kW.-Programme relayed by Salamanca (EAJ22)
(403 metres).-2.0, Relay of Chimes and Time Signal.
2.5, Concert by the Station Orchestra with Violin
Solos by Ce!so Diaz and Selection by Luis Medina in
the interval, Romanza Andaluza (Sarasate).
3.30 to
7.0, No Transmission. 7.0, Chimes. 7.5, Concert by
the Union Radio Sextet and Selection by Luis Medina.
8.0, The Palermo Orchestra at the Alkazar in a programme of Dance Music. 8.80 ta 10.0, No Transmission. 10.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 10.5, Concert by
a Military Band. 12.0 Midnight, Relay of Chimes
followed by Dance Music by the Palermo Orchestra
playing at the Alkazar. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday),
Close Down.
/ULAN, 1MI (519 metres) ; 7kW.-9.0 a.m., Opening
Signal and Instruction in English.
9.30 OM. to
10.15 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental Concert of Sacred
Music. 11.30 a..m, Time Signal. 11.35 a.m., Concert
by the Milan Station Quartet. 12.30 to 3.0. No Transmission. 3.0, Opening Signal. 3.5, Variety Concert.
4.80, Light Music by the Orchestra at the Fiaschetteria
Toscana. 5.0 to 8.55. No Transmission. KM, Opening
Signal. 7.0, News and Announcements. 7.15, History
Talk by C. A. Blanche. 7.25, Sports News. 7.30,
Time Signal. 7.85, Relay of the Opera "La Leggenda
delle sette Tord" by Alberto Gaseo. At the end of
Act Two: Sports Results and News from the Stefani
Agency. 10.30 (approx.). Close Down.
MOTÁLA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.3 metres), Hod« (1,190 metres),
øôte sarg (410.5 metres), Idalme (260.9 metres),
Ostersund (7.0 metre) and Sundsvall (345.6 metres).10.0 a.m., Relay of Service from a Church in Stockholm.
3.0, Musical Programme.
4.0, Children's
Entertainoinnt. 4.55, Chimes relayed from the Town
Hall at Stockholm. 5.0, Relay of Evening Service.
7.0, "The Merry Widow,'" (Lehar). 8.15, General
News Bulletin and Weather Report. 9.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
MUNICH (535.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-Pregramme relayed
by Augsearg (560 metres), Kaiserslaatern (277.8 metres)
and Nuremburg (241.9 metres).-10.t1 a.m.. Chimes
relayed from the Miinich Town lia.). 10.10 a.m.. The
Wireless Weather Chart for Bavaria. mu a.m.. Time
Signal followed by Weather Report and Forecast.
11.0 a.m., Concert. 12.5, Time Signal and Weather
Report and Forecast followed by Announcements of
Forthcoming Pmgrainmes. 2.0, Musical or Literary
Programme. 4.0, Concert by the Munich Wireless Trio.
7.5, "Die Schulte Ilelena," Operetta by Offenbach.
9.20, Late News Bulletin followed by Relay of Concert.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (333.3 metres) ; 1.3 kW.-- 8.30
a.m., Elementary Lesson in French by Professor
Etienne Verdier. 9.0 a.m., Sacral Concert. 3.45,
Children's Cormier. 4.0, Variety toncert. 4.30, Time
Signal. 7.30, News of the DaV. 7.50, Report of the
Naples Harbour Authorities;
8.0, Time Signal.
82, Concert by the Naples %Viceless Orchestra and
Soloists: " Pietoso al par del nume " front "La
Favorite" (Donizetti), Duet for Memo-Soprano and
Tenor, accompanied by the Orchestra.
Sung by
Signora Ada Testa and G. Ferrero. 9.0, Sports Notes.
9.55, Calendar and Summary of Forthcoming Progranunes. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
OSLO (481.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Predriluistad (434.8 metres), Hamer (355.0 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Porsgrund (300 metres).
Rjukan (448 metres).-9.20 a.m., Chimes. 9.30 a.m.,
Divine Service relayed front St. Saviour' Church.
4.50, Chimes. ILO, Relay of Service from St. Saviour's
Chin-ch. 8.15, Weather Report and Forecast, followed
by Pet•iS News. 8.30, Talk. 7.0, Time Signal. 7.5.
Concert of Christmas Music. The Station Orchestra,
conducted by Hugo Krammun;
" The Children's
Christmas" (Kling). 8.30, Weather Report and For.
cast and News from the Press. 8.45, Talk by a
'Journalist on the Day'sTopics. 9.0, Musica; or Literary
Programme. 9.30, Relay of Dance Music. 11.30
(approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Lcole Supérieure), Call FPTT (468 metres) ;
0.5 kW.- Programme relayed at intervals by the
following stations: Bordeaux PIT (275 metres).
Eiffel Tower (2,650 metres), Grenoble (416 metres)
Lille (2)14 metres), Limoges (285 metres), Lyons prr
(480 metres), Marseilles (303 metres), Rennes (280
metres), Toulouse PIT (260 metres).--8.0
General News Bulletin and Time Signal. 9.25 a.m.,
International Time Signal and Weather Report.
12.0 Noon, Concert.
1.0, Le Journal de France
Economiqae. 1.30, Concert organised by the General
Association of French Wireless Listeners. 2.30.
Relay of Symphony Concert from the Concert Hall
of the Paris paper " Le Journal." 4,0, Pasdeloup
Symphony Concert relayed front the Théatre des
Champs Elysées, conducted by M. Rhené 133ton.
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8.30, " Le Radio Journal de France." 8.0, Sports
Talk and Results. 8.15, Talk under the auspices
of the Union of French Associations. 8.30, Orchestral Concert, arranged by the General Association of
French Wireless Listeners.
10.30 (approx.), Relay
of Dance Music from the Coliseum de Paris. 12.0
(Midnight) (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,850 metres) ; 5kW.--7.58 a.m. Time Signal on 32.3 metres. 9.28 a.m.,
Time Signal on 2,650 metres. 5.0, Relay of Pasdeloup
Concert. 7.10 to 7.20, Weather Report and Forecast.
7.30, " Le journal Parlé par T.S.F.," with Talks by
regular contributors, Dr. l'ierre Vachet:
Portezvous bien. 7.58, Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 8.0
to 9.0, Orchestral Concert with Vocalists. 10.28
Time Signal on 2,650 metres.
11.15 (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW.8.45, Popular Gramophone Selections. 8.50, Talk.
8.55, News from the Press. 9.0, Instrumental Concert
with Soloists. 9.25, General News Bulletin, 9.30,
The Symphony Half Hour, conducted by Professor
Estvle of the Paris Conservatoire, 10.0. Late News
Bulletin. 10.15, Orchestral Concert. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Radio Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) ;
kW.-8.0 a.m., General News Bulletin and News frein
the l'ress. 8.30 a.m., Physical Instruction by Dr.
Diffre. 12.0 Noon, Religious Address, followed by
Sacred Recital arranged by " La Vie Catholique."
12.30, Press News. 12.45, Concert by the Albert
I.ocatelli Orchestra. 4.30, Gramophone Selections
arranged by" L'Industrie Musicale." In the interval :
Press News. 8.30, Agricultural Talk. 8.45, Gramophone Records. 7.30, Press News. 7.46, The Radio'
Paris Circus. 8.15, Concert of Symphony Music,
under the direction of M. Eugène Bigot. In the
intervals: News from the Evening Papers and Late
News Bulletin. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
POSEN (344.9 metres) ; 1.5 kW-9.15 a.m. to 10.45
a.m.. Relay of Sacred Service. 11.0 a.m., Time
Signal.
11.5 a.m. and 11.30 a.m., Two Talks on
Farming Topics. 2.15, Symphony Concert relayed
from Warsaw. 4.20, "Silva rerum," by Mr. B.
Busiakiewicz: 4.45, Talk. 5.25, Programme for
Children. 8.0, Transmission arranged by the I.eague
of Polish Youth. 8.20, Talk, relayed from Warsaw.
8.45, Talk. 7.10, Twenty Minutes of Variety Items.
7.30, Concert. 9.0, Time Signal. 9.5, General News
Bulletin. $.20, Lesson in Dancing by Mr. Starski.
9.40, Dance Music relayed from the Canton Restaurant.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
RIGA (528.3 metres) ; 4 kW.---9.15 a.m., Relay of
Morning Service (in Latvian) front the Mara Church.
12.0 Noon, Songs, Tales and Music for Children.
2.0, Two Talks. 3.0, Concert by the Riga Wireless
Orchestra, under the direction of Arved Pareps.
4.0 to 5.30, Four Talks. 6.0, Concert of Popular
Selections conducted by Janis Media :Selections from
The Tales of Hoffmann (Offenbach). 8.0, Weather
Report. 8.80, Concert relayed from the Café de
l'Opera. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ROME, Call tRO (447.8 metres) ; S kW.--8.80 a.m.,
Opening Signal, followed by Germait Lesson for
Beginners. 9.0 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental Recital.
9.46 a.m. to 12.0 Noon, No Transmission. 12.0 Noon,
Opening Signal. 12.5 to 1.0, Concert by the Radio
Trio. 1.0 to 4.0, No Transmission. 4.0, Opening
Signal. 4.5 to 5.30, Variety Concert. 8.50, Opening
Signal, followed by News and Announcements. 7.10,
Talk for Farmers. 7.15, Sports Results and News
from the Stefani Agency. 7.29, Time Signal. 7.31,
Talk. 7.45," La Chaste Susanne," Operetta in Three
Acts. Music by Gilbert, with the Station Orchestra
and Choir. Talk in the interval. 9.30, Late New
Bulletin. 10.0 (approx.) Close Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
31.4 metros) ; 30 kW.--4.1), Relay of Sacred Service.
8.30 Relay of Organ Recital by Elmer A. Tidmarch,
from the Union College Memorial Cahpel at Scalene°.
tatty, N.Y. 10, Dr. S. Parkes Cadman's Address to
Men relayed from New York. 10.30, Instrumental
Programme relayed front New York. 11.0, The
American Legion Band in a Concert relayed front
Boston, Mass. U.30, The Acousticen Programme

from New York. 12.0 Midnight, The Old Company's
Programme, relayed from New York. 12.30. a.m.
(Monday) Relay from the Capitol Theatre, New York.
2.0 a.m., Talk on the United States Government by
the Editor of " The United States Daily," relayed
from Washingtom, D.C. 2.15 a.m., Atwater Kent
Programme, relayed from New York. 3.15 a.m..
Correct Time. 3.17 a.m., Programme of the Nation!
Light Opera Company, relayed from New York.
4.15 a.m., Experimental Transmission of Television
Signals. 4.30 a.m. (approx.), Close Down,

1
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (389.8 metres) • 8
kW.-1.2.30, Weather Report and For. east and Lira!
Market Repart, 12.45, Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 1.0, Time Signal. 1.5, Concert (continued). 1.45, News from the Daily Papers. 8.0.
Stock Exchange Quotations from Paris and Local
Market News. 8.15, News from "La Dépêche" and
"Le Petit Parisien."
8.30, Concert arranged by
"L'Association eles Commerçants Radio-Electriciens
du Midi " : Selections (min Carmen by Bizet. In the
interval at 9.0, Time Signal. IBA News from North
Africa and Late News Bulletin. 10.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
VIENNA (517.2 metres) ; 15 kW.-Programme selayed by Graz (357.1 metres), Innsbruck (294.1 metres),
Klagenfurt (272.7 metres), and Linz (254.2 metres).9.20 a.m., Organ Recital. 10.0 a.m., Concert by the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra with Soloists.
SAS.'
Experimental Transmission of Pictures. 8.0. Orchestral Concert with Soloists. 7.0, Time Signal, Weather
Report and Forecast and General News Bulletin.
7.5, "Love's Labour Lost," Comedy in Five Acts by
Shakespeare, Translated into German and produced by
Stefan Hock. Followed by Relay of Dance Music and
Experimental Transmission of
Pictures.
10.80
(approx.), Close Down.
VILNA (435 metres) ; 1.3 kW.-9.15 a.m. to 10.45
a.m., Relay of Morning Service from a Cathedral.
10.58 a.m. to 4.20, Programme relayed from Warsaw.
10.58 a.m., Time Signal followed by Fanfare from the
Church of Notre Dante at Cracow. 11.5 a.m., General ,
News Bulletin. 11.10 a.m., Symphony Concert of the
Warsaw Philharmonic Society. 1.0 to LO, Three Talks
on Agricultural Matters. 2.15, Orchestral Concert.'
4.20, Talk. 5.0, Gramophone Records. 5.20, Programme for Children. ..„45, Selections of Zither Music
by Professor Witolo Jodko.
8.58, Time Signal.
7.0 to 10.30, Programme relayed from Warsaw. 7.0,
Talk. 7.30, Concert of Orchestral Music conducted by
j. Dworakowsk:
Madame Trombini;
Kazuro,
Pianoforte Solo, Nocturne in E Minor (Chopin). 9.0,
Aviatim Route Report and Weather Report and
Forecast. 9.5, News Bulletin from the Polish Telegraph Agency. 9.20, Sports News and Police Report.
9.30, Dance Music relayed from the "Oaza" Restaurant, Warsaw. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 10 kW.-9.1.6 a.m. to
10.45 a.m., Morning Service from a Cathedral. 10.58
a.m., Time Signal. 11.0 a.m., Relay of Fanfare front
the Church of Notre Dame at Cracow. 11.5 a.m.,
Aviation Route Report and Weather Report and
Forecast. 11.10 a.m., Philharmonic Symphony Concert arranged by the Magistracy of Warsaw. 1.0 to
2.0, Three Talks on Agriculture. 2.0, Weather Report
and Forecast. 2.15, Relay of Concert of Symphony
Music by the 1Varsave Philharmonic Society. 4.20,
Talk. 4.45, Aviation Talk. 5.0, Concert by the Polskie
Radio Orchestra conducted by J. Oziminski :Overture
to Norma, Opera by Bellini. 6.0, Variety Items.
8.20, Talk. 8.45, General News Bulletin. 6.58, Time
Signal. 7.0, C. Jablonowski, Talk: Divertissements
intellectuels. 7.30, Concert by the Pulskie Radio
Orchestra. 9.0, Aviatint Report and 1Veather Report
and Forecast. 9.5, Communications from the Polish
Telegraph Agency. 9.20, Police Report and Sports
News. 9.30, Relay of Dance Music from the "Oaza "
Restaurant. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
ZAGREB (309.2 metres); 9.7 kW. - 40.0 &Me.
Concert of Symphony Music by the Croatian Philharmonic Society, under the direction of Oskar Nedbal :
Fire Worship and Wotan's Farewell (Wagner). 4.0,
Programme of Dance Music relayed from the ClubCabaret. 6.46, Talk on a Wireless Topic. 7.0, Relay
of an Opera from the National Theatre, Zagreb. In
the intervals: General News Bulletin and Weather
Report and Forecast. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (588 metres) ; 1kW.--10.0 a.m., Programme
of Light Music. 11.29 a.m., Weather Report and
Forecast. 11.30 a.m.. Concert by the Zürich Wireless
Orchestra. 3.0, Concert by the Castellano Orchestra
playing at the Carlton Elite Hotel. 6.30, Time Signal
and Weather Report and Forecast. t.33, Religous
Address, 7.0, Violin Recital by Fred Rothpletz. of
Cologne. At the Piano: Otto Strauss. 9.0, Weather
Report and Forecast, Late News Bulletin and Communications front the Nette Zuricher Zeitung. 9.80
(approx.), Close Down.
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An explanation of this abac was given in the text accompanying Useful Data Otarts (No.

19, Stage 1).
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By Our Special Corresponden!.

Royalty

at

the

Microphone.—Fewer

Radio

Drama

The Prince of Wales.
If all goes well, listeners will hear
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales broadcasting
through all stations, including 5GB, on
Christmas Day. His Royal Highness, who
will make a personal visit to Savoy Hill,
is to speak at 7.25 p.m. for ten minutes on
behalf of the Miners' Distress Fund.
0000

Oscillators.—More

Demonstration.—A

Queer

about

In the previous year, the proportion
was 35 per cent., but at that time only
meagre details of each complaint were
then available, no set form of questions
having been framed. Nowadays every
correspondent who complains of local

0000

Signs of Lite.
The hoarse cry of the housebreaker can
still be heard on the Portland Place site,
but last time I visited the spot there
were already signs of better things to be.
A new hoarding has been erected, with no
chinks in it.
It is unlikely that constructional work
will actually begin for at least two
months, and I understand that a tremendous amount of work must be done
before the foundation stone can be laid.
As is generally the case, the " foundation " stone will be situated on ground
level and must await the completion of
the foundations.
0 00 0

0000

A New Contact.
There can be no doubt that broadcasting has established a new contact between
the Royal Family and the nation—much
stronger than in the days when royal
perSonalities were known to the majority
of people merely through the medium of
" pretty pretty ' postcards and blurred
pictures in the papers.
0000
The Decline in Oscillation.

WHERE THE SUN STILL SHINES.
A
glimpse of the Juan les Pins broadcasting station at Nice, which
sometimes
can be heard in England, though the
power is only 0.5 kilowatt.
The wavelength is 245 metres.

0000

35

highest in January and February, which
suggests that new listeners were experiencing difficulty in operating their Christmas presents. The lowest mark was
reached at holiday time in July and
August.
The number of anti-oscillation pamphlets issued up to the present is 822,529.
Gael Warning.
The Glasgow Gaelic Choir will be heard
in a National Gaelic Concert which the
B.B.C. is broadcasting from all its Scottish stations on January 9th.

The past year has been notable for the
number of broadcasts by Royalty. H.M.
the King was heard on July 10th at the
opening of —new University buildings at
Nottingham and again on October 10th,
when His Majesty inaugurated the new
Tyne Bridge.
The Prince of Wales has
addressed the microphone on several occasions, while on December 12th Her
Majesty the Queen broadcast for the first
time, when unveiling the Merchant Seamen's inernorfal.

When Oscillation is Very Local.
From December 1st, 1927, to November
30th, 1928, 2,037 cases of oscillation were
referred by the B.B.C. to the Post Office.
Of this number, 1,445 were dealt with by
the Post Office engineers, and in nearly
17 per cent, of the cases the fault was
found to lie in the complainant's own receiver.

House."—

0 00 0

Royal Broadcasters.

The humble oscillator has been rather
forgotten of late, except by those who
are not allowed to forget him, but Savoy
Hill has been on the watch, and some
rather surprising statistics have been prepared showing that the oscillation family
has diminished considerably during 1928.

"Broadcasting

Kink.—" Carnival."

oscillation receives a questionnaire in
which every available detail can be tabulated.
000

Fractious Christmas Presents.
The total number of complaints dealt
with by the B.B.C. during the past year
was 9,006. The "curve" was at its

No Foundation Stone?
Whet her or not an elaborate foundation
ceremony will be arranged is not yet decided upon. A rite of this kind should
afford an opportunity for a good "0.B."
However, it rests with the owning syndicate to say whether they desire the name
of the B.B.C. to be perpetuated on what
is not B.B.C. property.
Perhaps there
will be no foundation stone, save the integrity of the contracting parties.
0000

Architectural Revisions.
Mr. Tudsbury, the B.B.C.'s civil engineer, is in close touch with the architect.
Colonel Van Myer. and already several
alterations in the original design have been
agreed upon. In the first place the rather
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diminutive entrance way shown in the
architect's drawing is to be widened and
extended in height to the top of the first
moor. More windows are to be added at
the top of the central block.
It has been suggested that the basement
should form a large garage for the cars
of artists and Corporation officials.
A
garage of some sort certainly seems called
for, as anyone will agree who has had to
thread his way through the variegated
collection of care which is never absent
from the cramped little streets around
Savoy Hill.
0000

European Visitors.
London rose to the occasion a few days
ago when members of the Union Internationale de Radiophonie held their December meetings at B.B.C. headquarters.
An especially interesting demonstration
staged. fer their benefit was the production of a radio play, using the drama control board which has proçed so valuable
in plays like " Speed," "Love," and
others entailing the use of many studios.
There is no similar control board in
existence either in Europe or America.
0000

Radio Drama
The primary business of the delegates
was concerned with the compilation of
programmes, statistics, and the exchange
of information regarding dramatic works
suitable for broadcasting. The meetings
were under the chairmanship of M. Oscar
Geiga (Austria), the other delegates being
Professor Dr. Richtera (Austria), M.
Hubert (Belgium), M. Pollock (France),
Major Atkinson (Great Britain), M.
Szoets
(Hungary),
and
M.
Chamiec
(Poland). There were also present Dr.
Sourek (Czecho-slovakia), President of the
Juridical Commission of the Union, and
Mr. Arthur Burrows (Secretary-General of
the Union).
0000

A Schools Demonstration.
Special attention was given to the study
of broadcasting to schools, and a Council
school in London was visited during an
actual transmission. Ihear that this part
of the programme produced a great
impression.
The next meetings of the Union will
be held in Geneva in February.
0003
The Bells, Bells Bells.
Whether or not Tennyson set the vogue
may be doubtful, but bell ringing seems
to take an indissoluble part in all celebrations for welcoming the New Year.
On
the night of December 31st and January
1st the B.B.C. will help the wild bells to
ring out farther than they did in Tennyson's time. At 11.55 p.m. we shall hear
the muffled beils of St. Michael's, Cornhill, rung by the Ancient Society of College Youths. Then, at midnight, Big Ben
will be heard, and after the last reverberations have died away the unmuffled bells
of Southwark Cathedral will burst out
with a merry welcome for 1929.
0000
A Queer Kink
Bells, and, indeed, all percussion instruments, come through with astonishing

realism.
Apparently they can be more
than real to some people, for I have just
heard of a listener on the South Coast
who suffers with a morbid dread of hearing Big Bert. He cannot account for this
little mental "kink,' but confesses that
as midnight approaches he has an uncontrollable desire to switch off the dance
music before the first stroke from Westminster.
0000

Fodder for Radio Drama.
I suppose a psycho-analyst would suggest that it is all due to an anti-Government complex, the patient being subFUTURE

FEATURES.

London and Daventry.
DECEMBER
30TH—Service
from
Whitefield's Tabernacle, Tottenham Court
Road.
DECEMBER 313T.—" 1928-1029."
JANUARY
2ND.—" The
Passing of the
Third Floor Back."
JANUARY 3RD.—" Bethlehem." a nativity
play by Laurence Housman, music
by Joseph kloorat.
JANUARY 4111.—" The Charcoal Burner's
Son," an operetta by L. du Garde
IlelyPeach,
music
by
Victor
Ilutchinson.
Daventry Exp. (SCB).
DECEMBER
313Y.—N ew
Year's
Party,
relayed
from
Pattison's
Café
Restaurant, Birmingham.
JANUARY
1ST.—" The
Passing of
the
Third Fluor Back."
JANUARY 3RD.—Selections from " Falka,"
Chassaigne's comic opera.
Cardiff.
JANUARY M.—A Concert for Blind and
Disabled Soldiers and Blind Workers.
provided by the Marquis and Marchioness of Bute.
Manchester.
JANUARY 1ST.,—Progranune to celebrate
the 35th Anniversary of the Manchester Ship Canal.
JANUARY 5rit.—A. Musical Tour of Europe.
Newcastle.
DECEMBER 319 .
1.—" Do You Remember? "
a comedy by E. A. Bryan.
Glasgow.
DECEMBER 31ST.—" nownanay," a play by
Joe Currie.
Aberdeen.
JANUARY 197.—" 1928," a "memories "
programme.
Belfast.
DECEMBER 3197.—Rei ll i
ll iscences of 1928.
JANUARY M.—Versailles, " Thettre de la
Petite Galerie."

consciously aware that the chime proceeds
from the building in which (lie thinks)
the country's affairs are being so badly
managed. Be that as it may, there are
other likely causes, but I leave their
identification to would-be radio dia.
matists who are searching for something
bizarre and sepulchral.
0000

Strange Saturdays.
A man whose job is a very dull one all
the week advertises in the personal
columns of the newspapers his willingness
to "go anywhere and do anything" between noon and midnight on Saturdays.
The results are embodied in a series
of light-hearted stories entitled
" Six
Strange Saturdays." The author is Holt
Marvell, and the first of the series is to
be broadcast on January 12th.
0000

." Carnival."
Compton Mackenzie, who is already an
ardent listener and a gramophile, has

succumbed to the spell of radio drama.
His most famous novel " Carnival" has
been adapted to the microphone by Holt
Marvell, with the assistance of the
novelist himself.
The " first night" will be on January
8th, when "Carnival " will he broadcast
from 5GB. On the following evening it
will go out from 2LO, 5XX, and other
stations.
Episodes of the story will be linked up
by narrative much in the same way as in
Conrad's "Lord Jim," but in this case
Mr. Compton Mackenzie will be his own
narrator.
0000

Forty Characters.
" Carnival " treats of the life of Jenny
Raeburn, who appears in every scene and
has about half of the entire dialogue.
The part of Jenny will be taken by Elsa
Lanchester. Another favourite in the
caste will be Mabel Constanduros.
Altogether there will be about 40 characters, which must be something of a
record in radio plays.
0000

Time Signals.
The B.B.C. time signals are to follow
a new schedule as from January 1st.
Here is the revised table :—
Week-days: 10.30, 1.0, 4A5, 6.15, 10.0.
Sundays: 10.30, 3.30, 9.0, 10.0.
Gale Warnings.—Week-days: 1.0, 4.45,
6.15; Sundays :3.30.
0000

An Elder o' the Kirk.
Anyone interested in Scottish drama
knows that the first performance of a new
work by Murray McClyniont is something
to look forward to, and there are sure to
be many listeners in the North of Scotland who will make a special point .of
having their sets tuned in to Aberdeen on
January 7th to hear the first broadcast of
his "Cupid and the Kirk." In this oneact Scots comedy Mr. McCtmont is in
lighter vein than in his biggest works,
and he makes most amusing play with the
story of how an elder o' the Kirk deals
firmly but humorously with the petty intrigues of a lowland village. The elder
is played by Arthur Black.
0000

Teaching a Difficult Art.
Billy Nlayerl and Jack Payne, with the
B.B.C. Dance Orchestra, are co-operating
on January 10th in an illustrated talk
from 2L0 on " How to Play Syncopated
Music."
0000

A Rugger Relay.
The rugger match between England
and The Rest at Twickenham on January
5th will be the subject of a running commentary broadcast through 2L0 and 5XX.
0000

A Great Octogenarian.
Sir Alfred Yarrow, the great shipbuilder and head of Yarrow and Co., the
makers of the Yarrow boiler now goner.
ally adopted by the navies of the world,
will give listeners his "Memories of
Eighty Years" in a broadcast from the
London studio on January 1st.
Sir
Alfred was born in 1842.
B
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"The Wireless World" Supplies aFree Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these
must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of
queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases al greater len0h than
would be possible in a letter.
A Sensitive Pick-up.
Why is it that I get a shock from the
loud-speaker terminals of my receiver
(1-v-2) when using agramophone pickup, which is connected in the grid
circuit of the detector valve?
The
effect is not present when the set is
tuned to wireless signals.
C. B. K.
We can only assume that the input from
your pick-up is very much greater than
anything you are able to get from the
ether.
You must remember that for
gramophone reproduction you are using
three L.F. stages, so that the amplification
is greater thaa when the set is performing its normal function. Incidentally, we
would suggest that your H.F. amplifier
is probably not pulling its weight; in your
locality it should be possible thoroughly
to overload each valve from the detector
onwards on signals from either of the
Davent ry transinissions.
•

both between turns and between windings.
For an average valve, we suggest a primary of 35 turns of No. 40 wire, spaced
out to occupy about one half of the second•
ary winding length. The average spacing
between primary and secondary should be

OGG" 0

The Aerial Down Lead.
Iant told that the down lead of my aerial,
which at present consists of bare copper wire, as used for the horizontal
portion, should be of rubber-covered
wire. Is this correct?
R. L. S.
We know that this fallacious idea exists; it would be interesting to know how
it gained currency.
There is no, need
whatsoever to use insulated wire for any
part of the aerial up to the point where it
enters the building. Even if it is necessary to attach a guy rope to the down
lead, the necessary isolation can best be
obtained by using an ordinary insulator.
0000
.
Modified H.F. Transformers.
Please describe the method of adding a
primary winding to a Litz secondary
in order to make a transformer suitable for use with ascreened grid H.F.
valve.
T. C.
We assume that you refer to a singlelayer solenoid winding, as used in anumber of transformers described in this journal. • Probably the simplest and most
effective way of converting this for use
with screened valves is to adopt the usual
type of primary winding, with spacing
10

37

Fig. 1.—Windlngs and connections of an
H.F. transformer for screened grid valves.
from *in. to yer in. The disposition of
the windings and the external connections
of the transformer are given in Fig. 1.
0000
A Charge—discharge Meter.
With reference to the article on "A Safe
II.T. Supply " in your issue for December 5th, is it possible to change
the position of the millimeter MOWn
in circuit (b) so that it indicates the
ruirent taken from the battery when
it is working, as well as the current
flowing when it is on charge?
D. C. B.
Yes, you can do this by inserting the
meter in the lead from the switch to the
negative terminal of the battery; but unless you obtain an instrument with a
centre zero, it will be necessary to fit a
reversing switch for it.
It may be added that we do not greatly
care for the practice of keeping a meter
permanently in circuit with an H.T. accumulator battery on discharge as its resistance is often quite enough to give rise
to a certain amount of low-frequency
reaction.

867
Grid Detection and Flat Tuning.
Why is it that the grid circuit of a
«leaky grid" detector valve is more
flatly tuned than when the anode
bend system is used? I have heard
it ascribed to the fact that the leak
is damping the tuning coil, but this
does not seem to be correct, as when
I join a 2-megoltne resistance across
the input circuit of an anode bend
detector,
there is no noticeable
change
in sharpness
of .tuning.
Again, it is said that flatness is due
to the flow of grid current, but this
I cannot understand; will you please
explain?
E. S. P.
As you say, these explanations are
not quite satisfactory. The fact is that
a valve operating as a grid circuit detector actually takes energy from the
circuit across which it is connected dur.ing the time that the grid is made sufficiently positive (by the application of
signal voltages) to pass a current.
0000
How to Neutralise.
I have been attempting to balance a
single-stage H.F. amplifier by following the instructions given from tinte
to time, to the effect that the filament
circuit of the valve should be broken.
Unfortunately, at this distance from
the transmitting station it is impossible to hear any signals unless thi
H.F. valve filament is glowing. Can
you suggest an alternative method of
procedure? ,
S. G. R.
The operation of balancing areceiver is,
thanks to modern improved methods, a
comparatively simple task, and there is no
need to extinguish the H.F. valve fila.
ment. All you have to do is to bring the
tuned circuits near the point of resonance, when oscillation will normally be
produced.
Now rotate the balancing condenser until it ceases; readjust both tuning controls until signals are at maximum, and if self-oscillation is still present, make a further slight adjustment of
the balancing condenser.
The set should
now be stable, but if there seems to be a
tendency towards oscillation on another
wavelength setting, it may be necessary to
make still another small adjustment of
balancing capacity.

RU LES.
(1.) Only one question which must deal with
single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given
under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plana cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.P.
chokes, power transformers, etc.. cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets descrilwd in " The Wireless
World " or lo standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.
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Filament Wattage.
it has oeen been stated that valves with
2-volt filaments are slightly less efficient than their counterparts with a
.
higher filament rating.
Does this
apply to screened grid valves?
N. V.
As with triodes, the efficiency Of
screened grid valves will be determined
to a certain extent by the filament wattage,,ane, all other things being equal,
those' with the higher voltage rating will
be' the better. With modern valves the
difference is not very great, and, indeed,
it may be non-existent if the filament
wattage of low-vóltage valves is increased by designing them to take a
heavier current than those rated at
higher L.T. voltages.
oooo
Reception on Headphones.
Will you recommend the best circuit for
phone reception of the local station
(about three miles away) on an
indoor aerial?
H. B. L.
No very elaborate set will be required
for this purpose, and we suggest that a
detector valve with leaky grid condenser
rectification and reaction will be quite
adequate.
Maximum sensitivity will
hardly be necessary, so no special precautions need be taken to choose the
most effective form of reaction control.
0000

The Best Wavelets.
The selectioity of my "Everyman Four"
receiver was adequate when I lived
ten miles from the local station, but
now, at a distance of 2i miles, I find
that the number of stations receivable
without -interference is very much reduced—this in spite of the fact that
I am using a high-impedance, highmagnificatioa valve as an H.F. amplifier.
It is realised that the addition
of an extra H.F. amplifier would
overcome the difficulty, but this would
mean rebuilding the set, and Ishould
prefer to add a wavetrap. Will
you recommend the best type?
J. W. McM.
There can be little doubt that the absorption wavetrap is the most suitable
in cases where it is desired to eliminate
the signals of a single station.
The
necessary additions are shown in the

The coil L may have about 30 turns oi
No. 24 D.C.C. wire, preferably wound or
a former of such asize that it may slid(
into the existing aerial-grid coil former
These details are shown in Fig. 2 (b).
By varying the position between eh
sorption and grid coils, it will be possiblt
to find a point where interfering signet
are "absorbed" over the desired band
of wavelengths; it is not adifficult matte'
to decide on the best practical couplinl
by trial.
You will note that a switch is con.
nected in series with the tuned absorptior
circuit, in order that it may be cut oul
when required.
0000

Long-wave Instability.
My receiver, with a single H.F. stage,
is perfectly stable on the medium
broadcast waveband, but on the long
waves I find it impossible to obtain
a " balance."
The H.R. trans.
forrnei-s, which are of the inter.
changeable type are carefully con.
structed and appear to be in perfect
order.
Can you suggest any reason
for my failure?
N. W. T.

We think it almost certain that your
trouble may be traced to imperfect separation of 171.F. and L.F. oscillatory currents in the coupling between the detector
valve and the L.F. amplifier.
If you
have not taken the usual precautions, we
recommend you to do so.
If you have,
you should assure yourself that the components used as H.F. stoppers are in
order.
For instance, a resistance may
possibly have a lower value than that at
which it is rated. An H.F. choke used
for this purpose should be of reasonably
efficient design, and you should assure
yourself that none of its sections is
short-circuited. By-pass condensers also
play an important part in separating H.F.
and L.F. currents, and you should make
sure that one of these has not an internal
disconnection.
0000

An Invariable Rule.
In a skeleton circuit diagram it seems
custoinary to mark the connection
to the negative side of the grid bias
battery, but the point to which the
positive terminal of this battery is
joined is often omitted. Can it be
assumed that it will always be
connected to L.T.?
S. D. G.
Yes, the positive side of the G.B. bat•tery is always connected to the common
.negative bus-bar In certain cases, where
special precautions are necessary to avoid
stray couplings, you will find that it is
connected directly to the negative terminal of the valve; this only applies
when a separate battery is used for an
individual valve.
0000
Two-Station Switch-over.
Have you published a description of a
three-valve set which would be suitable for receptionof the two Daventry
transmissions, and with provision for
changing from one to the other by
means of a simple switch? if so,
will you please refer me to the back
number in which the description appeared ?
N. M.
We think that the "Quick Change
Broadcast Receiver" described in The
Wireless World for February 16th should
meet your needs, as it has separate tuned
circuits for the two wavebands, with provision for connecting either at will by
operation of aswitch. At extreme ranges
the reaction control, which in this set is
common to both wavebands, would not
hold good with a single setting, but in
your locality little or no reaction should
be necessary for reception of the desired
stations, and we do net think any difficulty will be experienced on this score.
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Fig 2.—Connections of an effective absorp—
tion wavetiap; below; a su,aested method
of Coupling the coil to an aerial—grid
transformer.
skeleton diagram given in Fig. 2 (a),
from which you will see that a tuned circuit (L, C, Ci) is coupled to the lowpotential end of the aerial grid transformer.
It is important that this circuit
should have low resistance, and it should
be arranged to tune to the wavelength of
the interfering transmission with a comparatively high ratio of capacity to inductance; thus we suggest that C should
be a fixed air dielectric condenser of
0.0006 mfd. in parallel with a variable,
C„ of the same capacity; of course, a
variable condenser of 0.001 mfd. could be
used if preferred.

Eliminating Morse Interference.
As you are probably aware, Morse interference is a very serious problem in
this part of the world.
In an effort
to eliminate it, would it be really
worth my while tu rebuild my receiver, adding a second H.F. stage?
W. R.
The extra selectivity afforded by another H.F. stage will certainly bring
about an improvement, but, we fear, only
to an extent which you will find disappointing. The trouble is that spark transmission—which is probably responsible
for the majority of the interference on
the medium broadcast waveband — is
flatly tuned, and cannot be completely
eliminated by selective circuits.
In any
case, we recommend y.ou to concentrate
your efforts very largely on the longer
broadcasting
wavelengths;
admittedly
they are not free from Morse interference, but the majority of transmitters on
these wavelengths make use of the continuous wave system, which is not•reiponsible for so much interference as the
spark stations, most of which operate on
shorter waves.
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the artist

Bring in some lively music. Make merry
with an Ormond Portable '5'—the Portable
Receiver that will bring in the best programme with the best tonal quality and
power of volume.
The Ormond Five
Valve Portable is remarkable for its complete perfection both in circuit construction
and design of cabinet.
So easily carried
from place to place and so reliable for
good reception. This five valve portable
requires no aerial, no earth nor independent attachment whatever.
The widest choice of stations is provided
and they come in with clarity and faithfulness. No "blasting " or reverberation.
And the price — quite low — £24 - o-o
purchases the complete set with Valves,
Batteries, Internal Frame Aerial, Turntable and all equipment in handsome
Mahogany Case with concealed Loud
Speaker. Detachable handle.
DEMONSTRATIONS

The

ORMOND PORTABLE
Price complete

£24-10-0

Waterproof Cover extra 12 6.

Marc mi Royalty extra.

RRANGED.

Leaflets and Booklets on request.

The ORMOND ENGINEERING Co., Ltd19Q-205, PEN IONVILLE ROAD,RING'
SCROSS,LONDON ,N.1.
Phone: Elerkenwell 9344-6.
Crams: "Onnonelengi, Eincross."

keg.fcred

Txade

•
at Pdi

Factories: Waiekin Street and Hardwick Street, Merkenwell,
Continental Agents: Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., "Phonos Huse," 2 and
4, Bocknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
1339
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SYMPHONY FOUR

A new Receiver designed for
Moving Coil and High-grade Cone Speakers.

Carborundum Grid Leaks
and Anode Resistances are
quiet.
They are solid rods of
Carborundu n that provide an uninterrupted flow oi current.
They are
dense and cannot disintegrate.
There is
no noise from arcing. Carborundum Grid
foaks are tested at the maximum operating grid
soltage, viz., 5 volts, and Resistances at 100 volts.
2,500 ohms to 7 megonms 26 each.

The Carborundm Co., Ltd.,

Manchester.

Gives the highest possible degree ot realistic reproduction. due to special methods of coupling valves.
Incorporates Anode Feed Resistances, Choke Filter
Circuit end Ferranti Milliammeter. Finest workmanship throughout. DettrinizVe leaflet on reque,i.

EASY PAYMENTS
Supplied in M..hogany or Walnut tor en initial
payment of 28 .. Balance in il monthly nstalments.
Write tor Order Fo -m SFI.
Cash Price £16 (Inc/tiding Marconi Royalties).
All other wireless goods obtainsble co monthly terms.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO., "."-4',A
.C'CL
itrli
fiel'
E.C.2

NO
COILS
TO

CHANGE I

Tuning
Without
Tears ;
Razor Sharp 'I uning without
the need for changing coils.
No fuss.
N o worry. Minute
control of reaction. A simple
turn of the centre knob switches
over from short waves to long
waves.
brings in a surprising
number of stations.
Une-hole
fixing enables it to be fitted to
any set in a few minutes.
Tuning Is so simple that any set
fittei with this tuner can be
controlled
by
the
youngest
member of your famil>.

Range 240 tu 520 metres. and
1,100 to 2,000 metres. using a
*0005 variable condenser.
Price

,

FREE:

With each Tonatuna
given instructions tor building
epeclally designed 3-valve set that
as simple as A BC to tune.
ti leur denlet does not ,la./L. enta .nreet
giving 'let name au, 'ti lens,

21/

THE TONEX CO.,
,.

WALKER

STREET,

BLACKPOOL

FINEST

LANCS.

WAY
Price

Price

18/6

18/6

T is obvious that if you can get from
I
the amplification of a transform,

Panels cut

RUBBER
SHEET
for
Moving
Coil
Loudspeaker
Construction

and thickness.

„e

22 ,

_ 1. 8

I.I" x
- 22
per pirre, post paid.

or

any

The Finishing
Touch to your
Wireless Set.

QUALITY

size
Matt

polished surface.

Guaranteed

against

leakage.

Now you have finished building
that e
et and are proud of it why
not carry your pride a step turdier
and enclose it in •"HABIG« "cabinet.
There is a - KitlillAK" cabinet to suit every receiver, also
cone and moving coil .otid ,reaker cabinets in oak or
ma weeny, beautitulls Seibert in an extensive range of
de igre, to suit your particular needi.
"KABILOIC" cabinet, are needled for the Mallard Master
Throw and Ma ter live Portable.
RECOGNITION OF EFFICIENCY
Illustrated list sent tree on reg

Sheets
Rods &
Tubes

Pliable and elastic yet not too thin. Unlike the thin
grades which readily perish. Its roughened surface

W.

inakiis it strongly adhere to diaphragm and ring.

BRITKAM-EBONITE

World," when writing

T.

LOCK,

Ltd.,

BATH.

Britannia

" The Wireless

&

St. Peter's Works,

Rubber
&
Kamptolicon Co., Ltd.,
Newgate St., London, E.C.1.

Mention cf

the purity

WATMEL WthtLetss IO., Lfu., imperial Works,
HIGH ST., LLGWMKL
"fel.pltoc t...1.zware 51323.

EiRITIKAWEBONITE
SPECIAL

one instrument

of a choke you have the finest possible combination of
volume and tone.
Fit your receive , with a Watmel auto Cho'c, in taller
of an t...F. Transfo-mer and you will be amazed at the
purity and strength of rep -oduction arf srdei.
The Auto Choke contains its own condenser and grid
leak and sells at the remarkable all -in price of 1d es.

London
So , rooms : II.
Lion Square, Rig iHolborn.

to advertisers,

KABILOK .

Red

will ensure, prompt attention.
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THE PERFECT

EBONITE PANEL

ONE QUALITY ONLY
THE BEST-

The Benjamin Vibrolder has
five outstanding features—
perfect Contact, shock-proof
design, ease of wiring, low
capacity and low price.

PRICE

1t6

1,500,000 Benjamin Valveholders have already been
sold—proof of popularity.

ES
. fjpg4q11
„1
..

Your set will be better in every way if
you use a Parfait panel.
Not only will it
look better, but it will function better.
As
Parfait Ebonite is used and recommended by
leading set designers, it follows that you are
getting a tested product.
Parfait Ebonite is
guaranteed by the makers to have the highest
insulation efficiency possible and you will find
that it cuts and drills easily and accurately.
Insist on getting Parfait—the perfect ebonite
panel.
SUPPLIED IN
Matt
Semi— Polished Mahogany
Semi—Polished Black

SIX

FINISHES

Cube Surface
Highly Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Black

Stocked by most wireless dealers.
If any difficulty in
obtaining locally u,rite for flame of nearest stockist to:--

H. B. POTTER Cc.? CO., LTD.,
Station Buildings,

ROCHDALE.

Electric Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tottenham, London, N.17

I

Tidy up your home fl
•

"

H A R BR 0 S " EASYFIX
the Patent

CAPACITY REDUCING
FLEX
For Loud Speaker Extensions
is the neatest, most efficient and most easily
fixed flex on the market. Dimense with the old
and untidy twisted flex and fit "HARBROS"
One dozen yards sample packet
with fixing pins
- - - 3 /9
If your dealer is out of stock send direct to

HART BROS. ELECTRICAL MANFG. CO., Lttl.,
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
/

Traders, send for Showcards and Prices.

HARBROS

LOUD SPEAKER LEADS
The Lead, that do not

kink.

Length 8ft.

1

WHATEVER THE
CIRCUIT—Specify

"WEILO"
WEE TYPE
as specified fir
Manchester
Evening
Chronicle
"Distance Two"
Price

1

HEAVY TYPE
Ideal
for
all
general purpose
work

11'6

8P6

Model 10.

Model 3.

Stocked by /lancet. and
all good class dealers.
Send
for
illustrated
sad interesting Wesdogne describing Weil°
and N.S.P.eomponews
TVA Cafea.0” , f
, or-r of
lbs most complete in
rodio —Ii j, ll01118 free
on oppfleutton
to:1 ,W.

SEND
FOR
FREE
CATALOGUE

THE SUPER VALUE TRANSFORMER.
Specify Weilo --you will be safe! There is no query as to Weilo's undoubted capacity and fitness for all circuit work. The experts know
and have tested vVeilo. It gives a cast iron efficiency of per! ormance
and a wonderful purity of maximum amplification. At the price the
value of this super transformer is nothing short of amazing. High
component prices are to go—Weilo sets anew standard of transformer
value. Built by experts and guaranteed two years.
From your
dealer or direct.

S. W. LEWIS & Co. Ltd., Dept. W.W.,
39, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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Jigsaw Puzzles
Reproduced in colourgravure from paintings
4‘ The Autocar" by F. GORDON CROSBY.

for

These novel and interesting
puzzles will be a constant source
of amusement and entertainment.
The TARGA FLORIO Race
A typical incident, in Sicily's important
annual event (illustrated on the left)

The GORDON BENNETT Race
.lenatzy (Mercedes), the winner, is seen
leading from René de Knyff (Panhard)
(illustrated on the right).
SIZE :g in.

X

12

in. each, comprising about 15o pieces.

Price 2/6 net each.

The

By post 2/10 each.

COMBINED

Making a puzzle

12

PICTURE

in. X 17 in. of about 300 pieces.

Price 5/- net.

By post 5/4.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
(Remittance should accompany orders)

Manufacturers

and

Wholesale

Agents :

Messrs.

A.

V.

N.

Jones

8c

Co.,

Ltd.,

64,

Fore

Street,

London,

E.C.2.
A .C.60

•••••••• •

•

•

rege&&wegwe NOW READY eeeeeeeeeetee
e
o
o
0 Reproductions Li..
_o
gof the

te Finest
0 Photographs
te: of the
Year!

e

Suggestion

for

Christmas!
A Copy ot

• "PHOTOGRAMS"

O
pfe

e

THE ANNUAL REVIEW FOR
1929
OF THE
WORLD'S PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK
Edited by F. J. MORTIMER,

E.R.P.S.

Editor of " The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer. -

e
t4:
A

UNIg ‘U

is an
gilt at

admirable

Christmas-

time

for

friend

to

pictures

any
whom

appeal.

e

ALL lovers of pictures made by the camera will give an eager welcome to the
1928 volume of "PHOTOGRAMS OF THE YEAR," which contains reproductions of the work of the leading photographic artists of the world.
It is the "Royal Academy" of pictorial photography, and includes the best and
most representative pictures from the principal Photographic Exhibitions of the
year, together with reports of photographic progress made in the British
Empire and various other parts of the world, and the useful Directory of
British Photographic Societies.

Paper Covers:

net. Cloth Boards 7'6 net. Postage 6d. extra.

From leadtng boohse be+ s or élieect front the Publishers :
1LIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR S IR EET, LONDON, E.C.4

o
eeeeweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteteeeeeeeeeeeee
Mention o " The Wireless World, — when arum;;

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
()lamas is:

FOR

RECEIVERS FOR SALE,

ADVERI1SEMENT3

in

these

QuAL1TON

12 words or less, V- and id. for every
additicnai word, e.g., 18 Words, 111: 24 words, 2-.

ALL WIRELESS
WORLD COILS.

Name and address must be counted.
SERIES DISbOONTS are allowel to Trade Advertisers
is follows on orders tor consecutive insertions, provided t
fontract is placed in advance and in the absence cil fresh
nstruetion - the entire
'core " is repeated from the
Sremous issue
13 consecutive suer:min
: 26 confecutive. 10% : 52 consecutive 15%ADVERTISEMENT. tor these co'unuis are acceptai up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Peeeieu
to date ni went at the Head 011ises or " Toe Wireless
World,' Dorset House lulo. Street, London E.C.4. or
su WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19. Hertford Street
Coventry
Guildhall Building,,
Navigation Street Birmingham: 40, Deansete, Ma'
Dhester.

"EUROPA

III"

WITH LOADING COILS 22/- SM.

2,

B

Offer.-Buy direct from manufacM ARVELLOUS
turers: 101- deposit secures complete 3-valso loud-

SCREEN

gaWireless

Sthelstane Mew.

N.1.

Islountviciv nio5.

Advertisements that arrive km late for 1 particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following isa na
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
sdvertnements us this section must ise strictly prepaid.

The proprietors are not responsible am clerical or printers'
errors, altuoagn every care is tasen to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED

ADDRESSES.

Fqr the convenience ot private ad vertisers,letters maybe
addressed to numbers at " Inc Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum ut 6d, to deiray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box coo. do e The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in toe advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, c/o' The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street Loudon, E.L.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against ending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ;
iii all such cases the use o! Me Deposit System is recommended,
11141
the envelops should be clearly marked
Deposit
Depart mero."
Mlle DEPOSIT

so,

BB

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS-

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
uwer to their enquiries are rtiqueted to regard the
lance as an indication that the goods advertised stave
ready been disposed os. Advertisers often receive on
any enquiries that it u unite impossiine to reply :o
cli une by roost
0.13

THIlterîiLP.TC'ExtitgiKS'eV.:rry

VERNIER
DIALS
SLOW

Repairs

and

SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
SCOTT
Doctors.-Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.
[0264
8 suites, in beautiful mahogany cabinet,
SUPERHET,
with valves; olio Everyman lour, in oak cabinet,

MOTION

Will fit all standard
condensers. Hair line
tuning.
One
hole
fixing. Increase the
selectivity
of your
set.

Out

T

1s

with valves; will
Write 'llox 9023

Each

Usual Price 3 6
2 FOR

3,'4

PUGH BROS., 95-101, Holloway Rd.,

o"

P
Free
London,

N.7.

sell the 2 for £35, or near offer.do The Wireless World.
t2 A
2212
3

A GREAT Opportunity.-The famous Royal
.CX
Force Mark Ill 3-valve receivers for sale, guaranteed brand new, each receiver fitted with 2 L.F.
transformen worth over 30/-, and the set complete
worth £15; we oro selling at the wonderful bargain
price ol 30/-; wonderful loud-speaker results are obtained hum these receivers; satisiaction guaranteed;
carriage forward, cash with order.
Note :-These recesvera are securely packed in special travelling cases
which would make ideal tool chests.-J, B, liumpth
2re
u y
e
s
and Co..., 23, College Hill, Cannon St., London, E.C.4.
Tel,: Lity 2725.
[2418

Super Eight; cost £64 few [
w
2ec
38k
4s
11J. ago, perfect, accept £3&-Percy White, Thames
S'orks,
St. W
Staines, Middlesex.

The Original Wireless Doctor
(London and Home Counties.)

Complete satisfaction or no charge.
Personal Attention to all Clients' Sets.
H.T. Eliminators, Gramophone Pick-ups
and ..Webson" Moving Coil Speakers
Demonstrated, Installed, Maintained,
Brought Lip to Date.
fur•Ity

Reproduction

R
DEAD
R

Specialist.

2a, WOODVILLE GROVE, LONDON, N.I6.
Sloane

5105

M-VALVE Portables ¡or 14 guineas l*British Lm
23
ad
m is
and gnaranteed.-Box 9244, c/o The Wireless
World.

a,

DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and components. the mains pioneers in 1924; 28 London
hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mains
set, using no batteries; some of these sets have not
even required their doors unlocking for over two
years-just a switch on the wall used, nothing else
touched.
Single sets supply over thsel pairs phones
and loud-speakers.
Abroad one of our mains sets
functions in a government hospital 600 miles from
the nearest broadcasting station.
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd.-2-valve set for D.C.
niti mains from £10; A.C. sets from £15.

WILL CALL AND CURE YOUR SET

or Clissold 3667,

UNLICENSED

A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
hereby readers who wish to dispose ot ahome-constructed
meiver not licensed under the patents matte use ot, can
cense the set by means ut the Deposit System referred to
boye.
The person desiring so sell, in sending us particulars tor
is advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
.
o. and should add to the price which he requires the
amount or royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
It the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
;Mired will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
me in respect ot royalties, which amount will be paid by
The Wireless World " to the owners ot the patents
nisesned, and a certificate wilt
be ¡lauded on to the
uchaser ot the set.

1LifelliCHAEL Super Screened 4-valve Portable Receiver, quite new, and in perfect oondition• cost
35 guineas.-Best alters to B.2./B 1
3613, London,
0.1.
[2247
RECEPTITE Co. Specialise in Building Remceivers to suit Customers' own Pena:m ar ne.
quirernents; write for quotation; low prices and quick
delivery; satisfaction guaianteed.

elPHE RECEPTITE Co. Also Make a Range of Stan.a. dard Receivers Designed for High Quality Reproduction; write tor particulars and prices.
HE RECEPT1TE Co., 1, The Mall, Southgate,
N.14.
[2177

SYSTEM.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
nay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves ot our
Deposit System. It the money be deposited with "
Wireless World," both parties are advised wits receipt.
The time allowed tor decision is three days, during which
time, It the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
oust be returned to the sender. It a sale is edeeted we
emit the amount to the seller but, it not, we return the
¡mount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
nit in the event oi no sale, and subject to there being no
litterent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
arriage one way.
!he seller takes the risk of loss or
lamage in transit, tor which we take no responsibility. For
11 transaction up to ( adeposit fee of 1/- is charged ou
ransactious over ¿to and under (5o, the tee is rib, over
5o, 5/-. Ali deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
louse, Tudor Street, London. ti.C.4, and cheques and
loney orders should be made payable to Bide & Sons
arnited.

speaker set, 100-volt H.T. grid bias, 2-volt accumulator,
301. loud-speaker Icone or horn)" valves, aerial equipment; 7 days' approval; unselicited testimonials reseised daily; agents required; eee buyers guide.-11. Tl 0,
Electrieal. 2 Boundariee Rd., Balkans, 8.W.12.
Tel.:
Battersea 0374.
[0265

T

Postai Orders and *toques sent as payment tor ads«.
dsements should be made
gavials to TWEE
SOSS Ltd. and crows!
- otes
being
antraceable if lost in transit, should otn se sent as
remittances.
Ali ietters relating to advertisements should quote the
number winch is printed at the end oi each advertisement.
Sod the date or the issue in wawa it appeared.

4-valve Set, as new, with valve., £11.

4-valve Set, with valves and cone, £10;
another, last sieason's model, as new, £12; all in
good order and carriage poid.-James Scots end Co.,
Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
[0207

SCREEN 5i

Mt 10 6. BASE 1/6,
00)-citui resietance 1/d,

GECOPHONE
IIIINDEPT

"IVIEGAVOX"
B.B.C. 16 ,-.

QECOND-HAND Receivers. 1-8 valves, perfect; Cheap;
state requirements.-Coutts, Engineers, Ilorley.
[1424
VOUR Receler will be all the better for fitting
a Volume Control ClarOstat; 8/6. poet free. at
all dealers.-ratClaude Lyons, Ltd., displayed advertisemet t.
[2009
L7

and MORRIS, Ltd.-II.T, eliminators for
mains, £4; for A.C. mains, £6/10; eliminator transformers, from £15; lull wave rectifying
valves, 10/-.
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd.-Why use accumulators
111i if A.C. mains are available? The Longton L.T.
unit is a complete substitute at negligible cost, always
ready, valve rectifier, no batteries, gives 1.2 amps.
at 2, 4, or 6 volts, and operates any set; new price,
£6/15.
DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd., for electrolytic condensers; we use them, have used them for 3 years,
liquid and dry; we test them all, but find Longtou
the best, capacity approximately 2,000 M.P.,
nonliquid; price 12/6, as used in the famous L.T. unit.
DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd., for moving coil loudspeakers; delivery from stuck; also mains-operated
receivers and amplifiers for same.
Demonstrations
continually, service always.
DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., undertake the design
AL, and construction of any type of radio apparatus.
We make for the individual and guarantee results. It
will pay you well to consult us before buying else-

e

IIIIPYffIrillleAllre,

R

Louo-SPEAKER CONES
save laie reproduction and tons and improve
practically any make ot Cone Loud-speaker, and
especially moving cod L.S. Dislike proper cones,
vEnTIttAX is anaftected by moisture even in warm
damp atmosphere. Supplied in • variety al attractive dmigns and natural erosra.
PRICES :Standard
Sise (IS in. diameter), 1/8 Erma's, E/- Colour,
LARGE SIZE (181 In. diameter), 3/. Brown,
4/- Colour.
el ,k voor deafer for full partleulare w write dime:
oiring u, name and addrees of asta! es,pplier.

GEO. L. SCOTT & Co., Ltd.,
Morris House, 60-66, Rochester Row, S.W.1

Peigià

re-

R

d

AI) and MORRIS, Ltd., have second-hand sets
1-4, best makes only, at junk prices; Elwell Arista!
phone, type 57, 3-valve, £8; Burndept Ultra IV, with
Mark IV tuner, £10, original price £54.
DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd., 31, Eastcastle St. (facing
-&& back of Waring and Gillow's), Oxford St., W.
13474
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Receivers for

Sale.—Contd.

1\l'EW Cossor Kits on Easy Payments, or any other
-LI set, or list of accessories.—Oakley,
MONOTONE 3, by C. P. Allinson.
A customer
-1.71 writes, November 27th, 1928: Easily the best
3; 1 have received 60 on the L.S.
Everybody won't
do this, but ft is a fine set; crowds of dealers keep
building it; they know; very complete constructional
envelope, 1/2; kit of parts, £5.—Oakley.
QCREENED Grid, H.F. stage, for Monotone, by
A. E. Oakley; kit of parts with cabinet, screen
"base and e. lull layout. diagrams; 55/..—A. E. Oakley.
43, Carleton Rd., London. N.7.
[2392
7-valve Superhet., with
IORANIC
stage oscillator coils for the full

high frequency
broadcast range.
all as new and in perfect order, very hot stuff 1 £15.—
Michael Lavin. Old House, Soaping, Reading.
[2366

P

YE 4-valve Receiver, upright cabinet, with front
doors, H.T. in bottom drawer, complete with
4 2-volt valves, in new condition, perfect order;
£8.--Walbro Cycle and Motor Co., Wireless Dept..
Saffron Warden. 'Phone: 45.
[2433

M

THE

"VERTISEMENTS.

eldICHAEL 5-valve Supersonic Unit, quite new;
£414.—D. Janes, High St., Woburn, Beds.
[2482

-PRIVATE
Disposal—. Wireless World" Five beautiful oak cabinet, Amplion loud-speaker [horn),
directional aerial, marvellous selectivity and quality;
accept £20.—Inepected and heard, 30, Gainsborough
Gardens, (folders Green.
Speedwell 6480.
[240a

MATLOCK RADIO MANUFACTURERS.

QUALITY,
want are

distance and volume; the results you
obtained by " Wireless World" circuits;
We can supply the Europa III, Megavox, All Wave
and Everymun sets, built by our expert staff, and guarantee the results.

C

OMPLETE Sets of Components or Any Parts Supplied; cabinets, coils, panels, eliminators, and
moving coil speaker components.

A

LL Repairs, overhauls, or installations earned out
by experienced men, wr rk and results guaranteed;
demonstrations by appointment.

M

ATLOCK RADIO MANUFACTURERS, Matlock
Howe. Woodberry Grove, Finebley, N.3.'Phone:
Finchley 2837.
(2480

N
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Receivers for Sale. —Contd.
ltrEGAvox, awarded commended prize Manchester

Exhihition, components
wanted.—Trueman, 11, Lyell

cost £15, cash
St., Liverpool.

offers
(2461

A LLSCOTT 6.valve Screened Grid Receiver, takes
B.B.O. and Daventry wavebande with cline-over
switches, the only set of its kind, and has suelanted
many 8-vulve sets.
Daylight Range of this Set
THEcomplete
with valees, leads,

is Phenomenal; set,
royalties, and provision for gramophone pick-up; £37/10; carriage paid
to any address in Great Britain on 7 days approval
against cash.
CR Further Particulars and Full Specification, apply
to the manufacturers, James Scott and Cu., Radio
Engineers, Dunfermline.
10268

F

1.'A'15/.;

Sterling Steelclad Unite, with file. Theo.,
11.11.10 Marconi valse and crystal, 1716:
2-valve T.M. Co., with tapped inductunee, 32)6; 2-valve
Marconi II li, only 30/-; 2-valve Sterling, walnut
sloping cabinet, 37/6; 2-valve Western Electric, mhoSane allele. cabinet, 47/6; 3-valve Aircraft semi portable,
with mahogany Violina loud-speaker, a very special bargain, 37/6; 4-valve Polar vertical po). cabinet set,
£5/10; 5-valve RAI". semi portable, with remote ,'nn(rol,
£3/10;
7-valve
Marconi
receiver,
amplifier,
screened. £3/10; 7-valve R.A.F. mahogany vertical
ditto, anclo., £4110; all royalties paid, valves and batteries extra; Burndept 7-valve Ethodyne set, with
valves and 2-frame aerials, listed to day £45, sate price
£27/10.—Electradix, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.9.
[2487
IMMONTIS BROS.—Receivers constructed to any
published design or to your individual requirements. guaranteed workmanship, repairs, reconstructieri, overhauls, m odernisations.—Shireland Rd., Smet h
wick.
[9691

S

F

Y

OU Wish to Include the 'Latest Improvements in
Your New Set; you have seen your ideal described
in a technical paper; you want the best results; but
why trouble to build it; we specialise in supplying an
the best modern receivers from stock; 'reel ease time,
and probably money, too! Here are some of the sets
we have, ready to send immediately your order turner
(valves not included); " A" receivers conform exactly
to designers' epe.ifications, "B " receivers have certain
parts of less expensive type, but are equally guaranteed
by ns:13ENTODE Two: A, £5/5; B, £3115.
INCEPTOR Three:

A, £8/10;

UROPA III: A. £919;

B, £715.

B, £717.

E

ECONOMY S.G. Four,:

FUILZEIIILL

A, £8110; B, £6110.

Four: A, £12/10;
£10/10; not
wired kit of parts, but handsome well built receivers, from the halide of qualified craftsmen. heron.
fully finished. end frilly tested; our guarantee—money
refunded If designers' original claims are not more than
fulfilled—acr =ponies
every
set
which
leaves
our
Works; we make modifications free of charge, and
supply any aeceseories; if you have doubts of the
meltability of any design. send a card for our free
advice, mentioning your requirements; don't delay; write
to-day.
TROJAN RADIO.
RADIO Co.,
THBhallTROJAN
St., London, E.0.3.

Mitre Chambers: Leaden.
'Phone: Avenue 8750.
[247'i

11.T. Replacements.—Sacs (capped or
VV
capped), highest grade, No. 1, 10d. per
No. 2, 1/9 per doz.—See below.
INCS. — Best quality (wired), No. 1, 8d. per
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orders valued 5/- car
paid, otherwise 6d. for postage.—British Battery
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.

Z

B

ATTERIE8 Direct, a saving of 40Y.-60-volt,
11--v
108-volt, 10/11; postage 9d. and 1/- respectBritish throughout and fully guaranteed; super
treble capacity also stocked.—The Johnson Engine
Co.. Dept. W.W., 86, Great Portland St., W.I.

WHY Continue ro ase un H.T. Battery?
It
VV are on D.C. or A.C. mains, why not use t
Send tot our pamphlet, "Power," which will be
tree, together with other useful publications.—C
Lyons, I.td., 76, Old Hall St.. Liverpool,

ENTODE Users' Real Portable Quality H.T.
mulatorv, 150-volt, large capacity for l'ente
£5; ditto Pentode 2, 75/-; boor easily portable
barrow required; guaranteed 1 months; sample
—Pearson tiros., bedworth. Nuneaton.

A CCUMÚLATORS.—Fuller's block, new long
.C1 accumulators, 2 volt 40 amps, new, 5/6; 4
40 ali.ps, 10.6; 6 volt 40 anips, complete with
16/6;
approval, c.o.d., postage
extra.—Pride
Clarke, 158, Stockwell Rd., S.W.9.

QTANDUP Wet Batteries Eliminate all High
sion Troubles; the meet reliable independent
ni II.T. eupply; 'volume, roue, and quality at low
never fails to improve the re, eption; listi free. —Ser
Butteries, Braeiride, Uphall Station.

Be
M UST
Elwell

A-VOLT W.J. Exide Accumulator, fully cha
V 27/6, here; 1 P.M.12, 2 hours' use, 17
Selby, 30, Resides Rd., Barking.

Clearer?, all at prices much below cost:
1 valve L.F. amplifiers. new, £1; Sterling 2 valve power L.F. amplifiers, new, 30/-; original
price £9; Radio Communication Co.'s 1 valve receivers, 250-9,000 metres, £1; British naval heterodyne wavemeters, with valve and tuning cards, perfect, 17/6; Brown's Relay, 25/-; ex-Government 2
valve transmitters, with valves, 25/-; carriage forward,
cash with order.—J. B. Humphreys and Co., 23, College Hill, Cannon St., London, E.C.4.
Tel.: (2518
('tie
2725.

Ô

RADIO.

per dozen: Jars,
2
1
lid.; sacs, 1/2 d
dozen cells (18 voila), complete with bands
electrolyte. 4/3, post 9d.; high efficiency, long
self-charging, upkeep small; send Sil. for sample
illustrated booklet free; carriage free orders
write for free list wireless bargains; trade suppl
W. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd.. Stockwell, London.

CR Sale.-3-valve radio sets, in splendid cabinet,
complete with valves, II.T., L.T., loud speaker,
royalties paid, tunes from 150 to 2,500 metres, no
coils to change; £14. complete.—W. R. Bottornley
and Co.. Wireless Manufacturers, Luck Lane Marsh.
Iluddersfield.
[2514

EW All Wave Four, with additional aerial, loose
coupler and condenser, for optional use as in
Regional receiver, oak cabinet, 30in. panel, Ferranti
push-pull lust stage, 3 Cyldon condensers, Ornionde
dials, complete with coils and valves; brand new, cost
over £25, abet offers?—Box 9263, c/o 2' he Wire , a A GREAT Opportunity.—The famous Royal Air
World.
[2455 21. Force Mark III 3-valve receivers for sale, guaranteed brand new, each receiver fitted with 2 Lie
MARCONI Straight Eight, with valves; bargain, £8;
transformers worth over 30/-, and the set complete
-171. write appointment.—Box 9258, do The Wireless worth £15; we are selling at the wonderful bargain
World.
[2447
price of 301-; wonderful loud speaker results are obtained from these receivers; satisfaction guaranteed;
-VALVE Portable, Cook's of Ipswich cabinet model, carriage forward, cash with order.
Note
-These recomplete and sel new, wet £24, accept £15; 5- ceivers are securely packed in special travelling rases
'valve Hart CeilillE despatch case model, portable, only which would make ideal tool chests.—J. B. Humpth
2r
4
e
1
ys
used few times, perfect. cost £22, accept £16.—Walbro
and Co., 23, College Hill, Cannon St., London, E.C. 4 .
Cycle and Motor Co., Wireless Department, Saffron
Tel.: City 2725.8
Walden.
'Phone. 45.
[2435
IRELESS is a Fascinating Subject. but makes
MEW Fada 6-valve set, type 256A, with five new
heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
P.M.6 and one super power valve; to-day's value
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
£23, will take £11, or exchange 3h.p.
petrol or •times, there are always new components to be bought,
paran engine.—Ilacon, Headlands, Keswick.
[2450
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
TROJAN

BA TT ERIES.
Batteries—Parts
w ET1/H.T.square,
1/3; mines,

12

C

.D.E.S. Accumulator Charging Service.—Coll e
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon;
tor particurars to Croydon and District Electric
vice, Dept. W., 98, Cherry Orchard Ra e Croydpu. [

A CCUMULATORS, L.T., 2e. 20a., 3/-;'4v. 20a..
£1 and strap. 6/3; 11.T. ditto, 1,000 are.
ebonite case, 60v., 7/6, 90v., 1716, 120v., 351-;
I..T. battery boxes, 1/3 each.—Etectradix, 218, U
Thames St., E.C.4.
CHARGERS AND

ELIMINATORS.

R

UNBAKEN ILT and L.T. Chargers lot A.O.
D.C., you may try 14 daya.—Ardwick, Man
tel. and 39 Victoria St., Loudon, 13 W.1
1

W

LIMINATOR Kit, comprising mains transit.]
full wave output, 200 volts 30 urillianipa.
henry choke, 2 4 mid condensers, 500 volts,
variable potential divider, valve holder, 0150
animater and base board; price £3; other outpul
slight extra met; state main, voltage when- order'
H Goodwin. Woodcock Hill. Eli-tree.

,t T the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
£1 deterred from buying because he knows that there
will be still one more piece of apparatus left on his
hands, to add to those already in the junk box.

UR " Power
Pamir ilet Describes the Home
struction of Efficient A.C. Eliminators, gi
"aimless operation; 200 sot , 50 milliamperes gui
veed, out gear is constantly being purchased
corporations, the G.P.O., the 13.B.C., etc.—(3
Lyons, Ltd., 76, Old Hall St.. Liverpool.

WE Have Opportunities of disposing of semi obsolete
Vr apparatus to those who are not fortunate enough
to be able to afford the latest type, and will take
such apparatus or components, providing they are in
saleable condition, in part exchange for any new set,
loud-speaker or component required.

A

LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or. better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
TF You Approve of this You can Send Your Remit1
tance for the balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old apparatus and you do not approve of our offer, we will
return carriage paid.
THE Principal of this Firm, who has been a protensional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the National Association
of Radin Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus
for your particular purpose; you save
money by having genuine expert advice.
Forget We Will Take Your
DON'T
or Components in Part Exchange.

-1--•

Old

Reciever

WE Will Also Build Any Sets to Specification (Mar77 coni royalties payable), and instal anywhere in
the British Isles; sets modernised; send for estimate.—
Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston.
Tel.: 1364.
[0226

O

L1 LEMINALL Eliminators for A.C. and D.C. MI
1e to pass 100 mbliamps, 5 models, the *slimly
you require for moving coil speakers; write for
and full particulars- trade orders given special al
tem.—Stott, Clare Hill, Huddersfield.
f:

dy)TENTIAL Dividers. ideal component for elin
tors or grid leaks for transmission, 5 tapp
supplied in all values from 1.000 ohms to 500
ohms, better than wire wound; price 2/3. post Ir
Abingdon Wireless Supplies, 45, inert St.. Abing
rIrANTALUM and
-aup your own
let H.T. and I..T.,
with terminals 2-3
Metallurgical Works,

Lionium for .AO. Rectifiers; I
inexpensive chargers; blue p
1/- each; Li011i11111 electrodes 1
amps., and 5-8 anips.e-Blackv
Ltd.. Liverpool.
1;

DHILIPS Dual Charger, 40 to 120 volts, 60
and 2 to 12 volts, 1.3 amps., for 200 vol
cycle mains; £4.—Brook, Leyfield Rd., Dore, Shef

MOTOR Generator, A.C. or D.C., 230v. input,I .
111- output
230v. tu 8v. la. D.C., 70i-1 230v
100v, 100nut., 70/-; other types all outputs to 4
Ella battery chargers, 250v. A.C. to 6v. 6a. D.C., f
valve chargers, with Philips rectifier, 230v. to
ISS amps., 40/-; eliminators, D.C., with 3 taps, 2
latest model, with anode meter, 30/s; A.C. 50 eye
tap unit, variable control. £4.—Electratlix, 218, t
Thames St. E.C.4
1;

LECTROLYTIO Condensers.—For these go to
specialists.—Read and Morris, Ltd., 31, Basta
St., London, W.I.

àlentIon 01 " The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt alteniton.
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RANSFORMERS and Choke' for II.T. and L.T.
Battery Eliminators, transformers and chokes for
wireless purposes, wound to any specification, transAing transformers supplied; enquiries invited.ester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane, Hackney, London.
1.
[2428
1HEAPEoT ard Best.-Simtown transformers, out' put 6v. 1.75a amp., 200x200v. 50ma., 17/6:
0x 300, 18/6, 400x400, 19 /6: special transformers
lit to customers' requirements, transformers for
estinghouse metal rectifiers, R4/2/1. 6v. 0.5 amp.,
-; R4/2 ,2, 6v. 0.1 amp., 9.'-; R4/55/1
200v.
Orna., 17,6; illustrated lists free.-Simpson, Jesmond
ace, Leeds.
[1977

Start the New Year with a HE Marna Baffle Cabinet, for moving coil speakers,
T is not a compromise.
Moving Coil Loud Speaker
is the Only Cabinet that gives you all the advanIT tages
of a large baffle or closed robinet at will,
and for those who desire perfect reproduction without
and obtain really
unsightliness
Baffle Cabinet is the Only Solution;
perfect reception
THEwriteAdams
to; particulars.-E. Adams and Co., 82,
•
Bath St., Old St., E.C.1.
[2505
ciABINETS
in

board.

CABINETS.
Britain's

Best

P

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

B . & J.-All " Wireless
B . & J.-Megavox Three

SUPER ELECTRO-MAGNET MODEL.
£4. 7 .O complete.
This proved model has been selected by
experts and music lovers as the leader
in its field and in all parts of the world.
Ideal for use with the Megavox 3.

RTCRAFT Illustrated Catalogue, post free; write
now.
RTCRAFT Co. 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
L 'Phone: 1981 Croydon.
[0040
a.

IIGBY'S
• ebonite
%TOBY'S
• battery

HAS Cabinets, from 8/6, In oak and mahogany;
send for free list.
HAS Mullard Master Three Cabinets, talc, 12:1,. •
mahogany, 1 /6; carriage paid.
HAS, Wireless, Gramophone ard General Cabinet
Manutactarer, 338, Old Kent ltd.. S.E.15. [2406
¡NE Mahogany American Type, for Cosset., Milliard, Everyman, etc., with baseboard 9in.x18in.,
6; 8in.x241n., 16/6; panels in nialiogite or greenite,
; mahogany instrument cases, 7in.x8in.x5 1,ein.,
; Brown's polished mahogany, 8in.x7in.x8in.,• at
• leather 10in.x8in.x6in., at 5/-; 3-cell valve
nets, 1/4 each; teak battery boxes, 1/2 eimh.Itradix, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
[2497
MhIONDS BROS. -Cabinets lot sets and
loudspeakers in oak and mahogany; your own ideas
led out; best materials and workmanship.-Shire.
I Rd., Smethwick
[9692

45

▪ LIMINATOR Mains Transformers, 550-O-550 al
1-.‘
170 'dills, this 2 filament windings, 7.5 v. 2.5
amperes,
only
on
65/-, carriage ¡sud;
a
metal
rectifies
tninsformer, secondary 9 volts, 2.5 amperes, only
23,6, carriage paid; 275-0-275 at 100 ma., plue
7.5 v., at 2.5 amperes, only 38/6, carriage paid;
this being ideal for Q.E.S. or Raytheon rectifier, and
aleo
furnishing
L.T.
for
P.P.
power
amplifier;
double 30 henrys at 55 init. large smoothing chokes,
shielded,
maximum
current
125
ma.,
4-terminal,
only 35/6, carriage paid; largo smoothing chokes,
carrying up to 400 ma., etc., etc.; state your -requirements;
all conform
to recommendations
subcommittee of the I.E.E.-Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76

lIKULLARD Coils.-Master Three, ordinary B.B.C.
7/6: lobe, 8,6: base, 2/6; special coil, giving
better results on long waves, 10/6.-A. E. Oakley, 43,
Carleton Rd., London. N.7.

°HOKE.%

L.F. smoothing mains, Ironclad, 9c11
1
23
and
1/6: Varley. double-pole, 4/6; H.P. chokes, small,
1,000 ohms, 1/-; Marconiphone, 100 ma., '4/6.

'eIGIIY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own De• dens.
etugy ,f; cabinets.-Write
for new 16-page art
• catalogne.-F. Digby. 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd..
2. 'Phone: Bishopagate 6453.
[0128

UALITY Cabinets, American type, with baseboard,
rubber feet, a really splendid job. Megavox,
lode. or Master Three; oak 15/6. mahogany 21/-;
rialto paid, packing 1/6. returnable.
UALITY Cabinets, all types and sizes made: send
for new illustrated list.-Reginald Nichols. Batli
Workshors, Swindon.
(2316

à J. Guarantee Every Coil under Money Bach
B.Conditions.
.& J. All-British Super Four Portable, employing
B
-• the Mullind pentode valve; £18/10, plus the new
scale of royalties.
B. & J. WIRELESS Co., 2, Athelstane Mews, [004
01.4.

-LI positively give better results; B.B.C., 15/-; toes
wave, .17/- pair; don't buy cheap rubbish; there la
a lot about.-Oakley.

Cabinets, fitted with Mallon or Resiston
if required.
Cabinets.-Pedestal model, with separate
.compartment; from 56 ,- to £12.

ABINETS.-First class goods at competitive prices;
rend for lists.-Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
[9833
EAL Oak Veneer Converts the Cheapest Wood into
, Real Oak. detection impossible - 30in.x2Oin., 8d.
et, 7,6 dozen.-Burtenshaw, Hillsborough Terrace,
'acombe.
[2051

stock.

coils; see displayed advert.

Hall
!.JEW
St.,Cossor
Liverpool.
Coils.-Radiax, the finest coils made;
t20°112d

solid oak end

AMSEY
for
Distinctive
Cabinets. - Portable
cabinets,
cone speaker
cabinets,
moving
coil
si nets, asdic -gramophone edbinets; tell and inspect.satrated folder free from F. W. Ramsey, 63, 8hattesgs., London, N.1. Tel.: Clerkenwell 7139.
[1315

ETC.

World " roils from

1

RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany:
L from 8/ it, £6.
.2TCRAFT Cabinets ten be mule to customer.'
L special designs and .izes; estimates free.

%TOBY'S Cabinets.-Table models In
• mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/,

ere..
bard>

EDESTAL Cabinets, desisned
for taking linen
loud...peal:ex (" Amateur Wireless"), or fitted with
baffle front, for moving coils; 35/-; particulars on re.
quest-Hammones, I, Stratford St., Nuneaton, War
wicksh ire.
[251%

[IRANSFORNIERS, chokes, etc., guaranteed, wound
L to any specification;
'phone for quotation.irby (Wimbledon). Ltd , 72, Merton Rd., Wimbleas, 8.W
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814[8987
IAFETY Dish Tension Supply Units for AC. and
7
D.C. Mania, 200-250 volts, model A.C.5 gives
50 volts at 25 mat., 1 fixed tapping and 2 variable
sing 15 to 125 vo:te, complete with full wave
stifying valve, £411716; model D.C.5 for D.O. mains,
ves same output as A.C.5, price £215; model D.C.4,
'lee £1117;6; our safety H.T. nuits will work any
reiver, full instructions are supplied with every one,
ey are perfertly simple to use and are absolutely
fe: write for cur booklet, Radio Power.-Philipenn and
)., Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley Bridge, Boltria.
'hone: 2038 Bolton.
'Gams: Safety, Bolton. [2500

for Melody Maker, Master Three,
solid oak, any Plied° and finish; 14/-, with

(NABINETS for "Wireless World," "Amateur Wire
lass," etc., sets, in oak or mahogany, well made
and finished; let tne quote you; satisfaction 'or money
returned.

(JR Have the Following D.C. Eliminators for Disposal: Marconi all mains, H.T.. L.T., and 0.B..
>del D.C.1, £4,10; Ecko all mains, H.T., L.T., and
B., with adaptors for valves, £4/15; Ecko II.T,
reg variable tappings, one Seed, £2/15; Radielle, for
ovine coil work, 220 volts from 230 incites 100 milimps., £5:10; one only, Atlas A.C. eliminator, cost
8
/6,
£5 /S.-Scientific
Development
Co.,
51,
ishergate, Preston. Tel.: 1364.
[2458

RTCRAFT
Radio Cabinets
are
L Value, satisfaction guaranteed.

21

rPRANSFORS,IERS, Kaynite intervalve. 4/-;
ILL,
spi.; microphone,
m
2/6. 316, 7/6, and 12/6:24r
8e9
lays, 1,060 ohs, 7/-; 1.ucas, 10/6; L.T. control, 10/-;
Weston MC., 27/6; Dixon Remote, 15/-.-Electradix,
218, Upper frhaines St., E.C.4.

PERMANENT MAGNET MODEL.
£6 .5 .0 complete.

LIERRANT1 A.F'.5, Mollard, and Phillips TraegA.
formers, as new; offers.-Box 9261, c/u 4' he ce
2
v
4.
5
re8¿cas IVorld.

This wonderful unit reproduces every
sound with a fidelity and realism that
will amaze you. Ideal for use with
the Megavox 3.

SEND

FOR

OUR FREE
BOOKLET

J
•

36 pages of valuable and
interesting data about
i
rt,'1
:uvc:"4

•

RADIO gmengtEm

office,
89,SELHORST ROAD, 5, NORWOOD. S.a.e.&
wk , (Always Oyen i4P. ri (rey Or, hard Rd., E. Croydon,
Why no. rail at our works and see the outfits for yourself?
We can give you valuable assistance and advice. Only 15
rains. NON-STOP Irons Victoria or London Bridge Stations.
DEFERRED TERNS IF YOU WISH.
from London Radio Supply.
11, OAT LANE. NOBLv STREET. EU,

Advertisements for " The Wireless World"

AP

are

C.N

C
James's
TOUCIISTONE.-Mr.
bases. 30/-; screen, 4/6.

OSSOR Coils.-B.B.C. band, 15/. pair; 5XX band,
171- pair; aCculate in size and performance;
prompt deliveries.
latest,

pair

coils

and

TIENTONE TWO Coils, with bases, 13/- pair; Pye
differential condenser, 5/6.
MEGAVOX.-Pair coils and base, 33/•; screen, 7/6.

eaae°ri
si

4setteuvtet

SIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., Smethwick.

,

✓UROPA THREE.-Coils as specified, 33/- the pair, .
-11 complete; screen, 10/6.
"MEW All-wave Four.-Berclif standard coils, 77/9
1-1
set of 4, with bases; the actual coila used and
specified.
LIVERYMAN FOUR Coils, 33/- pair, with bases;
the pioneers, still the standard of excellence.
LIVERYMAN FOUR Conversion, LW. coils and
bases with instructions, 43/3; alteration piesent
coils, 9,6; approved by "The Wireless World.'
Coils for all "Wireless World" sels;
special coils lo your own requirements in all
quantities; cabinets, screens, all up-to-date components,
complete receivers; trade enqui ries invited.-London
Depot: Applebys, 44, Chapel St., London, N.W.1.
SIMMONDS BROS., Shireland
Smethwick.
[1956

B

DYNAMOS,

ETC.

•PREDALECT Dynamo, 6-8v., working order; 10'.
plus carriage.-Dixon, Hare Lane, Lintitield. (2616

only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPS. ETC.

A

DAPTED Browns, 2,000w., 15/-; Electradix, 20/volume controls, 4/-; adaptors and cord, 1/3
single receivers, for home-made pick-ups, 1/6 only
6 volt gramophone motors, enclosed type, with 4-1
gear box, silver commutator, beautifully made. 20/only.—Electradix, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4. [2490

REDUCTICN

ANODE SUPPLY
FILAMENT SUPPLY
ROTARY-TRANSFORMERS

[2452
PICK-UP, Woodroffe, brand new; £3/3.—Kirlew. 11.
1
Compton Rd., Winehmore Hill, London, N.21.
[2448

Made in six bright colours;
will not crack ;is easily
bared with aknife, leaving
a clean tinned conductor
ready for soldering.
Securite is damp, oil, and
acid proof.
Per

10-fool coil

18 S.W.G.
16 S.W.G.

—

7d.
9d.

Also supplied in Bulk
Lengths
especially
for manuf actut ers'
use.
Prices on
application.
Trade Supplied.

BRASSE, LTD.,
MANOR WORKS,
High Street, HornseY,
N.8.
'Phone: Mo entwew 3295.

PRICE

Ask for Pactieulars

Gramophone Attachment; cost £2, sell
BROWN'S
27/6; perfect.-1, Malvern Terrace, Swansea.

is your security
against internal short-circuits.

IN

•

LOUDSPEAKERS.

Input
Output

TF

You are in London Call and See Goodmans'
1
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing elsewhere.—Goorimans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0090

12 to t5U v.1/.0
to 1.00d v. IJO w

MOTOR-GENERATORS

A IR-CHROME

Input
Output

Type Speaker Parts' to build the
£.
1 speaker that has taken America by storm can
be obtained from Components Productim, Co., Ilonley,
Huddersfield. Send for list.
[0130

A.O. or O.0
to 170 w. 11.T ,or
80 w. ii.T. & 80 w. L.T.

Efficient.

Silent.

Ripple-free.

P AKER'S
Selhurst
Radio
Moving Coil
Loud2.-If speakers. with Pentode coil and
The Wireless
World " ?dearly« Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
1
.
0231
VIBRO-SKIN
special leather for fixing the die•
phragm of the moving coil loud-spenker; price 2/6
Per piece Ilin. square, 2/- per piece 9M. espiare, poet
free, cash wit h order; special terms to the trade.—The
Alder Leather Co.
3, Southwark St., S.E.1.
Tel.:
Hop 4448.
[0224

A IR-CHROME Type Loud-speakers Parts, no de.L'x scribed in the June 6th issue of this pilDefi,
01
o
2
n;
be obtained from Components Preduction Co., Henley,
£ .
,Send for list.
MOVING Coil Loud-speaker Parts of Quality are
J-V2- made and lolly guaranteed by Cotnponeuts Production Co., Hunley, Huddersfield.
Send tor lists.
[0149
AKER'S
Selhurst
Radio
Moving Coil
Loudspeakers, with l'entoile coil and "The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
f0232

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.

B

t'i-none

A

IR-CHROME Typo Loud-speakers Give Wonderful
Results. and, with the assistance of a screwdriver and hammer, can be easily built front ports
supplied by Components Production Co., Henley, Huddersfield.
Bend tor list.
[0151
Can Give Prompt Delivery of Moving
GOODMANS
Coil Kits; send for descriptive leaflet describing

.:0) A MOVING COIL

hc

LOUDSPEAKER

FREE
For your
Suggestion.
NAME THIS
SUPER
TRANSFORMER
AND WIN A
It-OvING COIL
Elf OR A
1ERRALTJ
LOJDSPEAKER.
Equal to many
selling at
double the
price.

You require • First Class Transformer.
In order to introduce and name this new line we
are offering a prize of a Moving Coil Kit bf Parts
or a Terraltn Loudspeaker to the purchaser of a
Super Transformer at zo/6 whose letter first
reaches us and con.ains the name accepted which
becomes the property of the Company.
Ike submitted suggestions were not suitable, and we
are keeping this offer open for another week.
COUPON.
Pleirm send me 0.0.1). one uper Transformer at 10 6.
1agree to subm ,tmy suggestion under the condit.one
ountued above and to accept the Company's decision
as final and legally binding.
1suggest an a same for your Transformer

their new Centrix pot
registered design;
incorporated with any
can be used •with all
meter; sold separately
on request.—Goodwans,

stand and frame of patented
unique centering featuies nut
other stand on the market,
makers' puts up to 5in. diaat 32/6; all moving coil lists
27, Farringdon St., E.C.4..
[0089
OIL Drive Speakers, Goodmansi call any day
between 12.e0 p.m. and 1.30 p.m. during the
City luncheon hour, and hear any of our products
demonstrated.—Cmodinans, 27, Fariingdon St., E.(2.4.
[0091
Selhurst
Radio
Moving Coil
Loud1.-It speakers, with Pentode coil and • The Wireless
World '' Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
1
.
0233

and

C

DEED Movements—The double acting 4-pole balanced reed units (P.G.e) are still first favourite
for all kinds of diaphragm speakers. At Manchester
enthusiasts could not be persuaded this unit was not
a moving coil speaker, and insisted un the assembly
being withdrawn from the demonstration cabinet for
inspection Ill These instruments are ol precision manufacture, constructed with a double magnetic system
of patented design, infinitely adjustable, extremely
sensitive un small inputs. yet capable of handling
huge volume; beware of infringing substitutes; lair
allowance on Lessenolas Brown A earpieces, or other
units in part exchange. A user of Goodmans double
acting unit •P.0.31 writes from Devonport: Your
D.A. unit is streets anead of any cone unit or complete cone 1 have tried. Everytme that has heard it
says it is impossib'e to get better. 1 agree with
them. Write
for
illustrated
eircular.—Uoodmans,
27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0066

A. W. Griffin & Co. Ltd., Bates Hill, Redditch

POWER

Transformers
and CHOKES £or
WIRELESS.
Power Transformers-input 200-220-240 volts,
40/80

Moving Coil Speaker, new, 6high resistance coil, unused
and perfect; £6.—Michael Lavin, Old House, Sonning.
Reading.
[2367

Cycles, output

volts.

250

100 m.a.

4 Volts-4 Amps., 2.5-2.5,
2 Amps.,
Amps.
PRICES

ENGINEERING
STAR
volt, / amp., pot,

12

Volts,

FROM

2

30/.

12

B

.AKER'S
Selhurst
Radio
Moving Coll
Loudspeakers. with Pentode coil and "The Wireless
World " Megavox Three make the ideal combination
for perfect reproduction at low cost.
f0

OIITPUT
to moving
Valves—The
coil and ideal
other valve
largefor
loud-speakers
purity output
is

an A.P. L.S.680; it dissipates 10 watts on 200 H.T.
and requires only halt the H.T. of the
90
3
electrode.—Kindly see Aneloy Products advertisement
under Valves section.
[2390

Name
Address

emSUPERIOR—

JILA EATITER
Mounts, best quality skins, speci ally
prepared, supple and even
substance.
hin.
square; 1/9; cash with order.—Radio, 29, Windermere Rd., Coulsdon, Surrey.
[2485

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
FOR ADVANCED AMAIEURS.
Send /or particulars, and quotations, for
Mains Components, made only by—

WILLIAM BAYLISS LTD.,
SHEEPCOTE

ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Makers also ot Brass and Co o per Iubes and Wire
CONTRACTORS TO BRITISH & COLONIAL
GOVERNMENTS RA ILI/AYS . EIC

Mention of " The Wireless World, — when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

6 064 . •

Ilienssity ot Southern Caufora4i
li

.
4

